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Notes on New Zealand.
A JOURNEY to New Zealand, accomplished without accident or adventure, affords but meagre material for a
book of travel; but having just returned from a stay of three months in that great colony, during which I
travelled, wherever possible, by land, from Auckland, in the north, to Invercargill and Riverton, in the south, I
may be able to give some accurate information, and remove some erroneous impressions about the character
and resources of the country.
There are many ways of getting to New Zealand. The direct steamers accomplish the voyage in six weeks,
and will take the traveller, with every comfort, from London to one of the New Zealand ports. This is, perhaps,
the easiest route, but as it is rather monotonous, many will prefer to do as I did—travel by the United States,
crossing the Pacific from San Francisco to Auckland. Accompanied by my wife, I left Liverpool on September
25, 1886, in the Cunard steamship Etruria, and arrived in New York on the morning of October 3.
I need not describe a journey across the American continent. The great cities are well known, and the great
plains left on my mind only the impression of dreary monotony. California is a beautiful country, but I cannot
understand how anyone can make the great plains their home unless driven to do so by dire necessity. The
inhabitants seem to be very much of my opinion, for their houses and fields show no effort at beauty or
adornment. They may be good farms, but they are not homesteads.
We sailed from San Francisco on October 24, in the steamship Alameda, an American-built and
American-owned steamer. She carried us safely over 6,000 miles of ocean, and we experienced great kindness
from the captain, officers, and crew; but her accommodation is not suited for the trade in which she is now
employed, and her cook might with advantage pay a visit to the School of Cookery.
We spent a pleasant day at Honolulu, and called at Tutuilla, one of the Samoan group of islands; beyond
that, the voyage was without incident, and we were all glad when we sighted the Great Barrier island at the
entrance of the Hauraki Gulf, at the head of which Auckland stands. We steamed up the gulf by moonlight, and
landed at Auckland at midnight on November 13.
It was with great interest that we first surveyed a New Zealand city. When we went out the next morning
we noticed with some surprise that, with a few exceptions, the buildings are all constructed of wood. Timber is
abundant, stone there is none readily available. Bricks do not seem to be easily procured. The country is
volcanic, the soil is of volcanic origin, small volcanic hills surround the town, and rear their heads as islands in
the bay; earthquakes occasionally occur. The wooden buildings are, therefore, easily accounted for, but they
appear strange to an English eye. When this first feeling of strangeness had worn off I could not help noticing
the general air of prosperity in the place and the efforts which have been made to make it look like "Home."
Everyone in New Zealand speaks of England as "Home"; even those who were born in the colony, and
have never visited the old country.
Oaks, elms, and chesnuts are replacing the native trees. The May was in full flower, so was the gorse and
the briar-rose. The gardens were bright with English flowers, the only difference being that geraniums, and
other delicate plants, which, with us, require care in the winter, there stand out in the gardens all the year round.
Cricket and lawn tennis are played vigorously in the summer, and a pack of hounds affords sport over a
stone-wall country in the winter. It is a piece of England transported to a more genial climate.
The people also are English; they speak without accent. The gentlemen live in the same way as we do at
home, only with fewer servants, and, as a rule, smaller houses. The poor do not exist: labourers and artizans
earn from 6s. a day upwards, live in detached houses with small gardens, which are very frequently their own
property; dress well, eat meat three times a day, and get their children's schooling for nothing. I only saw one
man in Auckland who looked poor, and he was drunk.
My friends introduced me at the club, and I there had an opportunity of meeting the principal men in the
town, and learning from them what they thought of the prospects of the place. There was only one opinion as to
the future, namely, that Auckland and the district it commands, must go ahead; and I am bound to say that there
was only one opinion as to the present, namely, that things were very bad. Depression was on everyone's lips,
and I set myself to find out what it meant.
Who was depressed? What was depressed? The people did not, as a rule, look depressed. As I have said,
they were all well-dressed, well fed, and well housed. The town did not look de- pressed; trade seemed active;
the shops were well stocked, and people seemed to buy and sell freely. There was money to spare for pleasure;

thoroughbred yearlings sold for 200 guineas apiece. The streets were well kept and clean; the harbour did not
look depressed. It was crowded with shipping. Who, then, was depressed, and why?
Land speculators were depressed. Large tracts of land had been bought a few years ago on speculation,
sometimes with money borrowed at high rates of interest, and the price of land had fallen.
The speculator had made a bad bargain, and the mortgagee did not like the look of his investment. The land
is there, and will sell some day; but in the meantime interest has to be paid, and the land does not produce
enough, in its present state, to pay it. No wonder that borrower and lender were both depressed, and cried aloud
how much depression hurt them. The timber industry was depressed. Not because there is not a good trade to be
done, but because four companies have started to do a trade which is only big enough for two; and, with a view
to securing the best of it for themselves, they have entered into a rivalry in the purchase of Kauri forests,
whereby they have absorbed too much of their available cash, and in some cases credit. As population grows,
the trade will be enough for all; but that day is not yet, and in the meantime interest has to be paid, and there is
no surplus for dividends—a state of affairs very depressing to the shareholders. The trade in Kauri gum is an
important industry in Auckland. When I was there business in gum was dull, and prices were low, leaving but a
small margin for profit. I hear that prices have since risen, so I hope this cause of depression has passed away.
I arrived at the conclusion that the people of Auckland had some cause for their depression, but that a rise
in the price of land, and a little activity in the building trade, would do much to remove it; and that the worst
which was likely to happen was some loss and inconvenience to individuals, painful enough to the sufferers,
but not really touching the resources of the city and neighbourhood.
From Auckland we went to Ohinemutu, in the midst of the volcanic region. The journey, and the place have
been described by Mr. Froude and others, so I will enter into no particulars. I must say, however, that the
destruction of timber along the coach road which so forcibly impressed Mr. Froude with a sense of waste,
appeared to me an absolute necessity if the road was to be made at all, and it is also certain that the timber
destroyed could not have been taken to any market at a remunerative price. None of the logs are Kauri. There is
no Kauri within fifty miles.
Ohinemutu is a wonderful place, and the head-quarters for those who wish to see the volcanic region. I fear
that much of its prosperity will have disappeared with the terraces, though the medicinal baths in the
neighbourhood may partly compensate for this loss.
We visited Wairoa, which used to be a beautiful village, and the starting-place for the terrace expedition;
now a scene of utter desolation. Made "Tapu" by the natives, it remains a dreary desert of mud and ruins.
Church and hotels, native huts (wharres) and English homes, all destroyed. The bush levelled by the storm of
mud and wind, and no sign of animal or vegetable life remaining. But with the exception of the possible loss of
tourist traffic the injury done to the resources of New Zealand is nothing. The country round Mount Tarawera
never was of any commercial value. The land nearer to the sea-coast was covered with a light sprinkling of dust
and mud, which caused a loss of sheep and cattle, but has resulted in increased fertility, and therefore increased
value to the land.
From Ohinemutu we drove to Napier, about 180 miles. The road passes, in part of its course, over the great
Taupo plains, a desert of pummice. The rest of the route is through country which either is, or may be made,
good pastoral land. Much of it is still in the hands of the Maories. Napier is a picturesque town situated on a
promontory which is almost an island, being connected with the mainland by a long spit of beach. It is the
outlet for the rich district of Hawkes' Bay, and seems a prosperous town. A breakwater has been commenced
here which, when completed, is expected to increase the trade of the town. The security for the bond-holders is
good enough, but whether the money would not have been better expended on improving the railway
communication with Wellington seems to me an open question.
After a few days stay in Napier we crossed to the south-west coast of the North Island, by rail and coach
through the Manawatu Gorge, and then through Taranaki from Hawera to New Plymouth.
A more beautiful place for a home it is hard to conceive. The land was only taken over from the Maories a
few years ago, and the district was quite recently agitated by the Maori leader Te Whiti; but already the bush
has been to a great extent cleared. Prosperous homesteads line the road. The cattle are feeding in well-fenced
paddocks on grass only to be equalled in an English grazing country. Perennial streams flow at short intervals
from the snow-covered cone of Mount Egmont, which rises some 9,000 feet clear from the plain; on the other
hand the sea-coast; the meadow-land reaching to the edge of the shore. The outlets for this rich district are
Hawera, on the railway to Wellington, and New Plymouth, where the breakwater is so far completed that
moderate-sized steamers can lie alongside and load cattle; it is hoped that the works now in progress will enable
cattle, cheese, and butter to be shipped to Sydney with regularity. If this can be done, the prosperity of the
district will be much enhanced. In any case the fine land, and genial climate, with abundance of water, must
make it a rich farming country. From New Plymouth we travelled to Wellington, part of our journey being over
the recently-finished Wellington and Manawatu Railway. The Wellington climate is proverbial. It is said that a

Wellington man may always be known by his putting his hand to his hat when he comes to the corner of a
street. I am afraid my Wellington friends will never forgive me, but truth compels me to say that the wind does
blow at Wellington in a way I never experienced elsewhere. Wellington is not, however, an unpleasant place to
stay in. The harbour is magnificent, and the trade done at its wharves large. I saw twenty steamers at the wharf
at the same time, among them being the Rimutaka and Ruapehu, two of the fine boats of the New Zealand
Shipping Company, which run direct to London. Wellington being the seat of Government, there is a great deal
of pleasant society there. I had an opportunity of meeting some of New Zealand's foremost statesmen, and
seeing the men who are now guiding the destinies of the Colony. I shall have something to say on the subject of
the Government and institutions of New Zealand; it is no part of my programme to say anything about
individuals. The opening of the Wellington and Manawatu Railway should have an important influence on the
prospects of Wellington. The town is shut in by a high range of hills. The railway crosses these hills, and opens
up direct communication with Palmerston, and other districts which are gradually being settled by a good class
of farmers. The voyage from Wellington to Christchurch is often a disagreeable one, Cook's Straits being the
home of the winds. Thanks to the courtesy of the Directors of the New Zealand Shipping Company we travelled
comfortably in their ocean-going boat, the Aorangi; sailing at 4 A.M., we landed at Lyttleton in time for a late
dinner at Christchurch.
We arrived at Christchurch on December 15th. The next day was kept as a holiday to celebrate the
founding of the settlement in 1851.
The change worked in thirty-five years is almost incredible. In 1851 the first settlers landed in Lyttleton
harbour, and had to cross the high range of the Port hills on foot to reach their new home. When they got there
the prospect must have been discouraging. They saw before them a vast plain bounded by sea and mountains.
Treeless, covered with tussock grass, looking brown and poor. The small stream of the Avon wound then, as
now, through the place marked out for the township by the pioneers.
Now a tunnel pierces the hills. The railway takes the traveller in about twenty minutes from the harbour,
busy with its wharves and shipping, to a well-laid-out town. Shops and hotels (every public-house is an hotel in
New Zealand), clubs and churches, banks and warehouses all show active life. Houses with well-kept gardens
surround the town. The treeless plain is so thickly planted that an American is said to have asked why they had
built the town in the bush. The cathedral, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, is unfinished, but beautiful. The
Provincial Hall is an architectural gem. The school is one of the best in the southern hemisphere. The Avon is
spanned by numerous bridges (I believe Christchurch has more bridges than London) and shaded by willows.
The public gardens are beautiful, and large parks afford space for cricket, football, and other games. There
is a racecourse, but that is a necessity for every village in Australasia. A railway connects Christchurch with
Dunedin, and branch lines run to different points on the plain. A woollen manufactory turns out first-rate work
at Kaiapoi close by, while meat-freezing, agricultural implement making, and railway-carriage works afford
scope for a manufacturing population. Some 50,000 people live in Christchurch and its suburbs, and have
surrounded themselves with all that is necessary for the business and elegancies of life. All this has been done
in thirty-five years. Truly if the Government and people of New Zealand have borrowed much they have
something to show for the money, and they have improved the lender's security by hard and judicious work.
We visited a sheep station to the north of Christchurch, where the owner was shearing 85,000 sheep fed on
75,000 acres of unimproved native grass. No doubt the productive power of the land might be increased, but the
owner is past the prime of life, and leaves to younger men the task of making three blades of English grass
grow where one blade of native grass grows now. He has done hard work in his clay, and has turned the
wilderness into a garden in the immediate neighbourhood of his beautiful home.
We also visited a great agricultural farm. Our host cultivates 15,000 acres, much of which has been
reclaimed from impenetrable marsh. Now the home of the marsh-fowl carries magnificent crops. He had 5,000
acres of wheat and oats besides root crops, sheep, cattle and horses. Dairy farming was conducted on a large
scale, and all carried on with energy and skill; let us hope, also, with financial success. Every modern appliance
is in use. The cream sepa- rator, and churn worked by water power, make splendid butter, and make it
economically. Reapers and binders are used for harvesting. The ditches are dug, and the hedges clipped by
machinery. My friend, and his son just back from Cambridge, are not idle, and have earned the thanks of their
countrymen. One hundred men are employed on the farm, and among them put £4,000 per annum into the
savings bank.
The surroundings of Timaru and Oarmaru in the south of Canterbury remind one of an English county. The
country is more hilly than the neighbourhood of Christchurch, and is well settled, and cultivated. They each
have their breakwater, more or less effective; in my opinion they would have been wiser if they had kept their
money and shipped their produce at Lyttleton. They think otherwise, however, and I daresay they know their
own business best. They have done much good work in a few years, and may be forgiven if they have been
over-ambitious. If their breakwaters are an extravagance, they both can and will pay the bill.

Oarmaru is a place of pretentious buildings, accounted for by an abundance of suitable and very white stone
in the neighbourhood. The town has not yet grown up to its palaces. The railway to Dunedin runs in its whole
course near the sea-coast. There is a division of opinion as to whether the route selected was the best. Not
having seen the alternative route, I can express no opinion on this point. The steamers of the Union Steamship
Company must be formidable competitors with the present road, but it carries a large passenger traffic.
We stayed one day only at Dunedin on our road to Invercargill and Riverton, returning for a longer visit
after our journey to the south. Invercargill is the centre of a good district, but has a forsaken appearance. The
streets are laid out on a scale out of all proportion to the present population; the consequence is that the place
looks deserted. The population is small; the surrounding country held in great part by large landowners, who
are suffering from the low price of wool, and the heavy rate they have to pay on their mortgages. The district
ought to be prosperous, but is not.
At Riverton, twenty-five miles away, the exactly opposite conditions exist. The land is held by small
farmers, and here as elsewhere in New Zealand small farmers make a good living and something more. The
harbour is only suited for the smallest class of coasting vessels, and the trade is not large; but no one talks of
depression at Riverton, as far as I could learn.
We returned in due course to Dunedin, a prosperous trading town. The harbour is fine. The largest steamers
can go at all times to Port Chalmers, and a channel has been dredged to enable them to go to Dunedin itself. I
am not engineer enough to say whether the money has been well spent or not; the Harbour Board and citizens
of Dunedin have no doubt about it.
Dunedin is another instance of rapid growth. Founded about the same time as Christchurch, it has grown
into a large city, with fine solid buildings and an active trade. The climate resembles the climate of Scotland
with a milder winter, and a large number of the inhabitants are Scotch. With a few exceptions manufacturing
industries have not hitherto prospered at Dunedin, and it is the centre to which gravitates so much of the trade
of the Southern parts of New Zealand that the prevailing feeling is certain to be strongly echoed there. The
people are, however, confident in their future, and I believe with reason. The trade of Otago and Southland
must increase, and pass in great measure through Dunedin.
From Dunedin we returned to Christchurch and crossed the island to Hokitika on the West Coast: a
wonderful drive introducing us to a wonderful country.
Crossing the highly-cultivated Canterbury plain by rail, we drove by coach from Springfield, the present
terminus, over the range of mountains which runs from north to south through the middle island. Hilly pastoral
country extends for some distance, then bush-covered hills with high snow-covered mountains and glaciers in
the distance. Passing over the watershed at Arthur's Pass, we drove through the Otira gorge into the Western
bush, dense with ferns and creepers. The district is the Switzerland of Australasia, only needing facilities of
communication and good hotels to make it a popular holiday resort: both, I hope, soon to be provided.
On the West Coast we were in a new world.
We travelled through the district from Hokitika to Nelson. A fine wide valley, green and fertile, extends for
miles. Settlement is progressing rapidly, and settlement by small farmers. There is magnificent useful timber,
much of it, alas! being cut down and burnt to clear the land; when communication with the outer world is
established by railway, to be a valuable article of commerce. The mountains on either hand are intersected by
valleys, up many of which roads have been made, and settlement begun. The district is well watered—too well.
The rainfall is very great. Fine streams and mineral wealth abound. Grain will not ripen in that moist climate,
but with that exception there seems to be everything the heart of man can wish.
The talk is of mining, chiefly of gold. The Chinaman washes out his few ounces. Alluvial diggings are
being carried on on a large scale by the fluming process. At Reefton the quartz reefs are being worked, and in
some cases paying well.
Coal is being worked at Greymouth and Westport. The West-port coal is one of the best steam coals in the
world. The Grey-mouth coal is so good that it is being used in some of the Australian gas-works in spits of the
difficulties of Greymouth harbour bar. Copper and iron had been found near Nelson, and indications of tin. In
how large quantities this wealth of minerals exists no one can tell. The bush is so dense that a man cannot
penetrate it without a hatchet. Coal is known to exist in many places where it cannot be worked at a profit till
some means is found of taking it away. Gold is found in every stream. A reef, believed to be a good one, was
found only a few months ago within a day's coach drive of Nelson. Already local companies have been formed
to work it. An hotel is building, and a township will soon spring up on the spot.
Much money has been spent at Hokitika, Greymouth, and Westport in trying to make good harbours out of
mountain torrents, at present with but indifferent success. Some people advocate a harbour at Port Elizabeth, a
few miles north of Greymouth. The Government officials do not favour the idea—in any case a harbour at that
place is an affair for the "dim and distant future." Dim and distant futures come rapidly sometimes in New
Zealand, as in politics.

The present hopes of the West Coast are all centred in the Mid-land Railway, which is to bring the corn of
Canterbury, and take in exchange the minerals of Westland and Nelson. The railway is begun, and people are
impatient for its completion.
Our visit to New Zealand ended at Nelson—generally spoken of as "Sleepy Hollow"—a pleasant town,
with a soft, rather enervating climate, backed by a small, but rich, agricultural district, abounding in fruit: a
pleasant resting-place after a fortnight's hard travelling. Nelson, too, hopes much from the Midland Railway,
which will make its harbour the direct means of communication between Auckland and the West Coast, which
will probably be the manufacturing district of New Zealand.
From Nelson we crossed the straits once more to Wellington, and took ship for Sydney, rejoicing in our
start homewards, but leaving New Zealand with the words "au revoir" on our lips. I should be sorry to think
that I should never see New Zealand again.
I may seem to some to write of New Zealand in a tone of exaggeration. I certainly have not exaggerated the
impression made upon my own mind. It is hard to avoid enthusiasm when speaking, or writing of such a
country.
The old country is overcrowded. Is not the remedy to be found in the transfer of men and women who have
neither regular work, nor hope, to this new land, where labour is wanted, and space is ample for all? England
suffers from a surplus of population; New Zealand wants people. A temperate climate, a fertile soil, and an easy
passage invite the colonist. There is no burning heat and drought, as in Australia; nor bitter cold, as in Canada.
But who shall go? Not the man who can make pins' heads and do nothing else; they make no pins, as yet, in
New Zealand. Not the loafer; there is no room for him there; his proper place in the scale of creation has not yet
been ascertained. The idle young gentleman, whose idea of life is sport, and who would scorn to work with his
own hands, will find himself at a discount. There is not much opening for the clerk, unless he is sure of an
appointment on landing. The clerk who goes to an opening, and uses his opportunities well, will find his
position improved.
The men who are wanted are farmers, not too old to learn, who can take some capital and skill with them. If
they have in addition a few stout sons and daughters, so much the better. Working men are wanted who are not
afraid to rough it a bit at first; who will leave their families in the towns till they are settled; and with their
swags on their backs seek work in the country, take the first that offers, and do it. They will not long be
unemployed. The only capital they need is a stout heart and strong hands. The handy man who can dig, plough,
drive, or do a bit of bush-carpentering is a treasure there.
The wages are good, but the standard of work is high, and the labourer must not be afraid of making his
back ache, or of rough sleeping accommodation. He will get plenty to eat as compensation. Rest of all, he will
be able to save money, and, in time, own his small freehold and be independent.
My readers will begin to ask whether there are no drawbacks. Not many; but there are some. To the
educated man, society is small in quantity, and interests apt to be too exclusively local. The newspapers deal
ably with local affairs, but seem to regard contemporary history outside New Zealand with something
approaching to contempt. The English and European telegrams are meagre, and often inaccurate. The
suspension of Sir Pope Hennessy from his place as Governor of Mauritius was announced as the suspension of
Hennessy and Co. One could not help thinking that the teetotal movement had seriously affected the demand
for brandy. The Government is undoubtedly too expensive; the members of the House of Representatives, with
their £200 per session, the numerous ministers, and expensive machinery, seem to the stranger a costly luxury.
A few policeman with walking-sticks, and two or three men of business to look after the finances, would do all
New Zealand requires, and do it better. All this elaborate and costly machinery is the sacrifice annually
demanded by the great god Demos.
And the result is not good. Sir Henry Maine, in his essay on the "Nature of Democracy," says, "Of all the
forms of Government, Democracy is the most difficult." In New Zealand the Government is a pure democracy,
and it gives a very apt illustration of this saying. Every man has a vote. Sir Julius Vogel is reported to be about
to propose to extend the franchise to women. Parties are divided into the ins and the outs, not by any intelligible
difference of opinion. Foreign politics there are none. What is the result? Every man tries to use Parliament for
his own interest. No man has a chance of being returned as a Member unless he will pledge himself to further
local interests. No Minister has a chance of retaining his place unless he can secure the votes of Members by
helping them to attain their local objects. And all these local interests to be thus advanced may be summed up
in the words: expenditure in the district of public money. This is the whole secret of New Zealand's financial
position.
The objects may be, very often are, desirable; but the process by which they are attained can only be
characterized by the disagreeable word corruption.
Let me tell a story to illustrate the process:
It was proposed to get up a memorial in the House approving of a step taken by an English Minister. A

Member who had a Bill for a local work before the House was asked to sign it. He declined at first, but
afterwards did so, on the promise that the promoters would vote for his Bill if he did. He entirely disapproved
of the memorial, but he signed it to pass his Bill—which he lost, by-the-bye, and serve him right. I have the
story on the boat possible authority, that of the Member himself, who added, "I never did a thing in my life of
which I was more ashamed."
Sir Henry Maine quotes Alexander Hamilton, the American statesman, as saying, in conversation with a
friend, "That when corruption comes to an end the British Constitution would fall to pieces." When corruption
of this sort comes to an end (as it must do now from the difficulty of the New Zealand Government borbowing
any more at present), what will become of the New Zealand Constitution? I believe it will survive, and be the
better for the trial. The people are as fine, straightforward a set of English men and women as can be found
anywhere; and when they find that they have to depend upon themselves alone they will do it, and fight through
any temporary difficulty which may arise. The sooner they face the facts, and set to work to meet them, the
better.
The educational system is comprehensive, but very costly. Each district has every temptation to
extravagance, and no inducement to be economical. The Government pays, and the money is spent in the
neighbourhood. The more is spent, the better the people like it, forgetting that the same process going on all
over the country makes the cost per child over £4 per head, and leads to financial embarrassment. Why should
not the people who use the schools pay school fees? They are well able to do so, and it is generally admitted
that people value most what they pay for. And why should not the inducement to economy be given by
charging part of the cost on the local rates?
While on the subject of New Zealand finance, it is only fair to remember two things: one, that New Zealand
is handicapped, as compared with the Australian Colonies, by a war expenditure. The amount has been
variously estimated, but the expenditure was absolutely necessary if New Zealand was to become a home for
Englishmen, and the amount, whatever it may have been, is burdensome on a community not yet fifty years old.
The second, that if New Zealand has borrowed unwisely, English capitalists must have lent unwisely. All
the blame must not be laid on the shoulders of the borrower.
But has New Zealand borrowed unwisely?
Roughly speaking, there are three classes of New Zealand borrrowing—Government loans, Municipal and
Harbour Board loans, and private borrowing.
I believe that the interest on the Government loans is as certain to be paid as the interest on consols, but
none the less do I think that loans have followed one another with undue rapidity. Much of the money has been
well spent on roads, railways, and other public works directly or indirectly profitable.
New Zealand rivers are peculiar; they cover immense shingle-beds, at all times dangerous to ford, in flood
impassable. Till these streams had been bridged progress in New Zealand was impossible. They have been
bridged in the worst cases, and the bridging has cost money.
The railways were a necessity, those in the South Island pay about 4 per cent, on the outlay.
A public works policy is a legitimate policy in a new country, but it must be kept clear from corrupt
political influences. I would not put a stop absolutely on New Zealand borrowing, but I would suggest that the
Bank of England, or whoever is responsible for issuing any fresh loans, should see that the money is allotted to
really useful works before they publish the prospectus; that the works to which the money is to be applied
should be clearly stated in the prospectus; and that the Government and New Zealand Parliament are pledged to
expend the money on these works and for no other purpose.
Municipal and Harbour Board loans are of very varying quality. I am not going to advertise the merits of
any of them, but it is obvious that a harbour with great natural advantages must in-crease its trade, and may
fairly rank among the first-class commercial enterprises of the world. The same may be said of loans to be
expended by municipalities or public companies on supplying gas and water, or paving streets in
well-established cities. The small towns and harbours less advantageously situated must satisfy the lender that
they have good security to offer.
Private borrowing is large, and the cause of much of the trouble in New Zealand. If the lenders, who are
generally great joint-stock companies, cannot take care of themselves, I am afraid nothing I can say will help
them.
The population of New South Wales is a million, and one-third of the whole is collected in Sydney and the
neighbourhood. One-third of the population of Victoria is collected in Melbourne. In New Zealand there are
four large towns, Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, but no large city. In the future this will
very probably be an advantage to New Zealand. Now, it is to her disadvantage. The four towns are jealous, and
apt to decry one another. If public money is spent at Dunedin, Auckland thinks she ought to have an equal slice
of the cake. A public work, or an industrial company started at Christchurch must be rivalled at Wellington.
Wellington is the seat of Government, but there is no capital, and the influence of the educated classes and of

the press is frittered away in comparatively small communities.
Sydney and Melbourne are magnificent cities, and a good advertisement of their respective countries. New
Zealand has no such advertisement.
One word more on New Zealand politics. It seems as if every crude theory was taken up on the authority of
some magazine article, and foisted upon the country as a supreme effort of enlightened statesmanship.
Female suffrage in a country where there must be few women householders; nationalization of land where
the one thing wanted is to induce capitalists to buy and improve the land; artificial settlement of men without
capital on lands which take capital to bring them into cultivation! Why cannot they let it alone? I suppose
because hon. members must talk about something to earn their £200 per session, and they have nothing else to
talk about.
Sir George Grey once brought the whole weight of his eloquence and authority to bear to try and exclude
matches containing phosphorous from the country, and drew touching pictures of the lingering agonies of
poisoned children. The leaders of both parties are tampering with protection, not realising that the only result
must be to take the people from the land where they are wanted, to put them in the towns where they are not
wanted.
To sum up my impressions of New Zealand, it is a country which cannot be beaten as a home for
Englishmen. It must increase in prosperity; the progress of the next fifty years should surpass a hundred-fold
the progress of the past. The depression from which she is suffering is in the main agricultural depression, from
which her varied resources will enable her to recover more rapidly than less favoured regions. The Government
is not all that one could desire, but the common sense of an educated well-to-do people will do much to rectify
what is amiss. The borrowing has been too rapid in the past, and the check just administered will do no harm.
The partnership between English capital and New Zealand enterprise is a legitimate one, but the capitalist
partner must do his share, and see that the working partner uses the firm's money wisely.
I can only, in conclusion, echo the words which appear as a trophy at every New Zealand public gathering:
"Forward, New Zealand."
E. BRODIE HOARE.
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been effected. Insurances on the Hospital have been effected, and steps are being taken towards having the
various properties now in the possession of the Board vested therein by deed.
The Board gratefully acknowledges the constant and valuable services rendered by the Honorary Staff in
the care of the sick; to the many presents from kind and thoughtful persons for the inmates of the Hospital, and
specially to the Belfast Freezing Company for supplying ice whenever solicited.
On assuming control, the Board found it necessary to at once consider the question of building an
Operating Theatre. For some time previously this had been very strongly advised by the medical staff, owing to
the unsuitable and unsafe condition of the room used for performing operations.
The building is now finished, and for design and completeness in every detail it reflects great credit on the
architect, Mr. Seager. As the heating of the operating theatre was to be effected by means of a system of
hot-water pipes, it was considered to be a most opportune time for introducing the same, (heat being generated
from the same boiler) for heating and ventilating the adjoining (No. 6) men's surgical ward, and supplying hot
water for baths. The previous method of heating consisted of two unsightly detached fire-places, which were
not only quite inadequate to perform the purpose for which they were intended, but militated somewhat against
the free circulation of air. Separate fires were also necessary for heating water for baths. All these works have
been carried out in the most successful manner. The pressing want for more accommodation convinced the
Board that, as the finances would not at present permit of building a new ward, it would be better to effect such
alterations to the old portion, formerly used mostly as a convalescent ward, as would in a measure meet the
difficulty.
Accordingly, it was decided to so convert the internal arrangements that it would contain two children's
wards, one ophthalmic, one observation, and two convalescent wards, to- gether with the necessary offices,
giving 36 additional beds, thoroughly ventilated throughout, all the old flooring, lining, and plaster being
renewed with new material. 102 beds will then be available in the Hospital for ordinary cases, and on
completion of an Infectious Diseases Ward, now under construction, a total number of 116 beds.
The principal portion of this work is now approaching completion, and the Board instructed the House
Committee to prepare a report of similar alterations to Nos. 4 and 5 wards, with regard to heating and

ventilating as were carried out in No. 6 ward. This has not yet been sent in, and is therefore a work which this
Board may fairly recommend to the consideration of the new Board, together with the urgent necessity of
erecting a new kitchen, and, connected with the laundry, a drying closet. The want of the former has been of
long duration; for years past it has been brought under the notice of the Government constantly: the building is
in a deplorable state of decay, and in a great degree devoid of those conveniences so necessary in carrying out
satisfactorily the duties devolving upon the occupants thereof. With regard to the latter, an improved system of
drying is indispensable before the advent of next winter; the powers of the laundresses were taxed to the
uttermost in keeping up the supply of dry linen during the last wet weather, and an increase of washing must be
expected with increased accommodation.
The Government having voted £1000 towards building an infectious diseases ward, a tender for the erection
thereof has been accepted for the sum of £1543.
Attached to this is the statement of the receipts and expenditure for the twelve months ending 31st March,
1887, classified, of contracts for alterations and new buildings; also a comparative statement of ordinary
expenditure between the last two annual returns and the present. By reference to the Statement of Receipts and
Expenditure of Christchurch Hospital it will be seen that, with regard to ordinary expenditure, a considerable
saving has been effected under each head, with the exception of drugs and printing; the former is probably due
to the increase of patients, the latter to the complete renewal of office books, voucher forms, printing by-laws,
&c. Of the last there is no corresponding item with which to form a comparison. Until the present Board took
office, wages for men employed at daily labour about the grounds were paid by the Charitable Aid Board, and
were not included in Hospital expenditure.
It will be seen that the amount of expenditure for Christchurch Hospital for the twelve months has been, for
ordinary purposes £5098 16s. 2d., that for permanent works on contracts completed £2288 14s. 4d.; payments
on account of uncompleted contracts, £750; and Architect's fees in connection therewith, £102 3s. 0d.; being
£3140 16s. 7d.; and with regard to the latter it may be necessary to explain that the Hospitals and Charitable
Institutions Act, 1885, came into operation on the 1st October of that year, from which date the contributions
from the various local authorities were levied, the Government, however, in order to enable the Boards to more
readily perform their functions, made provisions for the payment of all expenditure up to the 1st December: by
so doing the Board became possessed of an amount equal to two months' expenditure, which, added to that
already voted for permanent works and decrease in ordinary expenditure, enabled the Board to more effectually
carry out those most necessary improvements.
Additional land having been granted for building a Fever ward, it was found necessary to clear and level it:
doing this and the ordinary work about the grounds has absorbed the principal portion of the amount set down
to wages account.
It must not be forgotten that the latter four months of the year ending 31st March, 1886, was carried on
under the provisions of the new Act, by the Board, elected in accordance therewith, so that a comparison of the
expenditure between the administration of the Government and the Board can only be made by comparing the
years 1885 and 1887.
The receipts from patients for maintenance fees were £369 10s. 3d., as against £334 2s. 3d. and £354 6s.
6d. for the years quoted in comparative table.
The average daily cost of each patient, excluding cost for permanent works, has been 4s., but deducting the
item wages, in order to form a comparison with former years, this would be reduced to 3s. 8d., as against 4s.
8¾d., (1885), and 4s. 3d., (1886), respectively, as per table.
The total number of out-patients treated at the Hospital during the year was 2547, viz., 1130 males and
1417 females.
There were also 131 cases of accidents treated which were not admitted to the wards.
The receipts for the year have been £14 5s., as against £31 7s. and £35 8s. for previous years.
The expenditure was £402 3s. 7d., as against £415 19s. 1d. and £391 4s. 10d.

Comparative Statement
Of the Annual Expenditure, for ordinary
purposes, classified for the three years ending
respectively 31st March, 1885, 31st March,

1886, and 31st March, 1887.
Expenditure. Year ending 31st March, 1885 Year ending 31st March, 1886 Year ending 31st March, 1887
Difference between 1885 and 1887 Increase. Decrease. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. Salaries ... ... ... ...
1593 4 1 *1705 5 3 1429 17 2 163 6 11 Provisions ... ... ... 1665 4 6 1592 17 0 1219 12 8 445 11 10 Fuel ... ... ...
... 329 0 0 270 14 6 284 9 2 44 10 10 Gas ... ... ... ... 260 2 6 250 8 3 253 14 0 6 8 6 Bedding and Stores ... ...
272 0 9 274 17 9 108 11 8 163 9 1 Drugs and Instruments ... ... 470 8 1 473 9 0 500 12 11 30 4 10 Printing,
Stationery, and Advertising 12 16 7 63 12 9 87 9 8 74 13 1 Medical Comforts ... ... 309 11 3 185 8 3 149 6 1
160 5 2 Burials ... ... ... ... 29 15 0 30 15 6 17 13 0 12 2 0 General lien airs and Furnishing ... 637 2 1 481 3 4
323 9 0 313 13 1 Incidental Expenses ... ... 140 7 6 172 6 4 144 5 10 3 18 4 Totals ... ... £5719 12 4 £5500 17 11
£4519 1 2 £108 16 3 £1309 7 5 Wages .. ... ... ... 130 4 6 574 15 0 108 16 3 £5631 2 5 £5093 16 2 £1200 11 2
Daily average of patients. 65 69 70 * In this item Carpenter's wages, for twelve months, are included.

North Canterbury District Hospital Board.
Balance Sheet from 31st April 1886, to 31st
March, 1887.
Receipts. To Contributions From Local, Authorities. Counties— Akaroa ... ... £89 16 6 Amuri ... ... 60 13 8
Cheviot ... ... 36 17 1 Kaikoura ... ... 25 18 2 £213 5 5 Road Boards, (Ashley County) Ashley ... ... 26 14 9
Kowai ... ... 46 18 2 Mandeville & Rangiora 50 12 0 Amberley Town District ... ... 2 16 2 127 1 1 Counties—
Akaroa ... ... 91 17 5 Cheviot ... ... 75 7 8 Selwyn ... ... 800 0 0 967 5 1 Boroughs— Christchurch ... 624 7 1
Sydenham... ... 133 14 4 St. Albans ... ... 97 3 9 Lyttelton ... ... 73 16 0 Rangiora ... ... 26 10 4 Kaiapoi ... ... 17
19 9 Akaroa ... ... 11 2 6 984 13 9 Road Boards, (Asniey County) West Eyreton ... 33 1 4 Cust ... ... 29 1 5
Eyreton ... ... 74 14 1 Waipara ... ... 193 14 9 Oxford ... ... 40 0 0 Mandeville & Rangiora 103 9 11 Amberley
Town District ... ... 5 15 0 479 16 6 Contribution of Akaroa County to United Chaitable Aid Board (year ending
31st March, 1886) ... ... 252 12 11 Maxwell Bequest ... 1000 0 0 Interest " ... 50 0 0 1050 0 0 Donations ... ... 37
4 0 Maintenance Fees paid by Patients ... ... 369 10 3 Subsidy on Contributions (Local Bodies) ... 3990 13 6
Subsidy " Maxwell Bequest 500 0 0 " " Donations ... 43 8 10 Grant Fever Ward ... 1000 0 0 " Childrens' Ward
... 20 0 0 Refund Wages, Charitable Aid Board ... ... 44 14 6 Contract Deposits ... 30 0 0 Balance overdraft
(Colonial Bank, New Zealand) 164 9 8 £10274 15 6 Liabilities. £ s. d £ s. d. Colonial Bank, New Zealand,
Cheque No. 526 ... ... 4 16 3 Overdraft Colonial Bank ... ... 159 13 5 Contracts uncompleted addition 1 and 2
Wards ... ... 195 10 0 Infectious Diseases Ward 1143 0 0 Heating and Ventilating 4 and 5 Wards ... ... 489 0 0
Alterations 1 and 2 Wards 28 0 0 Extra work in connection with uncompleted contracts ... ... 50 0 0 1905 10 0
Architects Fees ... ... 150 0 0 Outstanding Accounts, Ordinary expenditure for March, 1887 ... ... 500 0 0
Balance ... ... ... 370 18 5 £3090 18 1 Audited, and found correct Expenditure. By Overdraft, (April 1st, 1886)
... ... £127 19 9 " Salaries ... ... £1429 17 2 " Wages ... ... 574 15 0 " Grocery ... ... 505 18 9 " Meat ... ... 367 18 5
" Milk ... ... 178 7 10 " Bread ... ... 105 0 3 " Drugs ... ... 500 12 11 " Medical Comforts ... 149 6 1 " Coal ... ...
284 9 2 " Drapery ... ... 73 8 3 " Hardware ... ... 35 3 5 " Furnishing ... ... 213 12 11 " Repairs ... ... 109 16 1 "
Fish and Poultry ... 50 0 9 " Vegetables ... ... 12 6 8 " Printing and Advertising ... ... 76 12 8 " Interments ... ...
17 13 0 " Insurances ... ... 57 10 0 " Legal Expenses ... 8 10 5 " Travelling Expenses ... 7 0 0 " Sundries ... ... 51
5 5 " Imprest ... ... 20 0 0 " Stationery ... ... 10 17 0 5093 16 2 Contracts, Permanent Works Completed
Operating Theatre ... 691 9 4 Heating and Ventilating No. 6 Ward, and heating Operating theatre ... 306 2 5
Plumbing and Painting No. 6 Ward 60 14 6 Alterations and Repairs 1 & 2 Wards 649 10 0 Lavatories and
Closets, 1 & 2 Wards 360 9 0 Plumbing 1 and 2 Wards ... 220 9 1 2288 14 4 Contracts— Uncompleted
additions to Nos. 1 and 2 Wards ... 100 0 0 Infectious Diseases Ward 400 0 0 Heating and Ventilating 4 and 5
Wards 250 0 0 750 0 0 Architect's Fees ... 102 3 0 Charitable Aid Board— Akaroa County Contribution) ... 252
12 11 Contract Deposits Refunded 46 0 0 Akaroa Hospital— Salaries ... ... 131 5 0 Grocery ... ... 55 18 4 Meat
... ... 26 14 11 Coal ... ... 33 12 3 Drugs ... ... 77 7 9 Medical Comforts ... 20 10 0 Bread ... ... 13 18 5 Milk ... ...
28 4 2 Sundries ... ... 14 12 9 402 3 7 Casual Ward— Lyttelton ... ... 71 5 9 Maxwell Bequest Fixed Deposit ...
... 1050 0 0 Bal. per Bank Pass Book £159 13 5 Outstanding Cheque, No. 256 ... 4 16 3 Balance per Cash Book
164 9 8 £10274 15 6 Assets. £ s. d. £ s. d Contributions due by Local Authorities, year ending 31st March,
1887. Counties— Amuri ... ... ... 124 2 7 Kaikoura ... ... 53 0 0 Akaroa ... ... 91 17 5 Selwyn ... ... 507 2 4 776 2

4 Road Boards— Ashley ... ... 54 13 9 Oxford ... ... 41 19 0 Kowai ... ... ... 95 19 0 192 11 9 Subsidies on
Contributions due 968 14 1 " " " received 103 9 11 Maxwell Bequest ... ... 1000 0 0 " Interest ... ... 50 0 0 1050
0 0 £3090 18 1 A. H. Maclean 6th June, 1887. Inspector of Audit, W. M. Miller, Treasurer.
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Tenth Annual Report
Educational institute of Otago. 1886-87.
THE Committee of Management have to lay before Members the Tenth Annual Report of the Institute.
During the year five meetings of the Committee have been held. The attendance has been satisfactory. Several
matters of more than ordinary interest have been dealt with; and the resolutions adopted by the Annual Meeting
have received due consideration. These are briefly referred to in the body of the Report.

THE NEW ZEALAND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.
All the Otago delegates—Messrs. W. Milne, W. S. Fitzgerald, Jas. Reid, Alex. Wilson, R. Peattie, and D.
White—were present at the Council meeting. The delegates report that the following resolutions sent up by the
Otago Institute met with the approval of the Council, and were passed:—
(a), Resolution with regard to Rule VI. Standard Regulations, 1885; (b) In reference to placing Inspectors
under the direct control of the Education Department; and (c), That an A certificate should be granted to any
candidate who in the M.A. examination of the New Zealand University reaches a standard equal to that required
for first or second class honours.
The other subjects that engaged the attention of the Council are fully detailed in the printed report of the
proceedings, copies of which will be laid before members. A full statement of the business transacted at the
Council will be made at the Annual Meeting by the representatives of the Institute.

DR. MACGREGOR'S CIRCULAR RE SYLLABUS.
In accordance with the resolution passed at the Annual Meeting, a Sub-committee was appointed to
consider this matter, and report to the Committee of Management. The reply to the circular received
prominence and publicity in the press, and need not be referred to further than to say that the Committee have
again to thank Dr. Macgregor for his interest and work in this matter.

ANNUAL MEETING.
In accordance with a direction from last Annual Meeting, the Committee of Management consulted with
the Branches regarding the most suitable time of holding the Annual Meeting, and received three replies in
favour of the present time and one in favour of the Christmas vacation. The Committee decided in favour of the
present time.
Owing to the number of holidays in Jubilee week, the Committee deemed it advisable to alter the time of
holding the forth-coming Annual Meeting from the last week in June to Jubilee week. They were confirmed in
the advisability of this step by expressions of opinion from most of the Branches in favour of the change.

ELECTION OF DELEGATES.
The Committee took into consideration the method of appointing delegates to the Council of the N.Z.E.I.,
in accordance with direction of last Annual Meeting. It was resolved that the nomination of candidates for the
Council of the New Zealand Educational Institute be held in the forenoon of the second day of the Annual
Meeting; that ballot papers duly initialled by the Secretary be issued on the same day; that the ballot close at
noon on the third day; and that the result of the election be declared as soon after as practicable.

INTERPRETATION OF THE STANDARDS.
The attention of the Committee was called to the late examination and report on the Greymouth School by
the Dunedin Branch, and they were asked to take what steps they deemed necessary in the matter. The
Committee entered very fully into the facts of the dispute between the Inspector and the Head Master, and have
asked the New Zealand Educational Institute to take further action in the matter. The issue involved—the

interpretation of the syllabus—is a most important one, and one of considerable interest to all teachers.

BRANCH REPORTS.
The six Branch Reports are attached, and show that a fair amount of interest is evinced in the work of the
Institute, especially on the part of the Country Branches. Considering the distance that many members have to
travel, the attendance at the Country Branches is exceedingly creditable.

CIRCULAR TO SCHOOL COMMITTEES.
The Education Board, at the request of the Committee, issued circulars to School Committees,
recommending them to close their schools during Jubilee week, in order to enable teachers to attend the Annual
Meeting. The Committee of Management regret that some School Committees have declined to close their
schools during Institute week, and that several teachers who had the option of doing so have not availed
themselves of the privilege.

RAILWAY FARES.
There is no special concession to teachers this year in the matter of railway fares. The general arrangement
of the railway authorities for Jubilee week will enable teachers to travel on terms similar to those of last year.
The Committee of Management are indebted to Mr. Pryde for his continued attention to matters affecting
the success of the Annual Meeting.
J. R. Pollok, Vice-President.
James Rennie, Secretary.
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Educational institute of Otago.
The Following is the Abstract of Accounts Presented by the
Treasurer.
Receipts. 1886. £ s. d. June 12—To Balance ... ... ... ... 22 15 2 " 30—" Subscriptions, Institute Members
only ... 1 10 0 " Book Account 4 7 6 July 3—" Balance Proceeds Conversazione ... ... 4 14 10 1887. June,
Subscriptions Dunedin Branch ... ... 12 15 0 June 1 " " Milton " ... ... 2 0 0 , " Waikouaiti & Waihemo Branch 2
10 0 " " Waitaki Branch ... ... 5 0 0 " " Balclutha " ... ... 1 5 0 " Tuapeka " ... ... 2 5 0 £59 2 6 Expenditure. 1886.
£ s. d. July 3—By Coulls and Culling, Printing ... ... 5 4 10 " Rent Y.M.C.A. Hall ... ... ... 2 10 0 " " Express
Hire, &c. ... ... ... 0 3 0 " " Payment to Account Delegates' Expenses to Auckland, 1885 ... ... ... 20 0 0 1887.
January—By Treasurer Council N.Z.E.I. ... ... 6 0 0 June—" Advertising... ... ... ... 1 0 0 " " Stationery and
Stamps ... ... 2 4 0 " " Exch. Tuapeka Branch ... ... 0 1 0 " 11—" Balance ... ... ... ... 21 19 8 £59 2 6
Audited and found correct.
A. Stewart.
W. Milne, Treasurer.
June 11th, 1887.

Annual Report of the Tuapeka Branch.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. C. W. G. Selby, Wetherstones.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER: MR. R. Neill, Blue Spur.
This Branch, which has hitherto been characterised for its vitality, has not exhibited that energy and
earnestness which we could have wished.

Its members living far from Lawrence attend the meetings under disadvantages (some having to come
about 15 miles), consequently they can scarcely be blamed for absenting themselves occasionally.
In addition to due consideration of Dr. Macgregor's circular by a sub-committee, and before an open
meeting, two papers were read, viz.: "On School Examinations," by Mr. Selby; "The Utility of Grammar," by
Mr. Macandrew.
This Branch sustained a loss in the removal of Mr. Macandrew to Mataura, and made a record of such in its
minutes.
ROBERT NEILL,
Secretary & Treasurer.

Annual Report of the Dunedin Branch.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. John Reid.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER: MR. A. Pirie.
During the year eight meetings have been held, at which the average attendance has been about 15.
At six of the meetings papers have been read as follow:—By Mr. John Reid on "The Training of Teachers";
Mr. R. S. Gardner on "Arithmetic"; Mr. J. B. Park on "The Design of Classrooms"; Mr. Rennie on "Writing";
Mr. G. M. Thomson on "Botany as a Primary School Subject"; and Mr. G. H. Smith on "The Schoolmaster out
of School."
Circulars, intimating that the Annual Subscriptions were due, have been sent to the members, and also to a
number of others in the profession, who might be expected to join the Branch.
The amount standing to the credit of the Branch is £13 6s.
A. PIRIE, Secretary.

Milton Branch Educational Institute, Otago.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. C. Mahoney.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER: MR. W. McElrea.
There were four meetings of this Branch held during the year. The attendance at these was unsatisfactory,
and for this reason some papers which had been promised were withheld.
Several education questions were discussed during the year, amongst which were "The Establishment of a
Teachers' Pension Fund," and "The nomination of Delegates to the Council of the New Zealand Educational
Institute."
Mr. Mahoney (Milton) will read a paper at the Annual Meeting on "A Comparative View of the Education
Systems of the Australasian Colonies."
W. MCELREA, Hon. Sec.

Annual Report of the Waitaki Branch.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. Frank J. Forbes.
SECRETARY: MR. John MACDonald.

TREASURER: MR. William MCDonald.
Eleven meetings were held during the year, of which the attendance of members showed a great
improvement on that of former years, averaging 16, and ranging from 7 to 22.
Three sittings were occupied in discussing Dr. Macgregor's Circular, referring to the Syllabus, and papers
were read as under:—"President's Opening Address," "The Standards," Mr. Langley Pope; "Percentages," Mr.
R. Peattie, M.A.; "Education in Regard to Public Health," lecture by Dr. De Latour; "A Teacher's Duty," Mr. T.
C. Harrison. These, with a discussion re "Prize-giving," constituted the principal business for the year.
At the Annual Meeting of the Educational Institute in July, the Branch was honoured by the appointment of
one of its oldest members, Mr. R. Peattie, M.A., to the position of President of the Institute for the following
twelve months.
At the same conference, one of our members, Mr. George Macdonald, of Otepopo, read a paper on the
"Abolition of the Pupil Teacher System," and, though failing to win over the majority of members to his views,
was accorded a hearty vote of thanks for his able defence of his opinions.
During the year, Mr. John Macdonald, who had proved himself a most energetic and painstaking secretary,
resigned, and the position has since been temporarily filled by the Treasurer.
WM. MCDONALD, Acting Secretary.

Annual Report of the Balclutha Branch.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. C. E. Smith.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER: MR. J. Matheson.
During the year the meetings of this Branch have been very poorly attended, but latterly it has been
gratifying to notice that a somewhat revived interest in the business of the Institute has arisen.
The best attended meetings were:—One in conjunction with the Milton Branch, when a lively discussion
was entered into re Dr. Macgregor's Circular; another, at which Mr. C. R. Smith introduced a very interesting
discussion upon "Practical Time Tables for Unaided Schools." At this meeting a few ladies were present, and it
is to be hoped that they will in future grace the meetings with their presence.
There aree eleven members in connection with this branch.
J. MATHESON,
Secretary.

Annual Report of the Waihemo and Waikouaiti
Branch.
Office-Bearers 1886-87.
PRESIDENT: MR. S. Moore.
VICE-PRESIDENT: MR. J. R. Pollok.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER: MR. J. Grant.
During the year six meetings have been held. Four papers have been read and one subject discussed.
Considering the size of the district the meetings have been very satisfactorily attended. The honorary members
have also been very regular in their attendance.
JAMES GRANT,
Secretary.
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Rules and Regulations of the Educational
Institute of Otago.
I.—Constitution of the Institute.
The Institute shall consist of teachers in the Government schools. Other persons may be admitted to
membership in accordance with the provisions of Rule V.

II.—Officers of the Institute.
The officers of the Institute shall consist of a President, three Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer, and
a Librarian, who shall be elected at the annual meeting of the Institute, and shall hold office for one year,
Vacancies shall be filled by the Committee of Management. All elections shall be determined by ballot.

III.—The Committee of Management.
The Committee of Management shall consist of (1) the officers, a representative of each of the Branch
Associations, and five members chosen at the annual meeting of the Institute. (2) The Committee shall conduct
the business of the Institute, and shall prepare and submit to the annual meeting a report of the proceedings, and
abstract of accounts for the year. These shall be printed and circulated amongst members at least one week
before the annual meeting. (3) The Committee shall meet quarterly, in the months of February, May, August,
and November. Special meetings may be called by the Secretary. Six members shall form a quorum.

IV.—The Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting shall be held at such time and place as the Institute shall determine.

V.—Terms and Conditions of Members.
(1) Candidates for membership, not being teachers, must be nominated by two members, either at a regular
meeting of any local association or annual meeting of the Institute, and on receiving a vote by ballot of at least
two-thirds of the members present shall be declared elected. (2) Members shall not be permitted to exercise the
privilege of membership until they have paid the annual subscription. (3) Members shall pay to the Treasurer of
their Branch, or in the case of those not attached to any Branch, to the Treasurer of the Institute, the sum of 5s.
per annum.

VI.—The Library.
The library shall be under the control of the Committee of Management.

VII.—Branch Associations.
Branch Associations shall be formed throughout the Education District. The following are the Branches of
the Institute:—Dunedin, Oamaru, Milton, Balclutha, Lawrence, and Waihemo and Waikouaiti. (1) The
Committee of Management may sanction the establishment of other Branches. (2) Officers of Branch
Associations—The officers of Branch Associations shall consist of a President, Secretary, Treasurer, and
Librarian. (3) Meetings—Branch Associations shall meet monthly on the first Saturday of the month; hold their
annual meetings one month before the annual meeting of the Institute, and prepare and send to the Secretary of
the Institute their annual report and abstract of accounts. (4) The annual subscription of 5s. per annum per
member paid to the Branch Association shall be remitted to the Treasurer of the Institute. (5) Branch
Associations may, in order to defray local expenses, impose an additional subscription beyond the amount
payable to the Treasurer of the Institute.

VIII.—Relation of Branch Associations to the Institute.
(1) Members of the Institute shall be regarded as belonging to the Branch in the District where they reside,

and shall pay the annual subscription to the Treasurer of that Branch, but a teacher residing at an inconvenient
distance from a Branch centre may become a member of the Institute on payment of the annual subscription to
the Treasurer of the Institute. (2) A member of one Branch Association may attend and take part in, but shall
not necessarily have the privilege of voting at the meetings of another Association.

IX.—Conduct and Order of Business.
All debates and proceedings of meetings of the Institute and its Branches shall be conducted according to
the rules and regulations usually recognised by deliberative bodies,

X.—Additional Bye-Laws.
Branch Associations may adopt other bye-laws for the conduct of business, provided they contain nothing
contrary to the general rules of the Institute.
J. Wilkie and Co. Printers

Mr. Allen's Letters
To Sir Robert Stout.
Mr. Allen at Old Knox Church.
Mr James Allen addressed a crowded meeting in Old Knox Church on Wednesday evening, and towards
the commencement of his remarks referred to the two letters addressed by him to Sir Robert Stout, which had
been published in the daily papers. He said: Those of you who were present yesterday will remember that I
began by asking Sir Robert Stout this question "Did I or did I not apply to the Government for a billet?" and he
had the candor to say no, I did not. I then asked him another question-'Did I or did I not ever express by letter
confidence in the financial proposals of the Government, or a wish that the want of confidence motion should
be carried in their favor?"—(A VOICE: "Yes") Sir Robert Stout did not have the candor to answer that, and only
said that with my permission he would publish the letters. I said "Yes, Sir Robert, I have come to demand the
publication of those letters; and I ask you if you have any charge against me to make it to-night or to-morrow,
in order that I may have a chance of replying to it."—(Applause.) Now, I do not know whether Sir Robert Stout
did make any charge against me last night; I was not present—(A VOICE: "No")—and there is no report of any.
Well, it seems he did not make any charge against me, but at the same time it is to my interest, and it is my duty
to you, I think, to make plain the interpretation of these letters, on which I say a false interpretation has been
placed.—(Applause.) Now, I regret that personal matter has to be introduced into this contest, and I tell you I
have not introduced it willingly. Sir Robert Stout has compelled me, by making use of these letters in a way
which I would not do. He has, I know, taken them to electors and let them read them, and I do not say that he
has induced them to, but he has let them misinterpret the letters.—(A VOICE: "They are of no value.") They are
of tome value to me, and I will make it plain.—(Applause.) Now, the first of these letters was Written on the
18th April, and I think it needs hardly any explanation at all. I will read it:—My dear Sir Robert,—I think I will
act upon the Suggestion contained in your telegram, and will find my way to Wellington when the session has
commenced, where no doubt one can pick up a great deal of useful information and gain some experience. I am
exceedingly obliged to you for troubling to send a telegram, and only regret I had not the pleasure of seeing you
when in Dunedin.
On many of the questions which interest us In New Zealand I fancy I hold much the same views as you,
and that has been one reason why I have ventured to bother you in the matter; and, further than this, I felt the
necessity of some advice if I ventured into politics, and could not pick upon anybody whose counsel seemed so
much worth having as yours. The fact is, I want something more to do outside of my own private concerns, and
several friends have urged upon me politics as a duty.
Now, the telegram here referred to is a telegram from Sir Robert Stout. I may explain that he appointed to
meet me at his office on the morning after Mr Macandrew's funeral. I went there, but he was gone, and I
received a telegram from Wellington to say that he had to go and advising me to come to Wellington. That was
the reason of that telegram. Now, to turn to my letter. I said: "On many of the questions which interest us in

New Zealand I fancy I hold much the same views as you." Those of you gentlemen who have read my speeches
and studied them will agree that I only stated what is absolutely true.—(Applause.) I have always looked upon
Sir Robert Stout as a true Liberal, and I look upon myself as one, and on many questions I maintain that my
opinions are similar to his. But at this moment there is a question of principle between us, and on that I stand
and I fight.—(Applause.) I may further explain that I wrote and asked advice of Sir Robert Stout because he
was then, and I hope is now, a personal friend. I knew him as such in Dunedin, and I know no man whose
advice I would rather have then or now. I think that makes plain the first letter. There is nothing detrimental to
me in that.—(Hear). At least I hope you are satisfied that there is not.—(Applause). I suppose, by-the-bye, on
this first letter was founded the rumor that I wrote and asked for a billet.—(A VOICE: "The rumor began with
your own men.") It did not. You are afraid of the rumor now it has come to light.—(Applause, and a VOICE:
"Chuck him out.") The second letter is dated May 10, and is as follows:—
My dear Sir Robert,—This morning I received a letter signed W. J. Habens, notifying my appointment as a
member of the Otago University Council. I have written to him wishing him to convey to His Excellency the
Governor my appreciation of this honor. But I must at the same time convey to you also my thanks, for I gather
from your telegram that you are he chief one to whom my thanks are due. We are all looking forward to the
result of to-night's debate, and I send you my good wishes that you may succeed. I hope I may find my way to
Wellington within a week or two, but I have first to take a trip down South.
Now, gentlemen, in the first part of this letter reference is made to the University Council and to a telegram.
I received a telegram from Sir Robert Stout to this effect: "Will you accept an appointment on the Otago
University Council? and I telegraphed a reply "Yes; I would consider it a high honor." Let me tell you I never
made application by sign or word for the appointment; I never asked a soul for it, although possibly others did.
It was given to me without any requisition by the Governor, advised, I suppose, by Sir Robert Stout.—(A
VOICE: "There is nothing in the letters. Pass on.") There is something in them, and you do not like to hear it,
sir'.—(Applause.) Now, there is another clause in this second letter: "We are all looking forward to the result of
to-night's debate, and I send you my good wishes that you may succeed." Gentlemen, this letter is dated the
10th May. I wrote it on the morning of May 10 and posted it, and I will bring facts to show you presently what I
was referring to when I said "I send you good wishes that you may succeed to-night."—(A VOICE: "You denied
that letter at the last meeting of yours.") I never did. I denied the interpretation of it, and I will
today.—(Applause and interruption) Someone says I denied the letters. Do you think a man standing in my
position so foolish as to deny that he has ever written a letter that he has written? No. When I wrote I referred to
the Representation Bill, and I can bring absolute proof to show it—to the Representation when seventy-one
members had been carried, and when Sir Robert Stout had said he would loyally accept the reduction to
seventy-one.—(Applause) On May 4 the Mackenzie clause came down for a reduction of members to
seventy-one, and was carried. Mr [unclear: ole] and Mr Larnach recorded their votes in its favor, but the
Premier, Mr Richardson, and Mr Ballance went into the opposite lobby. It is a funny thing members of the
Government generally are in opposite lobbies. Now, bear in mind that the Premier had promised at a
subsequent discussion to give loyal support to the decision that had been arrived at; and in response (A VOICE:
"Oh, pass that"). I am not going to pass it. In response to an expression by Mr Seddon of a hope that, after
considering the matter, the Premier would tell the House definitely if he accepted the reduction, the Premier
replied he had accepted it; and that after reflection. Therefore that is absolute proof that on 4th May
seventy-one members had been carried, and the Premier had accepted the resolution after consideration.—(A
VOICE: "On what consideration?") That was the position on the 4th May, and on the 6th May Sir Robert Stout
made this declaration regarding the Representation Bill: "Before the Orders of the Day are called on, I wish to
make a short statement. No agreement has yet been arrived at on the third clause of the Bill. I am in hopes that
some arrangement will be made which will enable the Bid to proceed, and I ask, therefore that the Order of the
Day for the further [unclear: consideration] of the Bill in Committee be [unclear: post]poned till Tuesday,
when I will take it as [unclear: the] first Order of the Day. That Tuesday, [unclear: gentlemen], was the 10th
May; and when I wrote [unclear: and] wished Sir Robert Stout success I wrote in [unclear: the] faith of this
being correct, and wished [unclear: him] success on the Representation Bill.—([unclear: Gres] applause.)
Gentlemen, I believed the [unclear: principle] contained in the Representation Bill was a [unclear: good] one,
and I believe it to-day; and if I had [unclear: that] write again and express an opinion as to [unclear: whetheir] I
wished success or not to that Bill in [unclear: which] seventy-one members had been inserted, I [unclear:
would] do exactly the same thing to-day.—([unclear: Prolon] applause.) Now, gentlemen, you will [unclear:
remember] that, unfortunately for my date, the [unclear: Financial] Statement came down on the evening of
[unclear: the] 10th of May. Now, when I wrote I [unclear: knew] nothing of the Statement. My letter [unclear:
was] posted before any news of it arrived, yet [unclear: they] fact that I wished success to the [unclear:
Government] in the division on the 10th of May has [unclear: been] twisted to mean that I wished success to
[unclear: the] Financial Statement. Here is the only [unclear: never] I had about the Financial Statement on the

[unclear: 10th] of May morning. It is a statement [unclear: contained] in the newspapers:—"The Premier
[unclear: information] me to-day (the 10th of May) that he cannot [unclear: say] whether the Financial
Statement will be [unclear: brought] down this week. The whole of the [unclear: account] were not available
till the 1st or 2nd of [unclear: the] present month, and, as only eight or nine [unclear: do] have elapsed, it is
rather early to say positive when it will be ready." That was all I [unclear: knew] about the Financial Statement
on the [unclear: morning] of May 10. It was staled here that it [unclear: could] not come down for several days,
and I did [unclear: not] believe it would; and those of you who got [unclear: a] on the morning of the 11th of
May, and [unclear: for] the Financial Statement in the newspaper were, I am certain, quite
surprised—every[unclear: thing] was surprised.—(Applause.) I think I [unclear: have] now made myself
tolerably plain. I [unclear: rep] once more that I wrote and wished [unclear: succ] to Sir Robert Stout as I
believed on the [unclear: Representation] Bill, which was to come on, [unclear: as] supposed, on the 10th of
May, with [unclear: seventy] one members carried. But, as a [unclear: matter] fact, the Financial Statement
came down [unclear: qu] unexpectedly. I never wrote expecting it come down, or expressing sympathy with or
with the Government on the [unclear: vote] want of confidence, which did not [unclear: come] till about ten
days or a fortnight [unclear: afterward] I think I have made that plain; and I [unclear: am] astonished that
anyone holding the position Premier of this Colony, if he knows, as he [unclear: show] know, that I wrote not
with regard to the [unclear: Financial] statement, should be leading people to [unclear: beli] that I wrote and
wished success to the [unclear: Finan] Statement, which was not before me, or [unclear: same] to him in the
want-of-confidence debate, [unclear: which] did not come on for a fortnight [unclear: afterwards] (Great
applause.) Gentlemen, I must [unclear: ap] gise again for having detained you over a [unclear: per-]sonal
matter of this kind, but you will [unclear: see] easily it might be twisted to mean what it do not mean, and you
will pardon me for [unclear: bring] it so prominently before you.

Mr. Allen at North East Valley.
James Allen addressed two meetings of [unclear: edin] East electors last evening. The first [unclear: held]
at Opoho, and there was so large [unclear: tendance] that many people were unable to [unclear: n] admittance,
and the windows were own open in order that those outside might [unclear: the] candidate. Mr Isaac Green
occupied [unclear: hair], Mr HAMILTON proposed and Mr [unclear: CHAP-] seconded the following
motion:—"That Mr [unclear: es] Allen is the most fit and proper person present this constituency in the ensuing
[unclear: ament]." There was no amendment, and [unclear: notion] was carried amid general cheering.
[unclear: The] second meeting was held at the Council [unclear: bers], and there also there was a large
[unclear: dance]. Mr Allen's supporters received [unclear: most] enthusiastically, and carried him [unclear:
der] high into the hall. Mr Green again [unclear: ded].
[unclear: The] CHAIRMAN, in introducing the candidate, he bad very great pleasure in so doing, [unclear:
nuch] as Mr Allen was a gentleman who, if [unclear: ned] to Parliament, would reflect great [unclear: it] on the
Colony.—(Applause.)
[unclear: Mr]r ALLEN would ask his hearers to pardon [unclear: if] he was not heard as well as he should
be, [unclear: he] had already spoken for an hour at [unclear: ho], and that had taken a deal out of him.
[unclear: had] the unpleasant duty of saying a few [unclear: ls] regarding the letters from himself to Sir
[unclear: ert] Stout which had been published in the [unclear: rs]. His explanation of these letters was [unclear:
e] seen in that morning's 'Daily Times,' [unclear: he] asked the electors, if they had any doubt [unclear: o] the
interpretation, to read the report of [unclear: t] he said the previous evening at old Knox [unclear: rch]. He
would not say any thing as to the [unclear: of] those letters—it required no [unclear: expla-on]; and as to the
second letter, he would [unclear: h] on one portion only, and that was the [unclear: ence] in which he said "We
are all looking [unclear: ard] to the result of to-night's debate, I send you my good wishes that [unclear: may]
succeed." It was on the 10th [unclear: May] that he wrote that letter, and it written in reference to his
appointment as [unclear: member] of the Otago University Council, [unclear: en] writing that letter he was
under the [unclear: ression] that the Representation Bill was to [unclear: brought] down that day. Sir R. Stout
had that he would loyally accept seventy-one [unclear: abers], and he (Mr Allen) wrote and wished success.
That was all he meant. His letter had been twisted to mean that he wished Sir Robert success in the Financial
debate and vote of confidence; but the truth was that he (Mr Allen) had no notion that the Financial Statement
was coming down that night. As he had just said, he simply wrote wishing success to the Representation Bill
with seventy-one members carried. The principle of this Representation Bill was a good one, and if he had to
write his letter over again he would again wish this measure success. These two letters had been freely used to
his detriment, for Sir Robert Stout had given them to the electors of Dunedin East to read, and had allowed a
false interpretation to be placed on them. He had two more proofs that he did not refer to the Financial

Statement when he wrote that letter. One was that on the 19th of May, nine days after he wrote to Sir Robert, he
attended a meeting held in the Chamber of Commerce to discuss the Tariff proposals of the Government, and
long before he had announced himself as a candidate for Parliament. The resolution arrived at, he might say,
was an adverse one—he opposed and would continue to oppose such absurd proposals as were brought by the
Government, and they might see by referring to the papers that he moved one of the resolutions in opposition to
the Tariff. There was yet another proof, in the letter itself. It said that they were interested in the debate which
they supposed was coming on that evening. Now, the debate on the Financial Statement never takes place on
the evening the Statement is delivered. The usual thing is to adjourn the House, and the debate generally lasts
for some time. Therefore, in saying that they were looking forward to the result of "to-night's debate," it was
evident that he did not refer to the Financial debate. The letter itself contained proof of that. Sir Robert Stout, as
a lawyer and one accustomed to picking things to pieces, should have known this, and if he had been a man and
a gentleman he would have said right out: "Mr Allen did not wish me success on the Financial Statement." He
was sorry to introduce personal matters, but was compelled to do so for the reason that these letters were being
used by his opponent, not openly and publicly, but in such a way that one could only know from rumor what
was said and thought about the matter.

To the Electors—of—Dunedin East
Fellow Electors—
The present time, as you are aware, marks a grave crisis in the affairs of this Colony. You will be shortly
called upon to cast your votes in one of the most momentous elections that has yet arisen in New Zealand.
What, then, is the all-important question you are called upon to decide? Remember there is but one, and that not
one of Education, or Protection, or Atkinson, or Vogel. These are but minor issues. The great question is, Do
you, or do you not, approve of the policy of the present Ministry? If you believe that policy has advanced the
welfare of the Colony, lessened the depression, encouraged commerce, checked extravagance, reduced
expenditure, and generally promoted the well-being of the community, then your duty is plain. On the other
hand, if their policy has not done so, your duty is also plain. Fellow electors, is there the least doubt as to our
position now, and when the Stout-Vogel Government took office? Is that position better or worse? Is your
expenditure greater or less? Is trade more brisk? Have, in fact, the promises of the Government been fulfilled?
Does not every impartial elector feel and know that if our position was bad in 1884, it is infinitely worse in
1887! Can this be wondered at? The present Government, from its inception down to this—the verge of its
dissolution—has been unenviably conspicuous for its utter and complete absence of political honour, political
morality, and political principle; holding office in defiance of all the forms of parliamentary government, after
their policy had been contemptuously rejected by the House. Fellow electors, these are not mere empty phrases
or political "catch cries," they are the words of "soberness and truth." Take a few facts.
Sir Robert Stout, the ostensible head of the Government, was for many years the idol of Otago. His success
was welcomed by at classes, he was looked upon by many as the beau ideal of a politician, he was regarded as
the champion of the "worker" against the "dummy" and the "land shark;" as the opponent of all jobbery,
corruption, and extravagance in our political life; he was, in fact, to many, the embodiment of all that was
manly and honorable in politics On these grounds, and in this belief, we worked, supported, and voted for
Robert Stout in 1884. Alas! after three years of office, three years of golden opportunity, from one end of the
Colony to the other, his Government and his policy have, save from interested persons, met with an almost
universal condemnation. Why? Have the people changed? Nay! rather, has Sir Robert Stout changed? Those
principles, by the advocacy of which he attained to power and influence, were shamelessly and recklessly
abandoned. Briefly, what were those principles? Then Sir Robert Stout advocated the abolition of the property
tax—it was "tantamount to confiscation," he cried. Now he upholds the property tax, and defends it in season
and out of season. Then he advocated the abolition of the Upper House; the first act of his Government was to
add eleven new members to that Chamber, at [unclear: a] permanent cost of £2200 per annum to the country.
Then he condemned Protection. Now he advocates a fiscal policy, under the guise of protection, which would
increase the cost of living to every [unclear: man], woman, and child in the Colony. Then he favoured a
reduction in the number of members in the House of Representatives. Now, but a [unclear: few] months back,
in the face of his pledged word, he refused to accept the reduction in the number desired by the House. Then he
advocated the land for the people and the people for the land. Now he defends the grant made by his
Government of 2,500,000 acres of land to, an English syndicate. Then he condemned in ringing tones all
jobbery, corruption, and trickery. Now he is to be found defending such political scandals as the purchase of
private railways, the infamous Meigg's con- tract, the Stark and other land purchases! Fellow electors, are these
facts or no? If they are the truth, then we fearlessly ask you, is it the people who have forsaken Sir Robert Stout,

or is it Sir Robert Stout who has forsaken the people? Is there anything more pitiable than to see a man exerting
all his powers of argument to explain away the convictions and principles of a lifetime? Many of us, as you are
aware, voted and worked for Sir Robert Stout at the last election. Is it reasonable to suppose that we are all
mistaken and laboring under a delusion? Is it not absurd to imagine the Press of this town can possibly gain
anything by wilfully misrepresenting Sir Robert Stout? Is he alone above suspicion? What object have we to
gain? What end to serve? Think for yourselves. And if after a calm and dispassionate study of the political
history of the past three years you come to the conclusion that your interests as individuals, and the interests of
your adopted country, are not in trustworthy hands, then we confidently ask you to support that belief by
recording your vote against Sir Robert Stout.

A Few Facts to be Remembered
Ministers' Salaries and Extras.
The Premier (Sir Robert Stout):— Salary .. .. £1,750 0 0 Travelling allowance and expenses .. 455 11 2
Travelling allowance and expenses for attendante .. 203 11 6 £2,409 2 8 The Colonial Treasurer (Sir Julius
Vogcl):— Salary .. .. £1,250 0 0 Travelling allowance and expenses .. 171 9 7 Travelling allowance and
expenses for attendants .. 76 11 7 £1,498 1 2 The Native Minister (Hon. J. Ballance):— Salary .. .. £1,250 0 0
Travelling allowance and expenses .. 544 17 11 Travelling allowance and expenses for attendants .. 114 15 7
£1,909 13 6 Minister For Public Works (Hon. E. Richardson):—Salary .. .. £1,250 0 0 Travelling allowance and
expenses .. 265 6 10 Travelling allowance and expenses for attendants .. 90 0 5 £1,605 7 3 Minister Of Mines
(Hon. W. J. M. Larnach):— Salary .. .. £1,250 0 0 Travelling allowance and expenses .. 575 15 1 Travelling
allowance and expenses lor attendants .. 320 11 0 £2,152 6 1 Minister Of Justice (Hon. J. A. Tole):— Salary .. ..
£1,250 0 0 Travelling allowance and expenses .. 197 10 0 Travelling allowance and expenses for attendants ..
18 2 8 £1,465 12 8 Colonial Secretary (Hon. R. Buckley):— Salary .. .. £1,250 0 0 Travelling allowance and
expenses .. 225 15 9 Travelling allowance and expenses for attendants .. 131 14 9 £1,607 10 6 Hon. Mr.
Reynolds:— Travelling allowance and expenses .. £81 9 6 Travelling allowance and expenses for attendants .. 9
15 0 £91 4 6 Total cost .. .. £12,738 18 4
In addition to these excessive and extravagant charges, there was, between June, 1885, and June, 1886, a
sum of £1586 14s. 8d., the highest sum on record, spent on repairs, additions, and furniture to ministers' houses
at Wellington. Remember, your population is less than 600,000 men, women, and children, your debt is
£35,000,000, your annual interest is £1,700,000. Can you afford such an expensive government as the above
list discloses? Do you think that a premier who permits such disgraceful expenditure, when so many of you
were and still are walking the streets in search of work, is the right man in the right place? Your expenditure is
less, cries Sir Robert Stout Pray, do not be misled by such arithmetical jugglery. If your expenditure is less,
why did the present Ministry* seek to increase the burden of your taxation by £300,000? Is not such a statement
absolutely disgraceful, and a positive insult to the intelligence of the community Your annual expenditure may
be less but your permanent expenditure is more. Kindly note the following figures:—
Fellow electors, we appeal to you. We know there are many persons who vote for men and not for
principles, or who fondly believe that all the above, all the past record of Debt, Deficiency, and Disgrace can be
"easily explained" away. With such electors we can, [unclear: of] course, do nothing. Our hope and our trust
rests with the vast [unclear: body] of thoughtful, independent men in this constituency, and to you [unclear:
was] appeal with every confidence and belief that our appeal will not be vain!
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Napier to Taupo, Overland.
From "Notes on a Holiday Trip," in the Napier Evening News.
Napier to Taupo, Overland

Introductory.
Any Napierian who may have a week (better still a fortnight) and the necessary dollars to spare—who
desires to spend such spare time and dollars on a holiday trip the memory of which shall be a joy for
ever;—who wishes to "see the country," as much of it and as many varieties of it as possible, Within a short
space of time and with a minimum of physical discomfort—especially who wishes to see the immense results
of extinct volcanic work, and hot springs and geysers at their curious work to-day—who has even a moderately
keen power of enjoying the picturesque and peculiar in scenery, and prefers natural objects in a state of nature
to the same things labelled and glass-cased in a museum or lodged on a mantelshelf—who has eyes, and knows
a little how to use them;—who * * * * lastly, who has never made this trip before;—such Napierian positively
could not do a wiser thing than take a seat some fine Monday morning on Griffiths' Royal Mail Coach, booked
to Taupo and back. This conclusion I arrive at after going to Taupo and back under most unfavorable
circumstances. I give it first place, as the summation of my experiences. I may not make clear the grounds of
this conviction in the "notes" which follow, but if not, it will be due to the imperfection of the record. I did not
see all there was to be Seen, did not note all I saw, and, leaving out of the reckoning a heavy discount on;the
view from unfavorable weather, those two drawbacks duly allowed for provide a big margin for other travellers,
with better eyesight and better instructed eyes.
There are many pleasurable holiday journeys possible within the same time, and at the same or less
expense; but none, I am sure, which would take one through Each a variety of scenery, or through such
[beautiful scenery, as this. There are long stretches of the route which are voted dismal by the majority of
travellers, but the central section is unsurpassed for beauty anywhere in the Island. The Manawatu Gorge, for
instance, has acquired a wide fame, and is accepted as a standard of the picturesque; but its beauty is tame and
monetonous compared with the wooded gorges and gullies of the Waipunga river, whose course the road
follows or impinges upon for a considerable distance. As for the so-called dismal portion, to have traversed a
pumice desert is an experience worth acquiring; but one might carry as much curiosity along as to where such
an enormous quantity of pumice all came from, as would transform its monotonousness into a source of greater
curiosity that would make it interesting, though it might fail—probably would—to make the said pumice desert
delightful to the naked eye. Then the Wonders of Taupo! Are they not written in all the guide books?—more or
less carelessly, more or less recklessly; exaggerations here, omissions there. The one day that a one-week's
holiday would give the Napierian wonder-seeker would not enable him or her to exhaust the caloric, sulphuric,
silicic, pandemoniac curiosities in the immediate neighborhood of Taupo town, and an extra week would not
exhaust those within a slightly wider radius. And when all had been "done" there would still remain the
supremest pleasure of all—"Just one more" hot bath, before setting out for home!
Before commencing my notes on the trip, I should like to remark, in case I should otherwise forget it, that
holiday-makers from the South Island, and tourists from Melbourne, bound for the Hot Lakes district have not
been made aware, it is evident, of the attractions of the Napier-Taupo road, or they would not, as they nearly all
do, travel by steamer to Auckland, and thence by rail and coach turn south to reach their destination, and then
go back to Auckland to take to the sea again. The best way for them to get the most varied experiences and
enjoyment out of their trip is to book to Napier, or at any rate to land here, and go overland to Auckland. The
steamers usually reach here on Saturday or Sunday, and as the coach starts for Taupo every Monday, the two
"connect" very well. A little time is allowed for making acquaintance with Napier and its surroundings—the (as
we Napierians know it to be) prettiest town, with the most fertile neighborhood, the finest sheep country and the
finest sheep, the biggest freezing works, the biggest extent of unsettled good land, and many other biggest
things, in the colony. Napier is only a dot and a name on the maps to many millions of the Anglo-Saxon race,
and this is not creditable to the race. We can't believe it is discreditable to the town. A preferable course for
Southern tourists to follow, perhaps, would be to take to terra firma at Wellington, travel along the
newly-completed West Coast railway to Palmerston, and thence cross the Island to Napier. They would then see
some fine scenery on the West Coast, the widely known, but too much belauded Manawatu Gorge, the big
stretch of grand bush country in Hawke's Bay, now broken by hardly-[unclear: was] settlements, and then pass
through [unclear: admittedly] the finest grazing country in [unclear: the] colony, to Napier. This journey could
[unclear: be] easily timed so as to connect with [unclear: the] Monday's coach, without more than [unclear:

the] Sunday's delay.
A small party, however, of [unclear: Napierians] tourists, might find it more [unclear: pleasant] travel by
special coach, which the [unclear: agent] Griffiths' mail line will supply at any [unclear: time.] They could then
fix their own [unclear: rate] travelling, provided—remembering [unclear: the] 'osses is 'osses—it were within
the [unclear: limits] equine endurance. They could [unclear: pull] when they pleased, to enjoy [unclear: bits]
scenery, to scramble to points of [unclear: vantage] the road, to chase a kiwi, or chat [unclear: with] Maori
chief or wahine (wahine for [unclear: choice] probably) at the native settlements on [unclear: the] way. One
would hardly like to detain [unclear: He] Majesty's Mails for such trifles as [unclear: these] Sometimes an
accelerated service is [unclear: stip] ted for, but that must be by persons [unclear: which] are more anxious to
"do" the trip [unclear: the] see the country. The regular service [unclear: h] its advantages, too. Everything,
you [unclear: f] sure, will be in readiness for it all along [unclear: this] road. Fresh horses and fresh eggs at
[unclear: the] stages, and a certainty of getting [unclear: throug] to Taupo on Tuesday evening, no [unclear:
ma] what happens.

Chapter I.
A Bad Start—Petane—a Little Eden—a too Familiar River.
It was on a very wet Monday morning that I took my seat in Griffiths coach at the Criterion Hotel, bound
for "Taupo and back, box seat, luggage at owner's risk," as a neatly printed ticket presented, inter alia, to all
whom it might concern. A small strong coach, of the American, "thorough brace," buffalo-hide-spring species,
with a team of five light, wiry-looking horses who seemed able to pull the small coach at the rate of 1000 miles
a day. I was the only passenger booked, and none other turned up, so without any fear of waiving my right to a
box seat by temporary neglect of the "nine points," I took a seat inside, stifling sundry uncalled for suggestions
of conscience that this was a cowardly retreat, by urging the heavy downpour, and an incompletely cured attack
of influenza. The stableman at the horses' heads let go; the driver uttered a sharp "Ay, there! G'r'r'r'p!" and we (I
soon adopt the "we" you observe) set off at a pace whose rattle and splash wake the echoes of Hastings-street
verandahs,—to pull up smartly at the Post-office to pick up tie lading for whose sake the coach must be run, as
per contract, passengers or no passengers, rain or shine,—Her Majesty mails. This consists of a number of
[unclear: s] parcels in a tarred canvas sack. The [unclear: s] is stowed away in the boot, once more [unclear:
the] horses hear and heed "G'r'r'r'p!" [unclear: and] we're veritably off to Taupo! Up [unclear: Shah] peare Hill,
with the fresh clear rain [unclear: ping] down perpendicularly and that [unclear: wh] fell a minute ago tearing
down the [unclear: s] channels. Down Shakespeare Hill, [unclear: w] straws and chips hopelessly racing
[unclear: with] on fuller and muddier streams as [unclear: the] scamper down, all reins taut and the [unclear:
lo] levered brakes hissing and shrieking on [unclear: the] hinder wheels. Through the Spit [unclear: at]
spanking pace, ia few early risers [unclear: show] at doors and wtndows to see the fine to romp by with their
light load. Over [unclear: it] long bridge—not, as some who [unclear: know] better assert, by any means, nor
by [unclear: a] half a mile, the longest in the colony-[unclear: with] a last glance at the shipping in the
[unclear: ri] half shrouded by a thick veil of rain [unclear: a] mist, and we are out of the Borough, [unclear: a]
airly started for the interior.
As I am in search of the [unclear: picturesque] interesting, it is my duty to [unclear: commence] search at
once. But is it my duty [unclear: to] down when and where having searched, I fail to find either one or the
other? I cannot make up my mind about this, and will make a mental toss-up to fix the fate of each item.
On the left lay the broad expanse of the Inner Harbor, at no time of striking beauty, this morning dismal
enough, seen through a drizzling rain. The heavy downpour we had left behind us, as if the higher ground had
acted as a condenser, or J. Pluvius had in a considerate mood directed his hose towards the hill gardens. The
water lay pulseless, dreamily still, as if enjoying supremely its vapour bath. Soon we passed a small fishing
village, its inhabitants early astir, and one or two greet the driver with a grateful smile as he pitches towards
them with practised hand the morning paper, with its budget of news from the remote antipodes, where men's
heads do grow beneath their shoulders, to judge by the remarkable antics they play. On the right the view is
compressed by the ridge of shingle on whose landward base the road lies, and little was to be seen in that
direction. A few ill-clad sheep, striving to pick up a breakfast from among the harsh and scanty herbage, with
an industry that seems born of experience that if they lose a minute, dinner-time will arrive before they have got
their breakfast. Red and golden wild flowers, drooping their heads to keep the rain out of their eyes, gleam
brightly among the miserable "feed," but poor Merino derives no pleasure from these. The tide was out, and the
numerous bars of shingle stretching across the lagoon could be easily traced. "How came they here?" was a
question interesting enough, but it must be postponed for the present, too complex to be worked out in a passing
coach. Scores, hundreds of medusæ lay stranded on the narrow beach of the lagoon, and more were visible in
the water, dead, victims of misplaced confidence. There was no caution placed at the entrance to the pool, for

these luckless creatures, "All hope abandon, ye who enter here." Nature is most careless of her helpless
children.
Here is a conundrum: Why do map-makers in representing this inner harbor, and similar shingle-bar
lagoons on the New Zealand coast, if they have any opening at all, permanent or temporary, represent such
opening as of considerable width, sufficient to allow a full tide to ebb and flow over the lagoon? I give it up.
But it is misleading. Students of geography unaware of the facts, wonder why such landlocked waters are not
available harbors. We struck "sile" on the alluvium being deposited by the Petane river at the head of the
lagoon, at a rate which in time, that is, short of eternity, will make a rateable property of the whole watery area.
Then we swish by his well grown plantation and pretty grounds to pull up for a few minutes at Host Villers'
Petane Hotel. The rain had now ceased, temporarily at all events, and before resuming the journey I took
possession of my estate and interest in the box seat, and secured a freer range of vision. This brought me beside
the driver, Mr Bodger, who, I will say once for all, I found to be most obliging in the way of supplying
information, anxious to make his passengers comfortable; of untiring patience with his "cattle"; a first-rate
whip, with all the coolness and courage that a life spent among horses and five years on the box on this
particular road might be expected to bestow. I was not aware of these latter facts so early in the journey: picked
them up by degrees, each item just after a knowledge of it would have been most welcome. Between Petane
Hotel and Petane settlement lies a limestone spur to be crossed by what seemed to me a very narrow road for a
settled district. I innocently asked if this were a specimen, as to width, of the Main North Road, and am assured,
and proportionately reassured, that much of the road further on is much narrower. Hawke's Bay people are more
easily satisfied in respect to width of roads than their Southern contemporaries. In one of the main roads close
to Napier, is it not questioned whether there is room for a tram-car to pass a cabbage-cart?
Petane is Maori for Bethany, the name of a pah near the beach at the foot of the valley in which lies the
settlement.—Petane Valley, or Eskdale, indifferently. The river flowing through it is mapped as the Esk, but is
commonly called the Petane. It has a Maori name seldom used. If the original Bethany were as pretty a place as
this, no wonder the Master was fond of going there. After the dreary road from Napier, with the little oasis
made by Mr Villers, this seems a little Eden. Such green fields and rich crops, such massive foliage on the
gums and willows plentifully scattered throughout the dale, such neat cottage homes, such an air of
well-to-do-ness pervades it. A neat school-house and residence are the first buildings passed, pleasantly situated
on the sloping hillside. The smaller farms passed, three station homesteads come in sight,—three woolsheds
almost cheek-by-jowl is surely an unusual thing. After passing the settlement the roadway takes to the
river-bed, compelled to do so by the steep and broken nature of the country, and for an hour and a half or so, the
drive was a succession of splashes into the stream and dashes out of it, dripping at all points. Exactly how many
times the road crosses the river and one of its tributary streams I cannot say from my own knowledge. I had
heard that it must be crossed a great many times and undertook to keep count. But I ran short of figures. I never
was much of a hand at arithmetic anyway. I take the driver's statement, 47 clear crossings, (besides those cases
in which the water is entered and left on the same side of the stream) if doubled or trebled, as sufficiently near
the mark, not for the actual fact but for the impression on the mind. 150 would be a decent guess for a traveller
who did not try to count, who asked no questions, and who had no wager on his guess. After running out of
figures I tired of noting that we were crossing the river, save for one circumstance. I amused myself with
watching the roller raised by the sudden dash into the water of ten pairs of legs, a tiny billow that went rolling
on ahead of us in deeper places, and lagged behind in the shallows, curling over with the hiss that forms the
fundamental note in the ocean's roar, and everywhere overwhelming the shelving shores in a most destructive
fashion, bringing consternation and disaster to communities of tiny life lodged under stones and loaves, giving
them cause to think the Flood had come again in spite of the rainbow promise. The rain re-commenced before
we had got far up the river, and after getting pretty damp, I retreated into the interior. The downpour, and the
mist accompanying it, shut out the view of all but the river and its banks, but left, even provided, something to
see, even something new. The pelting rain confused the surface of the water, raising a "velvet pile" upon it that
was very pretty indeed where the stream was rippled on the shallows. It reminded me of a striking "effect" I
once saw produced by hailstorm on a swelling heaving sea. The [unclear: s] face was whitened by the close
splashing the hail, until the billows looked like a [unclear: S] clad country, all in motion—a [unclear: memor]
spectacle.
The low, steep, scrub and [unclear: fern-] hills through which the river winds [unclear: n] look exceedingly
pretty under [unclear: sunshi] but perhaps not much more pleasing [unclear: f] an artistic point of view than
[unclear: they] on this wet day, when every tint [unclear: w] softened, some of them darkened, by [unclear:
the] moisture. Much of the shrub [unclear: vegeta] there consists of manuka, then in [unclear: the] bloom, and
the weight of water on leaf [unclear: an] blossom bowed each spray and branch in a graceful drooping, much
more pleasing the eye than the prim, harsh, [unclear: uprighness] of this ubiquitous plant in fine [unclear:
weatl] Some patches bloomed so profusely [unclear: a] were so much the more pressed downs [unclear: the]

they appeared as if weighed down by heavy fall of snow. The country [unclear: pas] through on this section of
the [unclear: n] is very rough, but is good [unclear: sh] country, and not nearly so desolate one who knows
nothing of it, and looking at it from Napier, might imagine. Two three homesteads on the river [unclear: side]
passed, where, at one in particular, [unclear: wh] owner's name I forget, the natural [unclear: be] of the place
has been enhanced by a [unclear: lib] planting of foreign trees. Hundreds pleasant places for picnic [unclear:
scrambles] passed, with wealth of fern and [unclear: pre] shrubs and wild flowers for amateur [unclear: a]
lectors to fill their baskets with. But [unclear: the] is too much river for freedom,—and [unclear: perh] I have
given you too much of it.

Chapter II.
The First "Pinch," Kaiwhaka Hill—a Smashed Country—an [unclear: Anc] River Bed—pohui—a Primitive
Post-House—Lunch.
We at last prepared to bid farewell to the river and its manifold fordings. Even Matthew Burnett himself
would be glad of the change. Water running through the wheels a fourth of the time, say, and pouring down
from overhead nearly the whole time, was rather too much of a good thing. We paused for a few minutes to
give the horses a breathing spell before facing the cutting by which we were to make our first big step up the
Kaiwhaka, the first of the several ranges to be crossed before we reached Taupo. The horses, wet with rain and
river, and warm with their work, steamed like one of the hot springs I was bound for, I imagined. During the
pause we refilled our pipes—both Mr Bodger and myself smoked—even thus early in the day. What a lot of Sir
George Grey's aversion, infant-destroying vestas, we did consume on that damp journey! Starting again, the
coach was decidedly "by [unclear: t] stern," to use a nautical phrase, for [unclear: serves] minutes, as we
mounted the [unclear: Kaiwh] cutting, the first real "pinch." A [unclear: pre-] view is obtained from it. On the
left deep narrow gully which we had [unclear: follo] stretches away westward, it sides [unclear: de] covered
with scrub, fern, and cabbage-[unclear: t]—a mat of vegetation. Along the [unclear: botto] narrow ribbon of
grass is stretched, [unclear: thro] which the rivulet, dull steel grey [unclear: u] the gloomy sky, and margined
with [unclear: bri] green watercresses, wound a [unclear: serpen] course. On the right, foreground and
[unclear: h] zon were blended in the face of the [unclear: cutt] composed of dull yellow, compact [unclear:
ma] sands, showing few signs of ancient [unclear: lif] the shape of fossils, but numerous [unclear: vest] of the
historic period in names and [unclear: init] carved in the yielding rock. Its [unclear: sur] was plentifully dotted
with tufts of [unclear: clo] with seedling veronicas, and a host of pretty flowering weeds I have no names for,
while over all hung a cornice of the dense vegetation of the hill-side.
So far, since leaving the settlement in the Esk Valley, we had driven through a shrubbery; on the top of the
hill we entered a fernery, a strong growth of bracken holding sway, not undisputed by manuka and tutu, to the
summit of the hill, some miles away. Shallow cuttings by the roadside show a rich black soil on a chocolate
subsoil, whose fertility and color have been heightened by the decay of a thousand generations of fern and tutu.
We passed a broad expanse of well burned country on the left. The fire had made a clean sweep, leaving only
bare black sticks and stalks. Sheep were scattered over this dismal domain, cut off from the unburned country
on the right by a good wire fence. "What on earth do they find to live on there?" is a question written all over
the block. They do find—or had found—something. On our side of the fence young fern shoots, six, eight, ten,
inches high, were numerous. There was not one to be seen on the other other side of the fence. The sheep in
their hunger are clearing off the fern—to make room for grass, and more sheep. Hungry as these christy
minstrels of muttons must be, they wore a contented look, as if, lacking more substantial matter, they wore
satisfied to ruminate on their future prospects, knowing that these were improving with every drop of rain.
We continued to climb, through a pouring rain that gathered into rills of café-au-lait in the side channels,
and fretted out miniature Colorado Canons in the friable subsoil. Rounding a spur, what elsewhere might have
been a broad smooth valley come into view, that some day will be covered with small farms and gardens, and
dotted with cottages. And very picturesque it will be then. It is a curious piece of country, representative of a
considerable portion of Hawke's Bay. Wherever there is room for a little peak there is one, and where there is
not, there is a hummock, as if the section had been found much too big to fit its boundaries, and had been
smashed to bits and these thrown down anyhow. But wear and tear of weather, wind, rain, and frost are
responsible for this. More frosts would have improved it. Southerners and visitors from the smooth rolling
downs and dales of Great Britain, seeing this sort of country, should be thankful for the "cold snap" that
thousands and thousands of years ago set a giant Ice Piano to work to smooth out their low country into
round-backed ridges and soft-contoured valleys.
We reached the summit, and from this point of vantage noted how a bed of hard rock caps the higher peaks
and ridges, and resisting wind and weather, maintains the altitude and ruggedness of the district. Turning down
hill, I was surprised to see hard blue-stone river shingle in the cuttings, and utilised on the road. When and how

did this got there, 1500 feet at least above any river bearing such material today? A little further on, still near
the summit, we passed huge blocks of such shingle, and a thick bed of it, cemented into a conglomerate. On the
return journey I traced this bed far down the Petane river, and down to the water level, overlying the blue papa,
and underlying a thick mass of grey sands and muds. Evidently, a good sized river flowed over some low-lying
lands here in the long ago—(were they dry land or under sea then?)—burying them under its flood-loads of
shingle from the Kaimanawha. These were sunk beneath the sea and buried in turn beneath sand and mud, and
all afterwards heaved up with a mighty heave, high and dry. It would have been a great advantage to the owner
of this line of coaches and to a good many others if the heaver had not been quite so strong or determined.
At 11.40 a.m.—I have no mileage record—the scenery changes again, and a moderate descent brings one
into a little wooded valley. On the right, lakelet, with geese afloat—milch cows and calves grazing on splendid
grass shores—moss-grown post-and-rail fences—on the left, dead timber and moss-grown stumps—long, low
hut, ex-accommodation house of pioneer period—deep creek, with rickety bridge in front—smaller huts at a
distance, of later date, but still more primitive style—small patches of oats—bush of good timber stretching
away a few miles to westward, good sized patches of it cleared away—Pohui. A forlorn deserted looking place
today, Pohui wore a different air, I'll be bound, when the rough and ready sawyers, hard drinking men no doubt,
were hero cutting timber for the long Petane bridge.
A little further on we reached the end of the first stage and stopped for an hour and a half or so, to change
horses and exchange an undeniable appetite for two shillings' worth of luncheon in the groom's hut. This is a
long, low building, on a slope by the roadside, divided into store-room, living-room, and stable—living room
for two, stabling for five, if men and horses are sociable. Hut segment with split-slab floor—walls covered with
illustrated papers, browned, and papered roof still more so, by the smoke of many winter fires that had refused
to face the cold with-out—furniture to match—spurs, knives, pipes, boars' tusks, matchboxes, scattered over
convenient ledges—shelves for crockery, with neat wire fences along the edges. "I see you are prepared for
earthquakes," said a traveller on the return journey, pointing to these wire guards. "No, not earthquakes.
Sometimes the horses start kicking next door, sir."
The whole staff of the establishment, manager, matron, clerk, cashier, chef de cuisine, house-maid,
dairy-maid, gardener, groom, and elevator boy, had prepared a simple meal of mutton and potatoes, eggs and
tea, before our arrival, and while we ate he turned his attention to greasing the coach wheels ana putting the
tackle on the fresh team, standing ready in the stable. I cannot say, not knowing the local [unclear: m] rates,
whether I consumed two shilling worth of provisions, but I am prepared say that I got my money's worth of
[unclear: s] faction from it. I had not had [unclear: such] appetite for months.
I picked up a boar's tusk, and elicited information that there are plenty [unclear: of] pigs, and wild cattle
too, in this [unclear: neigh] hood. I mention this in the interest [unclear: of] of my readers who may desire to
[unclear: knew] where they can get a little quiet [unclear: relar] in the shape of pig-sticking or [unclear:
bull-bai] in the open.

Chapter III.
Windy Titiokura, 2550 Feet—a Dreary Descent—Mohaka Cutting-Pretty Waterfall—a Pumiceous
Puzzle—Gold—a Relic of the [unclear: Wa] a Fit of Blues—a Welcome Change—Te Harato, 2750 [unclear:
Feet—] Scenery—Tauranga Kumera—Facilis Descensus—a Sylvan Paradish Tarawera.
At 1.20 p.m. we were again on the road, which runs for a short distance along the edge of the bush, among
flowering currant bush, now blushing in full bloom, konini, tutu big enough to require an axe to deal with it,
clumps of fern trees, and patches of charred stumps and trunks for variety. How the tree roots have burrowed
down through the loose pumice bed that covers all this country! Meeting with little nourishment in it, they have
gone down till they met with more varied provender in what was the surface soil before the catastrophe which
smothered the country under three-feet or so of volcanic dust. This can be plainly seen in the cuttings, and the
example of the trees was followed by the fern, whose long roots, freed by the wind from their light hold on the
sand, hang like black snakes on the banks everywhere.
From Pohui another ridge has to be mounted, Titiokura, 2550 feet above the sea. "Windy" Titiokura it is in
due season, and cold in winter. The manuka on the bleak summitt shows this, by the diffidence it shows is
shooting upward, deeming discretion the better part of valor, and a stronger grip of the soil the sounder policy.
The faces of the cutting show it, in the amount of stuff evidently wind cut from them. "It blows hero
sometimes" I inquiringly suggested to Mr Bodger. "By Jove, yes. It does blow, sometimes; stops coach and
horses altogether, when it does its level best."
Turning the summit, the road descends at a more rapid rate than the ascent, through an entirely different
class of country, dull in the extreme in form and vegetation. This is a papa district—a stiff, cold, marine clay
formation, that refuses to weather into either picturesqueness or fertility. A long, dreary descent, with nothing

to attract one's attention, [unclear: save] clever way the leaders sweep [unclear: rounds] sharp curves, as in a
swinging trot [unclear: they] down the hill, with no other labor [unclear: that] carry their harness, the brako
doing [unclear: all] work. After going down the greater [unclear: p] of Titiokura's 2550 feet, the descent
suspended for a time, to be completed mile or two further on by a descent [unclear: into] narrow river valley of
the Mohaka, [unclear: d] the "Mohaka cutting"—a steep [unclear: side] on the face of a papa bluff a few
[unclear: hun] feet high, and one of the [unclear: engineer] features of the road. A nervous [unclear: passe]
might prefer to walk down. The [unclear: road] is rather steep, and the slope down to [unclear: the] river at the
foot of the bluff is more [unclear: than] rather steep. It is not exactly [unclear: perpe] cular, but the deficiency
in the angle [unclear: w] not produce much error into [unclear: estimate] the result of a fair start over the lee
[unclear: s] But with a driver like Mr Bodger [unclear: s] decent brake, there is no danger [unclear: at] We
skidded down the papa [unclear: roadway,] pery with the rain, rattled over the [unclear: rive] a good bridge,
and pulled up for [unclear: a] minutes at Doney's accommodation [unclear: ho] a hundred feet above the water.
From the top of the big cutting, a [unclear: d] narrow trench was visible on the left, [unclear: at] from the
house is to be seen a pretty [unclear: wa] fall. The stream that runs in and has [unclear: water] that trench,
tumbles down to the river [unclear: on] a rock face, in too much of a hurry to [unclear: w] till it has cut its
channel lower. In [unclear: for] times the fall must be a fine one, [unclear: and] hum and the sh-sh-sh-sh of
it—[unclear: no] gentle lullaby to Mr Doney's nursery, [unclear: and] rises and falls on the wind—must
[unclear: then] come a thunderous roar.
A few yards from the [unclear: accommod] house a cutting has been made for the [unclear: n] into a
terrace composed of a thick [unclear: bed] grey pumice sand, containing many small pieces of charred wood
scattered through it, and logs uncharred at its base. This bed rests on and is covered by coarse river gravel,
similar to that in the river bed below. Where did the pumice sands come from? above all where did the charred
wood come from, or how did it become embedded in the sand? As I was going to a volcanic country to look at
volcanic wonders, could I begin to exercise my curiosity too soon, provided any matter volcanic came in my
way? As a matter of fact I had begun this exercise long before. I knew well that a deposit of volcanic sand and
dust covered Scinde Island, and I proposed to trace it along the road as far as possible. At Petane I recognised
the dust bed, and from the top of the Kaiwhaka cutting to the summit, and thence to the Mohaka, I noted that
the dust grew coarser, and chips of pumice more frequent amongst it. But I was astonished at being unable to
trace it to a greater depth than three to four feet, seeing that it is at least twice that depth on the hill at Napier.
This thick bed of pumice sand at Mohaka offered a puzzle. It could not have been laid down by the river, such
light material would have been floated off to sea. It might have been rain-washed off the neighboring slopes;
but if so how did the charred wood get amongst it? It is impossible to suppose that pumice, in huge or small
fragments, could have been hurled to this locality, from any nearest volcano, and landed hot enough to set fire
to or to char timber!
The shingle in the river bed is a hard blue sandstone for the most part, somewhat similar to that on the
Napier beach, but some of it is coarser in grain. It is derived from some near relation of those that gold is found
amongst at the Thames. A short time ago it was reported that auriferous stone had been found up this river, and
at the date of my trip a Government geologist was in the vicinity, bent on an official professional visit of
examination to the alleged reefs.
Beyond the Mohaka the road runs a comparatively level course for a mile or two, past Miller and
Anderson's station, where magnificent merinos were to be seen in roadside paddocks. Then commences a long
unhill pull for the team, in the ascent of Te Harato. The southern side is uninteresting, fern clad, but on the
summit of the ridge some bare poles show, suggestive of bush not far away, and on the right of these a curious
object, outlined against the sky. It might be a rock, but this not the country for sentinel boulders. It might be a
tree, but is too formal in figure. It might be a house, but is too top-heavy, and who would build in such an
exposed situation? I appeal to Bodger. It is an old redoubt or blockhouse, he tells me, a relic of the Maori war,
built in backwoods fashion, upper storey overhanging a lower.
What a dreary pull up this was, worse than the descent of Titiokura. The rain fell almost incessantly, not
heavily, but something beyond a Scotch mist, with occasional pattering showers, and when these ceased the
flapping of the straps against the hard glazed curtains continued the monotonous sound of falling rain;
everything had become damp within the coach, and but for an occasional cheery cry from the driver, I should
presently have become dismal enough to wish myself at home again. I must look about, find something to look
at, A turn in the road brings the blockhouse into view, not far away, but the mist was too thick for any details to
be made out. The volcanic layer is here also, nearly all of small chips. And there, high up on the edge of the old
pack track above us, is a colossal figure of a watch dog, body and watchful head, boldly carved by wind and
rain out of a bank of earth! An object to see, and to remember! I fancied I might be the discoverer of this well
marked figure. That fancy put me in better humor, and I quite enjoyed the latter portion of the ascent where the
road winds about with such short curves that, with useless instinct, one sways from side to side like a slack-rope

walker, to keep the coach in balance. Presently the Te Harato bush appeared in sight, and I was promised four
miles of bush road, a most welcome change.
On turning down hill, by an easy grade, a fine expanse of bush is visible ahead, and something like blue
mountains in the distance through an obscure rift in the clouds; but whether they are stupendous piles 20 miles
away, or moderate hills but five, I could not tell.
Not far from the summit lies a native settlement beside the road, comprising about a dozen small cottages
and huts, arranged in a higglety-pigglety no-fashion. Window-glass is a valuable commodity surely, or light
within the huts is unnecessary; many of the wood huts have but one window, about eight inches square. One of
them has a board fixed over the door with the words "This Side Up" inscribed upon it. Whether this is a
euphemism for "Pig and Whistle," or "Bottle License," I did not pause to inquire.
The passing of the coach is an Event to the inhabitants, for faces appear at every window, and wahines and
picaninnies at every door, while a troop of yelping curs chivvy us down the hill. What a wonderfully mongrel
lot these Maori dogs are! Some of them are pretty, well shaped creatures, but the majority are uncouth brutes,
that disgrace their remotest ancestors, the wolves and jackals.
A couple of hundred yards further on we rattled over a small bridge, and commenced a most pleasant drive
through the bush, on a good sound smooth road. A valuable bush this, full of large sound matai and rimu and
white pine, with a beautiful luxuriant undergrowth, and here and there heavy clusters of white star-like flowers
gleamed through the green foliage. This four miles of bush road was the prettiest and pleasantest part of the
day's ride, so far, and seemed to far more than counterbalance all the dreary sections put together.
A little climbing has to be done in the bush, which brings the road to an altitude of 2750 feet. A short
distance beyond the summit the road breaks through the bush, and a remarkable scene presents itself with such
suddenness, and so entirely different from everything before met with, as to be as startling as it is grand and
beautiful. At our feet and across our way, stretched a large trough-like valley, about 1000 feet deep; and on
either side—for we had advanced along a projecting spur—lay broad, cleft-like branches of the valley. The
surrounding hills present no continuous ridge, but are broken up into masses of sharp angular peaks, and
smaller ones shoot up everywhere down their flanks. Towering height, straightness, steepness, and sharp
angularity constitute the ground work. Bare rocky peaks, crumbling into lines and streams of boulders scattered
down the steep sides, with hero and there in the distance broad bare "slides," where the broken surface moves
downward too rapidly to allow vegetation to keep its footing; brown fern and grey grasses on the easier slopes;
thick-foliaged bushes in every straight-lined gully; heavy timber in the bottom of the valley—these fill in the
ground work, and a marvellous, strange, and beautiful landscape does the compound make. A huge block of
hard slate country has been shattered and shivered into narrow plates and prisms, and these have been thrown
up on end in wild confusion; heat and cold and sun and rain have chipped and crumbled them down till the
interstices have been filled, leaving a thousand points and edges still exposed, but the straight outlines of the
original fragments still show clearly, from top to bottom of these weird hills and ravine like gullies. Where the
road emerges from the bush, the hard slate rocks, some of the oldest sedimentaries in the North Island, appear
in the cuttings, and in contact with them, a bed of shelly stone of flinty hardness almost, the interstices between
the shells filled with the hard blue sands of which the massive rock is composed. Chronologies and almanacs
and native tradition are alike useless in doubting the age of these "oldest inhabitants,"
The prospect to the left is [unclear: comparative] restricted, from the summit. Away [unclear: to] right,
down the valley, can be seen [unclear: whi] dots which are houses in the little [unclear: village] Tarawera, our
stopping place for the night rather more than half way to [unclear: Taupo.] reach it we must descend the spur,
[unclear: and] thought of making such a steep [unclear: descent] a coach is alarming, and one may [unclear:
well] incredulous of its possibility. But [unclear: when-] after pulling up for a few minutes to [unclear: all]
time to admire the scene, so different [unclear: fro] all we had yet passed through—Mr [unclear: Bodg] put his
foot on the brake and his [unclear: hor] into a trot, doubt and distrust soon [unclear: ga] place to admiration of
the [unclear: engineer] skill which had laid out and constructed practicable road down such a declivity Winding
in and out of gullies and [unclear: rou] spurs and knolls in a really curious way, road several miles in length has
been [unclear: ma] with regular gradient, while top and [unclear: bo] tom points seem much less than a
[unclear: m] apart as the crow flies,—or rather as [unclear: f] balloon travels. A figure of this piece of
[unclear: ro] in wire, with all its twists and turns and [unclear: curr] and convolutions, and two or three
[unclear: alm] closed loops, would be a curious [unclear: object.] remember rightly what I was told, Mr
[unclear: B] laid out the road, and a good proof [unclear: of] skill it is. Tauranga-Kumera is the [unclear: ne]
of the hill it descends, I believe, a [unclear: g] round mouthful, as refreshing as [unclear: "th] blessed word
Mesopotamia."
We went down Tauranga-Kumera [unclear: at] good pace, the team swinging [unclear: round] endless
curves, inner and outer, in a [unclear: m] graceful way, keeping the wheels as [unclear: true] the track as an eel
in a water [unclear: pipe.] an eel in a water pipe (if he had fair [unclear: lu] we landed at the foot of the hill in

unclear: op] water—Stony Creek, an appropriate [unclear: na] enough. It flows into the [unclear: Waipun]
which is Maori, or near it, for Stony [unclear: Ri] and this into the Mohaka. But [unclear: ho] manages to get
out of this deep [unclear: vall] where it appears to be safely shut [unclear: in] every side, is more than I can
tell.
The bottom of Tarawera valley is [unclear: as] markable as its rugged sides and [unclear: peak] margins. It
has been filled level at [unclear: s] time or other with a bed, I do not [unclear: k] how many feet in thickness,
of [unclear: pumice,] lumps and chunks and sand and [unclear: dust,] mingled together without any [unclear:
show of] rangement; and through it all [unclear: appe] plentifully, large pieces and [unclear: small] charred
wood. The Waipunga [unclear: river] cut a narrow channel clear [unclear: through] level filling, and smaller
watercourses [unclear: fr] the hill sides have dug ditches and [unclear: ste] sided gullies in it, to lesser depths.
[unclear: And] the level, and down in the deep gullies, [unclear: a] growing beautiful cone-topped [unclear:
pines] other trees, and a wealth of [unclear: shrubbe] which with the steep, bush-clad hills [unclear: th]
[unclear: uite] surround it, make Tarawera a sylvan [unclear: aradise]. The road runs along the bottom
[unclear: f] one of these gullies for some distance, [unclear: nd] crosses others, giving one a good opportunity
to note their peculiar character, Fortunately the rain ceased on the north side of Te Harato Bush—had the
[unclear: timber] 'attracted" it all as it came up?—and I [unclear: vas] enabled to get a good view of the
[unclear: Tara-vera] Valley, of its strange broader features [unclear: t] all events, a light mist obscuring details.
In due time the coach pulled up at the Tarawera Hotel, where passengers stay for [unclear: he] night. The
house is roomy enough to [unclear: ceommodate] a score or so of travellers, and [unclear: s] host and hostess,
Mr and Mrs Brill, spare [unclear: o] pains to make their guests comfortable, Tarawera is a small village,
containing the hotel and store, a post and telegraph office, school, and a few private houses, including the road
inspector's, and that of Mrs Griffiths, proprietress of the coach line. It was at one time an armed constabulary
post, and about this I suppose sprang up the public institutions which remain, save the school added at a later
date. There is a warm spring, 80° or so, about a mile and a half away, and a warmer one about twice the
distance, over a stiffish hill. These may be made attractions to those who care not to go further—to the hotter
and more watery Taupo, or Ohinemutu. I was asked if I would like to visit them, and disrespectfully declined. I
wanted no more hill work that day, and as for natural hot baths, feit that nothing under 500° would have been
worth going a mile and a half for.

Chapter IV.
Alety at Tarawera—all Aboard Again—a Promise (only) of Fine Weather—Magnificent Scenery—the
Nunnery—Volcanic Rocks—the Superficial Pumice—no Bush Buried by it—another Climb—a Double
Waterfall—Te Runanga—open Country.
There was a sound of revelry that night, [unclear: r] Tarawera's host had gathered then the [unclear: auty]
and the chivalry of the locality, and [unclear: ight] the kerosene shone on one "young [unclear: tly,"] several
growing girls, and some [unclear: alf]-dozen men, who tripped the light [unclear: ntastic] toe for a couple of
hours to the [unclear: usic] of a concertina with heavy [unclear: atertight] obligato. "Sets" were the [unclear:
der] of the night, and the [unclear: popular] Lancers" was got through, with the [unclear: elp] of a card of
instructions and a [unclear: system] trial-and-error. Song alternated with [unclear: nce], and all being blessed
with voices, [unclear: ything] like a rousing chorus was welcome, anything without a chorus was [unclear:
ta-oed],—to judge from the programme, [unclear: eing] in Rome I ought to have done as [unclear: ome] did,
perhaps; but habit and fatigue [unclear: ere] both obstacles in the way of accepting [unclear: n] invitation to
join the giddy throng.
At 6 a.m. next day I was roused to a sub- [unclear: antial] breakfast, and promises of a finer [unclear: ay]
than the previous one. The [unclear: actuality] the breakfast there was no mistake about, [unclear: e] promises
were destined not to be realised, [unclear: t] 7 a.m. with my baggage increased by a [unclear: lky] parcel of
sandwiches for lunch at midday, we resumed the journey, with a fresh [unclear: am] of five, ready to go for
anything, with anything, anywhere, to judge by their Agerness to start. Fortunately the rain which came down
later held off for an hour, [unclear: nd] allowed mo to see the most beautiful [unclear: enery] along the route.
After leaving the [unclear: illage], and a climb over a rough spur, the [unclear: ad] takes to the valley of the
Waipunga [unclear: r] a dozen miles or so, but so rugged a [unclear: alley] is it that several times the road has
had to be carried high up the hill sides, then down again to the level of the pumice terrace, the remnant of what
was once an even bed filling the valley to a considerable depth, but is now a mere fringe that the Waipunga has
spared, for the present. The steep-sided valley, presenting thousands of narrow ravines and precipitous spurs
and jutting peaks, all heavily clad with bush, is a grand sight, and the road winds into and out of picturesque
nooks without number. Frequent glimpses are obtained of the river, black from the deep shade of the trees in
the short still reaches, whitened plentifully between them by dashing itself into foam on its rough bouldery bed.

The trees—trunks, boughs, branches, twigs and foliage—are half hidden by growths of creepers and mosses
and lichens until green gives place to yellows and grays over large patches. And if the scene is beautiful as a
whole, no less so are the nearer details. Under the large trees grow an immense variety of shrubs, and beneath
these the soil is hidden by ferns and mosses, toi-toi, and I know not what else of luxuriant plants.—But my pen
is utterly unequal to the task of describing this beautiful district, and I will allow it to court failure no further.
A pretty little nook, in which the road crosses the river, is known as the "Nunnery," because here during the
war 500 Maori women—all young and beautiful and accomplished as usual—were stored out of harm's way, to
wait till the clouds rolled by. The spot will be for ever hallowed by such a memory, and is no worse feeding
ground for dairy stock on that account. The roughness of the country made necessary remarkable feats in
telegraph construction. Some of the spans of wire are of great length, and how they were ever erected is a
marvel. A few Maori homes,—scarcely homesteads—are scattered along the road, with small clearings about
them. Some clearings in progress were in the manner of clearing them quite new to me. Instead of felling the
trees, the natives had clambered into them and tomahawked off the small branches, leaving the trunks and
larger branches to sail for extinction under bare poles. I suppose this was the native fashion of clearing before
axes were known to them, and it is not a bad fashion either in small bush. The cuttings show—what the
traveller will see plenty of thenceforward—pumice gravels in terraces along the bottom of the valley, blue slaty
rocky above the terraces, and presently a bold outcrop of dark blue volcanic rock makes a bit of as rough road
pavement as one need care to be jolted over. And over all is spread a pall of small pumice chips, wind-borne
from some great outburst, say of Tongariro. This bed is the continuation of the dust bed at Napier, in all
probability. For many miles on either side of Tarawera it is composed of chips, flattish for the most part, and
ranging up to the size of a sixpence, with very little dust amongst it, and as nearly as I could judge—it is not
easy to tell the true depth on a hill-side—about three feet thick. Some few miles beyond Tarawera the deposit is
varied by the appearance, nearly in the centre of it, of a bed of fine dust six to eight inches thick, which is so
compact as to suggest that it fell as mud, such as overwhelmed Te Wairoa the other day. I looked carefully to
discover traces of timber destroyed and buried by the fall of the yolcanic shower, but except in one small spot,
and in that instance not certainly, not a sign of the ground having been bush-covered is visible. Had it been,
signs could not be wanting. The quantity of charred wood in the older alluvial pumice of the terraces shows that
there had been bush in the country somewhere. That a long time has elapsed since that smothering visitation is
proved by the growth and decay of generations of timber trees upon it, to say nothing of the time that must have
been required to weather down the glassy material into a soil capable of supporting any vegetation at all.
Possibly, however, a coating of fertile dust fell over all, and gave wind-borne seeds and spores a chance to
germinate successfully at once. Still, an incalculable time must have been required to permit such a large
variety of trees and shrubs and plants of all kinds to make themselves so thoroughly at home over so wide an
area as that dust-storm buried.
The Waipunga has a very [unclear: rapid] down the valley, aided by [unclear: numerous] cades, and the
road not only rises [unclear: with] river, but mounts high above it, [unclear: uni] the Pakaranui hill it reaches
by a [unclear: stee] zigzag course, an altitude little [unclear: less] that of Te Harato. On the further [unclear: si]
the hill the country becomes more [unclear: open] bush retreating to the hill-tops. [unclear: D] the descent, a
cascade is visible, [unclear: and] well worth while to leave the [unclear: coach] scamper down the hill to get a
[unclear: closer] For the cascade is but the [unclear: tumbling] small creek, while close beside [unclear: it,]
hidden from view from the road, is [unclear: a] larger one, in which the [unclear: Waipunga] goes headlong
over the same rock [unclear: fa] handsome style. The rock is one [unclear: of] numerous lava streams or dykes
[unclear: that] tersect the country hereabouts, [unclear: and] wild confusion of the massive [unclear: pris] (but
not "columnar") blocks into [unclear: whi] is split up, around the basin [unclear: the] plunges into amid a cloud
of [unclear: spray,] beautiful vegetation in the interstice the rocks, and the double fall, [unclear: make] picture
that an artist might linger over a week. To see it properly, one [unclear: sh] have time and patience and
[unclear: nerve] descend to the riverbed below the [unclear: f] but the first condition is impossible [unclear: t]
ordinary traveller, who must be content gaze at the scene from above.
About 10 a.m. we again [unclear: renewed] relations with a branch of the [unclear: Waip] river, not now
the brawling stream [unclear: it] comes below the falls, but a gentle [unclear: ri] flowing in a narrow gully it
has [unclear: exca] in the pumice drift, which is [unclear: plen] spotted with chunks and chips of [unclear: ch]
wood. Numerous narrow, [unclear: well-de] terraces show various levels at [unclear: whic] stream ran at
former periods. [unclear: Beside] stream stands a roadman's house, [unclear: for] a constabulary post, known
and marked the maps as Te Runanga. The road lows the course of the stream until larger portion of it
disappears—that is—through a miniature gorge, [unclear: and] crossing by the way two or three [unclear: bs]
solid blue igneous rock, it [unclear: mounts] narrow branch to the top of a level [unclear: d] pumice that
stretches from rounded [unclear: hi] hill on either side, a mile or so in [unclear: v] The drive up this
watercourse [unclear: affor] new pleasure, as it was the first [unclear: nat] grassed country we had passed

unclear: thru] Tussocks all over, "nigger-heads," [unclear: to] and koromiko in the creek, and the [unclear: p]
showing in the banks and cuttings [unclear: l] river gravel,—I could have fancied [unclear: m] in the less
"sunny south" of [unclear: Canter] Another but very brief pleasure was [unclear: af] by a distinct gleam of
sunshine [unclear: bre] through the clouds upon us,—the [unclear: first,] the last, during the journey up and
[unclear: d]

Chapter V.
Kaimangaroa Plain—Pretty Trees—"Cox's"—over the Watershed—New Half-Way House—Wild
Horses—Opepe Forest—Relics of the War—First Glimpse of the Lake—Emotional Mountains—Landed in
Taupo—Geyser Gazing—a Ghost?—Among the Safety Valves—"Thundering Footsteps."
The top of the Runanga terraces is an arm of the Kaimangaroa Plain—a great desert of broken glass, for
pumice is glass. Where it was all manufactured, and how it was carried forth and spread with such an approach
[unclear: o] evenness over so large an area, are questions still unsettled, and travellers may [unclear: elieve]
any ennui that threatens them while [unclear: rossing] the plain by trying to settle them [unclear: n] the
evidence they may collect as they go. [unclear: I] had been led to expect the passage across [unclear: the]
pumice country to be dreary in the [unclear: ex-reme], but I found it quite otherwise. It [unclear: variety] itself
compared with the coach [unclear: oad] across the Rakaia-Ashburton plain in [unclear: he] old days, before
settlers introduced new [unclear: eatures] in shape of farms and townships [unclear: nd] a trunk railway way.
The Kaimangaroa [unclear: ain] is monotonous enough, looked at [unclear: oadly]; but there is plenty of
change, in [unclear: etails] of the surface configuration, in the [unclear: getation], in the hills which bound it,
and [unclear: the] materials of the plain—to say nothing [unclear: the] constant wonder where so much
[unclear: rothy] stuff came from—to make the journey interesting enough to an enquiring [unclear: ind]. The
surface is curiously uneven—[unclear: ounds] and ridges two, three, and four hundred feet high being common
upon it. [unclear: ear] Te Runanga there are some extensive [unclear: wamps], which could be easily drained,
and, [unclear: drained], ought to make fertile farms—till [unclear: inds] blew the light soil clean away. The
[unclear: ad] runs for many miles near and across [unclear: he] ends of spurs of the Kaimanawa [unclear:
moun-sins], and a remarkable feature of these is [unclear: at] bush, apparently good bush, grows on [unclear:
e] summits of the ridges, and some little [unclear: ay] down the sides, but not down to the [unclear: ses]. This
feature is well marked in a view [unclear: Tongariro] and Ruapehu in Hochstetter's [unclear: ork]. What is the
cause of it? Is it that [unclear: e] pumice, in which bush will not flourish, [unclear: s] been rain-washed,
snow-ploughed, or [unclear: ale-swept] off the summits? The vegetation of the plain does not present much
[unclear: riety]. It is miserably grassed with [unclear: tus-ck], good for, say, a sheep to the square [unclear:
ile], with here and there a bit of feed in [unclear: e] bottoms of gullies where water flows in [unclear: inter],
and on the southern sides of the [unclear: dges] and mounds. A small brown [unclear: rub], with a grass-like
leaf and a room-like general appearance, of rather less [unclear: storal] value than a Scotch thistle, grows
[unclear: entifully], and over much of the plain [unclear: anuka] trees give no small degree of [unclear:
cturesqueness] to what would otherwise be a dreary landscape. This desert manuka is not a scrub, it apes the
growth of forest trees, and for many a mile the beautiful forms of these lilliputian "giants of the forest" give
quite a park-like aspect to the foreground. Some people cannot admire anything in trees under say 500 feet
high, but there is a strong suspicion of servility in that attitude. One may feel a pleasurable sense of equality
with a full-grown tree whose top one can reach by pulling it over. Photographed to the same size, thousands of
these desert manukas would match for comeliness anything the world is now producing in the shape of trees.
About half-way between Tarawera and Taupo, on the maps, a neat little circle is cut out of the black line
indicating the road, and marked "Cox's." "Cox" is the name of an unfortunate South Islander who sold a
beautiful estate down there, and lost the proceeds by taking up some of this Taupo country. The station is now
called Loch Inver, and is some half-dozen miles from the road, so that no circle or anything else representing it
is seen by the traveller, unless it be a boy on horseback, waiting for the station mail. Not far from the boy, when
he is there, the road crosses the Rangitaiki river, which flows northward into the Bay of Plenty, and here the
coach stopped for lunch. The horses were stripped and turned into a loop of the river, with nose bags, the
passenger devoured his sandwiches, and the driver made himself at home with the carpenters who were
building the half-way house of the future. It is by this time probably finished and furnished and ready for the
accommodation of man and beast. That important part of it, the bar, was finished and furnished then, and I do
not suppose I run any risk of being branded an informer if I state, not under oath, that the brandy-and water I
got from the Maori landlady on the usual terms was very good indeed. (Possibly the house was duly licensed,
but there was no "sign" of the fact.) Chunks of pumice as large as three or four feet in length are common in the
surface near the house, and the chimneys are built of blocks chopped or sawn out of these. The material is light,
but not light enough to allow the whole chimney to be carried up by the draft of the fire.

On the return journey I walked to one of the mounds above referred to, a mile or so from the crossing, and
found it composed, superficially at anyrate, of pumice like the level country around it. Its height I guessed at
between 300 and 400 feet. There is quite good pasture on the southern slope, and if all the hundreds of such
piles are similarly grassed the mobs of wild horses that I was informed occupy the plain, are not badly off. They
may find their quarters uncomfortable in winter, when the country is covered for weeks with snow, but even
then they would not, it may be believed, willingly exchange their freedom and poor fare for three feeds of oats a
day and the task of pulling the mail-coach backwards and forwards through the snow. A mare and foal were
grazing on the further side of the mound, but they did not behave in such a way when they saw me as to allow
me to boast that I have seen wild horses in New Zealand, with their foot upon their native heath.
An oasis in the desert is the Opepe Hills, well bushed, and well grassed, the site of a native settlement, the
fattening ground of Taupo stock owners, and the sanatorium of their used-up horseflesh. There was sharp
fighting here during the war, and the ruins of stockades and of an old constabulary camp (converted into an
accommodation-house, afterwards burned down), are among the representatives, on the ground, of the Opepe
dot on the maps. A party of constabulary was "massacred" here.—How circumstances do alter cases! Had the
parties been reversed, the affair would have been a "successful surprise attack." It is an ugly word, "massacre,"
and certainly should not be used in describing the death of professional fighting men, under arms. The descent
from Opepe is moderately rapid, though a series of gullies in the pumice, on whose sides quantities of a
beautiful scented creeper hung out clusters of pale yellow flowers to perfume the breeze. During the descent the
first glimpse is obtained of Lake Taupo,—as I saw it a couple of dim broad lines, that might as well have been
bands of low-lying fog, separated by the black cone of Manga, 1800 feet, which persisted in presenting itself to
view thenceforward, while the glimpse of the lake was a fleeting one. A rise in the road brings the lake into
view again, and the traveller who is favored by clear weather will have a panorama spread before him that will
require all his time to inspect thoroughly, in the wide-spreading waters of our inland sea, the grand series of
volcanic peaks that are massed beyond its southern extremity, the long-backed ridges to the north-west and
north, and to the right the solitary pile of Tauhara, 3000 feet high. I was permitted to see nothing of this on the
up journey, save a broad band of dull grey water, merging into rain mist in the distance, with Manga standing
out blackly [unclear: again] The Taupo Maoris say, "When [unclear: stra] come the mountains weep." I
[unclear: am] they need not have betrayed [unclear: so] emotion on my account, but I [unclear: sympath]
deeply with them, grieved that [unclear: they] so long and so dismally. I [unclear: wished] would have "a good
cry" and [unclear: be] with it. More fortunate on [unclear: the] journey, I never tired of risking [unclear: perm]
disfigurement by twisting my [unclear: head] to look at the vanishing lake [unclear: and] tains. For the last two
or three [unclear: mil] road runs on the top of a low cliff [unclear: v] with a beach of fine gravel and [unclear:
sand] it, bounds the lake near Taupo [unclear: tow] A small native village is passed, and [unclear: se] urchins
and twice as many [unclear: mongrel] turned out to race with the [unclear: coach,] intelligent looking
youngsters [unclear: they] with the brightest of bright [unclear: black] Bright eyes seemed to be a characters
the few natives I saw near [unclear: Taupo.] youngsters hung on behind the coach white ones, and a girl unable
[unclear: to] on," sang out "whip behind" with [unclear: a] in-the-manger selfishness that Mary could not have
beaten. A [unclear: warm] runs through the village, and the [unclear: ed] the lake for a long distance was
[unclear: ste] as we passed. This is not the firsts [unclear: si] "getting into hot water" visible to the [unclear: t]
ler approaching Taupo. A thin [unclear: col] steam rising continually from a [unclear: si] hillside several miles
ahead, and [unclear: beyo] river, is the first.
The coach drew up in the yard of [unclear: G] gher's "Lake Hotel" about 5 p.m., the trotting in after their
long stage as "as daisies," and I was safely landed in [unclear: T] The township, surveyed, occupies [unclear:
an] formed by the north-eastern [unclear: shore] Lake and the river Waikato, by which drainage of an immense
area of [unclear: e] escapes from a long rest and advanced leaps and bounds, with short easy [unclear: spel]
tween, to the sleepy courses of [unclear: the] river and thence to the sea. The town built, occupies but a small
number [unclear: of] pegged out sections. The [unclear: Govern] however, I was informed, have fixed high
values on the sections, and [unclear: the] Minister of Lands when on a visit [unclear: to] talked as if they
would have to live [unclear: in] on the lake soon, for want of room [unclear: on] Two hotels, a few small
stores, [unclear: whose] are mainly derived from the [unclear: natives] whose business booms during local
[unclear: si] of the Land Court, a smithy, [unclear: post-] telegraph office, large police [unclear: quart] dozen
and a half or so of small [unclear: eot] and a large bare "Government [unclear: l] make up the constructed
town. A few trees planted some years ago have the well, and host Gallagher has put [unclear: in] of pines
opposite his house to break westerly winds. The young trees require strong moorings and breakwinds
themselves in the meantime. The Lake Hotel is the largest, building in the place, and from its balcony a
magnificent view of the lake and of Tongariro and its neighbors can be had. A view of Taupo given in the
Illustrated New Zealand News of Dec. 20th, gives a correct idea of the situation, but the artist has been stingy
with his "whites," and makes the township less than it really is.

After tea Mr Gallagher kindly volunteered to conduct me to the principal steam works near the township,
the Crow's Nest Geyser, the chief local wonder in the eyes of the residents, situated a mile and a half away on
the bank of the Waikato. The shades of evening fell before we reached the Nest, and to save going all the way
for nothing—the geyser works but seldom, twice or thrice a day, and the people seem to have lost its
calendar—we sat down on top of a steep bluff overlooking the river, whence the Nest could be dimly seen, to
watch for signs of the Crow being about and awake.
And as we sat there, from a still pool of the dark Waikato beneath us, gleamed pale and ghastly through the
twilight, the form of a dead body—a drowned corpse! There was no mistake about it! It was no phantasm,
conjured up by an imagination affected by fatigue and the strange surroundings—the deep river far beneath
us—the mournful rippling complaint of it as it tripped in its course over rocks at its edge—the hazy cloudlets of
steam that crept, like ghosts from a churchyard, up the bank of the river above where a dim out-line represented
the lazy geyser—the stilly air—the growing darkness, leaving just such light as apparitions love—the strain
upon the attention, in watching for the real spirit of the deeps to play up some .pranks—all this might have
excused one for forming foolish fancies. But this was a reality, no phantasy. Should not something be done? I
drew Mr Gallagher's attention to it. At first he doubted, but soon agreed that it was a dead body. He made no
remark upon it, however, from which I inferred that the old white horse had not belonged to him.
The Crow made no sign, and in order that I might be able to find my way to it alone next morning, we went
on, and descended to within a few yards of the geyser, through a mass of flowering broom which someone has
planted to give color to the scene. Our approach did not disturb the sleeping bird, by this date familiar to
contemptuousness with guides and gazers. My companion apostrophised the phenomenon, and in vigorous
terms bade it phenomenize. I gather from the guide books and my own experience that intermittent geysers are
very much like working bullocks, as to the style of language which is found most effectual in urging them to
activity. The guides may be mistaken in this, and so may the bullock punchers. (N.B. By "my own experience"
I do not mean that I tried geyser driving at all.) As we descended to the river, confused murmurings and a
regular throbbing sound became audible, the sources of which I was advised it were safer to seek in daylight.
The positions of several interesting points were pointed out to me, including that of the "Witches' Cauldron,"
from which the throbbing sound issued, and I was invited to "smell the sulphur," which however I failed to do.
On our way back my companion drew my attention to the hollow sounds produced by our walking over a
portion of the road, and converting our walk into a tramp, we evoked long rumbling sounds like distant thunder,
beneath our feet. Quito evidently the ground there is cavernous. Enquiring, I was told there is no opening
known to the cavity. With a practical eye to "opening up the country," and "utilising our natural resources," I
asked "Why do you not bore and locate it, and tunnel into it from the river? You might find a cave here that
would be a ten times greater attraction as a show than the Crow's Nest?" The native name of this locality is
Tapuaeharuru, "Thundering Footsteps," an appropriate name enough when translated, but in its natural state it is
Dead Sea Fruit in the mouth of a new chum. There are some "alum caves" twenty miles or so down the river,
that are thought much of. The Taupo people should work up a faith in their buried cave, and have it dug out. It
would require no great labor to tunnel from the river to the road, if necessary to go so far. Possibly a more
diligent search would reveal a natural opening ready to hand.
decorative feature

Chapter VI.—
In Luck—a Glorious Morning—a Grand Spectacle—among the Wonder the "Crow's Nest"—"Witches'
Cauldron"—"Little Crow's Nest "Satan's Glory"—the "Milk Bowl"—Whence the Heat? [unclear: Deca]
Solfatara—"Big Ben"—Concerning Guides.
Next morning I was awakened by the tramping of a team of horses driven past the house to breakfast. It is a
peculiarity of much of this pumice country, if not the whole of it, that a heavy footfall shakes the ground a long
way, and evokes dull hollow sounds. The porousness of the pumice everywhere underfoot is no doubt the cause
of this. There was no sign of the sky clearing in the evening. What of the morning? A hasty glance round
removed all anxiety. Lake and mountain, save the summits of snow-clad Ruapehu and his cindery neighbors,
were bathed in the glory of an unobscured morning sun, while the sky overhead was but lightly flecked with
dissolving clouds. The tearful mountains had applied their pocket-handkerchiefs and eau-de-Cologne with good
effect, and were smiling blandly, giving promise of a glorious day, which cheering prospect deserved a mental
"Hurrah!" and got it. It was just 6 a.m.—time for a visit to the "Crow's Nest," the "Witched Cauldron" and "Big
Ben," a bath in Lofley's glen, and back to breakfast; a portion of the day's programme kindly sketched out for
me by Mr Gallagher the night before, but with the last item first.
I was soon on ray way to the Crow's Nest comer, but if to get there had been my first duty, I should have
deserved the punishment of Lot's wife, for turning so often to look at the scene behind me. The whole expanse

of the lake, except the broad north-west bay, hidden by intervening hills, lay spread out clear, distinct, and
gorgeous in the hues reflected from its glassy surface. All shades of blue, from that of the deep sea a thousand
miles from land to the palest tint, were painted on its surface in broad bands, blending with each other most
beautifully, and every here and there a sunlit cloud's reflection added another beauty. Far away, a tiny speck of
white stood for the sail of a becalmed boat, and beyond that lay the sun-tipped, solitary small island in all this
inland sea. To west and south, a high rampart of steep and rugged mountains, dwarfed by the distance, glowed
in pinks and browns under the rays of the still low sun, with dense black shadows in their deep ravines and on
their northern slopes. High upon the nest of giant peaks were piled still more gigantic mountains of cloud, in
their density and whiteness seeming like great banks of snow. Nearer hills, fern-clad, in their rich browns and
greys were no whit less beautiful in the clearly [unclear: li] while the shaded side of massive [unclear: tauh]
near at hand, towered grand and [unclear: glo] toward the sun. The low, dense [unclear: ma] beside the road,
hung with rain [unclear: dr] gleamed and flashed again, and the [unclear: g] was decked with diamonds.
[unclear: Altogether] was a grand picture, and if [unclear: offered] accepted by the Royal Academy of
[unclear: Lo] it would be the picture of the year. [unclear: I] I could afford to buy it and [unclear: frame]
properly. But the grapes are really [unclear: s]—these water-colored sun [unclear: pictures] very fast.
I found my way to the [unclear: Crow's] without difficulty, thanks to a good [unclear: "b] of locality." The
guardians of this [unclear: and] neighboring wonders had not done [unclear: m] lately to make access to them
[unclear: easy] pleasurable. The path was [unclear: overgrown] broom and manuka, and but that I [unclear:
had] on a mackintosh—a quite remarkable exercise of foresight in respect of [unclear: that] contingency—I
should have got [unclear: thorough] wet in forcing my way [unclear: through] rain-laden stuff. The tracks
[unclear: elsewhere] hidden by grass, and the ground [unclear: everywh] sodden with rain, for want of a few
[unclear: trenc] This is not as it should be, and the [unclear: guardi] aforesaid will do well to note this
[unclear: rem] The cone of the Crow's Nest. [unclear: "bigg] geyser in New Zealand" since the [unclear: ca]
trophe at Rotomahana, is a dull pile [unclear: sha] like a clumsy cottage loaf, and [unclear: when] rest is a most
uninteresting object, [unclear: but] the possibility of its flaring up at [unclear: any] ment and scalding all and
sundry [unclear: who] be poking about it and criticising [unclear: its] a ward appearance. As I did not see
[unclear: it] action I must be content to believe [unclear: wh] hear of its powers. One "guide" [unclear: wri]
says it throws water from five feet [unclear: to] hundred feet high, which allows a [unclear: lib] margin for the
effect of variations [unclear: in] barometer. From fifteen to thirty [unclear: fee] the commonest assertion. It
[unclear: does] throw up its fountain [unclear: perpendicularly,] to one side, and on that side the [unclear:
ground] bare and looks as if it were [unclear: subjected] tropical rains. The geyser as [unclear: usual] built a
rude cone (the clumsy [unclear: cottage] before mentioned) of silica, but [unclear: this] evidently withering
under a [unclear: diminish] action of the geyser, and the acrid [unclear: epith] discharged upon it by
disappointed [unclear: visit] Whatever beauty it may have [unclear: had] departed. Burton Bros, have
published good photo of the Crow's Nest, [unclear: but] would have been a better picture had [unclear: th]
taken it with the river, which lies a few yards away, as a background. It only "works" twice or thrice a day now,
for about 40 minutes at a time, therefore visitors who would see its "play" must ascertain its habits for the time
being from someone who knows them. I was not lucky enough to see its play at all. But one need not fret at
missing the sight of this "biggest geyser in New Zealand," at its best. There are plenty of wonders close by,
warranted thoroughly staunch. The high, broken down bank of the river near it is steaming all over, not
violently, not as if a lot of engine valves were blowing off, but small clouds of steam rise slowly through the
low scrub, like smoke from dull fires.
From the Crow's Nest, and from the track to it, can be heard a regular sound as of churning in a monster
churn when "the butter has come," and to see the whence of this noise will be the next step of a visitor left to
his own devices. The whence is a small pool of hot water, say twelve feet in diameter, overshadowed by a
semicircular wall. But exactly where the sound comes from cannot be seen; it is somewhere back in a cavity
under the wall, and the cavity itself can seldom be seen for the steam cloud on the pool. I had seen more water,
and hotter water—the pool is not at boiling heat—and had heard louder and uglier noises; but standing there
alone, in the hot vaporous atmosphere, confined as it is by surrounding vegetation; with the heat radiating from
the hot pool and climbing through my boots from the stones I stood upon on the margin; with a villainous smell
in the air (or sulphur they call it); and with that queer, steady, churning throb caused one cannot see how; well, I
didn't feel scared at all, but a suspicion of the uncanniness of the whole thing began to steal over one, and I felt
I must either go away or plunge into the pool and find out its wierd secret, and come out content, and parboiled.
I decided on the former alternative, I cannot now remember why. No one could sleep beside the Witches'
Cauldron. That everlasting thud and splash, more regular than one's pulse, would make anyone walk off in his
sleep, a raving roving somnambulist. Burton Bros' No. 3724 is a capital photograph of this spot, but it does not
give the most remarkable features—the peculiar sound, the smell, the heat, nor the delicious green of the
tropical ferns (they are tropical ferns) that are growing over and around the steaming pool. The Witches'

Cauldron, planked and roofed over, ought to make an enticing vapor bath. It might be medicinally valuable too;
the vapors smell nasty enough to provoke faith in them.
A chain or so away, and close by the river, is the "Little Crow's Nest," which may crow over the big one in
the matter of industry. Night and day, summer and winter, rain or shine, it throws up its little splash of water,
the highest drops to a foot and a half or two feet high, pauses to gather them and then shoots them up again. If
its namesake is the largest, surely this is the smallest geyser in New Zealand; quite a bantam of a Crow! The
river is so close to it, that a nervous person standing on that side, and surprised by an unusually good effort,
might easily step back-wards into about 20 feet of cold water. It has been done, so there is no doubt about the
possibility of it. Burton's photo of this tiny water works is a "sell." He must have run the bows of his camera
right on the rocks, to make so small an affair fill so large a picture.
Round a corner, down-river-ward, there is "Satan's Glory" and a lot more hot property belonging to the
same proprietor, but these I missed. A little up-river from the Crow's Nest, under a cliff, is a hole about a yard
across full of something like dirty milk, which is kept constantly churned by an ebullition quite fascinating in
its regularity and the hollow thud accompanying it. It is a small affair, without any beauty to recommend it,
but—I don't know why exactly—I could have watched it and listened to it for hours. The face of the cliff above
it, and for many yards on each side, is coated with deposited silica. There was some lively geyser work going
on here in the long long ago!
While standing beside this pool, on a slope of stuff that has slipped from above and half buried the old
geyser wall. I found the soil quite hot a few inches below the surface,—an unexpected piece of information.
The spot where I was poking was too far above the spring, 15 feet at least, to be heated from below. Why was it
hot? The country hereabout was all pumice, but around the hot springs it is decomposed into clay, and the clay
often hardened into a solid fine-grained stone. We are told that the vapors issuing from the hot springs
decompose the rocks. Is not the heat in the soil an effect of the decomposition? If so, may not the heat of the
springs themselves be duo to the similar decomposition, far underground, of the pumice the waters percolate
through, rather than to any volcanic heat remaining in a bed over or through which the waters pass? The latter is
the common explanation, but it does not seem to account for the heating of the soil near some of the springs. It
is quite time the heart of Tauhara (the only volcanic hill these waters could have come from) was cool, so that
any waters flowing through its arteries and veins should not come out hot. But if the decomposition of pumice
into clay by the action of something dissolved in the water, gives rise to heat, there you have a simple
explanation of the hot springs at once. The decomposition is unquestionably going on in certain places, and heat
as certainly accompanies the process. Some think sulphur is the agent that breaks down the pumice, because
where the breaking down goes on most rapidly much sulphur appears. But the sulphur may be a result of the
process, not the cause of it.
Climbing out of the river bed, I steered next for "Big Ben's" steady column of steam, four or five hundred
yards from the river, on the upland. I had wished Mr Gallagher to take me over to this wonder the evening
before, but he was sufficiently a guide philosopher and friend to decline. "There are too many holes about," he
said. There are. It is no easy matter to avoid them in daylight. It is as full of sweating pores as the human skin,
and the orifices and "glands" are large in proportion. A piece of country about a third of a mile wide (at a
guess), and reaching from the river towards Tauhara, I don't know how far, is as great a curiosity, in my
opinion, as any Taupo offers. It should be quarantined for silicious small pox. It is sulphur-rotted to death. The
pumiceous surface seems burned by the fever that has raged, but is now abating, beneath it, and very little
vegetation cares to grow upon it. Every few yards there is a hole, a few inches or a foot or two in diameter, in
the crust. Beneath the crust the hole widens out from a few inches to three or four feet, and as many deep, with
crumbling sides and soft bottom of vividly colored clay. From most of them thin wreaths of steam arise, for the
clay at the bottom is warm,—hot at depths to which one can force a stick, and damp. The vapor smells of
sulphur or some villainous sulphurous mixture. In some spots steam may be seen issuing from the ground
where no aperture is visible. The deficiency would probably be supplied by any incautious visitor who stepped
on such a spot. In places there are ranges of holes ten, fifteen, to twenty feet deep, and as many across, packed
close together, running into each other, which seem to be places where this land-scrofula has worked itself out,
long ago. The sides of these are gaudily painted with sulphur and other mineral deposits in all the colors of the
rainbow and a great many more. One needs to be wary in traversing this country in daylight. After dark it is a
veritable Potter's Field,—a place to bury strangers in. Only strangers would then venture upon it. Yet it is dull
and tame compared with the sulphur fields near Rotokawa, at the back of Tauhara from Taupo. There the
subsoil is suffering from its strange disease in its most virulent form. To put one's foot through [unclear: the]
surface there is to get it scalded, for [unclear: wh] it is little consolation to bring up [unclear: on] toes a
glistening mass of beautiful [unclear: sulp] crystals. The larger holes contain water various brilliant colors at
the [unclear: bottom,] sulphurous and other vile [unclear: smelling] almost displace the atmospheric air.
[unclear: "] Rotokawa and die" might be the [unclear: Ta] ans' variation of the Neapolitan [unclear: say] With

reasonable care one may see [unclear: it] not die; in fact, may live all the [unclear: longer] seeing it.
"Rotakawa," by the way, [unclear: is] name of a bitter lake near the [unclear: sulp] fields, but when people talk
of seeing [unclear: R] kawa they usually mean, I find, the [unclear: sulp] fields. I have wandered away
[unclear: from] Ben to Rotokawa, several miles [unclear: away,] where I never was, and must go [unclear:
back] once, or be late for breakfast.
"Big Ben" is an underground [unclear: geyse] the midst of the "bad lands." [unclear: Dow] black, narrow,
crooked hole, that [unclear: cau] seen down 18 or 20 feet, there is [unclear: hot] a little below the lowest point
[unclear: visible,] it is Ben's business to continually [unclear: sp] some of this water up into [unclear: view.]
regularity and the noise of it, are [unclear: very] the splashing of a big light-laden [unclear: steam] screw,
going slow ahead to start her [unclear: f] moorings. The ground about [unclear: vibrates] the force of the lift,
with the blow [unclear: of] falling water, or with the condensation steam under water,—I do not know
[unclear: wh] This throbbing engine works night [unclear: and] never stopping for repairs, for lubrication or
for coals. Whatever may become [unclear: of] it will be all the same a hundred [unclear: y] hence! Close by are
many of the [unclear: la] dry sulphur holes above [unclear: mentioned.] Big Ben share their fate some
far-[unclear: off] dry up? or blow itself away like Te [unclear: Tar]
I should like to state somewhere in [unclear: t] notes, and it will fit in here as well [unclear: as] where, my
opinion that to get the [unclear: fu] enjoyment out of an inspection [unclear: of] country, one should "do" it
[unclear: al] without a guide. Get some broad [unclear: gen] directions, where to go and so [unclear: forth,]
then fossick out the details for [unclear: yourself,] guide knows the tracks, keeps you [unclear: clea] all risky
spots and robs you all the [unclear: plea] of skilfully piloting yourself between [unclear: S] and Charybdis, and
of finding afresh [unclear: all] curious things small, and great, [unclear: that] been found before. The captain
[unclear: of] Endeavor, I'll be bound, enjoyed [unclear: his] trip up the East Coast far more [unclear: than] the
captain of the Rimutaka, and [unclear: D] would have written a more thrilling [unclear: "] vina Comedia" if he
had been left [unclear: m] his own resources in the Inferno. Any who merely wishes to see the wonders Taupo
had better get a guide to show the he who would enjoy them, should [unclear: go] them for himself.

—Chapter VII.—
The Sanatorium—Cures and Curios—Bath no. 1—a Pull on the Lake—the Spirit of the Deep—Bath no. 2—the
Huka Falls.
The Taupo "Sanatorium," or "Lofley's [unclear: Glen]" as it was called till recently, lies [unclear: hear]
"Big Ben," the Bully Boiler of the [unclear: Bad] Lands; but no sign of it can be seen from there, though the
ground to and be-[unclear: rond] it is almost level. One has only to [unclear: go] on however, in the right
direction, to [unclear: some] upon a narrow gully, cut deep into [unclear: the] pumice by a small rivulet.
Whatever [unclear: his] gully may have looked like in its [unclear: natural] condition, it is now as pretty a little
nook as one could imagine, the prettier for being set in such dismal surroundings, Mr Lofley, an old Taupo
pioneer and guide, made himself a homo in it, and planting trees and shrubs and flowers with [unclear: beral]
hand, and getting grass to grow green [unclear: a] the bottom, he made it a little [unclear: paradise,] small cool
creek flows down the gully, [unclear: umerous] warm, hot, and mineral springs [unclear: urst] forth from under
the steep banks, [unclear: nd] by picking and choosing among them, [unclear: ixing] hot and cold together,
coaxing [unclear: em] into suitable pools, covering these [unclear: ver] and adding dressing-rooms, quite an
gray of baths has been provided, equally [unclear: ood] for disease and sound health. [unclear: Cotges] were
erected for the accommodation of [unclear: sitors], the visitors came, and come, [unclear: ofley's] baths have
become famous for [unclear: heir] cures, and Lofley's Glen for its [unclear: osy] prettiness. The place has
changed [unclear: ands] within the past year, and is now [unclear: wned] and managed by Mr J. Joshua, who as
found it a necessity to largely increase [unclear: he] accommodation for visitors, and a [unclear: easure] to
continue the work of beautifying [unclear: he] place. By-and-bye the trees that are [unclear: rowing] healthily
will overtop the terraces, [unclear: d] show where the "Sanatorium" lies, [unclear: ut] at present it is only to be
found by [unclear: llowing] a well laid out drive from the [unclear: ownship], or by barely escaping a fall over
[unclear: he] terrace into the very midst of it. Walking across from Big Ben, I found it [unclear: y] the latter
way, and descended by a [unclear: ack] "convenient" to the buildings. I [unclear: ked] for a hot bath, according
to my [unclear: pro-ramme], and was conducted to one—with [unclear: oored] dressing room, walls and roof
of [unclear: upu]—steps into pool of hot water, covered with thatched roof (then in need of repair) passage
from hot pool into cold creek—[unclear: urious] flounder, float and short swim in [unclear: e] a turn in the
other to cool and renew [unclear: he] luxury of the first—de capo—encore—come more—once again—and—I
really [unclear: ust] get some breakfast. The dressing room is "ornamented" with [unclear: everal] crutches,
and a wonderful combination of iron and leather by which an invalid Home contrived to make one side of him
carry the other. These are offerings of grateful patients who have gone away rejoicing and kicking up their

heels, cured by a course of bathing and drinking the waters. In one bath is a little pillow of twigs, on which for
many weeks a sickly child lay awake by day and slept by night, immersed on the water all the time! He was
taken there on the point of becoming a very poor angel, that is physically, now he is possibly not fit to be an
angel at all. I had a couple of breakfasts in one, at Mr Joshua's table, meeting there an acquaintance whom a
three weeks stay had restored from two sticks and a general breakdown, to sound health and a good customer to
his shoemaker. For the sound in health this is a delightful place. One could stay there till he grew tired of it,
unless he should die of old age before that happened.
After a chat and a look round I made my way across the dying solfatara again, by Big Ben, back to
Gallagher's hotel. I had arranged with Mr Bodger that he should accompany me on horseback to Wairakei, and
there he was with another coachdriver, doing a "trial-pair" out on the lake, about a mile a half out. Wairakei
should wait till afternoon, I would have a pull on the lake too. They came in, but needed no persuasion to go out
again, and give me a chance to catch a crab 1200 feet above the sea. One might have caught a monster of the
species and not have hampered the boat at all, it was such a substantial affair. How wonderfully clear the water
of the lake is,—at the north end, at all events. I never saw clearer water in a natural state anywhere. A filter
would soil it. I should not wonder if, on a dead calm day, one could see the taniwha that raises the sudden
storms on the lake, asleep on the bottom in the deepest part of it, though 534 feet is a long way to see through
water, especially with spirits in it. The taniwha, the evil spirit of the lake, lives in a cave near the deepest part of
the lake. When he is hungry he watches for a canoe going along over head (the clearness of the water being
greatly in his favor), and when one comes within sight he swirls the water about with his tail, frightens the
occupants of the canoe to death, capsizes and drowns them, and finishes them off by eating them alive. That is
the gist of several Maori legends about him. The water is cold. The hot and warm waters that reach it have
plenty of time to cool, and much of the water comes by the Waikato from the snows of Huapehu. The greatest
depth, 534 feet, is very little for so large a sheet of water. The lake is 25 miles in greatest length, 16½ in
greatest width covers 153,000 acres, average depth under 400 feet, so that it is a very shallow sheet of water, a
mere wet sheet spread over a plain. Anyone could throw a stone to the bottom where it is deepest, and a good
thrower cast a penny as far along the shore. This information should be given to all who venture upon it; it
would encourage them in case of a capsize, to know that they are anywhere with 180 yards of terra firma. The
lake has been deeper. At many points there can be seen an old lake shore 100 feet above the present one. Here
and there caverns washed out of the pumice by the surf of the older lake still remain, high and dry to-day.
Possibly the source of the Tapuaeharura—"thundering footsteps"—near the township, is one or a series of
caverns so formed. The eastern shore now is bounded by cliffs of pumice drift for the most part, rising to 200
feet high in some places toward the south. At the southern extremity the river Waikato and others flowing from
the volcanic peaks, have formed a considerable flat delta. The western side and the big north-west bay are the
most picturesque, some grand cliffs towering high above the water. Near Karangahape, for instance, bluffs
overhang the water 1000 feet. A trip right round the lake in a steamer ought to be enjoyable. In the river at the
township there lies the wreck of a wooden steamer that some years ago was built to run on the lake, but it was
too big and fuel was too costly, so it was laid by and has fallen to pieces. A small launch (like the Boojum, say)
ought to be a good property on the lake now. There is considerable goods traffic from Taupo to Tokaano, and in
the season tourists ought to keep her going. A smart launch ought to make the circuit of the lake in a long day,
and in two days, with Tokaano as a resting place, quite easily. A grand excursion it would be!
We pulled a short way out into the lake, and the unwonted exercise, under a blazing sun, put us into a
condition that suggested the appropriateness of a bath, so the boat was headed for a point on the beach a couple
of miles or so south of the township, where there is a "hot bath." A family of natives were camped close to it in
a tent, and the surrounding bushes bore evidence that they had come there for the purpose of the biennial family
washing. We landed nevertheless, and examined the "bath" It was not enticing. A hole had been dug in the
beach, about 6ft. by 8ft., and walled up, and hot water from a small spring turned into it. It had been neglected,
(but may have been used frequently all the same)—and was full of foul looking greenish brown water, with a
substantial scum covering half the surface. It was decidedly too hot also. A young woman came to us from the
tent as we stood [unclear: looking] gustedly at this "bath," and [unclear: puddling] it affectionately with her
[unclear: fingers,] "Fine!" "Kapai!" "Too hot?" "—[unclear: "y] no, not too hot!" "Nice." She [unclear: see]
quite anxious to see us make [unclear: ourse] comfortable,—and sick—by having [unclear: a] there, and
showed us how, by [unclear: remo] some stones, we could sweep in [unclear: wif] besom keep there for the
purpose, [unclear: the] water of the lake to tone [unclear: down] temperature. But we could not tone [unclear:
d] the color enough without [unclear: emptying] affair, and perhaps a remnant [unclear: of] modesty of
civilisation had a little [unclear: to] with our decision not to strip close [unclear: u] the eyes of the nut-brown
maid and [unclear: tw] three other women and girls at the [unclear: tent,] pulled away half a mile, and
[unclear: beaching] boat had a good splash in the lake. But was cold J And yet the margin along the is usually
steaming more or less.

After dinner, horses were saddled, and 2 o'clock under Mr Bodger's guidance [unclear: I] off for Wairakei,
by way of the [unclear: river] see the Huka Falls en route. A good [unclear: t] is by this time possibly formed
along [unclear: th] route; at that time it was only partly [unclear: d] There was a horse track, but we [unclear:
soon] off that in an endeavor to economise [unclear: sp] and time, and lost heavily in both [unclear: by]
venture. We struck the track again [unclear: by] river, just where it (the river) begins a [unclear: l] series of
hops and steps, before taking; final jump at Te Huka. And very [unclear: pretti] makes them. The water is clear,
perfect clear, and blue, perfectly blue, and the [unclear: c] trast between the dense water and the [unclear: mas]
of white foam that mark where the [unclear: stre] has run foul of a rock, is in very [unclear: g], taste. A mile or
two of this tripping [unclear: a] tumbling course prepares the water, so speak, for a bold acrobatic [unclear:
performance,] leap over the Huka. The river all [unclear: al] flows in a gorge dug out of the [unclear: pus]
drift. In many places can be seen [unclear: beds] the drift cemented into a hard rock [unclear: by] filtrations
from hot springs of a bye-[unclear: g] age. The rocks which oppose and [unclear: confuse] river in its flow,
including the rock [unclear: bar] at To Huka Falls, are possibly of this [unclear: ki] The Falls are not grand,
magnificent, [unclear: s] lime, or anything of that sort, but they [unclear: h] a character of their own. In less
[unclear: than] yards the river descends—I [unclear: forgot] note how far—somewhere about feet, but only
about half of this scent, if so much, by a clear leap. Waikato makes a running leap of it; [unclear: ta] a run or
seventy or eighty yards; [unclear: takes] downhill in a narrow trench less [unclear: than] feet wide, with a very
steep [unclear: slope:] that run down is such a mad, [unclear: dashi] splashing, boiling, bubbling, [unclear:
tumultu] head-over-heels, crescendo, [unclear: delirium] mendous rush, that no pen could [unclear: descri] no
pencil pourtray it. It can only be well seen by peering over the edge of the narrow chasm, holding on to a bush
the while, and one can neither write nor paint in that attitude. A bridge will be thrown over some day, and one
will then be able to court dizziness and the intoxication of a turbulent excitement with more safety. The
prevailing color is white (Te Huka leans "The Foam") yet the blueness of the deep river assorts itself, and tinges
the mass of foam in flashing streaks and stars. One may see some pretty good mixtures of air and water and
activity on a rocky sea-coast in storm time, but there the glories of the combination are intermittent. The run of
the Waikato for its leap at Te Huka will remind one of rock-broken waves, but the highest effect is sustained all
the time. The actual leap is tame in comparison with the run. The run is downhill. Such a tremendous spurt
certainly ought to have been the preliminary to a leap up-hill—over some obstacle, at all events. If a hurdle,
brush fence, post-and-rail, or stone-wall jump were put up, no matter how formidable it looked, the river would
"clear" it. As it is, the Waikato ends its spurt by a bold "header" into a wide, deep pool. After a few seconds it
comes up all over the basin, spluttering and shaking off masses of Sparkling bubbles that it took down with it.
Then it seems to have a jolly game of leap-frog with itself, take a quiet turn round the pool, smiling to think
what flue fun it was, that rush and plunge; then it pursues its way seaward, but with many a frisk while in sight
of the Falls. It is written that the waters have more fun of a similar sort before they quit the high country—does
actually try a leap up-hill at one place. A heavy shower of spray shoots up continually from beneath the fall,
shot up by the explosive recoil of air compressed and carried down by the falling water. This shower supports a
brilliant rainbow when the sun is shining upon it, and luxuriant vegetation on the steep walls of the pool all the
time. There is a cave or caves under the fall, which one can enter, and from which one can see his way to
eternity pretty clearly. Anyone who wanted to go there with the fullest measure of eclat and enjoyment should
start from the head of the race, and by the time he got to the leap he would he wound up to a breathless pitch of
excitement. It offers a very cleanly way of shuffling off a mortal coil; there is no bother with the coil
afterwards. The river evidently leaped down the whole height of the platform at one time, but whether it was a
more interesting sight then, than since it has scooped out that race for itself, may be doubted. The Huka Falls
are part of Mrs Graham's Wairakei estate, and are a bit of property that anyone might be proud to possess.

—Chapter VIII.—
Another Waterfall—Wairakei Homestead—no Guide—Mis—Guided "Guide"—Writers—the Geyser
Valley—"Great Wairakei"—Fading away—Engine-Fitters Wanted.
We might have attempted to drown our-selves, Mr Bodger and I, under pretence of looking for the cavern
under the Huka Falls. Of course I did not know where to look for it, and Mr Bodger was no wiser. But Tauhara
showed symptoms of giving way to a fit of weeping, threatening us with a renewal of the "strangers' greeting,"
so we remounted, and made the best of our way to Wairakei. Our horses were fresh, but the rain-storm was
fresher, and overtook us when still a mile or more from the homestead. The rain came across the river, and
seemed to be emulating the Huka Falls, visible in its passage, in the way it came down upon us. It was most
inconsiderate of it, for we were not at all prepared for it. We dismounted on the lee of a clump of manuka, and
the celerity with which the horses turned their heels to the squall and jammed their tails into the scrub would
have won them rounds of applause had it been part of a circus performance. The two riders imitated their

example as nearly as possible, adding a close crouch to the ground. We wore kept prisoners there for nearly half
an hour, and when the squall had passed over we resumed our journey, wet through on the shoulders, on wet
saddles, and on shivering horses. If the sun had but shone out again, there might have been less to complain of,
but it did no such thing.
In due time we reached the Wairakei homestead, which consists of several long, low buildings, some
wholly (walls and roof) of grass, native style; others of wood. Northward of the river a mountain ridge of no
great height runs parallel with the river, and sends down to or towards it numerous spurs, with broad or narrow,
flat-bottomed valleys between them;—flat-bottomed from their filling with the pumice drift. The homestead is
situated in one of the wider specimens of these valleys. A warm creek flowing through it has cut out a small
gully, and numerous hot springs appear along its bottom. At the homestead a cold spring furnishes excellent
water for domestic and 'reducing' purposes. A few acres have been put under the plough, and the soil looks
good enough to return decent crops. A good deal has been done in the way of tree planting, both of fruit and
forest trees, and in a few years this will be quite a pretty and verdantly umbrageous place; the orchard is already
a pleasantly profit able feature of it.
On enquiring for a guide to the thermal wonders or the place, we were told by a comely young matron that
the men folks wore all away. "Would we venture to go by ourselves?" Mr Bodger said he had been there before,
would I trust to his guidance? Of course I would, even if he led the way to inglorious death in a mud
volcano;—I need not follow him unless I chose. We cantered on for half a mile or so, turned the end of the next
spur, entered another valley resembling the one we had just left, but not so wide, and away to the left descried
the narrowing valley half filled with steam, that rose from the creek bed, and persisted in the damp air. Why on
earth didn't Mr Graham fix his homestead in this valley instead of the other? I thought; his place would have
been much more attractive to sojourners. People who could look out and see the steam rising for over and over,
would feel ail the while that they were in wonderland. At the homestead there is nothing at all striking to be
seen; nothing to remind one that satanic or plutonic influences are at work not far away, possibly Mr Graham
had two, or two hundred, reasons for building where he did. Perhaps he wished to fix on a central spot on his
estate, whence his visitors could walk to the Wairakei springs, the Huka Falls, and some other wonders away
among the hills, and whence he could look after them all, ana see that nobody Huk'T it with Te Huka on the one
side, or guzzled the contents of the "Champagne Pool" on the other.
A horse track has been cut along the side of the spur up the geyser valley, at a grade, and on such a slope,
that it could easily be enlarged into a carriage road. This traversed, we were pulled up by a dead wall of dense
manuka, slim poles, growing so close together that one could scarcely stick a needle between them—of the
Cleopatra species anyway. Tying the horses to these we entered upon an exploration of the little valley.
Fortunately, although Mr Bodger had been there once or twice, it was a good while before, and he had almost
forgotten the tracks that have been cut, and the whereabouts of the chief features of the place. 'Fortunately,'
because this gave the trip so much more of the pleasure of search and discovery. Still we were much indebted to
those who have charge of the place for the tracks cut through the scrub, which at once facilitated a rapid
inspection of the place, and marked the safe ground, [unclear: It] have cost the first searchers many [unclear: d]
explore a few hundred yards [unclear: thorough] the absence of such guides, so [unclear: dense] scrub, so great
the caution necessary avoid blundering into "Pluto's [unclear: Po] Pot," "Satan's Soup Kitchen," [unclear: and]
places, and getting "scaldings [unclear: from] cook" for (and to supply) one's [unclear: la] pains.
There have been some tall lies-pardon—errors of judgment—[unclear: written] these Wairakei wonders, as
about [unclear: o] Everyone who has visited them [unclear: must] the writers of certain "guide [unclear:
books"] inspired with the idea that a [unclear: deseri] simply truthful would fail to [unclear: convey] idea of
them, and that a little more [unclear: o] or a great deal more (without [unclear: any] exaggeration would not
signify, [unclear: once] got off the rails. The several [unclear: geyse] springs have been described in [unclear:
such] that the writers must each have [unclear: had] men and a boy at least to help them [unclear: t] them. As a
matter of fact the [unclear: Wai] Valley is really an extremely [unclear: intere] spot, sufficiently so, certainly,
to [unclear: m] unnecessary to 1—lose one's [unclear: grip] truth—over it.
A fair-sized creek runs down [unclear: the] or rather down a gully cut in the [unclear: bott] the valley, the
water of which is [unclear: dise] and lukewarm, from the quantity [unclear: of] springs and hot springs
discharging [unclear: i] The geysers, the clear water [unclear: pherom] are all situated close to the creek, and a
few feet above its level. Higher [unclear: up] banks of the gully, and on top of [unclear: the] on one side, there
are countless small [unclear: sting] pools and mud volcanoes, [unclear: from] little or no water issues, and
[unclear: the] generally, where not hardened into [unclear: ste] deposited silica, are composed of [unclear: hot]
with a thin coating of cool soil. [unclear: T] thickly covered with manuka, [unclear: which] be a plant of a very
[unclear: accommodating] position indeed, to grow [unclear: with] freedom on the cold pumice desert,
[unclear: a] this hot-house of a place. The [unclear: imme] banks of the creek are rugged, [unclear: and] with
narrow steep-sided [unclear: places,] masses of geyser deposit, and hot [unclear: bo] soft clay, it is impossible

to follow [unclear: the] far up or down. The track runs [unclear: no] the waterside, now mounts to the [unclear:
top] bank, and then down again. [unclear: Here] there simple bridges have been [unclear: throw] the crock to
facilitate matters, [unclear: the] being too wide to jump comfortably.
The Wairakei contains so many [unclear: w] larger and smaller, that a description each would be us
wearisome to [unclear: read] write. To look at them is quite a [unclear: dif] matter. I will content myself
describing a few of [unclear: them.] waters appear to be impelled no great force of steam, the highest trow of
the "Great Wairakei," and but a few drops at that, not exceeding eight feet at a guess, above the surface of the
pool. The face of the steep bank at the back of it, however, shows by its coating of silica that time was when the
waters were shot very much higher. The Great Wairakei geyser works about every four minutes, and a bench
has been conveniently placed opposite to it, seated on which one may wait for if necessary, and comfortably
watch its fountainous eruptions. Most people probably, like myself, will scorn comfort under the circumstances,
and persist in standing as closely as they severally deem safe, in futile endeavor to see the rakei that roubles the
wai in that fashion. There is little to see. During the quiet spells a small pool of water can be seen, in slight
ebullition, a few feet down an irregular hole eight or nine feet across at the top, and narrowing rapidly to the
surface of the water. Gurgling and rumbling sounds underfoot herald an explosion. The water rises half way or
so to the top, the ebullition becomes more and more violent, until the tapper water is gradually but rapidly lifted
high into the air, and falls splashing around outside the basin, as well as back into it. This splash-over amounts
to a tew bucketsful and is the only drain on the spring, After playing for a short time the action gradually
ceases, to be resmued again four minutes later. All these clear water geysers deposit silica wherever their splash
reaches, in round bosses, each covered closely with Crystalline granulations. At the Great Wairakei these
granulations are as large as big peas, and the total effect is very pretty. That the steam power at work was
formerly greater, is clear from the extension of the silicious deposits beyond the present reach of the fountains,
and unfortunately exposure to the air, or the fumes from the springs, has decomposed the surface where not
now renewed, into a dull white stone, without any trace whatever of the beautiful growth seen where the waters
now fall. The "Great Wairakei" evidently built up a cone about itself in some distant time, like that about the
Taupo "Crow's Nest"; but this has been broken down and removed, save a segment at one side. How did that
happen? The geyser could scarcely have blown it away itself! Did it become dead for a time, until the cone
decayed away, afterwards being resurrected? The fragment of the old cone is well shown in Burton Bros.'
photograph No. 3839, an excellent picture of this curiosity in its quiescent condition. A similar fragment of a
destroyed cone, by the way, is to be seen at the Little Crow's Nest, Taupo. Burton's No. 3836 pretends to show
the Wairakei in eruption, but the water and steam must have been scratched in by some one who had never seen
the geyser at work. Some of the geysers deposit silica more rapidly than others, and in one case a cage of sticks
built over the cone has become encrusted, and in a few years will be a striking object. At present it still looks
"sticky," though the sticks have a brilliant coat of white. This is named the "Eagle's Nest." The eagle is
constantly at home.
It occurred to me, was impressed upon me, that the real power of these geysers is not fairly measured by the
displays they now make. Their basins are too wide and funnel shaped, so that the escaping steam spreads itself
and expends its energy on too wide a base. If the proprietors were to fix suitable pipes in the lower portion of
the basins, and pack them in properly so that the steam could only escape through them, the crows and eagles
would achieve much higher flights. I make them a present of that idea, and if they "look this gift horse in the
mouth," I hope they will "see something in it." Why should not a geyser be improvable as well as a locomotive?

—Chapter IX.—
Mud Volcanoes—Dead Geysers—"Steam Hammer"—"a Thing of Beauty," the "Champagne Pool"—another
Bath—a Good Day's Work—work for other Days—from Taupo to Alaska Home Again.
Another class of wonders at Wairakei is supplied in the mud pools before alluded to. Within a few yards of
each other may be found small clayey holes from which steam issues, constantly or intermittently, the clay, and
the water if any, being differently and distinctly colored in the different holes, yellow, pure white, blue, red, or
brown, and two or three holes within a yard of each other may be found presenting such widely different colors.
One of the most interesting of these mud-holes is called the "Pink Porridge Pot" (Burton Bros.', No. 3837), a
hole about three feet in diameter, with the surface of its pinkish yellow filling of porridge a couple of feet below
the margin. Steam bubbles up through the mud continually, all over the surface at random, but every now and
then it forms and maintains a small clear pipe of escape in the (probably) thicker stuff near the sides, and issues
thence with a strong hiss. The bubbles break very prettily. They swell up to the size of a medium orange; burst;
the top is shot up several inches and the sides are blown out like the petals of a flower; commonly the pellet
shot up falls plum in the centre, and the mud has just enough consistency to require several seconds for the
flower thus curiously formed to fade away. If the pellet falls to one side it splashes out a flower of another

shape. These mud flowers are extremely interesting, and they are continually being produced. The margin of
this "Porridge Pot" looks as if at times the steam is more active, and throws the mud clean out of the hole. There
are several of these curious mud "volcanoes" close together, and beside them is a considerable pool of scalding
thick blue water,—blue from the suspension of clay continually stirred up by steam escaping from the bottom.
At one point there was formerly a pretty miniature terrace of sinter a chain or moro square, where a hot spring
spread its waters over the ground, depositing silica as they flowed. The surface is now covered with a cake of
dull white stone, on which the vegetation is encroaching.—Not that the vegetation need have waited for the
extinction of the spring, to judge by the hardi-hood the manuka exhibits to-day in spreading over the ground.
The "Steam Hammer" is a great curiosity to most visitors, but finding a simple explanation for it, right or
wrong, I thought little of it. At a large and deep pool in the creek a heavy regular thud is heard, and the ground
around vibrates with the shock that produces the noise—not enough to shake a house to pieces, but enough to
be distinctly felt through one's boots. There is nothing to be seen as the cause of either noise or shock. The
"simple explanation?" Merely this: that there is an escape of steam under the water, and the latter being cool
condenses it, and the water occupies the place of the steam bubble in such a hurry as to come into violent
collision with itself, causing a shock and a thud.
I have reserved till last, mention of one of the most remarkable things in the valley—the most interesting
and beautiful in my opinion (but this is a question of taste)—what is called the "Champagne Pool." This is a
deep pool, about thirty feet in diameter, of hot, almost boiling hot, perfectly clear, intensely blue water, which
is continually, but with regular variations, bubbling and effervescing—like champagne—with bubbles to match
its dimensions. It appears to be a multiple geyser (by geyser, meaning an intermittent steam spring). Toward
one side of the pool there seems to be a wide vent-pipe, up which large quantities of steam and gases rise.
Round the sides are several smaller vents, up which rises steam of somewhat greater pressure. The larger and
smaller vents alternate in their activity.
The water swells up over the [unclear: large] with an uprush from below, into a [unclear: m] three or four
feet across, [unclear: that] away as fast as it can, but [unclear: s] and swells until the surface [unclear: can]
longer maintain itself, and [unclear: what] the violence of the uprush of [unclear: w] and the quantity of vapor
[unclear: coming] the mound breaks into a [unclear: fountain,] continues shooting upwards for the [unclear:
sp] a minute or so, the water, as it falls, [unclear: ra] little wavelets that go splashing [unclear: over] lower
margin of the pool. This [unclear: fount] pretty, but not nearly so pretty [unclear: as] follows its subsidence. By
the [unclear: time] uprush has ceased, the water through the pool is full of large bubbles of [unclear: v] and the
rising of these to the [unclear: su] through the rich blue water, is [unclear: a] beautiful sight Before they have
[unclear: d] peared, the small lively vents [unclear: unde] cliffy bank come into play, and [unclear: provi]
further, but smaller supply of [unclear: bu] which lasts until the large vent is [unclear: real] erupt again. The
splashing of the [unclear: l] vent has built up beautiful [unclear: coral] masses of silicia above the water
[unclear: level] the lower lip of the cavity is [unclear: being] over with a sheet of silicia deposited [unclear:
by] splash of the wavlets from the [unclear: fou] adding to the inner edge. [unclear: The] portion of this is
decaying, but [unclear: the] inner margin presents [unclear: wonderfully] coral-like forms and delicate
[unclear: filagrees,] white in color. Notwithstanding [unclear: th] springs in the pool are so active, [unclear:
but] water flows away; as far as I [unclear: could] only what, was splashed over the [unclear: c] margined lip.
For my own part [unclear: I] inclined to place the "Champagne [unclear: P] first among the beauties of
[unclear: Wair] Standing on the high bank above, one look right down into it, and watch million silver spangles
rise [unclear: spar] through the water. The pool is [unclear: very] would make a splendid bath, and [unclear:
the] of view is a suitable place to dive [unclear: f] but it would not be easy to got out [unclear: a] Besides, one
would get into hot [unclear: water] the proprietor, who does not want [unclear: it] verted into a culinary
utensil.
One could spend a whole [unclear: day—] days—wandering among the [unclear: curiositi] Wairakei
Valley and gazing at [unclear: the] active wonders. We had to be [unclear: ex] with a hurried run round them,
[unclear: and] of them. On our way back to Taupo pulled up at the homestead and [unclear: dismo] to look at
the hot bath constructed is creek near it. We would not bathe, was too cold, and damp, and we [unclear: were]
ourselves. But we would go and [unclear: look] for the credit of the place, so to speak, looked, and dipped our
fingers [unclear: into] warm grey water, and remarked [unclear: re] fully what a pity it was so cold a [unclear:
day] [unclear: lamp] as our clothes were it would not be [unclear: afe] to go in,—we'd be sure to catch a
old—and as fast as we could manage it, [unclear: re] were up to our necks in it. Bath No. 3 [unclear: hat] day
for me. What a delicious exercise [unclear: f] homage to cleanliness it was! Certainly [unclear: o] one at
Wairakei could ever commit [unclear: uicide]. The most depressed in spirit [unclear: ould] surely have "one
more" hot bath, and [unclear: hat] would make him think life was worth [unclear: ving] after all, if only for the
sake of [unclear: epeating] such a "dip" as that. The bath [unclear: s] really well constructed, and a large tank
[unclear: f] cold water lies beside the hot pool, for [unclear: he] convenience of those who like a chill to

unclear: race] them up after a warm bath, and it a [unclear: old] plunge is not sufficient a shower can [unclear:
e] had that would make the stoutest quake, [unclear: t] was not pleasant putting on cold, damp [unclear: lothes]
afterwards, but habit conquered [unclear: istaste], and after all it was not so [unclear: disgreeable] as the
necessity for quitting the [unclear: rater], in order to get home by dinner time, [unclear: never] noticed on
coming out of cold water [unclear: s] I did on climbing out of those hot baths, [unclear: ow] the muscles felt
the growing dead-weight of the body as it emerged from the [unclear: upporting] water. It is a curious
sensation. Fortunately it does not last long, or [unclear: e] would get weary of his avoirdupois.
After thanking the fair custodian of the [unclear: lace], we cantered home comfortably (except where it was
necessary to get off and [unclear: ead] the horses up and down terrace faces with but little more slope than
precipices) with another look at Te Huka on the way, [unclear: nd] reached the Lake Hotel just as the bell
[unclear: ang] for dinner. The five-and-twenty [unclear: ours] that had elapsed since the coach had [unclear:
ulled] up in the yard the day before, seemed [unclear: ve-aud-twenty] weeks, so many and so [unclear: aried]
were the experiences, the surprises, [unclear: he] ideas, that had been crowded upon me [unclear: that] brief
space. I did not see half the [unclear: onders] within easy reach of Taupo, but [unclear: robably] I saw samples
of every kind of [unclear: sity] to be seen in the fire belt, save and except close acquaintance with a volcanic
[unclear: rater] and the products of a recent eruption, was and am quite content with my day's work, and will
remain so—until I can find [unclear: n] opportunity to repeat it.
Anyone who can afford the time could, I [unclear: as] assured, spend a fortnight as busily as [unclear:
spent] one day, and still leave many of the [unclear: riosities] within a radius of twenty miles [unclear: seen].
And anyone who should make [unclear: okaano], at the other end of the lake, a [unclear: esh] centre of
excursion, would require to [unclear: ultiply] that time by a good-sized [unclear: inultiier], and obtain a
similarly incomplete [unclear: sult]. "Rotokawa" (the bitter lake) and [unclear: he] Solfatara near it, at the foot
of Mount [unclear: auhara] and about nine miles from Taupo, [unclear: ill] become one of the greatest shows
of the [unclear: cality] when it is better opened up by tracks. The almost dead sulphur field near the township is
bad enough to travel over. The Rotokawa field, all hot and hot, must be a horrible place to be lost in on a dark
night—an adventure that happened to one present Taupo resident, he being then on horseback. Then there are
Blue Lakes and green ones, and caves assorted, and goodness knows what, near the township. Away over the
river, Karapiti constantly maintains a "pillar of cloud by day," within sight of the town, and visible for ten or
fifteen miles. A strong head of steam is employed in the Karapiti works, and if water were in supply it would be
a very powerful geyser. Hochstetter found the steam able to blow sticks 30ft high. The ground about it is pitted
with mud volcanoes, he says. At Orakaikorako, about 20 miles from Taupo, the banks of the river for a distance
of about a mile, leak steam and hot water like a sieve, and terraces nearly as good as the vanished Te Tarata
exist there. From Tokaano, one can easily reach the beautiful Lake Rotoaira, Tongariro, and Ruapehu, and find
countless hot springs and geysers, including Ketetahi, which Mr Burton declares "constitutes the grandest
collection of steam holes to be found on the whole of the Fire Belt of New Zealand." (This paragraph feels out
of place, inasmuch as I did not visit these places.)
The evening was spent as pleasantly, and as instructively as the day almost. Au English tourist was also a
guest at Gallagher's—arrived that evening fresh from an ascent of Mount Tarawera, and his description of the
"abomination of desolation" presented by that region was vivid enough to enable one to see and feel it, and he
had some interesting specimens" to show. He had but recently come from Hawaii, too, where he had looked
into Kilauea's marvellous lake of fire. From dealing with scenes of fire the conversation turned to the very
opposite, to scenes of eternal frost, for the traveller was also as fresh from the glaciers of Alaska as he could
well be. He had no hand specimens of these.
I ought before leaving Taupo by pen, to do as I did before leaving it by coach,—thank Mr Gallagher, host
of the Lake Hotel, for the kind assistance he gave mo to make my short visit as satisfactory and gratifying to
myself as possible. I do not suppose he treated me differently from other guests, but he certainly treated me
well, and as it seemed to me, very generously for one in his position—whose duty in life it is to make money
out of wonder gazers like me. The Lake Hotel is a comfortable house, arranged on a plan that might be copied
extensively with advantage—main dining and kitchen quite apart from the rest of the hotel. The latter is
handsomely furnished, and travellers or soujourners could be very comfortable there indeed. I did not enter the
other hotel in Taupo, so cannot say what sort of place it is.
Of the return journey I shall say nothing beyond this, that not even a single gleam of sunshine brightened
our way, but we had less rain, and there were other passengers, and conversation introduced a new [unclear: fe]
among the scenery. The two days [unclear: pas] pleasantly enough, despite the [unclear: unfavor] weather, and
on the evening of [unclear: Friday,] fifth day, I was delivered home in [unclear: "g] order and condition" as per
contract, [unclear: fing] indeed in much better [unclear: order] condition, and better informed if not [unclear:
w] as two invaluable results of my
Trip to Taupo and Back, Overland.

decorative feature
Printed at the NEWS Office, Napier.
N.B.—Since the first pages of these notes were printed, the contract for carrying the mails between Napier
and Taupo has passed into the hands of Messrs CROWTHER AND MCCAULEY. The new contractors have placed
a well equipped Coach service on the road, while GRIFFITHS' line continues to run as before. The fact that there
is competition on the road, is several points in favor of tourists and holiday makers, and whether this cause or
others, the passenger traffic this year far exceeds that of any previouss seasons.
The New Zealand Rabbit and its Prey.
By an Old Acquaintance.
Christchurch: Printed at the "Lyttelton Times" Office, Gloucester Street. MDCCCLXXXVII.

Preface.
A COURSE of ten years rabbiting may qualify one say something about rabbits, but it is not [unclear:
calcula] to develop literary talent. Acknowledging this, reader may get along fairly well.
My excuse for making this attempt is, that think something of the sort is urgently needed, a that
notwithstanding all that has been said about this Rabbit Question is not well understood.
O. [unclear: A]
SOUTHLAND, N. Z.
August, 1887.

Chapter I.
WE may well assume that man was cursed very early in his career, for by no other assumption can we
account for the [unclear: urity] of cursedness we at present possess. We know that we lose by [unclear: ant] of
unity, by selfish and paltry divisions, by trying to believe what [unclear: e] know to be lies, and by disbelieving
the truth. We hear of the soon lying on its back when it is going to be bad weather; we hear of weasels and
stoats running down rabbits, and though we know something of the latter's comparative speed, we assume the
contrariety to be [unclear: rrect]—through that pure commodity—which seems to be a peculiarity of this
Rabbit Question.
We know that a million pounds would have been well spent ten years ago in confining the rabbits, that it
would have paid the communities immediately interested to have spent it out of their own [unclear: ockets], but
that it would have paid New Zealand better, because the crippling of its people is the ruin of a country."
Canterbury, in fact all the rest of New Zealand, knows now that it [unclear: a] going to lose the profits on
its staple products—not all on wool, but [unclear: n] frozen meat, &c., and its prospective extensive dairying;
but above all, it is going to lose profitable occupation for the people it requires. We are all divided about
political fads, and squabbling about paltry Railways, while the backbone of our country is dissolving before our
[unclear: yes], through pure cursedness. So that one may be pardoned for [unclear: ttempting] to draw attention
to this purity, and save the time that [unclear: heorists] may waste a hunting their fancies.
With other unfortunates, I set myself the task, long ago, of sending [unclear: he] rabbits to live with the
moas—exterminating them, no less; but while I was busily engaged on the job, they ruined me, and they are not
gone yet, but increasing and extending their territory. I gave [unclear: hem] up several years ago, but there are
hundreds at them down here [unclear: et], just in my tracks. The Rabbit Department in particular seem to
[unclear: e] dead on for exterminating them on my lines.
I am a disinterested reporter now, so that my testimony may be [unclear: ken] without any salt at all, but I
would earnestly recommend the [unclear: experienced] not to accept any single report about rabbits, but to
always have at least two reports before them, so that they would explain each other, like the following:—
Clippings from Victorian papers, about April, 1886.—"The days of [unclear: he] agile rabbit in Victoria
appear to be numbered. Mr. Buchanan, in the Legislative Council recently drew the attention of the
Government to the extraordinary disappearance of the pest in the [unclear: s] western province, and in the
Colac district, without any [unclear: effort] made by residents to exterminate them. All this havoc is [unclear:
caused,] believed, by a disease that has suddenly and unexpectedly made appearance amongst the rabbits, and is

sweeping them away whole Mr. Buchanan inclines to the belief that the disease is [unclear: tubereul] and he
wants the Government to have the matter fully inquired [unclear: in]
Telegram—"The rabbits around Colac. The Babbit [unclear: Inspect] Colac says that there is no
tuberculosis there. The rabbits [unclear: ha] reduced by the efforts of exterminating parties."
And then comes the sequel in the Melbourne Weekly Times, [unclear: of] May, 1887:—
"Landholders will have to pay dear in the future for the [unclear: lari] those who are supposed to
administer the Babbit Act. There is [unclear: e] prospect of the rodents being as numerous during the ensuing
[unclear: sp] as they were three years ago. It is pleasing to notice that there probability of an extensive area of
station property in the [unclear: wes] district being subdivided and submitted to public auction."
The above may be rather amusing 1,000 miles away, but it [unclear: be] rather flat when we know that
such comedies are enacted every [unclear: d] New Zealand, while the rabbits are flourishing.
I claim to possess considerable "business ability," for [unclear: I] cultivated the task of lying with
discretion and of gauging credulity of my listeners. I confess to having reported favourably all the methods of
destroying rabbits, honestly sometimes, [unclear: but] with the sole object in view of getting rid of them, land
and all. [unclear: In] succeeded; but the frozen meat furore and the poisoned grain [unclear: te] me to invest
again, and here I am, dear reader, "stuck on [unclear: a] And you may depend upon it, I would not mind lying
at [unclear: every] tunity, and for an indefinite period, if I could get anyone to give back my money for this
howling wilderness. I would write letter the papers, I would breed ferrets, or any mortal thing I [unclear:
would] preference to rabbiting, or dealing with the abominable [unclear: wretch] any shape.
At first, I reported favourably on the digging out [unclear: process,] thought "dogs were the things," but
presently I got a [unclear: most] reactionary fit against dogs, and I pinned my faith in traps. [unclear: I] went
out and set 100 traps myself, mostly in holes. I [unclear: caught] rabbits, nine rats, the house cat, and an
idea—a sudden [unclear: awaken] the fact that bunny was not the innocent creature I had [unclear: always]
him to be. "Why," said I to my man Tim, "they don't seem [unclear: to] the holes." "No," said he, "the burrow
is only a refuge [unclear: from] and dogs, and may be from snow." "And they seem," said I, "[unclear: to] what
a trap is." "O yes, if they can see it. I have been [unclear: a] the rabbits all my life, and they often surprise me,
even now."
There was a revelation! I often heard of such things before, but [unclear: ever] felt their force until I caught
that idea. I soon lost faith in [unclear: he] traps and started a lot of men to shoot them at 4d a tail. Then the
[unclear: ullies] resounded with fusilading from morn till night, and on a calm evening a smoke hung round the
brows of the hills. The rabbits got [unclear: inner] of course, so did the grass, and so did the sheep. This I found
[unclear: o] awfully expensive and unsatisfactory, that I hailed the poisoned [unclear: rain] with delight. I
proved to my own satisfaction and to the satisfaction of a purchaser, that bunny was "off this time." Then I
spent such a happy year, until my evil genius and its apparent cheapness, [unclear: mpted] me to invest in my
old place again, and as I said, I put my [unclear: nger] in it, for I never could muster my sheep afterwards, and
things [unclear: ent] from bad to worse. I found that the poison was only effective [unclear: hile] my sheep
were starving; that the rabbits scorned it while my [unclear: eep] were thriving, and that the export of frozen
meat had not raised [unclear: e] price in New Zealand. I found that where only one rabbit was [unclear:
spected] there was likely to be fifty; and that when I imagined I was [unclear: ly] losing a few pounds, I was
losing as many hundreds.
I invested in exterminating machines that soon exterminated my [unclear: tience]. I went down to the men
that were working them:—"Well [unclear: ob]," said I, "How are you getting on?" "O all right." "Are you
[unclear: lling] many?" "Don't think it." "How is that?" I asked. "Because [unclear: ey] are not in." "And what
in the name of fury are you blowing up [unclear: a] empty hole for?" "Well, sir," said he, "you told us to do
them [unclear: l] in the face." "And where are the rabbits?" I asked. "Away in [unclear: e] tussocks, or
anywhere except where we want them."
Then I invested in natural enemies to evade the Rabbit Act, for I [unclear: ve] experimented with ferrets,
and I cannot see any other use in [unclear: em]. I put a vigorous rabbit into a twenty foot circular enclosure
[unclear: d] left it over night to get accustomed to its quarters. Then I put [unclear: two] young ferrets eight
months old, and I believe they would have [unclear: rved] to death before they caught and killed that rabbit,
though everything was in their favour, and everything against the rabbit; then what chance would those ferrets
have had outside? However, the [unclear: rrets] are answering my purpose now very well.
And here I may as well confess to another little game that I have [unclear: actised], and that is not very
uncommon when opportunities offer, [unclear: will] show how hard the Act is to administer, and how difficult
to [unclear: ive] John Bull anywhere. I met our Inspector in the village and [unclear: ked] him when he was
going to give us a call. He said that he had [unclear: go] over by Mark's but that he would call to-morrow, and
asked me [unclear: w] I was getting on with the rabbits. I told him I was liberating [unclear: rrets] and that I
did not expect much more trouble with the rabbits, [unclear: it], I added, you had better come and see for

yourself. Then I went [unclear: ne] and told Tim by what fords and gates the Inspector would come, [unclear:
d] of coure Tim was off bright and early in the morning, with a [unclear: cruit] and all the dogs in the place, not
to catch all the rabbits, but to scare them a little and make them hard to find. It was not fine at the Police Court
that I dreaded so much, but it bowled [unclear: a] out so, and I had been to all sorts of pains to distribute
[unclear: c] information about my success with the rabbits. When Mr. [unclear: Insp] came next day, he
congratulated me on the scarcity of rabbits, sympathised with me for the poverty of my pastures, which of
[unclear: c] was easily explained by a few fibs.
Our Inspector has the backbone of a gentleman, but then he [unclear: h] impossible duty to perform, so
what wonder is it, that people [unclear: gro] him? He might as well be appointed for the suppression of
mosquitos, with the means at his disposal.
An Editor in a recent leading article has the [unclear: following:—"] netting may be of use, but there can
be no permanent [unclear: safety] the rabbits are destroyed." He evidently does not admit [unclear: th] destroy
all the rabbits, the people of New Zealand with the [unclear: reso] at their command, might as well attempt the
conquest of China.
I am about independent of the rabbits now, but not in exactly way I desired, and as if to aggravate its
bitterness I have [unclear: found] at the eleventh hour, that I could have fought them successfully for my
ignorance of their natural history.
I kept rabbits when a boy, and of course I knew all [unclear: about] but now, after fourteen years
experience, I am beginning to [unclear: think] there may be something that I do not know; for instance, the
[unclear: an] and proportion in which they possess mental ability and [unclear: here] instinct, are still indefinite
subjects to me in their natural [unclear: his] A rabbit that we are sure never saw a ferret, and that we [unclear:
pre] never heard of one, seems to take a ferret's measure in a [unclear: moment] to recognize an enemy, even in
the smell of it. And I am aware a rabbit knows something of strategical engineering, and [unclear: th] another
direction its stratagem has ruined the hopes of some of lords of creation, the Chief Inspector for instance. The
[unclear: simpli] the device is only equal to its wonderful efficiency, not only befooling the Inspectors, but
hundreds of others, with [unclear: as] interests at stake. This I propose to show from current [unclear: reports,]
passage from the Chief Inspector's report runs as follows:—[unclear: "Sh] after the weasel's release, a
diminution of rabbits in the [unclear: neighbo] was apparent." Mr. Chief Inspector took a note of [unclear: it.]
weasels are efficient." Others lay poison; "which makes [unclear: a] sweep of the rabbits," and has continued to
do so for six [unclear: succe] years. Some one up near Oamaru liberated ferrets in a bush; rabbits disappeared."
Then a few people fumigate 90 per cent empty holes and "annihilate the rabbits" that may be miles [unclear:
aw] the tussocks. Bunny undoubtedly disappears from a [unclear: locality] there is anything objectionable, and
he may well be proud of [unclear: so] befooling us. This is the consequence of having the Island all in paddock.

Chapter II.
As mine is now a bachelor's hall, and as times have changed, I dispense with a cook in the hut. The few
men I employ board in my kitchen, and as I am not overburdened with company, I often go there of an evening,
and get up a talk about flora or fauna with Tim. But I must formally introduce him. He is my rabbiter, and has
been with me for many years. He has a taste for Modern Natural History, as he calls it, that is, he does not
believe that the moa and kangaroo were ever in the Garden of Eden. Nevertheless, I have found him trusty,
industrious, and reliable in the highest degree.
Many a one has been astonished on first acquaintance with the way in which a rabbit cares for its young;
how it plucks its fur for their warm bed; stops the mouth of the hole and stamps it firm for their protection; how
it leaves a ventilator when required, and later, a little hole for them to come out and feed. Then, if the mother
has warning, she will stamp her danger signal, the young will hurry in and she will stop the mouth of the hole
with wonderful speed and dexterity, obliterate its exact locality, try to decoy away the danger, and when it is
past, come back and open the hole.
Tim tells me that he has often known a doe rabbit to stop herself in, in the branch of a burrow. He says he
has often felt loose earth in the ends of a burrow where it is generally hard, and often lost a rabbit in a hole,
until he recognized the coincidence and dug out a rabbit that had stopped herself in, with five or six inches of
firmly pressed earth through which the dogs lost the scent, and that discovery has saved him digging many a
duffer since. This suggests another reason for the failure of ferrets and fumigating. I asked him what the rabbit
did for air? He answered, "I have taken 13 rabbits out of a deep hole, that were crammed in as tight as they
could get. I dug it out very slowly, but they did not seem to be hurt for want of air. Again, I have known four
rabbits to have been stopped in a short plece of burrow where they had not room to move, and next day I dug
them out all well. Even a young rabbit knows what a trap is, and the setting of a trap that would deceive some

rabbits would deceive a man. I have known some rabbits to defy all my art to trap them." This will suggest the
posssibility of their learning something about poison. It suggested to me that my knowledge of their mental
affairs was very deficient. Wherever there is a ferret in a whole neighbourhood, the rabbits will bolt out of their
holes, unless they have been hard press by the dog that chased them in, evidently a move of theirs for [unclear:
avoid] the ferrets.
In choosing sites for their nests in this district, last year, the [unclear: rabb] seem to have taken into account
the presence of ferrets, and to [unclear: h] known something of their habits, for nearly all the nests were out as
bare ground as possible. It appears that a ferret has a [unclear: g] dislike to go out on bare places, but prefers
keeping among [unclear: scru] tussocks, and along creek banks and fences. As a result of [unclear: t]
manœuvre, Tim says that, though he caught 1,500 young rabbits [unclear: dur] the season, he only got two or
three litters that had been killed ferrets. Of course there were only a few ferrets on the [unclear: breed] ground.
Out on the run one day my dog chased and caught several [unclear: rab] rather an unusual thing for him to
do. I remarked to Tim that [unclear: th] must be something the matter with those rabbits. "No," said "they are
only on the 'wallaby track'; a rabbit is not much good run on strange ground. You may have often noticed how
[unclear: easi] rabbit is caught on newly burned ground before it had time to [unclear: exp] it, and I believe
that wherever a rabbit has once been he can [unclear: rua] full tilt ever afterwards while looking behind him."
And [unclear: do] think, I asked, they travel much? "Oh yes, what is to prevent [unclear: th] See how far we
get poisoned ones from where they could have taken poison." "Well, you see that our domestic animals like to
stay [unclear: ab] where they were reared." "Yes, but it is not so with the [unclear: rabb] because they seem to
be specially fitted to destroy any [unclear: pasture,] migrations are almost necessary for their existence in a
[unclear: country] this, where there is nothing to keep them in check." And what is keep them in check, said I,
if ferrets won't? "Cats," he [unclear: promp] answered. "You may have noticed how the rabbits feed at the
[unclear: d] step, and leave traces within a few feet of the dog chain, showing [unclear: t] weak point in their
boldness, just what the cat is able to take advantage of by lying in wait. And I have no doubt but that if we
[unclear: k] their history far enough back, we would find that the cat and the [unclear: rah] came from the same
place."
"Well, Tim, that is a queer commentary on the present important of 3,000 stoats that may cost the
Government £2 a head to [unclear: land,] cannot agree with you, however, when you say that a ferret [unclear:
does] a rabbit a month, because I often found rabbits out on the [unclear: run] had been killed by ferrets." "I
have often found dead [unclear: rabbits,"] Tim, "but very few have I found that had been killed by ferrets, ferret
invariably injures the skull just above the eye, in a [unclear: manner] no cat can imitate; and if you pay
attention to this you can [unclear: al] identify who killed it. When a ferret kills a rabbit it always [unclear:
drag] into a hole or under scrub or fern, so that we seldom see any of [unclear: th] work. What dead rabbits we
find are most likely, killed by cats." admit the value of cats, for of that we have evidence in the number of
young rabbits the house cats bring in, and if we only knew how many they kill and leave out, the evidence
would be much stronger. But that is not the question, for we may say that we tried the cats and found them
wanting. We need a more drastic enemy, one that will clear them out at once. "But," said Tim, "if we had spent
as much on distributing and protecting cats as we have on ferrets, and if we were content to wait as long for
results, we might have a different opinion of cats."
What were you saying about rabbits travelling and destroying pastures?
"Yes, they nip the seedlings at the earliest possible moment, when you would require spectacles to see the
result of their mischievous work; they eat the crowns of native grass that cannot stand it, and even their
excretion seems to kill some of the strongest of our grasses. You see, in Old New Zealand there were no
grass-eaters save kakapos, and may-be, moas; unlike Australia or any other country, the grass was developed
under conditions directly opposite to what we wanted, and when we know the severity and apparent wantonness
of the rabbit we need not wonder at the dissolving profits from our pastures. As you know, said Tim, I was up
on the 'Great Warrens, rabbiting on my own account, the year before I came to you. After a while the rabbits
became so scarce around my camp that I had to go four miles for a tally of 50, but all at once, in August, they
reappeared about my place so plentifully that I could get 80 or 100 a day, and I was in for a good thing, if they
had not all died." Why did they not emigrate? I asked. "They were on the wallaby, but got starved, said Tim; I
met a neighbour of mine coming home one night with 214 skins, and he told me that he had not seen a live
rabbit that day." Was there no poisoning done up there that year? "No, you could not poison that country to do
any good. I went on an exploring expedition before I left, and it was an awful journey. My dogs were nearly
starved, for I only got 13 rabbits in 5 days, while the gullies were just strewed with their mummied skins, and
all the place seemed blasted. There was not a living thing but keas and a few birch trees, even the scrub, the
snow-grass, and the swamp tussock were all dead. The rabbits barked the scrubs and camped on the tussocks.
The sheep used to eat the great snow tussock without killing it, but the rabbits killed it without eating it much
closer than the sheep did. I believe that more died of starvation up there that year than has ever been poisoned

in Southland." Are there many rabbits up there now? "No doubt there are a good many, but they will never
again be thick enough to pay for catching as long as they have sole charge of the pasture. But now that they
have liberated ferrets the pasture may improve a little and the rabbits proportionately. I want to dray your
attention, said Tim, to a specimen of their nightly scampers, when they ate Old Buffer's barley." Perhaps, said
[unclear: I,] came over the river. "Some of them may, said he, but I [unclear: found] out. You know that Rocky
Terrace is a stronghold of [unclear: theirs,] it is three and a half miles from the barley. Well, I used [unclear:
to] a lot of rabbits down there and wondered why the contents [unclear: of] stomachs were so white, until I
thought of the barley being [unclear: in] In hopes of a good tally I went there one moonlight night [unclear:
and] a lot in the stooks, all with white stomachs. That was [unclear: seven] they went for a feed—49 miles a
week, in all likelihood." Why they not burrow on that flat now? They used to be there in the sands. "Well," said
Tim, "the holes are too easy to dig. [unclear: There] a seam of big shingle, and the rabbits know that they
connot [unclear: go] enough to be secure, so they adopt Rocky Terrace as a refuge [unclear: and] all the grass
on the flat. Old Buffer seems to be quite [unclear: satisfied] the way they serve him. He was a bit mad about the
barley, but does not seem to know that there are hundreds on his grass [unclear: padd] every night; and I am
sure he would be a good deal madder if [unclear: he] knew exactly the loss they cause him. I think the loss
[unclear: they] unknown to us is almost equal to the loss that we charge [unclear: them] and that there are
hundreds of people in New Zealand coddling the selves with the idea that they are getting along as well as the
[unclear: til] will permit, though in reality they may be doing just like Old But—keeping eleven shillings in the
pound, and throwing away [unclear: on] rabbits the other nine, that they might save for harder winters lower
prices.
"It is my opinion, said Tim, that the rabbits have three [unclear: migra] periods in the year:—First, the does
are off in search of [unclear: the] quarters they can find for their young, in this they will swim [unclear: ri] like
rats; second, in March and April the young ones [unclear: stampedes] where for pure flashness; and third, when
food is scarce, a [unclear: wh] community of them seem to be able to spot their quest at great [unclear: dista]
and will be there if possible.
"About their swimming, you know that I have often cleaned the [unclear: h] island in floods, yet they are
back again although they have thirty [unclear: ya] to swim, for they could not swim at the fords."

Chapter III.
As my knowledge of the stoat is rather imperfect, I will give [unclear: a] extracts from leading newspapers.
Extract No. 1.—"The [unclear: stoat] the Continent is a very precious article of commerce. In Britain [unclear:
th] skin is of little value. In July, 1827, a gentleman of [unclear: Cathe] near Glasgow, having shot and
wounded a stoat, observed that [unclear: escaped] into the hole of an old stone wall. He was led to make an
[unclear: examination] of the place, when he found a couple of leverets [unclear: mmolated]. The place also
contained two young partridges entire and a pheasant's egg unbroken. Besides these, were two other leverets in
a state of putrefaction; at the extremity of the retreat lay the dead stoat. Naturalists state that the stoats seldom
eat their plunder until putrefaction sets in, and this fact would seem to bear out the impression." Extract No
2.—"The fears that the stoats and weasels would attack the young lambs and poultry, have, so far, not been
realised; no traces of them have been found near dwellings, and they seek out the wildest and most inaccessible
parts of the country * * * * Stoats are very hardy. They never touch a dead animal the second time; they will
kill scores in a day, and if they corner a lot in a burrow or nest, they cease not till every one is Bed. And our
information is that if they should begin to attack lambs or poultry, they can be easily caught and destroyed."
If the above indicates the state of our information on the matter, it will be seen that it amounts to pure
ignorance, the negative accomplishment that bequeathed us the rabbits. What a consolation it is to know that
they can be easily caught and destroyed in the "wildest nd most inaccessible parts of the country!" I cannot
offer as much information about the weasels, but the reader will lose nothing by that, Tim tells me, however,
that to establish the weasel we will have to bring the mole, at least, and may be the peewit and partridge, and
that a big healthy rabbit is too much for a weasel. The ones you heard about the weasel catching were sickly or
wounded. But here are the results of 125 years of this acclimatisation business in Jamaica:—

(LONDON POST, 13th May, about 1880).
"Jamaica, we are told, was once a happy land rejoicing in sugar, cocoa, cocoanut, and fowls in abundance,
until some ships introduced the first element of disturbance in the shape of black and brown rats, These
intelligent creatures cheerfully accommodated themselves, to the conditions of a country where there were
neither cats nor ferrets, and even the very trees were edible, until the rapidly increasing numbers of such

unwelcome immigrants seemed to call for authorative interference. To readjust the balance of nature, Sir Henry
Price is popularly supposed to have introduced an animal honourably distinguished among other rats by the title
of the 'cane-juice rat,' and by the proud possession of a white stomach, in the hope—the laudable but mistaken
hope—that it would probably fall to and devour the black and brown rats. The new comer, however, gave its
sole and undivided attention to the destruction of sugarcane, with such success that the black and brown vermin
sank into insignificance, and the 'Massa Price ratta' as this white bellied enormity is called, has for a 'century
been the curse of Jamaica, one-third of the sugar crops being annually destroyed. In 1762, Mr. Thos. Raffles,
acting on his own responsibility, introduced a carnivorous ant, 'formica [unclear: omnivora] scientists, to eat
the young rats. These ants, he argued, eat [unclear: eve] thing. Therefore, they will eat the young cane-juice
rats. [unclear: So] acclimatised this formidable insect, and it promptly became, [unclear: in] words of a
colonist, 'a more intolerable scourge than all the other put together.' Matters could not be allowed to rest here,
so [unclear: in] Mr. Anthony Davis bethought himself of the inestimable [unclear: virtues] certain South
American toad—a sort of gigantic bull frog—[unclear: which] known to be capable of assimilating anything
from an ant to [unclear: a] bellied rat. The agua toad was therefore introduced into Jamaica large numbers, but
soon became hopelessly demoralised, and [unclear: develo] a consuming appetite for young ducklings, and a
lung power, [unclear: w] either in the form of a 'loud nocturnal bellowing,' or 'a sort modulated snoring noise,'
was found to be a most effectual [unclear: antidot] sleep. In addition, thanks to the toad, the island suffers
acutely [unclear: f] a chronic plague of 'ticks' and grass lice, for the reptile [unclear: ate] predaceous insects
that used to eat the ticks, so that when the [unclear: fer] were introduced to kill off the rats, they could not
withstand the [unclear: ti] but incontinently died. The selected assortment of unnatural [unclear: his] specimens
in Jamaica was made complete up to date by Mr. [unclear: Espec] 1874, who imported the pink nosed mungoos
from India. 'Mr Espect ratta, as the natives call it, certainly quenched the [unclear: wh] bellied rat; but as a
mungoos cannot climb, and a black rat [unclear: ca] indirectly restored the original rat, and the partial success
is [unclear: he] discounted in many ways. It eats the meek-faced lizards that [unclear: o] to eat the ticks, and
the snakes that ought to eat the toads, [unclear: and] fowls that ought to lay eggs." Thus far then, the total
results of [unclear: hi] handed interference with the balance of nature in Jamaica may tabulated as
follows:—Firstly, black and brown rats, which [unclear: des] the crops; secondly, white bellied rats which do
the same, [unclear: only] so; thirdly, toads, which exterminate the ducks, and indirectly [unclear: enc] age the
ticks; fourthly, ants which devour everything they [unclear: c] across, except rats; fifthly, ferrets, defunct;
sixthly, and last mungoos which eat the domestic fowls, the useful lizards, [unclear: and] snakes.
Against all this intolerable deal or mischief, we have only the [unclear: si] countervailing advantage of the
temporary subjugations of the [unclear: wh] bellied rat by the mungoos. From this it will be seen that, [unclear:
tho] much has been done in Jamaica, much may yet be done in the [unclear: way] acclimatisation of new
animals.
Now there is the experience of three or four generations, and [unclear: tho] we may discern a little fun in
this account of it, the facts of [unclear: the] may be all correct and should indicate to us the difficulty of the
[unclear: ma] and the caution we should use in dealing with it, also how [unclear: easily] may "shoot arrows in
the dark," and that there is a darkness [unclear: aro] where those arrows will fall that may take generations to
[unclear: dispel,] far as the suppression of the rabbits is concerned, the elements. failure already exist. The
three species of the Mustelidæ are mortal enemies in their wild state, and will kill each other's young as well as
those of the rabbit, so that while they are having civil differences, bunny will be attending to business.
Climatical considerations prevented the importation of the mungoos. But when the rabbits get up Auckland way
they will bring along the mungoos, that will kill a ferret in preference to a rabbit.
The majority of pasturalists will attach but little importance to this, because they are well aware that they
cannot control their pastures while there are any rabbits at all. It must be, that they have not the means to fence,
so that they grasp at a theory like a drowning man at a straw.
Tim seemed primed and ready this evening, and the moment I appeared, he asked me:—"Do you believe
that the rabbit was created at Eden"? "Of course I do. I profess to be orthodox in every particular." "Then what
was the ferret created for?" "As a curse when the rabbit fell, I suppose, or may be it was to keep the rabbit from
eating all the grass." "Then, what was the wolf's mission?" "Ah the Devil must have sent the wolves." "That is
not orthodox," said Tim, "and I think that the rabbit's 'natural enemies' were absolutely necessary to prevent
them from degenerating; and without natural enemies and the law of improvement, instead of all the beautiful
things there are, the world would be peopled with a lot of rubbish. Look how carefully you used to cull your
ewes; well that is just what the ferrets have done for the rabbits. They went round them for thousands of ears,
leaving only the able and artful to survive. That is why we find them so hard to deal with to-day. If ever a rabbit
was smitten with insanity, tuberculosis or small-pox, a ferret like a health officer, came along and removed it,
or quarantined it by leaving a scent around it that no rabbit would go near; thus doing a double kindness to the
rabbits by preventing contagion, and the transmission of an hereditary faint. And look here Sir! I have often

thought that it would have been a great advantage to humanity if something had gone among it and served it the
same." "But you must remember, Tim, that it was never intended that the rabbits should appropriate all the
food, and that, if it was not for their enemies they would have had the world to themselves." "Yes, sir, but when
we were dipping the sheep the other day, you said, that they were 'only rats of sheep' compared to what they
used to be, and no doubt, if you were to leave them entirely to themselves, those that could stand starving best
would be the fittest to survive, and in time might develop a useless race that would make it hot for the rabbits."
So it seems, natural enemy, as we have it, is altogether a misnomer, The real natural enemy of any animal,
is that which removes its food:—the rabbit of the sheep; the ferret of the cat; and the weasel of the stoat. If we
could get that sort of enemy for the rabbits their time would be up. And if there was not too much of a twist in
it, [unclear: and] much time in view of it, I would be inclined to recommend [unclear: someth] in that line. If
we had introduced some simpler creature to [unclear: st] out the rabbits, and then brought the mustelidæ, we
might have [unclear: h] chance, but now we may as well throw up the sponge or [unclear: start] fencing. Our
sheep runs in New Zealand, in their barrenness [unclear: of] resources than rabbits, are as opposite as the poles
to the native [unclear: ha] of the mustelidæ; and our evidence is against the probability of [unclear: t] being
able to subsist exclusively on rabbits (supposing they could [unclear: c] them), so that when they finish up the
few larks, lizards, and [unclear: w] they will have to look around a little; and if transportation [unclear: de]
alizes them as much as it demoralized the rabbits, we will have a [unclear: p] kettle of fish. When they cull the
rabbits sufficiently, they [unclear: will] the others so hard to catch that they will not be above dining on
[unclear: a] sheep. From this it is only one step to live ones, that may be [unclear: fi] or helpless, and another
step to the sheep in camp or fold, [unclear: where] ferrets may surprise them and feed on them alive like the
keas. [unclear: It] latter took twenty years to learn their horrible habits. In England ferrets had no temptation to
attack sheep, and few opportunities learning to do so. They had abundance of other resources which absent
here, and in their stead, there is an ever recurring temptation to attack helpless or fallen sheep. Fancy, a starving
ferret [unclear: co] upon of these. I can readily imagine that the lizards [unclear: and] would be left in peace
for the future; that with abundance [unclear: of] from an animal that had no cunning to avoid them, our
[unclear: ferrets] soon become as famous as our keas and rabbits. And it is quite [unclear: pos] that they have
already commenced on the sheep, and that [unclear: many] seen their work, but blamed it on the gulls.
Every lark may be worth its weight in gold for all that we [unclear: kn] the contrary. And a lizard in every
tussock, as of old, seems adapted to check such pests as the turnip fly. We have often [unclear: he] how many
insects a sparrow or starling will eat, but we [unclear: have] heard of how many spiders they destroy, nor of the
many [unclear: other] insects whose mission it may have been to keep their own world [unclear: in] No matter
how insignificant items they may appear, they are world all respect when nature chose them for their present
places.
New Zealand was the most wonderful country for its [unclear: freedom] noxious things; but now we have
at least a dozen mischievous [unclear: in] We have rabbits and small birds, with a promise of larger ones by by,
and in the mnstelidæ's power for evil we have the promise greater curse than all the rest put together. We have
just [unclear: be] the Otago Society liberating crows. There was a report [unclear: here,] times, that they
introduced the birch itch and rechristened [unclear: it,] nobody believed then, but now, in view of their latest
exploit [unclear: it] seem very becoming. We may remember a Wellington [unclear: farmer] evidence before
the Commissioners, "that it paid him to [unclear: keep] (in place of paradise ducks) solely for reducing the
[unclear: grasshopp]. And I am confident that these would, even now, be considered a pervious evil but for the
overshadowing influence of the rabbits. At present the grasshoppers take an enormous quantity of grass, but as
they do so when grass is abundant, the loss is not apparent, though it exists to a very large amount. Everyone
will admit that the nakedness of our pastures, the total absence of dead grass and the consequent exposure to
sun and frost, is in itself a serious evil. To this and the grasshoppers so largely assist our cursedness in burning,
that would have no hesitation in choosing between birds with wire-[unclear: etting] and rabbits with ferrets.
The idea of the ferrets exterminating the rabbits is almost too simple to require discussion, but I will offer
the following proposition: [unclear: ay] that a ferret requires a rabbit a week to live upon—52 rabbits a year, (it
is asserted that "a stoat will kill scores in a day "), and if the ferret is to continue to exist, there must be rabbits
enough to breed food for next year. So we may say that a ferret requires 100 rabbits to live upon, without any
wanton destruction. Then the moment it reduces its stock below the required amount, it threatens its own
existence. A dissentient may say, "a stoat would kill the lot in week and then die of starvation—be both extinct,
and a jolly good [unclear: ddance]." My answer would be, that we brought the stoat from the [unclear: ame]
place as the rabbit, where they lived and throve together for Thousands of years, where the Ground Game Act
had to be passed for [unclear: he] abatement of the rabbit nuisance; that there is a balance [unclear: between]
beast and its prey as immovable as Mt. Cook or Taranaki; and that [unclear: astead] of only needing 100, they
would be far more likely to need 1,000 each, ana only do the culling.
All this will be taken as mere chaff compared to "known facts" honcerning the success of ferrets at

Kaikoura, &c.
Extract No. 1, from the Evening Press:—"There are thousands of [unclear: rrets] at Kaikoura, where some
of the runs have been entirly [unclear: cleared] rabbits." Extract No. 2, from the same paper:—"A few stoats
will keep all the rabbits over a large area scurrying about, neither [unclear: eding] nor breeding." If this be true,
how have the rabbits existed on earth? And do not those thousands of ferrets imply a great many rabbits. Of this
we got evidence in a telegram of a little later date.
"Kaikoura, Jan. 25, 1887.
Before Mr. Whitefoord, R. M.
"Five informations were preferred against parties, for neglecting to [unclear: troy] rabbits."
We have information from other sources that one of those Court [unclear: ses] was for land adjoining a run
"entirely cleared of rabbits," and without a ferret or rabbit proof boundary.
It is not only the Evening Press that repeats such assertions, for [unclear: hey] have been endorsed by the
Chief Inspector, and echoed from all parts of New Zealand. It appears to have escaped notice [unclear: th]
"fact" of any land, not isolated, being entirely cleared [unclear: of] implies an impossibility, because the ferrets
would need to [unclear: stay] land to protect it when they had nothing to eat, instead of [unclear: foll] up the
rabbits and scattering them back on the cleared land—[unclear: c] of Maori hens.
The poor weka was once very plentiful in New Zealand, [unclear: but] the ferret, it disappears like a
shadow. It used to kill mice, [unclear: rat] young rabbits, and when it saw a ferret, it chased it like a [unclear:
rat,] course gave up the ghost.
If it is a fact that there are thousands of ferrets at [unclear: Kaikours] very few rabbits, it is evident that the
ferrets must have some to live upon, and from what I know of them I am [unclear: perfectly] that there must be
plenty of dead sheep there, or else the [unclear: ferret] already commenced on the live ones. But of course we
will nothing of that from Kaikoura.
What station owner or manager would have the temerity to that he had more deaths from ferrets than
rabbits, and that be the two he was very anxious to sell out. Oh no, the first we will of it will be a mild
disapproval of ferrets, like that from [unclear: the] Club. Would it not become anyone, before he saddles
[unclear: himself] nuisance, to make a few simple experiments by placing rabbit ferrets in an enclosure, and
watching the results, taking care [unclear: to] natural conditions as nearly as possible?
Even in a small enclosure where the rabbits cannot get out of of the ferret, his good opinion of ferrets will
receive a [unclear: serious] But in a large enclosure where the rabbits can scamper [unclear: away,] find that
his ferret will die of starvation before it [unclear: catches] rabbits. But if he ties a sheep to represent a fallen
one, [unclear: he] that the ferret will not die of starvation. And if he turns in a ewes in the lambing season, he
will find the ferret and rabbits [unclear: flou] Then the experimenter will be able to estimate the [unclear:
utility] Government's distribution of young ferrets, at 8s. or 10s. [unclear: ea] have been turned out of cages by
thousands, under the [unclear: special] mendation of the Chief Inspector and the endorsements of [unclear: his]
dinates. Anyone with a thought to spare can see at a [unclear: glance,] natural enemies killed the fittest and the
best, Nature [unclear: made] investment in them; which she never did, for "on all her [unclear: inver] a
dividend must inevitably be paid."
So that now we begin to see that, like the Jamaicans, we [unclear: ma] huge mistake, and then a huger one
to cure it.
The ferret was successful against the Maori hen, because [unclear: it] unnatural enemy; and in Australia
there are hosts of [unclear: un] enemies that ought to have been successful against the [unclear: rabbits] thing
could have been:—There are dingoes, native cats, [unclear: tig] iguanas, snakes and numerous poisonous ticks
and insects. [unclear: The] [unclear: wk] is 8ft. in expanse of wing; the whistling eagle would attack a
[unclear: rrier]; the great goat-sucker keeps the Australian bush almost free [unclear: om] rats, and in New
South Wales the blue-bottle tick will kill a dog; [unclear: t] the rabbits are triumphant there. Then what is the
use of our [unclear: oling] with a few weasels and stoats which are in reality the rabbit's [unclear: ends]. We
are only losing valuable time and giving away our prestige, [unclear: encouraging] less favoured countries to
sap our markets.

Chapter IV.
Wire-Netting.
[unclear: HAPPY] days are gained, they say, and miserable ones are lost for ever. [unclear: that] is so, I

have just lost a dozen years fooling with those rabbits, [unclear: 1875], I had 22,000 splendid sheep, and not
rabbits enough for my [unclear: orting] proclivities. Now I have 6,000 rats of sheep, and sometimes [unclear:
fore] poisoning I think I could lay claim to 50,000 rabbits; because [unclear: ccupy] an outside run adjoining
some millions of acres of Government [unclear: bbit] warrens, whence scarcity of food forces them to
emigrate. Just [unclear: hen] I have not a morsel of grass to spare, when my sheep are beginning [unclear: eir]
annual starve, down come the rabbits and take in quantity and [unclear: ality]. just what they choose. The
poison may catch them, but it is [unclear: st] as likely to miss them, for sometimes they seem to be so well
[unclear: ased] with their "fresh fields and pastures new" that they will not [unclear: ed] the poison.
With others, I have this frontier work to do for more fortunate [unclear: ighbours], one of whom in
particular claims to have as many sheep as [unclear: er] he had; being protected by many distant cordons of
poison, or by [unclear: ticing] pastures that the rabbits will not leave. He gives his defenders [unclear: credit]
for this, however, but attributes his success to his own [unclear: soning] operations, and to the liberation of a
few ferrets. Probably, [unclear: ere] is many another philopherretist under a like delusion, but when [unclear:
evere] winter comes, when the frontier men are extinguished, and [unclear: hen] the poisoning is done
officially and ineffectually, we will hear something about the ferrets, not very complimentary. There will,
[unclear: ture] to think, be one of those ridiculous reactions that make people [unclear: ok] so silly,
nevertheless, they will ring the changes again—on snakes [unclear: rhaps], or anything at all for squatters, in
preference to populations.
A rabbit proof fence may now be erected for about £60 per mile. [unclear: rge] contracts for netting and
standards, with the lower freights in [unclear: ow] may enable us to erect a rabbit proof fence as cheaply as an
[unclear: linary] sheep fence. Long ago I fenced with wire-netting a few [unclear: stures] to decoy rabbits for
trapping. These were intact for years, [unclear: d] plainly showed what old New Zealand was like, before the
rabbits came, and overstocking cursed it. If I had fenced the [unclear: best] run into 500 acre lots, I could have
given those lots the [unclear: nee] year or two's spell, and then they would have tided my [unclear: shee] many
a winter pinch. Outside the netting would have been [unclear: s] effective place for laying poisons, that my
sheep would have [unclear: th] on the hills for the greater part of the year. The stock that I have saved and the
money that I wasted on rabbits would [unclear: ha] for that fencing.
Instead of that, I borrowed money and laid down 2,000 [unclear: and] English grass, and then I killed
rabbits enough on and around eat all the grass it could grow. Once, I was just on the [unclear: p] starting to
fence, but was dissuaded from it by the failure of boundaries and large areas, and by others, where slovenly
[unclear: arele] merited failure.
Quite recently, I was tempted to go and see one of these [unclear: f] of fences that were cited as warnings
against wire-netting. [unclear: I] the gate in the near corner wide open, but it had wire-[unclear: netting] stop
the rabbits, of course. I shut it after me, and my [unclear: dog] through under it with the greatest of ease. Then I
rode for [unclear: si] along that fence, saw two other gates that were shut, but other very like the first one, and
counted eleven water-courses [unclear: e] through it into the paddock. Most of these were [unclear: insignific]
perfectly dry, but all seemed admirably adapted for allowing rabbits to come to and fro; nor was there any
traces of [unclear: e] swing doors, or other provisions for allowing the water to [unclear: p] stopping the
rabbits. Of this I enquired from the [unclear: manage] informed me that the rabbits never came through
[unclear: those] "They are not such fools," said he, "as to wet their feet [unclear: whe] can get over dry." "Do
they get over that three foot [unclear: netti] asked. "O! they jump it," said he. "In the snow-time you [unclear:
e] the tracks of the two hind-feet outside, and the tracks of [unclear: t] fore ones inside, so that is proof
enough." I was inclined [unclear: to] from this view of the matter, but he was such a genial soul and me up so
kindly that argument was out of the question, morning, however, while looking over his beautiful [unclear:
garden—] in the desert—I could not forbear remarking that it was fence the same height of netting, and asked
how it came to be [unclear: effect] the garden and useless for the paddock? "Oh! we have [unclear: s] of cats
here. One of them brought in eight young [unclear: rabbi] two old ones last week. The cats are able to look
after the [unclear: g] and I am breeding a lot of ferrets to look after the paddocks, [unclear: s] we will soon be
independent of netting. We would have been pendent of it long ago, only all the ferrets died, and I had
[unclear: t] new lot."
Of course I did not realise the true state of affairs until the [unclear: el] hour; until I had evidence in
hundreds of instances that the [unclear: th] netting could form an oasis in a desert; and until I had not the
[unclear: to] commence again. And those rabbits have no respect for dignity, not [unclear: ven] for the
National dignity of New Zealand, but have the hellish design of giving it an awful snub.
As a pioneer fencer, I might not have made a pile, neither would I have lost one. But there will be no doubt
about results when the system becomes general; because the expense of maintaining the distant inside blocks
will soon disappear, and then a large quantity of [unclear: etting] can be taken up and used again and again,
instead of lying there as sunken capital. Then there would rise up a band of reliable and competent Inspectors,

in the form of committees of owners or neigh-hours, whose interests would be at stake, and who would require
as [unclear: alary], nothing a year, from the Government.
In any comprehensive scheme of fencing, existing boundaries must [unclear: e] ignored, without
necessarily changing ownership, because a fence [unclear: in] a hill side in snow is worthless to stop the rabbits
in their stampede [unclear: for] the low country. The fences should run up the spurs and along [unclear: he]
sunny side of the saddles. The fences across flats, liable to be [unclear: looded], would obviously be so very
hard to maintain effective, that they [unclear: it] present appear to be our greatest difficulty. But would it not
pay [unclear: better] to keep a man at every such fence than to keep him inside of it [unclear: is] we do now,
catching the rabbits after they have done the damage? [unclear: In] many instances the fences could run up to
the bluffs, where they [unclear: would] be very easy to maintain. Three-foot netting of 1½in. mesh is [unclear:
quite] sufficient, if only 4 inches in the ground, because a rabbit will not start to burrow far enough back to get
under it, but starts so close that the wire baffles it. A strained wire 6 inches above the netting makes it an
indefinite and awkward object to jump; and then a rabbit [unclear: is] physically unfitted to climb, so that there
need be no fear of such [unclear: contingencies].
All my advocacy of fencing will be met by dissentients with a single phrase:—"Want of means." But some
may have the means. The first thing we want is to decide upon the best method, and to get rid of time-wasting
fads. Then, "where there is a will there is a way."

Chapter V.
TIM has a fellow feeling with me, in so far that he hates the rabbits with all his heart. He says, "I am not
such a fool as to think that the rabbits have been a benefit to anyone worth mentioning. If there was not a rabbit
in New Zealand, I would have plenty of work and pleasanter work to do."
He has a theory for reclaiming the great warrens, which I will give as nearly as possible in his own words :
"You see, it is Govern- ment land that has been ruined by a national misfortune, [unclear: and] the nation's
business to reclaim it. It will never do to leave it [unclear: as] for New Zealand's sake, because it will render
useless, a [unclear: very] area of more valuable land than itself, to say nothing about [unclear: its] loss. To
fence it off is out of the question, on account of the [unclear: numeber] water-courses and flats liable to be
flooded, and the great [unclear: danger] having such a source of evil so insecurely pent up. There are [unclear:
also] dogs up there, and our present view of that place is quite [unclear: harm] compared to what it will be ten
years hence, if we leave it to [unclear: the] and rabbits.
"Now, suppose that there was four or five hundred acres of an [unclear: ex] mental block, fenced with
netting, on one of the flats or on some of best of the foothills, I would be very glad to take that block on
following terms :—The first two years free of rent while the [unclear: g] would be recovering; after that, I
would give 8d. an acre rent [unclear: fo] which would pay interest on the fencing at least.
"I would keep a few sheep and cattle, and would grow some [unclear: oats] poisoning, which would be
veay effective just outside the netting winter. Then you can imagine all the rest of it. I would [unclear: get] well
that I would be the envy of all my acquaintances, and there [unclear: was] be no lack of tenants for all the land
they liked to fence. And [unclear: in] that gigantic conspiracy would be surely and cheaply broken [unclear:
up.] the fencing was ready in May, the skins would pay me for [unclear: cles] the land, and I would as soon try
to wash a nigger white, as to try foster grass in the presence of ever so few rabbits. I might be [unclear: suspe]
of fostering rabbits outside for their skins; but if I were allowed turn out my stock in summer and autumn, it
would pay me [unclear: better] rabbiting; and when there would be many such tenants, [unclear: they] be
paying rent for the unfenced land. The wild dogs are fools [unclear: as] and could be easily poisoned, if rightly
gone about; but of [unclear: course] of natural enemies would have to go with them.
"The Keas prefer feeding on live animals, and would there escape the poison. And by the way, you may
have noticed some recommending poisoned fat for keas. Well, my opinion is, [unclear: that] don't care for fat at
all. Their crops often contain a [unclear: substance] like suet, but the simple chemical experiment of putting it
on the will prove that it is not suet. I had a tame one formally [unclear: months] would not touch fat in any
shape, but was ravenous for [unclear: milk,] might indicate a taste for blood. I have made many [unclear: post]
examinations, both on keas and their victims, and I think that it is the fat they seek, but simply flesh and blood;
and that they have a sufficient knowledge of anatomy to go for sheep's kidneys, [unclear: but] them sometimes
purely by accident. They serve rabbits the [unclear: sa] sheep when there is not a vestige of fat on either, and I
[unclear: have] known them to touch a dead carcase. However, they are so [unclear: d] inquisitive, and easily
decoyed, that I think myself and the [unclear: boys] be able to reckon them up. When I was up there before, I
used get three or four rabbits a week that had been wounded by keas; and [unclear: seeing] that the sheep were
all gone and the kea's native food indirectly destroyed, and knowing their aptitude for new departures, I was in

hopes that they would become warm company for the rabbits, but now I think the ferret will spoil even that
small favour. Because, you know, the kea is the bull-dog of its class, and as much the impersonation of cruelty
as the ferret is of murder; so that it is delightful to imagine the surprises they will afford each other. Fair play
for once, When a kea sees a ferret, it will say to itself 'Hillo! another new [unclear: hum].' And the ferret will
smack its lips in fond remembrance of the poor Maori-hen, so when both parties are agreeable there will be
[unclear: o] difficulty about an interview. Then hurry up, ye peace-makers, for ye will be badly wanted where
cruelty and murder meet. If it should turn out to be a drawn battle, that kea will be very suspicious of small
cattle for the future, and will in all likelihood give up rabbiting." "You know how easily a rabbit will find a
broken mesh in the [unclear: etting] or a hole in your garden fence. Well, if it is a fact that a [unclear: abbit]
will find a hole and go through it, I can set an automatic trap that will always be set, and that will impound
every rabbit that goes [unclear: hrough] the hole in the netting. It has the very smallest amount of [unclear:
notion], and is innocent looking enough to deceive even a rabbit. [unclear: And] think I could do some good
with it up in the 'Warrens,' if I had a fig patch of enticing pasture. First I would make a secure pound of
[unclear: etting], in some flax or scrub, about twenty yards inside the boundary [unclear: ence], with a race
leading from it to the boundary. On each side of [unclear: he] race, and close to the boundary would be small
enclosures to [unclear: grow] blue grass' for the rabbits. Then a door eight inches square in the boundary fence
leading into the race. In this doorway one trap would be set, and another at the far end of the race, to allow the
rabbits into the pound when they became auxious to escape, and to keep them out of the way of new comers. A
few dead ferns might be woven in and around the door, to make things look natural, and many [unclear: ther]
trifling precautions that will only appear necessary to an expert.
"For the trap, there is a tray about three feet long and six inches wide to hold loose earth an inch or two
deep. This tray is balanced [unclear: n] its center, flush with the ground in the doorway, and the trap door is
swung over head and attached by a fine wire to the outer end of the [unclear: ray] When the rabbit gets on the
inner end of the tray, it falls half an inch and shuts the trap door behind the rabbit to the position of the dotted
lines. And when the rabbit gets off the tray, it sets itself, And if he gets on again inside, the door shuts in his
face.
rabbit trap
"Now I think that when the rabbits are very hungry and [unclear: anxio] get through my trap into better
feed, there would be nothing prevent them. I know how artful they are, and how easily they throw cold water on
theories, but I am going to fit my [unclear: mimi] natural conditions and my patience against their cheek and
[unclear: sus] and if they swindle me this time I will give them up as a bad lot.

Conclusion.
IN a few years more it will be acknowledged that the Rabbit I only agravated the evil it was intended to
cure; that it took backbone out of the people; destroyed their self-reliance; [unclear: rem] the responsibility
from the right to the wrong place, and without any way assisting them, it generated their antagonism and
[unclear: w] their £30,000 a year. If that money had been expended in [unclear: w] netting it could have
remained the property of the [unclear: Government,] might now possess 10,000 miles of it as an asset. The
peopled [unclear: w] have received a little needed assistance; the Government [unclear: would] received a
higher rent for a large area; and the stock it would [unclear: i] saved would have paid all expenses; and the
example that it [unclear: w] have set, would have been a nail in the rabbit's coffin. If a [unclear: di] had been
fenced into small lots at the beginning, all the inside [unclear: ne] might have been long ago removed, so that
the mileage does indicate the good it might have done.
The pastoral interest was second to none, and its partial [unclear: fa] through the rabbit pest is quite
sufficient to account for our [unclear: sha] the depression. Statistics say nothing about the cost of product and
therefore know nothing of our profit and loss accounts, [unclear: which] be all on the wrong side.
The decay of Dunedin; the burning of other places, and the [unclear: flig] the Insurance Companies are
indirectly attributable to the [unclear: rai] And if those awful rabbits were only equally distributed through
New Zealand, there would be no difficulty about expending all avail funds upon wire-netting. Distributed they
will be, for a certain and crippled as certainly will be our resources to deal with [unclear: the] we do not take
them in hand at once.
Fancy, at a gathering of Australian Inspectors, one bringing a [unclear: p] of wire-netting and another a
young rabbit, and all that [unclear: gala] Owens a standing around boosting, poor little bunny through meshes
and tugging him back by the ears, to demonstrates [unclear: as approval] of wire-netting and the reason for
their present system, which wasted £900,000—absolutely wasted it, for the land they [unclear: prossed] to
clean is only cleaned of grass.

A Victorian Government gave 6d. a foot for sharks caught in [unclear: obson's] Bay. Then a Yankee
skipper reported in Sandridge that [unclear: ere] were one million and twenty-eight sharks coming up the South
[unclear: hannel]. The emptiness of the Melbourne fish markets stopped the [unclear: nus,] but were it not for
that, all the fishermen would still be after [unclear: arks], like these Inspectors after rabbits, and with a like
effect. [unclear: What] quantity of netting that £900,000 would have purchased, which [unclear: ould] have
been at least an asset; but instead of that, it has gone to [unclear: eate] an injurious vested interest that is doing
its utmost to perpetuate [unclear: farce]. And no doubt we will have like performances in New Zealand
[unclear: e] moment it is suspected that rabbit-proof fencing is going to become national matter. Then we will
hear of Inspectors that have seen [unclear: bbits] going through the netting; rabbits going under it; rabbits
[unclear: ing] over it; but above all things we will hear of Inspectors that [unclear: ve] seen rabbits climbing it,
although no other men in New Zealand [unclear: ay] have done so. And there is not the slightest hope of a
reformation [unclear: less] the people use their own common sense, try experiments and [unclear: rm] their
own conclusions.
The New South Wales Government offers a reward of 2s 6d per [unclear: head] for all rabbits captured in
the Bourke District. This renders [unclear: bbit] catching a very lucrative calling indeed, and raising them will
[unclear: ry] likely become a prosperous industry in that district now.—Varrnambool Standard Sup., July,
1887.
Some enterprising scientist in South Australia got up a fact about [unclear: troducing] scabies from
Germany, and was in a fair way of flourishing [unclear: til] some pertinent and suggestive enquiries from the
Victorian [unclear: remier] gave the proposal a shock from which it might have never [unclear: covered] but
for our own Chief Inspector, who revived it in his report [unclear: r] 1886.
It is admitted that a disease may assume a different form on the [unclear: fferent] hosts it affects. And how
could we hope to compete in the [unclear: zen] meat markets if it was even hinted, that our pastures were
[unclear: ntaminated] with some loathsome disease, to which the poverty of our [unclear: ock] in competition
with rabbits would make them especially Liable.
The gentleman whose business it is to protect our stock, turns up [unclear: e] foremost advocate for such a
hazardous experiment. One is almost [unclear: d] up to the suspicion that there may be a method in his
madness, [unclear: at] he foresees plenty of inspectings from such a contingency, and [unclear: that] might
prove as profitable to Inspectors as the scab has been.
All his subordinates may be able men and conscientious, but [unclear: hi] alone is responsible for his own
report; and what can be expected an organisation whose head is so palpably deficient.
We know that the dog and the rabbit foster for each other [unclear: h] disease, which seems to injure them
both, but as everything has [unclear: i] an embryo scientist may question whether the dog gives it to [unclear:
the] to make it easier caught, or whether the rabbit gives it to the [unclear: d] get rid of an enemy. Be that as it
may, the parasite [unclear: appears] only a useless tyrant, though in reality it may be one of [unclear: na]
faithful servants. There is another disease affecting several of domestic animals, but especially rats. A poor
weakly rat [unclear: that] choice of food, may become affected with trichinæ, then it will [unclear: b] easiest
caught by a ferret or cat, who may bring home its [unclear: pri] cause the death of its whole family. So that in
this case, [unclear: i] of the disease being an injury, it does a double service to the of rats, by removing a
useless member and killing several [unclear: en] We know that the presence of the dog causes an [unclear:
appreciable] stock through disease; that a little snail may become [unclear: the] mother of fluke; and that, in the
immunity of rabbits from [unclear: diae] have a shadow of hope that their enemies may provide them [unclear:
with] thing to lessen their prosperity and increase their own-mutually accommodating disease to adjust the
balance [unclear: between] But then there is a shadow of doubt about what diseases [unclear: the] may provide
for our stock, may be, some of those that we [unclear: dre] much, or hydrophobia for ourselves. So that it
would [unclear: become] this matter, to proportion our cautions to the depth of our [unclear: igno]
Those misty scraps leave us a lighter task to believe that [unclear: "in] not men, may rule the world," and
that they and their [unclear: unseen] administer the Laws.
In Australia, ten years ago, the people grudgingly [unclear: spent] thousand pounds fighting the rabbits.
Now they are sorry they [unclear: d] spend a few millions to confine them; and ten years hence [unclear: th] be
very sorry they did not spend fifty millions of [unclear: pounds.] the effect of rabbits in New Zealand is only as
a passing cloud pared to what it may be in Australia, where the destruction of [unclear: tion] in the interior may
intensify their droughts and make country not worth living in—may fulfil the prophetic history "In the
beginning the white men took Australia, [unclear: driving] black men. Then came the rabbits and drove out the
[unclear: whit] So that they may be all coming over here some day to stay. [unclear: A] our mortgagees will
get their money, for land will be [unclear: about] acre. And then we will have to start a convict [unclear:
colony] Kermadec Islands to hold rabbit poachers out of New Zealand
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IV.—Miscellaneous.
ART. XLV.—Ancient Alphabets in Polynesia.
By E. TREGEAR, F.R.G.S.
[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 10th August, 1887.]

Plate XX.
NEW ZEALAND possesses few relics of archæological interest, and fewer still remains of what may be
considered as inscriptions. The pictures in the cave of the Weka Pass,
"Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. x., p. 52.
and other cave-paintings, are mere rude pictures, in which, apparently, there has been no effort to produce
anything beyond mere representation, and not rising even to the rank of picture-writing. Further investigation
and study of these drawings may evolve hidden meanings in some of the smaller marks, but at present there is
no light on the subject. In other parts of the Pacific inhabited by the fair Polynesians there are many localities
worthy of the study of the archæologist. The "Stonehenge" remains in the Tonga Islands; the pyramids of
Tahiti; the wide paved platforms of the Marquesas; the great carved images of Easter Island; the stone temples
of the Sandwich Islands: all these are full of interest. But the inscriptions are as yet undiscovered, or they have
not as yet been brought to the knowledge of inquirers. Easter Island, with its well-known carved tablets of
wood, marked with the incised forms of curious hieroglyphics, which have taxed the learning and ingenuity of
many wise men fruitlessly, is the only place where anything like an alphabetical or hieroglyphical system of
writing has come to light.
On Pitcairn Island is a rock-inscription in picture-writing. A copy can be found in "Te Ika a Maui."
By the Rev. R. Taylor, edit. 1870, p. 702.
To its faithfulness I can testify, having received an original drawing of the inscription, similar in every way
to that in "Te Ika;" and I was famished with additional particulars not mentioned by Mr. Taylor. The incisions
are deeply cut into a very hard rock, of the kind generally known as the "French whin," situated near the base of
a steep cliff, the foot of which is beaten by the sea, and the cliff is only descended at the risk of life. There seem
to be no reasonable doubt as to the authenticity of the carving the symbols are common to the religions of the
ancient world and are scarcely likely to have been sculptured in such a [unclear: pla] by Europeans, castaways
or others, although there is [unclear: reason] suppose that subsidence of the island has taken place. [unclear:
Lar] tanks or cisterns hewn out of the solid rock, and other [unclear: traces] long ago occupation, were found
by the mutineers of the [unclear: Bow] in taking possession of Pitcairn. But there is nothing in [unclear: th]
drawing which can be called aught but picture-writing [unclear: in] most primitive form.
Since no inscriptions are available, we may turn to [unclear: ancie] alphabets, and see if any trace of them
exists in the [unclear: livi] record, i.e., the language of the people. The letters in [unclear: ancie] alphabets bear
plain evidence of their picture-writing birth, [unclear: i] the names by which they are called. Thus A was not
[unclear: called] but aleph, that is "the ox;" B was not called b but [unclear: be] "a house." The researches of
antiquarians have demonstrated the theory that the art of writing began with the Egyptians passed from them to
the Semitic nations (Hebrews, Arabs, etc., and was adopted from the Semites by the Aryan Greeks [unclear: a]
Latins. Picture-writing preceded the alphabet, and the [unclear: hie] glyph was the mother of the letter. The
Aryans nowhere [unclear: see] to have invented an alphabet for themselves; they always [unclear: to] over
borrowed forms from peoples of earlier civilization: [unclear: th] "Ogham" writing of the Irish is comparatively
a modern [unclear: scrip] and remained only locally known. It consisted of [unclear: strok] drawn on either
side of a centre line, according to the [unclear: value] the letter represented, and is supposed to have been
original copied from a tree-branch with leaves on each side. A [unclear: decisi] proof that the Greeks took over
the names of the letters, as [unclear: we] as their forms, is that alpha, beta, etc., are [unclear: meaningless]
Greek, but translatable in Hebrew : the alpha, our a, having still the old resemblance to the head of the ox
[unclear: (aleph),] versed #.
The derivation of the Sanscrit word lipi, "writing," as Dr. [unclear: Bur] ("South Indian Paleography") has

pointed out, is not decisively known. [unclear: I] derivations from likh, "to scratch," or lip, "to smear," do not
[unclear: saf] scholars: lipi has been best connected with the Achæmenian word [unclear: d] "writing, edict."
As the first Sanscrit writing seems to have been [unclear: incis] as in the rock inscription of Asoka, I believe
we have the first, or very [unclear: ea] form in the primitive and ancient Polynesian word, found in Maori as
[unclear: r] "to cut;" and in compounds, maripi, "a knife;" koripi, "to [unclear: cut;"] Hawaiian, lipi, meaning
"an axe," and "sharp"—cf. (Eng.) rip "[unclear: to] open, cut open;" (Middle Eng.) ripen, "to search into,
probe;" [unclear: (S] and Norweg.) ripa, "to scratch"; (Danish) oprippe, "to rip up."—[unclear: Sk] "Etym.
Dict.
I propose to take three letters or signs, as examples of [unclear: the] others, and to show that if the Maoris
(i.e., [unclear: Polynesians)] not call letters by these names, they had similar names for the things by which
these letters were known. In the ancient world there was far greater activity and intercommunication of peoples
than is generally believed. The wide distribution of jade (greenstone) as ornaments, and of the tin necessary for
the production of bronze, (both tin and jade being found in few places,) give proofs of widely extended travel
and perhaps of commerce. The three letters in question are k, f, and t.

THE LETTER "K."
The hieroglyphic system of writing is of immense antiquity, of a time so remote as to be almost beyond our
realization. As a script it was beginning to fall into disuse before Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt—that is,
before the national birth of the Hebrew people. All the events which, occurring in. Palestine, have so affected
the history of the world, took place since the hieroglyphic system of "verbal phonograms" passed away; it can
scarcely be doubted that this early form of writing originated in Egypt, not later than 8,000 years ago. The
Hieroglyphic passed into the Hieratic, and it was this form which was adopted by the Hebrews.
The k found in the hieroglyphs is called kaph, and is written as a cup or bowl (see Plate XX., fig. 1). In the
Hieratic script, kaph is written as a hand, with bent or looped fingers (fig. 2); this form merged into the Jewish
kaph. Kaph is usually held to mean "palm of the hand," or, more probably, as Böttcher suggests, "the bent
hand." "The form of the Hieratic character in the Papyrus Prisse seems to be decidedly in favour of this
explanation, as will be seen by placing the two figures side by side."
"The Alphabet," Taylor, vol. i., p. 172.
The Hebrew form (fig. 3) evidently represents the hand and fingers. The Semitic k—i.e., kaph, "the hand,"
became the Greek k or kappa, early Moabite kaph (fig. 4), Nineveh kaph (fig. 5), Baal Lebanon kaph (fig. 6).
The Baal Lebanon inscription was written on bronze fragments, which when discovered were broken up smaller
by a peasant, in order that he might ascertain if they were made of gold. The inscription states that: "This vessel
of good bronze was offered by a citizen of Carthage to Baal Lebanon, his Lord." The Pelasgic = k, but the
Etruscan and Oscan as in fig. 7; the Messapian = fig. 8. These last show resemblance to the kappa of the Thera
inscriptions. The island of Thera (Santorin) is said to have been the place where Cadmus invented the Greek
letters. The island is a long-extinct volcano, but under its ashes inscriptions have been found upon the rocks,
and these are supposed to be the oldest Greek inscriptions in the world. One of these (see fig. 9) reads
####o#ú#o#; not only is the kappa turned, but the writing is in the Semitic manner, from right to left. This
kappa show how the k form was derived from the Egyptian Hieratic ([unclear: fig.] through the Hebrew kaph.
Egyptian words showing the connection between "hand" and "cup" (or bowl) are kaf, "the hollow of the
hand;" kefa, "a [unclear: fist] kep, "the fist;" kep, to "seize, catch;" khep, "one hand;" [unclear: ka] "two hands;"
kab, "libation, liquid;" kaf, "to seize; to [unclear: el] with the hand." If we now compare Polynesian, we shall
[unclear: fi] the word "cup," and "hand," in its primitive shape and [unclear: sou] In New Zealand Maori, kapu
The short a of kapu is better represented in English letters [unclear: by] than by käh-poo.
means "the hollow of the hand "curly," "to close the hand," "to drink out of the [unclear: hollos] the hand;"
kapukapu, "to curl," as a wave; kapunga, [unclear: "f] palm of the hand;" kapuranga, "a handful;" kapo "to
[unclear: sna] at," "to catch." This "hollow of the hand" is the [unclear: primit] "cup," the first bowl from
which our early ancestors [unclear: dra] When the Maori chief was tapu, so that no vessel might [unclear:
touch] lips, he held the hollow of his hand, turned upwards, [unclear: beneath] lip, and the slave poured the
liquid into his master's [unclear: mou] So the Brahmin in India receives his drink, lest the brass [unclear: l]
should touch his mouth and then be polluted by even [unclear: t] shadow of another.
It will, of course, be objected that, according to the [unclear: "] and dried" rule, no one should be allowed
to compared Maori word with an Egyptian or Hebrew one: but [unclear: there] some words which I believe to
be "world-words," and [unclear: whi] were of either very wide adoption or else the root-formation of ancient
languages is as yet totally misunderstood. "Cup" one of these, (including the idea of "hand," and "concaved and
with change of the p, through ph, into f and v, seems [unclear: al] universal. The Greek #ú####o#, "a cup;"
#ú##, "a [unclear: cavit] "cavern;" ##µ###o##, "a cymbal" (from its hollow [unclear: shape;] Sanscrit,

); the Latin cupa, "a tub;" cavea, "a [unclear: cavi], "a coop;" caverna, "a cavern;" "to make hollow;" [unclear:
I] cupan, cupa, copan, copa, all = cup. Scottish cuppel, "a [unclear: s] tub;" Lithuanian kupka, "cup;" Breton
kop, Polish [unclear: k] ancient Slav koupa, Servian kupa; all mean "cup." [unclear: Sea] navian kupa, "a
round vase;" Danish kop, Swedish kopp, [unclear: Fre] coupe, Spanish kopa, Italian coppa, Icelandic
koppr[unclear: =] Icelandic koppr also means "the eye-socket;" spé-koppan[unclear: ,] dimple in the cheek,"
kupa, "a bowl," haus-kupa, "the [unclear: sk] kupadr, "bowl-shaped;" Russian kopani, "a cistern;"
kubu[unclear: ,] alembic," kopati, "to hollow out ground, to form a [unclear: tren] Sanscrit kambi, "a ladle or
spoon;" kambu, "a shell;" [unclear: kup] "a small pot or pitcher; kûpa, "a well, cave, hollow;" [unclear: kûpa]
bottle," "the navel;" kumbhi, "a pot, or jar." Assyrian [unclear: ka], "a goblet," and kuppu "a cage" (i.e., coop).
See "Cuneiform Inscriptions," Schrader, pp. 199 and 292.
Zend khumba, "a pot or jar;" Cymric cwm (for cwmb), "a valley or combe;" Anglo-Saxon cumb, "a measure of
liquids;" Middle German kump, "a vase or cup."
These examples, from Central Asia to Iceland, show a field of vast extent covered by this word to the
westward. Let us take up the Polynesian, and carry the same word thousands of miles to the eastward.
Samoan, 'apu, "a cup or dish made of a leaf." This is really kapu, as the apostrophe implies a lost k, and is
heard as a slight catch or break in the voice; apulautalo, "a taro-leaf cup;" apo, "to cling to." Rarotongan kapu,
"a cup;" Mangareva kapu, "a cup," "to enclose," "to contain;" Marquesan kapukopu, "to take up water with a
cup;" Tahitian (also lost k) abu, "concave, or hollow," as abu rima, "the hollow of the hand;" abu mata, "the
socket of the eye;" apuroro, "brain-cup," i.e., the human skull (compare Icelandic above quoted); apu, "the
shell" of nuts, seeds, etc.; aapu (for kakapu), "to take up with the hand;" aabu, "the shell of nuts," etc.: "to hold
out any cup or concave vessel to receive anything." Also, compare aipu, "a cup," "a cocoanut-shell used for a
cup," with the Tongan ipu, "a cup," and the New Zealand Maori ipu, "a calabash." This last shows clearly an
abraded form of the word. Hawaiian (lost k) apu. "a cup made of cocoanut-shell for drinking awa" (kava); apu,
"a dish or cup of any material;" aapu, "to warp or bend," as a board in the sun, "a concave vessel;" hoo-aapu
(causative and reduplicate = whaka-kakupu), "to tum the hollow of the hand upwards;" aibu, "a cup;" aipu, "a
cup," "a cocoanut-shell used as a cup."
Massey's remark ("Book of Beginnings," vol. ii., p. 154) that the Egyptian fa, "the hand," is a worn-down
form of kefa. kaf, or kep, "the hand," is doubtful, if we compare the Maori wha-wha, the Tahitian fa-fa, "to
touch or feel with the hand." The Polynesian is too primitive (apparently) in construction to allow of kapu
becoming fa-fa, and it is probable that these words are from separate roots, but common to both languages.
Cuvier and Blumenbach are the authorities that the ancient Egyptians were members of the Caucasian race, and
that their skulls are purely Asiatic. Baron Bunsen also lends the weight of his great name and learning to this
belief. The Icelandic Fá, to "touch, grasp, take hold," is also Polynesian,
I do not think any other conclusion can be arrived at, in reference to these words, than that they radically
imply : 1st, the curved hand; 2nd, anything curved or hollow; 3rd, a cup or container. This, as either kap, kup,
kaf, or cav, from Iceland to Hawaii.

THE LETTER "V."
Vau, a nail.
This is the name given to the Hebrew letter V, whence sprung our F and V and Y (W). In the sense of "nail"
it does not seem to have been of wide distribution, and perhaps the uncertainty of its sound, vibrating from F
and V into P [unclear: and] made it difficult for the first scribes of language to fix [unclear: it] fluctuations.
Under the name of "digamma" it was used in [unclear: one] Greek dialect, and has proved useful in philology
in showing how transitions of words have taken place, as, to use the [unclear: old] school-boy example, F
o˜#o# (i.e., o˜#o#) into Latin vinum, wine, was a fancied resemblance to one gamma [unclear: superimposed]
another, F, which led the grammarians to relinquish [unclear: the] name of F## for this letter. As the name of a
nail, it does not seem to have been adopted by the Aryan nations (so far [unclear: as] can ascertain). Taylor
gives the meaning of van as "a [unclear: peg] nail," but says, "rather, hook, as a hook fastened into [unclear:
the] for holding clothes." Farrar
"Language and Languages," p. 117.
gives van, "a tent-peg or hook The tent-peg would seem the more probable origin [unclear: among]
pastoral and probably a tent-dwelling people, as once the children of Abraham were.
The Polynesians seem to possess a word of nearly the same sound and signification. Maori whao, "a nail,
any iron tool chisel;" whaowhao, "to carve wood;" kowhao, "a [unclear: hole;"] whao, "leakage in a canoe
through the holes made for the [unclear: lasings] of the rauawa" (attached sides). Samoan fao, "a [unclear:
woolde] peg or nail; any kind of gouge used in making the sinnet-[unclear: hole] in canoes; to punch holes in
the side of a canoe;" faofao[unclear: ,] long shell, formerly used as a gouge in making the sinnet-[unclear: hol]

for lashing together two planks of a canoe." Tahitian [unclear: fao,] nail or chisel;" "to make holes with a fao;"
faoa, "a [unclear: stoi] adze;" haoa, "a hard stone, of which adzes were formal made;" "an adze" made of this
stone. Hawaiian hao, the [unclear: na] of any hard substance, as iron, the horn of a beast, etc. strained tightly,
hard; haoapuhi, (puhi, "an eel,") the name of stick used instead of a hook for catching eels; ohao, (for [unclear:
koh] "to tie," as a rope or string.
The last word brings us to the consideration of the New Zealand Maori words: whao, "a nail," and whau,
"to [unclear: tie;"] fastening with a peg, and fastening with a cord. Whau, [unclear: w] Samoan fau, "to tie
together," and Tahitian fafau (redup.), [unclear: "] tie together," have sister words throughout Polynesia.
[unclear: belie] that the notion held by one or two Maori linguists, that the [unclear: w] fau, used as a verb, "to
tie," arose from the noun naming [unclear: the] tree fau, (whau, or whauwhi,) is incorrect, as the word [unclear:
fa] applied to different species of trees the bark of which is [unclear: use] for cordage, or clothing. The
Hibiscus tiliaceus, the [unclear: Brousson] papyrifera, a species of Urtica, etc., have this word fau [unclear:
appli] to them in different islands, a fact which points out that [unclear: f] was used as a word meaning "to tie,"
or "fasten together before the dispersion of the Maori race in the Pacific.

TAU, THE LETTER "T."
I now approach by far the most interesting and difficult part of my paper.
The Semitic tau was written ×; the Aryan tau was written #; both being forms of crossed lines. In writing
on the subject of the tau, "the headless cross," I shall carefully avoid any (intended) allusion to "the cross" as a
Christian symbol. The tau form of the cross was in use for untold centuries before the Christian era, and it is to
this ancient form of the tau that I refer. I do not wish to touch on such perilous ground as the religious side of
the question, and am only concerned with the philological and mythological bearings of the letter.
The variations of the letter appear as follows :—The forms, which extend over a vast geographical surface,
and over thousands of years of time, differ very slightly. The English capital T is the old Hellenic # (tau) and
Ethiopian tawe; Moabite × tau, Nineveh # and ×, Hebrew ×, Thammudite × and +, Sabean ×.
Everywhere in ancient Egyptian painting and sculpture do we find this sacred symbol, "the cross of Taht."
It was the emblem of the new life into which Osiris led the souls of those who in life believed on him. In the
opinion of many investigators this cross represents "reproduction," and is the emblem of Phallic worship : it is
unnecessary, as it would be unprofitable, for me to open up that question here. A single quotation from a work,
in which the wonderful industry of the author is not the least astonishing part, will suffice. "The most sacred
cross of Egypt, that was carried in the hands of the gods, the Pharaoh, and the mummied dead, was the ankh
(Pl. XX., fig. 12), 'the sign of life, the living; a covenant, an oath; a pair; to couple and duplicate.'"
"The Natural Genesis," Massey, vol. i., p. 423.
How widely this sign of "the cross of the three quarters" was distributed, may be conceived when we
consider by what diverse peoples it was adopted and cherished. From the Hebrew (who called his cross tau) to
the Celt, in Britain of the West, all had adopted the emblem. "It is a fact, not less remarkable than well-attested,
that the Druids in their groves were accustomed to select the most stately and beautiful tree as an emblem of the
deity they adored, and, having cut off the side branches, they affixed two of the largest of them to the higher
part of the trunk, in such a manner that these branches extended on each side like the arms of a man, and,
together with the body, presented the appearance of a huge cross, and in the bark in several places inscribed the
letter tau."
"Indian Antiquities," Maurice, vol. vi., p. 49,
Since, then, it must be conceded that the Semitic and Aryan tau had a wide distribution, we will proceed to
endeavour to ascertain if in any case it had the signification of cross or [unclear: let] in Polynesia.
The Polynesian word "tau" has many and differing [unclear: sig] cations. I will deal with those which bear
upon the subject hand, leaving the other meanings awhile : feeling [unclear: confidents] if their genesis could
be traced they would lead up to one [unclear: prin] fount of original meaning.
"Tattoo" is one of two Polynesian words adopted into English : the other word is "tapu" (such and such a
[unclear: subject] tabooed). Tattoo, in the sense of punctured markings [unclear: of] skin, is a Tahitian word,
derived from the writings of [unclear: C] but not so written by him. He writes it as "tattow," [unclear: th]
giving very nearly the sound which in Polynesia we [unclear: write] tatau. Tatau, in the sense of tattooing, is
not a New Zealand Maori word; the word ta is used instead; ta= "to tap, [unclear: str] to strike the tattooing
chisel with a small mallet." It [unclear: sho] not be forgotten that there is another meaning in [unclear: English]
"tattoo," viz., a drum-beat (etymology unknown). But the [unclear: i] of "striking a skin (drum-head) with a
stick," is [unclear: comm] to both English and Polynesian meanings of "[unclear: tattoo."] word tau, without
the duplicate syllable, (in ta-tau,) [unclear: has] following meaning in New Zealand :—Tau, "to alight,
[unclear: to] upon" as a bird; taupua, "to rest, to support oneself;" [unclear: tarn] "an upright stick in the walls

of a native house, [unclear: support] the small battens to which the reeds are fastened;" [unclear: tauteka,]
brace, a prop;" tauware, "the thwart of a canoe." [unclear: Altho] these words may have some remote
connection with the [unclear: ides] a cross-piece, there is nothing to guide one in any way to [unclear: s]
conclusion. But in Hawaiian dialect (where the Maori t [unclear: chas] to k
It would perhaps be nearer the truth to say that the sound which write in New Zealand as t is in Hawaiian
written k.
) we get a glimpse of light. Hawaiian kau, "to [unclear: hang;"] hang up," "to suspend as an article out of the
way;" "[unclear: to] cify," "to hang up as a criminal;"
As crucifixion is not known to have been a Polynesian [unclear: punish] this meaning of kau may perhaps
be explained by the fact that in [unclear: H] the sacrifice, whether man, hog, or fruit, was "hung up" on the
[unclear: tree] was to be used in building a heiau (temple). This sacrifice was [unclear: called] kalehua.
kau, "to light down upon as a bird, "to rest upon;" "to stretch over;" kaulua, "[unclear: to] two together," "to
yoke together;" kaulai, "to hang [unclear: up."] this idea of resting—viz., to hang upon, to hold up, we
[unclear: ret] to New Zealand Maori, and find tautinei, "to hold up or [unclear: supp] a sick person;" tautoko,
"to prop up or support;" [unclear: tautou,] string or cluster;" tauhokai, "a stake in a river, to [unclear: which] is
fastened." Most of the words, however, seem to [unclear: have] nection with tying. Let us return to the cross,
and see [unclear: its] form. The primitive ankh (cross) was a loop of cords [unclear: with] ends crossing each
other, "the ankh tie." Wright
"Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial English."
has a rare English word, taw, "to twist or entangle," "to tie." (Obsolete words are invaluable to the student.) In
Maori, tau means "the string of a garment," "a loop or thong on the handle of a weapon," "a loop forming the
handle of a basket;"
Compare the German tau, "tow," "cable-rope." (Kluge, in his "Etymologisches Wörterbuch,") as being
connected with our English tow, "to drag." But if so, we have the Maori verb to, "to drag," "to haul," as a canoe,
in a very ancient incantation used on the landing of the Maoris in New Zealand from Hawaiki:—

"Toia Tainui ki te moana,
Na wai e to?"
"Drag Tainui (canoe) to the ocean!
Who shall drag her?"
tatau, "to tie;" tautau, "to tie in bunches," "a string," "a cluster;" taukaea, "thread used for fastening a fish-hook
to a line;" taura, "a rope or cord," etc. In this sense of tying, we find in other Polynesian dialects : Hawaiian,
kaukau, "to set or fix a snare for birds;" kaula, "a rope;" kauhilo, "to fasten with a rope the sticks of a building,
while in the course of erection," etc.: Tahitian, taura, "a rope, cord, lace, or thread;" tauete, "a noose or loop
fastened to a mast to fix the sail to:" Samoan, tau "to be anchored;" tauama, "the name of a rope in a sailing
canoe;" taufatu, "to tie on a stone as a weight to a fishhook;" taufoe, "to tie a fishing-line to a paddle," etc.
These instances are a few of many hundreds of similar words. But as the Tahitian tatau (tattoo) is the Maori ta,
other meanings of ta may be considered. Ta, in New Zealand Maori, means "to net," "to make the meshes of a
net"—that is to say, to entwine threads by crossing, this crossing having the ankh tie. The Egyptian tat is the
cross sign; crossing, tying, and knotting are synonymous. Ta, in Egyptian, means "a tie, a knot;" "to tatt."
Has all this any bearing on the alphabet in Polynesia? Yes, if this letter T was understood in its primitive
sense by the Polynesians as a cross. But it meant something more. Did they ever know it as a letter? Somewhat
may be inferred from the following evidence : In Maori, tatau (which is our Tahitian friend "to tattoo,") means
"to count," "to repeat one by one;" but in Hawaii the corresponding word, kakau, means "to write," "to make
letters," "to write upon," "to print or paint upon kapa" (native cloth, i.e., tapa), as in former times,
"The tapa is often printed with colours in patterns. Tin's is performed in a mode similar to that used in
Europe before the introduction of copper rollers. Instead of engraved blocks, they form tablets (about as thick
as binders' boards) of pieces of large cocoanut leaves, by sewing them together. One side of this tablet is kept
smooth and even, and upon this cocoanut fibres are sewn so as to form the required pattern, which is, of course,
raised upon the surface of the tablet. These tablets are wet [unclear: wi] piece of cloth well soaked in the dye,
after which the tapa, which [unclear: for] purpose is well bleached and beautifully white, is laid down upon
[unclear: them] pressed into close contact. The dye is made from herbs, etc., of [unclear: var]
colours."—Wilkes' "U.S. Exploring Expedition," p. 112.
Compare English taw-maker, the "person who, in weaving, works [unclear: flo] into his work."—Wright's
"Dict. Obs. and Prov. Words."
"to put down for remembrance," "to describe," "to mark out "to designate," "a writing;" kakau-kaha, "to

print, paint mark on the skin;" kau, "to put down," as words on [unclear: pap] "to fix the boundaries of a land or
country," "to dot," "give publicity to a thing," "to rehearse in the hearing of another that he may learn;" (cf.
Maori, tauira, "a pattern," "copy" "teacher," "pupil;") kaukau, "to take counsel," "to [unclear: rev] in one's
mind." Tahitian, tatau,
When the Roman officers numbered their soldiers after an engagers they wrote a tau, #, against the names
of the living.
"to count," "to number ihotatau, "reckoning up of descent," "genealogy." [unclear: Sam] tau, "to count," "that
which is right and proper;" tau'ese, count wrongly;" taufau, "to teach a pigeon." Marquesan, [unclear: tat] "to
reckon," "count." The general idea to be gathered from them all is to mark or dot (tattoo) for counting, or for
[unclear: mak] signs or emblems by which one thing could be known from another. That the word should stand
for "teaching; learning fixing boundaries; giving publicity," etc., awakens [unclear: sen] thought.
Tekau, the Maori word for "ten," if equivalent to the cross sign, [unclear: sh] a form of crossing by the
clasping of the ten fingers, or two arms. [unclear: T] the Roman ×, the decern ("ten"), is only the Asiatic form
of tau, and it [unclear: be] found that tekau (worn down) was the "tek" of ####, deg, teg, etc "ten."
"Nature," reporting a meeting of the British Association (last but one), says that Mr. Haliburton, when
speaking [unclear: on] subject of the tau, affirmed that the natives of the [unclear: Qu] Charlotte Islands, one
of the most isolated groups in the [unclear: Pa] (near the American coast), used this symbol "on large [unclear:
she] of copper, to which they assigned a high value, and each which they called a tau." Here, then, we have
evidence of as writing, and as a medium of exchange. But the [unclear: most] clusive evidence of the value of
tau as in counting, [unclear: in] meaning "ten," and its exchange use, is in the consideration a totally different
word, the explanation coming from [unclear: far-] Madagascar. The Malagasy contains many Malay and
[unclear: so] Polynesian words : among them the equivalent for the [unclear: Ma] hoko, "to barter."
Hoko, in Maori, has two distinct meanings: one [unclear: is] barter," now used in modern speech as "to buy
or to [unclear: sell;"] other meaning, when hoko is used as a prefix to [unclear: nume] signifying ten times the
subjoined numeral. Toru=[unclear: th] hokotoru=thirty; whitu = seven, hokowhitu= seventy, etc. If we look in
Malagasy for this word, we shall find that h is represented by v, as Maori hoe, "to paddle, to row"= Malagasy
voy, "the act of rowing;" Maori hua, "fruit" = Malagasy voa, etc. Looking, then, for the Malagasy equivalent of
Maori hoko, "to barter," we find vokovoko, "a cross, the figure of an ×." This, then, was the medium of buying
and selling, the tau; and the Maori prefix hoko, "raising the number ten times," was used Because the hoko or
voko currency was marked with a tau, "×," or ten. With this meaning of sale, ten, and ×, must be compared the
Tongan faka-tau, "to barter, buy, or sell" (whaka or faka = causative prefix). The word tau, in its meaning of "a
year," may be explained in connection with "ten" as in Tagal, Mangarevan, and other Pacific dialects, in which
tau means a year divided into ten months.
Was this sign, this means of communication, merely the net-crossing, the cord-crossing, or the real tat
cross? It would appear that the tau was used in Polynesia, certainly in religious ceremonial and connection. The
New Zealand word tauira, given in Williams's "Dictionary" as "counterpart," (and so "teacher, pattern, pupil,
copy,") means in Maori mythology much more than this. Constantly in the ancient invocations and poetry we
find the tauira alluded to as some sacred being or beings. In Dr. Shortland's "Maori Religion and Mythology,"
he translates Tauira as "a person who is being instructed by a priest, or by the spirit of a parent or ancestor" (p.
108); but in his translation of the "Piki ake Tawhaki" poem, (p. 24) he leaves the tauira to signify one of the
(untranslatable) heavenly personages to whom Tawhaki was ascending: "to your Ariki, to your Tapairu, to your
Pukenga, to your Whananga, to your Tauira." Also, tau-tohito means "an adept," and taumaha "a
thank-offering' (White). It is to the other Polynesian islands, where far more elaborate systems of ceremonial
and worship were observed than among the simple New Zealanders, that we must look for the religious
signification of tau. In Hawaiian kau (tau), "to light down upon," as a bird; "to light down upon," as the Spirit
or Divine influence upon one (Lorrin Andrews). Hence, probably: kaula, "a prophet," one who predicts future
events; kaukau, "a heap of stones made into a rude altar;" kauila (see Maori tauira, quoted above), "to offer
sacrifice at the close of a kapu (tapu);" kaumaha (see Maori, above), "to offer in sacrifice, to kill a victim in
sacrifice, to offer a victim on the altar." Samoan taula, "the priest of an aitu (deity);" taulaga, "a sacred
offering;" tauto, "an oath, to take an oath." Tongan tautau, "an offering to the god of the weather." Marquesan
(dialect drops r) taua (for taura), "a priest." But most important of all is Tahitian, where tauhâ (ha= four)
means "the four stars called the Crosier (Southern Cross);" and taumaha, (in Maori, a "thank-offering,") not
only "a portion of food offered to gods or spirits of the dead," (the Latin "manes,") [unclear: but] these "stars of
the Southern Cross." In the Maori [unclear: constetions], the "Pointers" of the Southern Cross
# and # Centauri.
are [unclear: called] taura, generally supposed to mean "cable" (from taura, [unclear: ro] as the cable of
the stellar figure called "the canoe of [unclear: Tam] reti;" but as taula means "an anchor" in Tongan, [unclear:
and] "an anchor" in Marquesan, it is probable that the South Cross is the tau, the tau-hâ (four-cross), or taura.

The feast of the cross was solemnized by the ancient Persians [unclear: (aing] to Dupuis) a few days after
the entrance (crossing) into the [unclear: Zo] sign of Aries, at which time the Southern Cross was visible at
night "Nat. Gen.," vol. ii., p. 337.
It [unclear: may] be that Massey has solved the problem of the connection between tatau "to mark," (tattoo,)
and its connection with the cross the passages treating of the rite of "young-man-making." pubescent one had
crossed and become established in [unclear: his] hood; hence he was tattooed with the cross, as the [unclear:
sig] foundation. This is the Egyptian tat (the cross, or [unclear: phallus),] tattu is the region of establishing for
ever, in the [unclear: eschatalog] phase : the place where the tat cross was erected when the [unclear: e] Horus
had crossed and been united with his masculine [unclear: fore] virile soul, and the two had become one in tattu
(eternal).
See "Book of Beginnings," p. 437.
The point may well be raised: What was the character [unclear: of] "tatau" among Polynesians formerly?
Tattooing seems have been general, in greater or less degree : the [unclear: Hawaiians] New Zealanders being
the two great sections of the [unclear: family] whom the face was tattooed as well as parts of the [unclear:
body.] New Zealand, the curves of the modern tattooing ("the [unclear: tatto] of Mataora") are said by Mr.
White (whose knowledge [unclear: of] ancient Maori is very great), to have superseded a [unclear: difle]
fashion for marking called "the mokokuri"—from the [unclear: descrip] given to Mr. White by the old priests I
drew the picture form the frontispiece of his new work "The Ancient History [unclear: of] Maori." It can be
seen by this (see Plate XX.) that a [unclear: pec] system of marking existed: horizontal and vertical lines
[unclear: arra] in sets of threes. This certainly seems to be more like [unclear: some] of writing than the
decorative flowing curves of modern [unclear: "]. Let us consider the next figure, that of another Polynesian
Bowditch Islander, drawn from a sketch in Wilkes' U.S. [unclear: Eing] Expedition record. Here the lines are
replaced by [unclear: a] heads; and, although I do not pretend to discern any [unclear: an] between these marks
and the arrow-headed (or the [unclear: cuneif] writing of the Asiatics, I may remind my readers that in
[unclear: S] dinavia, in the Runic system of writing, the letter answering the Greek tau was called tyr, and
written as an arrow-[unclear: h] (our "broad arrow"). This may be mere coincidence : on the other hand it may
be a real link connecting tau, #, the cross-letter, with the Polynesian ta-tau, "to write, paint, puncture, dot,
count, describe, and worship," especially as the Scandinavian tyr or tir was worshipped as a divinity.
I do not know it tir, the "arrow-head" letter of Scandinavia, is connected with the Persian tir, "an arrow;"
but, if so, it is probably represented among the Maoris (who do not know the bow and arrow) by tiri, "to throw
one after the other," "to throw one by one."
To those who would remind me that printing is modem, I would say that the first writing of Asia was the
printed (stamped) arrowhead of the cuneiform script, on clay cylinders.
In Maori, the word used for "cross" is ripeka; its meanings, plying across one another," "to lay across," "to
mark with a cross," "to crucify." The root is (apparently) peka, "a branch," "to branch," (a branch, whether of a
tree or of a river,) "to turn aside;" pekanga, "a branch road." As the Egyptian pekh, "to divide," pekkha,
"division," and peka, "a gap," seem to coincide with this, we may also consider if the Teutonic beck, "a stream,"
has not the same derivation as Maori peka, "a branch stream." Close to English and England is the Breton pech,
"a division." Skeat (our greatest authority on English Etymology) says of this word beck: "Root unknown."
Again the Hawaiian comes forward with a well-preserved ancient meaning : Pea (the Hawaiians lose k = peka,)
means "to make a cross," "to set up timbers in the form of a cross," "a cross, or timbers put crosswise," thus : ×,
formerly placed before the temples as a sign of kapu (taboo). Mr. Andrews ("Haw. Diet.") then gives this most
valuable example of the use of the word: "e kau pea, 'to place in the form of across.'" In this sentence (e tau
peka), tau, used as a verb, is placed with peka; and I think the × (the Asiatic tau), placed in front of the temples
as a sign of taboo, quite conclusive as to the sign being considered a sacred one.
A gentleman whose name carries weight as an expert in the Melanesian languages, the Rev. Lorimer Fison,
informed me that he considered kau was the radical part of the Maori word rakau, "a tree," "timber"—wood
generally—its compounds in Fijian, etc., leading him to this conclusion. A close study of the Polynesian
dialects convinces me of its possibility, the interchange of k and t being much more common than is generally
supposed; not only between Hawaiian and the other dialects, this being regular and seldom departed from; nor
as in Samoan, where it is a modern innovation, but even within the New Zealand Maori language itself: makuru
and maturuturu, whakiwhaki and whatiwhati, etc. Thus, it is possible that tau "to float, to rest," may be
connected with kau "to swim." If that be the case, and that kau may mean wood, it would explain many Maori
compounds of kau, such as [unclear: ka] kaurimarima, kauahi, etc., terms for sticks used in producing by
friction. The Egyptian for wood is khau. But if kan [unclear: c] sponds to tau, then this cross set up, to which
such [unclear: sacred] was ascribed, is the child of the old Tree-worship, [unclear: wherein] own Teutonic
ancestors, as well as the men of eastern [unclear: la] delighted. The Maori Tiki, the carved and sacred [unclear:
post,] thus a deity of the Tree. A Mangaian myth [unclear: concerning] great Maui and his brothers relates: "At

the earnest [unclear: solition] of Maui they consented to follow him. Accordingly went to the old post of their
dwelling, and said as before—

"O pillar! open! open up!
That we may all enter and descend to the nether world."
At these words the wonderful pillar at once opened, [unclear: and] four descended. Maui showed them all
the wonders of spirit-world," etc.
"Myths and Songs of the South Pacific," Gill, p. 70.
The spirit-world was Avaiki, the New Zealand Hawaiki. It was through the pillar, the sacred [unclear:
Tree,] Kau or Tau, that entry to that wonderful unknown laud [unclear: of] shadows could be made with safety.
I do not know if [unclear: thes] any connection between the Maori tahu, "to kindle" ([unclear: pass] tahuna)
and tau, but the sister word to tahuna (passive [unclear: form] tahu, "let it be kindled,") is the Hawaiian
kahuna, "a [unclear: p] or person who offers sacrifices."
Tahu, in Tahiti the name generally employed for "sorcery."
To whom were the [unclear: sacri] offered? Probably in ancient times this "kindling" [unclear: of] sacred
fire was in honour of the Sun, the Lord of Fire, [unclear: the] whose power was first recognised by men, and
who has [unclear: b] worshipped at some time in every place.
Whatever kau may mean outside Polynesia [unclear: proper,] certain that rakau is, with slight variations,
the true [unclear: Polynes] word—Samoan la'au, Hawaiian laau, Tongan akau, [unclear: Tahi] raau, etc. The
compound there is kau and ra, and Ra [unclear: is,] Polynesian word for the Sun, as it is the Egyptian,
[unclear: and] ancient Celtic. La means "a day" in Gaelic, Irish, [unclear: Egypt] and Maori. "La, the Druidical
name of God, obsolete Gaelic but retained in the best Gaelic dictionaries."
"Gaelic Etymology," Mackay.
Sanscrit, ra means "fire, heat, warmth" (Monier [unclear: Willian] When men—the dwellers in caves, the
savage hunters of [unclear: sa] beasts—had through the great discovery of fire-kindling [unclear: m] their first
step towards civilization, learnt to cook food, to [unclear: cl] forests, to make canoes, surely their first dawn of
worship wj be veneration for this spirit of the Sun-fire Ra dwelling in wood, whence it could be evoked by
friction. Almost all great deities of the ancient world were but solar impersonation Osiris, Horus, Baal, Samas,
Thammuz, Hercules, [unclear: Phaeth] Mithra, Agni,—all were Sun, beat, warmth, lire. Taht was a lunar deity:
by him men first began to count and reckon time (as in the Polynesian tatau, "to count, to write"), for the
counting time by moons is the first natural division. Of Taht it is said : "Ra created him a beautiful light to show
the name of his evil enemy. . . . Thou art my abode, the god of my abode; behold thou shalt be called Taht, the
Abode of Ra."
Records of the Past," vol. vi., p. 111.
And every meaning of the Polynesian ra or la finds common meaning in the Aryan languages. Thus ra or
la means not only "sun," but "a sail:" in Danish raa means "the yard of the sail;" and in Scottish, ra means "the
sail-yard." The name of the great Maori kite in the shape of a hawk (presented by Sir George Grey to the
Wellington Museum) is Ra. In Egypt the sun was represented with a hawk's head:

"Oh! thou great god in the east of heaven!
Compare the Maori ra-whiti, the east.
Thou proceedest to the bark of the sun as a divine hawk of time."
"Book of the Dead," Birch, cxxxi.
This sun-god was not only worshipped, but worshipped in a peculiar manner: everywhere with sacred (i.e.,
new-kindled) fire. Among the Latins we come across the passage concerning the "new fire made in the secret
temple."
"Adde quod arcana fieri novus ignis in æde Dicitur, et vires flamma refecta capit."—Ovid, in Fasti.
So in India, Agni (fire) is called "the child of Dyu (the sky), the son of strength (i.e., produced by the strong
rubbing of wood), the light of the sacrifice."
"Rig Veda Sanhita," mandala i., sukta 165: Max Müller.
"They worshipped Agni with logs of wood, with praise."
Idem.
In the Zend Avesta, the sacred book of the ancient Persians: "Oh Spenta Armaiti, this man do I deliver unto
thee: this man deliver back to me against the day of resurrection; deliver him back as one who knows his

Gathas, who knows the Yasna and the revealed law; a wise and clever man, who is the Word incarnate. Then
shalt thou call his name Fire-creature, Fire-seed, Fire-offspring, Fire-land, or any name wherein there is fire."
"Vendidad," fargard xviii.: M.M.
Men approached the tree, the bearer of the "fire-seed," with awe and devotion; the tree itself they worshipped as
a god and as the gift of a god. Surely the imagination of man never conceived a more mysteriously awful and
majestic figure than that of the Scandinavian Odin hanging on the Life Tree. In the words of the Rev. Sir G.
Cox,
"Mythology of the Aryan Nations," p. 371.
we read : "The Kosmos so called into existence is called the 'Bearer of God'—a phrase which finds its
explanation in the World Tree Yggdrasil, on which Odin himself hangs, like the [unclear: Helene] drites of the
Cretan legend—

"I know that I hung, on a wind-swept tree
Nine whole nights, with a spear wounded,
And to Odin offered myself to myself,
On that tree of which no one knows
From what root it springs."
"Odin's Rune Song," Thorpe's trans, of "Sœmunds Edda," p. 34
It may be urged that I have before stated my conviction kau and taura were both cattle-words. My opinion
[unclear: is] changed (nay, rather strengthened); but the consideration this subject would cause this paper to be
of objectionable [unclear: len] and it must be left for the present. I will only notice [unclear: these] points
briefly. Taylor, in "The Alphabet," when speaking the Hebrew letters, says: "Tau, the last of the letters,
[unclear: is] 'sign' or 'cross' used for marking the ownership of [unclear: beasts] Ezekiel ix. 4). The early form
of the letter is + or [unclear: ×,] would be the easiest and most natural mark for such a [unclear: purp] It has
been stated that from consideration of some other [unclear: A] forms the Latin taurus, a bull, and taura, a cow,
are [unclear: w], which have lost a prefixed s, the corresponding word in [unclear: Eng] (from Teutonic
sources) being steer: this is made [unclear: dou] perhaps, by Greek ####o#, ancient Slavonic touru, [unclear:
Rus] turu, Irish tor. But if we allow that formerly ###;#o# [unclear: posse] a prefixed sigma, we get #####ó#, a
cross!
The cross of life and the tree of life were transferable [unclear: ima] The Buddhist cross was a tree of life,
which [unclear: brought] flowers and leaves, as did the worshipped Asherah, "tree," "grove") of the Assyrians.
When they were, [unclear: whether] Europe or in Asia, approaching the shrine to offer the "a made fire," it was
with the sacred fire-cross that they [unclear: drew] the offering of flame—with the holy Swastika cross. If
[unclear: the] everywhere (as × and #) represented the cross, then [unclear: rever] and deification of this form
of the tree or wood would be [unclear: spee] granted by the minds of simple men; and the place [unclear:
where] stood become holy, as its presence made sacred the temple the island of Hawaii.

ART. XLVI.—Polynesian Folk-lore.—Part II.: The
Origin of Fire.
By E. TREGEAR, F.R.G.S.
Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 19th October, 1887.]
IN my first paper on the subject of Polynesian Folk-lore,
"Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. six., p. 486.
I compared the stories treating of the adventures of Hina, the Sister of Maui. I will now attempt to compile
the different Versions of the legend relating the procuring by Maui of fire for the use of man. This tradition is
related everywhere in the Polynesian islands with wonderful faithfulness—wonderful when we consider how
many centuries must have elapsed since the dispersion of the Maori tribes in the Pacific. I believe that a vast
extent of time lies between the parting of New Zealander and Samoan, of Tahitian and Hawaiian; but if the
opinions of some scholars (Hale, the American philologist, notably) should be verified concerning the
comparatively late departure of the New Zealanders from some South Sea island, still the lapse of Sears
necessary to account for the widely differing customs kingship, idols, tattooing, tapu, etc.) and the divergence
of dialect, must be very great. The more I become conversant with he Polynesian languages, the more
thoroughly I feel assured of very ancient branchings in the meaning of expressions common to all; and that it is

only those investigators who are satisfied with comparing the most common and vital words (such as whose for
fire, water, etc.) who can consider the dispersion or [unclear: nigration] as recent.
However that may be, we have in the story of the Polynesian Maui, in his character of Prometheus, a
tradition more [unclear: lear] and faithful than any which treat of his labours as [unclear: Hercules]—the solar
mythologists claim Maui, with I do not know how much reason. Maui is pre-eminently the Hero of Polynesia :
sometimes Maui the cunning, the evil; sometimes the kind (atamai) and the benefactor. In the "origin of fire"
story he is the benefactor. The legends I have gathered together are those which have been told in New Zealand,
Samoa, Manihiki, Mangaia, and Nukuhiva (Marquesas). In commencing the New Zealand story I must preface
the actual tradition with a short Extract from a prior part of the Maui legends; this extract relating to the power
Maui possessed of turning himself into a bird at pleasure.
See "Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. xix., p. 502.
This is necessary, because the bird-dress of Maui plays an important part in the legends of obtaining fire, as
told in the South seas. I will quote Sir George Grey's version as the classical one:—
"His brothers felt quite surprised and pleased [unclear: with] little brother when they heard him talk in this
way; aud [unclear: w] after a little time they had recovered from their [unclear: amazem] they told him to try
and find their father and mother. [unclear: S] said he would go. It was a long time ago that he had finish his
first labour, for when he first appeared to his relatives their house of singing and dancing, he had on that
[unclear: occas] transformed himself into the likeness of all manner of birds every bird in the world, and yet no
single form that [unclear: he] assumed had pleased his brothers: but now when he [unclear: sho] himself to
them, transformed into the semblance of a [unclear: pig] his brothers said: 'Ah, now indeed, oh brother, you
[unclear: do] very well indeed, very beautiful, very beautiful, [unclear: much] beautiful than you looked in any
of the other forms [unclear: which] assumed, and then changed from, when you first discovered [unclear: y]
self to us.' What made him now look so well in the [unclear: shap] assumed was the belt of his mother, and her
apron, which had stolen from her while she was asleep in the house: [unclear: for] very thing which looked so
white upon the breast of the [unclear: pie] was his mother's broad belt, and he also had on her little [unclear:
a] of burnished hair from the tail of a dog; and the fastening [unclear: of] belt was what formed the beautiful
black feathers on his [unclear: thr] He had once changed himself into this form a long [unclear: time] and now
that he was going to look for his father and [unclear: mot] and had quitted his brother to transform himself into
the [unclear: ness] of a pigeon, he assumed exactly the same form as [unclear: on] previous occasion; and
when his brothers saw him thus [unclear: a] they said, 'Oh brother! oh brother! you do look [unclear: really]
indeed;' and when he sat upon the bough of a tree, oh [unclear: dear] never moved or jumped about from spray
to spray, [unclear: but] quite still, cooing to himself, so that no one who had [unclear: seen] could have helped
thinking of the proverb, 'A stupid [unclear: pigeon] on one bough, and jumps not from spray to spray.'
[unclear: E] the next morning, he said to his brothers, as was first [unclear: sts] 'Now do you remain here, and
you will hear something [unclear: of] after I am gone; it is my great love for my parents that [unclear: le] me
to search for them : now listen to me, and then say [unclear: whe] or not my recent feats were not remarkable.
For the [unclear: fac] transforming oneself into birds can only be [unclear: accomplished] man who is skilled
in magic, and yet here I, the youngest [unclear: of] all, have assumed the form of all birds; and now, [unclear:
perhaps,] all, I shall quite lose my art, and become old and weakened the long journey to the place where I am
going.' His brother answered him thus: 'That might be, indeed, if you were [unclear: g] on a warlike
expedition, but, in truth, you are only going [unclear: to] for those parents who we all so long to see; and if
they are [unclear: f] by you, we shall ever after all dwell happily, our present [unclear: so] will be ended, and
we shall continually pass [unclear: backwards] forwards between our dwelling-place and theirs, paying them
happy visits.'
"He answered them, 'It is certainly a very good cause which leads me to undertake this journey, and if,
when reaching the place I am going to, I find everything agreeable and nice, then I shall perhaps be pleased
with it; but if I find it a bad disagreeable place, I shall be disgusted with it.' They replied to him,' What you say
is exceedingly true, depart then upon your journey, with your great knowledge and skill in magic.' Then their
brother went into the wood, and came back to them again, looking just as if he were a real pigeon. His brothers
were quite delighted, and they had no power left to do anything but admire him.
"Then off he flew, until he came to the cave which his mother had run down into, and he lifted up the tuft of
rushes. Then down he went, and disappeared in the cave, and shut up its mouth again so as to hide the
entrance. Away he flew very last indeed, and twice he dipped his wing, because the cave was so narrow. Soon
he reached nearly to the bottom of the cave, and flew along it; and again, because the cave was so narrow, he
dips first one wing and then the other, but the cave now widened, and he dashed straight on.
"At last he saw a party of people coming along under a grove of trees; they were manapau trees,
"The manapau was a species of tree peculiar to the country whence the people came, where the priests say
it was known by this name."—GREY.

The manapau is a tree of Samoa.—TREGEAR.
and flying on, he perched upon the top of one of these trees, under which the people had seated themselves; and
when he saw his mother lying down upon the grass by the side of her husband, he guessed at once who they
were, and he thought, 'Ah, there sit my father and mother right under me,' and he soon heard their names as
they were called to by their friends, who were sitting with them. Then the pigeon hopped down, and perched on
another spray a little lower, and it pecked off one of the berries off the tree and dropped it gently down, and hit
the father with it gently on the forehead; and some of the party said, 'Was it a bird that threw that down?' but
the father said, 'Oh no, it was only a berry that fell by chance.' Then the pigeon again pecked off some of the
berries from the tree, and threw them down with all its force, and struck both father and mother so that he
really hurt them. Then they cried out, and the whole party jumped up and looked into the tree, and as the
pigeon began to coo, they soon found out from the noise where it was sitting among the leaves and branches,
and the whole of them, the chiefs and common people alike, caught up stones to pelt the pigeon with, but they
threw for a very long time without hitting it. At last the father tried to throw up at it. Ah! he struck it; but Maui
had himself contrived that he should be struck by the [unclear: stone] father threw; for, hut by his own choice,
no one could [unclear: have] him. He was struck exactly upon his left leg, and [unclear: down] fell, and as he
lay fluttering and struggling upon the ground they all ran to catch him, but lo, the pigeon had turned [unclear:
in] man!
"Then all those who saw him were frightened at his [unclear: fie] glaring eyes, which were red, as if
painted with red [unclear: ochre,] they said : 'Oh, it is now no wonder that he so long sat [unclear: still] in the
tree; had he been a bird he would have flown off [unclear: la] before, but he is a man and some of them said,
'No, [unclear: ind] rather a god—just look at his form and appearance, the [unclear: like] never been seen
before, since Rangi and Papa-tu-a-nuku [unclear: w] torn apart.' Then Taranga said, 'I used to see one who
[unclear: loo] like this person every night when I went to visit my [unclear: children,] what I saw then excelled
what I see now : just listen [unclear: to] Once as I was wandering upon the sea-shore, I premature gave birth
to one of my children, and I cut off the long [unclear: tres] of my hair and bound him up in them, and threw
him [unclear: into] foam of the sea, and after that he was found by his great [unclear: ances]
Tama-nui-ki-te-Rangi;' and then she told his story [unclear: nearly] the same words that Maui-the-infant had
told it to [unclear: herself] his brothers in their house, and, having finished his history Taranga ended her
discourse to her husband and his friends.
"Then his mother asked Maui, who was sitting [unclear: near] 'Where do you come from? from the
westward?' [unclear: and] answered, 'No.' 'From the north-east, then?' [unclear: 'N] 'From the south-east,
then?' 'No.' 'From the south, [unclear: the] 'No.' 'Was it the wind which blows upon me, which [unclear: bro]
you here to me, then?' When she asked this, he [unclear: opened] mouth and answered, 'Yes.' And she cried out,
'Oh, [unclear: th] this is indeed my child,' and she said 'Are you [unclear: Maui-ta] He answered, 'No.' Then
said she, 'Are you Maui-tikitiki Taranga?' and he answered 'Yes.' And she cried [unclear: alo] 'This is indeed
my child. By the winds and storms and [unclear: was] uplifting gales he was fashioned and became a human
being welcome, oh my child, welcome! by you shall [unclear: hereafter] climbed the threshold of the house of
your great [unclear: ances] Hine-nui-te-po, and death shall henceforth have no power man.'"
I now pass over the parts of the legend treating [unclear: of] wonderful feats performed by Maui, and take
up the [unclear: thread] the tradition concerning the search for fire.
"The hero now thought that he would [unclear: extinguish] destroy the fires of his ancestress Maliu-ika. So
he got [unclear: up] the night, and put out the fires left in the cooking-houses of [unclear: ea] family in the
village: then, quite early in the morning, he [unclear: cal] aloud to the servants, 'I hunger, I hunger; quick,
cook some food for me.' One of the servants thereupon ran as fast as he could to make up the fire to cook some
food, but the fire was out; and as he ran round from house to house in the village to get a light, he found every
fire quite out—he could nowhere get a light. When Maui's mother heard this, she called out to the servants and
said, 'Some of you repair to my great ancestress Mahu-ika: tell her that fire has been lost upon earth, and ask
her to give some to the world again.' But the slaves were alarmed, and refused to obey the commands which
their masters, the sacred old people, gave them; and they persisted in refusing to go, notwithstanding the old
people repeatedly ordered them to do so.
"At last Maui said to his mother : 'Well, then, I will fetch down fire for the world; but which is the path by
which I must go?' And his parents, who knew the country well, said to him: 'If you will go, follow that broad
path that lies before you there, and you will reach at last the dwelling of an ancestress of yours; and if she asks
you who you are, you had better call out your name to her, then she will know you are a descendant of hers; but
be cautious and do not play any tricks with her, because we have heard that your deeds are greater than the
deeds of men, and that you are fond of deceiving and injuring others, and perhaps you even now intend in many
ways to deceive this old ancestress of yours; but pray be cautious not to do so.'
"But Maui said: 'No; 1 only want to bring fire away for men, that is all, and I will return again as soon as I

can do that.' Then he went, and reached the abode of the goddess of fire; and he was so filled with wonder at
what he saw, that for a long time he could say nothing. At last he said : 'Oh, lady! would you rise up? Where is
your fire kept? I have come to beg some from you.' Then the old lady rose right up, and said: 'Au-e! who can
this mortal be?' And he answered, It's I.' 'Where do you come from?' said she; and he answered, 'I belong to
this country.' 'You are not from this country,' said she, 'your appearance is not like that of the inhabitants of
this country. Do you come from the northeast?' He replied, 'No.' 'Do you come from the southeast?' He replied,
'No.' 'Are you from the south?' He replied, 'No.' 'Are you from the westward?' He answered, 'No.' 'Come you
then from the direction of the wind, which blows right upon me?' and he said: 'I do.' 'Oh, then,' Cried she, 'you
are my grandchild! What do you want here?' He answered, 'I am come to beg fire from you.' She replied :
'Welcome, welcome! here, then, is fire for you.'
"Then the aged woman pulled out her nail; and, as she pulled it out, fire flowed from it, and she gave it to
him. And when Maui saw she had drawn out her nail to produce fire for him, he thought it a most wonderful
thing! Then he [unclear: we] short distance off, and, when not very far from her, he put fire out, quite out; and
returning to her again, [unclear: said:] light you gave me has gone out; give me another.' [unclear: Then]
caught hold of another nail, and pulled it out as a [unclear: light] him; and he left her, and went a little on one
side, and that light out also; then he went back to her again, [unclear: and] 'Oh, lady, give me, I pray you,
another light, for the [unclear: last] has also gone out.' And thus he went on and on, until [unclear: she] pulled
out all the nails of the fingers of one of her [unclear: hands;] then she began with the other hand, until she had
pulled [unclear: all] finger-nails out of that hand too; and then she commenced the nails of her feet, and pulled
them also out in the [unclear: sa] manner, except the nail of one of her big toes. [unclear: Then] aged woman
said to herself at last: 'This fellow is [unclear: su] playing tricks with me.'
"Then out she pulled the one toe-nail that she had [unclear: left,)], too, became fire, and as she dashed it
down on the [unclear: gro] the whole place caught fire. And she cried out to Maui, [unclear: 'Th] you have it
all now!' And Maui ran off, and made a [unclear: rush] escape; but the fire followed hard after him, close
behind [unclear: hi] so he changed himself into a fleet-winged eagle, and flew [unclear: w] rapid flight; but the
fire pursued, and almost caught him [unclear: as] flew. Then the eagle dashed down into a pool of water;
[unclear: be] when he got into the water he found that almost [unclear: boiling.] forests just then also caught
fire, so that he could not [unclear: ali] anywhere; and the earth and the sea both caught fire [unclear: too,]
Maui was very near perishing in the flames.
"Then he called on his ancestors, Tawhiri-matea and [unclear: W] tiri-matakataka, to send down an
abundant supply of [unclear: wate] and he cried aloud, 'Oh! let water be given to me to [unclear: que] this fire
which pursues after me;' and, lo! then [unclear: appea] squalls and gales, and Tawhiri-matea sent heavy,
lasting [unclear: rai] and the fire was quenched; and before Mahuika could [unclear: reach] place of shelter
she almost perished in the rain, and her [unclear: shri] and screams became as loud as those of Maui had been
[unclear: when] was scorched by the pursuing fire: thus Maui ended this proceeding. In this manner was
extinguished the fire of [unclear: Mahui] the goddess of fire; but before it was all lost she saved a [unclear: f]
sparks which she threw, to protect them, into the kaikomako [unclear: a] a few other trees, where they are still
cherished; hence [unclear: men] use portions of the wood of these trees for fire when [unclear: th] require a
light."
Many versions of this story are related in New [unclear: Zealand;] they differ little, and in no essential
particular. Taylor [unclear: gives] brief account of the legend
"Te Ika a Maui," Rev. Richard Taylor, ed. 1870, p. 130.
and enumerates the trees [unclear: whi] contain the "seed of fire"—these are the patete, kaikomako, mahoe,
totara, and pukatea; the trees which refused to admit the seeds of fire were the rata, hinau, kahikatea, rimu,
matai, and miro. The late Rev. Mr. Wohlers, a missionary long resident in the South Island, relates the story as
preserved; among the southern natives, and told in the Murihiku dialect;
"Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. vii., pp. 7 and 38.
there is little variation except in the concluding portion. Mr. John White gives many versions of the story in
the second volume of his "Ancient Maori History;" but they are all coincident with the tales told by Sir George
Grey and Mr. Wohlers; the only important point which is new being that (at page 71): "Te-raka was the father
and Mahuika the mother of Maui. The kahu (Circus gouldi) was also her child, and was the god of fire, The
feathers of the kahu resemble fire, whence their red colour originated." Here we have a direct reference to the
hawk-god (Ra) of ancient history, and a point is lost when Grey and Wohlers (for poetry-sake, doubtless)
translate kahu as "eagle." The eagle is unknown in New Zealand, and the hawk is mythologically the right bird.
These legends of Grey, White, and Wohlers are the principal forms of the New Zealand tale; but there is
another version sometimes to be heard among the Natives in which Mahuika is represented as a male deity. I so
heard the story many years ago, but cannot give authority.
We will now pass to the Samoan story,

The' of Samoa is a soft catch of the breath, denoting a lost k; thus Ti'iti'i is the the New Zealand Tikitiki.
The g is ng of Maori.
"The Samoans say that there was a time when their ancestors ate everything raw, and that they owe the luxury
of cooked food to one Ti'iti'i, the son of a person called Talaga. This Talaga was high in favour with the
earthquake god, Mafuie, who lived in a subterranean region where there was fire continually burning. On going
to a pertain perpendicular rock, and saying, 'Rock, divide, I am Talaga: I have come to work!' the rock opened
and let Talaga in; and he went below to his plantation in the land of this god Mafuie. One day Ti'iti'i, the son of
Talaga, followed his father, and watched when he entered. The youth, after a time, went up to the rock, and
feigning his father's voice, said, 'Rock, divide! I am Talaga; I have come to work!' and was admitted too. His
father, who was at work in his plantation, was surprised to see his son there, and begged him not to talk loud,
lest the god Mafuie should hear him, and be angry. Seeing smoke rising, he inquired of his father what it was.
His father said it was the fire of Mafuie. 'I must go and get some,' said the son. 'No,' said the father, 'he will be
angry. Don't you know that he eats people?' 'What do I care for him?' said the daring youth; and off he went,
humming song, towards the smoking furnace. 'Who are [unclear: you?'] Mafuie. 'I am Ti'iti'i, the son of Talaga.
I am come some fire.' 'Take it,' said Mafuie. He went back to father with some cinders, and the two set to work
to bake [unclear: s] taro. They kindled a fire, and were preparing the taro [unclear: t] on the hot stones, when
suddenly the god Mafuie blew [unclear: u] oven, scattered the stones about, and put out the fire. [unclear: 'N]
said Talaga, 'did I not tell you Mafuie would be [unclear: ang] Ti 'iti 'i went off in a rage to Mafuie, and without
[unclear: any] mony commenced with, 'Why have you broken up [unclear: our] and put out our fire?' Mafuie
was indignant at such [unclear: a] and language, rushed at him, and there they wrestled [unclear: with] other.
Ti 'iti 'i got hold of the right arm of Mafuie, [unclear: graspe] with both hands, and gave it such a wrench that it
[unclear: broke] He then seized the other arm, and was going to twist it [unclear: off] when Mafuie declared
himself beaten, and implored Ti 'iti 'i have mercy, and spare his left arm. 'Do let me [unclear: have] arm,' said
he; 'I need it to hold Samoa straight and [unclear: le] Give it to me, and I will let you have my hundred
[unclear: wi] 'No, not for that,' said Ti'iti'i. 'Well, then, will [unclear: you] fire? If you let me have my left arm
you shall have [unclear: fire,] you may ever after this eat cooked food.' '[unclear: Agreed,'] Ti'iti'i;' 'you keep
your arm, and I have fire.' 'Go,' a Mafuie; 'you will find the fire in every wood you [unclear: cut.'] hence, the
story adds, Samoa, ever since the days of Ti'iti'i has eaten cooked food from the fire which is got [unclear:
from] friction of rubbing one piece of dry wood against [unclear: another. . .] The Natives of Savage Island,
300 miles to the south Samoa, have a somewhat similar tale about the origin [unclear: of] Instead of Talaga and
Ti'iti'i, they give the names of [unclear: Maui] father, and Maui the son. Instead of going through a rock,
[unclear: th] entrance was down through a reed bush. And instead of a [unclear: lation] for the fire, they say
that the youth Maui, like another Prometheus, stole it, ran up the passage, and, before his [unclear: fat] could
catch him, he had set the bush in flames in all direction The father tried to put it out, but in vain; and they
[unclear: fur] add, that ever since the exploit of young Maui, they [unclear: have] fire and cooked food in
Savage Island."
"Samoa, a Hundred Years ago," G. Turner, LL.D., p. 209.
The Bowditch Islanders (Tokelau Islands) also [unclear: knew] legend, and called the fire-goddess
Mafuike; but she was [unclear: bla] a fact coincident with other versions related further on.
In the Hervey Islands the legend is (at Mangaia) [unclear: as] lows:—
"Originally fire was unknown to the inhabitants [unclear: of] world, who of necessity ate raw food. In the
[unclear: nether] (Avaiki)
The Hervey Islanders drop h; hence Avaiki—Maori Hawaiki.
lived four mighty ones: Mauiki, god of fire; the sun-god R?; Ru, supporter of the heavens; and, lastly, his
wife Buataranga, guardian of the road to the invisible world.
"To Ru and Buataranga was born a famous son M#ui. At : an early age Maui was appointed one of the
guardians of this upper world where mortals live. Like the rest of the inhabitants of the world he subsisted on
uncooked food. The mother, Buataranga, occasionally visited her son; but always ate her food apart, out of a
basket brought with her from nether-land. One day, when she was asleep, Maui peeped into her basket, and
discovered cooked food. Upon tasting it, he was decidedly of opinion that it was a great improvement upon the
raw diet to which he was accustomed. This food came from nether-world; it was evident that the secret of fire
was there. To netherworld, the home of his parents, he would descend to gain this knowledge, so that ever after
he might enjoy the luxury of cooked food. On the following day Buataranga was about to return to Avaiki
(nether-world) when Maui followed her through the bush without her knowing it. This was no difficult task, as
she always came and returned by the same road. Peering through the tall reeds, he saw his mother standing
opposite a black rock, which she addressed as follows:—

'Buataranga, descend thou bodily through this chasm.
The rainbow-like must be obeyed.
As two clouds parting at dawn,
Open, open up my road to nether-world, ye fierce ones!'
At these words the rock divided, and Buataranga descended. Maui carefully treasured up those magic
words; and without delay started off to see the god Tane, the owner of some wonderful pigeons. He earnestly
begged Tane to lend him one; but the proffered pigeon, not pleasing Maui, was at once returned to its owner. A
better pigeon was offered to the fastidious borrower, but was rejected. Nothing would content Maui but the
possession of Akaotu, (or 'Fearless,') a red pigeon specially prized by Tane. It was so tame that it knew its
name, and, fancier wherever it might, it was sure to return to its master. Tane, who was loth to part from his pet,
extracted a promise from Maui that the pigeon should be restored to him uninjured. Maui now set off in high
spirits, carrying with him his red pigeon, to the place where his mother had descended. Upon pronouncing the
magic words which he had overheard, to his great delight the rock opened, and Maui entering the pigeon
descended. Some assert that Maui transformed himself into a small dragon-fly, and perched upon the back of
the pigeon made his descent. The two fierce guardian demons of the chasm, enraged at finding themselves
imposed upon by a stranger, made a grab at the pigeon, intending to devour it. Fortunately, [unclear: however,]
the borrower, they only succeeded in getting possession [unclear: of] tail, whilst the pigeon, minus its beautiful
tail, pursued its [unclear: fl] to the shades. Maui was grieved at the mishap [unclear: which] overtaken the pet
bird of his friend Tane.
"Arrived at nether-land, Maui sought for the home [unclear: of] mother. It was the first house he saw : he
was guided to [unclear: it] the sound of her cloth-flail. The red pigeon alighted on [unclear: an] house, opposite
to the open shed where Buataranga was [unclear: bea] out cloth. She stopped her work to gaze at the red
[unclear: pig] which she guessed to be a visitor from the upper world, [unclear: as] of the pigeons in the shades
were red. Buataranga said [unclear: to] bird, 'Are you not come from "daylight?" 'The pigeon [unclear: no]
assent. 'Are you not my son Maui?' inquired the old woman Again the pigeon nodded. At this, Buataranga
[unclear: entered] dwelling, and the bird flew to a bread-fruit tree. Maui [unclear: resu] his proper human form,
and went to embrace his [unclear: mother,] inquired how he had descended to nether-world, and the [unclear:
ob] of his visit. Maui avowed that he had come to learn the [unclear: se] of fire. Buataranga said, 'This secret
rests with the [unclear: fire-] Mauike. When I wish to cook an oven, I ask your father [unclear: R] beg a lighted
stick from Mauike.' Maui inquired [unclear: where] fire-god lived. His mother pointed out the direction,
[unclear: and] it was called Are-aoa = house of banyan-sticks. She [unclear: entre] Maui to be careful 'for the
fire-god is a terrible fellow, of [unclear: a] uncertain temper.' Maui now walked up boldly towards the
[unclear: ho] of the fire-god, guided by the curling column of smoke. [unclear: Mau] who happened at the
moment to be cooking an oven of [unclear: f] stopped his work, and demanded what the stranger [unclear:
war] Maui replied, 'A fire-brand.' The fire-brand was given. [unclear: M] carried it to a stream running past the
bread-fruit tree, and [unclear: t] extinguished it. He now returned to Mauike, and obtained second fire-brand,
which he also extinguished in the [unclear: stream,] third time a lighted stick was demanded of the fire-god;
[unclear: he] beside himself with rage. Baking the ashes of his [unclear: over,] gave the daring Maui some of
them on a piece of dry [unclear: w] These live coals were thrown into the stream, as the [unclear: for] lighted
sticks had been.
"Maui correctly thought that a fire-brand would be of [unclear: l] use unless he could obtain the secret of
fire. The brand [unclear: w] eventually go out; but how to reproduce the fire? His [unclear: ob] therefore, was
to pick a quarrel with the fire-god, and [unclear: com] him by sheer violence to yield up the invaluable secret,
[unclear: as] known to none but himself. On the other hand, the [unclear: fire-] confident in his own prodigious
strength, resolved to [unclear: des] this insolent intruder into his secret. Maui, for the [unclear: fourth]
demanded fire of the enraged fire-god. Mauike [unclear: ordered] away under pain of being tossed into the air,
for Maui was [unclear: s] of stature. But the visitor said he should enjoy nothing better than a trial of strength
with the fire-god. Mauike entered his dwelling to put on bis war girdle (ume i tona maro); but on returning
found that Maui had swelled himself to an enormous size. Nothing daunted at this, Mauike boldly seized him
with both hands, and hurled him to the height of a cocoanut-tree. Maui contrived in falling to make himself so
light that he was in no degree hurt by his adventure. Mauike, maddened that his adversary should yet breathe,
exerted his full strength, and next time hurled him far higher than the highest cocoanut-tree that ever grew. Yet
Maui was uninjured by his fall; whilst the fire-god lay panting for breath. It was now Maui's turn. Seizing the
fire-god, he threw him up to a dizzy height, and caught him like a ball with his hands. Assured that this was but
a preparation for a final toss, which would seal his fate, the panting and thoroughly exhausted Mauike entreated

Maui to stop and to spare his life. Whatever he desired should be his.
"The fire-god, now in a miserable plight, was allowed to breathe awhile. Maui said: 'Only on one condition
will I spare you: tell me the secret of fire. Where is it hidden? How is it produced?' Mauike gladly promised to
tell him all he knew, and led him inside his wonderful dwelling. In one corner there was a quantity of fine
cocoanut fibre; in another, bundles of fire-yielding sticks, the au (lemon, Hibiscus), the orongâ (Urtica
argentea), the tauinu, and particularly the aoa (Ficus indicus) or banyan tree. These sticks were all dry and
ready for use. In the middle of the room were two smaller sticks by themselves. One of these the fire-god gave
to Maui, desiring him to hold it firmly, while he himself plied the other most vigorously. And thus runs—

'Grant, oh, grant me thy hidden fire,
Thou banyan tree!
Perform an incantation;
Utter a prayer to (the spirit of)
The banyan tree!
Kindle a fire for Mauike,
Of the dust of the banyan tree.'
"By the time this song was completed, Maui, to his great joy, perceived a faint smoke arising out of the fine
dust produced by be friction of one stick upon another. As they persevered in heir work the smoke increased;
and, favoured with the fire-god's breath, a slight flame arose, when the fine cocoanut fibre was called into
requisition to catch and increase the flame. Mauike now called to his aid the different bundles of sticks, and
speedily got up a blazing fire, to the astonishment of Maui. The grand secret of fire was secured. But the victor
resolved to be revenged for his trouble, and his tossing in the air, by setting fire to his fallen adversary's abode.
In a short time all nether-world was in flames, which consumed the fire-god all he possessed. Even the rocks
cracked and split with heat: hence the ancient saying,—
'The rocks at Orovaru (in the shades) are burning.'
Equivalent to saying: "The foundations of the world are on fire."
"Ere leaving the land of ghosts, Maui carefully [unclear: pick] the two fire-sticks, once the property of
Mauike, and [unclear: hast] to the bread-fruit tree, where the red pigeon, 'Fearless,' [unclear: qu] awaited his
return. His first care was to restore the [unclear: tail] bird, so as to avoid the anger of Tane. There was no
[unclear: ti] be lost, for the flames were rapidly spreading. He [unclear: re-en] the pigeon, which carried his
fire-sticks one in each [unclear: clav] flew to the lower entrance of the chasm. Once more nouncing the words
he learnt from Buataranga, [unclear: the] parted, and he got safely back to this upper world. [unclear: Thr] the
good offices of his mother, the pigeon met with no [unclear: opption] from the fierce guardians of the road to
the [unclear: shades.] again entering into light, the red pigeon took a long [unclear: s] alighting eventually in a
lovely, secluded valley, which thenceforth named Rupe-tau, or "the pigeon's [unclear: resting-pl] Maui now
resumed his original human form, and [unclear: hasten] carry back the pet bird of Tane.
"Passing through the main valley of Keia, he [unclear: found] the flames had preceded him, and had found
an [unclear: apertu] Teaoa, since closed up. The Kings Rangi and Mokoiro [unclear: t] a bled for their land: for
it seemed as if everything would destroyed by the devouring flames. To save Mangaia [unclear: from]
destruction, they exerted themselves to the utmost, and [unclear: f] succeeded in putting out the fire. Rangi
thenceforth [unclear: ad] the new name of Matamea, (or "watery-eyes,") to [unclear: commem] his sufferings;
and Mokoiro was ever after called [unclear: Au] "smoke"). The inhabitants of Mangaia availed themselve the
conflagration to get fire, and to cook. But after a time fire went out, and as they were not in possession of the
[unclear: s] they could not get new fire. But Maui was never without [unclear: f] his dwelling: a circumstance
that excited the [unclear: surprise] Many were the inquiries as to the cause. At length [unclear: he] compassion
on the inhabitants of the world, and told [unclear: the] wonderful secret: that fire lies hidden in the Hibiscus,
[unclear: the] argentea, the tauinu, and the banyan. This hidden fire [unclear: m] be elicited by the use of
fire-sticks, which he produced. [unclear: Fi] he desired them to chant the "Fire-god's Song," to give [unclear:
eff] to the use of the fire-sticks. From that memorable day [unclear: al] dwellers in this upper world used
fire-sticks with [unclear: success,] enjoyed the luxuries of light and cooked food. . . . Rarotonga, Buataranga
becomes Ataranga; at Samoa, Talaga. in the Samoan dialect, Mauike becomes Mafuie."
"Myths and Songs from the South Pacific," Rev. W. W. Gill, B.A., p. 51, et seq.
Manihiki is an island situated about 600 miles north of Rarotonga. They possess the fire-gaining legend,
with some difference of detail. It runs as follows:—
"On the Island of Rarotonga once lived Manuahifare and this wife Tongoifare, offspring of the god
Tangaroa. Their [unclear: eldest] son was named Maui the First, the next Maui the Second, Then followed their

sister Inaika = Ina the fish.
See "Hina's Voyage to the Sacred Isle," Tregear, "Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. xix, p. 486.
The youngest was a boy, Maui the Third. Like all other young Polynesians, these children delighted in the game
of hide-and-seek. One day [unclear: nika] hid her pet brother, Maui the Third, under a pile of dry sticks and
leaves, and then desired the elder boys to search for him. They sought everywhere in vain. Inaika at last pointed
the pile, and naturally expected to see her little brother emerge from his hiding-place, as the sticks were
scattered to the right and left. The heap had disappeared, but no Maui was to be seen. What had become of him?
But after a few minutes they were astonished to see him start up from under a few bits of decayed wood and
some leaves which had been thoroughly searched a few seconds before. This was the first intimation of Maui
the Third's future greatness. This wonderful lad had noticed that his father, Manuahifare, mysteriously
disappeared at dawn of every day, and in an equally mysterious way came back again to their dwelling at night.
He resolved to discover this secret, which seemed to him the more strange as, being the favourite, he slept by
the side of Manuahifare, and yet never knew when or how he disappeared. One night he lay awake [unclear:
intil] his father unfastened his girdle in order to sleep. Very cautiously did Maui the Younger take up one end,
and place it under himself, without attracting his father's notice. Early next morning this precocious son was
roused from his slumbers by the girdle being pulled from under him. This was just as he desired; he lay
perfectly still to see what would become of Manuahifare. The unsuspecting parent went, as he was wont, to the
main pillar of his dwelling, and said,—

'Oh, pillar! open, open up,
That Manuahifare may enter and descend to nether-world' (Avaiki).
The pillar immediately opened, and Manuahifare descended, That same day the four children of
Manuahifare went back to their old game of hide-and-seek. This time Maui the Younger told his brothers and
sister to go outside the house, whilst he should look for some place to hide in. As soon as they were out of
sight, he went up to the post through which his [unclear: father] disappeared, and pronounced the magic words
he had [unclear: o] heard. To his great joy the obedient post opened [unclear: up,] Maui boldly descended to
the nether regions. [unclear: Manuahifare] greatly surprised to see his son down there, but after [unclear: saluf]
(literally, "smelling,") him, quietly proceeded with his work.
"Maui the Third went on an exploring tour through [unclear: th] unknown subterranean regions, the
entrance to which [unclear: he] lucidly discovered. Amongst other wonderful things, he [unclear: fell] with a
blind old woman bending over a fire, where her [unclear: food] being cooked. In her hand she held a pair of
tongs (i.e green cocoanut mid-rib, split open). Every now and [unclear: then] carefully took up a live coal and
placed it on one side, [unclear: suppo] it to be food, whilst the real food was left to burn to [unclear: cinder] the
fire! Maui inquired her name, and to his surprise [unclear: found] was Inaporari, (or Ina-the-Blind,) his own
grandmother! [unclear: T] clever grandson heartily pitied the condition of the [unclear: poor] creature, but
would not reveal his own name. Close to [unclear: wh] he stood watching the futile cooking of Ina-the-Blind
grew [unclear: fo] nono trees (Morindo citrifolia). Taking up a stick, he [unclear: ge] struck the nearest of the
four trees. Ina-the-Blind [unclear: ang] said: 'Who is that meddling with the nono belonging to [unclear: M] the
Elder?' The bold visitor to nether-world then walked to the next tree and tapped it gently. Again the ire of
[unclear: Ina-th] Blind was excited, and she shouted: 'Who is this meddling with the nono of Maui the Second?'
The audacious boy [unclear: str] a third tree, and found it belonged to his sister, [unclear: Inaika.] now
exultingly tapped the fourth and last nono tree, and [unclear: hes] his old grandmother ask: 'Who is this
meddling with [unclear: the] of Maui the Third?' 'I am Maui the Third,' said the [unclear: visito] 'Then,' said
she, 'you are my grandson, and this is your tret
"Now when Maui first looked at his own nono-tree, [unclear: it] entirely destitute of leaves and fruit: but
after Ina-the-B had spoken to him, he again looked, and was surprised to see covered with glossy leaves and
fine apples—though not [unclear: rip] Maui climbed up into the tree and plucked one of the apple Biting off a
piece of it, he stepped up to his grandmother [unclear: a] threw it into one of her blind eyes. The pain was
excruciating but sight was at once restored to the eye which had so long [unclear: bee] blind. Maui plucked
another apple, and, biting off a [unclear: piece] it, threw it into the other eye of his grandmother: and lo! sigh
again was restored to it also. Ina-the-Blind was [unclear: delighted] see again, and, in gratitude, said to her
grandson, 'All above and all below (=All on earth and all in spirit-land) are subject to thee, and to thee only.'
Ina, once called 'the Blind,' a instructed Maui in all things found within her territory: [unclear: th] as there were
four species of nono, so there are four [unclear: varieties] cocoanuts and four of taro in Avaiki—i.e., one for
each [unclear: child] Manuahifare. Maui asked Iua, 'Who is lord of fire?' She replied, 'Thy grandfather,
Tangaroa-tui-mata' (or Tangaroa-of-the-tattooed-face). 'Where is he?' inquired Maui. 'Yonder,' rejoined his

grandmother; 'but do not go to him. He is a terribly irritable fellow; you will surely perish.' But as Maui
persisted, the grateful goddess Ina said, 'There are two roads to his dwelling. One of these is the path of death;
whoever unwittingly approaches the Great Tangaroa by this path, dies: he other is the common (or "safe," noa)
road.' Maui disdained to tread the path of safety. Knowing his own prowess, he boldly trod the path of death.
Tangaroa-of-the-tattooed-face, seeing Maui advancing, raised his right hand to kill him—that hand which as yet
had never failed to destroy its victim. But Maui, nothing daunted, lifted his right hand. At this, Tangaroa, not
liking the aspect of Maui, raised his right foot, for the purpose of kicking to death the luckless intruder. But
Maui was prepared to do the same to the Lord of Fire with his right foot. Astounded at this piece of audacity,
Tangaroa demanded his name. The visitor replied, 'I am Maui the Younger.' The god now knew it to be his own
grandson. 'What did you come for?' 'To get fire,' was the response of Maui. Tanga-roa-of-the-tattooed face gave
him a lighted stick, and sent him away. Maui walked to a short distance, and finding some water, like that
dividing the two islets collectively called Mani-hiki, extinguished the lighted stick. Three times this process
was repeated. The fourth time all the firebrands were gone, and Tangaroa had to fetch two dry sticks to rub
together, in order to produce fire. Maui held the under one for his grandfather : but just as the fine dust in the
groove was igniting, the impudent Maui blew it all away. Tangaroa, justly irritated at this, drove Maui away,
and summoned a kakaia (or 'tern,') to come to his assistance, to hold down the lower piece of wood, whilst
Tangaroa diligently worked away with the other stick. At last, to the infinite joy of Maui, fire was obtained. It
was no longer a mystery. Maui suddenly snatched the upper stick, one end of which was burning, out of the
hand of Tangaroa. The patient bird of white plumage still firmly clutched with her claws the under fire-stick,
when Maui purposely burnt either side of the eye of the bird. The indignant tern, smarting at this ill-requital,
fled away for ever. Hence the black marks, resembling a pair of eyebrows, on either side of the eye of this
beautiful bird to this day. Tangaroa reproached his grandson with having thus wantonly deprived him of the
valuable services of his favourite bird. Maui deceitfully said, 'Your bird will come back.' Maui next proposed to
Tangaroa that they should both fly up to daylight, through the hole by which the bird had escaped. The god
inquired how this could be accomplished. Maui at once volunteered to show the way, and actually flew to a
considerable height like a bird. Tangaroa-of-the-tattooed-face was greatly delighted. Maui came down to the
ground, and urged his grandfather to imitate his example. 'Nothing,' said Maui, 'is easier than to fly.' At his
grandson's suggestion, Tangaroa put on his glorious girdle, by mortals called the rainbow, and, to his immense
delight, succeeded in rising above the loftiest cocoanut tree. The crafty Maui took care to fly lower than
Tangaroa, and getting hold of one end of the old man's girdle, he gave it a smart pull, which brought down poor
Tangaroa from his giddy elevation. The fall killed Great Tangaroa.
"Pleased with his achievement in getting the secret of fire from his grandfather, and then killing him, he
returned to his parents, who had both descended to nether-land. Maui told them that he had got the secret of
fire, but withheld the important circumstance that he had killed Tangaroa. His parents expressed their joy at his
success, and intimated their desire to go and pay their respects to the supreme Tangaroa. Maui objected to their
going at once. 'Go,' said he, 'on the third day. I wish to go myself to-morrow.' The parents of Maui acquiesced
in this arrangement. Accordingly, on the next day, Maui went to the abode of Tangaroa, and found the body
entirely decomposed. He carefully collected the bones, put them inside a cocoanut shell, carefully closed the
tiny aperture, and finally gave them a thorough shaking. Upon opening the cocoanut shell, he found his
grandfather to be alive again. Liberating the divinity from his degrading imprisonment, he carefully washed
him, anointed him with sweet-smelling oil, fed him, and then left him to recover strength in his own dwelling.
Maui now returned to his parents, Manuahifare and Tongoifare, and found them very urgent to see Tangaroa.
Again, Maui said, 'Wait till to-morrow.' The fact was, he greatly feared their displeasure, and had secretly
resolved to make his way back to the upper world he had formerly inhabited, whilst his parents were on their
visit to Tangaroa. Upon visiting the god on the morning of the third day, Manuahifare and Tongoifare were
greatly shocked to find that he had entirely lost his old proud bearing, and that on his face were the marks of
severe treatment. Manuahifare asked his father Tangaroa the cause of this. 'Oh,' said the god, 'your terrible boy
has been here ill-treating me. He killed me; then collected my bones and rattled them about in an empty
cocoanut shell; he then finally made me live again, scarred and enfeebled, as you see. Alas! that fierce son of
yours.' The parents of Maui wept at this, and forthwith came back to the old place in Avaiki in quest of their
son, intending to scold him well. But he had made his escape to the upper world, where he found his two
brothers and his sister Inaika in mourning for him, whom they never expected to see again. Maui the Third told
them that he had made a grand discovery—he had obtained the secret of fire. He had found a new land. 'Where
is it situated?' inquired they. 'Down there,' said Maui the Younger. 'Down where?' they demanded. 'Down
there,' again shouted Maui. The fact was, they were not aware of the secret opening in their house leading to
Avaiki. At the earnest solicitation of Maui, they all consented to follow him. Accordingly, he went to the old
post of their dwelling, and said as before:—

'O pillar! open, open up,
That we may all enter, and descend to nether world.'
At these words the wonderful pillar at once opened, and all four descended. Maui showed them all the
wonders of spirit world; and when at length their curiosity was perfectly satisfied, he conducted them back to
the upper world of light, to which they all properly belonged."
"Myths and Songs," page 63, et seq.
The last version of the story to be compared is that from the Marquesas. It is, in composition, extremely
rough and primitive.
I present the following lines as an example, with a literal interlinear translation:—

"Aitu mea ma to Maui kite te kui heke i Havaiki. [Hawaiki.
"The breaking-tapu affair by which Maui saw his mother descend to

To Maui tata i te kui,
Maui near his mother.

To te kui kite—uaua to ue i te tama i te oioi.
The mother looked—poured out tears on the child who slept.

Te tama tivava te hiamoe.
The child lied (pretended) sleep.

Tekao i te tama, Maui?" Te tama aoe tekao : hiamoe tivava.
Said to the child, "Maui?" The child did not speak: shammed sleep.

Te vahine tekao i te vahana, Aue! hakavaa.
The woman said to her husband, "Alas! he wakes!"

To te vahine tekao, Aue! taa au!
The woman said, "Alas! he sees me!"

Vahana tekao, "Aoe; Maui hiamoe."
Husband says, "No; Maui sleeps."

To te vahana tekao i te vahine, "Amai."
The husband says to his wife, "Let us go."

To te kui me te metua putamai aanui mea oa.
The mother, with the father, went towards the road—a distant thing.

Te kui kukamai veinehae to te kui to ia."
The mother thought spectre of her mother." Etc., etc.
"Mahuike, or Mauike, 'goddess of fire, of earthquakes, and volcanoes,' dwelt in Havaiki. She had no child
but one, a married daughter who lived on earth : that daughter was the grandmother of Maui. Maui lived with
his father and mother upon the promontory of an island, the name of which is unknown. He was an only child
(poiti). He had already pondered over the want of fire, and he was tired of eating his food raw. The frequent
absences of his parents during the night perplexed him; he was convinced that they went to get fire, for they
always had cooked food. On one occasion his mother said to him, 'Child, remain here; I shall return soon.' 'I
want to go with you,' said the child. 'You cannot, pet (poiti); I am going to seek for fire.' Said Maui, 'I want to
go also.' His mother said, 'Your ancestress will kill you if you follow me.' When the mother went, the child
followed afar off. Near the entrance to the path which led to Havaiki the mother was stopped by a bird, perched
upon a kaku tree;
This is the only tree in Nukuhiva the wood of which does not ignite by friction.
thinking that it was a patiotio (a bird now tapu in the Marquesas), she called her husband, and they threw
stones at the bird. They could not strike it; and the woman conceived the idea that it was the form of her
grandmother concealed within the bird. From this notion she was dissuaded by her husband, and they continued
to throw stones, till at last they struck the winged intruder. Maui then spoke through the bird and declared his
identity. The parents went on towards Havaiki by a long and winding road, the mother chewing a stick of
sugar-cane as she went. Maui also penetrated through the aperture where commenced the path to the nether
world; bat almost at his first step perceived his grandmother, who guarded the entrance. He begged her to let
him pass, but she refused to do so, and was hardened against all his entreaties. Maui asked where his mother
had gone, and was answered that she had journeyed into the interior of the country. Maui, finding that she was
obdurate, and would not permit him to pass, killed her. At that moment some spots of blood fell on the breast of
Maui's mother as she journeyed along; and she said to her husband, 'Someone has killed my mother.' Maui,
finding no further obstacle, descended into the bowels of the earth and went on his way. Not far on he met his
mother, coming back. When she saw him, she said, 'What have you done? You have killed my mother.' 'Yes,'
said Maui, 'she would not let me pass; I want to get fire, and I am determined to obtain it: His father said, 'Do
not kill or injure the old goddess.' Maui promised that he would not, and then went on till he arrived at the
dwelling of Mauike. Maui said to the fire-goddess, 'Give me some fire.' The answer came: 'Is it for you?' 'No,'
said Maui, 'it's for your daughter.' The old woman replied,' Why do you come for it? What do you want with it?'
Maui said,' I want to cook some bread-fruit.' The goddess asked him together some husk of cocoanut. He
procured this, and she then gave him fire drawn from her toes. There are several kinds of fire: fire drawn from
the knees, from the navel, etc.; of these the worst kind is that taken from the feet or legs; the sacred fire is from
the head. So Maui took this fire which had issued from the toes of Mauike, and quenched it in some water.
Then he returned, and asked the old woman for more. She took the cocoanut husk, and this time drew fire from
her knees; this she gave to Maui, who took it away and extinguished it, as he had done with the other fire she
had given him. Maui went back, and asked again. The fire-deity said: 'You fatiguing child, you wicked boy,
what have you done with the fire?' 'I have fallen into the water, and hurt myself,' said Maui. Maui then received
fire from her back; this he put out. Then she gave him the cocoanut husk ignited with fire from her navel; this
also he extinguished. The goddess then became violently angry, and put on a most terrifying and awful aspect, a
lurid and unearthly spectral form. But Maui was undaunted, and said: 'I know all the secrets of witchcraft, and
care nothing for your magical powers;' then he took a sharp stone, and with it he cut off her head. Maui then
returned to his parents, and told them what he had done. They were very angry, and lamented the death of their
great relative. Maui then took the fire he had obtained : he did not at first understand its properties, but tried to
kindle stones, water, etc.; at last he tried trees, and kindled the fau (Hibiscus), the vevai (cotton-wood), the
keika, aukea, etc., and all trees, except the kaku tree, on which Maui had rested when he took the bird's shape."
These are the principal legends I have been able to procure on the subject of the origin of fire, or the art of
procuring it. These traditions share in a general groundwork, and in the most important points of interest. The
scene is laid in Hawaiki, and the path downward shows that this Hawaiki is no earthly locality, but the dim
under-world of shadowy myth. There is, however, one very important difference between the New Zealand

legends and those of the other islands: in the New Zealand story, fire is already in the dwellings of men; it is
only when that fire becomes extinguished by accident (or, as in Maui's case, wilfully,) that it becomes
necessary for one to proceed into the bowels of the earth in order to procure a new supply; and Maui's gift to
man is not of fire whereby food may be cooked, but of the knowledge concerning the ignition of wood by
friction. It would seem consistent, not only with the legend but with commonsense, that in the primitive days of
the human race fire was already to be seen in the dwellings of men, ages before the art of procuring fire by
friction of wood or by percussion of flint had been discovered. In very many parts of the world fire is to be
found, not only during violent outbreaks of pent-up energy, as in volcanic eruptions, but issuing from rifts and
fissures in the ground, and burning with steady and long-continued action. It would be easy to procure from
such natural agencies sufficient fire to become the source of warmth to the body, and to ignite fuel for cooking
food. This, too, may explain why it was necessary to go downward to regain the lost element; below was the
great fire-source, plain to the sense of the primitive man as to our perceptions.
cf. Tongan mofuike, "earthquake," with Mafuie, "the fire-goddess."
Whether the Maori race had its cradle in some land where such natural fires were procurable, has yet to be
proven; but we must not forget that one of the most learned of our Polynesian scholars expressly affirms his
opinion, that the Hawaiki of the Polynesian race (whether as source, or as temporary resting-place,) was a land
near a great volcano. Judge Fornander, of Hawaii, considers that Hawa-iki was a name of Java (Hawa),
translating iki in its South Marquesan sense, as "raging, furious with heat;" and then the author quotes from an
ancient Marquesan song concerning this Hawaii, or Hawaiki: "Tai mamao, uta oa tu te ii"—"a distant sea (or
far-off region), away inland stands the volcano."
"Polynesian Races," vol. i., p. 6. I, however, think ii is equivalent to Maori riri, "angry," the Marquesans
dropping the r, but not k; ii, then, is not iki..
The Island of Hawaii (Sandwich Islands) may also have been thus named, after the prior locality, by reason
of its great volcano, Kilauea.
It would seem that no such tribal or racial locality of birthplace is necessary to account for the use of fire
before the discovery of its production by the friction of wood. The classical form of the fire-raising story, as
given by the oldest Greek and Latin writers, has many resemblances in detail to the Polynesian tradition.
Prometheus was, like Maui, not only "the thief of fire from heaven," but also, like Maui, "surpassed all mankind
in cunning and fraud" (Lempriere). This, however, does not detract from the excellence of their character in the
eyes of our simple forerunners; cunning, like that of Odysseus, had its fair share of admiration; in the words of
one of our distinguished critics of Greek literature, "Even the highest conception of deity in Homer does not
exclude the element of fraud."
"Juventus Mundi," by the Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone, p. 208.
This cunning displayed itself in Prometheus by his deception of Zeus, when the choice of sacrifices was
offered; and it was on account of this sacrilegious disrespect that Zeus took fire away from the earth. Thus it
would seem, from the legend, that Prometheus, like Maui, only recovered the fire which had disappeared from
the world. Again, Prometheus brought the sacred fire back to men "at the end of a ferula," a phrase almost
certainly meaning the end of the pointed rubbing- stick used for procuring fire.

"Hid in a hollow cane the fount of fire
I privately conveyed, of every art
Productive, and the noblest gift to man."
Æschylus.—" Prometheus Bound.'
The wisdom or "cunning" of Prometheus was used for the good of men: he taught us to build cities, to use
letters, to tame for service the ox and horse, to cull herbs for medicine, to navigate the sea, etc.: as, on his part,
Maui proved himself a benefactor to his race by lengthening the days, (in noosing and "slowing down" the sun's
too-rapid course,) in drawing up land from the ocean, and in sacrificing himself to the Great Daughter of Night
(Hine-nui-te-Po) in the attempt to gain immortality for men.
It is difficult to get at an accurate idea of the true parentage of Maui, if we view the whole story, not as a
solar myth, but as a tradition concerning an actual personage, round about whom the mists of mythology have
collected. We have, in the tales I have brought together in this paper, several different accounts of his birth and
parentage. In New Zealand, the most reliable legends give Taranga as the mother, and Makeatutara as the
father. In Samoa, Ti 'iti 'i is the hero, and Talaga (Taranga) is his father. In Mangaia, Ru was the father
In New Zealand, Ru is the earthquake-god. In Tahiti, Ru is the brother of Hina, and is either Rupe or Maui
himself.
and Buataranga (Bu-a-taranga) the mother of Maui. In Manihiki, Maui's father is Manuahifare, and his

mother Tongoifare. The Marquesan legend does not give the name of either parent. In the Ulu genealogy of
Hawaii,
Fornander, loc. cit., page 191.
which contains the names of many of our New Zealand heroes, etc., we find Mahuika, the fire-goddess (as
Hina-mahuia), falls into her proper place as Maui's grandmother, being in the twentieth generation (so-called)
from Wakea (Vatea, Atea, "Daylight") and Papa, ("the Earth,") the primal pair. Mahuika's son is called
Akalana, (A-Taranga, or Ka-Taranga,) and his wife is Hinakawea, their son being Mauiakalana,
(Maui-a-Taranga,) our Maui. In some islands where Talanga or Taranga is neither father nor mother, it is he
himself who procures fire; while the hero Ti'iti'i, of Samoa, in New Zealand becomes only the top-knot (tikitiki)
in which Maui's mother wrapped the boy soon after his birth. I think it highly probable that our version
concerning Maui being so wrapped up is a local addendum engrafted on the original story, as an effort to
explain etymology of an obscure term—a source of mythology from which has flowed a constant current of
legends; this especially, as none other of the Polynesian accounts allude to it, so far as I can find. Tiki is a
venerable name in the Pacific. In New Zealand, Tiki appears either as the Creator of man, or else as himself the
first man created by Tane; and his carved simulacrum was the most widely-diffused religious emblem in these
islands, tiki being used as a common name for all such carvings. To the farthest bounds of Eastern Polynesia the
same cult extended. Moërenhoüt, writing of Easter Island, says that on visiting the little island of Ravaivai he
there found precisely similar statues to those of Easter Island, and they were in the same neglected condition.
The figures, like those at Easter, Libuai, Pitcairn, Tubuai, etc., were raised on platforms at extremities of the
low lands. The natives called them Tii-one and Tii-papa, (Tiki-one and Tiki-papa,) "guardians of earth and
rock;" in fact, the Latin Termini. They were, apparently, not gods of the highest order, but tikis, marking
boundaries, and keeping the limits of gods and men, dead and living.
See "Les Polynesiens," Lesson, p. 294.
A Marquesan legend also states that Tiki was the name of the lord or chief of the canoes when the migration
from the westward arrived at Nukuhiva: his name appears in the genealogies of all Polynesian peoples.
It would also seem that, in comparison with the New Zealand words: tiki, "a deity;" tikitiki, "a top-knot,"
etc., we should consider as a variant our tiketik", "high, lofty:" the Samoan ti'eti'e, "to be seated on high;" the
Hawaiian kiekie, "high, lofty, exalted, holy;" the Tahitian faa-tietie, "glory, honour, to boast," etc.; this
concurrence appearing to show a radical (#Tik) implying a supreme chief and leader. As a possible explanation,
I therefore offer a suggestion (and a suggestion only) that Maui's title implies that he was the leader of the
Polynesian expedition into the Pacific. Ka is Hawaiian for the definite article "the" (which in Maori letters
would be ta, perhaps an old form of te); thus, Maui-Tikitiki-a-ta-ranga would mean "Maui, Chief of the Fleet."
In Sanscrit, taranga means "a waving, a motion to and fro;" tarana, "a raft or boat"—both these evidently
connected with tara, "who or what passes over or beyond; passing over; a crossing; a passage"—thus giving an
Asiatic value to this word as signifying "migration." I offer this idea to those of the realistic school who abhor
the solar myth theory; the "Euhemerists." (See "Primitive Culture," Tylor, vol. i., p. 252.) On the other hand, to
their opponents, I offer a possible explanation of Maui's name as perhaps meaning "Light-seeker," Ma-ui; ma,
or mah, being a very widely-spread name for "light" in the ancient world, and ui meaning "to inquire." It would
be a most appropriate name for our fire-seeking hero.
Before quitting this part of the subject, it would be well not to forget that Taranga's personal identity is
somewhat shaken by the Hawaiian tradition that the land whence the Polynesians came was called Kahiki-ku (in
Maori letters, Tawhiti-tu), or "the large continent to the east of Kalana-i-Hau-ola," or "the place where the first
members of mankind were created."
Fornander, loe. cit, p. 23.
This last-named place would read in Maori as Taranga-i-hau-ora, or "Taranga with the life-breath;" and
would make Maui's mother (or father) a mere locality-name, although of a very sacred character. According to
Mr. John White, the Hau-ora (or Wai-ora) is the name of the third heaven, and is the place whence the spirit of
a man comes to him at birth.
"Ancient History of the Maori," vol. i., Appendix,
There is also a curious coincidence in Tiki being "the Creative Being," or "the first created being;" and
Taranga (Kalana), "the place of creation," while Maui unites both in his title—Maui-tikitiki-a-Taranga.
A remarkable variation of the parent-name is given in the Manihiki legend, in which Maui's father is called
Manuahifare. Literally, the name means "Bird-fire-house," and this gives a wonderfully succinct and
abbreviated précis of the whole story. But manu means not only "a bird," but something of far greater
consequence: it means "a spirit"—sometimes a spirit incarnate in the bird, but also sometimes a spirit in its
invisible possession,
The Polynesian use of the word "manu" as any animal, beast, reptile, insect, etc., appears to be generally a
modern corruption. The primal meaning, "to float," shows its inapplicability to any such bestowal.

Thus, in the Mangaian story of Ina,
See "Hina's Voyage to the Sacred Isle," "Trans. N.Z. Inst.," vol. xix., p. 493.
"a divine spirit (manu) entered and took possession of Ina;" and again, "it was the might of Tinirau that
inspired her with a manu, or strange spirit."
loc. cit., p. 495.
Maui became either a dove or a hawk when on this adventure in search of fire. In Mr. Wohlers' fire-getting
tradition (before spoken of), Maui is a dove when seeking the fire, and a hawk when returning; and Mr. White
especially notices that the hawk was the child of Mahuika (as Maui was), and itself the god of fire. We must
look to very ancient beliefs for explanation, if we wish to find out why Maui assumed the bird-dress when
descending to the bowels of the earth, and why this bird-dress was that of the dove. I have already called
attention, in the story of Hina, to the similarity between the transformation of Maui and his brother Rupe into
doves having Aryan affinities in the Teutonic stories of swan-maidens, dove-maidens, etc.
Philological.—The word rupe, a general Polynesian word for the pigeon is probably connected radically
with the corresponding Aryan words. The old English words cushat, "a wood pigeon," and cooscot, "the
wood-pigeon," ("Obs. and Archaic Diet.," Wright, vol. i., p. 339) seem mere sound words, like the Cumberland
coo, "to call," and are probably connected with the pigeon's note, as are the Hawaiian kuhukuhu, "a dove," and
manuku(manu-ku), "a dove;" the Samoan 'u 'u (kuku), "to cry as a child;" Tongan kulukulu, "a small kind of
dove," etc. The English word "dove" (Ang. Sax. dufa) is from the Old Saxon duva; Old High German tuba, the
German taube "a dove" (Skeat, "Ety. Diet."); the original sense meaning "to dive" (dufan), from the bird's habit
of ducking its head. This would show the reason philologists have for associating the Latin columba, "a dove,"
with the Greek kolumbao (#o##µ###), "I dive." It may, perhaps, be worthy of attention to consider whether
another Latin word for dove, palumba, or palumbe, if placed beside columba, does not show that the original
part of each word is lumba (pa-lumba, co-lumba). In Aryan languages m and p, or m and v, or m and b,
interchange continually: the Celtic mor and vor, "great;" Welsh moel and foel, "a hill;" Irish mean and bean, "a
woman;" Latin tumeo and tubeo, glomus and globus; as familiar examples in English, Molly and Polly, Meg
and Peg. But this interchange points to a probable indistinct, primitive, double consonant mb or mp: sounds so
often found in simple languages, where, instead of getting distinct letter-sounds, we have highly complicated
ones, like the Hottentot clicks, etc., the tch, ng, mb, etc. The Fijians (Melanesians) have this ancient compound
consonant mb; every b is mb; thus the word we write Bau is pronounced Mbau, Bulotu is Mbulotu, etc. In the
Polynesian dialects the s and v or m and p constantly interchange (mavete, wewete; mafao, fafae; malemo,
paremo; milo, wilo, etc.), though they cannot say mb. If, in the case of the "dove" word, the Latin has kept this
ancient consonant, thee pa-lumbe and co-lumba become pa-lube and co-luba; this lube equalling the Tongan
lube, the Samoan lupe, the Tahitian rupe, i.e. "pigeon." If, on the other hand, this derivation or comparison is
not upheld on further investigation; should it be made certain that columba means "the diver," as #o##µ###
(palumba remaining unaccounted for), then this side of the meaning shows itself also in the Maori languages.
The German taube, "a dove," with its meaning "to dive and duck the head," (See Kluge, "Etymologisches
Wörterbuch,") is in Maori taupe, "to bend down," "bending the head," variable; in Tahitian, taupe, "to bend
down," applied to the head: in Tongan, taube, "to bend down;" in Samoan, taupe, "to swing." And this meaning
of swinging, bowing or bending the head, is plainly connected with the lube (rupe) pigeon-word; for while in
Tongan lube means "pigeon," lubelube is "to swing, or swag," as in carrying anything along.
But the choice of this form for a deity or demi-god, especially in the fire-gaining story, goes deeper still:—
(Egypt.)—The spirits wore the forms of human-headed birds. The bird was an emblem of breath, or soul.
The breath was the mover to and fro in the body; and in death, its types—the bird and the feather—were clung
to as emblematical of the spirit. . . . The dove was retained in Israel as the bird of breath, the type of the soul. In
the Osirian cult, the hawk was the symbol of the soul. The sun was depicted with the hawk-head, but in the 12th
chapter of the 'Metamorphoses,' Ritual 76-88, the turtle-dove is one of the types into which Osiris, the deceased,
makes his transformation."
"Book of the Beginnings," Massey, vol. ii., pp. 92, 93. See also former paper, "Polynesian Alphabets,"
Tregear (p. 353, ante).
I think it, therefore, by no means a mere story-teller's fancy that gave to Maui first the dove-shape, then that
of the "hawi of soul," or fire.
That certain trees should have been selected by the Polynesians (differing in each legend according to the
vegetable growth of the locality) as those into which "the seed of fire" was placed by Maui, is but natural; it
would not escape the observation of the shrewd natives that certain kinds of timber were more inflammable
than others. But the expression "seed of fire" is remarkable as being an idiom preserved among Europeans, and
with curious word-relationships in Polynesia. As examples of European use, I may quote the "Legendary
Fictions of the Irish Celts," by P. Kennedy :—
"Just as the plough-irons were becoming red-hot, someone tried the latch of the door, and immediately they

saw the face of the witch outside the window. 'What do you want, good woman?' 'The seed of the fire, and I
want to help you at the churning,'" etc. (p. 152.) Again, "But every Holy Eve during their lives they threw the
water out as soon as their feet were washed, unhanded the wheel, swept up the house, and covered the big coal
to have the seed of fire next morning" (p. 165).
In the sacred books of the ancient Persians the same idea may be found. The xviii. Fargard of the
"Vendidad" (Zend-Avesta), 52 (112), says: "Then shalt thou call his name 'Fire-creature,' 'Fire-seed,'
'Fire-offspring,' 'Fire-land,' or any name wherein there is fire." Thus it would appear that "fire-seed" was an
idiom well-known to both the European and Asiatic branches of the Aryan stock. In Maori the word purapura,
meaning "seed," is evidently connected in some way with "fire."
Mura, mumura, etc., "to blaze," is the m to p (the mb or mp) variant.
In New Zealand, pura does not mean fire; but in composition it does so, as may be seen in kapura and
mapura (ka-pura and ma-pura), both words for "fire."* In Hawaiian, pula means "a small particle" of anything,
as dust; pulapula is (1) "the tops of sugar-cane cut for planting," (2) "a devotee," (3) "anger," "revenge;" in this
dialect the connection both with "seed" and "fire" has been weakened. In Samoan we have pula, "to shine," "to
be yellow," as ripe fruit; but in Tahitian we have the fullest sense on both sides of the word: pura means "a
spark of fire," "a flash of fire or light," "to flash," "to blaze;" purara, "dispersion;" faa-purara, "to scatter,"
"spread abroad;" haa-purara (whaka-purara), "to make sparks fly," "to spread abroad," "a disperser." It seems
almost certain that the sowing, scattering abroad as of seed, is the scattering of sparks, the "fire-seed" in its
original sense. I have in a former paper ("Hina," etc.) expressed my belief that the Maori ura, "to glow," is from
the original world-spread root ur, or, aur, etc., used all over the ancient world. I find that certain scholars
consider that the Latin uro had originally a b before it, from the words found in composition, as comburo,
amburo, bustum, etc. I do not think that this is altogether proven, as I believe the root bur to be ur with the
digamma sound prefixed; but should it prove to be the case, then buro compares with the Greek pur or pyr
(###), "fire," and is a sister of the Polynesian pura, "fire." There is a clear connection between gold and
sun-worship; gold, the or (aurum) of old days: "The sacredness of gold seems indicated by Pindar, who,
invoking Theia, the mythical mother of the sun-god, exclaims: 'Through thee it is that mortals esteem mighty
gold above all things else!"'
Pind. Isthm., iv., 1.
Mr. Robert Brown, F.S.A., in his learned and interesting treatise, "The Myth of Kirkê,"
Page 159 (Note).
remarks: "The links between gold and solar divinities are endless, and the circumstances supplied a natural
basis for the commercial value of the metal." Elsewhere the same writer observes:
"Eridanus," p. 49 (Note 4).
"The bright solar divinities are, of course, rich in gold, a metal originally owing its importance to its yellow
(sun) colour, which made it at once semi-sacred and symbolic long ere it received an artificial commercial
value."
"Gold-worship," Dr. F. A. Paley, "Contemp. Review," Aug., 1884, p. 271.
None of the radicals in classic languages show the etymological relation between sun and gold, but the
Maori ura, "to glow," discloses the ra of Ra, "the sun," with the ur, "shining, glowing," word. I do not by this
mean to imply that the Polynesians were acquainted with gold (though no one can disprove even this), but I
think that there is a high probability that the word, in its Polynesian form, was applied to that metal when
discovered and used by men in Central Asia.
In referring to the "Cosmogony of Sanconiathon," said to be a history from the sacred books of the
Phœnicians, after mentioning how Phos, Pur, and Phlox (Light, Fire, and Flame) made the discovery of fire by
rubbing wood, Mr. Blackett says:
"Lost Histories of America," p. 104.
"And Usous having taken a tree and broken off the boughs, made a boat, and first ventured on the sea. And
he consecrated two pillars to 'fire' and 'the wind,' and worshipped them, and poured out upon them the blood of
wild beasts which he took in hunting; and when these men were dead consecrated rods to them and worshipped
the pillars." This is a singular coincidence of ancient ceremonial with that of the Maoris; they in their worship
setting up rods (mauri or toko-mauri) in their small temples or shrines (tuaahu). If the pillars were set up to
"Fire" and "Wind," a similar word to the Maori hau, "wind," was probably used (hau was a very common word
in old Maori incantations, as whangai-hau, etc.), some cognate word being used ages ago in Asia: "I there drew
attention to the Assyrian name for 'wind,' aiv (hair), au (hau), root # 'to blow.'"
"The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the Old Testament," Eberhard Schrader, p. 25.
And the pillar to Fire, if not called pur (see Blackett, l.c,) Trvp, or pu-ra, would also probably be called ra,
as even to-day in Central Asia this word obtains. Referring to pillars made of stones placed on each other in
regular order, it is said : "This emblem is also to be found in China and Thibet inscribed with Sanscrit letters,

which serve further to designate the parts. Thus the lowest, marked a, means the 'earth;' the circle, va, stands for
'water;' the triangle, ra, 'fire.'"
"Tree and Serpent Worship," Fergusson, p. 115.
(Maori, cf. ao, "the earth;" wai, "water;" ra, "sun.")
The ura word descended from antiquity into the most common of those Aryan myths which have given us
such lovely stories as the bases of classic poetry. If the theory of the solar mycologists is correct, the myths of
the Dawn, and of the Sun chasing the Dawn and conquering the Darkness, are the foundations of the greater
part of our pre-historic legends. Max Müller says : "Hence we find that names beginning with uru in Sanscrit
and with #### in Greek are almost invariably names of the Dawn, or Twilight.
cf. Maori uru, "the west."—E.T.
Names of the Dawn are Euryphaessa, the mother of Helios; Eurykyde, or Eurypyle, the daughter of
Endymion; Eurymede, the wife of Glaucus; Eurynome, the mother of the Charites; and Eurydike, the wife of
Orpheus."
"Chips from a German Workshop," vol. ii., p. 112.
But side by side with the polished versions deifying the shining light, existed an actual worship of the sun
and fire deities which we are not accustomed to consider as descending to almost modern days. We are apt to
forget that the Romans, though acknowledging a whole pantheon of deities, (and not absolutely
fire-worshippers in the sense in which the Parsees are thus to be considered,) paid the very greatest respect to
those fire-deities having charge of the domestic hearth—the Vesta, or Hestia worship; the devotion to the Lares.
It may be urged that the Lar-worship was entirely a worship of the spirits of ancestors, however cloaked under
differing names—as the Genius, Lares, Penates, Vesta, or Manes. The pitris, or "fathers," were worshiped by
the Sanscrit-speaking peoples, the Sama-Veda being devoted to the ceremonial directions. The old Slavonians
also paid their devotion to the ancestral spirits: "There is no doubt as to their belief that the souls of the fathers
watched over their children, and their children's children; and that, therefore, departed spirits, and especially
those of ancestors, ought always to be regarded with pious veneration, and sometimes solaced by prayer and
sacrifice."
"Songs of Russia," Ralston, p. 126.
Dr. Shortland has very ably
"Maori Religion and Mythology," chap. i.
shown the close parallelism between the worship of the manes and of the Maori ancestral spirits; but there
is more in the subject of interest unexhausted particularly the connection between the house spirit and fire "In
the "Avesta" (Spiegel's "Avesta," by Bleeck, vol. iii.,; p. 181), Asha-Vashista, the genius of fire, is designated
as "the house-companion of human beings." The Latin writers us "hearth" and "lar" as synonymous. Virgil
Æneid, v., 743, and ix., 259.
uses the terms: "Lares" and "Penates"
In lar, probably, the vowel sound # lias been broadened [unclear: from] lar. If so, then compare Maori ra,
Hawaiian la, Tongan laa, all meaning "the Sun;" also with penates, "the care-takers." (cf. the Maori [unclear:
pena,] take care of," "to cherish.")
indifferently, as the verse [unclear: happens] require, and habitually associates the house spirit with the
[unclear: f] on the hearth, and the "canæ penetralia Vestæ."
"The Aryan Household," W. E. Hearn, p. 51.
"'The true temples of the Etruscans,' it has been observed 'were the tombs' (Taylor's "Etruscan Researches,"
p. 49) practically, the real objects of their worship were the [unclear: Lares,] spirits of their ancestors. Each
house had its lararium, [unclear: whe] the master of the household offered prayer and worship every morning,
and sacrifice occasionally. In the Theodosian [unclear: code] was provided that no one should any longer
worship his lar [unclear: wi] fire (nullus Larem igne veneretur)."
"Religions of the Ancient World," G. Rawlinson, p. 194.
"Men worshipped the house spirit on the hearth at a [unclear: ti] when they perfectly understood that Dyaus
meant 'the [unclear: bl] sky,' and that Varuna, or Ouranos, was 'the arch of heaven Centuries after the common
apartment of the primitive house had disappeared, and separate rooms were assigned in [unclear: spacio]
mansions for the purpose of domestic life, the old altar, the symbol of the holy hearth, survived, as the houses
of [unclear: Pompe] still show, undisturbed, in the atrium. All the [unclear: changes] thought and feeling which
marked the rise of the empire [unclear: we] impotent against the Lar. Horace, Ovid, Petronius, ([unclear: See]
"Cité Antique," p. 24) free-thinkers in principle and sensualist in practice, duly celebrated the worship of the
hearth."
Hearn, loc. cit., p. 56.
Even when the ancestral spirits had been degraded [unclear: in] mere domestic goblins and pixies, it was
with the hearth [unclear: th] had special connection. Speaking of the German House-[unclear: Spin] the

, Grimm
"Deutsche Mythologie," vol. i., p. 468.
says: "We can often trace in [unclear: them] special relation to the hearth of the house, from beneath which
they often came forth, and where the door of their [unclear: subterrane] dwelling seems to have been : they are
peculiarly hearth-gods, From these examples, it will be clearly seen that if the Aryans were not
fire-worshippers, pure and simple, they [unclear: p] somewhat of adoration to that element, and to the ##o#, or
"gods of the hearth." This comes out most strongly in the accounts of the religious ceremonies wherein the
fire—the "new-fire," or "need-fire," agni, or by whatever name called, was bom from the friction of one piece
of wood against another. "Emile Burnouf, in his excellent work, "La Science des Religions," just published,
says: 'The # (swastika) represents the two pieces of wood laid upon one another before the sacrificial altars, in
order to produce the holy fire (agni), and whose ends were bent round at right angles and fastened by means of
iron nails # so that this wooden scaffolding might not be moved. At the point where the two pieces of wood
were joined there was a small hole, in which a third piece of wood in the form of a lance (called pramantha),
was rotated by means of a cord made of cow's hair and hemp, till fire was generated by friction. The father of
the holy fire (agni) is; Twastri, i.e., the divine carpenter who made the swastika and the pramantha, by the
friction of which the divine child was produced. The pramantha was afterwards transformed by the Greeks into
Prometheus, who they imagined stole fire from heaven, so as to instil into earth-born man the bright spark of
the soul. The mother of the holy fire is the divine Maja, who represents the productive forces in the form of a
woman;
Maja, Maia, or Maya. cf. the Tahitian maia, "a midwife," and : Maori maea, "to emerge."
every human being has his maja. Scarcely has the weak spark escaped from its mother's lap—that is from the
swastika, which is likewise called mother, and is the place where the divine Maja principally dwells—when it,
agni, receives the name of child."
"Troy and its Remains," Schliemann, p. 103.
It is of interest to note that the name given as that of the feather of Fire is Tvastri (spelt sometimes Tvachtri,
Twachtrei, etc., by European writers). The word means "a carpenter," and is referred to as possessing this
meaning by many philologists and mythologists, such as Kuhn, Max Müller, and others. It is Tvastri who forges
the thunderbolts of Indra, and all the different implements peculiar to the deities of Hindustan, but he is
sometimes regarded as being himself the Creator. That he, as Creator, was spoken of by such a title as "the
Carpenter" is certain, since so many eminent Sanscrit scholars declare this to be the fact; but I cannot believe
that any such mode of thought was even possible to a primitive people. A nation must have advanced a long
way up the scale of progress and improvement for an artisan, working either in wood or metals, to have
existence, much more for the name to have acquired honour as an appellative. We must look back through these
misleading mists of civilization to try and catch some glimpse of a race just emerging from the [unclear:
deepes] barbarism, unacquainted with any forces except natural [unclear: forces] and it is among the names of
these natural forces that we should look for that of the great Father of Fire. I believe [unclear: that] suggestion
which I now make will receive very grave consideration, in regard to the meaning of this name of Tvastri.
[unclear: T] effects of lightning were not known to the ancient world: it was the thunder in which mischief was
supposed to reside: [unclear: th] thunderbolt from the hand of Jove, of Indra, or of [unclear: Perkuna] That the
Thunderer, the wielder of Celestial Fire, should be father of the earth-born fire caused by the friction of wood
would be in perfect keeping with all we can imagine of [unclear: applicability] in the primitive mind. That the
word might afterward grow to mean "artificer" or "workman" (in a secondary or tertiary sense) is possible; but
that the Creator and the [unclear: Wielder] the Thunderbolt should be considered as one and the same person is
not only highly probable, but we have direct testimony [unclear: fro] Oriental and European classics that such
was the case. [unclear: W] should look, then, to a language having internal [unclear: evidence] simplicity, if
we seek for simple names of natural forces, [unclear: and] shall find no such language for our purpose so good
as the Polynesian, the untainted speech of an isolated people. Here we have the thunder-deity as Whaitiri, or
Whatitiri. Is [unclear: it] possible to trace a phonetic connecting link between Tvastri ad Whaitiri? If we turn to
a comparative table of Polynesian dialects, in the Appendix to Mr. Turner's "Samoa, a Hundred Years Ago," we
shall find a very close link. In the [unclear: Island] Vaté (or Faté), lying in the track between us and Asia, the
word for thunder is vatshiri. The connection between [unclear: Whaiti] vatshiri, and Tvastri must be
undoubted: an important [unclear: poi] being that only in Maori is the etymology of the word [unclear: tras]
parent.
The Malay, who has many Sanscrit words (most of late introduction with the Brahminical, Buddhistic, etc.,
religions), calls the thunder [unclear: g] This word is probably akin to the Tongan gulu, "to make a muttering
grumbling sound;" in New Zealand Maori, nguru, "to rumble." [unclear: If] Malay guruh is akin to the Sanscrit
gulu, "great," "extended," it [unclear: be] some relation to the #tan, "stretched out," which philologists say
[unclear: is] origin of the thunder-words in Aryan. (See Skeat, "Ety. Dict.," p. 75 "Science of Thought," Max

Müller, App.) Tangi, the Maori [unclear: word] wail, lament," is in the Tongan tagi, "to lament," but tagitagi is
[unclear: "stret] out to the uttermost."
To return for a short time to the fire-cross. Mr. N. [unclear: Jo] says: "In his interesting work upon the
origin of [unclear: fire (] Herabkunst des Fetters') Adalbert Kuhn always designates [unclear: t] swastika
[shown with two different diagrams—E.T.] by [unclear: t] name of arani, and he considers them both as the
principal religious symbols of our Aryan ancestors." He adds: [unclear: "Th]
"Man before Metals," p. 189.
process of kindling fire naturally led man to the ideas of sexual reproduction.
I would direct the attention of Maori scholars to the fact (doubtless a very natural one) that the same idea of
kindling the divine spark and of sexual reproduction obtains among the Maori races. Hika, the word meaning
"to kindle fire by friction," also means "coitus," or did formerly possess this meaning. As an example, I may
adduce the old legend of the arrival of the Tainui canoe in the Great Migration. [See Govt, pamphlet, G. 8,1880
: J. White.] The immigrant Maoris were unable to drag the canoe across the portage at Otahuhu, because the
gods were angry on account of a sin committed by Marama, one of the chief women of the canoe, with her
slave. The others did not know the cause of the canoe remaining immovable until the chieftainess chanted a
song in which occurred the words: "Turuturu mai ra te wai o te hika o Marama," a phrase by which, says the
native narrator (Hoani Nahe, M.H.R.), her offence became known. Compare also ahi, "fire," and ai, "coitus."
This is what we see in a hymn of the 'Rig Veda,' where the pramantha evidently represents the male," etc.
It is acknowledged that there is no certain derivation for "swastika." If the Maori, as I believe, has kept
more truly than any others to the old Aryan or pre-Aryan speech, the meaning may be as follows :—The Maori,
like the Persians, do not use the sibilant: swastika, without the two s letters, would be whatika : that is, in
Maori, whati, "bent at an angle, or elbow," and ka, "to kindle fire." The swastika was a fire-kindling cross, with
ends bent at angles.
If we consider this arani symbol as a fact, we shall find significance in the words of Sir H. Rawlinson,
"Jour. Anth. Soc.," vol. i., p. 366.
when he says: "The primitive meaning of ar was 'fire.' . . . The Aryans generally appear to have been sun-or
fire-worshippers, and probably they received their name from the fact. This would seem more probable than the
ordinary derivation from the root ar, 'to plough;' and it would include the sense of 'noble' preferred by Mr.
Peile, 'children of the sun' being usually a special title of the priestly or royal caste."
Can we find these Arani in Polynesia? I will take the evidence of the late M. Lesson.
"Les Polynésiens," vol. ii., p. 268.
He, quoting P. A. Lesson in the "Voyage aux Iles Mangareva," says that it is idle to attempt to give a date
for the establishment of the Polynesian race on these islands. They report themselves as "a colony of
immigrants descended from a great people called Arani." Who were these Arani from whom the Polynesians
were descended? Is it certain that there is no connection between them and the Aryan users of the Arani
"fire-symbol?"

ART. XLVIL—The Aryo-Semitic Maori.
[A REPLY.]
By E. TREGEAR, F.R.G.S.
[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 11th January, 1888.]
IN the last volume of the "Transactions" (xix.) there appeared a paper under the title of "The Aryo-Semitic
Maori," by Mr. A. S. Atkinson, of Nelson, on the subject of the origin of the Maori race, and my writings
thereon. . . . I will attempt to answer, in as few sentences as possible, the main objections made by Mr.
Atkinson.
First, as to the method, a method nicknamed "The Method of Insight." The writer says, in effect, that I
claim that my system is a delightfully easy mode of derivation and interpretation, merely being the comparison
of surface resemblances. If I stated that for the reader of my little book the result was easy to understand, it by
no means followed that the work necessary to produce such results was easy in its process. It is averred by
others, (who are followers of the "high and dry" school of philology, and who seem to think that all human
knowledge has been digested and absorbed by themselves,) that any two languages may be compared
phonetically and resemblances be found. If any one of these persons will take the 7,000 words in Williams'
"New Zealand Dictionary" and compare them with, say Esquimaux, or Mexican, he will have no "delightfully

easy" task. Better still, a language like the Tlatskanai (Athabascan), quoted by Canon Farrar, wherein
kholsiakatatkhusin = tooth, and kholzotkhltzitzkhltsaha= tongue, when compared with Maori, would be a
pursuit of no light character, although, as I said of my work, the result would be easy for the reader to follow.
Can it be proved that the phonetic method of comparison utterly fails? or that it fails at all? The more one
learns, the more one reads, there comes one crushing dominating idea, the immense antiquity of the human race
on the earth. Professor Sayce, who stands amongst the highest of authorities, says (in the last number of the
"Journal of the Anthropological Society") that he once made a calculation as to the time since man had been a
speaking animal, and he assigned forty thousand years. I must say I feel sympathy with another writer, who has
said that those who are hunting for derivations in written records are but "scratching about on the surface" of
human speech: words, as symbols of things, had their birth in ages compared with whose antiquity all books, all
rock inscriptions, all alphabets and picture writings are but the work of yesterday. With deep reverence for the
learned, devoted students of historical research, we must come to real philology at last, to the phonetic bases of
the linguistic divisions into families—perhaps at last to the bases of linguistic unity. As a general rule, there can
be little doubt but that languages which use the same sounds to express the same ideas are near akin, and from
the same primal source. This has been the idea—and, in substance, the only idea—which has made philology
possible: it was solely the likeness of sound and sense perceived between words of Hindostanee and words of
European languages which wrought the discovery of the Aryan unity, although afterwards strengthened by
other assistance, such as that of grammatical forms, etc. Further research has made it certain that many of these
resemblances were not justifiable in comparison; nay, those persons who love paradox and exaggeration delight
in stating that if two words resemble each other in sound and sense it is a proof that they are not connected.
This would destroy the connection between the English "brother" and the Sanscrit bhratri, between our "stand"
and the Sanscrit sthá—but such assertion really hardly needs denial. However we may track a word historically,
we get to a dim twilight at last, in which we see the word being written down by an unknown scribe, in letters
whose values differed according to the differing phonetic values assigned to them by this writer: briefly, this
early penman, or rock-cutter, was then doing for his particular dialect yesterday what the missionary is doing in
Polynesia to-day—i.e., writing by sound: and it cannot be doubted that comparison between words in such a
similar stage is very fairly permissible. Mr. Atkinson states that I take Aryan words in any period of growth,
and compare these with Maori: I answer that in many cases I do this intentionally; with this much of
reason,—that many words have scarcely changed to any extent within the historic period, and it matters little at
what stage comparison is made with these. If I do not (or, rather, did not) give the oldest form, it was because I
did not wish to cloud the sense of the passage by carrying the reader through strings of derivations, not always
clear without long explanation. Had I taken the oldest form of the word obtainable, it would always have been
to the advantage of the Aryan-Maori theory. Thus, I compared the Maori hoko, "to barter" (modern, "to buy or
sell"), with the English "hawker," one who buys and sells; but the Teutonic words (German, hoken, "to higgle;"
Danish, höker, "a huckster"), which have kept the old form better than the English, are also nearer the Maori.
So with the English word "hook," which I compared with the Maori hake, "crooked." A Maori is perfectly able
to say huka, and does use the word in a different sense, but does not mean a "hook" thereby: his word hake
(#Hak), "bent," (compare ahaaka, "bent like a large hook," Colenso,) is akin to the word whence our modern
form is derived, the Anglo-Saxon haaca, "a hook;" Dutch haak, Swedish hake, German haken. Again, I
compared the Maori hau, "to chop," "to hew," with the English "hew;" but the German hauen (hau-en) is nearer
to the Maori word. As to the derivations within the German itself the same cousinship appears. The German
tau, "a rope," is (as I said) the Maori tau, "a rope;" but in Kluge's "Etymolo gisclies Worterbuch der Deutschen
Sprache" the German tau is said to be connected with the English "tow," as a rope-making material; while the
English tow, "to drag," has its Maori equivalent in the verb to, "to drag," "to haul," as a canoe, (to-anga,
"towing;" toanga-waka, "a place where canoes are hauled up); the English and the Maori to be similarly spelt,
if written down for the first time, to-day, by sound. I think that the accusation about "words of any period"
being used to suit my convenience in comparison fails—it was to suit my convenience as to brevity that I took
the familiar form.
Mr. Atkinson considers that I take too much latitude in regard to the letter sounds, instancing that I bring
the Sanscrit ve, "to weave," into comparison with Maori syllables we, whe, and whi. There is great indecision in
some of the Maori forms between w and wh. I could quote numberless instances where good Maori scholars (in
past days) use waka for whaka (causative). I am often doubtful, in comparing Polynesian words, as to which is
the oldest form, h, wh, f, v, w, etc.: in many cases the Maori appears to be wrong. Thus, ahi, "fire," should (by
comparison with the Samoan afi) perhaps be written awhi; hoe, "a paddle," (in Samoan foe,) should perhaps be
whoe-it being possible to distinguish the true h sounds because rendered by Samoan s: thus Maori hau, "wind"
=sau: Maori hoa, "a friend"—soa; this question requires much consideration. That the Maori whenu, "the warp
of cloth;" whiri, "to plait," Tongan fifi, "to plait cocoanut leaves;" Tahitian, firi, "to plait;" Hawaiian, hili, "to
plait, to twist, to spin," may all be connected with a root vi or ve, "to spin, to weave," is very probable

phonetically : the sound here seldom gets so far away from its radical as the European derivatives of the root ve
or ri; examples given being wine, withy, osier, uitis, ferrule, willon, etc. (Skeat's "Etymological Dictionary").
As to the assertion that I represent Sanscrit d, dh, l, and r by the Maori r, that is also a fact: my plea being that
the English sounds are thus represented in Maori. We translate the D of "David" by R of Rawiri; the l of "linen"
by r of rinena : and both l and r in the word "glory" as kororia. What interpreters do in translating Aryan
English into Maori letters is the only guide I have in thus comparing the Aryan Sanscrit with Maori sounds
written in these letters.
The most amusing part of this objection appears when we consider its bearing on the Malay. Because a few
words in Malay resemble Maori in sound and sense, therefore, say the "high and dry" people, this is good
enough to prove connection between these peoples. There is no proof that Malay dua, "two," is the Maori rua,
"two," except sound-likeness; but if the student, conceding relationship, goes further, and expresses the opinion
that the Aryan dua, "two," is also a near connection there is a shriek of horror from the classical linguists. The
grammarian cries "Impossible!"—quite ignoring the fact that rules of grammar mark mere stages in the
progress of a language, and that modern English grammar is as tar away from Sanscrit or old Latin as the Malay
grammar is from the Maori, and that is a "far cry." For every Malay word traceable in the Maori vocabulary, the
student can find twenty Polynesian words in the German Dictionary.
The objection that I split up a Native word as I choose is one that I defend, if in doing so I can prove that
the probable radix appears more distinctly in that form. A greater or less complexity may be allowed to roots;
but the more simple the form we use, the more we surrender the meanings possible to be expressed. I do not
consider that the division according to the Native mode of so dividing a word would be the best way in which
to arrive at the primal significance. Thus, if we take the word patu, "to strike," I consider that it may be treated
under three distinct radical forms: that is, either as the third root #Pat, "to strike;" or, as the second, the more
simple #Pa "to touch; or perhaps its most primitive form, #A, "to urge," "to drive." Whatever may be the vowel
of direction or modification used to close the syllable in Polynesian fashion the sound of #Pat or #Pak (the true
dialectical interchange) carries the sense of "striking," "knocking, "pattering," "patting," "breaking," etc., in
patu, pata, patoto, patiti, pat#t#, pakak#, pakanga, pakaru, paketu, paki, pakini, pakunu, and pakuru The
sister-words in the Islands are multitudinous, but need not be quoted. I think this argument shows that, in spite
of the natural divisions of a Polynesian word into distinct syllables, each ending with a vowel, a radical sense
may extend itself over words like pata, "to drip" like water; ripi, "to cut;' mano, "the heart" (mental, not
physical), manawa, "the heart;" mana, "influence, authority;" maru, "bruised;" kite, "to see, perceive" which
would allow them to be referred to similar roots to those given (Appendix, Skeat's "Etymological Dictionary")
Aryan roots: such as #Pat, "to fall," #Rup, "to break #Mar, "to grind," #Man, "to think," #Kit, "to perceive,"
Mr Atkinson scores one point against me fairly enough : that in which he shows that my comparison of kiri,
"the skin," with our curry, "to dress hides," is wrong. He does this on the authority of Professor Skeat, who
states that curry comes from courroyer, the old French being con-royer; thus showing [unclear: it] to be a
compound word conveying the idea of "to set in [unclear: order.] I yield the point, pleading that, at the time I
wrote the paper containing this comparison, I had no copy of Skeat's [unclear: "Etymo]. logical English
Dictionary," and that I was relying upon [unclear: tw] other Etymological English Dictionaries as references. In
[unclear: the] first, Richardson's "New Dictionary of the English [unclear: Language,] 1855, the derivation of
curry is given as through French corroyer from the Latin corium, "a hide," with the example : i corium equi et
dorsum fricare strigilli, "to rub the hide of a horse with a currycomb." The other authority was Ward and
[unclear: Lock] "Standard Etymological Dictionary," 1880, in which cornoyer is given as a derivative of
corium. There can be little [unclear: dou] that the French cuir, "leather," is connected with Latin corium "a
hide," Lithuanian skura, "a hide," Sanscrit karma, "hide," Irish creat, "a hide:" all pointing to a common
[unclear: ro] #Kar or #Kir (KR) as their source, and thus being akin the Maori kiri, "a hide." If we also consider
the word curée, given by Brachet
"French Ety. Diet.," 1878.
as a hunting term for "pieces of skin, etc., [unclear: throw] to the hounds," I think it possible that in the
vulgar or provincial idioms unknown to literary men, a word "curry," meaning something to do with hides, or
the skin, did exist in English, even by the side of such base compounds as con-royer This may yet be found by
English scholars to be the case, and the etymology reconsidered. From my correction by [unclear: M] Atkinson
a very useful lesson may be learnt, that is [unclear: as] considering any Etymological Dictionary as a thing
"made [unclear: la] by the Medes and Persians." If we compare our derivation to-day with those given only
thirty years ago, note the discrepancies, and then picture our present works in the light of century hence, the
notion that we know all about everything—even about the impossibility of the Aryan-Maori theory—may be
shaken.
Apparently the most serious argument used by Mr. Atkinson is that wherein he urges the Semitic side of the
question, and uses my method in discussing it. Perhaps I am very dull and dead to fine raillery in not supposing

it to be all pure wit, [unclear: but] will take it for granted that Mr. Atkinson has not been mocking the Society
too utterly by sending in a paper for publication without any seriousness in it at all. He first discusses the word
"Maori," which he says is the same as "Mauri" [unclear: (] and asserts that the meaning is probably "living, not
[unclear: dead.] He then quotes from Codrington's "Melanesian [unclear: Languages'] in support of this. I think
that most Maori student will agree with me in declining to consider that Mauri and Maori are one word, or that
the meaning of Maori [unclear: is] "living, not dead," even if backed up by many Melanesians.
Mr. Atkinson's example of mauri meaning "living" is the "God save you" expression, used when one
sneezes : Tihe, mauri ora! ("Sneeze, living soul!") Only, unfortunately for Mr. Atkinson, the word for "living"
in this sentence is ora, so that as an example of mauri meaning "living" it is very weak.
Williams' "New Zealand Dictionary" says that Maori means "native;" the "Tahitian Dictionary" gives maori,
"indigenous, not foreign;" the "Hawaiian Dictionary" also gives maoli, "indigenous, native;" there is not the
slightest reason for supposing the word refers to the Mauri or Moors of ancient history. Mr. Atkinson seems to
have taken up (without acknowledgment) the late Rev. Mr. Taylor's idea as to the Moors and the Mauri,
although Mr. Taylor's derivation of mauri (i.e., ma + uri, as being the "black blood of the heart") would
scarcely coincide with the sense of "indigenous, native," and would be rejected with scorn by the Maoris, if
"Moor" and "blackfellow" be offered as the explanation of the national name of all the fair Polynesians. There
is, however, a race of people whose ancient language, called Sanscrit, does contain the word, or one very like it.
In Monier Williams' "Sanscrit Dictionary" we find maulika, "original," "radical;" maulya, "being at the root;"
maula, "living from olden times or for generations in any country," "indigenous." This word thus agrees in
sense, and nearly in sound, with the "maol" of the Polynesian maoli; "Moor" does not so agree, either in sound
or meaning.
Mr. Taylor is a very curious guide for Mr. Atkinson to follow. I do not by this expression mean to decry
Mr. Taylor's ability—it would be well if there were a few more men in New Zealand actuated by a spirit of
inquiry and love of knowledge akin to his. But, as Mr. Atkinson says he has been a student of the Maori
language for a long time, he must know that Mr. Taylor is a very doubtful authority. Mr. Atkinson says that one
proof of the Maoris having known the kava root, as chewed for intoxicant, is that Mr. Taylor so considers, on
the strength of a place named "Kawaranga!" This must be jest: the name of the place is correctly spelt
"Kauwaeranga." In Mr. Codrington's book there is much that is of very great value, but it is not all of equal
value. As a grammar, etc., of the Melanesian languages it is quite unique, and has won so much of praise for its
author that it can afford a few points of dissent being raised without suffering. But when the grammar, etc., has
been considered, and the author then theorizes outside the technical part, we are at liberty to totally dissent from
that theory and the conclusions. The theory is that the whole of the Oceanic languages are (in base) one : Malay
Archipelago, Madagascar, Papua, Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia—all the natives of these places speak one
tongue. There are too many points of argument in the question to meet here, but I doubt [unclear: i] Polynesian
scholars will accept any such theory. There [unclear: i] great persistence and no great difference in most vital
Polynesian words : rakau, "a tree," for instance, is lakau, [unclear: ra] laau in almost all the islands. But if we
are to study Polynesian through Melanesian; if we are to find the word [unclear: rak] (honestly) in hayu, ai, ei,
kayu, diwal, pasil, ie, etc., as Mr. Codrington says, we shall require "more light" than a single book can afford
us. There can be little reason for studying; Maori through such corrupt and degraded channels as the
Melanesian speech; it would be about as reasonable as [unclear: t] study the English language through the
"slave-blobber" o the American Negro. It seems to me that Mr. Codrington's efforts are used to make those
among whom he labours be considered equal to any of the other islanders. He says (p. 12): "The Melanesian
people have the misfortune to be black, to be much darker, at least, than either Malays or Polynesians;" (at p.
13) "there is no doubt a certain reluctance on the brown side to acknowledge the kindred of the black. The
Melanesians are the poor relations, at the best, [unclear: o] their more civilized and stronger neighbours;" (at p.
35) [unclear: "t] the Polynesian, who is shocked at being claimed as a relation by a much blacker man than
himself, it is answered that be speaks a language very like the Melanesian, but not so complete and full." The
gist of these remarks seems to be, "My black-fellow is as good as (if not better than) your brown-[unclear:
fellow.] I can only say that there is no moro reluctance among the Polynesians to acknowledge kinship with the
Melanesians [unclear: tha] there is among Europeans to acknowledge kinship with the light races of the South
Seas. By the accounts of the early explorers, they again and again mistook Polynesians [unclear: f] Europeans.
Ethnologically, I should think that the distance between the straight-haired, light-brown, Polynesian and the
blue-black, woolly-haired Melanesian was very great, [unclear: i] type, although there may be many
intermediate links in the islands, made by persistent "crossings" of the [unclear: strains] blood.
The Malagasy speech-family is a very difficult subject [unclear: t] treat of: as to many words being kindred
(if the sound and [unclear: so] resemblance is acknowledged as proof of unity) with the Malay, the fact is
indisputable, although I believe many of the [unclear: coincidenes] are fallacious. But the Polynesian words to
be found are [unclear: fe] indeed : the words used in Madagascar have been but too [unclear: ofter] compared

with the corrupt and abraded forms of Eastern Polynesia, wherein, by the dropping of important letters, all
[unclear: origins] form of the word has been lost, and become worthless for purposes of comparison. And the
grammar! He must [unclear: be] "grammarian with a theory," indeed, who finds Malagasy, Papuan, Malay, and
Maori grammars identical. The Malagasy is so full of words adopted from English, French, Portuguese, Arabs,
and the neighbouring African tribes (as well as Malays), that comparison is infinitely dangerous and difficult.
Mr. Atkinson made a very long quotation from Professor Whitney's "Life and Growth of Language," with
the object of overwhelming me by an authoritative statement as to the only manner in which etymologies of
differing languages may be compared. The main point in the quotation is, that "whereas a close verbal
resemblance between the nearly-related tongues has the balance of probabilities in its favour, one between only
distantly-related tongues, or those regarded as unrelated, has the probabilities against it." Who, then, are to be
the judges as to the languages to be considered related or unrelated, before they have been compared? For
centuries the classical languages of Europe and the classical language of Hindustan were supposed to be
unrelated, and it is only in our own generation that the claim, fiercely contested, of the Celtic-speaking peoples
to be admitted into the Aryan family was acknowledged. Plenty of sarcasm and ridicule (now forgotten), plenty
of loud, frothy denial was poured upon the advocates of the Aryo-Celtic theory. To use the name of Professor
Whitney is to charm with the wand of one whose name is respected by every educated Englishman, and a
two-fold measure of this respect is due from those who are students of language; but can anyone believe that
Professor Whitney advocates the method followed in European linguistics being applied to the study of
Polynesian? That is to say: that the literary and historic method should be applied to the study of races having
no literature and no historical records? An idea so brilliant cannot be Professor Whitney's—it was reserved for
an Antipodean writer to evolve this spasm of genius. Must we be contented never to compare the Polynesian
language with any other until we obtain their literary records? I decline to do this, and I will quote the words of
one greater than Professor Whitney concerning this question. Professor Max Müller, in his "Introduction to the
Science of Religion," p. 97, says:—
"My chief object in publishing, more than twenty years ago, my letter to Bunsen 'On the Turanian
Languages,' in which these views were first put forward, was to counteract the dangerous dogmatic scepticism
which at that time threatened to stop all freedom of research, and all progress in the Science of Language. No
method was then considered legitimate for a comparative analysis of languages except that which was, no
doubt, the only legitimate method in treating, for instance, the Romance languages, but was not, therefore, the
only possible method for a scientific treatment of all other languages. No proofs of relationship were then
admitted even for languages outside the pale of the Aryan and Semitic families, except those which had been
found applicable for establishing the relationship between the various members of these two great families of
speech. My object was to show that, during an earlier phase in the development of language, no such proofs
ought ever to be demanded, because, from the nature of the case, they could not exist, while yet their absence
would in no way justify us in denying the possibility of a more distant relationship."
It is precisely this point I wish to establish : my contention being that Polynesian is "Aryan in the
agglutinative stage"—the more valuable because in the agglutinative stage language is comparatively
"transparent," and therefore etymologies are knowable; while in the later inflected stage (when the inflections
consist of dead and forgotten agglutinations, as in case-endings) the primitive sense can only be guessed at and
quarrelled over. From European philologists we hear what they infer the pre-inflectional Aryan language must
have been, when "the flections had not yet been evolved, and when the relations of grammar were expressed by
the close amalgamation of flection-less stems in a single sentence-word;" when "there was as yet no distinction
between noun and verb," and "the accusative and genitive relations of after-days did not exist;" "when as yet an
Aryan verb did not exist, when, in fact, the primitive Aryan conception, of the sentence was much the same as
that of the modern Dyak;" when, "apart from the imperative, the verb of the undivided Aryan community
possessed no other tenses and moods;" when "the parent-Aryan was once itself without assigns of gender." It is
to the Aryan tongue in its crude but more vital childhood that I wish to compare the Maori language.
See Fornander, "Polynesian Race," vol. iii. p. 12.
If there was the slightest historical probability that the Maoris had received the words which compare in
sound and sense with European and Asiatic ones, either by conquest, by commercial intercourse, or by religious
teaching, then those words would be easily separable : as easily as the later Sanscrit can be detected in those
words of Malay introduced by Brahmin and Buddhist priests from India. It is not possible even to pretend the
probability of such late intercourse between Asia and the Maori: the Maori tongue gives evidence of being a
primitive form of speech, not a decayed dialect of a nobler language. It is only through negligence, or want of
acquaintance with the Polynesian tongues, that the most remarkable of these "coincidences" have not been
investigated before. Such men as Bopp and Humboldt (both of whom saw the sure affinity) failed from sheer
want of material. To rely upon such information as the Tongan of Mariner, and the Maori of Lee and Nicholas,
was to possess a most unfortunate basis whereon to erect any kind of superstructure. As an example of later

incapacity in regard to Polynesian, I may quote from Maxwell's valuable "Manual of the Malay Language" (p.
10): "A long list might be made of common words not included in any of the following groups, which are
almost pure Sanscrit, such as bawa, 'to bring,'" etc. Now, here we have a Malay word, bawa, which, if allied to
the Sancrit root vah, "to carry," is certainly not so near as the Polynesian vaha, "to carry." Yet in the same work
(p. 3) is given a quotation from Crawford's "Malay Gram-mar," in which the writer says: "An approximation to
the proportions of Sanscrit existing in some of the principal languages will show that the amount constantly
diminishes as we recede from Java and Sumatra, until all vestiges of it disappear in the dialects of Polynesia."
The writer must have known more about Malayan than Polynesian.
Concerning those Semitic languages which Mr. Atkinson brings forward as evidence how my method can
be applied to them, he at once frankly confesses that his knowledge of Arabic is of such a quality that he has
not even taken the trouble to acquire the ability to read the written character. I have a greater charge to bring
against him even than indolence: he does not seem to have understood the A, B, C of modern philology, which
separates the root-formation of the Aryan and Semitic branches of language into two distinct systems : "The
root of Aryan verbs is all but invariably monosyllabic, consisting of a consonant followed by a vowel, as in da,
'give,' or sta, 'stand:' but the root of the Semitic verb is always trilateral, or rather triconsonantic, and therefore
necessarily dissyllabic—i.e., instead of being, as in Aryan, an open syllable, it is always close (as in qtl, 'to kill;'
dbr, 'to speak;' ktb, 'to write.') . . . Thus, in Greek, ###µµ# is 'a writing,' #####ú# 'a writer,' and ######, 'he
wrote;' whereas in Hebrew SeePheR is 'a book,' SoPHeeR is 'a writer,' and SâPHaR, 'he wrote.' Again, in Greek,
######## is 'a king,' and greek text 'he reigned;' but in Hebrew MeLeK is 'a king,' and the same word with other
vowels, MâLaK, 'he reigned.' Thus it is as if in Hebrew the trilateral consonants—which were the only things
which appeared in writing at all, the vowels being left absolutely unrepresented—were things too sacred to
touch."
Canon Farrar, "Language and Languages," pp. 354-56.
My contention is that the Maori language is founded on the Aryan, and not on the Semitic root-system of
trilateral consonants; that Maori is formed, fundamentally, on open syllables of a consonant followed by a
vowel, as Farrar and Max Müller both state that the Aryan languages are formed. If Klaproth's theory of a
primitive universal language can Mr. Atkinson makes this assertion, (satirically, of course,) not I, because I
know, as everybody does, that the modern Maori meaning of po is "night," and "Hades." But that a bird should
be named after a bull is not without precedent, the English bird, the bittern (Botaurus stellaris), being named
doubly after the bull—the derivation of bittern being supposed to be from bos and taurus—perhaps from its
booming, bellowing cry; but it seems almost as ridiculous, at first, to associate together the idea of a bull and a
wading-bird as a bull and a parrot. In this paper I will not enter into the question of the Maori having been
acquainted with cattle, because I hope next session to deal with the subject exhaustively, on account of
information gathered from all parts of Polynesia and from ancient writings; but I will in a few words put the
argument into such a shape as will deprive it of any idea of improbability. If the Maoris migrated to Polynesia,
they probably came from one of the great continents. If Mr. Atkinson and his party reject the evidence of
tradition, and its universal consensus in the South Seas as to the migration hitherwards, I have no more to say.
But, if they came from some other place, where was that place in which they had no knowledge of cattle? In
Europe, the haunt of the aurochs and urus? In Asia, the home of the pastoral tribes and cattle-tending nomads?
In Africa, the dwelling of the buffalo? or in America, the land of the bison? With the single exception of the
island-continent of Australia, (a place there is no tittle of evidence to show that they visited,) wherever the
Maoris came from, they must have known cattle. From the most eastern extremity of Asia, where the Chinese
call the cow ngau, (k = ng, kau—ngau; and I compared the English gnaw with the Maori ngau, "to bite," the
idea being "ruminant," "cud-chewing,") right through all changes acknowledged by philologists—kau, coo, go,
gau, bos, #ovc, etc.,—to the extreme west, in Ireland, where the word is bo, the name stretches right across
Europe and Asia. If the Maoris came from either of these two great continents, and knew cattle at all, it was
probably by one of these two forms of the word "bo" (Tongan bo, Maori po) or "kau." that the animals were
called. Thus I, who believe that the Maori race had its cradle on the lofty plateaus of Central Asia, cannot see
anything ludicrous in the idea that their language retains some trace of words which they must have used, if
they used any.
The "nay a" theory I shall not defend at any length, but I decline to accept Mr. Atkinson's play upon nga as
conclusive in any way. The Maori, who knows not the snake in New Zealand, uses for "snail, slug," etc., the
word ngata, which in Polynesia means the "snake," and is in Hawaiian naka. Whether the Hawaiian form is
nearest of kindred to the naga serpent of Sanscrit, the naga, Malay, "a dragon," snaca, Anglo- Saxon, and the
Icelandic snakr, I do not know; but Hawaiian forms are nearer to European in many words than Maori forms
are—perhaps because, as I said in "The Aryan Maori," the Hawaiian may be a later migation. It is curious, too,
to notice that "snail" (Maori ngata,) is (snægl) from the same root as "snake," whilst "adder" (properly a
"nadder") is the German natter. I had spoken in "The Aryan Maori" of the "footed serpent," the lizard, being

regarded with awe; it is certain that nya in Polynesia was used for the "lizard." The Marquesans call the large
house-lizard nga-nga, a curious word if it is merely the duplicated article. Constantly, in Marquesan, ng
changes with k, (as it does in Maori—and in Latin,)
Marquesan, ikoa, for ingoa; hoki, for hongi, etc. Latin, pingo and pictum, tango and tactum.
the representative of this word in New Zealand being kakariki, the green lizard, for nganga, ngaka, or
ngata-riki.
See "Aryan Maori," p. 26.
Thus it seems highly probable that the important part of the word ngata, "a snake," is nga. If it was really the
case that the Maoris, like other Polynesians, knew the snake as ngata, nata, or naka, then the missionaries in
giving them the word naka for "snake" were unintentionally (even pathetically) giving them back their own
word lost for centuries, as I feel certain they unsuspectingly did in a hundred other cases, where words
supposed to be pakeha-maori, or corrupted English, may be found in songs and incantations ages old. Be that as
it may, anyone who considers that where nga is used in composition as a prefix it is but the plural article "the,"
can scarcely have examined the subject at all. Setting aside the direct words nga, "to breathe," nganga, "a
stone," etc., there are many words prefixed with nga, in which nga evidently has some direct bearing on the
sense of the word that no conception of it as merely a prefixed article agglutinated will explain. Whether nga
has ever meant naga or not, it seems possible, from the genius of the Polynesian language making a vowel
follow a simple consonant, that this double consonant sound ng may once have had a vowel between n and g =
na-ga.
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(WANGANUI HERALD.)
His Worship the Mayor occupied the chair, and in a few remarks introduced the speaker.
Mr Ballance, on coming forward, was received with rounds of applause. He laid that he appeared before
them on that occasion, after a very short interval since his last speech, in consequence of the defeat of the
Government. The Government had been defeated because certain gentlemen of exalted opinions and patriotic
motives who usually found their normal resting place on the verge or margin of parties, withdrew their support
from the Ministry. It had been very easily done. The change was brought about by the change of views of four
gentlemen; even less-three gentlemen accomplished the work. They found out that the Government were not
entitled to their support as soon as the tariff proposals were brought down; but in reality they had withdrawn
their support from the Government before they knew what the tariff would be, and they had expressed their
intentions of sot voting for the Government. There were always to be found men in this position on the
boundaries of parties, and the defeat of Governments were generally caused by these extremely conscientious
gentlemen. The question that arose with the Government was as to the course they should follow, consequent
on the motion being carried. There were only two courses open. One was to resign office and allow their
successors to come into power, and the other to appeal to the country; The Government could have thrown up
the reins, and said to the other party that they could go in and show what they were able to do, and in fact a
great many of the friends of the Government advised them to take this course, on the ground that the
Opposition, when they got into power would also find the necessity for Increased taxation, and would begin to
make enemies immediately they proposed it. The Government, however, dissented from this position, and
having a distirct policy on which they could appeal to the country, as against the negative policy of the
Opposition, they decided to go to the country to ascertain whether or not it endorsed their policy. He was aware
that this course was attended with considerable inconvenience to Ministers, more especially as they had a
definite policy, while they were unable to ascertain what their opponents' policy was. Everyone was aware of
the policy of the Government, but no one knew the policy of the Oppositions Some had tried to find out their
policy from the negative policy or no opinions of Major Atkinson, and had gone back to the "Continuous

Ministry" which had held office from 1879 to 1884 and had in some cases gone back to some of Major
Atkinson's speeches to find out if his policy was there, He was not going to refer, except in a very cursory
manner, to the policy of the Opposition. He recognised that as a member of the Government he held an
important position, and he was that night on his defence before them as a portion of the electors of the country,
and it would be for them to say whether the Government policy contained any merits or not, or whether it
should be adopted by the country,

The Wanganui Contest.
He had, since he came to Wanganui that week, been informed that he was to be opposed for this
constituency. Of course he could not object to that; it was not for him to make any objection for he held that it
was the duty of any section of the community that felt that its views were not in accordance with those of its
representative to make an appeal to the electors. He believed that this contest should be decided in a decorous
manner and without recrimination or ill-feeling. (Hear Hear.) He thought that it could be fought out on higher
grounds, as there were broad questions and broad principles to be settled, and they ought to settle them without
any unnecessary amount of personality or abuse. Having said so much be would like to add further, that he was
not conscious of having done anything during his term of office since his election in 1884 to lose him the
confidence of those who returned him to Parliament (applause). If they returned him again his services were at
their disposal, and if he were not returned again he would submit to their decision without a murmur. It would
not be becoming on his part to dictate to any constituency as to what they should do, and he could only say that
he felt confident that his political friends, who assisted him so largely at the last election, had not bad their
confidence shaken. He was aware that like every one else he had made mistakes. It was said that those are the
most successful generals who make the leapt mistakes Every battle teems with mistakes that are made on both
sides; only those made on the winning side are fewer than those made by the losers. He was conscious that he
had made mistakes, bat he was also conscious that what he had done was tor the best. He had tried to promote
those principles that he thought would tend most to the good of the colony, and he did not think that anyone
could accuse him of having been inattentive to the wants of this particular community. (Applause.) He had felt,
and always should feel, that Wanganui was his home and the people were his people, and that he was closely
associated and indentified with their progress. Therefore, it was not only a task, but a pleasure, to do all that lay
in bis in his power to promote the interests of Wanganui, and, as their representative, his object had always
been such. (Applause.)

The Policy of the Government.
With regard to the policy of the Government, it had been freely condemned all over the colony, and,
strange to say, the majority of the papers of the colony had declared against them. He might say that, from the
time they first took office, the press was against them. The Government were in this position, that they never
had had a large party or a strong party supporting them. At the time of the last election, in 1884, when the
Atkinson Ministry appealed to the country, the question before the colony had very little to do with the
personnel of the present Ministry, as most of them at the time of the defeat of the Atkinson party were not in
Parliament, During their term of office they had been resposing, as it were, on the top of a [unclear: pea] up
volcano, not having a strong party to assist them in carrying out their policy. [unclear: H] thought, however,
considering the circumstances, that the Government had [unclear: d] more in the way of passing measures for
the welfare of the colony, and measures which he thought had been endorsed by [unclear: ti] people of the
country than could have [unclear: be] expected.

Settlement of the Land.
They had heard a great deal [unclear: about] offence alleged to have been [unclear: committed] the
Government in expending between £60,000 and £70,000 without the [unclear: author] of Parliament, and this
had been brought forward as one of the greatest offences the Government had committed. [unclear: Well,] was
prepared to answer the [unclear: objections;] asked for no consideration, but he would show that the policy
from the [unclear: begin] to the end was a constitutional policy, [unclear: an] that they were entirely justified
on constitutional and political grounds in the actions in regard to the settlement of the land. (Applause.) One
would supposed [unclear: th] they had been spending £60,000 more [unclear: th] had been definitely
appropriated by Parliament, and that they had done something quite unconstitutional. His hearers [unclear:
ought] know that Parliament gives to [unclear: eve] Ministry the power of spending up [unclear: to] £100,000
every year, without any [unclear: defi] votes; to be afterwards indemnified [unclear: a] endorsed by the special
act of Parliament itself. Every year there came before parliament appropriations which [unclear: have] been

specially voted, for the consideration and indemnification of the House. Well regard to the large expenditure
[unclear: they] incurred, he would ask, were there no [unclear: pe] cedents? They had only to look at [unclear:
th] Financial Statement for 1884 and [unclear: ti] would see that Major Atkinson came [unclear: do] and told
the House that he had [unclear: sp] £260,000 in a case of emergency, for [unclear: t] purchase of railway
material, and in [unclear: mat] provision for the unemployed. [unclear: They] remembered the action of
Disraeli in connection with the Suez Canal shares [unclear: wh] he bought up £3,000,000 worth and [unclear:
netiated] for the purchase of them with [unclear: t] Rothschilds without any authority on [unclear: th] part of
Parliament. Then what [unclear: had] himself done in 1885? They all [unclear: remebered] the Russian war
scare. That [unclear: was] case of great emergency, and he [unclear: believ] that it would crop up in a few
years again and that we should continue having Russian war scares until Russia made an [unclear: attack]
India. He believed in this respect [unclear: th] was more danger than they [unclear: anticipate] Well, the colony
was greatly alarmed about the indefensible and undefended condition of its port?, and the Government, instead
of waiting for the authority of Parliament, took upon themselves the question of harbour defences. They ordered
over £150,000 worth of armaments and war materia), and in addition they incurred considerable expenditure in
preparing the fortifications—and all this without the authority of Parliament. Did Parliament object? No; as ar
as he knew, not a single member of the House raised his voice against the expenditure. On the contrary, the
action of the Government was endorsed on all sides as one calculated to meet the circumstances of the case.
Looking at it, therefore, from the constitutional side he would say they were justified in acting as they did. Then
with regard to the political side. Last session he told the House that provision must be made for placing the
working classes on the land, people with no capital or very little capital of their own. He asked for a specific
vote of £5000 to be spent—he would ask them to mark that—to be spent within the year. He also placed upon
the table of the House regulations that required a large contingent expenditure in cases where certain things
were done by the settlers. They required that each man within five years, who had taken up a section of 20
acres, should clear, if it were a bush section, bis land; and, that for every : acre that he put down in grass, he
was to receive ultimately £2 10s He was also to receive towards the cost of a house, which had to be certified
to, the sum of £20. He had these regulations published before the session and placed on the table of the House.
He explained to Parliament again and again, and his speeches on this subject were in Hansard, what the nature
of these conditions was and showed everything to them. They were perfectly satisfied and gave him £5000 for
expenditure within the year. They could see, that if a man was required to clear his land within five years and
was only to be paid as he cleared it, that the expenditure incurred must necessarily extend over those five years;
and further, if they spent £5000 within the year, that this expenditure implied other lisbilitifts under the
regulations, possibly some £50,000 or £60,000. As a matter of fact he had not expended last year the amount
voted by the House, but had only spent some £3000. The House had expressed the utmost surprise at what had
been done, and Major Atkinson, who knew the conditions under which the liability had been incurred,
explained them to the House in his No-Confidence motion on Sir Julius Vogel's Public Revenues Bill. The
whole thing had teen before them. They knew that compliance with these conditions entailed a very large
contingent liability; but it was the last session of Parliament, and the opportunity occurred to the Opposition to
mare a great cry, and a great question for the country. And if they could only talk sufficiently, and keep up a
clamour and a clatter, so that the country would hear nothing except about this tremendous expenditure without
the authority of Parliament, the country would come to the conclusion that he had been a most reckless Minister
and had shown want of capacity. They kept the debate up for three days and talked about censuring him for his
actions. He told them that he had been given £5000 for expenditure within the year, and that he had incurred the
other expenditure under the conditions laid down. He challenged them to pass a vote of censure, and said if they
did he would appeal to the country and to the next House for a decision (applause). Did they pass a vote of
censure? No; they did not, but they endorsed what he had done, and asked him what he was going to do in the
future. He told them that he proposed to place upon the land within the next three months 150 families under
these condition?, and that he would require some £7000 more. They said "Go on and do your work; we will
give it to you." (Applause.) After a consultation between the leaders of the Opposition (Mr Rolleston and Major
Atkinson), Mr Rolleston got up in the House and said "We agree to your proposal, and we will give you the
money," So that not only did they refrain from passing the vote of censure, but they passed more money and
told him to place more people on the land. He (Mr Ballance) challenged denial of these statements, from which
they would see that, on both the constitutional and political sides, he could amply justify the work he had done.
(Applause) He would ask them to look at this question from another point of view. What had been the position
of this country with regard to land settlement. He had recognised that, although they had greatly liberalised the
land laws, yet they lacked one great provision, and that was to place the working classes upon the land in large
numbers. He recognised, too, that all the laws that had hitherto been made in connection with this question had
been made in the interests of capitalists, large and small, and not in the interests of the great masses of the
people. (Applause) This was so, and he asked them to consider what provision existed, and what had been done

by past Ministers in this work of the settlement of the land. It was all very well to say to a man who wanted to
take up 300 acres of land that he could pay in ten instalments But this took capital, and no man could clear the
waste lands they now had at their disposa and carve out a home for himself, unless he had capital to start with.
Before going further he would allude to another aspect of this matter It had been said of these people that they
were all placed on the land north of Auckland. The first and most prosperous settlement of the kind was in the
Wairarapa. There the work had continued for some 12 or 14 months; and, besides this, enormous relief had
been given to the unemployed in the South, especially in Otago. It was true that a larger number had been
planed at Auckland during the last twelve months than elsewhere, but that would not take place during the next
twelve months. There would be an equal proportion placed on the land in other districts of the colony. Another
objection raised to the scheme was that those placed on the land were all loafers. Mr Ormond, the great political
purist, called them paupers; but he not only called the village settlers paupers, but he included under this
designation all those who took up land under the deferred-payment or perpetual lease systems, and in fact all
those who did not pay cash for their land came under this category. And this was Mr Ormond's idea of
settlement; Coming back to the question of the class of people lately placed on the land he would say that they
were not of the pauper class. It was true they had not a very large amount of capital but they were respectable
people, mostly with families, and they were not loafers; they had been used to taking whatever work they had
been able to command. In the good times in Canterbury, when wheat was high, they were all employed, but in
bad times they were thrown out of work. It was the same in Auckland. In the times of prosperity those people
were engaged in various trades, but when the re-action came they fell back. They were rapidly spending their
little savings, and many had come perforce on the Charitable Aid vote. That was the position of affairs. If his
hearers had gone among these people and seen the earnestness that they exhibited in getting into the country to
earn some means of livelihood, they would condemn to eternal infamy the man who would call them either
paupers or loafers. (Applause.) The Government knew what they were doing, and they agreed, on his
recommendation, to place on the estimates for this year, for the purpose of carrying on this work, the sum of
£50,000 per annum, which he assured them would be required so long as they continued the work; These
settlers did not receive any money except for work that had actually been performed on the Crown estate. This
was an important consideration. The lands of the colony were the property of the colony, and they, as electors,
had an interest in them. When a settler improved the value of his [unclear: land] a certain extent, advances were
[unclear: made] him for what he had done. He [unclear: paid] terest upon the value of the land, [unclear: and]
the whole of the money that had [unclear: been] pended thereon, at the rate of 5 [unclear: per] per annum. Was
this a [unclear: pauper] Was this a position that ought to be [unclear: decated,] which had for its object the
[unclear: imping] of the public estate? They [unclear: did] receive one penny for these improvement until they
had been certified to. [unclear: Loc] at it from another point of view it [unclear: was] duty of the colony to
provide in [unclear: some] for those people who would not [unclear: other] have been provided for. How
[unclear: were] to deal with the unemployed [unclear: diffic] Month after month they saw [unclear: that]
emigration was greater than the [unclear: immition] especially to Victoria and [unclear: New] Wales, and was
it not the duty [unclear: of] Government to stem that? The [unclear: clas] people who left this colony were
[unclear: those] bad a little money, the poorer had [unclear: to] main here. Those who were [unclear: going]
were the best settlers, and it was [unclear: the] of the Government to meet this [unclear: diffi] fairly in the face,
and try to [unclear: grapple] it. He had endeavoured to grapple [unclear: with] and he would ask them to judge
[unclear: whe] what he had done was right or [unclear: wrong.] would point out that it was not [unclear: done]
dark corner, but done openly. [unclear: The] position was placed before the [unclear: col] and the result had
been that, [unclear: w] twelve months, they had [unclear: placed] the land no fewer than 1000 [unclear: fam]
He had the testimony of most [unclear: impa] judges, outside the opinion of their [unclear: off] which he had
also, that these [unclear: people] doing well, and that there would [unclear: be] failures. After pointing out the
[unclear: deta] the village settlement system, Mr [unclear: Ball] went on to say, that it had [unclear: been] that
they should give freehold [unclear: tenu] stead of leasehold. He, however, [unclear: did] agree with this idea.
In the first [unclear: pl] there would be no security for the [unclear: m] advanced, and in the second [unclear:
place] would be consolidation at once, [unclear: and] was the main objection. They [unclear: wante] prevent
the selling out of small [unclear: farms,] consolidation would lead to the destruction of the settlements. The
worst [unclear: landia] in Ireland were not the large holder, the "gombeen" man who lends out [unclear: m] at
up to 120 per cent per annum. He [unclear: hi] would not object to the freehold system it were provided that
consolidation [unclear: sh] not be allowed, though he [unclear: preferred] perpetual leasing system, and held
[unclear: t] man could not do better than take [unclear: his] at a small rental from the State. [unclear: It] better
for the individual himself [unclear: and] community at large. Sir George [unclear: Grey] made the assertion
that these [unclear: settlers] slaves and he (Mr Ballance) had replied that they were willing slaves, for it was
strange that 1000 families should continue in a state of slavery, when they could to-morrow emancipate
themselves. Sir George Grey was in favour of the "quit rent" system which was in vogue at the Cane, under

which a man could hold as much as 500 acres, and this was the system he held up to admiration. He (Mr
Ballance) held that there was danger in that system, there was always danger in altering the land tenure, and he
believed that the quit rent system would lead to the consolidation of estates. He hoped that whatever
Government might come into office, whether the present Government were kept in office or not, this work
would be continued. If they went on as they had commenced, he believed that in two or three years there would
be no such thing known as the unemployed class. He was convinced that it had only to be continued find the
balance of immigration would be restored in our favor; and, instead of losing our best settlers to Victoria and
New South Wales, we should receive a large influx from these colonies. There must be provision for the
congestion of labour in the towns, and this seemed one of the best means of making it. Taking the Special
Settlements, he found that in two years they had placed upon the land 1000 families on about 100.000 acres. In
Wanganui they had their own Special Settlement, the Pemberton. These settlements were exceedingly
prosperous, the people taking up areas from about 100 to 150 acres each. They would see that the Government
had endeavoured to carry out the work of land settlement, and he would ask their confederation of some figures
as to the result of their efforts during the past two years. Comparing what they had done, with what had been
performed by previous Governments, Mr Ballance said that they had come into office in 1884, and he had
provided the special Settlement regulations, after careful consideration. He found that the navvies working on
the railways left their families in the towns, and came back themselves into town as soon as they were out of
employment; and he thought it absolutely essential to provide some method for these people going on to the
land. Unless they did so they would have these men coming back into the towns again and again, and the
unemployed difficulty would be greater than ever. Taking the figures from 1880 of those settled on the land,
they found them to be as follows:—
(Applause). The number of settlers placed on the land had been about three times those of previous years
back to 1879, and he thought that to raise their standard of settlement three times in one year was a work that
must stand to their credit, and have a great effect on the colony. These figures were on record, and could not be
controverted. They showed that the work of settlement had been carried on in a way that no other Government
had ever done, and the result was seen in the number of families, 2000, which meant about 10,000 individuals
being placed on the land in one year. The work, too, had been carried on with great regard to economy. In the
matter of surveying, to take the figures of their predecessors in comparison with their own, they found the
expenditure as under:—
So that they would see that, notwithstanding the greater number of people placed on the land, they had
considerably reduced the cost of survey. Then, in the matter of the cost of roads, there had been a reduction. In
1881 the expenditure was £49,000, in 1882 £33,000, in 1863 £80,000, in 1884 £84,000, in 1885 £49,000, in
1886 £61,000, and for 1886 87 £57,000. On the ground of economy, therefore, their figures would bear
comparison favourably with their predecessors. In New South Wales the distress was becoming so great and
intense among the unemployed class, that the Treasurer there had asked for no less a sum than £250,000 for the
purpose of making roads, and so providing work for the unemployed. So that, looked upon from whatever point
of view they chose, they would see that the work the government were carrying on was justifiable and would
compare favourably with what was going on in other colonies. (Applause.)

Retrenchment.
The question of retrenchment had been made one of the issues of the election, and rightly so. The people
had a perfect right to say, before further taxation was imposed, that the Government must retrench to the utmost
limits. The Government recognised this fact, and they replied that they had laid the foundation of a scheme of
further retrenchment to a very great extent. They would no doubt be surprised to hear that the expenditure when
the Government took office in 1884-85 was considerably larger than it is to-day, notwithstanding the fact that
they were spending more on Education, and that the extension of the Post Office and Railway Departments
required a larger expenditure every year, and the interest on loans was greater now than in 1884-85. With
regard to Education, people might cry out that it was overdone in this colony, and that great reductions might be
effected. To this the Government replied that the Education system was laid down many years ago—in
1877—and it was then provided that a certain amount of money should be set aside for education from year to
year. The amount was first fixed at £3 15s per head, after that it was raised by Act by a sum of 10s and a few
years later this was reduced by five shillings per head and what the Government next proposed to do was to
reduce it in five years by one shilling per year. In this way a sum of £5000 per annum or £25.000 in five years
would be saved. Dealing with the suggestion that school age should be raised, Mr Ballance said that whatever
provision might be made by raising the standard of age from 5 to 6 years, or by doing away with the 5th and 6th
standards, the whole effect would fall upon the teachers. At the present time the average of teachers' salaries
was £94 10s per annum, and ha thought it would be a mistake to reduce them to starvation wages (applause) He

believed that every rational man must come to the conclusion that nothing rash or hasty should be done in this
matter, but that they should act deliberately and with the facts before them. He was not sure that those
connected with the Universities of this colony were favourably inclined towards the Education system; but he
would point out this, that if they once commenced to attack education they would have to tackle the higher
institutions as well as the others, although they were provided for by Act of Parliament. Whatever reduction
was made must be made all round, and they must deal with those gentlemen who were receiving large salaries
as well as with those who were receiving smaller. (Applause.) These individuals would find that a permanent
Act would afford them no protection when the reduction of a permanent vote came to be considered,
(Applause.)

RAILWAYS.
A great deal was said about the management of railways, but his firm opinion was that the railways in this
country would compare favorably with those in any other part of the Empire. The amount of the appropriation
last year was £748,000, and they had 1726 miles of railway to provide for. When they had only 1521 miles the
expenditure was £751.000, so that [unclear: th] were spending less now than they [unclear: did] 1884 85, and
had, besides, an increase mileage to attend to. It [unclear: might] that they were not doing the [unclear: w]
properly, but people were inclined grumble, and to make Mr Maxwell [unclear: respsible] for all the sins under
the [unclear: sun.] was held to be a detestable [unclear: character,] liberately ruining the railways [unclear: of]
colony, the most hard-hearted man [unclear: un] the sun, and altogether a [unclear: very] character! He could
assure them [unclear: that] Government believed Mr Maxwell [unclear: to] painstaking, capable, and [unclear:
accomplis] officer, and that these railways would [unclear: sh] that as far as expenses and cost of [unclear:
man] ment were concerned, that they [unclear: w] compare with any lines in the world, [unclear: T] were
continually hearing of great [unclear: accide] involving thousands of pounds in [unclear: ot] colonies, but they
did not hear of [unclear: any] accidents in this country. He [unclear: thought] this must be considered as
[unclear: testimony] great weight in favour of the [unclear: manage] in New Zealand. One accident alone
[unclear: m] run away with a £1,000,000, and [unclear: altho] they might at any time meet [unclear: with]
accident, they had so far escaped, [unclear: a] which should be placed to the credit [unclear: of] railway
management of the colony.

Retrenchment.
Speaking as to the question of [unclear: retrement] generally, Mr Ballance said that [unclear: M] Aikinson,
though condemning the Government as extravagant failed to [unclear: place] finger on a single item on which
[unclear: he] charge them with extravagance. [unclear: He] general statements regarding the [unclear: expe]
ture but there was no direct [unclear: attempt] to show that the Government [unclear: had] guilty of
extravagance. This he [unclear: tho] must be taken as the strongest [unclear: dence] of inability on the
[unclear: part] Opposition to point out any [unclear: defects,] must be taken for granted that [unclear: the]
mates were brought down [unclear: framed] economical basis.

The Native Department.
It had been said that during [unclear: the] of debate that the Native [unclear: Depart] ought to be abolished
and that [unclear: it] no longer required. He took [unclear: this] the very strongest testimony [unclear: that] be
borne to the success of [unclear: the] ministration of Native affairs [unclear: d] the last three years. If the
[unclear: Goven] had brought Native affairs to that [unclear: pu] they required no Native Department no
particular provision from the (Government of the day, then it followed [unclear: t] mind most conclusively, that
the [unclear: c] of Native affairs had not been bad [unclear: i] the past three years. It had [unclear: been] that
the Native Department ought to be reduced, but what was the expenditure as proposed by the Estimates last
session for this Department? It amounted in all to less than £4000, and when they remembered the days when
the Native Department cost, not £4000, but £100,000, they would see that it was not now a very expensive
department. There was, of course, connected with the Native Department the Native Land Court, which was
doing valuable work and cost some £12,000 or £13,000 per year. No one, however, proposed, so far as he had
heard, that the Native Land Court should be abolished. To his mind it was absolutely essential that the Native
Land Court should carry out its work. During the three years, between 1880 and 1884, it had clothed with
European title 3,425,000 acres. From January, 1885, to 1887, or in two years and three months, they had pasted
through the Native Land Court no less than 3,489,294 acres;

Taxation.
Coming next to the question of taxation, he asked what it was that the Government proposed to do. It had
been said that the Government proposed to put on crushing taxation; but let them take the amount of taxation it
was intended to impose through the Customs, and examine the matter. The increased taxation was to be £175
000. He read in the morning paper that Mr Fisher said that £300,000 were to be raised by fresh taxation, and
that 90 per cent, of this was to be on the necessaries of life. Considering that they only proposed to raise
£175,000 altogether, this great man would have to alter his facts and figures considerably, (Laughter.) What is
the position? It was a fact, indisputable and not challenged in the House, that the amount of money they derived
last year from spirits was £70,000 less than they derived from spirits in 1882. That was to say, the consumption
of spirits, from whatever cause, had fallen off since that time by the sum of £70,000 per annum. What is their
duty in that case? Is it the duty of the Government to make the people drink more whiskey? or is it the duty of
the Government to make up the amount by some fresh taxation? What did the teetotallers say? "If they would
only give up drinking habits the State would not be ruined, because it would simply adjust the taxation upon
some other thing"; and now, when the people have given up drinking habits, they say to the Government, "Oh!
what crushing taxation you are putting upon us." (Cheers and laughter). That accounted for £70,000 out of
£175,000, and in addition they had lost through the dimished consumption of tobacco, cigars, wine, and beer a
further sum of £25 000, so that in these two items they had lost £95,000 of revenue. Then in consequence of the
cheaper goods coming into the country—a reduction of values having set in—they had lost on ad valorem
duties £65,000. In that case the people had derived the benefit; indeed, in all these cases they had derived
benefit. They consume less whisky, less tobacco and cigars, less beer, and get their goods from England much
cheaper, and the Government has lost revenue. It was the duty of the Government to make up this loss, in order
that they might pay the increasing interest accruing year by year. The Government did not want to put on
crushing taxation, but simply to change the incidence of taxation; therefore the people were not poorer; the
taxation is not crushing, and they are in a better position now to pay taxation than they were in 1880 or 1882. A
statement had been carefully compiled by the Colonial Treasurer to show that had the prices ruling in 1880
ruled during 1886 the value of imports during the year would have been £8,000,000, in place of £6,200,000; so
that the people last year, with the fall of prices, saved £1,800,000. They would see that this change of incidence
of taxation, imperatively called for, was no burden upon them, because they saved more than an equivalent
through cheaper goods and non-consumption of spirits and beer. (Cheers). With regard to the tariff itself, he had
a word to say. He did not say that the Tariff Bill would be revived. They took up precisely the same position
with regard to it as Mr Gladstone took in connection with the Home Rule Bill. The tariff had been condemned
by the House, and they were free to consider what they would do next if they were called on to prepare another
budget. They were not bound by the tariff, but they were by its principles, and any fresh budget of theirs would
be constructed on them, if they continued in power.

Property Tax.
He believed that this question was the one on which the Government had fallen, and it was the question that
was being used now with the greatest effect against the Government by the large property owners. For the first
time it laid down a principle he had long advocated, and one which, he believed, met with the approval of the
people. They had made the tax progressive, so that it would fall with heavier incidence on the wealthier than
upon the poorer classes, and that was the greatest crime, In his opinion, which the Government had committed.
(Cheers.) It would, however, be for the country to say whether that was a crime in their eyes or not. If they
realised the enormous increase given to the value of the private lands of the colony to the large estates
especially, by the construction of public works upon which the colony was paying interest, they would come to
the same conclusion as himself, that the incidence of taxation as set forth in the budget was one that was fair
even to those classes themselves, and fair to every class in the community. (Applause.) The organs of these men
had made an attempt to do away with all exemptions, Mr Ballance explained the working of the exemption
clause, and showed that the proposal of the Government was that over £2200 there should be no exemption, but
that under that sum the ordinary exemption should be allowed. The rate for those who owned more than £2200
worth of property would pay a penny in the £, and under that sum only 13-16ths of a penny in the £. The result
of this would be that, while the smaller class of taxpayers were exempt from any further increase of taxation,
the larger and wealthier taxpayers of the colony would be asked to contribute to this source of revenue £75,000.
If the exemptions were abolished the larger claas, numbering 21,591, would pay an increase of 83 per cent,
while the wealthier class, numbering but 6235, would only increase their taxation by an average of 4 per cent.
He put it to them whether they would have a graduated taxation on the basis the Government had proposed, or

the reduction of the exemption. That was the question the country would have to answer.

Travelling Expenses.
This was to some extent a personal matter, and he desired to bring it in. It had been said that the
Government had been reckless in their personal and travelling expenses. He would like to compare notes, and
make a comparison with those of his predecessors Mr Bryce had held only the position of Native Minister,
whereas he (Mr Ballance) had held the portfolios of Native Minister, Defenoe, and Lands and had had to visit
many parts of the country which the Native Minister was not required to visit—especially in the South Island.
Taking the expenses for two years, and while not censuring or condemning Mr Bryce, whom he believed had
incurred the expenses rightly and conscientiously in the discharge of his duties. Mr Bryce's expenses during the
two years he was in office 1882-83 for travelling allowance and attendants' expenses amounted to £1355, while
his (Mr Ballance's) for the two years of 1885-86 were £1112, and he had had a great deal of travelling to do in
connection with the administration of lands in places where the Native Minister was not required. He could
have made the figure more favourable to himself had [unclear: he] culated the expense of having [unclear:
buggies] travelling where there were no railways which entailed extra expenses in travelling They must
consider that his expenses compared favourably with those of his [unclear: predcossors], and they must come
to the [unclear: conclsion] that his was not an [unclear: extravaga] expenditure. With regard to Mr [unclear:
Larnac] expenses, he might say that there [unclear: was] a nook or corner where gold was [unclear: to] found
in the colony that his [unclear: colleague] not visited during the year, when [unclear: he] curred the large
expenditure; but [unclear: if] had incurred a large expenditure in [unclear: coparison] with his predecessor, he
[unclear: did] work for it, and his investigation had [unclear: be] productive of the most happy and [unclear:
be] ficial results, (Applause.)

Protection.
He had been told that he ought to [unclear: sh] this question, but he was not afraid of [unclear: h] opinions,
and did not think that any person could charge him with [unclear: trimu] because he believed his opinions
[unclear: to] unpopular. He was aware that Protection was unpopular, but he believed [unclear: it] now in that
state where argument had been brought to bear on it from [unclear: b] sides. He believed that the [unclear: ulti]
victory would rest with Protection It would be impossible, he believed for a country with a small area like
[unclear: this] compete in the raw material with [unclear: s] countries as South America or British [unclear: In]
What were the absentees they heard doing? Some of the early [unclear: colonists] were residing in London, and
[unclear: were] drawing large sums from this [unclear: colony,] sending their sons to the [unclear: Argentine]
public to engage in pastoral [unclear: pursuits,] Argentine Republic was progressing leaps and bounds, and in a
short [unclear: tim] would compete with them in wool. [unclear: T] were now improving their breeds there,
very soon they would produce wool [unclear: equi] the best in any of the colonies. Talking [unclear: a] the
value of wool, he showed [unclear: that] exports had increased in quantity [unclear: from] million lbs in 1877
to 90 millions in but that the values had fallen [unclear: f] £3,658,000 in 1877 to £3,072,000 in [unclear: l] The
severe competition would [unclear: makes] position of the colony from [unclear: year] year worse than it had
[unclear: ever] before, and they must now [unclear: reconsider] position. To take wheat as [unclear: another]
ample—in 1877 they exported grain [unclear: to] value of £303,000, in 1881 to the value £1,035.000, and in
1886 to [unclear: £580,000.] very fluctuations in the Home market [unclear: v] enough to ruin our farmers.
[unclear: They] great preparations on the strength of a [unclear: l] demand, and then they found British
[unclear: I] pouring its large supplies in the market, and the farmer was ruined. He would ask what prospect
there could be in this colony for the export of raw material from this colony. They could not expect prosperity
unless they employed their own people and brought in others, not by assisted immigration, but by voluntary
immigration from other countries, so that our farmers might find a market for their produce at their own doors.
That was the only hope for the country, and it was for that reason he was a Protectionist. (Applause.) They
could see the prosperity of America Victoria, Germany, France, and all European countries that had adopted
Protection. In the Nineteenth Century they would find an article giving the rate of progress in continental
countries, and they would see that they were progressing so fast that they would soon be on a level with
England, and what was the reason? Simply, that they insisted on having employment for their own people.
People only left these shores because of the want of employment. He had tried in a partial way to solve the
problem by drawing the people out and placing them on the land; but that would not do altogether. It was not
everyone who could go on to the land, and they must provide for the people in the towns, and Protection was
the only way, as far as he could see, by which it could be brought about. The farmers might be hostile to
Protection for a time, but he could assure them that Protection was their best friend, and that they would find a

home market more profitable than a foreign one. If he did not feel strongly on the question, and realise the
necessities of the case, he might have kept the subject back for a future time. How was it that the price of land
had fallen in value until it would hardly bring the price of the improvements placed upon it? Because they had
been ruined by foreign prices, and the prices received for produce would not pay more than the land was now
bringing. If they wanted to realise a better future, the question must be grappled with at once, as it was their
only chance. (Applause.) With regard to the question of manufactures, great progress is being made. We have a
certain amount of Protection at present; it had not been put on with any discretion or discrimination, but for
revenue purposes. That Protection had done something to build up their industries was true, but what they
wanted was a discriminating protection—sufficient to protect our manufactures and to enable others to be
established. Taking the progress made in manufactures since 1878, they found that the total value of the land,
buildings, machinery, and plant in that year was £3,051,720; For 1881 it was £3,605,471, and for 1886
£5,697,117, a considerable advance in value. (Applause.) The value of colonial industries produced in 1885
amounted to no less than £7,436,649, and the hands employed on these industries numbered 25,655, and
probably these twenty-five thousand would mean direct support to 100,000 people, and possibly indirect
support to an additional 100,000, as it was impossible to say where these ramifications ended. They would see
what a wonderful effect the employment of the people in manufactures would produce on the prosperity of a
community, and with proper encouragement and stimulus given by adequate protecton, these results could be
accomplished.

The Tariff.
With regard to this question he said that the tariff was constructed to encourage colonial industry. They
believed it was so arranged as to fall with the least possible weight upon the community. On the other side of
the question the Chambers of Commerce had come forward—with the exception of the Wangauni Chamber, a
happy and fortunate exception—with resolutions that the tariff was bad, and the incidence of taxation unjust.
They had proposals of their own, and what were they? In nearly every case they wanted to put extra duties on
tea and sugar, i.e., the necessaries of life. They did not want any extra taxation on articles which could be made
in this colony, and which were coming into it from other places. All their sympathies were with articles that
must be brought here and which the people must consume; none of their sympathy was with those articles
which people could make here, and which need not be imported (cheers). The Wellington Chamber of
Commerce did not stop at tea and sugar, they went as far as salt, and made distinctions between fine and coarse
salt. They thought they could realise £30,000 more by a duty on fine and coarse salt. He would ask whether it
was better for the people that this taxation should be on the necessaries of ife, such as tea and sugar which must
be brought into the colony, and which are consumed by the vast body of the people, or put on those things
which to a large extent can be made by the people in the colony (applause); The Government said that it was
not wise to further tax the necessaries of life, but that where taxation was required it should fall on the things
made in the colony in order to give employment to the people. He would ask them to decide between the
position taken up by the Chambers of Commerce and the Government (cheers).

Native Land Administration.
He would like to say, partly in his own defence, and partly in defence of the Ministry, that they had not
been idle since they took office. They had not been a "featherbed Ministry," and remained comfortably in
Wellington, leaving their Under-Secretaries to carry on the administion, and throwing on them the
responsibility of the work of the colony. Both in policy and administration they had grappled with the most
difficult questions of the day, and had most satisfactorily solved them. For instance, in the year 1884, when
they took office he (Mr Ballance) brought in a Bill to restore the pre-emptive right over 4½ millions of acres of
land along the North Island Trunk Railway. That was a very important measure at the time, but they could not
do much during that session. In the following year, when they had more time for deliberation, they carried
through Parliament what was admittedly the most liberal Land Act in the Australian Colonies, the Land Act of
1885. He did not think that any person could deny that it contained provisions for settlement of the land
superior to anything that had been provided or enacted in any colony of the British Empire. In 1886 they
grappled with the question of the administration of Native lands, which had been attempted by successive
Ministries for 15 or 16 year?, and they carried through an Act restoring the pre-emptive right over the whole of
the Native lands of the colony. Now, instead of a few men and a few rings exercising sole control over the
lands, the Native lands, if they are to be sold at all, must be sold under the Act of 1885, or they must be sold to
the Crown. (Applause.) There-fore, he said they had placed in the possession of the Crown, Native lands
available for settlement to the extent of 14.000,000 acres—lands that formerly were the prey of of landsharks.

An Act of this kind could not pass without disturbing vested rights and interests, and without receiving great
opposition. He was surprised himself at the paucity of the opposition. Only one or two petitions altogether had
been sent to Parliament, and the largest signed petition sent to the House was a petition tinged and tinctured
with fraud and forgery. (Applause.) Even one-half of the names had not been signed to it by the people
purporting to have signed it, but some other person had signed for them. Therefore they might reasonably come
to the conclusion that this Act had met with the approval of the best Europeans and the best natives of the
colony, (Applause.) He did not think that even if their opponents came into office to-morrow they would dare
to repeal the Native Land Administration Act, as they recognised the [unclear: me] of the measure as much as
the Government did themselves; Though they may [unclear: fan] flame of opposition by expressing [unclear:
sympa] with gentlemen who would vote upon [unclear: th] side, yet, when the [unclear: responsibility] thrown
on them to face the difficulty, [unclear: th] will shrink before attempting to [unclear: med] with that measure,
which he [unclear: believed] one of the most useful and important [unclear: e] passed in this colony with
regard [unclear: to] interests of both Natives and European (Applause.)

Land Administration.
Relative to special settlement [unclear: regtions], Mr Ballance said they were as [unclear: portant] as the
provisions of the Act [unclear: it] While they provided for the settlement the land they abolished the [unclear:
tender] auction systems, and established the [unclear: ball] In the Waimate Plains they had an [unclear: insta]
of the effect of the tender system. Men [unclear: dering] twice over the value, [unclear: were] bankrupt and
could not pay their [unclear: re] and were asking for assistance [unclear: from] Government. In all parts of the
[unclear: colo] the same results were observable; men [unclear: hing] paid a price utterly out of comparison
with the price of produce [unclear: to-d] What was Major Atkinson's [unclear: remedy] this state of things?
Not to [unclear: make] rents easy at the start, but to establish Land Court to regulate the rent [unclear: by] price
of produce every two or three [unclear: ye] He was sure that the lessees [unclear: would] the best of the
Government if they [unclear: adop] this plan, and rents would have a [unclear: g] tendency to go down and
little [unclear: tende] to go up. That was the [unclear: statesmanlike] posals made by Major Atkinson [unclear:
and] Rolleston who he supposed had [unclear: be] fascinated with the Irish Land [unclear: Co] What had the
Irish Land Court [unclear: do] They had gone about reducing the [unclear: re] and everything was supposed to
be [unclear: settl] but now no ther Land Court was required And the rents were still further loved to tenants
who were as much disincline as ever to pay the rents. So it would [unclear: be] this colony, it would disturb
[unclear: everything] settle nothing. It would entirely [unclear: prej] the fixity of tenure which, in his [unclear:
opi] ought to be the basis of all prosperity (Cheers.) Unless the people knew they had fixity of tenure, there
could be no incentive to improvement, and this [unclear: was] chief recommendation of the [unclear: perpet]
leasing system; it fixes the rent for a [unclear: l] term, and instead of being knocked [unclear: down] the
highest bidder, the person in [unclear: posse] could take up a new lease, and everything was in favour of the
tenant who held for long term of years. His own plan had [unclear: be] to fix the rents low—much lower
[unclear: than] market value, and then let the [unclear: ballot] cide. It was to the interest of the State to make
their tenants prosperous, and not to grind the last penny out of them. (Applause.) If they continued in office, he
intended next session to bring in a bill abolishing altogether the system of tendering and auction, and to
substitute the ballot, as in the Special Settlement Regulations. He thought that was the right course to pursue,
and not the Land Court. For his part, he would rather see a man pay too little than pay too much, and have the
Land Courts continually disturbing the existing condition of affairs.

The North Island Trunk Railway.
Many people were of opinion, from the facility with which they got through this railway, that very little
was required. He could assure them a great deal was required, and the task had been an exceedingly difficult
one. But not only had the the natives agreed to allow the railway to go through their land; they had even offered
the land required for the railway as a free gift to the Government, The work of constructing the railway, so far
as the natives were concerned, had gone on without a hitch. When the Government took office the natives were
not at all disposed to bring their land into the Land Court, but they bad since withdrawn from the position they
had taken up towards Mr Bryce, and now they had the most hostile tribes going into the Land Court. Even the
Taupo and Waikato natives—Tawhaio himself and his Prime Minister, Major Te Wheoro—had come into
Court. But this had not been brought about without a great deal of work, When the Government took office the
natives were sorely discontented; there was not a friendly feeling abroad among them towards the Government,
but what was it to-day? Even on the West Coast Te Whiti did not show any inclination to disturb the peace of
the colony (applause). When they took office they found an expenditure going on at the rate of £60,000 a year,

to maintain 650 men to keep the natives in order. To-day the whole force was reduced to about 40 men
stationed at Opunake; all the rest have been withdrawn, and the reign of the civil police has been established,
and things are now going on much more quietly than before. They had abolished the military rule, and in its
place they had set up the "one policeman policy," which he ventured to think had been much more successful
(applause); They had saved there some £60,000 in abolishing the Armed Constabulary, and In establishing the
reign of civil police. And here he might say that the colony was greatly indebted to one man who had carried
out the administration of affairs on the West Coast—he referred to Inspector Pardy—for the great courage and
discrimination he had shown, and the marvellous success that had attended his efforts in getting the natives
under control. He believed that there would be no further difficulty. Mr Pardy was an able administrator, and
his thanks and the thanks of the colony were due to him for the assistance he had rendered to him (Mr B) and to
the colony, in the administration of affairs on this coast.

Defence Expenditure,
It was true that they had now an armed force, but it was necessary to maintain their harbour defences. That
force cost the country about £48,000 a year. It was only the nucleus of a force, and it was absolutely necessary
to continue that force for the particular work. The number of men in each battery was exceedingly small, and it
would be impossible to reduce that force without leaving their fortifications unprotected, and without being put
to large expenditure in organising a force in time of difficulty. They had abolished the A.C. force, and the
system of keeping the natives in order at the point of the bayonet, and they had gone into this harbour defence
and had created a new force, and it was for the country to say whether that force was absolutely necessary, or
not In his opinion, and in the opinion of most competent judges, 350 men were not too many for the protection
of the principal harbours of the colony. With regard to the Volunteers, there had been an expenditure of
£25,000 per annum going on when he took office. He admitted that a very great increase had taken place in that
particular item, the expenditure now Volunteers being now about £44,000. But they had more than double their
number, and they had brought them into a state of more efficient organisation than they were before. His
impression was that at the time they took office the Volunteers were on the point of falling to pieces; There
were only three or four thousand at the utmost in the four centres of the colony, the country districts were being
neglected, and the Cadets were virtually abolished throughout the colony. Now they had 3000 Cadets, and good
Volunteers, and the total cost of the force was £44,000 a year. The question now was whether they should take
their part in the defence of the Empire by keeping up that force. In his opinion they were not paying too much
as compared with other colonies, and they had a more efficient force, His intention was, as far as lay in his
power, to uphold the volunteer force as it was now organised (cheers).

Land Acquisition Bill,
There was one other matter he would like to deal with He had shown how settlement should be carried on,
in his opinion; but there was another question of importance—what should they do with the large estates,
especially in Canterbury and Otago, through which railways were running where there was no population at all,
and which would not be cut up, unless they did something. One of two things must be done. Either the Crown
must put a large progressive tax on these people, or we must allow people to hew out farms from some of these
large estates, and pay a reasonable compensation for them. (Cheers.) Last session he introduced a bill for the
purpose of acquiring land in these large estates by means of associations of 20 persons, who could go and take
up a piece of land, have it valued, and the Government would advance three-fourths of the money, and the
Association advance the remaining fourth. In that way they would become possessed of a reasonable portion of
land. In consequence of the Want-of-Confidence motion he had not an opportunity of bringing in the bill, but
he intended to bring it forward next session. It was a bill, he believed, should be passed. The question must be
dealt with. It was unjust to the people of this colony that they should be enhancing the value of the properties of
these people by public works, by the increase of population, and by the industries carried on throughout the
colony, without the owners of these estates paying a reasonable amount in return. One single railway carried
through a large property might mean placing in the pockets of the owner half a million, or even a million of
money. Where did this value come from? It comes out of the pockets of the people of the colony, and they had
a right to ask that the interest on that amount at any rate should be returned to them That was the equity of the
case, he could see no other side to it. Complaint was made that this Bill meant spoilation. If there was
progressive taxation of sufficient amount he would not object to it; it was the object he wished to attain, and
undoubtedly, it must be attained before many years (applause).

Wanganui Harbor Bating Bill.

On the question of the Harbour Bill Mr Ballance gave at length the history of last session's Bill, and quoted
from Mr Bryce's speech to show his inconsistency in speaking against the Bill after he had agreed to withdraw
all active opposition. With respect to the inclusion of Rangitikei Mr Ballance said he occupied an extraordinary
position. He deprecated the introduction of Rangitikei, but was told that it was necessary to include Rangitikei
and so do away with local opposition. He introduced the bill as it was prepared [unclear: by] Harbour Board
and it parsed its [unclear: sece] reading. Mr Bruce presented a petition [unclear: fr] his own constituents
against the bill, [unclear: sting] that they would never use the [unclear: port] Wanganui, and that it was
injustice [unclear: to] them for harbour improvements. [unclear: He] between two fires; the [unclear: member]
Rangitikei said his constituents [unclear: did] use the port of Wanganui, and the [unclear: mem] for Waitotara
said the Harbour [unclear: Board] bankrupt and the expenditure [unclear: in] opinion would not be productive
[unclear: of] result. That portion of the bill [unclear: relat] to Rangitikei was thrown out, [unclear: and] could
not carry on the bill without [unclear: Ratikei] on account of a compact made between the Harbour Board and
the [unclear: l] land holders. What puzzled [unclear: him] this :—Why if the expenditure was [unclear: to] no
good, and the Board was [unclear: bankr] should those opposed to the bill [unclear: w] to draw Rangitikei into
the [unclear: m] strom? Why saddle Rangitikei [unclear: w] works that were valueless? He [unclear: came] the
conclusion, whether it was [unclear: justifi] or not, that these gentlemen were [unclear: oppo] to the Bill, and
that Rangitikei [unclear: was] into the Bill to kill it. He believed [unclear: thr] Rangitikei was included in any
[unclear: bill,] bill would be lost, and they were [unclear: on] horns of a dilemma. Were they [unclear: to] the
Bill with Rangitikei or without [unclear: it?] without Rangitikei, the Bill [unclear: would] killed, and with
Rangitikei it would killed to a dead certainty. He was [unclear: will] to do the best he could; it was [unclear:
for] people here to settle the matter for [unclear: th] selves, and he did not know that he [unclear: co] say
anything further upon it.

Old Soldiers' Claims.
He had something to say about [unclear: the] soldiers' claims. He had been told [unclear: th] number of old
soldiers were [unclear: dissati] with the smallness of the number of [unclear: na] in the Bill. He recognised the
[unclear: fact] omissions might have been made, and [unclear: in] that all claims might be sent in, he holding
the bill over till next session, a Commission had done its work [unclear: very] and an exhaustive enquiry had
[unclear: been]

Governor's Salary, Etc.
Mr Ormond brought down a [unclear: proposa] reduce the Governor's salary [unclear: and] honorarium to
members, and he [unclear: ha] doubt the hon. member would like [unclear: to] reduced Ministers' salaries too.
On question of Ministers' salaries [unclear: Minist] could not say much themselves, [unclear: but] left the
matter to be dealt with [unclear: by] House, satisfied with what they would He thought they were entitled
[unclear: to] salaries fixed by Act of Parliament 25 [unclear: ye] ago, and he thought that when [unclear:
gentled] drew the same salary when the population was 150,000, it was not unjust that the salary should remain
when the population was 600,000. Ministers were content that the House should deal with the matter, and did
not care what was done so long as the House dealt with it. With regard to the honorarium, the position he had
taken up was this, that it was not an honorarium, but was a real payment to members, and must be looked on in
that light. In Victoria and New South Wales they paid £300; in New Zealand they paid £210. Why did Mr
Ormond want to reduce the honorarium? Because he did not want any man in that house who was not a man of
property (cheers). When they had that class in the House they would make laws to suit themselves (cheers). If
£300 a year was considered fair in New South Wales £210 was not too much for New Zealand, and this was the
stand he had taken in the House and on the platform. It was to the interest of the colony for the conservation of
its interests that they should pay members. If they were to have only wealthy men in Parliament, the people
would suffer from the character of the legislation. With regard to the Governor's salary and allowances, it
would be a mean thing to interfere with what had been fixed for more than fifteen years, and the consequence
would be that they would have to put up with inferior men, and they would lose caste as compared with other
colonies. It would be an unwise thing to do, and he was not certain about the purity of the motive. It was, in his
opinion, a cry to catch votes at the general election, and nothing else.

Conclusion.
In conclusion, Mr Ballance said—I have gone over a great deal of ground, but the occasion was an
exceptional one. It was necessary I should say something of the policy and the work of the Government during
three years. It was necessary, also, that I should say something with regard to the intentions of the Government

for the future. As far as my own position is concerned, I have been a member for Wanganui for some years, and
I shall esteem it the greatest favour and the greatest privilege to represent my own place, and it will depend
upon yourselves whether I am returned or not. If I have the honour of being a member of the next Parliament, I
hope that I shall be able to do my duty. I shall try to do it at any rate, and I shall try to go upon the same lines I
have pursued since I became a member of Parliament. My opinions have not changed, they have developed. I
have made some progress. I have not gone back, I am not afraid of expressing my opinions, and my opinions
have not changed. I have not wavered in regard to them during the time I have been a member of Parliament.
(Loud and continued applause.) I think it right to say this before I conclude: I am the first member, I believe,
who has spoken since the prorogation of the House to his constituents, and I shall not be the last by a long way
before another month is over (laughter.) The whole country has risen in arms with regard to the Ministerial
policy, and gentlemen we are not afraid to have our views and policy fairly placed before the country. I would
ask a fair hearing for both sides, and that the people should not be carried away by mere claptrap and abuse. Let
the issues be fairly put before the country, and let us have a little more than that; let us have just an inkling of
the policy of the other side. We should then know what they were going to do, if they get into power. If they
have a policy at all, why should they be ashamed of placing before you those measures which they believe to be
for the colony's good? Well, of course they will tell you that if they get into power, they will do everything for
the good of the country and of the people; that their administration would be characterised by energy and
vigour. We want to know what it is they are going to do for the country, supposing they are brought back to
power. Suppose the country return a majority against us. They will not extinguish us nor our principles. As
individuals, we will remain, and our principles will remain with us. I am perfectly indifferent, personally, as to
what may be done at this election. I am certain that the principles we have enunciated, are those which should
be passed into law for the good of the people of this colony, and I hope, in whatever position I shall be placed, I
shall always be a staunch advocate of the principles I have placed before you. (Loud cheers.) Wall, now,
gentlemen, I hope, in conclusion, to be able to address you again before the election. I have calculated the time,
and in about ten weeks I think the writs will be returnable; possibly it will be a little earlier. Your are aware that
the district of Wanganui will be greatly enlarged by the inclusion of Aramoho, Eastown, Castle Cliff,
Westmere, Campbelltown, Putiki, and Durietown, I hope to have the pleasure of addressing some of these
communities in their centres before the election, when I shall be able to deal with other questions. I hope I have
done justice to the subjects dealt with, and I am afraid that I have taken up too much of your time. I beg to
thank you very heartily for the very patient hearing you have given me this evening. (Mr Ballance resumed his
teat, amid much applause, after speaking exactly two hours.)
The Chairman intimated that Mr Ballance would answer any questions put to him.
Mr Armstrong, of Putiki, asked whether Mr Ballance did not think a smaller number of members would be
able to carry on the work of legislation quite as well as the present number, to which Mr Ballance replied, as
stated in his last address, that he was not in favour of a reduction of the number of members.
Mr G. Beaven proposed, in a few suitable remarks, That this meeting expresses its renewed confidence in
Mr Ballance as member for the Wanganui district.
Mr J. Paul seconded in a happy manner, and alluded to the fact that Mr Ballance had been asked to contest
larger and more important seats, but he had positively refused and said "No; I will stick to my old love."
Mr Barton, of Hawera, made a few remarks in support of the motion, which on being put was declared to
be carried unanimously amid great enthusiasm.
At the request of Mr Paul, three hearty cheers were given for Mr Ballance [unclear: and] additional cheer
for Mrs Ballance.
Mr Ballance in reply said : Permit [unclear: me] thank you very heartily indeed for [unclear: th] kind way
in which you have responded to the proposal and for the honour you have done Mrs Ballance and myself. Mr
Paul has referred [unclear: to] returning to my first love. It [unclear: would] most ungrateful on my part, if I
were [unclear: to] tempted away from my first love. I [unclear: hop] always to have the gratification and
pleasure of returning to my first love, Wanganui. I hope, further, that my future conduct will be such as to merit
the continued confidence of the people of Wanganui The feeling that I have the [unclear: confidence] the
electors of Wanganui is the greatest reward—the greatest compensation I [unclear: ca] receive for my services,
(Cheers.) [unclear: Let] me propose that a hearty vote of thanks [unclear: be] accorded to the Mayor for his
conducts [unclear: i] the chair this evening. The motion [unclear: w] carried by acclamation, and the meeting
separated.
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Introductory.
decorative features and title
T HE following articles, now reprinted, I contributed to the Dunedin "Echo" in 1882, in which paper they
were published on the respective dates at the head of each article. They set forth, without unnecessary detail, a
plan for the Nationalization of the Land of the Colony: Crown Lands, Reserves, Native Lands, and Private
Lands. The reason for writing the articles at the time was this : I thought the theory had been sufficiently
discussed and expounded, and that the time had arrived for a practical proposal to embody the principles in
legislation.
The "Echo" was then being edited by my friend Sir Robert Stout, who had long been the ablest and most
eloquent advocate of the Nationalization of the Land in the Colony, and I considered it appropriate that the
contributions should be published under the auspices of one who had done so much to educate the public mind
on the question.
I have thought the present time not inopportune to bring before the public a plan by which Nationalization
might be obtained. The questions of Land Policy and Administration are receiving much attention at the hands
of candidates for the Assembly, and it will be noticed that there is even more than the customary ad-captandum
statements about the "inborn predilection for a freehold." The chorus on this very point might argue a reaction
from the time, not long since, when the head of a Ministry (the Hon. Major Atkinson) found himself "in search
of a better title than a freehold"—when the system of Perpetual Lease appeared to have for its most formidable
opponents some venerable gentlemen in our "House of Lords." The reaction, I believe, will not last; having
served an electioneering purpose, "the freehold sentiment" will die away in the presence of the hard logic of
facts.
The Colony will be roused from its slumbers when it has come to realise the small quantity of arable land,
as public estate, which is left; and politicians may then begin to feel that they have duties which transcend the
mere exigencies of the hour. The Land Laws of the Colony are very far from having reached finality, if ever a
perfect system can be found; but the ownership of the laud by the State—with the consequent regulation of
tenure, and conditions tending to promote at the same time the welfare of the tenant and maintain the interests
of the community—seems the only final solution of the agrarian problem. Sentiments change, and the time is
not far distant when the cultivator of the soil, as distinguished from the speculator, will only ask himself the
question, Are the conditions favourable to success? Indeed, it may be said that this question is now being asked
every day in some part of the Colony, and that the answer is most frequently in favour of perpetual lease.
The republication of these articles has a secondary purpose to serve, and will afford a vindication of the
position, that the claim so often heard on the part of members of the Government of 1882—that that
Government was the originator of the perpetual leasing system—is not well founded. The first intimation of
intended legislation in that direction was contained in the Governor's speech, which was delivered on the 19th
May, 1882. Now, the second article, which might really have served as instructions to the Parliamentary
draftsman, was published on the 22nd April, 1882. The then Minister of Lands (the Hon. Mr. Rolleston) was, I
am informed on good authority, a constant reader of the "Echo," and must therefore have seen the plan some
time before his measure was announced in the Speech.
The priority of publication always decides claims of this kind, whatever they may be worth. The honour,
however, of boldly bringing down a measure of so startling a character and carrying it through the Legislature,
even in abridged form, remains to the Ministry of that time, and I have no wish to see it withheld or obscured.
I have a word to add on the work of Colonization.
The settlement of the Crown Lands has been revolutionised by the development of the Special Settlement
clauses of the Land Act, especially in relation to the system of Village Homesteads. There have always been
many advocates in the Colony for employing labour to prepare farms for sale and occupation, The essential
feature of the Village Homestead system is that the owner prepares and makes his own home, receiving
advances on which he pays interest; the security to the State being the land and improvements. It will thus be
seen that those who advocate "giving the land away" would destroy the system at once, by destroying the
security. The failure of small settlements hitherto has arisen from the following causes :—The freehold system,
leading to consolidation of properties and to mortgages at high rates of interest; want of outside employment;
isolation of the settlers from markets and from each other; inferior quality of the soil; want of capital to make a

start. Reverse these conditions, and prosperity will take the place of failure. The undoubted progress of the
village settlements which have already been founded, is due to the correction of the defects which attended
previous movements of the kind. The system affords the only hope of the country carrying a large and
well-to-do population, and of providing relief of the chronic congestion of labour in the towns. When the Road
Board—which is the true unit of rural self-government—receives the whole of this rent for the most important
of local-governing functions (road-making), the "freehold sentiment" and the "quit-rent" craze will vanish, and
the expansion of the Village Homestead system will go on while any available land remains.
The legislation of the last three years shows a marked progress in the direction indicated in these articles,
and though modifications in the detail have of course taken place, the end has ever been kept in view. "The
Land Act, 1885," and "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," may be compared, in the light of
Nationalization, with previous legislation, and with the principles contained in this pamphlet. The Land
Acquisition Bill introduced last session deals with an important part of the subject, and may be considered in
relation to the resumption of private land.
The Village Homestead and Farm Homestead Regulations are published herewith for general information
and criticism, and to invite inquiry.
J. Ballance.
WELLINGTON,
August, 1887.

A NATIONAL LAND POLICY.
The Nationalization of the Land.
[Dunedin "Echo," April 15, 1882.]
I.
"Compulsory expropriation is a thing, which for an adequate public object, is itself admissible, and so far,
sound in principle."—Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
No political doctrine has made more progress among the people in recent years than that expressed in the
nationalization of the land. The profound and far-seeing mind of Mill grappled with the problems and laid
down the conditions of its solution, though his proposals only went the length in practice of modifying existing
systems of land tenure. He had to deal with the customs and habit of thought of centuries, and, what he
approached with no uncertain step in England, we may surely attempt with some confidence in a country barely
fifty years subject to the rule of a civilised power.
An American writer, Mr. H. George, in his clever book entitled, "Progress and Poverty," has ventured
beyond Mill in his plan of recovering to the State land which it has alienated. Mill would appropriate that
portion of the rent in future which arises from the pressure of population, or the general progress of society, and
not from any exertions or expenditure on the part of the owner. Mr. George seems to adopt as a fundamental
position the theory, that the State has a right to appropriate all rent, from whatever cause it might have arisen,
on the ground that private property in land is indefensible. Mr. George would not pay from the public
exchequer for the economic errors of society in the past, but would make the individual who accepted the
guarantee of the State the victim of the national wrongdoing. To state the doctrine is to condemn it, and it is the
blot on a work which, so far as it refers to the economic advantages of State ownership, has comprehensively
and conclusively dealt with the subject.
It is not our purpose here to go over the ground taken up by the advocates of nationalization. We accept the
principle, and propose to address ourselves to the means which we think should be adopted by our legislators to
apply it. It is not too soon to approach the subject from the practical side. The number of those who accept the
theory are already formidable, and are daily increasing. Many able and eloquent men, both in and out of
Parliament, are sparing no pains to bring the question into the front rank of measures of legislative importance,
and are devising practical means to give effect to their opinions.

In what way is the stronghold of individual property in land to be assailed? By one heroic measure, when
public opinion is ripe for it, after the plan of Mr. George, either with or without compensation; or by a system
of progressive legislation, moving forward gradually in accordance with the growth and development of public
opinion? We give our preference to the latter system of attack, as more in accordance with sound principles of
strategy, and as more likely to meet with ultimate success. A chess player who understands something about the
strategy of the game does not rush right away and concentrate all his forces on the quarters of the King, but
operates on mam parts of the field at the same time, hoping that the sum of his advantages will render his
Majesty's position ultimately untenable. In actual warfare, great victories are won in the same manner.
It may be necessary here to say a word or two in respect of an objection which is often urged to the
nationalization of the land. When the land, or any considerable portion of it, has been leased, will not the State
tenants be powerful enough to combine to obtain the freehold? If this result is at all probable, it is useless to
expend a life's work on an object which is no sooner gained than lost. When devoted men make great sacrifices,
they must be assured of a response. Let us glance at the conditions. In our opinion the principal reason in favour
of the nationalization of the land is that the land of any country soon becomes a monopoly, the possessors being
few in comparison with the population. The monopolists without effort grow rick The landless, continually
increasing their number, grow poor, and, having the franchise, live in a state of agitation, and attach the
privileged. We do not need to give illustrations: every country in the world abounds with them. Let us suppose,
now, that we have only national land. The phenomena presented in this case would be, on the one hand a body
of cultivators paying rent, to the State; and on the other a greater body living by wages, mainly in towns,
deriving a beneficial interest from the rents, and remaining content in the knowledge that they participate in the
prosperity of the agricultural tenant. On the ground of self-interest the more numerous class will cast the votes
against the disturbance of a system which works in their favour.
In a system of State leasing, we may assume the right of the first tenant to sub-let. Now, though we have
[unclear: found] the case of the Greymouth Native reserves, for instance) [unclear: th] the original tenant will
desire to turn his leasehold into a free hold, all the sub-tenants will firmly resist any attempt of the kind. On the
land itself we have thus two forces which [unclear: will] to conserve the principle of State-leasing: the
labourers who work for wages, and who have a vested interest in the rents, and the subtenants, who would
always prefer the State to the individual to deal with. In a word, in the conflict of interests the system becomes
secure.
A further security exists in the mode of applying the land revenue. If this revenue were localised and set
apart for definite purposes, two objects would be gained—the sentiment as well as the interest of the
community would be opposed to denationalisation, and a check would be provided against the inevitable
tendency to minimise rents. When local institutions depended on a certain income, there could be no improper
sympathy with every attempt to reduce the income. The full security for all improvements would provide
against rack-renting, an evil we cannot conceive possible under the State. One part of the revenue ought to be
appropriated for intercommunication in the land district; one part for education; and one part for police, gaols,
hospitals, lunatic asylums, and so forth. The first charge, of course, would be for administration, central as well
as local, and the remainder would be localised. In the course of time, as the revenue increased and exceeded
that necessary for the services to which it was applied, readjustment would be made. We have seen how
insuperable has been the difficulty to obtain any reduction in the indefensible export duty on gold, because it
happened to be made local revenue. It would seem that the most obnoxious tax can be made palatable if only it
is applied to local purposes; and we may justly reason that the economic rent of land, which is not only
unobjectionable but absolutely essential to the existence of society, whether it is paid to an individual or to the
State, would, under the conditions we have named, be looked upon as an order of nature, and be no more
disputed than is the moral obligation on a man to pay his debts.
We now come to the consideration of the steps which might be taken to reach the goal. The land of the
Colony may for our purpose be divided into three classes. The first is land which is the property of the Crown,
or exists in the form of endowments for public institutions, and therefore still belongs to the State. The second
is land which has not passed from the possession of the aboriginal Natives, whether it be land under the
primitive title, under any Crown title, or as reserves. The third class is land owned by private persons or public
companies. The quantity of land alienated by the Crown and owned privately is about 14 million acres. About
three million acres have been purchased directly from the Natives, making 17 million acres held and owned by
private individuals. The Natives still retain about 16 million acres. Taking the area of the Colony at 65 million
acres, the Crown owns 32 million acres—about as much in area, though not in natural quality, as private
persons and Natives combined.
It is unnecessary here to go into the question as to how much of these 32 million acres of Crown lands is
available for any industrial purpose. A large proportion is unavailable for agriculture or pasture, as it includes
mountain and gully, river and lake. Our object is simply to show how we may retain what we have got, and

how we should proceed to redeem and recover what we have either parted with, or, in the case of the Native
land, what has not yet been in the possession of the Crown. The advocate of nationalization will have
mountains of prejudice to contend with, and the best course for him to [unclear: pursh] in legislation and
administration is to meet each point on its own merits, advancing just sufficient argument to meet the cast, and
proving that his plan is the one best adapted to promote the interests of those affected. We shall make this idea
clear as was proceed.

Nationalization of the Land.
[Dunedin "Echo," April 22, 1882.]
II.
IT cannot be denied that there is in the mind of the [unclear: masses] strong prejudice against State leasing.
They have been taught to value "a bit of their own land" as the greatest boon under heaven, and the ingenuity of
our politicians has been [unclear: taxed] provide them with a means of acquiring a portion of terra [unclear: fi]
in fee simple. We may, therefore, hope to do no more [unclear: th] limit the quantity of land disposable in
agricultural areas, [unclear: h] might not, for instance, be unpopular to confine the sale of land to the system of
deferred payments. Of the thirty-two [unclear: milli] acres of Crown land, but a small portion is fitted by
Nature [unclear: fr] agriculture as at present practised in the Colony. We [unclear: ha] seen that the Ormond
idea, of selling the worst land to save the Colony from taxation for ordinary purposes, is not likely [unclear: t]
prevail. No party advocated the sale instead of the leasing, the other day, of the Otago runs, the question being
how to lease them to yield the best results. The area re-leased—whether wisely in the way it has been done is
not here under consideration—has for ten years been reserved from alienation. What have, therefore, practically
to consider is, the best [unclear: way] proceeding to nationalize the agricultural land still available, the pastoral
land being virtually nationalized, at least in one important part of the Colony.
One portion of the old Otago runs reserved is to be disposed of on pastoral deferred payments—a system
which may [unclear: be] brought into force in Canterbury in the present year. Some of this land is fit for
agriculture, and is thrown in to make the "mountain tops" marketable. The system has now been tried, and we
believe has not been a success. From any point of view, the advocate of nationalization in opposing it will have
on his side powerful influences in Canterbury, and is not likely to experience much difficulty in changing the
system in Otago. We would substitute for sale the leasing of these mixed miniature runs, for the same term,
namely 15 years. At the end of this time, the lessee should be entitled to have his improvements protected over
320 acres, and in renewing the lease, the rent to the former lessee should be reduced by the interest on such
improvements. The true theory as to improvements is, that for the present they should be confined to
agricultural land. One object gained would be the encouragement of agriculture, and another an improving class
of occupiers. The necessary legislation is required.
The question of dealing with purely agricultural land in areas not exceeding 820 acres is divisible into two
parts—legislation and administration. We cannot hope to repeal the existing law at present, and must therefore
proceed cautiously, using the abundant precedents the statute book affords. Government should have the power
of setting apart land for leasing on a twenty-one years' tenure, all unexhausted improvements on the part of the
tenant to be protected to him at the end of the term.
Financially the comparison will stand as follows: A deferred-payment settler now pays—partly through the
higher upset price placed on the land, and partly through excessive competition from the payments being
deferred—about 50 per cent, on the average more than if he bought for cash. For land worth a pound an acre he
pays 30s., in twenty half-yearly instalments of 1s. 6d. each. On a two-hundred acre section he pays at least £30
a year for ten years. That is the present system. What does an equitable leasing system offer? The State is to
receive interest on the cash value of its land, and if it get this combined with the indirect advantages of
occupation and cultivation it does well. The value of a corresponding selection of 200 acres is as many pounds,
for which the State receives 4 per cent., or £8 a year, as rent. For 21 years the rent is fixed, and then an
equitable rent by valuation is assessed for another term, all improvements being allowed for, which confers
fixity of tenure. Suppose, then, we had the necessary legislation, and a Government anxious to give this system
a fair trial, would any considerable number of people prefer it to the present system of deferred-payments? The
answer which experience of the working of the deferred-payment plan gives is—that the difference in the
amount of the annual payments would tend to give the leasing system the preference, with all whose capital was
small in proportion to the cost of maintenance on the farm. The struggle to make the periodical payments at
present is proverbial, with three out of four of the deferred-payment settlers. Reduce the payments to nearly

one-fourth of the amount, and there would be no struggle at all, but with fresh energy and power left for making
improvements.
There would be no objection, probably, to a Bill which repealed nothing, but gave Government power, if it
thought fit to use it, of applying the leasing system under certain conditions. The agricultural lease system in a
crude form has been enacted in the Mines Act, and in Nelson and in Otago small areas may be leased. The
Legislature has never been unwilling to countenance experimental legislation in settlement where a due regard
has been paid to vested interests. What country in the world can show the same variety and diversity of systems
for promoting the occupation of land as New Zealand? Yet one more has never frightened our legislators, but
rather has been accepted as an additional means for accomplishing the end in view. The Bill need not cover
much paper, nor be encumbered with details. We would leave a large power of making regulations with the
Ministry; and however objectionable the principle may be, in the initiation of a new system it is not wise to
attempt to define every detail for any contingency that might possibly arise.
In passing on to the notice of reserves and endowments, we may at once lay down the principle that no
reserve or endowment should be alienable, unless specifically made so in each case for special reasons by an
Act of the Assembly. There was nothing to justify the legislation of 1880, by which a general power was given
in the High Schools Reserves Act to dispose of endowments. But we go much further, in considering how to
preserve the national estate, and think that no endowments should be alienable under any circumstances
whatever. The land-grant system in connection with railways is indefensible, and should be repealed as speedily
as possible—a sound reason probably being found in the way the land has been disposed of in the case of the
line lately authorised under the Railways Construction Act When endowments are given for such objects as
harbours, they should not be accompanied by a power of sale. Fresh reserves ought to be set aside for the
endowment of local bodies, for forest purposes, for charitable institutions, and so forth, to be made inalienable,
and subject to the general law for leasing and occupation. It may be said that if the land is nationalized there
will be no necessity for reserves and endowments, except in the form of the appropriation of the rents. This is
true, but it must be seen that the more (inalienable) reserves are made the sooner the final result of
nationalization will be accomplished. The battle is one against time. Every acre alienated is so much ground
lost Our first duty is to conserve; the more remote being to perfect the regulations. We have a moral right to use
every prejudice, every tendency of the popular or legislative mind, to assist us in the work. To save the land
from alienation is to save a great principle from defeat, and the operations against the enemies of that principle
must be as widely extended as they are vigorously directed.
Subject to Ministerial veto, all Crown land and endowments ought to be administered locally and by one
body. This body would be a reformed Land Board—a transformed Waste Lands Board. The nominee element
might be supplemented by the mayors of municipalities, and the chairmen of county councils, by virtue of their
office. The Board might thus become a popular body through the wide representation by the ratepayers of town
and country. If the chairmen of county councils were elected direct by the ratepayers and the single vote,
nothing would be left to make the Board thoroughly representative of the people whose interests were entrusted
to its charge. This body, if so constituted, would exercise great authority, and the veto would not he likely to be
put in force except for reasons which could be defended in the face of the country. The first thing to be done
would be to place the control of all public endowments under the Board, with the right of delegating the
management in particular instances to some still more localised body. Every land endowment has a twofold
character—the support of the institution endowed, and the proper use of the land. What will justify, for
instance, the control of hundreds of thousands of acres of a land endowment being vested in a University
Council? The function of such a council is to appropriate the proceeds to education, but hardly to ensure by
equitable arrangements that the tenants are placed on a "live-and-let-live" basis. The only (perhaps adequate)
justification of corporate endowments is that they are managed by some person or body responsible to those
who are in beneficial occupation, and to the community at large. If this principle had been observed in the case
of the Irish estates by the London companies, one strong reason for their expropriation would not have existed.
If these reforms are steadily pressed forward by the Liberal party, of the 32 million acres of Crown land and
the estimated three million acres of reserves and endowments, there ought not to be more than a million acres
from this time forth alienated before the people of the Colony shall have been taught to guard the land as the
property of the State and the endowment of posterity—before, in a word, the principle of the nationalization of
the land shall have become not only the policy of a great party, but the chief corner stone of the constitution.
NOTE—We have estimated the area of Crown land at 32 million acres The Secretary of Crown Lands, in
his report for 1881, put it down at 34 million acres, distributed as follows: 12½ millions on pastoral lease, 12½
millions chiefly under forest, and 9 millions worthless for settlement, consisting of barren mountain tops and
lakes.

Nationalisation of the Land.
A Native Land Policy.
[Dnnedin "Echo," May 6, 1882.]
III.
A POSSIBLE Native land policy is one which will obtain the assent of the more intelligent of the Natives on
the one hand, and not be opposed by the force of colonial opinion on the other. Since the year 1876 various
parties in the Assembly have attempted legislation by which the Colony might control the disposal or sale of
Native land; but all attempts of the kind have failed, from Sir Julius Vogel's partnership idea down to Mr.
Bryce's effort to bring the Natives and their land under the dominion of the Waste Land Boards. In not one of
these proposals were the Natives consulted, nor did any of them meet with a favourable reception from the
Native members of the Legislature. Those who were most interested in having their lands properly dealt with
could, rightly or wrongly, see nothing in the proposals but a device to do them wrong. The small and compact
body who have made Native land buying their profession were equally hostile; for, though the proposed
legislation was crude and unstatesmanlike, it would have effectually disposed of the Native land-shark. But last
session something more successful was actually accomplished. The Thermal Springs Act gives the Governor
power to lease land on behalf of the Natives who have first leased it to the Government. The sale of the
Township of Rotorua is a result. Then the West Coast Reserves Leasing Act vests the disposal by way of lease
of no less than a quarter of a million acres of land, estimated by the Native Commission to be worth upwards of
£600,000, in the Public Trustee, acting through a resident trustee. In these Acts the Natives are debarred from
selling except to the Government. It was remarkable that when one of the Bills was passing through Committee,
and when the question was raised as to the power of the Natives to sell to others than the Government, the
Native members rose one after another and urged in emphatic language that only the power of leasing should be
given.
But as both of the measures were passed to meet exceptional circumstances, it cannot be imagined that the
Government would be allowed to step in to-morrow, or next year, and deal with the entire Native estate on the
same principle. Yet the system is susceptible of extension. The whole of the Native reserves were to have come
under a Bill, which want of time only prevented from becoming law last session. What is a Native reserve? The
answer is best given in another question. What should not he a Native reserve in land leased directly by its
Native owners? The best reason for bringing all Native leases under regulations provided to insure a spirit of
equity in dealings of the kind, is, that the grossest abuses are continually taking place. A lease is obtained at a
peppercorn rent for 21 years. When half the time is expired, the lessee desires a renewal to give him another 21
years' lease. How does he proceed? By small advances among the more influential owners; pressure for
repayment; and when they have been properly cultivated, he offers a lump sum down for the new lease,
agreeing to wipe out the advance which he has thus used as a lure. The plan is generally successful, and, while
Maori nature endures, virtual perpetuities and great fortunes will thus be built up. It is for such a result "ground
bait" is so plentifully distributed to obtain even a lease, for if the fee simple cannot be secured by watching and
waiting, the renewals will bring the reward. It would not only be sound policy therefore to bring all leased land
under general regulations and the control of a department, but it would be a necessary measure of protection
against unfair dealing. Whatever may be said to the contrary, it is beyond doubt that the Native is in many
respects an infant needing a guardian.
The Parliamentary returns show that the Government had advanced money on, and issued the
"proclamation" over, several million acres of land, which is to be abandoned if only the advances can be
brought back into the Treasury. We would try to lease this land, if there is not money available for the purchase,
and re-lease it in suitable areas—in areas more conducive to the prosperity of the Colony than the Murimotu
Block. Otherwise the Native might be allowed to lease direct, if the advances remaining a charge against the
rent were spread equally and progressively over the term. In either way the difficulty would be solved. But no
member calling himself a Liberal ought to permit a Minister to arrange terms with a land ring on the weak
pretence of getting back the advances, as was done in the case of the Patetere Block. Forest reserves should be
proclaimed, to be used for the benefit of the Natives on the same principle as under the Thermal Springs Act.
What would probably be permitted without a protest in the first instance would be the simple proclamation
forbidding the sale of any particular block of forest laud. All else would be a question of mutual arrangement.

Where the Natives desired a tract of country to be declared inalienable by sale, there ought to be a power by law
to grant the request. It appears that Rewi, if not Tawhiao, would welcome a law which would prevent needy and
unscrupulous members of their tribes from parting with portions of the tribal lands. And it is important here to
note that the demand for the individualization of the Native title is not the unselfish statesmanlike proposal
which may be supposed. Nothing is more really instructive in politics than to hear the present Premier and
Attorney-General dwell on the advantages of individualizing the title. We know what it means, and will now
venture to submit a qualification which this politician will not accept—namely, that individualization of title is
wise and fruitful of good results only when the Government is the sole purchaser. History will not justify the
Waitara war; and true statesmanship will not sanction a practice which places the tribe at the mercy of its worst
and most irresponsible members.
We come to consider the question of alienation in its broader aspect. To achieve the great end of having all
Native lands leased instead of sold, it is essential that the Natives should go heart and hand with the
Government. We have referred to a disposition among the Natives in favour of leasing, which we believe to be
very general and deeply rooted. Would they agree to a positive enactment that in future none of their land
should be sold? Would such a piece of legislation have any chance of passing? The Waste Lands Board scheme
met with the united opposition of the Native members, who did not understand it, and were suspicious. The
secret of their assent rests in giving the Natives themselves a large measure of local governmental control. A
Native member brought down last session a Bill for the establishment of local Native Committees. The measure
was admirably adapted to the wants of his people, and to protect them from many flagrant abuses. In this simple
piece of machinery there is the means of securing a more just and beneficial administration of Native land, and
at the same time of educating the Maoris in the art of regulating their own local affairs. If a Committee were
empowered to lease, not sell, the land of the tribe it represented, it is certain the leasing system would
immediately be accepted. Fair terms would be obtained for the land, and we believe it would be disposed of in
areas proportionate to the quality and the distance from market. One enormous advantage would be gained: the
present debasing, dishonest system of bribing individual Natives to sell, and then using these as decoy ducks for
their more intractable compatriots, would be swept away at a single stroke. On the lowest ground, there could
not be inflicted a greater disgrace on modern civilisation than does the existing system of inducing the Native to
part with his land.
The Native has become by our proposal the landlord, with the right of sale limited to the State. We will
suppose that the State considers it to be its duty to nationalize the land from time to time, as the owners are
willing to sell—the process is simple, and would not be tardy. Individuals could not injure the tribe when the
land was dealt with by a representative body; and as the necessities of many of them would continually be
outrunning their income, urging them to sell their portions, they would be adequately protected by converting
say half the purchase-money into stock, to be held by the Public Trustee for their benefit. In this way the work
of nationalization would go steadily on. No foreign loans would be required, and there would be no charge on
the Treasury, as debentures could be issued from time to time to meet the demand, bearing an interest
corresponding with the amount of the rent. If a policy were framed on these lines, we think the welfare of the
Natives would be combined with the best interests of the colonists. It is a policy which would be realisable
without a large expenditure of political effort, and its value is measurable by what it would go far to
accomplish—the nationalization, within a short period in the history of a country, of sixteen million acres of
land.

Nationalization of the Land.
Resumption of Private Land.
["Dunedin Echo," June 3, 1882.]
IV.
"An individual never gives in present money, for a remote profit, anything like what that profit is worth to
the State, which is immortal."—John Stuart Mill.
WE have not space here to review the many devices for the resumption of private land by the State which
have been suggested by writers on the subject. Suffice it to say that we view every proposal which has the
effect of reducing the present value of property as untenable from a moral point of view. That is to say, the
State has no right to benefit itself without a fair and equivalent compensation being made to those who are

asked to part with something they legally call their own. The appropriation of rent is direct confiscation. The
resumption without payment at the end of a certain period is no less confiscation in principle, though it may
differ greatly in degree. The appropriation of the unearned increment is defensible, on the ground that the State
has the moral right to declare that no person in future shall be entitled to property which others, not the person,
may earn.
A finer question is involved here. It is said that when a man has purchased his property he purchases the
unearned increment for ever. We are not aware that Mill has met this objection; but it appears to us that the
reply is, that the State has always reserved to itself the right of readjusting taxation from time to time, in
accordance with the capacity of the different classes and members of the community to contribute. The
unearned increment is a question of taxation. If a class enjoy exceptional privileges, it is called upon, under a
system of abstract justice, to contribute more than do those classes which are not in the enjoyment of those
privileges.
We do not, however, think the appropriation of the unearned increment would be free from the charge of
confiscation, or be the best way of proceeding. Indeed, we see great objections to the mixing up of the question
of taxation with the question of nationalizing the land. Many prejudices will be avoided if the two objects are
pursued independently. A progressive tax on land, for instance, can be justified by the theory of an unearned
increment and exceptional privilege. The resumption of private land—though there is a connection—is very
different from the question of the equation of burthens. In the quotation from Mill, at the head of this article,
will probably be found the key to the solution of the problem.
When will the time come for resumption? How should we proceed? Public opinion will be ripe for action
when pressure begins to be felt for land by those anxious to occupy and cultivate. This time will be hastened by
an equitable leasing system applied to the Crown lands; and it is safe to predict that in less than ten years, with
the protection of improvements inducing people to lease agricultural areas, a demand will have gone forth for
the expropriation of the very large freeholds, simply because all other land will have passed into industrial
hands. The principle of expropriation will be carried when the Crown (and Native) land has been leased; and a
just leasing system will be the lever by which the deadweight of centuries of prejudice may be removed. The
carrying of the last rampart is therefore not very remote, and the citadel must surrender at discretion when the
besiegers have command of the town.
The expediency of resumption follows from the principle stated by Mill, that the State, being immortal, can
look for a remote profit by purchasing at present values. That is all. When the State wants the land, it can
afford to give market price for it, just as it gives market price for the land it requires for railways; and no one
has a right to complain when he receives an equivalent value for what he has parted with. It might be expedient
to begin by giving the right to re-purchase any estate above 10,000 acres in extent, in those parts of the Colony
where the capacity to occupy land was greatest. The usual plan of arbitration would be available to decide
disputes. We think it would be found advisable to postpone compulsory expropriation, if sufficient land within
the limits laid down could be obtained by purchase in the open market.
These limits might be of a financial character. The department, we will suppose, started with a capital of
half a million. As the land was acquired it would be leased, at a rental, say of 5 per cent, on the capital value; a
reservation existing that at no time should more than half a million be advanced to the department in excess of
that producing the standard rate of interest. Thus, if 20 millions were lent to the purchase department, 19½
millions, at least, would represent land yielding a rental equal to 5 per cent, on the amount. In this limitation
would exist the safety-valve, as the absence of it led to so many improper investments in Native land by the
Crown during the last ten years. The net result would at any time show whether the purchases were judicious,
by the infallible criterion of persons being willing to lease at a rental equal to a low interest on the capital value.
We think it scarcely necessary to deal at any length with the question of the Colony being able to borrow
the necessary amount of capital. Fortunately the modern institution of international honesty, termed "credit,"
has undergone without slight disturbance for a century or so a very constant development, until the loanable
capital of the world has increased beyond the demand, except at a rate of interest tending from 3 per cent., on
the best securities, downwards. Our Colonial standard of honesty, ability, and discretion is fixed at about 5 per
cent, when we want to borrow, or about per cent, when we have got what we want, and have given a guarantee
not to disturb the speculators for a time certain. We will take the very lowest ground, in supposing we pledged
the rents of the Crown lands, and ask, would Lombard Street or Wall Street seek for better security? But we do
not think the Colonial credit would stand so low, when the ability was shown in the economic rents of a large
body of agricultural tenants, equal to the interest on the required capital. Before long, the Colonial market will
be able to subscribe small loans, when the Government might get what it wanted, but at any rate if the Colony
has the security and credit to offer, the money will not be withheld.
It is not our object here to demonstrate the amount of prosperity which would be created in so many ways
by the nationalization of private land. It is a wide question. One consideration only shall we allude to. The

private capital released, in all probability, would not leave the Colony, but be transferred to other industries.
Even in the case of absentees, it is not unlikely it would return to find employment in the country where on a
given area the number of producers had been so greatly increased, and where credit and capacity went hand in
hand. If the Liberal party desire a national policy on which it might with confidence stake its future prosperity
and position, we know of none which affords the same scope, or which would yield such splendid results as the
nationalization of the land.
NOTE.—Since we began to write on the subject, an important advance has been made in the direction we
indicated, as will be seen from a passage in the Governor's speech at the opening of the General Assembly, in
which the principle of leasing is to be applied to some blocks of agricultural land.

Appendix.
Village Homestead Special Settlements on Perpetual Lease.
[Amended Conditions by Order in Council, Sept. 1, 1886.]
REGULATIONS.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

THE land to be selected under these Regulations shall be held on perpetual lease for the first term of thirty
years, and for subsequent terms of twenty-one years, without any right of acquiring the freehold.
The rental shall be based on the capital value of the land, which shall in no case be less than £1 an acre.
No charge will be made for the lease, which shall be in the form in the Schedule hereto, beyond the sum
of 10s. for registering the same in the Land Transfer Department.
No lease shall be issued, or any transfer of the interest of a settler allowed, except with the consent of the
Commissioner of Crown Lands to be first obtained, until after the payment of the first half-year's rent.
Renewals of leases shall be subject in all respects to the provisions of sections 151 to 155 of Part IV. of
"The Land Act, 1885."
Married men will have preference as selectors under these regulations.
No allotment shall exceed in area 50 acres.
Subject to the following conditions, and within the first five years of the date of the selection, an advance
of a sum not exceeding £20 will be made to assist a selector in the erection of a house on his selection;
and in bush lands a further sum not exceeding £2 10s. an acre, up to but not exceeding an area of 20 acres,
will be advanced for bush-felling and for grassing:—
•Each settler must begin bush-felling immediately; but in any case where this is not done the Steward
should report the circumstance to the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the district.
•Those settlers who may desire advances of money in terms of these regulations will obtain payment
monthly from the Steward, on his valuation of work done.
•Advances will be made for the combined operations of under-scrubbing and bush-felling at the rate of £1
5s, an acre, and for burning, grassing, fencing, and other improvements £1 5s. an acre—in all, £2 10s. an
acre—up to the limit of 20 acres.
•The erection of a dwelling-house must be completed within six months of the date of selection; but in
bush lands this may be deferred until immediately after the first burn, but no longer.
•Applications for advances may be made either to the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the district or to
the Steward of Village Settlements.
•No advances will be made on dwelling-houses until they are completed and ready for occupation.
The annual rent shall be 5 per cent, on the capital value of the land, together with 5 per cent, on such
sums as may be advanced in terms of Clause 8, payable half-yearly, on the 1st day of January or July next
ensuing after the lapse of six months from the dates of the selection and advances respectively.
All applications for land under these regulations shall be made to the Commissioner of Crown Lands for
the district, Where more applications than one are made on the same day for the same land, the right to
occupy the land applied for shall, subject to Clause 6, be determined by lot amongst the applicants.
Each selector or transferee will be required to occupy his selection as his home, and to make permanent
improvements as required by Clauses 12 and 13.
Each selector shall, within two years, cultivate one acre, and within four years the half of the remainder of
his selection.
"Permanent improvement" shall mean—
•Fencing the land with timber or other durable materials, not being a brush fence; or

•

•
•
•

•Breaking-up and laying-down the same in English or other cultivated grass; or
•Breaking-up and planting or sowing root or other crops therein; and, in case of bush lands, the felling and
clearing of timber and sowing of grass.
Selectors shall not subdivide or sublet their holdings; but, with the consent of the Commissioner of
Crown Lands for the district, they may transfer them, provided that all the conditions of these regulations
have been fulfilled to date of application to transfer. No person who has an interest in any land of more
than an acre in extent in the Colony shall be eligible as a selector under these regulations.
No selector shall hold more than one allotment under these regulations, which shall be held for his sole
use and benefit, and not for the use or benefit of any other person whomsoever.
Any selector who shall fail to comply with these regulations in any respect shall, upon sufficient proof
thereof to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, forfeit his interest in the land selected.
In case any doubt shall arise as to the construction of these terms and conditions with reference to the
selection and occupation or clearing of any land, or otherwise arising thereunder, the same shall be settled
by the Commissioner.

Schedule.
FORM OF LEASE.
THIS Deed made the______day of______, 18______, between the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the
Land District of______(who with his successors and assigns is hereinafter termed "the lessor,") of the one part,
and______of______, in the Provincial District of______, in the said Colony,______, who
with______executors, administrators, and permitted assigns, (hereinafter referred to as and included in the term
"the lessee,") of the other part, witnesseth that, in consideration of the rent hereinafter reserved, and of the
covenants, conditions and agreements herein contained and implied and on the part of the lessee to be paid,
observed, and performed, the lessor doth hereby demise and lease unto the lessee all that piece or parcel of land
containing by admeasurement______, a little more or less, situate in the District of______aforesaid, and being
Section______, Block______, Survey District of______; as the same is more particularly delineated and
described in the plan drawn hereon, and therein coloured red in outline; together with the rights, easements, and
appurtenances to the same belonging. To hold the said premises intended to be hereby demised unto the lessee
for the term of thirty years, commencing as from the 80th day of June, 18, and renewable on the conditions
prescribed by "The Land Act, 1885." Yielding and paying therefor unto the Receiver of Land Revenue for the
said District of______the annual rent of £______, payable half-yearly in advance on the 1st day of January and
the 1st day of July in each and every year during the said term, free from all deductions whatsoever. The first
payment of such rent having been made, the next payment to become due to be made on the______day
of______next.
And it is hereby declared and agreed that these presents are intended to take effect as a lease under the
Regulations made by Order in Council issued on the______day of______188______, and the provisions of
those regulations shall be binding in all respects upon the parties hereto in the same manner as if such
provisions had been fully set out herein.
In witness whereof the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Land District of______hath hereunto set his
hand; and these presents also have been executed by the said lessee, this______day of______, 18
Signed by the said Commissioner in the presence of—
A.B.,
(Occupation, Residence.)
(L.S.)
Signed by the above-named as lessee, in the presence of—
C.D.,
(Occupation, Residence.)
(L.S.)

Conditions for Farm Homestead Special Settlements on Perpetual Lease.
WM. F. DRUMMOND JERVOIS, Governor.
Order in Council.

At the Government Buildings, at Wellington, this seventeenth day of January,
1887.
Present: THE HONOURABLE THE MINISTER FOR PUBLIC WORKS PRESIDING IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by the one hundred and sixty-third section of "The Land Act, 1885," it is enacted that the
Governor in Council may, from time to time, make, alter and repeal regulations for fixing the terms and
conditions upon which the lands in any special settlement shall be disposed of, and the mode of payment for the
same :
And whereas it is deemed expedient to make regulations for the disposal of farm homestead special
settlements on perpetual lease:
Now, therefore, I, William Francis Drummond Jervois, the Governor of the Colony of New Zealand, in
pursuance and exercise of the power and authority conferred upon me by the hereinbefore in part recited Act,
and by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of the said Colony, do hereby fix the
following terms and conditions as those upon which farm homestead special-settlement blocks shall be
disposed of on perpetual leasing, and the mode of payment for the same.

REGULATIONS.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

EVERY lease under these regulations shall be for a fixed term, so as to expire on the thirtieth day of June
which shall first ensue after the expiration of thirty years from the date of commencement of the term, and
shall be renewable from time to time for periods of twenty-one years, without any right of acquiring the
freehold.
The rental shall be based on the capital value of the land, which shall in no case be less than £1 an acre.
No lease shall be issued, or any transfer of the interest of a settler allowed, except with the consent of the
Commissioner of Crown Lands to be first obtained.
Renewals of leases shall be subject in all respects to the provisions of sections 151 to 155 of Part IV. of
"The Land Act, 1885."
No married woman shall be eligible as a selector under these regulations, but any other person of the age
of 17 years or upwards shall be eligible, married men having the preference.
No allotment shall exceed in area 320 acres.
The annual rent shall be 5 per cent, on the capital value of the land, payable half-yearly, on the 1st day of
January or July in every year, and the half-year's rent which must be paid at the time of application shall
be in discharge of the half-year's rent due on the 1st day of January or the 1st day of July which shall first
ensue after the commencement of the term.
All applications for land under these regulations shall be made to the Commissioner of Crown Lands for
the district. Where more applications than one are made on the same day for the same land, the right to
occupy the land applied for shall, subject to Clause 5, be determined by lot amongst the applicants.
Every selector shall within six months of the commencement of his term, and thereafter for a period of six
consecutive years, reside on some portion of the land selected by him.
Every selector shall bring into cultivation—
•Within one year from the date of his lease, not less than one-twentieth of the land selected by him;
•Within two years from the date of his lease, not less than one-tenth of the land selected by him;
•Within four years from the date of his lease, not less than one-fifth of the land selected by him:
And shall within six years from the date of his lease, in addition to the cultivation of one-fifth of the land,
have put substantial improvements of a permanent character on the land to the value of £1 for every acre
of such land.
Selectors shall not sublet their holdings; but they may, with the consent of the Commissioner of Crown
Lands, subdivide them, and the tenant of any part so subdivided shall hold from the Crown on the same
conditions to the end of the term as the original holder. Selectors may, with the consents of the
Commissioner, transfer their holdings, provided that all the conditions of these Regulations have been
fulfilled to dated of application to transfer. No person who has an interest in any land of more than an acre
in extent in the Colony shall be eligible as a selector under these regulations.
No selector shall hold more than one allotment under these regulations, which shall be held for his sole
use and benefit, and not for the use or benefit of any other person whomsoever.
Any selector who shall fail to comply with these regulations in any respect shall, upon sufficient proof
thereof to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, forfeit his interest in the land selected.
In case any doubt shall arise as to the construction of these terms and conditions with reference to the

selection and occupation or clearing of any land, or otherwise arising there under, the same shall be
settled by the Commissioner.
Lyon & Blair, Printers, Lambton Quay, Wellington.

The Cold Lakes of New Zealand.
Reprinted from The Scottish Geographical Magazine for November 1887.
BY W. N. BLAIR, C.E.
THE Hot Lakes of New Zealand have been the theme of many a pen, from Jules Verne—graphic and
entertaining, but weak as to facts—down to the Blue-Books of the Colonial Government, where the stern prose
of veracity is the principal, if not the only, attraction. But the Cold Lakes of New Zealand have received little
attention at the hands of European writers. Lake Wakatipu has, however, been honoured by at least two
distinguished writers—Anthony Trollope and Miss Isabella Bird. The famous novelist came in the depth of
winter; the weather was not propitious and the roads were bad; and, although frankly acknowledging the
amenities of the country, he as freely exercises the Englishman's privilege of grumbling. Miss Bird was more
fortunate, alike in the season of the year, the weather, and the facilities for travelling. In her usual fearless,
unembarrassed style she followed "unbeaten tracks," fraternised with saw-millers at the head of the lake, and
entered into warm friendships with coach-drivers and others. But we looked in vain for her impressions; the
only record she has given the world of her New Zealand trip is in the opening chapters of the Hawaiian
Archipelago. Auckland is described in terms suggestive of abject somnolency, and the colony generally is
designated as "Sleepy New Zealand." Any suggestion of this kind must of course be repudiated by every true
colonist, and he can have no difficulty in making good his case, for the records of the Stock Exchange give
abundant evidence that sleepiness is not our besetting sin.
The following notes are an attempt to give the people of the Home country an idea of those delightful
regions at the other side of the globe, which may appropriately be called the New Highlands.
Except in contradistinction to the Hot Lakes of the North Island, and that the Maori name of the
largest—Te Anau—is by some authorities supposed to signify "the water of the cold wind," the southern lakes
of New Zealand have no special claim to the title given them here. They are not pre-eminently cold, and the
climate of the lake district is one of the most enjoyable in the world. Truly Alpine, its leading characteristics all
the year round are bright blue skies and a clear bracing atmosphere. The hot rays of the sun, concentrated into
narrow valleys and reflected by polished rocks, and the cold winds from the snow-fields, modify and temper
each other, summer and winter. Although the rainfall is considerable, the number of rainy days are few; and at
the level of the lakes snow and frost are less severe, and remain a shorter time, than on the east coast of
Scotland. The first winter passed at the Antipodes by the writer was spent on a road surveying expedition in the
Wakatipu district "under Calico"—not a tent of thick canvas lined with woollen cloth, or otherwise made
specially weather-proof, but an ordinary cotton "ten by eight," such as diggers carry about the country, with a
"fly" or double roof to keep out the rain.
There are no hot lakes in the South or Middle Island, as it is indifferently called, and with the exception of
those on the Hanmer Plains, and a few less important ones in the same locality, there are no hot springs, and but
few mineral waters. This is probably due to the fact that the volcanic formations are far less extensive than in
the North Island. The hills that encircle the harbours of Dunedin and Lyttelton are the only two places where
eruptive rocks occur in appreciable quantities. But in the matter of ordinary cold lakes and mountain scenery
the South Island holds the prior place. Besides a countless number of tarns, there are probably about sixty lakes
of all sizes and shapes, from beautiful circles of liquid brilliants a mile across, to Te Anau, with its many fiords,
covering 132 square miles. The lakes follow generally the main axis of the island, and a straight line could be
drawn on the map running through eight of the largest, extending from Manapouri to Te Kapo, a distance of
nearly 200 miles. There are also a few lakes at a lower level on both sides of the island; those on the eastern
side are unimportant, but those on the west coast are very beautiful. Although the surrounding country is
generally low and flat, it is densely wooded, and the luxuriance of the foliage can only be surpassed in the
tropics. A distant background of snow-covered mountains is everywhere obtainable, and the reflections are said
to be equal to anything in the far-famed Yosemite Valley. North of Mount Cook, where the Southern Alps form
an unbroken chain, the mountain lakes are for the most part small, and they usually occupy lateral valleys
leading to the passes. But in Otago, where there is no definite backbone to the island, they are more widely
dispersed and of much greater extent. It is this part of the country that is commonly known as the Lake District.
There are twelve principal lakes, arranged into four distinct groups; Hauroto, [unclear: Poritiriti] and
Hakaporia, in the extreme south, are drained direct into [unclear: Fovea] Straits by rivers of their own; but the
other nine are divided into three river systems, each including three large lakes and several small ones. The

northern or Canterbury group, drained by the Waitaki River, comprises the Te Kapo, Pukaki, and Ohau Lakes.
The river is about twice the size of the Tay, five times the size of the Thames, and eleven times the size of the
Clyde; and the lakes cover an area of 80 square miles. The central group, from whence the Clutha takes its
supplies, consists of the Hawea, Wanaka, and Wakatipu Lakes, covering an area of 237 square miles, and
feeding a river of greater volume than the Nile. The western group comprises the Te Anau, Manapouri, and
Monowai Lakes, containing in the aggregate 193 square miles of surface, and drained by the Waiau, a river that
discharges somewhat more water than the Waitaki. The three isolated lakes in the southern group cover an area
of 44 square miles.
The northern group is situated in the Mackenzie Plain. So far as their size and immediate surroundings are
concerned, these lakes are inferior to those of Otago. The Mackenzie Plain is an open undulating country,
without much natural beauty, though at the same time a glorious view can be obtained at every point of the
snow-clad Southern Alps and other ranges. The district is also interesting from a geological point of view, and
on account of its proximity to Mount Cook, the centre of attraction in the Alpine scenery of New Zealand. The
sentiment of the Italian proverb, "See Naples and die," is peculiarly applicable to the monarch of southern
mountains, for pen and pencil are alike powerless to depict its surpassing grandeur.
As seen from Braemar, Mount Cook is the termination of the long circle of the Ben Ohau range, a beautiful
chain of rugged mountains, rising into a dozen peaks of every conceivable shape, from dome to spire. The
peaks get higher and farther apart as they approach Mount Cook; but although surrounded by six or seven
mountains over 8000 or 9000 feet high, it stands majestically alone, towering 12,350 feet above the sea. From
some points of view, Mount Cook bears a close resemblance to the Aiguille du Dru, as given in the frontispiece
to Professor Tyndall's book on the "Forms of Water."
The glorious spectacle of the mountains is not the only attraction in the neighbourhood, for here is
established one of Nature's grandest workshops. A regular succession of machines—frost, sunshine, torrent,
avalanche, and glacier—are incessantly at work converting the raw materials extracted from the clouds and
quarried from the mountain scarp into the floods that swell the Waitaki, and the shingle and soil that make the
Canterbury plains. "The mills of God grind slowly" is not true of the factory on Mount Cook, for the operations
are carried on with an activity and clamour unattainable by human agencies.
According to Sir Julius Von Haast, the whole of the Mackenzie country was at some remote period the bed
of a huge glacier, the largest planing machine ever employed in smoothing down the Britain of the south. This
is obvious even to the unscientific visitor, for the tool-marks and chips are everywhere visible in scored
boulders, stony hillocks, silt beds, and other morainic deposits, identically the same products as come from the
mills still at work a little higher up among the mountains. The lakes are formed by moraines lying across the
river-beds; and, in the case of Te Kapo and Pukaki, it is clear that the Godley and Tasman glaciers extended
down to them at a comparatively recent period. The rivers spring direct from the glaciers full-grown : they have
no childhood no youth, no struggle for existence; they are born with the full vigour of manhood, and at once
proceed in a bee-line to their destination, defying every obstacle. The whole course of the Tasman River, from
the glacier to the lake, a distance of twenty-two miles, is perfectly straight; and there is only one slight bend in
the Godley, which is of much the same length. These rivers are divided into numerous channels, looped and
interlaced in an extraordinary manner. Seen from the neighbouring heights, they resemble those curiously
reticulated pieces of organic fibre we sometimes see under a microscope. The glaciers that feed Lake Ohau are
comparatively small; consequently its waters are clean and bright in cold weather; but the other two lakes are
never clear, and as they are not large enough to be settling ponds, the water leaves them in a muddy state. It has
a dirty bluish-green tinge, intensely cold, and rushes along in swirls and eddies. The lakes in the Mackenzie
country appear to be silting up rapidly. The deltas at their heads are already four or five miles long and
increasing daily; so in course of time the Waitaki will have no means of purification, and it will roll down
muddier and more mercilessly than ever.
The lower ends of the Godley and Tasman glaciers that feed the Te Kapo and Pukaki Lakes are respectively
3580 and 2450 feet above sea-level, the latter being the lowest glacier on the eastern side of the range The
altitudes of the lakes themselves are—Te Kapo, 2440; Pukaki, 1720; and Ohau, 1840 feet. The depths of the
lakes are unknown, but they are believed to be comparatively shallow.
Mount Cook and its environs are pre-eminently the home of the Ice King, and the birthplace of glaciers.
The glaciers of New Zealand have never been accurately mapped out;
An exception must be made in the case of the Tasman and other glaciers in the immediate neighbourhood
of Mount Cook. The author is apparently unaware of the maps appended to Professor von Lendenfeld's
excellent monograph on the New Zealand Alps is No. 75 of Petermann's Ergänzungshefte.—ED. S. G. M.
but they are known to extend with more or less frequency from Earnslaw to the head-waters of the
Waimakarira River, a distance of 200 miles. For ninety miles in the Waitaki and Rangitata watersheds the
ice-field is almost continuous. The Rev. Mr. Green, who came all the way from England to scale Mount Cook

travelled over a glacier twice the size of any in the European Alps Curiously enough the principal ice-field
occurs at the narrowest part of the island. Whether this is a mere coincidence has not been explained.
There are five principal ice—or, as they are more commonly called, snow—rivers in New Zealand. Those
are the Clutha, Waitaki, Rangitata, Rakaia, and Waimakarira. The Clutha is trapped by immense lakes; it flows
all the way through a mountainous country, with an average fall of 7 feet a mile, and has large tributaries all the
way down; it is therefore wanting in many of the characteristics of a glacier river. The other four are very much
alike; they are generally straight, and always rapid and muddy; they also in every instance flow over shingle
banks near the source and mouth, and through rocky gorges in the middle. The average fall per mile from the
glacier to the sea is as follows :—Waitaki, 21 feet; Rangitata, 50 feet; Rakaia, 40 feet; and Waimakarira, 45
feet.
The heaviest floods in the snow rivers always occur in summer, when the weather is hot and dry on the
plains; and it is scarcely possible to conceive a more anomalous sight than the mighty river rolling down in high
flood, and carrying destruction before it, while the country on both sides is parched with drought and panting
for a drop of moisture.
The lakes in the central group are the best known in New Zealand, for there have been coach-roads to all of
them for many years, and the railway has been open to Lake Wakatipu since 1878. It is not, however, the
amenities of the scenery, but the thirst for gold that has opened up the country. The precious metal was first
discovered in the Wakatipu district in 1862, and before many months had elapsed there were several steamers
on the lake. Although steady and permanent, the gold-mining industry is now comparatively small, and the
district is dependent to a great extent on agriculture and the tourist traffic.
Hawea, the more northerly of the central lakes, is the smallest as well as the least interesting; it is 19 miles
long, 3 miles in its greatest breadth, and has an area of 48 square miles; it stands 1060 feet above sea-level, and
the general depth is from 910 to 1285 feet, running up to 450 feet near the ends. The scenery of Hawea is
somewhat tamer than that of the other lakes in the central group; the mountains on the western side and at the
head are lofty and bold, but those on the eastern side are lower and more rounded, and the country at the foot
presents a fine tract of flat agricultural land.
Wanaka, which at one point is less than two miles from Hawea, is 29 miles long, and from 1 to 3 miles
broad, and has an area of 75 square miles. Its altitude is 970 feet, and its depth ranges from 600 to 1085 feet, the
greater portion being upwards of 800 feet deep. The lake is long, narrow, and sinuous, but, at the foot, runs into
arms and gulfs that extend over a circle of 9 miles in diameter. Land and water are intertwined in the most
extraordinary way, like the parts of a child's puzzle. In this and other respects it closely resembles the lake of
Lucerne in Switzerland. Wanaka is declared to be one of the finest lakes in the world. Comparing it with the
other two most picturesque lakes in Otago, it may be said that Manapouri is remarkable for beauty, and
Wakatipu for grandeur, but that Wanaka is both beautiful and grand. The scenery is diversified in the extreme :
conical hills and islands, bushy ravines with rushing torrents, and towering mountains crowned with glistening
snow-fields, combine to form a picture that is as difficult to imagine as to describe.
From the surface and shores of Lake Wanaka it is possible to see about thirty named and measured peaks,
from 4000 to nearly 10,000 feet high, and a countless number that have neither been named nor measured. The
general height is from 5000 to 7000 feet, but there are four or five peaks between the last-mentioned height and
that of Mount Aspiring, 9940 feet. Aspiring, which may he called the Matterhorn of New Zealand, is the fourth
highest mountain in Australasia. Although about 20 miles distant, it can be seen to perfection from the lake, for
it constitutes the head of a wide, open, and flat valley, in which flows the Matukitiki river. All this part of the
lake scenery is particularly impressive. Aspiring, Alta, and the Minarets are appropriately named; the first two
fully bear out what their names indicate, and the latter is decidedly suggestive of Oriental architecture. Alta and
the Minarets rise sheer from the water's edge to an elevation of 7840 and 6440 feet respectively.
Wanaka has three beautiful islands, one of which is remarkable for having a small lake on the top, some
hundreds of feet above the large one; where the water comes from is a problem not easy to solve.
Wakatipu, the last lake in the central group, is probably the best known in New Zealand, being the favourite
resort of tourists, who now visit it by excursion train in great numbers. The lake is 50 miles long, and from 1 to
3 miles wide, and covers an area of 114 square miles. It stands at a level of 1050 feet above the sea, and is 1400
feet deep. In shape it is somewhat like an elongated letter S, and has a general resemblance to Lake Maggiore in
the north of Italy. The outline of the shore is very regular, there being only two or three indentations that can be
called bays. The scenery of Lake Wakatipu is very grand. The eye is wholly occupied with huge mountain
masses and towering peaks, to the exclusion of anything that requires minute inspection. Lake Wakatipu is
literally surrounded by a wall of mountains, and the gateways in the wall are few and narrow. Like the other
lakes in the central group, Wakatipu has comparatively little forest; the flatter slopes are covered with fern, the
common bracken of Scotland; for a few hundred feet after that comes the ordinary tussock grass of the country,
which continues well up to the snow-line. The ledges in the steeper parts of the mountains are generally filled

with evergreen shrubs, which make a fitting contrast to the sombre grey of the schist rocks, and the ravines and
water-falls are fringed with vegetation of the same kind.
From the deck of the steamer on the lake can he seen about forty well-known peaks from 4000 to upwards
of 9000 feet high. There are seven over 8000, and the great majority of the remainder range from 5000 to 7000.
Much of the charm of the Otago lake scenery is due to the facility with which it can be seen, and with which
comparisons can be made between the various heights. The larger lakes in the European Alps lie outside the
principal mountain masses, and frequently the best view of a peak is that got from a pass or spur half-way up;
whereas in New Zealand the lakes wind in among and around the grandest mountains, and every height is easily
measurable.
Commencing at the Kingston end of Lake Wakatipu, the mountains soon get bold and rugged, the Bay and
Bayonet Peaks, and Mount Dick, on the western side, rise sheer and craggy from the water's edge. Although
less steep at the base, the Remarkables, on the eastern side, is perhaps the most impregnable of the ramparts that
surround the lake. It is comparatively straight and level, but closely serrated, and so steep at the top as hitherto
to defy colonial climbers. The wall is buttressed in a very extraordinary manner by narrow rock spurs, the sides
of which are too steep for snow to lie on; but as it lies on the intervening flat places, the winter aspect of the
mountain is that of a curious mosaic in black and white. In the middle reach of the lake, there is a tolerably
solid range on the northern side, but the mountains on the southern side are more or less isolated, and at one
place there is a narrow valley leading to the Te Anau country. The finest scenery of all is at the head of the lake
: there is no single peak so imposing as Mount Cook, but the general view is grand in the extreme, for the
whole lake is guarded by a mighty array of mountains, whose predominant characteristic is massiveness. The
centre-piece in the scene is Earnslaw, which may aptly be called the Mont Blanc of New Zealand, for in general
appearance it closely resembles the monarch of the European Alps; the only difference is that the latter is
somewhat more rounded on the summit. One of the most prominent features of Earnslaw is an immense glacier
that occupies a hollow at a high elevation on the mountain's side. At the end of winter it presents a smooth
glassy appearance, like the frozen surface of a lake; but the movement over its sloping irregular bed in summer
causes it to break up into huge steps, the front of each being the exposed edge of a crevasse. The glacier begins
at the foot of a steep part of the mountain, and is jammed in between two spurs in a curious manner, so that the
whole thing is not unlike a gigantic scat. A classical enthusiast has called it "Jove's Chair;" but we prefer the
more homely comparison of the old Scotch lady, who said, "It is just like the 'Great White Throne.'"
There are three picturesque islands on Lake Wakatipu, about 7 miles from the head; they command the best
view of the mountains, and are in consequence a favourite resort of picnic parties.
The glacier origin of the central lakes is commonly accepted, and in the case of Wakatipu it is apparent on
every hand. The mountain slopes generally consist of small ledges, smooth and round, suggestive of the work
of a machine that had a downward and forward motion. There are several glacier deposits along the shores, and
the terminal moraine at Kingston is probably the most perfect in Otago. It stands about 250 feet above the
present lake level, and extends about a mile and a half down, the valley. The railway, which is made through
the moraine, is laid out to follow one of the gullies that led the water from the glacier to the main river beyond.
This is one of two unique experiences in railway making in New Zealand: the other is in Canterbury, where a
tunnel is made through the wall of an ancient volcano, the harbour of Lyttelton being the crater. As the heavily
freighted excursion train comes winding down the steep face of the moraine, with every brake screwed down,
we may imagine the noise to be a microphonic reproduction of the crunching sound of the glacier, pushing
forward a load that all the locomotives in Europe could not move, and the fanciful passenger in the Lyttelton
tunnel may compare the engine's head-light to the spark that lit the original Plutonic fire.
As already stated, the depth of Lake Wakatipu is 1400 feet, but this is only in one place, the general depth
being 1200 feet. The soundings are remarkably uniform, and there is no shallow water along the shore; the
slopes of the mountains appear to continue right down to the bottom of the lake.
The central lakes are mainly supplied by rivers carrying glacier sediment; consequently, the water at their
head is more or less muddy, but it leaves them quite pure : the large lakes act as settling basins, and otherwise
purify the water in the most effectual manner. Unfortunately, the purity of the Clutha is not long retained; the
diggers restore the sediment extracted by the lakes, and the river rolls down to the sea in a discoloured state all
the year round.
The rivers at the heads of the lakes, like many others among the mountains, are remarkable for the sylvan
beauty of their immediate surroundings. They flow through flat grassy valleys, divided into glades and parks by
belts and clumps of bush, laid out by nature in a way that art can never excel. The bush is mostly black birch or
beech, Fagus solandri, which in shape resembles the Macrocarpa; and isolated trees are frequently seen in
positions that seem to have been specially selected by Nature's landscape gardener. The valley of the Route
Burn has been compared with the policies of Taymouth Castle, but with an extensive background of
magnificent Alpine scenery.

The Clutha is only 150 miles long, but it has a watershed of 8250 square miles, in which there is a heavy
rainfall. As previously stated, the volume of water is very great. The river for the most part runs through rocky
gorges; hut, with the exception of a few miles near the Blue Mountains, the scenery is not striking. The most
remarkable feature on its whole course is a succession of wonderful terraces that occur on the Wanaka branch;
they are as smooth and regular as if set out and built by the hand of man, and in several instances the ends and
corners have all the appearance of an immense railway embankment stopped in the middle—a record of
financial collapse.
The western group of lakes is within 60 miles of a railway, and there is a good driving road all the way; but
they are comparatively unknown, the ordinary tourist not having yet made their acquaintance. The reason is that
the district is still unsettled, and there are in consequence no regular means of conveyance, and no proper
accommodation at public-houses.
Te Anau, the most northerly of the western lakes, is the largest in the Middle Island. The main body of
water, which extends due north and south, is 38 miles long, and from 1 to 6 miles broad; it has three arms or
fiords running off from the western side and winding among the mountains, their dimensions being from 10 to
18 miles long, and from l to 3 miles broad. The lake covers an area of 132 square miles; it stands 700 feet above
sea-level, and is from 720 to 940 feet deep. The country for 25 miles on the eastern shores of Te Anau is low
and undulating, but the fiords and other portions of the lake partake more or less of the character of Wakatipu
and Wanaka. Although not nearly so high, the mountains generally rise steeper from the water's edge, and, with
the exception of some 15 miles of the low country just mentioned, there is a fringe of dense bush all round.
Te Anau has ten islands of various sizes and shapes, some of them being very picturesque.
Manapouri is of an indescribable shape and indefinite dimensions, being so cut up into bays, gulfs, and
arms as to make it impossible to determine what is length or what is breadth. An idea of its size can, however,
be obtained from the area, which is 50 square miles. The altitude is 610 feet; the depth has never been
ascertained, but it must be very great, the bottom being supposed to descend considerably below sea-level, as in
the case of the other large lakes. Manapouri has five beautiful wooded islands that stretch across the lake near
the foot, and constitute a prominent feature in the landscape; unlike much of the colonial nomenclature of
localities, they have received euphonious and poetical, if not appropriate names :—Rona, Pomona, and others
suggestive of Canute and Minna Troil. The lake is literally embossed in the mountains as a brilliant set in
emeralds, with outer rings of rougher and darker gems, that change their colours with every mood of the sky.
The islands as well as the mountain spurs rise abruptly from the water, frequently with a convex outline, a good
idea of which is conveyed in the name of one of the headlands—"The Beehive"; above the level of the bush and
the beehives the curve becomes concave, and the mountains rise tier upon tier, an amphitheatre of gigantic
proportions. The general effect is of wondrous beauty and silent solemn grandeur. The same impression is made
on the Maories, for the name of the lake can be translated into "sorrowing heart" or "dark influence;" evidently
they consider it the abode of some deity who docs not usually take a cheerful view of sublunary affairs.
Te Anau and Manapouri are only 5 miles apart, consequently the surrounding scenery is common to both.
The lakes are guarded to the westward by irregular detachments of mountains, huddled promiscuously together
like a badly trained army. They, however, show a good front, and sweep round the head of Te Anau and
onwards to Wakatipu in a regular curve, like the circle of the Ben Ohau range in the Mackenzie country. There
are some forty named and measured peaks in the vicinity, but they are considerably lower than those round the
central lakes, the general height being only from 4000 to 5000 feet. The view from the shoulder of the
Takatimos, an isolated range that bounds the Te Anau country on the south, is at once Alpine and sylvan.
Mountains, lakes and rivers, forests, plains, and rolling downs, are brought together in a way that is seldom
seen, and the picture will be still more complete a few years hence, when the low country is clotted over with
cosy homesteads.
Monowai, the third of the western lakes, lies in a subsidiary valley about 16 miles from Manapouri, and
500 feet above sea-level; it is 14 miles long, and from half a mile to a mile broad, the area being 11 square
miles It curves round the end of a mountain range, and in shape resembles the boomerang of the Australian
natives. Like the other lakes in the western wilds, Monowai is surrounded by rugged mountains fringed with
bush but there is an open valley nearly all the way from the river [unclear: Waia] consequently it is easy of
access.
The vegetation of the western lake country is varied and profuse. [unclear: h] includes all sorts and
conditions of plants, from the great red beech-tree Fagus fusca, six feet in diameter, to "wee modest" flowers as
[unclear: delicate] the lily of the valley. With the exception of fuchsia and three or four others, all the trees and
shrubs in the Middle Island are evergreen; but is does not follow that the woods are monotonous, for the foliage
is of every conceivable colour and tint, from the burnished green of the laurel to the rusty brown of the pepper
tree and the silver grey of the Olearia.
Although not so apparent to the unscientific eye, geologists [unclear: tell] that the western lakes, as well as

those in the central group, have been formed by glacial action. Professor Hutton points out a large [unclear: hi]
situated about eight miles down the valley as the terminal moraine [unclear: of] huge glacier that had the whole
of the Te Anau country for its [unclear: lai] Possibly the scarcity of morainic deposits is due to the variety of
formations that occur in the Waiau watershed. Rocks of all kinds are nl with, from gneiss and schist, harder
than basalt, to granular limestone [unclear: a] soft as chalk. One of the most interesting geological features is a
series of immense terraces, four or five in number, that mark successive water levels. Relatively to the lakes,
they occupy the same position as those on the upper Clutha.
The Waiau, which drains the western lakes, is one of the finest river in New Zealand: no part of it is
uninteresting; and there are fresh beauties and new objects of interest at every turn. For a short [unclear: dist]
below the lake the river flows as smoothly and slowly as a [unclear: canal,] after that, rocky gorges and shingle
reaches alternate all the way to the sea. The average fall is 10 feet a mile, and there are no fords or bridge and
few ferries.
The southern lakes have only been seen by explorers, and by but few of these. The first trustworthy map of
the district bears the date of June 1883. The reason the lakes have been so long unknown is the in accessible
nature of the country. With the exception of the mountain tops, it is all covered with dense bush, in addition to
which [unclear: the] ground is swampy.
Hauroto, the largest of the southern lakes, lies 4 miles south-west from Lake Monowai. It is 21 miles long,
and from three-quarters to a males and a half broad, with an inlet 4 miles long and one and a half broad. the
total area being 25½ square miles. The lake winds among the mountains in long flat curves, the inlet being
nearly detached by two islands that stretch across its mouth. The altitude of Hauroto is 610 feet, the same as
Manapouri, and it is only 15 miles from the sea; consequently the river, which has never been traced out, must
have large waterfalls, or be little more than a foaming torrent for its whole length.
Poutiritiri lies generally parallel with Hauroto, but 7 miles west from it, and much nearer Foveaux Straits,
its lower end being only 6 miles from the sea. The lake is 18 miles long and of the same width as Hauroto; the
area is 16½ square miles, and the altitude 120 feet. In shape it is a reduced copy of Lake Wakatipu, with the
bends stretched out flatter. The outline of the shore is exactly the same, being without indentations and
otherwise quite regular.
The southern end of the South Island is known to the natives by a name which signifies "the last joint of the
tail," and it would be equally applicable to Hakapoua, the third and last lake in the southern group, for it is the
most southerly one in New Zealand, and the most insignificant of the twelve herein described. It is only 4 miles
long by half a mile wide, and stands at a low level, about 4 miles from the coast.
The southern lakes are situated among the mountains, like the others in Otago, but there is no high range
between them and the sea. Thirty peaks in their immediate vicinity have been named and measured; they range
from 3500 to 5000 feet high, but the great majority are under 4000. Beyond the fact that the mountains are
rugged, the valleys swampy, and the woods damp and impenetrable, we have little information with reference
to the country that surrounds the southern lakes.
This completes our description of the Cold Lakes of New Zealand. It is confined entirely to their physical
aspect. They have no legendary or historical associations to commend them. Until the advent of the white men,
thirty years ago, the country had no inhabitants. The Maories occasionally visited the interior on fishing and
hunting expeditions, and in search of greenstone with which to make weapons and ornaments; but there was no
fixed population. The only traditions, therefore, are the adventures by "flood and fell" of squatters looking for
sheep country, diggers prospecting for gold, and surveyors spying out the land.
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The Political Campaign.

Mr. J. Aitken Connell's Address to Young
Colonials.
(Specially Reported by Mr. Jas. M. Geddis, Shorthand Writer, Auckland Star)
MR J. AITKEN CONNELL (candidate for [unclear: den] delivered in the Choral Hall, Auckland, on July 25th,
an address to "Young [unclear: lonials,"] being the second of his series [unclear: of] Monday Evening Political
Addresses." [unclear: ere] was an assemblage of fully a thousand [unclear: sons,] of which by far the largest
pro-[unclear: tion] were youths and young men.
Mr Connell, on making his appearance [unclear: upon] platform, was received with cheers. He [unclear:
id] Ladies and Gentlemen,—I am compelled to ask you to-night as usual to choose [unclear: ur] own chairman,
for I have no chairman [unclear: is] propose.
After an awkward pause Mr Geo. Akers [unclear: posed] that Mr Wm. Kelly (former [unclear: mber] for
the East Coast) should take the [unclear: ir] (Applause.)
Mr Council called for a show of hands in [unclear: our] of the proposition, and a large number were held
up. Another long pause
Mr Kelly declined the honour on the [unclear: nd] that he was not an elector of the [unclear: trict]
Mr Connell: Well, it is rather an unusual [unclear: ing] in a large meeting of this kind that [unclear:
cannot] get a man to take the chair. If [unclear: cannot] give me a chairman, I shall be [unclear: ged] to choose
one myself. I am quite [unclear: your] hands, gentlemen. Mr Akers was then proposed, but deMr. J. R. Green next moved that Mr. [unclear: A. M.] Philson should take the chair.
Mr. Philson : I am not an elector in this [unclear: drict]
Mr. Connell: That does not at all matter; [unclear: you] had better take the chair. Mr Philson : Much
obliged, but I would [unclear: ther] not.
At this stage, loud cries of "Hodge!" were [unclear: ed] and Mr. Connell said that he would [unclear: very]
glad if Mr. Hodge would come for [unclear: rd] and take the chair.
Mr. Hodge, however, did not appear to be [unclear: ent] and the proceedings again hung
After a minute or two of hesitation Mr [unclear: nell] said: There is a gentleman here I would like
extremely to take the chair. I will tell you why later on. He is a young colonial (cheers), and I beg, therefore,
that this gentleman here [pointing to Mr George Sexton] should take the chair. Mr Sexton, however, preferred
to retain his seat, and firmly shook his head to all Mr Connell's inducements for him to mount the platform.
Finally, Mr Connell said : Well, gentlemen, if you cannot give me a chairman, you cannot expect me to
give you a speech.
Hereupon Mr Geo. Akers rose from his seat, strode up to the platform and took the chair, amidst loud
cheers. In opening the meeting he said : Ladies and gentlemen,—Electors of Auckland city,—On account of
being called to the chair, I think I am here in my right place. (Applause.) Mr Connell told us the other night that
he was an old colonial. Well, I am also an old colonial. (Applause.) He told us too that in the year 1859 he
stood on the Queen-street Wharf with only sixpence in his pocket. To that I may say that, in the same year, I
was for three weeks in Auckland with only sixpence in my pocket. I went up in the world after that, but I have
come down again since. Ladies and gentlemen, I trust you will give an impartial hearing to Mr Connell for his
address. (Cheers.)

Introductory.
Upon rising to address the audience, Mr. Connell was greeted with renewed outbursts of cheering. He said :
Ladies and gentlemen,—I am happy to be able to say this evening that I can see in all your eyes the intention to
give me a fair hearing. (Cheers.) Now, this evening I have to speak to you on the subject of Democratic and
Representative Institutions. I am sorry that I will not be able to speak to you as loudly as I could wish, because
in going to Waiwera I caught a cold; but at any rate I will speak as loud as I can. My object in calling this
meeting, as you are aware, is particularly to meet the young colonials of New Zealand, and my reason for doing
that is that I recognise the fact that we have in the young colonials of New Zealand a very large force, and, as I
have told you already, I profess to be a tactician. (Loud laughter.) I told you also that a tactician always looks
about him for a big force, and, therefore, I have invited the young colonials of New Zealand to meet me to
night, because I recognise in them by far the largest force in the country. (Applause.) Now, gentlemen, it is my
purpose to-night to endeavour to impress on each of your minds that which is impressed on my own mind, viz.,
that every young colonial in New Zealand is a very important person. (Laughter.) Most of you are aware that I

am not a man who hesitates to tell big men and great men the truth to their faces, and in the face of the colony,
and I say also at the same time that I am not a man to hesitate to say good things of any men if they deserve
them, and I think the young colonials of New Zealand deserve some very excellent things to be said about
them, and it is because they are true that I intend to say them. Now, there are a large number of persons who are
only capable of taking a superficial view of things. People of this stamp—I speak as a politician—when they
look over the face of society and see a large amount of what is called "larrikinism," and juvenile crime, say,
"Ah, what is to become of New Zealand when these youngsters grow up, become electors and have the
Government in their hands?" To these persons I reply, "If you take nothing more than a pessimistic view of
things, you are not able to see very far through a grindstone. You are only looking at the skin and surface of
things." The larrikin element is chiefly to be met with in our large towns, and I think I am correct in saying that
it is in proportion to the rest of the population probably not 1 per cent. With regard to the remaining 99 per
cent.—with regard to the great mass of the young population of the colony, I think so highly of them that it is
my distinct purpose that they shall be an example, not only to the Australian colonies, but also to England and
America. I believe that in the young men of this colony we have material not to be surpassed in the whole
world. (Loud applause.) Now, when we come to look at democracy it will be found that a large number of
people are afraid of democracy because they think it an institution that is bound to end in revolution and ruin.
Now I tell you emphatically that I am a democrat to the backbone. (Applause.) I firmly believe in democracy. I
believe it to be the grandest and most magnificent type of government the world has ever seen, because it is the
government of the people by the people and for the people themselves. There have been other good forms of
government [unclear: i] world, but there has been no [unclear: fo] government, in my opinion, which is
[unclear: upon] democracy. But unless you [unclear: ha] individual units of a democratic [unclear: na] good
material there is no [unclear: possi] having a grand and great [unclear: democra] you have them debased and
corrupted you cannot expect to find a pure [unclear: fo] democratic government.

Dangers Threatening [unclear: Mo] Democracies.
Now it is my purpose to-night to [unclear: you] some of the dangers which [unclear: threat] modern
democracies, and in order [unclear: th] may be interested in tracing these [unclear: t] source, I propose to
glance back [unclear: causes] which have wrecked [unclear: demo] the past. I am not one of those [unclear:
who] are fond of theoretical argument I attach the greatest weight to [unclear: hi] facts. If you can bring me a
single [unclear: show] the operation of a custom, of a vice, or of anything else, and say, [unclear: is] the
consequence of it," I begin to [unclear: it] with the keenest interest; and it [unclear: study] of the causes which
[unclear: led] decay and fall of the ancient [unclear: dem] that we may hope to save ourselves similar disasters.
If we find the [unclear: sam] operating and producing the [unclear: same] as in ancient times, it behoves
[unclear: tho] who look below the surface to [unclear: be] and watchful, and raise a [unclear: warning] the
endeavour to save our [unclear: moden] cracies from the dangers [unclear: which] and overwhelmed the
ancient [unclear: on] before we go to these ancient report me put it to you in this [unclear: way.] easily see and
understand that [unclear: if] 100,000 of the Pacific [unclear: islanders] them into one of our great [unclear:
countri] would never make a [unclear: democracy.] be impossible. We are [unclear: indebted] history and
traditions of our [unclear: forefa] the customs of our forefathers, [unclear: to] formation sent down to us
through of printing and now accumulated [unclear: i] mass, being imparted to us [unclear: in] years—it is
solely in consequence and the training we receive [unclear: f] time we are born until we [unclear: are] upon to
exercise the [unclear: vote] elector, that we arrive at sound [unclear: pe] Therefore it is highly [unclear:
important] us that the great institutions [unclear: on] depend for successful [unclear: training] preserved in
their purity and [unclear: intec] have referred in my address to [unclear: the] of Auckland (laughter) to one of
[unclear: t] causes to which we can [unclear: trace] of ancient Rome. We find [unclear: the] danger in an
attack upon [unclear: the] and beauty of the marriage [unclear: t] after the divorce laws [unclear: ha] [unclear:
hanged] and relaxed, instead of the [unclear: oman] matron being held up to the admiration of the whole world
for her chastity [unclear: ad] loyalty to her husband, she gradually became degraded until, in the last years of
[unclear: he] Republic, when the State was [unclear: plunged] civil war, women thought nothing of [unclear:
isoning] their husbands. In a single [unclear: ar] two hundred women were found [unclear: guilty] poisoning
their husbands. (Laughter.) [unclear: nd] women in the highest places—not [unclear: erely] the lowest portion
of the [unclear: population] were found guilty of these terrible crimes. When we compare that state of affairs
with [unclear: he] state of affairs in modern democracies now in regard to women, we find [unclear: he] same
danger. The institution of [unclear: arriage] is being attacked. A [unclear: cry] being raised by unthinking
[unclear: persons] the divorce laws to be extended, [unclear: and] sanctity of the marriage tie is being [unclear:
in-ded]. We have to fight it at the initial [unclear: int] If we do not, but allow these things [unclear: d] the
abominable innovation of the Woman's Suffrage Bill to go on to the [unclear: grading] of our

women—although it [unclear: ay] take fully 200 years to degrade [unclear: e] women of England—yet, as
[unclear: surely] history repeats itself, so [unclear: surely] women of England, of [unclear: America,] of these
colonies will be degraded [unclear: un-] we faise a warning voice in time and [unclear: see] thing stopped
Then, again, [unclear: another] cause of the fall of Rome was the [unclear: aption] of her senators and
[unclear: legislators.] can take a time in Roman history—I [unclear: k] about 270 or so B.C.—I have the
[unclear: date] a time as late as 277 B.C., when the [unclear: tors] of Rome were pure and the [unclear:
citizens] pure. Anyone going then and [unclear: mpting] to bribe the Roman [unclear: Senate] the Roman
people met with a [unclear: queer] kind of reception. In [unclear: B.C.], Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, came
[unclear: taly] to assist the Argentines against the [unclear: ans] He defeated the Roman armies [unclear: h]
great loss, and he found himself in such [unclear: postion] that he thought it a capital [unclear: potunity] to
make an advantageous [unclear: ty] He therefore sent his minister, [unclear: great] orator, to Rome to nego
[unclear: terms] of peace. And that great [unclear: or] used his utmost arts of flattery upon [unclear: Roman]
people and upon the Roman [unclear: ate] He was also furnished with large [unclear: of] money in order to
bribe the Senate, [unclear: what] did he find? He found that there [unclear: not] a man in Rome whose hand
would [unclear: upon] gold, and when he went away he [unclear: lared] that every burgess in that city was
[unclear: ai] to a king. (Applause.) Well, [unclear: gentle] we pass on to a later age, and in the [unclear: atime]
a great change had come over [unclear: Roman] people. Something like 150 [unclear: had] passed away when
another [unclear: suggestive] circumstance took place. You have all read of Jugurtha? (Cries of "No we
haven't.") Well, if you have not you had better do so. (Laughetr.) Well, Jugurtha was an African General who
had served under the great Scipio and who had taken it into his head to usurp the kingdom of Numidia. He
came over to Rome bringing immense sums of money with him, and he found a very different reception on the
part of the Roman senators and the Roman people from that which Pyrrhus had experienced. He found he had
not enough gold, vast as his wealth was, to grease all the palms that were held out for it. That was the state of
affairs then. (Cat-calls, general disorder, at the extreme back of the hall, and a voice, "Hurry up, old man.")
Now, you know you will have to behave yourselves there behind. Well, gentlemen—(renewed disorder and a
voice : "Oh, shut up")—when Jugurtha left Rome his testimony was very different from that of the minister of
Pyrrhus. His words were : "Here is a city for sale if she can find a purchaser." Now, during these 150 or 160
years a very marked change had been coming over the Roman nation. It was found at the elections that bribery
was going on. It was found that this system of corruption very gradually begun, was permeating the whole mass
of the Roman people.
There was another thing that characterised the last century of the Roman empire. (Interruption.) It was this:
the sudden rise of demagogues. These demagogues got so bad at last that they actually would pay men to come
and listen to them, and they went on making great speeches, trying to tickle the ears of the more ignorant
portion of the people, and to delude them by putting before them all sorts of visionary ideas and by promising
them all sorts of magnificent things if the people would only place them in power. Cannot you see some of
these things passing round about us now? I see them with great clearness. I see a degeneracy of the integrity of
public men in the last few years. I see attempts made in England and in the colonies to imperil the constitution,
and to degrade the citizens by appeals to the lowest side of human nature. I see all sorts of promises made by
our public men in attempting to get power into their hands. I see them promising large sums of money to be
spent in various districts if they are put into power. That is neither more nor less than simple bribery—than
corruption of the people. (Cheers.) If it were not for the fear of wearying you, I could show you other signs of
weakness in the ancient democracies rising into the greatest prominence now. There was, for instance, the
worship of wealth—one of the most notorious things that characterised the decay of the Roman empire. We see
now amongst ourselves in Europe that if a man has a large amount of gold every one bows down to him.
Scepticism spread with alarming rapidity throughout the whole mass of the people, and unholy and unclean
orgies of the most frightful character debased and degraded the people. To such a terrible extent had this grown
that at one time 7000 men were put to death on account of it without, however, crushing the frightful disorder.
All these things we may see traces of in our modern democracies and we must face them with a determination
to purge them out of the land. In attempting to do my share in this direction I have a distinct purpose in standing
for a seat in parliament to endeavour to aid in raising the public life of New Zealand, and to purge out of it these
evidences of a decay or of a corruption which is sapping the public life of the colony. And, gentlemen, when I
think, or when I thought, how best it was to be done, I could see that my hopes lay with the young colonial
blood of the colony. (Cheers.)

Mr. Connells Faith in Young Colonials.
Now, I will tell you one principal reason why I have such faith in young colonials. It is this :—We all have
character. (Laughter.) Mind, you have all got character—some a little better than others, and some a little

worse. And that character was not made in a day. It is a thing that has been built up. It is the result of causes
which have been at work for years. And each one here bears in himself the effect which those causes have
produced. Now, the grandest of all things for building up character are the influences of home association, and
the influence of work. Mark that. I say the greatest thing for forming and settling a man's character is that home
influence and the nature of the work in which he has been engaged; and there is no kind of occupation in this
world that yields such splendid character as outdoor labour in a young country. If you find a large number of
the population of a country engaged in assisting to conquor nature, and in improving the face of the land on
which they live, you get the finest material in the world for a nation. But if you find the vast mass of men shut
up in small rooms, ill-ventilated, and engaged in a dull routine of toil in the production of boots and shoes, and
things of that kind, you cannot expect to have the sturdiness and manliness of the man who takes his shirt off
and knocks down a big tree every day of his life. (Cheers and laughter.) Therefore it is because our young
colonials know what this sort of work is that I believe they are unsurpassed in the world. ([unclear: Laugh]
cheers.) There is scarcely any [unclear: colonial] who does not know what to knock about in stock-[unclear:
yard] his knees in mud [unclear: among] or who cannot take his axe in his [unclear: ha] chop down a tree, or
who cannot [unclear: ta] spade and dig up a patch of [unclear: potatoes] voice : "What about gum-[unclear:
digging] will tell you something about [unclear: gum-] in a little. I say that that is the of occupation that forms
[unclear: cha] and it is in the out door [unclear: sports] occupations, and the life of young New Zealander, that
I sec the [unclear: tion] of the grandest material to be [unclear: fo] the world for democratic [unclear: gover]
There is another thing to be seen, [unclear: and] is what I call the esprit de corps of the colonial. (A voice :
"What's [unclear: that] laughter.) It is a grand [unclear: thing] older hands have got the [unclear: esprit de] old
colonials, and the chairman [unclear: and] feel a bond of sympathy between us [unclear: t] simply because we
are old [unclear: colonials.] every old colonial has got a [unclear: love] liking for every other old [unclear:
colonial] then, that the young colonials [unclear: have] esprit de corps. And I will tell [unclear: you,] men,
that, highly as I think of my [unclear: ov]—the old colonials—yet that I [unclear: thir] more highly of the
young colonel (Applause.) That is a fact. (Cheers)

Mr. Connell Tells a Story
Now, I will diverge here a little [unclear: fr] subject, and tell you a story [unclear: about] diggers. As you
have asked [unclear: about] digging. (Laughter and applause.) know, gentlemen, that I [unclear: committed] at
the Opera House to the [unclear: statement] is a most unfortunate fact [unclear: that] able number of old
colonials have way to drink. (Laughter.) [unclear: Now] men, that is a statement which is [unclear: ab] true.
(Cries of "No.") Wait a [unclear: lit] say with sorrow that it is a fact, [unclear: be] speak of my own class.
[unclear: (Interr] Now, I will tell you a story [unclear: about] diggers, but you must not make [unclear: a]
(Derisive calls of "Hush, [unclear: hush.")] was going to Waiwera on Saturday spell, and I reached a point on
[unclear: the] where I thought I would enter a [unclear: ho] get tea. That was at the [unclear: Wade.] into a
public-house there. (Loud [unclear: la] and cries of "Oh, oh!") I say again, [unclear: men], I went into the
public-[unclear: house.] newed laughter.) They were going me into a nice little parlour in [unclear: the] where
there were muslin curtains mahogany table. It was very [unclear: co] seeing two men in a room by [unclear:
themsel] tea on the table, I said, "[unclear: No] going in here." The men were two diggers,; (A voice : "Old
[unclear: colonials?] [unclear: They] were both old colonials. They had been [unclear: soldiers]. One of them
was what I call [unclear: ree]-quarter seas over, the other was not [unclear: ite] so bad. (Laughter.) We entered
[unclear: conversation] and managed to shake [unclear: n] well together. I said to the one who [unclear:
furthest] gone, "Look here, you are a [unclear: tty] kind of fellow to be like this now. [unclear: are] an old
colonial. (Yells of [unclear: ghter].) It is drink that is keeping [unclear: a] poor man. Why should not man like
you who has been so long [unclear: e-for] they had told me that they had [unclear: th] been about 30 years in
the colony—be comfortable position by this time? Why [unclear: it] that after making so much money you
[unclear: ve] not got a good farm instead of sitting [unclear: e] in a hotel under the influence of [unclear: or?"]
"Well," he says, "that's a fact. Remember coming down here one day with 7 10s in my pocket and leaving again
in out [unclear: ut] a week £4 in debt." I said, "Yes, that the way they do. You had better join the [unclear:
Ribbon]." He said he would not, [unclear: cause] he could keep from the drink if he [unclear: ed] I said, "Well,
you had better like [unclear: "] I also told them that I had got into [unclear: ow] at the Opera House, because I
said [unclear: t] if old colonials got out of work it was [unclear: tly] always through drink. (Cries of "No" and
"Yes.") Listen, and I will tell [unclear: what] the two gumdiggers said-and [unclear: y] were both old colonials
"Well," they [unclear: said], "that's a fact." (Cries of "Oh" [unclear: laughter].) That is just what they said.
[unclear: therefore], much as I respect the old [unclear: ial]—and I am one myself—I say that a [unclear: at]
number of these old colonial hands [unclear: not] had the same educational [unclear: advan-] and have 'not had
the same moral [unclear: ning] in the form that you young colonials [unclear: e] and the consequence is that a

large [unclear: ber] have developed drinking habits and [unclear: her] things rendering them not so good as
[unclear: young] colonials.

Another Story.
Now, I wil tell you a very creditable thing out the young colonials. It is a very rare [unclear: ng] to find a
young colonial that drinks, and laughter and boohooing.) Now, when [unclear: as] at Waiwera the other day
there happen-to be there at the same time a [unclear: tleman] who had got a large quantity of d-1,0000 acres of
fine agricultural land. [unclear: And] he was a very good sort of [unclear: was] too, although he had got plenty
of [unclear: d] (Laughter.) Some of you think that [unclear: e] is no good in a man when he happens have a
large quantity of land, but I tell [unclear: that] there is not one of you mad enough to [unclear: e] a piece of
land if he could honestly get it. [unclear: for] myself, I have never owned an acre agrecultural land in my life,
but the only [unclear: on] for that is that I could not buy it. [unclear: ughter].) I was speaking to this
land-owner about myself, and I said to him, "What sort of fellows have you got working about your place?" He
replied, "Mostly young colonials." I asked what he thought of them. He said, "My experience of them is grand;
none of them drink." (Cries of "You don't say so?" and loud laughter.) It is a fact. The young colonial that
drinks is the larrikin about the city. (Cheers.) And that man simply told me, gentlemen, the very same thing that
I have observed myself throughout the colony—that the young colonial sticks to his work like a man and that
he is a grand fellow. (Cheers.)

Representative Institutions.
Now, I promised to-night not only to speak about Democracy, but to say something about Representative
Institutions. (A voice: "What about the gum diggers?") Now, our modern democracies have got many great
advantages which the ancient democracies did not have, and one of these is the perfection of our representation
and representative institutions. The older democracies were subject to very, very great drawbacks in this
respect. They did not have anything like the perfection of our representative system, nor even any approach to
such a system. It is a device of a more advanced civilization to gather up the minds of the units of the nation
and concentrate them in a single point, viz., the representative of the constituency. And, gentlemen, it is a grand
device. I say then, that for a man to deserve to gather up that magnificent power into his own hands he can only
do so properly by acting faith-fully to the trust reposed in him. If our public men take over this glorious thing
called "power" with a deep and true sense of its responsibilities, and instead of debasing their constituents by
abominable bribery, act with honour and uprightness, we may have representative institutions such as the world
hag never seen. (Interruption.) Now, gentlemen, as we have these representative institutions at work amongst
us, I want, to-night, to tell you one or two things about them. They are marked by great strength, but they are
also subject to great weakness. At present democratic institutions in England are going through a period of
considerable peril. Why? For this reason : because representative institutions and government necessarily
involve the opposing of two great forces—the force that governs and the force that desires to govern. There is
no room for any third, fourth, or fifth forces. We have to send a great mass of men to Parliament, and once there
that mass has got to select from its own members men to be entrusted with the power of the Government of the
country, and that House of Assembly must then fall into two great ranks. (Interruption.) I say it must fall into
two great ranks—the ranks of those who uphold the existing Government of the country and the ranks of those
who oppose that Government. As soon as the Government of the country has, by virtue of misconduct, or
ill-doing, or by incapacity on its part, lost the confidence of the nation or the House, then the number opposing
it grows larger and larger until it becomes the majority, in which event it casts that weak and incapable
Government out of office and out of power. And then those who have gathered the concensus of opinion on the
other side take their places as the Government.

A Cause of Peril.
Now, the great peril in which, at this moment, democratic institutions in England stand, is that this
distinguishing principle has become confused by the introduction of the Irish question. In England we have
now-in consequence, I may say, of absolute blundering, which I propose to deal with more particularly next
Monday night—got the spectacle of the English Government and the English House of Commons in a state of
almost irretrievable confusion. Instead of those two great forces of which I spoke being alone at work, we have
now the introduction of a third force—Mr Parnell and his party—who hold the balance of power and render it
impossible for either side to govern with effect. (Applause.) Now, gentlemen, it is because I see the trouble that
this state of affairs is bringing upon England—because of the confusion and loss of power which make it
impossible to carry forward good measures—in consequence, I say, of that third power—that I have distinctly

stated we must not and shall not have a similar state of affairs here in New Zealand. I say that at the present
time the crisis here is so serious that we must have representative government in an orderly form. And if we
have a third power, neither falling in with the Government nor with the Opposition, the hands of the
Government will become paralysed like those of the Government at Home. The hands of the men who are
knocking on the head the ignorance, fraud, deceit, and incapacity that have arisen of late in the colony must not
be paralysed by some third power. (Interruption.)

Sir George Grey.
And, therefore, gentlemen, at the risk of all the unpopularity you can cast upon me, I testify, in the face of
the colony, that there is a power in New Zealand incapable of falling in, I believe, with representative
institutions, and that power is Sir George Grey. (Tremendous uproar, hooting and groans from the back of the
hall gentlemen. I have never said-and anyone to point out that I have [unclear: e] an unkind word of Sir
George—(disorder)—and if [unclear: anybody] have, I ask you not to [unclear: blie] (Three cheers for Sir
[unclear: George] followed by three groans for Mr [unclear: O] You must know that it is not [unclear: be] that
will do it. You must bring [unclear: arg] Now, I say this, gentlemen, that [unclear: if] get into Parliament with
a [unclear: following] seven, or eight men after him, he [unclear: wil] neither to the Government [unclear: nor]
Opposition, and good and [unclear: effective] ment will become dimply [unclear: impo] (Uproar.) Gentlemen,
if the [unclear: colo] New Zealand send Sir George [unclear: Grey] lament with any tail behind him, [unclear:
the] the slightest use talking of [unclear: retren] You will have no [unclear: retrenchment.] feeling with regard
to Sir [unclear: George] almost one of affection, because [unclear: he] exercise a magnificent influence
[unclear: for] our democracy if, instead of sitting [unclear: i] ment, where he has no power (loud [unclear: he]
stood outside where he would [unclear: guardian] of the liberties of the [unclear: pec] could make magnificent
orations [unclear: is] crises which would compel the [unclear: Gov] to do right, and he might be a [unclear:
mag] force in New Zealand of a kind that [unclear: ha] been seen in any country in the [unclear: I] recognise in
Sir George Grey great [unclear: of] purpose, and that he has the real [unclear: the] colony lying at heart, and I
[unclear: w] say that of any man unless I believed true. But, I say again, in [unclear: make] him an effective
representation must have in him sound practical [unclear: character], and the training of Sir [unclear: Grey] has
been such as, in ray [unclear: op] render him unfit to work in [unclear: representatives] of the people, [unclear:
ing] and hisses, culminating [unclear: i] cheers for Sir George Grey, [unclear: follo] three groans for Mr
Connell. The [unclear: paused] to consult his notes, [unclear: whereup] cries of "Go on, Connell," were
[unclear: raised]

Young Colonials' [unclear: Demori] Association.
Now gentlemen, if I have spoken [unclear: to]-night with any effect I hope I [unclear: ha] this : I hope I
have raised in the [unclear: miod] young New Zealander this feeling [unclear: I] said before, he is an important
man gentlemen, mark this : You may [unclear: ha] forces which are at present wasted [unclear: Because] they
have not intelligence [unclear: them]—because they have no [unclear: po] organisation. You have no [unclear:
conce] what might be done by organisation [unclear: I] want the young New [unclear: Zeal] wake up to a sense
of [unclear: the] ance Of public affairs, [unclear: and] [unclear: to] A perception of the fact that [unclear: is]
the substance of which a great [unclear: tion] is made. And I want the young [unclear: onial] of New Zealand,
not only in Auckland but all over the colony, to organise [unclear: a] Young New Zealand Democratic
[unclear: ociation] in order to take an active interest [unclear: part] in political affairs. If you had such
[unclear: association] as that, not committed to any [unclear: cial] programme, but a kind of committee
[unclear: public] safety for the whole colony—an [unclear: ociation] which would guard the liberties, [unclear:
d] the privileges, and the hopes of New Zealand, and composed, not, mark you, of [unclear: ery] young man in
the colony-because I [unclear: lieve] it ought to be an association which [unclear: should] be considered an
honour to long to; and my own impression there-[unclear: e] was that no one should be admitted to [unclear:
anless] he came within certain limits of age [unclear: ay] twenty to thirty that he was follow-[unclear: some]
outdoor occupation or belonged to [unclear: e] athletic club. That is my idea, but I [unclear: y] say that there is
a young man sitting [unclear: this] room to whom I am indebted for [unclear: nging] my views into practical
effect. I [unclear: ow] what was in my heart it was the [unclear: ire] raise the public life of the colony.
[unclear: hen] I found the spirit of disorder mani-[unclear: ing] itself on the occasion of my first [unclear:
earance], I felt that what I needed was [unclear: sympathy] of the young colonials, and I [unclear: w] that I
would get it. My first idea [unclear: only] to ask the young colonials to see [unclear: I] got fair play and to put
down that [unclear: of] larrikinism that I saw at my first [unclear: tnigs] and to show an interest in public
[unclear: irs] and a determination to uphold right [unclear: g] But for the enlargement of that [unclear: for] the

bringing of that idea to the far [unclear: re] important form which it assumes in [unclear: mind] to-night, I am
indebted to a young [unclear: nial] who is present here to night. (Loud [unclear: of] "Name.") I do not know
his name, [unclear: there] he is, gentlemen. (Here Mr Connell [unclear: ted] to the young man whom he wished
[unclear: ake] the chair at the opening of the pro-[unclear: dings] Cries of "Platform" and "Name.") [unclear:
will] get his name afterwards. (At this [unclear: ge] Mr Connell consulted the young man [unclear: whom] he
referred.) It is Mr Sexton, [unclear: tlemen.")] (Laughter and renewed cries of "platform.") I am indebted to
that [unclear: tlemen] for giving me a larger and [unclear: ter] idea than I had myself conceived. [unclear: d]
this idea was, that I should not merely [unclear: k] the influence of the young colonials for [unclear: work], but
that they should be [unclear: enraged] to form themselves into an association to do their own work. If you think
[unclear: per] I shall be glad to have you throw [unclear: overboard], for I want only to be the [unclear: ans] of
assisting you in the way I have [unclear: licated]. I am a politician, gentlemen—practical politician—a
common-sense [unclear: tician]—I even profess to be a little in the nature of a scientific politician. And I tell
you, gentlemen, that I can see the enormous power you can exercise in politics. I tell you that there is no man in
New Zealand who had a constituency to represent would dare to do wrong if there was a strong democratic
association like this in existence, determined to see right done, and to support only men who were determined
to do right. There would be an end to all the chicanery, log-rolling and corruption, which of late have been so
disgraceful to the name of the colony. Now, gentlemen, that is about all that I have got to say to you to night.
But, before I sit down, I want to move the following resolution :—"That this meeting cordially approves of the
suggestion that a political association should be immediately formed, and be called the Young New Zealand
Democratic Association, the members of which shall consist of persons between the ages of 20 and 30 years,
and that a committee be selected from young colonials to convene a meeting of such persons as may be willing
to join such association, for the purpose of enrolling names, settling the constitution of such association, and
otherwise taking steps to give effect to this resolution." I beg therefore to move that resolution with the greatest
pleasure. And I have not the slightest doubt that in Auckland, you who are young colonials will appreciate the
honour of starting this association, and that you will have branches all over the colony. And before you know
where you are you will have 20,000 young men, the back bone of the colony, influencing these elections for
good, and thus saving New Zealand.
Mr Connell resumed his seat amid loud cheers.
At this stage a little fellow of about 15 years, who subsequently stated his name to be Frank Mason,
mounted the platform in order to propose an amendment, and was received with loud cheers. He said : Mr
Connell, I wish to recommend an alteration in the resolution you have just proposed. I suppose you can easily
see by my appearance that I am not used to public speaking. (Loud laughter.) I hope, gentlemen, you will give
me a fair show. (Cheers.) Mr Connell, I attended both of your other meetings, and I learnt there that you were
an old colonial hand. (Shrieks of laughter.) you are also, I believe, a Scotchman. Well, I am a bit of a
Scotchman myself. (A voice: 'A mighty small bit," and daughter.) My experience of old colonials is—(here the
lad's voice was drowned in uproar).
Mr Connell : I think, gentlemen, you really ought to give the lad fair play.
The appeal was effectual, and the youngster resumed :—My experience of old colonial hands has always
boon that they give the young colonial hands a fair show. I have attended all the political meetings I could
during the last three years. (Loud laughter.) And I take a very great interest in politics. I attended both your
other meetings and I may say, conducted myself in a very orderly manner (renewed laughter), considering the
way that other people conducted themselves. (A voice: "Oh, put him out," and laughter.) I saw your
advertisement in the paper, and I have had for some years a great desire to belong to such an association as you
published your intention to form. I came here, and on coming to the door I was told that I was not a young
colonial hand—in fact, that I was only a boy. (Laughter.) And the gentleman said that as Mr Connell was down
in Otago I could not see him, and that I knew nothing about politics. (A voice, "Let us see if you are stuffed")
Well, I have managed to see you at last, and I have no hesitation in saying that if the gentleman at the door only
knew one-half as much of politics as I do it would be well for him. I do not see why I should not be admitted to
the meeting I was told no one would be admitted except he were over the age of 21 years. I consider that when
one has reached the age of 21 he is not a young colonial. (Laughter and uproar.) I knew, Mr Connell, that this
could not be your purpose, because you said your were a tactician (laughter), and tacticians should know that in
order to produce any effect, the child should be trained up in the way he is desired to go. (Laughter.) I see from
the resolution you have read that no one is to be allowed to join this association unless he is between the ages of
20 and 30 years. Well, gentlemen, I beg to move as an amendment that the limit of age for members of the
association be altered from 15 to 30 years.
Mr Connell : Speaking to that amendment, gentlemen, I should say that if all our young fellows had the
intelligence of our young friend here, it would be highly advisable to make the alteration he suggests. (Cheers.)
But, unfortunately, we know but too well that our young lads have not the necessary self-control and

confidence, and many would probably prove a source of hindrance and confusion to the association. I think
they may very well study politics, as this young fellow has been doing very effectively for some time.
(Interruption.) I think, however, we might, perhaps, carry the limit of age down to 18 years. But I do not think it
would be wise to make it any lower. [unclear: (A] "Did you give him half-a [unclear: crown] laughter.) If you
will allow me, [unclear: the] I shall alter the ages proposed in [unclear: m] lution to 18 to 30. With regard to
boys out of the hall we thought it do so in order to ensure order when I saw the anxiety of our friend and his
mates to get in, I [unclear: said] can come in, but you must [unclear: beha] selves." I now move this [unclear:
resolution] 20 years being altered to 18 years.
Mr Sexton : I beg to second [unclear: the] sition.
A gentleman at this stage rose [unclear: u] body of the hall and began to [unclear: addr] chairman, but a
noisy uproar [unclear: preve] from being heard. He [unclear: several] attempted to speak, but his [unclear:
voice] amid cries of "Platform."
The Chairman requested a fair [unclear: hea] him, but without avail.
Mr Connell : Gentlemen, this [unclear: is] unfair proceeding. The [unclear: gentleman] to say something
which I would [unclear: like] as it may throw light on the [unclear: subject] considering. (Disorder.) Why do
[unclear: you] at him as it he were a bull? ([unclear: Loud] Mr Connell (to the subject of [unclear: the] You
had better come up on the [unclear: plat]
The gentleman in question : No [unclear: f]
The Chairman was about to put [unclear: th] [unclear: lution,] the amendment not [unclear: havi]
seconded, when Master Mason [unclear: ca] ward and appealed to the audiences seconder.
Mr Mills: I will second it.
The amendment and resolution then put to the meeting, and [unclear: upon] of hands being taken the
Chairman clared the resolution carried. The Chairman asked if there [unclear: w] questions, and one written
upon [unclear: a] paper was handed up.
Mr Connell however, declined [unclear: to] questions, explaining that he only [unclear: d] meetings of his
intended [unclear: constituen] The assemblage at the back [unclear: of] then gave three cheers for [unclear:
Sir] Grey, and three groans for Mr [unclear: Co]
Mr Council proposed a vote of [unclear: ti] the Chairman, and this brought [unclear: th] ceedings to a
conclusion.
The admission to reserved [unclear: seats] ticket (free) only. About [unclear: six] orderly citizens, some
[unclear: accompa] ladies, availed themselves of these [unclear: ti] Admission to the back part [unclear: of]
the thrown entirely open. Any [unclear: interrnoise] was confined throughout [unclear: the] to the back part of
the hall.
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Explanatory Statements.
decorative feature
A CLERICAL member of Presbytery was reported as having said in a public address that "people now went
too much to the Old Testament for their religion, the Decalogue was a law given to a rude people in a rude age,
and not intended to serve the Church of to-day." Upon being questioned by the Presbytery, he explained that his
meaning was that "we had now a higher law, more intense and searching than the Ten Commandments." And
this extraordinary explanation was accepted with applause by the Presbytery! Hence the following contribution
in which are advanced some things with which neither old fogies nor smatterers will agree. After thirty years of
travel, and extensive acquaintance with Presbyteries all over Canada, the United States, and Australasia, truth
requires me to say, that the Dunedin Presbytery stands pre-eminent for its lack of four useful
properties—dignity, ability, integrity, and fidelity. This is my private opinion, and it cannot be altered until the
Presbytery is "born again." Its ignorance of Presbyterianism is enormous. Many a severe lesson I taught that
Presbytery while a member of it, and still my late pupil is no credit to me. Ecclesiastical and theological dunces
may be sent at once to the hospital for "incurables." It is a well-known fact that there are hundreds of people in

this city who have been turned away from Presbyterianism, and, what is infinitely worse, hundreds in Dunedin
alone have been fatally poisoned against Christianity in every form, just by the kind of Presbyterianism and
Christianity which has been presented to them now for many years. For instance, the 'New Zealand
Presbyterian' (the organ of the two Churches, north and south, but edited by members of the Dunedin
Presbytery) maintained recently, in view of the general election, that Christians may wisely entrust the
law-making of the country to the avowed enemies of Christ! (See the 'N.Z. Presbyterian' of August, 1887). The
'Presbyterian's' disgraceful advice to the electors is summed up thus :—"A Christian can afford to be
magnanimous, and welcome an honest man, whether he be a Mohammedan, a Buddhist, or even a Freethinker."
(But, for a very different advice, read II. Chron. xix. 2; Ex. xviii. 21; Prov. xxix. 2; 1 Kings ii. 1-4; 1 Chron.
xxviii. 9, 10, 20; xxix. 18,19; 1 Kings iii. 7-14). How the Presbyterian salt has lost its original savour! Of
course, "an honest man"—"honest" in his belief and to his conscience—will do everything m his power to
advance his own principles at the expense of what he believes to be ruinous error (Ps. ii. 2, 3). Acting on the
'Presbyterian's' atrocious advice, put the law-making of our country into the hands of "honest" Mohammedans,
Buddhists, and Freethinkers, and what will become of Christianity in less than fifty years? Our churches will be
converted into Mohammedan mosques, Buddhist temples, and Freethought lecture halls, according to the
preponderating influence of the "honest" lav-makers. There are abler and better men in the smaller towns and
country districts than in the city. As to either ability or fidelity to the "glorious Gospel," the Presbyterian pulpit
of Dunedin is beneath contempt. The 'N.Z. Presbyterian' (edited by Dunedin men) will, of course, call this "a
slander." Portions of the two first parts of this discussion appeared in the 'Evening Herald,' and also in the
'Public Opinion' (both Dunedin papers), and although hundreds of extra copies were struck off the former yet
the demand was not supplied. The summaries under "A" and "B" are now added as original matter, and, at the
request of many who heard and of others who did not hear the discourses of which the following is only the
shortest possible summary), the whole is published in the hope that it may help some to understand "[unclear:
T] Book."
A. C. G.
DUNEDIN, N.Z.
September 8th, 1887.

Jehovah and Jesus; or the Dunedin
Presbytery's Theology.
"THEY CAST THY LAW BEHIND THEIR BACKS,"
—Nehemiah.
IN the Old Testament there are two Jehovahs—the One sending and the Other sent: the latter is the Jesus
Christ of the New Testament, as the following two columns of passages prove beyond the reach of quibble.
(See Hodge's "Theology, Vol. I, pp. 481 to 497):—

PART I.
The Identity of Jehovah and Jesus.
PART II.
The Identity of the Decalogue and the Gospel
The Old Testament is unfinished and leaves the reader in a [unclear: st] of expectancy (Mai. iv. 5, 6); hut
the New is complete, and [unclear: not] syllable to be either added or subtracted (Rev. xxii. 18-21). [unclear:
Th] New Testament is founded upon the Old, and dependent upon [unclear: it] its meaning. Without the New
Testament the Old is only a [unclear: falsif] prophecy (Heb. xi. 40); and without the Old Testament the
[unclear: Ne] destitute of authority (Luke iv. 17-21: Acts xvii. 1-3; Acts [unclear: xv] 24-28; Luke xxiv. 46).

Are people likely to go "too much to the Old Testament for their religion"? Never! Because there [unclear:
they] enjoined to pay more than ten per cent, for its support (Mal. iii. 8-10 Even Jesus Christ Himself went to
the Old Testament for all His [unclear: region], and He sent others also there (John v. 39; Matt. xxii. 29;
[unclear: L] xxiv. 25, 27. 32, 44; II. Timothy iii. 15-17; Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10). [unclear: W] may go too little to the
New Testament, but we cannot go too [unclear: m] to the Old for anything (Psalm cxix. 18, 47, 48, 72, 97, 98,
136). [unclear: B] alas! preachers may go too much to novels and second-rate [unclear: poetry] their theology
(Mark vii. 7, 13; 1 Cor. ii. 2; Col. ii. 8; 1 [unclear: Timothy] 3, 4; iv. 6, 7; vi. 3-5; II. Timothy iv. 1,2).
"People now go too much to the Old Testament for their [unclear: re] gion." Do they? My opinion is that
they do not go half enough either the Old or the New. God be thanked for the grand Old Testament It was Jesus
Christ's only Book (Matt. iv. 1-11). I have "filed"[unclear: (] you say in Now Zealand); I am insolvent; I have
asked the [unclear: J] to declare me a "bankrupt," for I have "nothing to pay" ([unclear: L] vii. 42). Were I
banished to an island, and allowed my [unclear: choice] only one verse from the Bible, I would be perplexed as
to [unclear: which] two I should take. And (strange as it may seem to the Presbytery the two verses are in the
Old Testament (Exodus xii. 13; [unclear: Isaiah] 6). "Peoplo now going too much to the Old Testament"?
[unclear: L] open the eyes of such young men that they see (II. Kings vi. [unclear: 17;] cxix. 18).
To prevent the possibility of misrepresenting any person, I [unclear: qu] from the "Presbyterian" (July,
1887, page 13) the official [unclear: report] the "explanation" in question :—Looking at the lives of may
orthodox people it was found that "their morality was the [unclear: ba] morality of the Ten Commandments,
not as interpreted and illustrated by Christ, but bare compliance. The law of Christ was a higher [unclear: h]
inasmuch as it embodied the old law and much more besides." [unclear: A] "the Presbytery accepted this
explanation as perfectly [unclear: satisfactory] Now, worse theology I never heard from a backwoods local
preaches (1) "The bare morality of the Ten Commandments"! Who before ever heard of such theological
drivel! Why, the "morality of the Ten Commandments" is the highest "morality" in the universe—is the
"morality" of Heaven—is an expression of Jehovah's Mind—is the Divine Nature translated into human speech
(Mark xii. 31). Imagine, if you can, the Westminster divines, or Dr Hodge, depreciating the "bare morality of
the Ten Commandments"! This "bare morality," "as interpreted and illustrated by Christ," is love—supreme
love to God and man (Matt. xxii. 37-39); and Love is the sum total of God Himself (1 John iv. 8,16). (2) "Bare
compliance." "Why, "compliance" with the Ten Commandments is absolute and sin-less perfection—is all God
requires (Luke x. 25-28). (3) The sole object of Christ's mission and death is to produce in us the "bare morality
of the Ten Commandments" (Rom. viii. 3, 4). (4) Instead of superseding the Decalogue, the Gospel perpetuates
that Law (Rom. iii. 31; 1 John ii. 7; II. John 5; Lev. xix. 18). (5) "The law of Christ was a higher law." But the
Law of the Ten Commandments is "the Law of Christ." And where, in the Now Testament, does He issue
another? (6) "A higher law, inasmuch as it embodied the old law and much more besides." But the "old
law"—the only one there is—means love. supremo love to God and man; and what can be "much more besides"
that? "Much more besides" supreme love to God and man! What can this be, and where is it mentioned in the
New Testament?
Christ came to fulfil, interpret, unfold, and exemplify the old Law, not to reveal a new one (Matt. v. 17-19;
James ii. 10, 11). Instead of relaxing, did Jesus Christ not intensify the interpretation of the Ten
Commandments? Yes (Matt. v. 17-28; 1 John iii. 15). The beautiful story in John viii. 3-11, is not authorative
(see Revised Version). But even if it were, it is not a modification of the Seventh Commandment. Jesus was the
Redeemer and not the Roman Magistrate, who alone at that time had jurisdiction in a case of life and death. The
object of the Scribes and Pharisees was to get Jesus into conflict with either the Law of God or the Roman
authorities; and He (if the narrative be historic) escaped from both horns of the dilemma, and then entrapped his
adversaries in a way which has commanded the admiration of the world. Christ's interpretation of the Seventh
Commandment, therefore, stands intact (Matt. v. 28). And both Himself and His theological pupil, John,
interpret the Sixth on the same principle (Matt. v. 22; 1 John iii. 15). Only deeds of necessity and mercy are
permitted on the Sabbath (1 Samuel xxi. 1-6; Matt. xii. 1-13; Mark ii. 23-28; Mark iii. 1-4; Luke vi. 1-10; Luke
xxiii. 56). The New Testament is Christ's interpretation of the Decalogue. He reduces it to the one great
principle of love, and that is the basis, the sum, and soul of the whole Gospel (Mark xii. 30, 31; Lev. xix. 18,
34; James ii. 8). Even "the Sermon on the Mount" is only an exposition of the legal enactments of the Old
Testament—bringing out their merciful design; and the New Testament is destitute of both meaning and
authority without the Old. Hence even Christ and His Apostles quote from it constantly as the source whence
they the selves derive their authority. But some people are so [unclear: wise] Disparaging portions of the Bible,
pitting the New Testament [unclear: aga] the Old, and patronising Jesus at the expense of Jehovah [unclear: sh]
be left to those who attend the Lyceum (an infidel [unclear: lec] hall in Dunedin), for the whole thing amounts
to [unclear: put] Jesus versus Jesus. Let preachers disparage parts of the [unclear: B] and many young people,
under such ministry, will [unclear: very] learn to disparage the whole. And why not? Why should [unclear:
preach] have a monopoly in this business? Setting aside parts of [unclear: the] Testament is both preparatory

and introductory to a rejection [unclear: of] Now : the whole will soon follow the parts. Reject Moses, and
[unclear: b] logic and history show that you must gradually get rid of his [unclear: Di] Endorser, JESUS.
Flippantly disparaging the opinions of real [unclear: th] logians, instead of sitting at their feet as learners, is
[unclear: characterise] the theologically beardless. "Let not him that girdeth on his [unclear: ha] boast himself
as he that putteth it off" (1 Kings xx. 11). But [unclear: t] this advice was given by a rude man in a rude age.
Yes, and [unclear: it] given also to a very crude, raw, and self-conceited fool who, [unclear: togea] with his
followers, paid dearly for having disregarded it!
Where do we find Jesus Christ disparaging any part of [unclear: the] Testament, or jibing people for going
to it "too much for [unclear: th] religion"? Jehovah-Jesus is One and the same Divine [unclear: Revel] from the
first of Genesis to the last of Revelation inclusive. [unclear: J] who preached "The Sermon on the Mount" is
Jehovah who [unclear: iss] the Ten Commandments, but with this important difference: [unclear: On] "Mount"
of the Old Testament, Jesus was robed in divine [unclear: lighti] but on the "Mount" of the New, Jehovah was
veiled in [unclear: hu] flesh: that was exaltation, and this is humiliation; there His [unclear: p] gown was
Divinity, but here it is Humanity. Owing to the [unclear: ciresstantial], kaleidoscopic, or many-sided and
cumulative nature [unclear: of] evidence of Divine revelation, and how, too, the several parts [unclear: of]
Bible overlap, dovetail, mutually support, fit into, and [unclear: corrob] each other, the Bible, though
apparently a collection of [unclear: independed] pamphlets, is yet a marvellous unit, and, as a whole, must
[unclear: eit] stand or fall together; and therefore this popular [unclear: patronising] certain portions and
disparaging others, is the never-failing marks the smatterer. Jesus Christ endorsed the whole Old [unclear:
Testament] of Divine origin, and therefore it is Divine, or Jesus [unclear: Christ] endorsed a cruel swindle
(Luke xxiv. 27).
The Bible is either of Divine authority, or an unparalleled, [unclear: uni] and inexplicable imposture—the
crowning problem of all [unclear: history-] a perpetual miracle of either Divine inspiration or human [unclear:
deception-] a glorious and infinite verity, or a gigantic fraud, for which [unclear: Je] Christ is responsible.
(1.) Can we believe the teaching of Jesus Christ without [unclear: accept] the writings of Moses? No (John
v. 46, 47; Luke xxiv. 44; [unclear: He] xi. 26). (2.) Is the Law of the Ten Commandments a Law of Love? Yes
(Deut. vi. 4-9; Matt. xxii. 34-40). (3.) Is the Law of the. Decalogue (the ten sayings) the Law of Love? Yes
(Rom. xiii. 8-10). See Psalm cxix. for David's estimate of God's Law. (4.) Is there "a higher law" revealed by
Christ to man than the Law of the Ten Commandments? No (Matt. xxii. 34-40; Mark xii.; 28-31; Luke x.
25-28). What can be "higher" than supreme love to God and man? The Old Testament is the source of the New,
and water cannot rise above its source. What doctrine of the New Testament is not taught in the Old (John iii.
10)? Gen. iii. 15 is the Divine Text, and the rest of the Bible is God's great Sermon on that Text. As "a river
went out of Eden to water the Garden," so the One thought which animates, pervades, fertilises, and unifies the
whole Bible is—the redemption of man by a Divine-human Saviour. The first promise announced at the gates
of Eden, the Abrahamic Covenant, the Ten Commandments, and the New Testament are substantially the same
"Gospel" (Gal. iii. 8). Abel, Enoch, Abraham, Moses, and David were saved just in the same way as Paul,
Bunyan, Wesley, John Newton, McCheyne, and Charles Hodge—by the same holiness-producing faith in the
One Redeemer (Rom. iv. 1-8; Gal. iii. 6-29; Heb. xi. 1-40; xii. 1,2). Some people say that there is "a higher
law" than the Law of the Ten Commandments or Decalogue. But Jesus Christ says expressly that there is no
such Law—that there is no higher or "greater" Law than the Ten Commandments (Lev. xix. 18; Mark xii. 31;
Rom. xiii. 10; James ii. 8). Now, whom are we to believe—whether Jesus Christ or the modern upstarts? But
"the Ten Commandments were given to a rude people in a rude age." Certainly. And they are given now to us, a
very rude people who live in a very rude age, as will doubtless be discovered and perhaps remarked in
soiree-speeches three thousand years hence! But "the Ten Commandments were not intended to serve the
Church of Christ to-day." Well, whatever they were "intended" for, one thing is obvious enough, and that is,
that neither the "Church"' nor the "world" pays much attention to them now; and no wonder, when the exploded
Antinomianism of the 16th century is paraded round as an evangelical discovery, and adopted with applause by
a whole Presbytery! But have we not now "a higher law, more intense and searching"? Jesus Christ says No
(Mark xii. 31). If there is "a higher law," state by whom it has been revealed, and also where it is recorded. And
if "the Decalogue was not intended to serve the Church of to-day," name your authority for the assertion. To the
Law and to the Testimony: What saith the Scripture? The Scripture cannot be broken (Is. viii. 20; Rom. iv. 3;
John x. 35). What! A law "higher, more intense, and parching than the Ten Commandments"? Amoral
impossibility! The theological ignorance of the person who could seriously make such a statement, and of those
who could endorse such arrant nonsense, almost surpasses belief. Whatever else he may have studied, one thing
is quite clear, and that is, that he has not studies either his own heart or the Word of God to any good purpose
([unclear: Ma] v. 28; Rom. iii. 19, 20; vii. 14; Heb. iv. 12). David and [unclear: Pa] found the Ten
Commandments high, intense, and searching enough (Psalm i. 2; xix. 7-14; Rom. vii. 7-25). But what were
[unclear: pio] pigmies—"weak brethren"—such as David and Paul, "rude [unclear: me] in a rude

age"—compared with the polished, intellectual, [unclear: a] spiritual giants of to-day! That Christ by his death
set aside [unclear: f] ever the burdensome ritual, as was indicated even at the momentbja rending of the veil
(Matt, xxvii. 51), is a glorious truth, in which [unclear: a] Christians rejoice (Acts xv. 10; Eph. ii. 15; Col. ii.
14). But [unclear: Jes] Himself expressly declares that the Law of the Ten Commandment shall continue in full
force, so long as there is a human [unclear: being] this earth in a state of probation (Matt. v. 17-19; xxiv.
[unclear: 35).] more; the very nature of the things severally prohibited and enjoined in the Decalogue,
necessarily demands the perpetuity of that [unclear: La] Can any person conceive of a place, time, condition, or
[unclear: circumsta] that would suspend the first, second, third, fifth, sixth, seventh eighth, ninth, or tenth
Commandment, and render the [unclear: spirit] design of the Law inoperative? Deeds of accident, [unclear:
necessity,] mercy are not violations of the Law (Numb. xxxv. 22-25; [unclear: Prov.] 30). Can one conceive of
a state of society in which polytheism or feticism, or profanity, or disobedience to parents, or [unclear: lying]
stealing, &c., may become perfectly proper? Impossible! [unclear: Take] instance, the Fourth
Commandment—the one usually supposed [unclear: by] certain class to have been modified, if not abrogated
or set [unclear: as] altogether. Now, on the very face of this Commandment, [unclear: there] two reasons for its
perpetuity :—(1.) Both physiology and the expedience of employers teach that the labouring man or beast
request about the seventh part of time for physical rest; and (2) if man [unclear: is] worship his Creator at all,
he must get time in which to do [unclear: s] Pharaoh might, but God cannot ask any person to make brick
without straw. And thus, in the very nature of the things regulated [unclear: by] Ten Commandments, there is
abundant proof of the perpetuity of the Law. The words "meat," "drink," "new moon," &c., in Col. [unclear: iii]
show that the reference is to the ceremonial Sabbath; [unclear: and] xiv. 5,6, deals with ecclesiastical festivals,
and has no bearing [unclear: on] Fourth Commandment at all, although it is often ignorantly [unclear: quot] as
if it settled the question! In Gal. iii. 13, the Apostle [unclear: caref] distinguishes between the "curse" (or
sentence) of the moral [unclear: La] and the Law itself. Christ has redeemed us from the former, [unclear: but]
from the latter, as He Himself assures us, in the plainest [unclear: langa] common honesty can desire (Matt. v.
17-19).
To hear Christians—yea, even preachers—at this hour of the [unclear: d] confounding the ritual with the
moral Law, is perfectly [unclear: startling,] not very creditable to our religious intelligence (1 Timothy i. 7;
[unclear: H] v. 12). The Law of Exodus xxi. 24, 25, has been much condemned as "Mosaic," and unfavourably
contrasted with the "milder teaching of Jesus." The following five observations may save some people from
advertising their ignorance on the subject :—(1) The Law in question was given to the Civil Magistrate for the
supression of crime, not to private individuals for personal revenge, as often supposed through inexcusable
ignorance. (2) If A. wantonly and criminally destroyed the eye, tooth, or foot of B., the corresponding eye,
tooth, or foot of A, should be similarly destroyed by the Magistrate (not by B.), as the only proper and adequate
punishment for the crime. And what a statesmanlike procedure compared with our inadequate drivel! We put a
premium on crime. (3) It was the very Jesus who preached "the Sermon on the Mount" and wept over
Jerusalem, who also enacted the perfectly righteous Law—"An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth." (4) In
the course of centuries people perverted this Divine (not "Mosaic") Law from its original and salutary purpose,
and made it an instrument for personal revenge. And (5) it was against this gross perversion and abuse of His
own Law (not the Law itself) that Jehovah-Jesus protested (Matt. v. 38-48). That "Jehovah" and "Jesus" are
only two different titles for One and the same Divine Revealer is a Scriptural fact, and absolutely necessary to
the unity, inspiration, and authority of the Bible as a whole.
Without this one bond of unity, the Old and the New Testaments are of no more divine or binding authority
than the first and the last volumes of Gibbon's History of the Roman Empire. This putting of Jesus versus Jesus
ought to be left to infidels, amateur theologians, and minor men like Messrs. Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, and Stout
(Sir Robert Stout, the high priest of infidelity in Dunedin). The person who does not know that Jehovah and
Jesus are identical, should at once attend some good Sabbath school in order to get a firm grasp of the
all-glorious truth that "Jehovah" is the Old Testament name for Jesus, and that "Jesus" is only the New
Testament name for Jehovah. Let this fundamental fact be once mastered, and all Unitarianism, together with
nine-tenths of infidel difficulties, will vanish, like ghosts and goblins before the rising sun.

PART III.
Brief Summary of Fundamental Principles
(A)
The Israelites, fresh from bondage, and encamped in the [unclear: wness] at the foot of Mount Sinai, were

there (1) as the [unclear: org] visible "Church" (Acts vii. 38); and (2) as the representatives [unclear: of]
succeeding generations, and covenanted with Jehovah for us [unclear: wh] alive here this day (Deut. i. 6; iv. 15;
v. 3; xxix. 10-15; Mal.[unclear: i] Acts vii. 38. (3) The Sinai Covenant is both Law and Gospel—[unclear: La]
convict of sin, and Gospel to show how sin may be removed ([unclear: Rou] 19, 20; vii. 7-14; and the Epistle
to the Hebrews throughout, [unclear: wh] is an inspired commentary to show that the Sinai Law ([unclear:
moral] ceremonial) is Gospel, and nothing else). (4) Our popular district between the moral and ceremonial (as
if there were two [unclear: difie] Laws) is not warranted by Scripture. I maintain this because there is nothing
to imply, suggest, or even hint that they are two [unclear: tinct] revelations. (See Exodus, 20th chapter and
onward.) ([unclear: b)] Ceremonial (as we call it) immediately follows the moral (so-called us) as God's
exposition—bringing out in detail the otherwise [unclear: hid] principles of the Decalogue : the moral being the
Text and [unclear: the] monial the Sermon; and then in the Epistle to the [unclear: Hebrewa,] whole is shown
to be evangelical, and is there adapted to the [unclear: ch] of to-day. And (c) New Testament speakers and
writers, as [unclear: J] and Paul, never countenance our distinction: to them the whole one "Law" (not "laws"),
and they pass from the moral to the [unclear: omonial] side, and from the ceremonial to the moral side, apparel
without thinking, and certainly without hinting, that [unclear: they] changing the subject, or mixing up two
different things. [unclear: And] the Sinai Covenant (as both Law and Gospel) continues now [unclear: in]
force, and will so continue to the end of time (Matt. v. 18). [unclear: By] in Christ (our Goel, Redeemer) we are
free from the Law as a [unclear: viol] Law (or avenger), only in so far as it pronounces sentence of [unclear:
de] upon us and demands our condemnation (Rom. viii. 1). [unclear: Hence] meaning of those passages (Rom.
vi. 14; vii. 6; Gal. iii. 25) so [unclear: d] ignorantly quoted to bolster up the popular Antinomianism of
[unclear: to-d] The perpetuity of the Decalogue is shown by the following five [unclear: e] siderations :—(1)
The peculiar and exceptional method of the revelation—written (not by man or pen, but) by the "Finger of
[unclear: God,"] engrossed (not on parchment, but) on slate or "stone" (Exodus [unclear: m] 18; Deut ix. 10).
Surely this indicates perpetuity. (2) The [unclear: La] a transcript of God's Mind, a revelation of His moral
[unclear: nature,] partakes of His attributes (Rom. vii. 12-14). Can that which "holy, just, and good" be only
transient, become obsolete, and [unclear: p] away? Can that which forbids polytheism, profanity, falsehood,
theft, adultery, and murder become obsolete? Not until earth has become a pandemonium! (3) The thing's
regulated by the Decalogue are invariable—that is, the things forbidden must be always wrong, and those
enjoined always right (Exodus xx. 3-17). This both implies and demands the perpetuity of the Law. (4) The
purpose, end, or design of the Law is perpetual—that purpose being to discover sin, exhibit lit in its infinite
moral deformity, convict the sinner, and then bring him to Christ (Rom. iii. 20; vii. 7-13; Gal. iii. 24). So long
there-fore as there is a sinner on earth must this Law be in force. And, besides, should the Law become
obsolete, then man would cease at once to be responsible (Rom. iv. 15; 1 John iii. 4). And (5) Jesus Christ
expressly teaches the perpetuity of the Law until its mission—namely, the bringing of sinners to the Saviour be
accomplished—"till all be fulfilled" (Matt. v. 17-19).
Some people are ignorant enough to call this "Legalism." and its advocates "Legalists." But who is the
"Evangelist"—whether the person who can find the Gospel in only a few isolated passages in the New
Testament, or he to whom the whole Bible is one blessed Evangel? Some of our modern sects turn three-fourths
of the Bible into mere Law, and then call themselves "Evangelists"! According to many of our "Evangelistic
Services." the Bible is nine-tenths Law and the rest Gospel. Many "Evangelists" labour hard to prove that those
who find the Gospel on every page of the Bible are cold-hearted Legalists," and that they themselves are alone
entitled to be considered "evangelical"! (Job xii. 2, 3). What next?

(B)
(1.) Beth-el, Kuriakon, Circ, Kirche. kirke. Kirk or Church (the Lord's dwelling), consists in fellowship
between God and a human soul (Gen. xxviii. 16-19; 1 Chron. xxii. 1; Rom. xvi. 5; 1 Cor. xvi. 19; Col. iv. 15;
Philemon 2); and therefore the "Church" began with Adam in Eden, and has been all along the ages one and the
same "Olive Tree" (Rom. xi. 16-21). Each human being brought out of sin to commune with God, is a kletos,
ckkletos, ekklesia (ek and kaleo, called out), and forms a part of the true Catholic Church Ekklesia) of Jesus
Christ (Rom. i. 6). Believers (whether officials or not) constitute the Church, and the "bishop" is only an
"elder," and the "elder" is "bishop"—elder (presbuteros) being the Jewish, (and bishop (episcopos) the Gentile
term for one and the same official in the Scriptural Constitution of the Church (Acts xx. 17, 28).
(2.) Evidence of the Conversion of Adam and Eve :—(1.) God's continued love (Gen. iii. 9); (2) they are
chastised, not cursed (v. 14); (3) the tempter is cursed, not chastised (v. 14); (4) the woman's, conversion
assured (v. 15); (5) the name Adam gave to his wife—"Eve," life; not "Mooth," death—"mother of believers,"
as Abraham is the father (v. 20); (6) God's literal and symbolical provision (v. 21); (7) they know good and evil
as God does (v. 22);. (8) removed from worse temptation (v. 22); (9) place of [unclear: wo] provided (v. 24);
(10) the language of piety (iv. 1); (11) the [unclear: n] of her first-born implies faith (iv. 1); and (12) they

taught [unclear: th] children to worship Jehovah (vs. 3 and 4).
(3.) The Church became a visible Organisation with [unclear: Abraha] No organisation, constitution, or
charter is to be found either [unclear: ear] or later. At Pentecost the Church was an old institution (Gen.
[unclear: x] Matt, xviii. 17; Acts ii. 41, 47; vii. 38). The children of believed were members of the Church then:
have they been excluded [unclear: sin] If they have, by whom and when excluded, and where is the exclusive
recorded? (Gen. vii. 1; xvii. 12, 13; Numbers iii. 15, 22, 28, 34 40, 43; Deut. xxxi. 11-13; 1 Sam. ii. 11-18; Joel
ii. 15-17; [unclear: E] vi. 1; Colos. iii. 20). In the ritual of the Church there was no [unclear: sa] "mode" as
total submersion; and yet this ritual of [unclear: pouring] sprinkling is called "different baptisms" in the Greek
of Heb. ix, [unclear: xvi] How can this Fact be reconciled with the assertion that total [unclear: submer] is the
only meaning of the word "baptism," and absolutely [unclear: necesa] to constitute the ordinance? Was "the
Church in the wilderness baptised by total submersion? (Neh. ix. 11; 1 Cor. x. 1, 2). [unclear: I] asking for
Scriptural information. After the death of [unclear: JESUS,] the shedding of blood, as a religious act, became
incongruous, [unclear: a] therefore circumcision gave place to the cleansing water, just [unclear: as] killing of
the lamb was put aside for the bread and wine: the [unclear: cleaness] of the old rite being perpetuated in the
new, as the "[unclear: blood] the grape" is in the Supper without shedding animal blood. [unclear: Th] the
typical gives place to the anti-typical, without repeal, [unclear: just] naturally as ripe fruit falls off at the right
season. But there [unclear: is] a single Old Testament Law repealed in the New. This will [unclear: sta] many.
Repeal implies imperfection. But with God, [unclear: whether] Nature or Scripture, there is no such process as
repeal, because [unclear: "] Law of Jehovah is perfect"—each enactment continuing in full [unclear: fo] until it
has answered its end. The proper education of the boy [unclear: is] repealed (but sunk in and continued) by the
further studies [unclear: of] man. The New Testament is to the Old what the fruit is to the [unclear: t]
(4.) David and his kingdom were the first groat typical [unclear: repres] tation of Messiah's Kingship and
Kingdom (2 Sam. vii. [unclear: 16-2] 1 Chron. xvii. 7-27; Psalm lxxxix. 3,4-20-27; Luke i. 31-33; [unclear: A]
ii. 29-31).
(5.) Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses with all Israel, and [unclear: Da] were the original "Covenanters."
(6.) Under the Davidic Covenant, Jehovah became fully [unclear: revea] as Prophet, Priest, and King—the
Trinity of the Trinity.
(7.) Hitherto the language of the Church is only [unclear: prophetie] priestly, but henceforth it is prophetic,
priestly, and kingly— full of King, His throne, crown, sceptre, palace, and government. (8.) The Old Testament
closes and the New opens (and [unclear: abo] to the end) with the Kingship of Christ (Matt. ii. 2; Luke
[unclear: i] Rev. xv. 3; xvii. 14; xxii. 16).
(9.) There is progress (evolution, development) in the Bible from Gen iii. 15 to Rev. xxii. 16.
(10.) Jehovah-Jesus revels and redeems that He may rule: He savingly teaches and redeems only those who
accept Him as Ruler—Christ is not divided (1 Cor. i. 13).
(11.) To ignore any one of Christ's three R's (Revealer, Redeemer, and Ruler) is to ignore one-third of the
Gospel, and that is subversive of all the rest (Gal. v. 4).
(12.) The Ruling Function is the last and crowning manifestation of Messiah: He is neither the Prophet nor
the Priest "eternal," but He is the "King Eternal" (1 Timothy i. 17); and therefore to disparage the Decalogue
(King Messiah's "Royal Law," James ii. 8) is to disparage this last and crowning manifestation!
(13.) Jesus Christ (in the flesh) enacted no Law—John xiii. 34 is only a re-affirmation of His own
Decalogue (Lev. xix. 18). He came to vindicate, expound, fulfil, and show both the purpose and the perpetuity
of the Law He had already enacted for all time (Matt. v. 17, 18).
(14.) Each development of the Plan of Redemption was a New Testament and the Gospel in the form best
suited for that age: the Gospel was preached to Adam, and Eve, and Abraham (Gen. iii. 15; Gal. iii. 8; II. Peter
ii. 5; Jude 14, 15).
(15.) We understand the future only by the present, and hence those who looked forward to Messiah's first
coming were taught by Symbolism founded on the present, just as we are taught the second coming by the
Similitudes of His own Parables and the visions of John.
(16.) Each successive development of God's purpose of mercy, while including all that went before it,
added much that was new, widened the people's mental horizon, extended their language, clarified their views,
enlarged their hopes, increased their religious knowledge, and enriched the theology of the Church, until
Jehovah Himself in our nature appeared on earth as Revealer, Redeemer, and Ruler.
(17) To ignore Church organisation, or "Government" of a more or less Scriptural character, is to ignore the
Royal appointment and Kingship of Jesus Christ (John xv. 16; Acts xiv. 23; xv. 2; xvi. 4; ii. 17-28; Eph. iv.
11-16).
And (18) the Bible is neither a divine nor a human Solo, but the Divine-human Dialogue of ages—man
speaking on earth and God responding from Heaven. Hence the Bible is the most human, and also the most
Divine Book in the world.

"The Jehovah of the Old Testament is our Lord." "This Jehovah, who led His people under the Old
Testament economy, is the Son of God." "Christ is the manifested Jehovah of the Old Testament"
CHARLES HODGE, D.D., Systematic Theology.
"In short, there and then (in Eden) began the Church of God [unclear: on] earth." "The entire Gospel of
God was in that germinal promise' (Gen. iii. 15). "The Gospel according to Moses differs neither in creed nor
practical religion from the Gospel according to Jesus." [unclear: "] Moses and the prophets are not divine
utterances, then neither [unclear: ca] Jesus and the Apostles be, who claim to be simply the full development of
Moses and the prophets, and fully endorse them." "It is the Gospel according to Moses, just as truly as it is the
Gospel according to Matthew." "Nothing that Moses ever enacted has been repealed any more than the things
enacted by Jesus or Paul."
STUART ROBINSON, D.D., Discourses of Redemption

(TO THE EDITOR 'DUNEDIN HERALD.')
Sir,—In your supplement of Saturday last there appears a production from the pen of the Rev. A. C. Gillies.
It seems to be the outline of two sermons preached by him to his congregation. The [unclear: the] treated of is
one of the highest importance to the Church's faith [unclear: i] the Bible, and it seems to me to be handled in a
masterly manner Every intelligent reader must peruse its statements with profound admiration of the ability and
scholarship displayed in it. If I mistake not, it is the very thing needed at the present day. There seems to be a
widespread or general feeling that the Old Testament's teaching is superseded and a thing of the past.
Statements to this effect come sometimes from the pulpit even; but one would suppose [unclear: th] when so
made there must be considerable confusion in the thinking behind them. Were these two outlines filled out by
Mr Gillies [unclear: (] doubtless he did to his congregation) and scattered broadcast among congregations, they
would be of vast importance to faith in the Scriptures, and serve as a check to that sort of ignorant or confused
[unclear: ta] so often heard or met with in print. We had very recently a specimen of it even in this town, when
the Old Testament was but feebly supported by a Presbytery. At present, then, these productions of Mr Gillies
are most opportune, and are, it seems to me, a magnificent vindication of the Old Testament's place and use in
the Christian Church, and in the faith of Christian people.—I am, &c.,
A READER.
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Query:
Why publish the following Extracts?

Answer:
II. Corinthians xi., xii.
"I am become a fool in glorying : ye have compelled me."
—PAUL.

Extracts from Newspapers and other Sources.
Regarding the Rev. A. C. Gillies.
The following is from an Annual Report in Mr Gillies' first charge (Cote des Neiges, Montreal) :—
Since the induction of the Rev. A. C. Gillies, the Church has prospered,—our weekly congregations have
been large, the communion roll has been lengthened, and a good many sittings have been let.
Again.:—

Mr. Gillies began a Bible Class of eighteen, which kept increasing, until now it has an average attendance
of sixty.
From the Brockville Presbytery (Ontario) :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies laboured at Lyn and Yonge with marked success.
From the Board of Trustees of St. David's Church, St. John, N.B., Canada :—
Resolved,—That this Board express to the Rev. A. C. Gillies the very great pleasure they have had in his
pulpit ministrations during the last five weeks; and further, they earnestly hope that the pastoral charge on
which he is about to enter in the neighbouring province may result in a mutual blessing to himself and that
congregation.
Extracted from the minutes by
DAVID WILLET, Secretary.

To the Rev. A. C. Gillies.
Dear Sir,
We, the Committee, on behalf of the Presbyterian congregation of Sherbrooke, N.S., desire to convey to
you our sincere approbation and high appreciation of your indefatigable labours ever since you became our
pastor, more particularly during the series of revival meetings recently brought to a close.
We cannot overlook your untiring efforts to make every meeting a grater success than the previous one; the
able discourses; the interesting and lucid expositions of the various subjects taken up; your fearless and
independent promulgation of sound theological doctrines and principles; and your earnest desire and
endeavours to counteract the evils of vice in every form, and to promote practical Christianity.
We all have great reason to bless God for the gracious workings [unclear: of] Spirit, and His blessing on
your labours during those meetings.
We beg you to accept the accompanying purse as a small token [unclear: of] goodwill and esteem.
And now, sir, as you are about taking your leave of us for a [unclear: time] attend to professional duties, in
assisting to accomplish a very desirable [unclear: object] the union of the Presbyterian churches (at Montreal,
June, 1875),—we [unclear: pray] your journey may be pleasant, profitable, and successful; and that in the
Provided of God you may soon return to us reinvigorated, physically and mentally, [unclear: and] long spared
to go out and in amongst us to break unto us the bread of life, [unclear: and] also pray that our Heavenly Father
may continue to bless your labours in [unclear: th] future as in the past.
William L. Pye.
Charles S. Mcintosh
Alexander McDonald
John McLean.
James S. Fraser.
May, 1875.
The following is an extract from the last minute in the [unclear: Sherboo] Session Record previous to Mr.
Gillies' departure:—
The Session would record the pleasing fact that the congregation [unclear: is] much stronger than at any
previous time, the contributions last Sabbath being the largest yet on any ordinary occasion. The elders ask the
Clerk to records the fact of their very high appreciation of their retiring Moderator's [unclear: talents] labours
while pastor of this congregation, and of his courtesy and prudence in the Session, and it was with deep feelings
of regret that they now part with [unclear: him,] they pray that God may abundantly bless his labours in the
future as He has in the past.
Extract from the Pictou Presbytery's minutes:—
Grant him (Mr. Gillies) the requisite certificate, expressing the Presbytery's high esteem for him as a
co-labourer and a faithful and successful [unclear: mini] of the Gospel.
The Virginia City Daily Enterprise (Nevada) says :—
The members of the Presbyterian Church of this city have [unclear: unanimo] declined to accept the
resignation of the Rev. A. C. Gillies.
The Virginia City Footlight says :—
The Rev. Mr. Gillies, of the Presbyterian Church in this city [unclear: has] achieved an excellent reputation
as a lecturer, his last lecture on the Turkish War having to be twice repeated by him, to full audiences each

time.
Again :—
The Presbyterian Church was crowded full last night to hear Rev. Mr Gillies repeat his lecture on the
Russo-Turkish War. It was a masterly effort and as complete and exhaustive of this subject as any one could
wish to hear. [unclear: It] was the best outline of the growth of the Eastern question that we have anywhere
heard, and better than anything that we have read on the subject since the [unclear: s] came into prominence.
There was a desire expressed by many of the [unclear: audie] that the lecture might be amplified and printed in
pamphlet form, so that is might be studied. Mr. Gillies in its preparation has shown himself a [unclear: remark]
well-read man.
And again :—
To-night Rev. Mr. Gillies will deliver his concluding lecture on Moses, entitled "Moses: his Life,
Character, and Death," at the Presbyterian Church, South C street. It promises to be an extremely interesting
lecture, and will repay the visit of any person desirious of hearing an eloquent lecture and soul-inspiring
thought. Don't fail to hear Mr. Gillies to-night. He has achieved an A 1 reputation as a lecturer,—in fact,
startling his friends by the height to which be rose.
The Virginia City Chronicle (Nevada) says :—
The announcement that a lecture would be delivered by the Rev. A. C. Gillies attracted a large audience.
His lecture throughout abounded in humour, and at its conclusion a deputation asked for a repetition of the
lecture.
The Marysville (California) Appeal says :—
The lecture last evening at the Presbyterian Church, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, on the Russo-Turkish War,
drew a fair and attentive audience. We were present but a few minutes, and from our brief hearing were
favourably impressed with the lecture and the ability of the speaker. What is perhaps more interesting is the
lecturer's history of the origin of the tribes inhabiting Turkey in Europe and Russia from the earliest times.
The Stockton (California) Independent says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, Nevada, delivered his lecture on The Russo-Turkish War: its Historical
and Geographical Causes," at the Presbyterian Church last evening. It evinced throughout studious research and
a thorough comprehension of the complicated question. The lecture was an intellectual treat of the first order.
The Santa Barbara Advertiser says :—
The lecture (on Moses) at the Presbyterian Church on Sunday evening, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, was a
success. The lecturer was confined too closely to his manuscript for demonstration and thorough effect; yet
there was not an uninteresting sentence from first to last, and some passages were exceedingly striking and
original. The sentiment of the lecture was of a high order, and the truths and lessons inferred were of an
elevating and practical character. Mr. Gillies lectures again on Wednesday night, in Crane's Hall, on the
Russo-Turkish War; and we predict, for those who will take the trouble to go and hear him, an intellectual treat
rarely enjoyed by the people of Santa Barbara.
The Santa Barbara Press says :—
REV. A. C. GILLIES' LECTURE SUNDAY NIGHT.—The lecture by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, at the Presbyterian
Church Sunday night, on the Life and Character of Moses, was an exceptionally able production. The speaker
has a Scottish brogue and brusqueness in delivery, which, while it is peculiar, is nevertheless emphatic, and at
times fascinating. His mentality is unquestionable, and his research elaborate and extensive. His admiration of
the character and life of Moses was profound, and rose at times to the heights of real sublimity. Some of his
passages were really eloquent and very impressive, and the whole lecture was of such an order as to command
the interest of an intelligent audience to the very close. Mr. Gillies will lecture again to-morrow evening at
Crane's Hall, on the Russo-Turkish War; and we advise all who have not yet heard him to avail themselves of
this exceptional opportunity for a real solid intellectual treat.
The Santa Barbara Advertiser says :—
The lecture last evening at Crane's Hall on the Russo-Turkish War, delivered by the Rev A. C. Gillies, was
an extremely interesting historical discussion of the subject in all its phases. The speaker evinced a thorough
knowledge of the topic, and treated it in an exhaustive and comprehensive manner that was very interesting and
instructive, and it is a pity so few were present to profit by it, for it was a highly intellectual treat, and no one
could listen to it without gaining a great deal of valuable historical and geographical knowledge of the two
contending powers and the causes that have led to the present complications.
The Santa Barbara Press (after a full report) says :—
The lecture showed the most laborious research, and, notwithstanding the crookedness of the subject, it was
intelligently and ably dealt with.
The Los Angeles Republican says:—
On Monday evening our citizens will have the good fortune to hear a very entertaining address on the great

National Duel now being fought between the Mussulman and the Muscovite. The speaker is the Rev. A. C.
Gillies, of Virginia City, Nevada, who comes to us highly recommended by the Santa Barbara Press and
Advertiser, the Stockton Independent, Marysville Appeal, and many other journals of this Coast. All who wish
to gain information on the great struggle now going on in Turkey, in Europe, and Asia, will find pleasure in
attending the lecture of Mr. Gillies.
The Los Angeles Herald says :—
On Monday evening next the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, will lecture at Good Templars' Hall, on
the "Russo-Turkish War : its Historical and Geographical Causes." Of his lecture at that place, the Santa
Barbara Advertiser says : "The lecture last evening at Crane's Hall, on the Russo-Turkish War, delivered by the
Rev. A. C. Gillies, was an extremely interesting historical discussion of the subject in all its phases. The
speaker evinced a thorough knowledge of the topic, and treated it in an exhaustive and comprehensive manner
that was very interesting and instructive. It was a highly intellectual treat, and no one could listen to it without
gaining a great deal of valuable historical and geographical knowledge of the two contending powers and the
causes that have led to the present complications."
The Los Angeles Star says :—
We call attention to the advertisement of the lecture on the Torco-Russian War, which is to take place at
Good Templar Hall, on Monday evening next. Rev. Mr. Gillies, the lecturer, comes to us with the highest
testimonials of praise from the press of the Coast, as an eloquent and instructive speaker; and his subject is one
of peculiar interest at the present time. We hope to see Good Templar Hall crowded on Monday night.
The Los Angeles Express says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, will deliver his lecture on the Turco-Russian War, at Good Templar
Hall, on Monday night. Mr. Gillies has delivered this and other lectures at various places in California, and has
received the most flattering encomiums from the press. At Santa Barbara he drew large audiences, and gave the
most complete satisfaction to the cultivated and critical people of that city. His Turco-Russian lecture is
pronounced one of the most luminous discourses, on the great event now in progress, yet delivered. We bespeak
for the lecturer a full hall.
The Los Angeles Herald says :—
The lecture of Mr. Gillies at Good Templars' Hall last night was largely attended, and was listened to with
attention; the able manner in which the lecturer handled his subject eliciting the most marked approval. We
regret that our limited space precludes the extended notice that the subject deserves.
The Los Angeles 'Republican says :—
The historical lecture last evening at Good Templars' Hall, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, was a
valuable compilation of historical matter.
The Los Angeles Express says :—
Mr. Gillies, who lectured on the Turco-Russian War at Good Templar Hall last night, drew out an audience
fully equal to the capacity of the auditorium. The lecture was tilled with facts of the most engrossing interest, in
view of the bloody struggle now going on.
The Los Angeles Star says :—
There was a good attendance at Good Templar Hall last night to hear Rev. A. C. Gillies deliver his famous
lecture on the Russo-Turkish War. We regret our inability to attend, but hear the lecture spoken of by those who
were present, as very entertaining and instructive, and handled in a masterly manner; felly confirming the many
flattering notices of the gentleman which have been published by the press wherever he has spoken.
The San Jose Argus says :—
Next Tuesday evening, Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, will deliver at the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in this city, a lecture on the "Russo Turkish War—Historical and Geographical Causes." This lecture is
spoken of by the press as being intensely interesting. It is illustrated by an immense diagram, which enables the
hearer to fully and at once comprehend all the geographical and topographical references. We expect the church
to be crowded when this lecture is presented.
The San Jose Herald says :—
This evening, those desiring information and an intellectual treat, should attend Rev. Mr. Gillies' lecture at
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The San Jose Mercury says :—
Rev. Mr. Gillies, of Virginia, delivered an interesting and instructive lecture on Moses, at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, on Sunday evening.
The San Francisco Post says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies will deliver a free lecture at Rev. Dr. Jewell's Church, Mission street, to-morrow
evening, on the Russo-Turkish War. The gentleman has delivered his lecttre at various cities of the State, and it
is every where spoken of in the highest terms. The Stockton Independent says it was "an intellectual treat of the

first order." Other interior papers speak of it in equally commendatory language.
The San Francisco Chronicle says :—
THE EASTERN QUESTION.—Rev. Dr. Jewell's Church on Mission street was well filled last evening with an
audience assembled to hear Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, lecture on the Eastern Question. The lecture
was an epitome of the rise and decline of the Turkish Empire, given with a considerable degree of minuteness,
and showing how the various States in Europe fell in their order under the Ottoman yoke. He bitterly
denounced the Turks, yet questioned whether the Russians were the proper missionaries to civilize Turkey. The
lecture was frequently applauded by the audience.
The Santa Clara Echo says :—
THE RUSSO-TURKISH WAR.—An able and exhaustive discourse on the above theme was delivered at the
Presbyterian Church on Monday evening, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City. The lecturer handled the
subject in a manner which gave evidence of careful study and a thorough understanding of the situation. A full
house listened to the views of the learned gentleman, and all were well entertained.
The Placeville Republican says :—
Rev. Mr. Gillies, who had twice disappointed our citizens, by failing to meet his engagements to deliver his
famous lecture on the Eastern troubles, gave it at the Presbyterian Church on Tuesday evening to a large
audience, considering the limited notice given. We did not know of it until it was too late to attend, but those
who were present speak of it in the highest terms.
The San Francisco Call says :—
An interesting lecture on the Russo-Turkish War was delivered last evening at Dr. Jewell's Church, on
Mission street, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, who gave his remarks geographical perspicuity by reference to a
broadly-outlined map. The lecture was without charge, and the audience filled the body of the church.
The San Jose Mercury says :—
LECTURE ON MOSES.—Rev. A. C. Gillies, whose lecture on the Russo-Turkish War is announced in our
advertising columns, will deliver his famous lecture on "Moses: his Life and Character," at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church to-morrow evening. The admission will be free, and the public are cordially invited to
attend. The lecture has been highly commended wherever it has been given.
Of a lecture Mr. Gillies delivered in the beautiful city of San Jose, Cal., the Mercury says :—
Those who were present enjoyed one of the finest treats ever offered to the San Jose public, while the
absentees were the losers to a degree that cannot be computed or off-set by dollars and cents.
The San Francisco Post says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, lectured to a large audience last evening at the Methodist Episcopal
Church on Mission street, on the Eastern Question. The lecturer quoted very extensively from ancient history,
and reviewed at length the condition of Turkey in Europe for several hundred years past.
The San Jose Herald says :—
Rev. Mr. Gillies, of Virginia City, delivered his statistical lecture on the Russo-Turkish War, at the State
Normal School this afternooa, free of charge, for the benefit of the pupils.
The San Francisco Occident says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, was announcd to lecture on Turkey and Russia, at San Jose, last
(Tuesday) evening. This lecture is said to be an able and interesting one.
The Virginia City Footlight says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies leaves here next Monday evening on a visit to Sacramento, where he will deliver, on
Tuesday evening, his celebrated lecture on the Eastern Question, for the benefit of a local literary society there.
He will soon return.
The Sacramento Record-Union says :—
INSTITUTE LECTURE.—The fourth lecture of the Literary Institute course was delivered in the
Congregational Church last evening by Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, on the subject of the Russo-Turkish
War. The speaker showed himself well up in the history of Europe and Asia, giving his hearers a resume of the
progress of the Turkish nation in Asia up to the capture of Constantinople by them in 1453, and their
subsequent progress in Europe. Mr. Gillies is a very rapid speaker, but makes his subject so interesting that he
is easily followed.
The Virginia City Footlight says :—
The Sacramento Record-Union, of Wednesday, gives Rev. Mr. Gillies a flattering notice on the delivery of
his famous lecture on the Russo-Turkish War. It was the fourth in a course of six yearly lectures given every
year in the Congregational Church of that city. Mr. Gillies has made quite a splendid record for himself as a
lecturer.
The Occident quotes :—
JOB'S WIFE.—The free lecture on "A Plea for Job's Wife," by Rev Mr. Gillies, last Sunday evening, was

overwhelmingly attended. The reverent lecturer is becoming very popular in the lecture field.—Virginia City
Footlight
The Occident (Presbyterian) says :—
VIRGINIA CITY, NEVADA.—Rev. A. C. Gillies recently tendered his resignation, but the Church refused to
accept it. They cannot consent to put with a pastor so acceptable and useful.
The Virginia City Enterprise says :—
At a meeting of the members of the Presbyterian Church of this city, held yesterday, it was voted to retain
the pastor, Rev. A. C. Gillies. It will be remembered that Mr. Gillies tendered his resignation some time ago,
but it was not accepted, and now the congregation votes again to retain him. Mr. Gillies is a very learned and
talented divine, as well as a popular lecturer, and therefore the members of the Church cannot be prevailed upon
to part with him as long as he can be retained.
The Gold Hill News says :—
Rev. A. C. Gillies desires us to announce that he will give a lecture in Gold Hill some evening, just as soon
as the state of the streets will render it pleasant for people to attend. His subject will be "The Russo-Turkish
War.' Mr. Gillies is well read on the subject, a deep logical thinker, and will give a lecture such as all our
citizens will listen to with interest and profit. There will be no charge for admission, and everybody will be
welcome. Due announcement will be given as to time and place.
Gold Hill News :—
The promised lecture by Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia City, at the the Methodist Church in this town, will
be given next Monday evening, March 18th. The subject for the occasion will be "The Russo-Turkish War: its
Historical and Geographical Features." A collection will be taken up, the proceeds of which will be applied
toward the liquidation of the church debt. All who feel disposed to contribute their mite toward so worthy an
object will be at liberty to do so. The lecture itself will be a kind voluntary contribution on the part of Mr.
Gillies.
LECTURE POSTPONED.—The promised lecture on the Russo-Turkish [unclear: Wa] by Rev. A. C. Gillies,
which was to have been given at the Methodist Church, in this town next Monday evening, has been postponed
until the following Friday evening, a week from to-night, when it will positively be given. The lecture is most
interesting one, and all will be pleased with it.
Next Friday evening, let it be borne especially in mind that the promised lecture of Rev. A. C. Gillies, of
Virginia City, on the Russo-Turkish War, will take place at the Methodist Church in this town. Mr. Gillies'
ability popularity as pastor of the Presbyterian Church, at Virginia, assure the excellent of this lecture.
The Footlight says :—
We desire to call the attention of the public to the Sunday evening lectures delivered by Rev. Mr. Gillies.
The reverend gentleman has achieved quite a reputation in the lecture field, and we recommend all those who
would enjoy a pleasant Sunday evening, to attend the Presbyterian Church services.
The Footlight says :—
MR. GILLIES' LECTURE—We are glad to be able to inform the Gold Killers that to-night they will be
regaled with a genuine intellectual treat Rev. Mr. Gillies, the well known and popular lecturer, will deliver his
famous lecture on "The Russo-Turkish War: its Historical and Geographical Causes," in the Methodist Church,
Gold Hill, to-night, at 7.30 o'clock. We recommend our Gold Hill readers and friends to make a point of
hearing the lecture of Mr. Gillies. He has achieved noteworthy success in the lecture field, and this is his most
famous lecture. He has already been called upon by a Sacramento literary society, and has delivered the lecture
to a crowded audience under its auspices. The lecture abounds in humour throughout—and the humour is of
that agreeable kind which never palls on an audience. Besides, it is eloquently delivered, and furnishes a fund
of information that has only been collated through long study and poring over history.
The Footlight says :—
"THE EASTERN QUESTION."—Rev. A. C. Gillies will lecture on the above all-absorbling problem, in the
Presbyterian Church, opposite the Post Office, this evening at 7.30 o'clock. Also, to-morrow evening, same
time and place Mr. Gillies will lecture on "Constantinople and its Surroundings,"—that is, its suburbs, sultans,
ecclesiastical councils, and the geography from the Mediterranean to the Black Sea. Seats free, and the public
cordially invited.
The Virginia City Enterprise says :—
AN INTERESTING LECTURE.—The lecture of Rev. A. C. Gillies last evening, at the Presbyterian Church, on
the Eastern Question, was well attended, and was very interesting and instructive. To those who have not been
able to keep track of this European war business, it presented the whole in a nutshell. To-night he will lecture at
the same place on Constantinople. This will no doubt be quite as interesting as the lecture of last night.
The Virginia City Stage says :—
The lecture at the Presbyterian Church last evening was well attended, and Rev. A. C. Gillies showed

himself a master of the subject of his discourse. A second lecture will be given at the same place this evening.
The Gold Hill News says :—
That the people of Virginia and Gold Hill take an absorbing interest in the events which are so rapidly
tending to war in Eastern Europe, was amply shown by the large audience which assembled in the Presbyterian
Church last evening, to listen to the lecture of the Rev. A. C. Gillies, on Constantinople and its Surroundings.
The seats were filled, and very many late comers were gathered in groups in the aisles to the rear of the
church.—(Here followed a full report.)—He also gave some very interesting anecdotes, illustrative of the
different Sultans who have reigned in the city since its capture by the Turks, including a vivid description of the
last unfurling of the Green Flag of the Prophet, and the slaughter of the Janissaries, by Mahmoud II., in 1826.
Our space is too limited to even touch upon this portion of the lecture. It instructive and entertaining
throughout, and amply repaid the large audience for their attendance. At the close a collection was taken for the
Sabbath school connected with the church, and, as everybody felt in good humour, and duly thankful that he
had not been born a Turk, the appeal was liberally responded to
The Virginia City Enterprise says :—
OUR BOYS AND GIRLS.—Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Virginia, will lecture in the Methodist Episcopal Church,
Gold Hill, this (Friday) evening, at 7.30 o'clock, on the important subject of "Our Boys and Girls, and How to
make Men and Women of Them." Seats will be free, and a cordial invitation is extended to all Mr. Gillies'
popularity as a lecturer will undoubtedly fill the house.
The Gold Hill News says :—
OUR BOYS AND GIRLS.—LAST NIGHT'S LECTURE BY REV. A. C. GILLIES.
The Four Classes of Men and Women, and How They are Developed from Boys and Girls—The
Responsibility of Parents—Some Good Advice to the Youth of the Comstock.—(Here followed a full
report.)—Mr. Gillies closed his lecture with the following advice, which, if acted on, will soon bring the
millenium :—(Here followed a verbatim report of the advice).
The Record-Union says :—
A correspondent of the Record-Union writes as follows from Ione City:—"To the great regret of the whole
community, the Rev. A. C. Gillies has declined a permanent settlement in Ione City, and accepted a call to
Mendocino."
The Mendocino Beacon says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered sermons in the Presbyterian Church, both morning and evening, last
Sunday, to a large congregation. The rev. gentleman has a good, smooth delivery, uses plain language, draws
his points out very clearly, and is a good reasoner. His discourses were greatly appreciated.
The Gold Hill News says :—
The friends of Rev. A. C. Gillies, formerly pastor of the Presbyterian Church at Virginia, but now
occupying a similar position at Mendocino, California, will read some poetic emanations from his trenchant pen
in another part of this paper to-day. His lively and vigorous style will be recognised, and appreciated at once.
The Oakland (California) News says :—
We hear that the Rev. A. C. Gillies intends to go to Australia; if he does, he will bear with him the regrets
at his departure, and good wishes for his success, of his many friends on this Coast and in the provinces of
Canada.
The late Rev. W. A. Scott, D.D., LL.D., San Francisco, in a letter to the Rev. Robert Steel, D.D., Ph. D.,
Sydney, New South Wales, says :—
You are already acquainted with the Rev. A. C. Gillies by correspondence at least. I regret his departure
from this Coast. Mr. Gillies has preached several times for me with much acceptance. We regard him as a
scholarly, sound, and able divine, and a good preacher.
The following is from the Rev. Dr. Steel's congregation, the largest and wealthiest Presbyterian
congregation in New South Wales. Dr. Steel at the time was on a trip round the world :—

Sydney
June, 1880.
To the Kirk Session of St. Stephen's Presbyterian Congregation, Philip Street.
Brethren,—We, the undersigned members and adherents of St. Stephen's congregation, being deeply
impressed with the value of the instructive and edifying pulpit ministrations of the Rev. A. C. Gillies, are
desirous that the benefit of his services should, if possible, be obtained for a further period, say three months,
and therefore respectfully request the Session to take such steps as may be necessary to secure this end; more
especially as there is much reason to believe such a course would, under the Divine blessing, be productive of

much good.
We are, Brethren, yours with much respect.
The Carcoar Chronicle (New South Wales), in an account of a tea-meeting, says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies next addressed the meeting, and, in a very forcible speech, reviewed the progress of
Christianity, and adduced some evidences of its Divine origin.—(Here follows a summary.)—The above is
merely an outline of the rev. gentleman's very learned and eloquent address, and we regret that our space will
not permit us giving it in full.
The Presbyterian. (Sydney, New South Wales) says:—
Last week, at the Presbyterian Church, Pyrmont, the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered, before a large and
appreciative audience, a popular and eloquent lecture on "Infidelity and Christianity Contrasted." He spoke for
two hours, and his sentiments were frequently, loudly, and cordially, applauded. On the motion of Mr.
Simpson, seconded by Mr. Martin, the chairman (Rev. R. S. Patterson) tendered to the lecturer the most hearty
thanks of the meeting. Both the mover and seconder, as also the chairman, were desirous that the lecture should
be widely known as an overwhelming answer to all the infidel lecturers of Sydney or elsewhere. [Mr. Gillies
re-delivered his lecture on Wednesday, in St. Stephen's, to a large audience.]
The Sydney correspondent of the Shoal Haven Telegraph says :—
Now, touching infidels, what are we to call them, and be correct? They would like to be called "New
Lights," or "Freethinkers." We cannot consistently call them the former, for running down the lines of history
and Sacred Writ to the advent of Cain, who was the founder of their belief, we find it has shone in its own
peculiar way; and "Freethinkers" they cannot be, for they cannot drop on, or discover for us, any better thing
than we have, and they are only slaves to one way of thinking—that is to the pulling down of all the hopes we
have. We are the freethinkers, who examine all things and prove that which is good. I was going to remark that
they have met a hot member in the person of the Rev. A. C. Gillies, a Presbyterian minister, lately from
Canada, who meets them on their own ground, comparing one with the other. The infidels have a tough morsel
to pick now; they have taken to abuse again. But many of then I know hang their head when we meet, for I have
been fighting them in my own quiet way as a man of the world. A very good report of Mr. Gillies' lecture, at
Dr. Steel's Church, is in the Evening News, of July the 3rd, 1880. I would strongly recommend all young
persons, who may have any doubts, to secure that issue.
The Presbyterian says :—
On Tuesday evening the Redfern Town Hall was well filled to hear the Rev. A. C. Gillies deliver his
lecture—"Creed versus Creed, or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted." The Rev. T. J. Curtis
presided, and opened the meeting. The reverend lecturer spoke for two hours and a quarter, and succeeded in
completely enchaining the attention of his hearers, who frequently signified their approval by loud plaudits. Mr.
Gillies said he would slightly paraphrase a passage of Scripture thus, "The creed is known by its fruits." He was
not there that night to say whether Christianity or infidelity was true; he was content to let each creed be
approved or disapproved according to the fruits it had borne, and was still bearing. He would place some of
those fruits before them, allowing them to judge for themselves. As the lecturer, by request, purposes re
delivering his lecture, it would be inexpedient to publish even a synopsis Suffice it to say, that with a very
skilful and powerful hand he throws the two creeds into the crucible of history and experience, and then
institutes a comparison between the results, which is altogether in favour of Christianity. On the motion of Mr.
W. Prentice, a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Gillies was carried by acclamation.
REDFERN (SYDNEY).—The Rev. A. C. Gillies' now celebrated lecture which seems to have so greatly
aroused the ire of the leaders of infidel freethough is in great demand.
The Sydney (New South Wales) Morning Herald says :—
A large congregation assembled in Pitt street Congregational Church last night to hear the Rev. A. C.
Gillies, a Presbyterian minister lately from Canada deliver a lecture on "Creed v. Creed, or Christianity and
Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted."—(Here follows a report of the lecture.)—For two hours the lecturer was
listened to with most profound attention; and, on the motion of Mr. G. A. Lloyd, seconded by Mr. Carpenter,
was accorded a hearty vote of thanks for hit interesting, valuable, and exhaustive lecture.
The Herald again says :—
In the Protestant Hall last night, and in the presence of a very large and appreciative audience, the Rev. A.
C. Gillies re delivered his popular lecture on "Creed v. Creed, or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and
Contrasted." The lecture, to which favourable references have already been made in these columns, was
listened to with marked attention, and proved as interesting to those present last night as it has been to others on
previous occasions. The Hon. John Frazer, M.LC., occupied the chair, and in a few fitting words introduced the
lecturer, who frequently in the course of his remarks elicited the warmest tokens of approval.
The Sydney Daily Telegraph says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies re-delivered his lecture, "Creed v. Creed," at the Protestant Hall last night. The

audience was very large, filling both the body of the hall and the gallery. The Hon. John Frazer, M.L.C.,
occupied the chair. "There were also upon the platform the Revs. Dr. M'Gibbon, Colin Stewart, M. A., T.
Forsaith, and T. J. Curtis, and Mr. W. T. Poole, J.P. The proceedings commenced with singing. The Rev. T.
Forsaith engaged in prayer. The chairman, in introducing the reverend lecturer, said that in olden times the chief
arguments resorted to were swords and guns; but controversy was most powerful and effective when conducted
as it would be to-night. He was glad to see a gentleman coming forward as Mr. Gillies came, to combat the
infidel tendencies of the age, and he had no doubt the lecturer, whom he now introduced to them, would have
something of great interest to say to his large audience. As it has been delivered on several previous occasions,
it will be sufficient to say of the lecture that it completely carried with it the sympathies of the vast majority of
those present. The lecturer's arguments are weighty, and his illustrations happy and to the point, as showing the
tendency of Christianity to produce noble fruits, and of infidelity to produce the opposite. At the close of the
lecture, which took about two hours to deliver, a vote of thanks to the Rev. Mr. Gillies was carried by
acclamation upon the motion of Mr. W. T. Poole, J.P., seconded by Rev. Dr. McGibbon.
The Protestant Standard says :—
LECTURE OF REV. A. C. GILLIES.—This excellent lecture against Free-thought and Infidelity was
re-delivered on Wednesday evening last to a very large audience. The Hon. John Frazer took the chair.
The Sydney Herald says :—
A very large and respectable audience gathered last night at St. Stephen's Presbyterian Church Phillip
Street, on the occasion of a lecture, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, to the members of the Young Men's Mutual
Improvement Association in connection with that church. Mr. John Macintosh, M L.A., occupied the chair, and,
pro forma, introduced the lecturer. Mr. Gillies said that the subject of his address that evening was, "Moses :
His Character, Life, and Death and proceeded eloquently and graphically to discourse of Moses as the prince in
Egypt, the shepherd in Midian, and the legislator and commander of his people in the wilderness, and of the
unexampled honour put upon him by Jehovah in the manner of his death. . . . . . Mr. Gillies resumed his seat,
and was greeted with very hearty applause, repeated when, on the motion of Mr. Martin, J.P., a vote of thanks
was recorded for the very able and interesting lecture on the life and character and death of Moses.
The Herald says :—
On Tuesday evening the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered his widely known and deservedly popular lecture on
"Creed versus Creed, or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted," in the Wesleyan Church,
Paddington. The chair was occupied by Mr. E. Vickery, who briefly introduced the lecturer. When the reverend
gentleman commenced, the large and handsome church was filled to overflowing, and for two hours he kept his
audience in a state of intense enthusiasm and delight. At the conclusion of the lecture the reverend gentleman
was, on the motion of the Rev. Cranfield Warner, seconded by the Rev. W. E. Bourne, accorded a very hearty
vote of thanks.
The Sydney Weekly Advocate says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies has been delivering his able and popular lecture on "Creed versus Creed; or,
Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted," in the various churches and public buildings in the city
and suburbs. It; is so plain and pointed that the Tyermanites and Brightites don't like it at all.
The Presbyterian says :—
On Wednesday evening Rev. A. C. Gillies lectured in St. Stephen's Presbyterian Church, Sydney, on
"Moses : His Character, Life, and Death," Mr. John Macintosh, M.L.A., in the chair. Mr. Gillies discoursed on
Moses as prince in Egypt, shepherd in Midian, and legislator and commander in the wilderness He then referred
to the unexampled honour put upon him by the manner of hit death. Moses emancipated his nation, and then led
them, bearing with their infirmities for forty years, till he closed his eyes in Pisgah. In heaven Moses holds rank
after the man Christ Jesus. The emancipation of slaves by Great Britain, the present Czar of Russia, and
Abraham Lincoln, pales before that effected by Moses. Mr. Gillies lastly referred to scientists and others who
have been disposed to ridicule the writings of Moses. The name and fame of Moses had survived for three
thousand years, and was ever increasing. Where will be the names of the Ingersolls and the Darwins three
thousand years hence? Mr. Martin, J.P., moved a vote of thanks, which was received with applause, to Mr.
Gillies.
Mr. Gillies re-delivered his lecture on Infidelity in the Wesleyan Church Paddington, to an overflowing
audience, Mr. E. Vickery in the chair. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer.
The Protestant Standard says :—
The city now is well acquainted with the lecture, as it has been repeated, by request, ten times, within a
very short time, and always with the most perfect satisfaction to the highly intelligent audiences present.
The Methodist Advocate says :—
On Tuesday evening, 27th ultimo, we had a grand treat. The Rev. A C. Gillies had promised to give us his
celebrated lecture on "Creed versus or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted." Attracted by

inviting announcements people came from every quarter, and our beautiful church was filled to overflowing.
Amongst others present we noticed the Revs. J, Milne, E Robinson, W. Bradley, W. E. Bourne, and J. Gerrard
Martin. The chair was occupied by E. Vickery, Esq., who, after singing and prayer offered by Rev. J. Nolan,
briefly introduced the lecturer. Those of us who were privileged to hear the rev. gentleman will not soon forget
the impression he made even in his opening remarks. We soon felt that we were listening to one of the masters
in Israel. For two hours he completely enchanted us. Eloquent description was blended with scathing sarcasm,
and splendid comparison was united with the sternest criticism, and the whole was seasoned with a humour so
rich, racy, and rare, that it again and again elicited the loudest applause. At the conclusion of the lecture the rev.
gentleman was, on the motion of the Rev. J. Cranfield Warner, seconded by the Rev. W. E. Bourne, accorded a
most hearty vote of thanks. We would earnestly advise all readers of the Advocate who have not yet heard Mr.
Gillies to embrace the first opportunity of doing so; they will not regret it.
The Sydney Herald says :—
In the Presbyterian Church, Parramatta, on Wednesday evening, under the auspices of St. Andrew's Young
Men's Christian Association, the Rev. A C. Gillies delivered a singularly able lecture on "The Cause and Cure
of Drunkenness." The Rev. J. D. Murray presided, and, despite the counter attractions in town, the attendance
was good. The lecture occupied nearly two hours in delivery, and was listened to with tokens of deep interest.
At its close, on the motion of Mr. Hugh Taylor, M.L.A., seconded by Mr. Byrnes, a cordial vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer.
The Newcastle Herald says :—
THE CAUSE AND CUKE OF INTEMPERANCE.—Last evening the Rev. A. C Gillies (from America) gave a
very interesting lecture on the above subject at the Protestant Hall. The chair was occupied by Alderman Joseph
Creer. There was a very good attendance. The rev. gentleman insisted upon total abstinence being the only cure.
The real cause was man's innate depravity; the supplying of drink to the individual was but the secondary cause.
The subject was most ably handled by the lecturer, and he was warmly applauded at its close. It is very
probable that he will lecture again in this city before long, when no doubt he will be equally well received.
The same paper says again :—
CREED VERSUS CREED.—Last evening the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered his well known and interesting
lecture, entitled "Creed v. Creed," at the Hunter street Presbyterian Church. The Rev. W. Bain occupied the
chair, and there was a crowded attendance. The rev. lecturer proceeded to enter at considerable length into his
subject favouring those present with a discourse, alike eloquent and logical, in defence of the principles of
Christianity as compared with the grim arguments and objections forthcoming from a freethinking and
atheistical standpoint. His utterances were frequently applauded, those present evidently appreciating fully the
argumentative discourse afforded them.
After a verbatim report of the lecture, the Shoal Haven Telegraph says :—
The Rev. K. A. Comer said that the night had advanced so far he would not delay to express in full his
appreciation of the able lecture they had just listened to. He was liberal in thought, and felt that the Christian
creed did not impose any restriction to the most scrutinous inquiry, and while he felt thus unbiassed, as it were,
he every now and then, as the lecturer pursued hit interrogations, felt as if he must exclaim, "you've got him
there, you've get him." He moved a vote of thanks.
The Rev. F. R. Elder B.A., (Church of England), briefly seconded. The lecture was able and exhaustive.
The old Latin proverb, "that nothing can be generated from nothing" was forcibly and clearly maintained in the
side the lecture had taken. He seconded the motion, which was put and carried in due form.
The Wollongong Mercury says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, of America, will deliver his celebrated lectured "Creed versus Creed, or Christianity
and Infidelity analysed and contrasted," is the Presbyterian Church, Wollongong, on Tuesday evening, 10th
instant, at 7.30
The Wollongong Argus says :—
"Christianity versus Infidelity."—On Tuesday evening the Rev. A.C Gillies—a gentleman who has attained
considerable eminence both in the United States and Canada—delivered a lecture on the above subject in the
Presbyterian Church. At the appointed hour the attendance was very large, the church being very comfortably
filled. The Rev. Mr. Waugh, who presided, introduced the lecturer.—(Here follows a report of the lecture). The
lecture, which was listed to with the deepest attention, occupied two hours in the delivery, and the rev.
gentleman was frequently applauded. It is to be hoped that the Rev Mr Gillies may be induced to re-deliver the
same lecture before leaving town.
The Wollongong Mercury (New South Wales) says :—
On Tuesday evening, the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Canada, delivered, in the Presbyterian Church, his
celebrated lecture on "Creed versus Creed, or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted." There was a
good attendance and the chair was occupied by the Rev. R. H. Waugh, who introduced the lecturer in suitable

terms.
(Here follows a full report.)
The delivery of the lecture occupied two hours. Several of the remarks made were loudly applauded, and at
the close of the lecture Mr. Gillies received quite an ovation. Indeed, so deservedly well pleased with the
lecture was the audience, that we have little doubt fully as large a number of persons will again attend it, as it is
to be re delivered in this town by Mr. Gillies.
In an Editorial Note the Mercury adds :—
"CREED VERSUS CREED."—Many of our readers will be pleased to notice that the Rev. Mr. Gillies has
consented to re-deliver in this town his masterly lecture on "Creed versus Creed, or Christianity and Infidelity
Analysed and Contrasted." Mr. Gillies was on his way to Shoal Haven when he lectured have on Tuesday
evening, and several of our townspeople and others, hearing that he was returning to Sydney this way,
requested that he should again deliver the lecture in Wollongong. The rev. gentleman complied, and will repeat
the lecture in the Presbyterian Church on Monday evening, as announced in our advertising columns. It may be
stated that by special requests Mr. Gillies has already deli- vered this lecture nearly twenty times in Sydney and
the suburbs. And as this will be the last opportunity of listening to it in this town (Mr. Gillies being about to
leave the colony), all who have any desire to hear Christianity and Infidelity analysed and contrasted in a
popular and most able manner should not lose the present opportunity. Lengthy as may appear our report of the
lecture in this issue, it falls far short of the full text of the discourse.
Again the Mercury says :—
"CREED VERSUS CREED."—Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Canada, re-delivered his lecture on "Creed versus Creed,
or Christianity and Infidelity Analysed and Contrasted," in the Presbyterian Church, on Monday evening last.
This second delivery of the lecture in Wollongong took place in compliance with the special request of several
persons here that such should be done. In the absence of the Rev. R. H. Waugh at Sydney, Mr. John Richardson
occupied the chair, and introduced the lecturer by a few appropriate remarks. Mr. Gillies then proceeded to
deliver his lecture, and occupied two hours and twenty minutes in doing so, or twenty minutes longer than in
the previous instance. The rev. gentleman was frequently applauded in the course of his remarks, and at the
close of the lecture a hearty vote of thanks was accorded him, on the motion of Mr. John Walker, seconded by
Mr. George Hewlett. Mr. Gillies' acknowledgment of the vote of thanks concluded the proceedings.
The Wollongong Argus adds :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Canada, delivered an eloquent and impressive lecture on the above subject, on
Tuesday evening week last (and re-delivered it on Monday night last), in the Wollongong Presbyterian Church,
before a very large and attentive audience. The reverend and learned lecturer has a fine clear voice, at times
supremely eloquent, and was frequently applauded during his masterly delivery. The Rev. Mr. Waugh occupied
the chair, and in a few brief but appropriate remarks, introduced the lecturer to the meeting.
After a full report, the Argus says :—
The reverend gentleman concluded an able and eloquent discourse lasting over two hours, by urging upon
his hearers not to confound Christianity with base imitations, but to take it as it is, established by Christ, and to
hold fast that which was good. Mr. Gillies resumed his seat amidst loud applause.
The Burrangong Chronicle (New South Wales) says :—
It will be seen by our advertising columns that the services at the local Presbyterian Church on to-morrow
will be conducted by Rev. Mr. Gillies, and that on the following evening he will deliver a lecture in the same
building', the subject being "Creed versus Creed." We have been informed that the matter of all this gentleman's
discourses is excellent, and in consequence that whenever he is announced to lecture or preach, large audiences
are sure to be present.
The Burrangong Argus says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies will conduct service in the Presbyterian Church on Sunday, the 7th inst. (morning
and evening), and on Monday evening, the 8th, will deliver his celebrated lecture, "Creed versus Creed," in the
same budding, at 8 o'clock.
After an excellent report of the lecture, the Argus adds :—
Mr. Gillies, after an eloquent speech of over two hours' duration concluded by an exhortation to choose the
Christian creed, which had shown itself by bringing forth good fruit, in preference to that of the infidel which
had nothing to offer in this world, and neither joy nor punishment beyond the grave. The lecturer was listened
to with close attention, and frequently applauded, and on resuming his seat was greeted with long and hearty
cheers. A vote of thanks to Mr. Gillies for his able lecture, having been moved by the Rev. Mr. Swift seconded
by Rev. Mr. Tweedie, carried by acclamation, and suitably acknowledged a similar reward was accorded the
chairman, and the proceedings closed with the benediction.
The Sydney Presbyterian says :—
REV. A. C. GILLIES.—We should have noticed sooner the lecture on Temperance, given by this minister at

Shoal Haven; Mr. J. McArthur in the chair. The Nowra Telegraph says :—"The lecturer began by affirming that
alcohol, which was a poison, was not for indiscrimate use, and should be confined to the apothecary's shelf.
Next he proceeded to inquire how the patient, Society which is ill of the disease of drunkenness, was to be
cured. Society, he said must adopt either of three courses—(1) To drink immoderately; (*2) to drink
moderately, or (3) to become total abstainers. He did not think any one could suggest a fourth remedy. The first
he discarded as unworthy of consideration; the second he dealt with very fully and ably by close argumentive
and conclusive reasoning, showing that "moderation" had been tried for four thousand years and that it had
signally failed, for all drunkards owed their disease to the moderate drinker's prescription. There was much
pungent sarcasm in the lecturer's interrogations in quest of a standard of moderation from the advocates of that
ever-varying chimera of moderation in the use of intoxicating liquors and after an examination of the financial
returns, and prison records, of Canada the United States, Great Britain, and parts of Australia, in support of his
conclusions as to the necessity of a radical reform in the customs of society, which total abstinence alone could
bring about, he urged on all total abstinence. The lecture occupied two hours, and was thoroughly original.
After a vote of thanks, on the motion of the Rev. F. Elder, B.A., seconded by Mr. J. Aldcorn the company
dispersed.
The Sydney Daily Telegraph says :—
A lecture was delivered by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, at the Temperance Hall, last night, on "The Scientific and
the Scripture Testimonies as to the Origin, Development, and Government, of Nature." There was a very good
attendance and the chair was occupied by the Hon. W. Foster, M.L.A. The rev. lecturer, who was attentively
listened to, and frequently applauded, maintained that that was no conflict between the facts of science and the
teachings of the Bible, and quoted nearly every known authority in the scientific world as agreeing with the
Scriptural writings on the subjects of the age of the earth, the beginning of Nature, the indefinite period ascribed
to geological formation, nebula hypothesis origin of Nature, darkness, matter, motion, light and heat, laws of
Nature, & Mr. Gillies ridiculed the writings of Ingersoll and other infidels, and said he had waited for some
time to expose the ignorance of Mr. C. Bright, but that gentleman would not give him an opportunity. The
lecturer concluded with an allegorical representation of "Moses receiving and thanking the Scientists at the door
of the Temple of Truth." Rev. David Galloway proposed, and Mr. W. F. Martin, M.L.A., seconded, a cordial
vote of thanks to the rev. lecturer. A vote of thanks to the chairman terminated the proceedings.
The Goulburn Penny Post (New South Wales) says :—
We would again remind our readers of the famous lecture on Creed versus Creed, which the Rev. A. C.
Gillies, of Sydney, purposes delivering in the Lecture-hall, Goldsmith street, to-morrow (Friday) evening. The
chair will be taken at 8 o'clock; and, considering the great ability of the lecturer, together with the fact of no
charge being made for admission, there will, doubtless, be a large attendance.
Again, the Post says :—
An intellectual treat was afforded to about one hundred and sixty in the Lecture-hall, Goldsmith street,
when the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered his celebrated lecture, "Creed versus Creed." The Rev. Francis Tait
presided; and after the Rev. A. M. Tait had offered prayer, he introduced the lecturer, who, after a few
introductory remarks, went into the subject, which he divided into two parts as a means of argument. He
showed that people must have a creed of some kind, be it what it may. He drew a comparison between infidelity
and Christianity, and showed what the earth would become if infidelity reigned; and also what it is through
Christianity. He cited the difference between the two. He drew a vivid picture of an infidel's death-bed and
burial; also, as a contrast, the death bed of a Christian. He proved that infidels did not exercise charity, or
establish philanthropic institutions. He ridiculed Darwin's theory of the origin of man; and, side by side, he
showed the Christian belief of the origin of mankind. He gave some practical illustrations of the character of the
eminent men of the past, and also of modern times; and proved by facts that they were Christians. He dwelt
largely on the work of the infidels, and also of Christians. He drew a vivid description of after life, as accepted
by both the infidels and Christians. He regretted that vice in Sydney was so rampant. We regret we cannot give
a full report of the lecture, which was one of the best we have heard in Goulburn. The reverend lecturer,
wherever he has delivered this famous lecture, has received the favourable criticisms of the Press; and from
what we beard last evening, we must endorse such favourable remarks that have been made. The lecturer fully
convinced us that he was not only an orator of a high order, but a wit and humourist; and although the lecture
took two hours in its delivery, an audience could not tire even if it was twice as long, as the whole of the lecture
is so full of interest, and the lecturer knows so well how to enchain the attention of an audience. After the usual
vote of thanks had been carried, the meeting closed with the Benediction.
The Sydney Presbyterian says :—
BOYS AND GIRLS OF TO-DAY, THE MEN AND WOMEN OF TO-MORROW.—Our young readers will be
pleased with the following portion of a lecture on the subject, given in Sydney by one whom some of us have
seen and heard—the Rev. A. C. Gillies. He has gone to Victoria, but by the Press he still speaks in New South

Wales. (Here followed the "portion" referred to above).
The Geelong (Victoria) Advertiser says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Canada, now on a tour through the Colonies, preached to a large congregation in
Ryrie Street Presbyterian Church last evening, and will this and to-morrow evenings in the same church deliver
lectures on "Creed v. Creed; or, Christianity or Infidelity—Which?"—lectures which have achieved for him
fame in the United States, and, more recently, in Sydney. The lecture will commence at 8 o'clock each evening.
The Geelong Times says:—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies continues his excellent lecture on "Creed versus Creed" at the Ryrie Street
Presbyterian Church last evening. There was a excellent attendance, and the forcible and interesting remarks of
the [unclear: revere] gentleman were listened to with marked attention.
The Geelong Advertiser says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered, at the Ryrie Street Presbyterian [unclear: Chur] last evening, the second
of two lectures entitled, "Creed versus Creed; or Christianity or Infidelity—Which The church was filled with
an attentive body of listeners, and the arguments advanced by the able lecturer in support of his views were
delivered in a style which made them very plain to all present, [unclear: T] reverend gentleman has the gift of
being able to maintain the interest of his hearers from the commencement to the conclusion of his addresses,
and the originality of the metaphors he brings forward, and the fluency of the language with which he clothes
the subjects he treats, render it a pleasure to listen to [unclear: hi] Mr. Gillies has lately lectured with success in
Sydney, and his fame preceded him here.
The Ararat Advertiser (Victoria) says :—
In accordance with an announcement the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered a lecture at the Wesley an
Schoolroom, on Tuesday evening, the subject being "Christianity or Infidelity—Which?" The attendance was
somewhat limited but the remarks of the reverend gentleman were listened to most attentively Without making
any pretence to originality of conception or argument, the Rev Mr. Gillies in a very impressive manner
contrasted the two opposing belief-Christianity and infidelity. He urged upon his hearers that faith was inherent
in all, and those who were not possessed of it in the great truths of [unclear: Christian] were more blindly
credulous in the fallacious doctrines of some infinitely worthy creed. Taking the starting point from this fact
that faith is [unclear: inherent] all mankind, and consequently all believed in some creed, the reverend lecture
at great length proceeded to contrast the great works of the Christian Church and the benefits that had arisen
therefrom with the evils that are directly attributable to infidelity, dwelling also upon the life of the believer and
the atheist. Mr. Gillies maintained the interest of his hearers all through, and the times his language was marked
by a vigour that is seldom noticeable in the clergy of Victoria, and which could not fail to leave a marked
impression [unclear: upon] audience. At the close of the lecture the reverend gentleman announced the he had
merely started his subject, and would continue his discourse on the following evening. On that occasion Mr.
Gillies further contrasted the two creeds, and concluded an eloquent address by an impressive description of the
[unclear: death] burial of an infidel and a Christian. A cordial vote of thanks to the lecture terminated the
proceedings.
The Narracoorte Herald (South Australia) says :—
The Rev. Mr. Gillies, who is expected to preach in the Presbyterian Church on Sunday, and to take charge
of the congregation for one or [unclear: perhaps] months, comes to us with a good reputation as a talented and
popular preaches He has lately been delighting the good folks at Hamilton, not only by his [unclear: ab] in the
pulpit but as a public lecturer. No doubt our Presbyterian [unclear: friend] turn out well on Sunday and give
him a courteous welcome.
The Mount Gambier Star says:—
On Sunday last the Rev. A. C. Gillies preached in the Presbyterian Church, Mount Gambier. The sermons
were able ones, showing much originality of thought and a large capacity for analysing the Scriptures.—(Here
follows a report of the sermons.)
The Mount Gambier (South Australia) Border Watch says :—
The Rev. Mr. Gillies conducted the services of the Presbyterian Church here on Sunday last. His style of
preaching is the conversational, and his sermons were highly interesting and instructive.
The Hobart Mercury (Van Dieman's Land, or Tasmania) says :—
CREED V. CREED.—A lecture on the subject of "Creed v. Creed, or Christianity v. Infidelity," was delivered
in the Memorial Hall, Brisbane street, yesterday evening, by the Rev. Mr. Gillies, from Canada. The Rev. W. C.
Robinson occupied the chair, and briefly introduced the lecturer We regret to say that the attendance was not
commensurate with the merit of the lecture, which was a complete exposure of the poor foundation on which
the creed of Infidelity is built.
In the Report of the Twenty-sixth Anniversary of the Tasmanian Temperance Alliance is the following item
:—

In the month of June last (1881) your Committee took advantage of the presence of a visitor to these
Colonies—the Rev. A. C. Gillies, a Presbyterian minister from Canada—and engaged him to deliver two
interesting and instructive lectures in your rooms on "The Cause and Cure of Drunkenness."
The Launceston (Tasmania) Examiner says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, who is on a visit to this Colony from Canada, delivered a very interesting lecture at
Chalmers Schoolroom last night, the subject being Christianity and Infidelity, analysed and contrasted. The
chair was occupied by the Rev. Jas. Lindsay. Mr. Gillies dealt very exhaustively with his subject, and analysed
the two creeds in an argumentative manner, his points of contrast being worked out with telling effect.
The Adelaide (South Australia) Register says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, Presbyterian minister from Canada, who is making a tour of the Colonies, arrived in
Adelaide by the R.M.S. Cathay on Thursday, to fill the pulpit at St. Andrew's Church for a few Sundays. Mr.
Gillies has achieved considerable fame as a lecturer in America and the Colonies.
The Gawler Bunyip (South Australia) says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, who is announced to lecture two nights next week at the Institute, is highly spoken
of, and a treat may be anticipated.
The Gawler Bunyip says :—
On Monday last a lecture was delivered in the Institute Hall, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of America, on
"Christianity and Infidelity Weighed in the Scales of History and Reason." The lectures were frequently and
heartily applauded.
The Gawler Standard says :—
CREED V. CREED.—A lecture was delivered on "Creed v. [unclear: Creed;] Christianity and Infidelity
weighed in the Scales of History," in the Institute Hall, Gawler, by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, traveller and lecturer,
from America The lecture occupied two evenings in the delivery. . . . . . The revered lecturer managed to secure
the undivided attention of his listeners, who listened without flagging to his cogent arguments.
The Kapunda Herald (South Australia) says :—
"CREED VERSUS CREED."—We would direct the attention of our readers to the announcement appearing in
another column, that the Rev. A. C. Gillies will on Sunday next deliver a lecture on "Creed versus Creed." We
have seen some of the notices given of the lecture by the press of America and New South Wales, which all
bear testimony to its excellence, and the ability of the lecturer, Two lectures will be given—in the morning at
the Congregational Church, and in the evening at the Wesleyan Church.
The Laura (South Australia) correspondent of the Adelaide
Daily Advertiser telegraphs:—
LAURA, August 17 (1881).
The Rev. Mr. Gillies gave a lecture last night at the Wesleyan Chapel on Infidelity. The subject was treated
in a masterly manner. A large number of persons were present.
The Laura correspondent of the Adelaide Daily Register telegraphs :—
LAURA, August 17.
The Rev. Mr. Gillies, of Canada, has been lecturing for the last [unclear: t] evenings on Religion versus
Infidelity before large audiences. The lectures were highly interesting, and are considered the best ever
delivered here.
The Gladstone (South Australia) correspondent of the Adelaide Advertiser telegraphs :—
GLADSTONE, August 15.
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, Presbyterian minister from Canada, who is travelling through the Colonies, lectured
here last night on "Creed against Creed; or, Christianity and Infidelity Contrasted." There was a good attendant
and the lecture was highly appreciated.
The Port Augusta Dispatch (South Australia) says:—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, Presbyterian minister from Canada, gave a lecture in the Wesleyan Church on
Thursday evening, on the "Progress of Evil Habits." The subject was well treated.
The Port Pirie Gazette (South Australia) says :—
We understand that the Rev. Mr. Gillies, a Presbyterian minister from Canada, will lecture and conduct
divine service at Port Pirie in the course of next week. The subject of his lectures is "Christianity v. Infidelity,"
and they have been well spoken of elsewhere.
The Port Pirie correspondent of the Adelaide Daily Advertiser telegraphs :—
PORT PIRIE, August 28 (1881).
The Rev. Mr. Gillies preached in the Congregational Church to-day, and will give one of his famous
lectures during the week.
The same again:—
PORT PIRIE, September 4.

The Rev. Mr. Gillies, Canadian Presbyterian minister, is sojourning amongst us here, and is making himself
useful during his brief stay. The reverend gentleman preached yesterday morning and evening at the Wesleyan
Church, and lectured in Howe's Room in the afternoon on "Infidelity Weighed in the Scales of History." Large
and appreciative audiences listened to him on each occasion.
The same again:—
PORT PIRIE, September 8.
The Rev. Mr. Gillies gave a second lecture on "Christianity and Infidelity Weighed in the Scales of
Reason," to a large and appreciative audience at the Congregational Church, and enlightened his hearers very
much.
The Port Pirie Gazette says :—
Most people who went to hear Mr. Gillies were under the impression they would hear nothing but dry
theological arguments, but in that they were agreeably disappointed, for all through his lecture the reverend
gentleman interspersed much genuine humour mingled with sound religious sentiment. Mr. Gillies showed
what the Christian religion had done for the world in philanthropy, art, science, culture, missionary work, and
morals, giving names of eminent men and women in all those branches who had benefited mankind.
The Moonta Advertiser (South Australia) says :—
Mr. Gillies preached able and impressive sermons at the Wesleyan Churches at Moonta Mines, East
Moonta, and Moonta, on Sunday.
The Kapunda (South Australia) correspondent of the Daily Advertiser telegraphs :—
KAPUNDA, September 20, 1881.
A very interesting lecture was given in the Institute Hall this evening by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, on the
"Inspiration of the Bible." There was a fair attendance, and all who were present thoroughly enjoyed the lecture.
A very hearty vote of thanks was given to the reverend gentleman.
The Truro (South Australia) correspondent of the Daily Register says:—
TRURO, September 29th, 1881.
On Thursday last the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Canada, lectured on "Creed v. Creed; or, Christianity v.
Infidelity." The lecturer handled his subject with great ability, and held his audience enchained in rapt attention.
He weighed the two creeds in the scales of history, and showed what noble minds, lives, and deeds Christianity
had produced; how prolific of good fruits it had been in all the past centuries; and on the other hand he showed
how infidelity had debased, demoralised, and brutalised mankind, and how wonderfully barren of good fruits it
had been. History decided immensely for Christianity. The lecturer preached two excellent sermons on
Sunday—the first on Moses; the second on "The Prodigal Son." Mr. Gillies also lectured on Monday night, a
continuation of his first subject, and on Tuesday night on "Science and the Bible." He defined the term Science,
and clearly indicated its domain, and showed how it trespassed into regions of which it knew absolutely
nothing, and never could. He showed that true science was not antagonistic to the Bible, and that modern
science was establishing the truth of the old Book. He handled Professor Darwin's theories on the descent of
man in a keen and trenchant style. I hear that the reverend gentleman, who is travelling to recruit his health,
wishes to settle in one of our colonies. He would certainly be a great acquisition to the colonial pulpit.
The correspondent of the Christian Colonist (Adelaide) says :—
Thursday last the Rev. A. C. Gillies lectured at Truro on "Creed v. Creed; or, Christianity v. Infidelity."
The lecturer handled his subject with ability and courage. He weighed the two creeds in the scales of history,
and showed what noble minds, noble lives, and noble deeds were produced by Christianity, and how prolific of
good fruits it had been in all the past centuries; and on the other hand, he showed how infidelity had debased,
demoralised, and; brutalised mankind, and how wonderfully sterile in good fruits it had proved itself. History
decided immensely for Christianity. The lecturer preached two sermons on Sunday—the first on Moses, and the
second on "The Prodigal Son." Mr. Gillies also lectured on Monday night on "Christianity and Infidelity
Weighed in the Scales of Reason," and again the scales turned in favour of Christianity. On Tuesday night he
lectured on "Science and the Bible." He defined the term Science, and indicated its strict domain, and showed
how it trespassed into regions of which it knew and could prove absolutely nothing. He showed that true
science was not antagonistic to the Bible, and that modern science was establishing the truth of the old Book.
He handled Professor Darwin's theories on the descent of man in a keen, trenchant style, and ridiculed his
nonsensical jargon. The lecturer convulsed his audience with laughter in commenting on Darwin's jellyfish
developing into an ape, the ape into a monkey, the monkey into a gorilla, and this last hideous monster into a
man. I heard that the reverend gentleman was travelling to recruit his health, and that be wishes to settle in one
of our colonies. If Adelaide could only find him a charge, he would be a great acquisition to the city and
Australian pulpit.
The Christian Colonist says:—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, Presbyterian minister from America, who is making a tour through the colonies for

his health, and who for the past month has been lecturing in the northern districts, intends to lecture in the city
and suburbs during the present month. The subjects with which he deals are principally Infidelity and
Temperance, and the style and matter of the lectures have been favourably criticised by the colonial and local
press.
Colonist again :—
A public meeting to aid the Wesleyan Foreign Missionary Society was held in Archer Street Church, under
the presidency of Mr. H. Sharland, J.P. The annual report having been read and adopted, able addresses were
given by the Revs. A. C. Gillies and W. Burgess from India.
The Adelaide Advertiser says:—
A public meeting in connection with the Wesleyan Foreign Missionary Society was held in the Archer
Street Wesleyan Church on Tuesday evening. There was a large attendance, and in the absence, through
indisposition, of Mr. W. H. Sharland, J.P., the Rev. S. Knight occupied the chair. After the annual report had
been read, the Rev. A. C. Gillies, a Presbyterian minister from Canada, addressed the meeting. Having
facetiously described his great concern for the typical infidel, he drew a striking contrast between the careers of
some of the great monarchs of history who were dominated by a desire for universal empire, and Christ. The
former, with the kingdoms they bad sought to establish, bad been swept away, leaving scarcely a ripple behind;
while, in spite of vehement reiterations that Christianity was effete and out of place, there were more Christians
at the present time than in any former epoch of the world's history, and more of the Bible had been read during
the past three months than in any previous three years. In addition to this the British and Foreign Bible Society
had issued ninety-one millions of copies of the Scriptures in 240 languages a significant commentary on the
statement that Christianity and the Bible were losing their hold on the people. Judging from the facts of the
past, the indications of the present, and the prospects of the future, they were justified in believing that the time
was not very far distant when the kingdom of Christ would "stretch from shore to shore."
The Adelaide Evening Journal says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, who has been lecturing on religious, temperance, scientific, and social topics,
throughout the country districts of this colony, has returned to Adelaide, and will commence a series of lectures
next week in the balls connected with suburban churches, and also public halls, and in the following week will
lecture in the city. Mr. Gillies was a member of the Canadian Presbyterian Church, but at present is officially
connected with the Victorian Presbyterian Church. He has travelled through America, and later through New
South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania, the state of his health rendering it necessary that he should travel. Mr.
Gillies' lectures are described by the press in each of the towns in which he has spoken as being very instructive
and interesting.
The Southern Argus (S.A.) says :—
CHRISTIANITY AND INFIDELITY.—On Monday evening last there was a large audience at the Institute Hall,
Strathalbyn, to hear the first of two lectures announced to be delivered on Monday and Tuesday evenings by the
Rev. A.C Gillies, a Presbyterian minister, who is on a tour through the colonies on his way round the world
from Canada. Mr. David Bell occupied the chair, and Mr. Gillies commenced shortly after 8 o'clock, his subject
being "Christianity and Infidelity Weighed in the Scales of History," and for nearly two hours he so enrapt the
attention of his listeners as to cause the time to slip away almost unnoticed. With our limited space it would be
absurd to attempt to report the lecture, but we may say that as a masterpiece of reason, logic, and interest, it was
one of the best and most learned we have had the pleasure of listening to and the lecturer proved beyond dispute
the supreme superiority of Christianity in all matters relating to the world's progress, and the utter absence of
anything: like benefit that has ever attended the efforts of infidelity. All that is good is this world was shown to
have arisen from Christian influence, not a single redeeming feature being traceable to infidelity. On Tuesday
evening the rev. gentleman's subject was "Christianity and Infidelity Weighed in the Scales of Reason," and this
was treated with equal success, proving, perhaps, even more interesting than the previous evening's discourse.
History, on this occasion, was not appealed to, but the reason and common sense of those present; and
analysing the two creeds carefully and completely, the rev. lecturer, we are sure, appealed not in vain to the
large audience assembled at the hall. The chair was occupied on Tuesday by the Mayor of Strathalbyn, Mr. E. J.
Tucker, J.P. to whom a vote of thanks (as was to Mr. Bell on Monday) was also tendered at the close of the
lecture.
The Port Adelaide Post says:—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, who has won large repute as a lecturer (and is now on a visit to this colony from
Canada), announces a lecture in the Wesleyan Church, on Monday evening next, on "Christianity and Infidelity
Analysed and Contrasted."
The Adelaide Christian Weekly says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies is lecturing against infidelity, in various churches in Adelaide, with great power and
point.

The Port Adelaide News says :—
On Monday evening the Rev. A. C. Gillies delivered an eloquent lecture in the Wesleyan Church, Port
Adelaide; Mr. Derrington, J.P., presiding, The subject was, "Christianity and Infidelity." The attendance was
not large, but the lecturer riveted the attention of his audience for an hour and forty minutes and it was regretted
that that was the only lecture of his series that the rev, gentleman designed to deliver.
The same paper adds:—
On Sunday morning the Rev. A. C. Gillies preached with great ability to an appreciative congregation at
the Semaphore Wesleyan Church.
The Sydney (New South Wales) Witness (edited by the Rev. George Sutherland, formerly pastor of the
First Church, Dunedin) refers to the Rev. A. C. Gillies and the North Dunedin congregation as follows:—
We are pleased to see that this congregation, with which we have had tome connection in its early days, has
again called a pastor. Rev. A. C. Gillies is no novice in the ministerial work. He had a very superior
congregation in Nova Scotia, which he left to try the hard fields of the American Republic. There he proved the
foe of error and hypocrisy, and the valiant advocate of truth and righteousness. He has visited these colonies to
see and hear and judge for himself, and if he now settles down at North Dunedin we have no doubt that he will
prove a good soldier of Jesus Christ, and that infidelity, and sin in every form, will find in him an
uncompromising antagonist.
The Virginia City Chronicle (Nevada) says :—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, formerly of this city, has recently been settled as the pastor of an important
congregation in Dunedin, the largest and finest city in New Zealand.
The Presbyterian Record, October, 1882, page 258 (official organ of the Canada Church) says:—
The Rev. A. C. Gillies, a student of Knox College, for a while missionary at Cote des Neiges (Montreal),
then minister of Sherbrooke (Nova Scotia), afterwards of Virginia City (Nevada), more recently residing in
Sydney (New South Wales), has by latest accounts accepted a call from an important charge in Dunedin, New
Zealand.
The Melbourne Southern Cross says:—
The members of the North Dunedin Church have given a unanimous call to the Rev. A. C. Gillies, who has
just been received by the Synod of Otago. Mr. Gillies is a very popular lecturer, an effective preacher, and a
cultured : gentleman.
Tapanui, New Zealand :—
Last week a lecture was delivered by the Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Dunedin, for the benefit of the Young Men's
Christian Association. The subject was,; "The Inspiration of the Bible." The attendance was not large. The local
Courier says : "Lectures as a rule are dry and prosy, and consequently are not so numerously supported as
entertainments of a different character; but Mr. : Gillies' lecture was of such a pithy, simple, and yet forcible
and conclusive nature that a child might have listened to it with pleasure and profit."
The Christian Record (Dunedin) says:—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, of Dunedin, has been lecturing in Oamaru and Christchurch. The reports given by the
Lyttelton Times and the Christchurch Telegraph are in striking contrast with the caricatures of the Dunedin
Press and the Oamaru Times. Of Mr. Gillies' last lecture in Christchurch (which was repeated by special
request) the Daily Globe says :—"The Rev. A. C. Gillies repeated his lecture last evening, on 'Christianity and
Freethought Analysed and Contrasted.' The Rev. E. Best presided. The hall was crowded, and hundreds were
unable to gain admission. The happy style in which the subject was handled told with the audience, who
repeatedly applauded the lecturer, who spoke for upwards of two hours."
Henry J. Morgan, Esq., author of "Celebrated Canadians"; Fellow of the Royal Society of Northern
Antiquaries Copenhagen; Corresponding Member of the New York Historical Society; &c., &c., in his work on
Canadian writers—" Bibliotheca Canadensis "—page 151, says:—
Rev. A. C. Gillies, a minister of the Canada Presbyterian Church, has contributed to a large number of
newspapers. His principal writings, however, on subjects of Ethical Philosophy and Religion have appeared in
the Good News and Evangelist.
Mr. Gillies, while attending the Divinity Hall (Knox College, Toronto), besides taking the Bayne
Scholarship, took the John Knox Bursary twice.
The following is an extract from the North Dunedin Presbyterian Church Session Records, dated February
21, 1887:—
"The Session met for general conference, and in view of the Moderator's early resignation, noted with great
pleasure the gratifying fact that all their meetings had been so delightfully harmonious, that even a difference of
[unclear: opinic] had never arisen in the Session, as at present constituted; and all the elders unanimously
desired to place on record their high estimate of the Moderator's uniform courtesy and prudence. And the
Moderator asked leave to record the fact that he had never worked with more agreeable, faithful, and

conscientious elders than those comprising the present Session."
Concluding Note.
The original documents are all preserved.
Imperial Federation.
BY William Gisborne,
Formerly Member of the House of Representatives and a Responsible Minister in New Zealand, and Author of
"New Zealand Rulers and Statesmen."
"The union of hearts—the union of hands."
GEORGE P. MORRIS.
London: P. S. King & Son, King Street, Westminster, S.W. 1887.

Prefatory Remarks.
THE chief objections against Imperial Federation, so far as I can gather them, consist in two general
allegations—first, its impracticability; and, secondly, its undesirability, chiefly on the ground of its undue
interference with self-government in many Colonies.
Impracticability is an argument which has often been urged, and fortunately urged in vain, against great
movements. It is not so long ago that ocean steam voyages and steam locomotive railways and Colonial
self-government were pronounced impracticable. That argument will, I am confident, become "small by
degrees and beautifully less," as full consideration and discussion of the subject in all its aspects proceeds. The
chief advocate of the second argument is Mr. John Bright. He is actuated by tenderness towards Colonies. He is
afraid that by Imperial Federation they would become involved in the warlike foreign policy of the United
Kingdom. He seems to forget that they are already involved in British foreign policy, and under most
unfavourable conditions. They are now forced to bear the consequences of that foreign policy, without any
voice in its determination and in its conduct. Apart from the case of actual war, which would probably be most
disastrous to them, they are more or less sufferers from mistakes and shortcomings on the part of the Imperial
Government in foreign affairs. Surely, it would be better for the Colonies, and more in accordance with
constitutional principles, if the Colonies had a due share of self-government in Imperial matters, as well as local
self-government, even at the cost of a due share in Imperial taxation for Imperial purposes. But, as Mr. Bright
plainly hints, the Colonies are at liberty to part from the Empire and to float [unclear: int] space. True; and in
that reminder lies the whole question, Mr. Bright does not dislike the idea of the disruption of the British
Empire; while those who advocate Imperial Federstion wish to preserve the integrity of that Empire. Argument
as to the best means of union is of course lost on those [unclear: wh] care nothing about that union. The centre
of controversy, in that case, is shifted elsewhere, and other arguments [unclear: a] necessary. In the following
pamphlet I have taken as granted the advantage of securing the unity of the Empire.
W. Gisborne.

Imperial Federation.
MY object is to sketch, in rough outline, a scheme for giving practical effect to the great principle of
Imperial Federation.
I am not so presumptuous as to think for a moment that any such scheme can at once be adopted and
brought into operation. I venture, with great diffidence, to make these suggestions in order to indicate the
direction in which, according to my view, efforts should be made to work towards the attainment of the object
in view. I also hope, in a small way, to contribute towards that general discussion which must always precede
the satisfactory solution of great political problems.
I begin by stating what I mean by Imperial Federation,
I refer, first, to self-governing Colonies in relation to the United Kingdom, not only because popular
discussion of the subject is generally conducted in that sense, but also because I am of opinion that, if once the
practical question can be satisfactorily settled in the case in question, there will remain comparatively little
difficulty in completing the settlement with respect to Crown Colonies, and even to India. I shall not, however,
specially refer in this pamphlet to the ease of India, as the principle applicable, for my present purpose, to
Crown Colonies, would, with more or less modification in details, apply to India.
Taking, then, into consideration the relation of self-governing Colonies (I use the term in its popular sense)
to the United Kingdom, I look upon Imperial Federation as the complement of colonial self-government as at
present existing, inasmuch as it would add to colonial representative institutions that representative system,

which is now wanting in them, in Imperial affairs as distinguished from local affairs. It is not necessary to
corroborate the latter assertion by lengthened argument. I need only to refer to the familiar instance of Imperial
foreign affairs. Those affairs materially affect each Colony in its important interests, both during peace and
during war, but during war especially. And yet the management of those affairs exclusively rests, so far as the
Colonies are concerned, in the hands of the Imperial Parliament and of the Imperial Cabinet, in neither of which
the Colonies have any representative voice. It is no justification to say that the Colonies do not bear any share
of the expenditure necessary to the conduct of foreign affairs. In the first place, that argument is merely an
attempt to justify one anomaly by quoting the existence of another. Constitutional principle, as well as common
sense, seems to me to require that in those matters of joint concern the United Kingdom and the Colonies
should have fair proportionate shares of common representative authority, and bear fair proportionate shares of
common necessary expenditure. Secondly, in practice, this one-sided management of foreign affairs entails on
Colonies considerable, and, in case of war between England and a great naval power, would entail enormous
special expenditure. The reasonable complaint on the part of the Colonies is that that entailment is
unconstitutional, spasmodic, and irregular; and that, owing to the want of combination and system, the
expenditure is disproportionate in its incidence, wasteful in its results, and in other respects unsatisfactory. It
would be easy to multiply eases in which, in other Imperial foreign affairs, similar disadvantages, in more or
less degree, result to the Colonies, from the deprivation of their constitutional share in the management of
Imperial affairs as distinguished from local affairs And it would be easy to illustrate the evils of this disability
in the case of other than foreign affairs of Imperial kind. But such addition would not, I think, add to the force
of what I have already adduced, which, if unrefuted, is, I think conclusive. The Colonies are recognised as
Colonial adults but they are still treated as Imperial infants. Imperial Federation, as I hold it to mean, would
remedy that anomalous defect, by giving to the Colonies their proportionate constitutional share in the control
and in the responsibilities of strictly Imperial affairs. Under that system, the Colonies would not interfere in the
home affairs of the United Kingdom any more than the home Government of the United Kingdom would
interfere in the local affairs of the Colonies Mainly, what Imperial Federation is, according to my view, meant
to secure, is an Imperial Parliament in which, so far as Imperial affairs are concerned, the United Kingdom and
the Colonies should, in fair proportions, be jointly represented.
Before I proceed, it may be as well to take a few moments to consider another aspect of Imperial Federation
which finds favour with many. That aspect represents an opinion that the United Kingdom and the Colonies
should rather go forward step by step towards unity and consolidation (the ultimate object in view) under their
existing mutual relations, by means of common sympathy, and by negotiation, as circumstances may call for
from time to time, than begin by changing the existing political system of Imperial Government into one more
conformable to constitutional principles, and afterwards take that amended system as the new point of
departure. No doubt, much may be said in favour of gradual progress towards unity and consolidation, under
existing political relations between the United Kingdom and the Colonies; but I hold that the other plan is
preferable, both in respect of force argumentatively, and in respect of its probable issue in practical good. What
is the present system that governs the political relations between the United Kingdom and the Colonies in
Imperial affairs? It is one which, setting aside its unconstitutional and one-sided character, necessarily tends to
procrastination, to misunderstanding, to partial and precarious settlement of important questions, and to great
waste of power and of means. For instance, negotiations between the Ministry of the United Kingdom and the
Ministers of, say, a dozen colonies, are often necessary on subjects of joint interest in important respects. These
negotiations are, from the necessities of their nature, as bitter experience has often shown, always protracted,
nearly always fruitless, and seldom satisfactory. The Colonies concerned have no constitutional representatives
in England; their agents, when they have any, have, able as they may be, no constitutional status, and are
merely convenient channels of communication; the Colonies have no means of prompt personal conference
with each other; their Ministers are continually changing. The Imperial Government is also under great
disadvantage in negotiating with the Colonies. That disadvantage mainly is the necessary consequence of the
anomalous political relation which the United Kingdom holds towards the Colonies in Imperial affairs. There is
no community of power and responsibility between the two parties. There are joint interests, but the means of
promoting them are, in the constitutional sense, divided and discordant. The normal result of these anomalous
conditions on both sides—often aggravated as they are by apathy in some cases, and by the more engrossing
character of local interests, and by other causes—is that in these Imperial negotiations a sort of agreement is
patched up with a few of the Colonies concerned, and that the settlement of large questions is, if I may use a
vulgar but expressive term "scamped." As a natural consequence, in most cases more harm than good is done,
and in no case are the guarantees of satisfactory settlement—namely, fairness, fixity, and the greatest good of
the greatest number—secured. So long as the present system of political relations in respect of Imperial affairs
exists between the United Kingdom and the Colonies, it seems to me that any superstructure built upon it has
only a foundation of sand. Nor can I see any reasonable prospect of arriving at a sound and permanent system

of Imperial Federation by what is called gradual progress towards it on the basis of existing political relations
between the United Kingdom and the Colonies. Progress under those conditions would, I believe, be an
illusion; it would be merely movement in a vicious circle.
It is also very questionable, in my opinion, whether federation of groups of colonies, as between
themselves, on certain matters of common interest, tends towards Imperial Federation. In the case of an
Incorporating Federation like that of the Dominion of Canada, there is no doubt that, in the practical
consideration of the subject of Imperial Federation the Legislature of the Dominion could conveniently and
authoritatively, if the provinces wished it to do so, represent their opinion on that subject. But that could not
easily be done in the case of the recent federation of some of the Colonies of Australasia: a federation which
merely enables common legislation on certain subjects to be effected. At all events, the question of Colonial
Federation is, in its scope and character, altogether a distinct question. And it is quite possible, as lately in the
ease of New Zealand, that the Colonial House of Representatives should be averse to Colonial Federation, and,
at the same time, be favourable to Imperial Federation.
No doubt, Imperial Federation, according to my view of it, would, if adopted, involve a vast political
change. It would make the Imperial Parliament become in fact what its name implies; it would divest it of home
functions; and it would confine it exclusively to Imperial functions; and it would so far change its constitution
as to make the House of Commons consist of representatives, in due proportions, elected by constituencies in
the United Kingdom and in the respective Colonies. But it must be borne in mind that at most the change would
be one on the ancient ways of constitutional principles. Representation and responsibility would go together,
hand in hand. There would not be an arbitrary revolution, but merely a natural development of the British
Constitution. The legitimate consequences of constitutional practice would naturally ensue. There would be
constitutional security for the consolidation and good government of the British Empire. Of course, it is absurd
to argue that a perfect system would be attained. But it would be the best system with which, as Englishmen,
we are acquainted, because it would be in general accord with our representative system of domestic
government. We should thus be the better able to grapple with its incidental disadvantages, and to secure its
general outcome of good. This, at least, may be admitted, that, until a better system of government than that
founded on constitutional principles practically known to us all has been devised, we may well be content to
apply those principles to our Imperial system.
Having explained what I mean by the term "Imperial Federation," and having stated the reasons which
induce me to think that its establishment in that sense would be the best solution of the problem of Federation
of the Colonies and the Mother Country, I proceed to consider the question of formulating a working plan for
the attainment of that object. It is of course necessary for me to confine myself to general principles, for it is
obviously impossible within the limits of this paper, and it would be absurd on other grounds, to attempt to go
into details. Careful and lengthened consultation between all parties concerned would be indispensable before
details could be fitted into any general plan. All that I can possibly hope to do, and that imperfectly, is to
suggest the general I basis of a practical working plan. Where principles have been adopted, it may, as a general
rule, be reasonably anticipated that their reduction to practice, although often an arduous and a lengthened
work, will not prove to be an insuperable difficulty.
There are two indispensable conditions which, according to my view, underlie and are at the root of the
plan, the principles of which I venture to suggest. The first of these conditions is that the assent and hearty
co-operation of the Mother Country and the Colonies must be enlisted in favour of those principles. The
foundation of the plan must be the strong and earnest wish of all concerned to work together in making it
practically a real and complete consolidation of the Empire. It would be worse than useless to try to force it on
reluctant, or even indifferent, communities. The second of these conditions is that, when the Federation has
once been established, secession cannot, in any case, be allowed, or, at all events, without the unanimous
previous consent of the whole Federal body.
Subject to the two foregoing conditions, the following are the principles on which I would suggest that a
practical working plan for Imperial Federation should be founded:—
•
The existing Imperial Parliament, that is to say, Parliament as at present constituted, should devise and set
into motion, as it thought best, machinery for local or home self-government in the United Kingdom.
•
Effect having been given to the foregoing principle, the Imperial Parliament should re-constitute the
House of Commons, so that the House should consist of members duly elected by their respective
constituencies, fairly representing in such proportions as may be fixed in the manner hereinafter stated,
the United Kingdom and the several Colonies.
•
Leading men from the Colonies to be, from time to time, as the Crown thought fit, raised to the Peerage,
and to have seats in the House of Lords.
•
The Imperial Parliament, when thus reconstructed should confine itself exclusively to Imperial functions,
to be defined as hereinafter mentioned; and should have power of taxation and appropriation, on the basis,

as regards taxation, hereinafter indicated, for the practical discharge of those functions. All other
functions, not defined as Imperial functions to be left to the local legislatures.
•
The proportionate representation to be first allocated to the United Kingdom and to the respective
Colonies in the reconstructed House of Commons, and the principle which should govern the subsequent
regulation of that apportionment to be jointly agreed upon by the Imperial Parliament as at present
constituted, and by the legislature of each Colony Any change thereafter in that principle to be in like
manner agreed upon by the reconstructed Imperial Parliament and by the Colonial legislatures.
•
The definition of Imperial functions to be jointly agreed upon by the Imperial Parliament as at present
constituted and by the legislature of each Colony. Any subsequent change in that definition, whether by
subtraction from or addition to it, or otherwise, to be agreed upon jointly by the reconstructed Imperial
Parliament and by the Colonial legislatures.
•
The basis of proportionate taxation by the reconstructed Imperial Parliament as between the several parts
of the Empire represented in that Parliament should be originally determined jointly by the Imperial
Parliament as at present constituted, and by the legislature of each Colony; and, should it be at any time
proposed that a change in any way in the principle of that basis should be made, before any change takes
place, it should be agreed to jointly by the reconstructed Imperial Parliament and by the legislature of
each Colony.
•
Administration of Imperial affairs to be conducted on the system of responsible government.
•
Before any steps are taken in the direction hereinbefore indicated, a Conference of Delegates, appointed
for the purpose by the Imperial Parliament and by the several Legislatures of the Colonies, should be
assembled in London or elsewhere, in order to discuss and consider, as fully as possible, the principles
suggested, and to make any recommendations in connection therewith, or otherwise, for public
consideration.
•
The apportionment of members of that Conference, as between the United Kingdom and each Colony to
be on such basis, of population or otherwise, as may be mutually agreed upon by the Imperial
Government and the respective Governments of the Colonies.
A few remarks on some of the principles which I have here enumerated may tend to remove possible
misconception on some points.
Principle four seems to limit the supremacy of the reconstructed Imperial Parliament, but I do not intend it
to do so. It is, I hold, impossible for the Imperial Parliament, as at present existing, to divest itself, either in its
present or in any altered shape, of its intrinsic supremacy. In a technical, or legal, point of view, it has power to
give, and at any time to resume what has been given by its transfer of authority. In that sense all authority
which it gives is in fact delegated. But for practical purposes the distinction is, in many cases, not one of
importance. Usage is an essential factor in the working of the British Constitution. Practically there is no
appreciable risk that the existing Imperial Parliament should ever tax the Colonies, or revoke representative
government granted to Colonies, or interfere in their local affairs, although jurists may hold that, strictly
speaking, the Imperial Parliament has inalienable authority to do these things. Similarly, in the present case,
should the constitution and functions of the Imperial Parliament be specifically changed as I have suggested,
there would, if we may judge by the light of experience, be ample guarantee that, in practice, the reconstructed
Imperial Parliament would confine itself to Imperial functions, and would leave the local legislatures to the free
exercise of their local functions. The power of the Crown, which exists at present, and in which I propose no
change, in reference to acts of Colonial legislatures, would be a substantial check on any excess or abuse of any
local powers, Moreover, it is quite conceivable that, in the public interests of all, the latent supremacy of the
Imperial Parliament may from time to time be advantageously invoked by all the local bodies, to remedy
defects, to remove obstacles, or in other ways to facilitate the advantageous working of the whole system,
With respect to principles five and six, the definitions of proportionate representation and of Imperial
functions, it seems to me only just that, in the first definitions respectively, the previous consent of the local
bodies should be obtained; and that any subsequent change in the definition of the principle governing
proportionate representation, or in the list of Imperial functions, should be previously agreed to by those bodies.
Of course, in the present use of the term local bodied, I include the local representation of the United Kingdom.
In the case of the first definition, that particular representation would be comprised in the Imperial Parliament
as at present constituted.
Principle seven requires the previous assent of the local bodies (that term being used as in the last preceding
paragraph) to the basis of proportionate taxation which the Imperial Parliament will have power to impose. I
mean by this limitation that the principle of the basis of proportionate taxation, whether according to
population, or according to revenue, or according to any other standard, or standards, and whether it should be
uniform, or exceptional in certain cases, should be first agreed to by the local bodies; and that, subsequently,
any change in the principle, or principles, of that basis should be agreed to in like manner.

I attach considerable importance to principle nine—namely the preliminary assembling of a representative
conference, is order that it may discuss and consider the plan proposed, among others which may be
forthcoming, in all its branches. The conference would be merely empowered to make recommendations for
public consideration, but the deliberations of that body, and its proposals, would, of themselves, be most useful
in tending to bring difficult and complicated questions to practical and satisfactory issues.
I wish to add that I leave untouched the term of existence of Parliament and all the prerogatives of the
Crown.
This proposed plan of Imperial Federation, the leading principles of which I have here sketched, refers
solely, as I premised at first, to the United Kingdom and the self-governing Colonies. It, therefore, remains for
consideration whether the plan could be extended so as to include Crown Colonies. The characteristic feature of
the Governments of Crown Colonies is that the Crown, more or less, predominates in the constitution of their
legislatures; and that, in all cases, the executive functions are practically discharged by the Governor himself,
subject to instructions from the Crown, and independently of his advisers, who are not, in the constitutional
sense of the term, responsible Ministers. Bearing this fact in mind, I consider that it would be anomalous to vest
the election of federal members for Crown Colonies in the inhabitants of those colonies. So long as they are not
entitled to elect representatives for the management of local affairs, they cannot properly be entitled to elect
representatives in a federal body for the management of Imperial affairs. But it seems to me that their respective
legislatures, however constituted, may justly be empowered to elect Members for Crown Colonies to the
Imperial Parliament.
There is, however, in connection with this subject, an important question which should be borne in mind
with respect to the allotment of the proportionate number of members for each Crown Colony. The Crown, at
present, has a dominant voice in legislation and in administration in Crown Colonies. Moreover, under the
suggested plan of Imperial Federation, the Crown would be one of the estates of the Imperial Parliament, or, to
state the case more accurately, the Crown would bear the same relation as it bears at present to the Imperial
Parliament. It is accordingly, in my view, only a sound and just conclusion, that the measure of proportion
which should regulate the number of Federal Members for each Crown Colony, ought to be on a smaller scale
than that in the case of self-governing Colonies; and that this smailer scale should be graduated lower, as the
governing power of the Crown in each Crown Colony happened to be greater.
These conditions may, I think, be so adapted as to enable Crown Colonies, possibly, even if that term
should comprise what are in fact mere military possessions, to be included in the proposed plan of Imperial
Federation.
I submit this imperfect sketch of the principles on which, as I venture to think, a practical working plan for
the Federation of the Mother Country and the Colonies should be based, in the earnest hope that my suggestions
may at least serve to elicit practical inquiry and discussion, and thus tend, however insignificantly, to the
attainment of the great common object which the advocates of Imperial Federation have in view.
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Tarawera Mountain
From above Te Ariki—on road to Rotomahana.
Report on the Tarawera Volcanic District.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT.
THE district in which the volcanic eruptions took place is hilly and open, hut with a band of forest running
through the lake country to the Patetere plateau. North of Lake Tarawera this band of forest is about ten miles
broad, but west of Rotorua it attains a much greater breadth; it is, however, broken by a strip of open land round

Rotorua and the west end of Rotoiti. South of Lake Tarawera the country is covered with fern and stunted
tea-tree (Leptospermum).
The highest points are—Mount Tarawera (3,609ft.), on the south-east side of Lake Tarawera; Ngongotaha
(2,554ft.), west of Ohinemutu; Haroharo (2,529ft.), south of Rotoehu; Whakapongakau (2,524ft.), between
Rotoiti and Lake Otakaina; and Moerangi (2,440ft.), north of Rotokakahi. The lakes form two groups, the first
of which contains Rotorua, Rotoiti, Rotoehu, and Rotoma. These lakes lie in the same valley, and were
formerly united, but have been separated by the lowering of the drainage-channel. They perhaps owe their
origin to eruptions from Haroharo blocking up the valley. The second group includes Otakaina, Okereka,
Tikitapu, Rotokakahi, Tarawera, and Rotomahana; they may possibly owe their origin to former eruptions of
Mount Tarawera. The heights of the lakes above the sea are thus given by Dr. von Hochstetter : Rotorua,
1043ft.; Tarawera, 1,075ft.; Rotomahana, 1,088ft.; but these figures are probably too low, as he made
Ngongotahi to be 2,282ft., or 272ft. less than the height given by the Survey Department.
Hot Springs.—Nearly all the mud-volcanoes, fumaroles, siliceous springs, and solfataras of New Zealand
are included in a zone, about twenty miles broad, running north-north-east from Lake Taupo; bounded on the
north-west by the Patetere plateau, and on the north-east by the Kaingaroa Plains. To this zone Dr. von
Hochstetter applied the name "Taupo zone:" in it he recognized three parallel lines. The first is the main line
which extends from Tongariro to White Island : it includes Rotomahana as well as the hot springs of
Kakaramea and the valley of the Waiotapu. The second line is about four miles to the north-west of the first,
and includes the springs on the north-west side of the Paeroa Range and at Orakei-Korako. The third line is
fourteen miles from the first, and passes through Ateamuri, Ohinemutu, Tikitere, and Rotoiti.
"New Zealand," p. 431.
He considered that the second and third of these lines were due to faults by which the low land between the
Paeroa Range and the Patetere plateau had been thrown clown; the steam escaping through the fissures
produced by the dislocations,
"New Zealand," p. 400. He here places Rotomahana on the same line as Orakei-Korako.
The recent volcanic eruptions took place on the first line. The new craters are divided into two groups : (1)
on Mount Tarawera, (2) on the plains from the foot of the mountain through Rotomahana and the valley of the
Haumi nearly to Lake Okaro.
Observers.—On the night of the eruption the only Europeans on the south and cast of Tarawera were at
Galatea, on the Rangitaiki River, sixteen miles from the mountain; but the place lies low, and the mountain
cannot be seen. On the north-west side European observers were at Wairoa (seven miles), Rotorua (fifteen
miles), and Lake Rotoiti (eighteen miles). From near Wairoa the whole of Mount Tarawera can be seen, but
from Rotorua the south-west end of the mountain (Tarawera proper) is hidden. Prom Rotoiti the view is entirely
cut off by Whakapongakau.

GEOLOGY.
The only published account of the geology of the district is the survey of Dr. P. von Hochstetter, made in
1859 for the Provincial Government of Auckland. We have found this account to be very accurate, and have
merely added to it a few additional observations of our own.
Volcanic Rocks.—The central portion of the district is composed of rhyolitic rocks, which are bounded on
the south-east by the Whakatane Mountains, a high range lying on the east bank of the Rangitaiki River,
composed of Palaeozoic sandstones belonging to the Maitai system. To the west and north they are

Plate 1.
Summit of Mt Tarawera from Paeroa. 2ND July 1886.
bounded by the trachytic tuffs and breccias of the Patetere plateau and of the hills between the north side of
Rotoiti and Matata. Dr. Hochstetter considered that the trachytic rocks of the Patetere plateau were an older
formation than the rhyolites of the Taupo zone.
The rhyolites form all the hills from the south side of Rotoiti and Ngongotahi to Mount Tarawera. They
surround Lakes Rotokakahi, Tarawera, and Rotomahana, and stretch across the Kaingaroa Plains to Galatea and
south-west to Ateamuri. No other volcanic rocks were previously known in the neighbourhood of the recent
eruptions; but one of the Okaro craters shows in its walls a dark augite-andesite, and has thus got the name of
the Black Crater. The rhyolites are partly the stony variety with grains and crystals of quartz known as liparite
or quartz-trachyte, and partly the vitreous variety known as pitchstone—the vitrophyre of Vogelsang. This
pitchstone varies much in character, and is often spherulitic; but we have seen no true obsidian in the district.

Mount Edgecombe on the north-east, and Tauhara on the south-west, near Lake Taupo, are characteristic
volcanic cones, both marked by Von Hochstetter as trachytic; but in the rhyolitic district there is no true cone
unless it may be Haroharo, near Rotoehu.
Mount Tarawera.—Mount Tarawera is a flat-topped ridge about three miles long and half a mile to a
quarter of a mile broad, running in a north-east and south-west direction. It rises precipitously from an elevated
plateau deeply cut into hills and valleys by the rain (see Frontispiece). On the eastern side a long spur, covered
with forest, runs out towards Mount Edgecombe, and on the south-west side another shorter spur stretches to
the south. The ridge itself is divided by a saddle, estimated by Mr. Percy Smith at 500ft. deep, which divides a
smaller north-west portion, called Wahanga, from the chief part of the mountain. The highest peak is called
Ruawahia, and is situated just south of the saddle, while the southern peak of the ridge is called Tarawera by the
Maoris. By Europeans, however, the name Tarawera is generally applied to the whole mountain, including
Wahanga. It bears no resemblance to a volcanic cone, whether composed of tuft or of viscid lava; and Mr.
Percy Smith, who ascended it three times previous to the eruption, states that there was no appearance of a
crater on the top. On a point of so much importance we may be permitted to quote Mr. Smith's own words, as
he is the only competent observer who has visited the mountain. He says, "Prior to the eruption the two
mountains of Wahanga and Ruawahia (for Tarawera is only a local name on the south end of Ruawahia) formed
two high table-lands of about three miles in total length by about half a mile in width, divided by the saddle
before referred to, the top of which was covered with large angular fragments of trachyte, which had the
appearance of having been shivered into pieces by frost; and the top was further divided into hillocks by deep
crevasses running irregularly in all directions. The edge of this table-land has steep, precipitous, rocky sides,
falling off into gentle slopes all round, on which were several forests of considerable size—now, alas, all
destroyed."
"Volcanic Eruption at Tarawera," 1886, H.-26, p. 2.
Lake Rotomahana.—Before the eruption Rotomahana was a shallow lake, with patches of raupo (Typha
latifolia) of irregular form, less than a mile in length by a quarter of a mile in breadth, lying in a
north-and-south direction. The northern and southern ends were low and swampy; the sides, both east and west,
were higher and rocky, but the rocks were decomposed into soft fumarole-clays, red, white, and grey in colour.
On the eastern side the hills rose rather abruptly to a height of about 200ft. above the lake, while on the west
they sloped up, more gently, to what is called by Hochstetter the Papawera plateau, about 750ft. or 800ft. above
the lake. South-west of the lake and about a mile distant is the hill Hape o Toroa, 2,300ft. (Hector) above the
sea, and between 900ft. and 1,000ft. above the former level of the lake. Between this hill and the lake is another
smaller one called Oruakorako. All these hills were covered with fern and tea-tree (Leptospermum).
Old Lake-basins and Sinter Deposits.—Extensive old lacustrine beds are found on the south side of
Rotorua, forming the flat between the lake and "Whakarewarewa, and they extend along each side to Awahou
and Te Ngae. These beds are horizontally stratified, but often current-bedded, and consist of sand and
pumice-gravel with occasional beds of fine pumice-dust, evidently an old volcanic ash. At the base of the cliff's
near Te Ngae we found, in one locality, a bed of angular rhyolitic gravel, the stones being of all sizes up to 3in.
or 4in. in diameter. These beds are covered unconformably by a younger set of rhyolite grits, coloured
yellow-brown by hydrous ferric oxide, which we had no time to examine sufficiently. Rhyolite grit with quartz
occurs also on the Island of Mokoia to an altitude of about 100ft. above the lake.

Plate II.
Mt Tarawera from Near Galatea, 4TH July, 1886.
South of the Hemo Gorge, by which the Taupo Road leaves the Rotorua basin, there is another old
lake-basin, now entirely filled up, from the middle of which rises Haparangi, like Mokoia in Rotorua. This
basin is ten or twelve, miles long by about four or five in breadth; but we had no time to examine it.
Waikoura basin, or Earthquake Flat, where the roads from Rotorua to Paeroa and to Galatea diverge, has
the appearance of being another old lake-basin; but, unlike the others, it is entirely filled up by volcanic
ejectamenta. On the north-east side, near the broader end, there is a remarkable crateriform hollow, about (50ft.
long and 30ft. broad, and 25ft. deep. It is of irregular form, a projection extending into it. On the north-west
side. An old watercourse leaves it on the western side; but this is not more than 6ft. or 8ft. deep. On the
southerly side a very-good section, exposed by the late earthquakes, shows that the lower half is formed by
rhyolite-tuff and agglomerate covered by beds of red and yellow fumaroles-clay. These have suffered
considerable denudation, and are overlain unconformably by the following:—
•
Rhyolite-sand;

•
Pumice-dust without quartz;
•
Rhyolite-grit;
•
Pumice-sand with quartz;
the whole being covered by a deposit of yellow sand. The northern and eastern sides are obscure, but appear to
consist of rhyolite agglomerate nearly to the surface.
Old siliceous sinter deposits are found in many places on the south side of Rotorua; and the hill called
Pukeroa, behind Ohinemutu, as well as Tamate Heria on the lake, are composed entirely of it. The sinter, both
here and in the Rotorua Township, is overlain by the lacustrine pumice-sands already mentioned. We also saw
some siliceous sinter by the side of the Taupo Road between Haparangi and Horohoro.

RECORDS OF PREVIOUS ERUPTIONS AND EARTHQUAKES.
Volcanic Ash.—Near Ateamuri, on the River Waikato, pumice-sands are seen capping high flat-topped
hills, and sections on the Taupo Road show two ash-deposits divided by a chocolate-coloured band representing
an old surface-soil. The older of the two is pumice-ash with quartz, and contains masses of pumice as well as
angular pieces of rhyolite and, very rarely, black scoria. It is of considerable thickness, but the bottom is not
exposed. The upper ash, above the old surface-soil, is 10ft. thick in places, although usually less, and it can he
traced north to Lichfield, where it thins out. It is composed of pumice-sand containing angular fragments of
pumice and of compact rocks up to 1in. or 1½in. in diameter. These rocks are chiefly variously-coloured
rhyolites; more rarely porphyritic basalt with olivine. At the base, just above the surface-soil, there is often a
thin band of grey, very fine pumice-ash with small quantities of quartz. It is from½n. to¼in. thick, and is very
like the fine ash lately thrown out of Mount Tarawera. The coarse pumice-ash contains fragments of carbonized
wood, and shows no appearance of getting finer upward.
At Galatea, on the banks of the Rangitaiki River, overlying the liparites, there is a pumice-ash with quartz,
very like the newer ash at Ateamuri and also containing carbonized wood. It is, however, covered by 2ft. to 4ft.
of loose, coarse rhyolitic sand.
At Lake Rotorua the fine pumice-ash, already mentioned as occurring in the cliffs at Te Ngae, contains no
quartz, while the beds below it are composed largely of quartz grains. This is probably owing to the ash having
fallen into the lake and the quartz grains having sunk rapidly, while the lighter pumice remained in suspension
for some time.
All the beds at Earthquake Flat are pyroclastic, but in the upper part, above the fumarole-clays, we have a
fine pumice-dust (No. 3) overlying coarser beds much as at Te Ngae, and we cannot doubt but that this dust is
the finer portion of the ash which fell into still water, and consequently settled after the coarser part.
Earthquake Fissures and Crateriform Hollows.—A well-marked earthquake fissure, which was noticed by
Dr. von Hochstetter in 1859, crosses Earthquake Flat south of the point where the Galatea and Paeroa roads
meet, and runs for about half a mile in a north-east and south-west direction—that is, parallel to the fissure
which has lately been opened in Mount Tarawera. Crateriform hollows, like the one already mentioned in
Earthquake Flat, occur in several places in the district, and are probably due to former earthquakes, like the
circular hollows formed in Calabria by the earthquake of 1873,
Lyell: "Principles of Geology," vol. 2, p. 127.
although ours are often much larger. In Calabria they were found to have a pipe at the bottom, filled with
loose sand, up which the water spouted. This no doubt was the same with ours, for they closely resemble the
so-called Okaro craters, lately opened, the

South end of Rotomahana, 27TH June. 1886.
From a Photograph by Wheeler & Son Christchurch.
most southerly of which shows a ring of red fumarole-clay round its mouth very like that seen in the hollow
in Earthquake Flat.
No scoria cones were known in the district, but we were informed by Mr. Frazer, of Taheke, that on the
south side of Mount Tarawera, in a line with Rotomahana, there used to be a hill about 400 yards long, 200
yards wide, and 120 yards high, rising up from a flat, with a crater-like hole on the top and hundreds of
boulders of obsidian lying about it. The inside of the crater sloped and was covered with fern.
Dr. von Hochstetter also mentions that Rotomakariri, near Rotomahana, had curious circular coves which
reminded him of the tuff-craters near Auckland;
"New Zealand," p. 419, and fig.
and he said that the solfatara of Ruahine, near Tikitere, had the appearance of being an active crater.

"New Zealand," p. 430, and fig.
Viewed with our present knowledge, we may well believe that the crateriform springs of the White and Pink
Terraces, of Rotopunamu and other places on Rotomahana, commenced with explosions like those which
happened on the 10th of last June.

PREMONITORY SYMPTOMS.
These appear to have been very few and slight. Ruapehu, of which no previous record or even tradition of
activity exists, had been observed to be steaming for several months previous to the eruption. On the 16th April,
1886, Mr. L. Cussen; ascended the mountain and found a steaming crater on the top; and on the next day he
saw a large column of steam, 100ft. high, ascending from it. No extra activity has been observed in Tongariro,
but Mr. A. B. Wright informs me that his men, who were camped at the north-east base of Tongariro on the
night of the 9th June, heard a series of explosions come from the mountain, so loud and in such rapid
succession that they expected an eruption would follow. They felt no earthquakes, although a week or so after
the eruption Mr. Wright felt several severe ones between Tongariro and Lake Taupo, followed by a rumbling
noise and distinct explosions in Tongariro. No unusual activity has been observed at White Island, and all
through the eruption it appears to have retained its ordinary condition.
Earthquakes of a local character have occasionally been felt in the Tarawera district ever since Europeans
inhabited the country, but during the last few months they had become much more common—not enough,
however, to excite alarm, or even to arouse a suspicion that anything unusual was going to happen. The hot
springs at Rotorua had been gradually declining, but this, as well as the low level of the lake, was, no doubt,
due to the exceptionally dry season that had passed. On Monday, the 7th June, a party of excursionists from
Wairoa visited Rotomahana, accompanied by the well-known guide Sophia, and reported nothing unusual
there.
Heavy rain fell at Rotorua on the 4th and 5th June. From then to the time of the eruption it was fine at
Rotorua, but at Wairoa it was showery on Wednesday, the 9th.
The self-registering barometer at the Government Sanatorium shows that at Rotorua on the forenoon of the
9th the glass gradually fell until 4 p.m., when it reached 29.00in. It then began to rise, and at 1 a.m. on the 10th
was at 29.10in., which it maintained all through the eruption.

GENERAL ACCOUNT OF THE ERUPTION.
When it is remembered that the eruption of Mount Tarawera was quite unexpected, and that it occurred in
the middle of the night in a hilly country sparsely inhabited, it will be allowed that a strictly correct narrative of
the eruption is impossible. Nevertheless we are of opinion that the following gives a fairly accurate account of
the sequence of events that took place.
Commencement of the Eruption.—The night of Wednesday, the 9th June, 1886, was fine and starlight, the
moon in her first quarter, and it was nearly calm. At 12.30 a.m. on the 10th earthquakes commenced, slight at
first, but increasing in intensity. At 1.15 or 1.20 a.m. Wahanga broke out with a flash followed by an explosion,
after which everything remained quiet until 1.45 a.m., when the main eruption commenced, probably from
Ruawahia. At 2.10 a.m. there was a violent earthquake, and immediately afterwards Tarawera broke out with a
loud roar; and at 2.30 a.m. the whole mountain from Wahanga to Tarawera was in violent eruption. The column
of steam was at first continuous, but afterwards broke up into seven or more distinct columns. These spread
slowly out at the top into abroad black cloud. Forked lightning darted out from the column, and brilliant
electrical scintillations illuminated the margin of the cloud. Showers of red-hot stones were shot upwards like
rockets, and fell outwards in all directions; the column was also lighted up by the reflection from the red-hot
rocks below. The red-hot stones were seen distinctly at Gis-

Plate IV.
Te Hape O Toroa. 16TH June 1886.
From a Photograph by C. Spencer, Tauranca.
borne—seventy-five miles distant—and the height to which they ascended was calculated by Archdeacon
Williams to be 32,000ft., which, however, seems to be excessive.
At 2.30 a.m. another black (one observer says yellow) steam column arose straight up from near Lake

Okaro, and attained an elevation considerably greater than that from Mount Tarawera. All observers agree that
this column came from a point much to the west of Rotomahana. It was thought to proceed from Kakaramea,
but it is now known that the southernmost crater is considerably to the north of Kakaramea, but on the direct
line between Kakaramea and Wairoa. At 3.30 a.m. very violent earthquakes and eruptions commenced, which
were probably caused by the outbreak of Rotomahana. It is impossible to ascertain this with certainty, as no one
was in a position to observe this portion of the line; but the evidence obtained by the boating party that visited
Te Ariki on the 14th June is strongly confirmatory of the opinion that some of the Okaro craters were active
before those of Rotomahana. The boating party found the Kaiwaka Creek, which formerly drained
Rotomahana, to be dry, and with Avails 20ft. to 25ft. high; the lower; portion formed of scoria, stones, and
white ash, covered by a layer of mud from 2ft. to 5ft. thick. The bed of the creek was dry and firm near Lake
Tarawera, but higher up the bottom got soft. The layer of mud had been cut through as well as the scoria, so
that the stream must have flowed after the mud had been deposited. This, therefore, must have taken place
before the eruption of Rotomahana, which dried up the steam.
The steam columns from Rotomahana and Okaro are not reported to have been accompanied by red-hot
stones, neither were they lit up by reflections from red-hot rocks. They spread slowly to the north, and obscured
the cloud from the mountain.
Decline of the Eruption.—At 5.30 a.m. on the 10th the crisis of the eruption was over, although heavy
earthquakes continued until 6 a.m. The pillar of steam from Mount Tarawera was seen at 9 a.m., and thunder
and lightning-flashes continued to 10 or 11 a.m. Mrs. Blyth, who at this time was on the Kaingaroa Plains
trying to get from Galatea to Rotorua, states that there was then no eruption from Wahanga or from Ruawahia,
only at Tarawera proper, as well as at Rotomahana and Okaro. At 4 or 5 p.m. the eruptions from Rotomahana
and Okaro were much less, although Tarawera was still very active and making a great noise. It continued in
that state until about midnight.
On the morning of the 11th only small quantities of steam were issuing from the mountain, but the craters
of Rotomahana and Okaro continued to throw out immense quantities of steam together with sand and stones.
On Sunday, the 13th, the steam column was observed by Mr. Humphries at New Plymouth—120 miles
distant—and calculated to reach 25,000ft. above the sea Stones were ejected from these craters for ten or twelve
days but with diminished quantities of steam; and from that time to the end of our visit the amount of steam
remained practically the same. On the 8th July, and again on the night of the 12th slight spasmodic increases in
violence of the Rotomahana craters took place.
It thus appears that the eruption of the mountain began at 1.15 a.m., continued for about twenty-three hours,
and then rapidly declined. The eruptions from the flat commenced at 2.30 a.m., were most violent from 3.30 to
5.30 a.m., them slowly decreased, but continued for ten or twelve days to eject solid materials, and, with the
exception of the southern crater, they were during our visit gigantic fumaroles.

RESULTS OF THE ERUPTION.
Detailed accounts of the results of the eruption will be given by Professor F. D. Brown and Professor
A. P. Thomas in separate reports. The outline here presented is only intended to explain the conclusions
arrived at as to the cause of the eruptions.

Openings formed in the Earth.
A comparison of photographs of Mount Tarawera, taken from Wairoa and from near Te Ariki before and
after the eruption shows that very little change has taken place in the shape of the mountain. Wahanga,
Tarawera (proper), and the saddle between Wahanga and Ruawahia appear almost unaltered, but the ridge
between Ruawahia and Tarawera has undergone changes in out-line, although no true cone has been formed.
On the eastern side of the mountain, near the top, a long fissure extends from Wahanga to the southern
slope of Tarawera (Plates I. and II.). This is seen very plainly from the Kaingaroa Plains, near Galatea (Plate
II.).
In this plate the fissure is represented too far down the mountain; it ought to be close under the top from
Tarawera to Ruawahia. The line of steam running down from Ruawahia towards the north may perhaps come
from a lava-stream.
From Paeroa, which is on the direct line from Mount Tarawera through Kakaramea, this easterly fissure can
also be seen, as well as a crater on the top of Tarawera, which is probably connected with the fissure. Plate I.
represents this as seen through a telescope; the pointed hill on

Plate V.

The Okaro Craters from Pareheru, 27TH June 1886.
From a Photograph by Wheeler & Son, Christchurch.
the right foreground being the summit of Kakaramea, which is just about half-way between Tarawera and
Paeroa.
Half-way up the south-west side of Tarawera there is another fissure, which runs up to Ruawahia, and
probably joins the easterly fissure. This westerly fissure was noticed soon after the eruption, and is the one
mentioned by Mr. Percy Smith and Dr. Hector (D) in their reports to the Government. The easterly fissure is
that marked A—C on Dr. Hector's diagram. These two fissures may, for convenience, be called the craters on
the mountain.
On the plains, near the foot of the mountain, Rotomahana has been much enlarged, including now
Rotomakariri to the north-east and beyond the Pink Terraces to Oruakorako on the south-west. The bottom does
not appear to be deeper than it was before, but it is filled with mud in which are several crater-Rings, either
steaming or full of water. Plate III. is taken from Oruakorako, looking east. Between Rotomahana and the foot
of Mount Tarawera a new lake, with precipitous walls, has been formed; it is about a mile long and of irregular
outline.
South-west of Rotomahana, in the valley of the Haumi, there is a row of six or eight crateriform hollows,
known as the Okaro craters (Plates IV. and V.). The third of these craters from the south, or the Black Crater,
lies at the foot of a low hill;
In Plate V. the second column of steam from the right is coming from the Black Crater.
which circumstance has led to the opinion that the hill itself has been formed by ejections from the crater,
and it was called Mount Haszard. The hill, however, is part of the old surface, and was in existence long before
the eruption. These openings from Okaro to the foot of Mount Tarawera may be called the craters on the plains.
Our knowledge of the size and positions of all these openings at present very imperfect, and must remain so
until an accurate topographical survey of them has been made.

Materials ejected.
Two different rocks have been ejected—viz., rhyolite and augite-andesite—and each is either compact or
vesicular. The augite-andesite, when compact, is greyish-black, vesicular in places, and with opaque-white
angular fragments of decomposed rhyolite. In the vesicular state it is black scoria.
The rhyolite is of several varieties, but all are pale in colour, and more or less decomposed by the felspar
being kaolinized. In the vesicular state it is white glassy pumice, with quartz grains more or less abundantly
developed.
From the mountain came vesicular scoria and pumice as well as fine ash. It always fell dry, and was hot
eighteen miles from the mountain. Scoria is far more abundant than pumice.
From the plains came compact blocks, grit, and dust, chiefly rhyolite, without any pumice or scoria. These
fell warm close round the openings, but farther off as intensely cold mud, and still farther as fine dry dust.
The boundary between these two deposits is tolerably well marked, and passes along the western base of
Mount Tarawera through the eastern end of Rotoiti to Maketu. To the east of this line the deposit is all from the
mountain, while to the west the deposit from the mountain is overlain by the deposit from the craters on the
plains.

CAUSE OF THE ERUPTION.
Eruption of the Mountain.—The eruption of Mount Tarawera was a true volcanic explosion of a
paroxysmal character, throwing up large quantities of red-hot scoria and pumice, although no lava is known to
have been emitted. It may also be looked upon as the opening of a new volcanic vent; for, although it is
probable that further investigation may prove Mount Tarawera to be an old volcano, still it is evident that the
new fissures are not in the same position as the old crater. The great interest, therefore, from a scientific point
of view, is that we see in it the method of establishment of a new volcanic vent, while the eruption was so short
and so violent that the openings have not been buried, but can be examined at leisure, which is not the case with
either Jorullo or Monte Nuovo.
An examination of the ejectamenta from the craters shows that—(1) A complete series can be made, from
compact andesite with decomposed rhyolite to the same rock highly vesicular, but still showing fragments of
the rhyolite and quartz; (2) a similar series can be made from decomposed rhyolite to quartzose pumice; (3) the

Black Crater has thrown out blocks of an old andesitic lava, which has overflowed a still older rhyolitic lava,
the two being intimately connected at the line of junction. The same intimate connection between scoria and
pumice is seen in fragments thrown out by Mount Tarawera, and it is very improbable that this similar intimate
connection between two similar rocks should have been brought about in two different ways.

GENERAL VIEW FROM LAKE ROTORUA
From this it follows that the scoria and pumice emitted by Mount Tarawera are old surface-rocks that have
been lately heated up to the point of fusion, for if this were not so they could not have become vesicular.
Evidently, therefore, we have in this reheating of surface-rocks, which had been previously saturated with
water, the immediate cause of the eruption of the mountain.
If now we further inquire, How came these rocks to be reheated? we see at once that the cause was local, in
the mountain, for the reheated rocks have all previously undergone atmospheric decomposition. Consequently
the heat could not have been caused by upward conduction, through the solid crust, of the internal heat of the
earth. If such had been the case the heat would have been widespread, and Rotomahana would have been heated
as well as the mountain. No difference in the conducting power of rocks can explain the fact that Mount
Tarawera was much more strongly heated than Rotomahana. No chemical changes, at all competent to do the
work, suggest themselves as the cause of reheating.
The crushing of rock, due to strains in the mountain, and the conversion of these mechanical movements
into heat, seems at first sight very plausible, as mechanical movements might be expected to occur along old
lines of weakness, such as the line from Tongariro to White Island may be conceived to be. But when closely
examined this theory is found beset with difficulties. It has been calculated that ten volumes of rock must be
rapidly crushed in order to fuse one volume, and even then the heat of the ten crushed volumes must, in some
way, be focussed into the one fused volume. Leaving, however, the localization of the heat out of the question,
we find that in the case of Mount Tarawera several millions of tons have been fused and ejected, and therefore
several tens of millions of tons must have been crushed but not fused. But very nearly all the material ejected
by the mountain has been fused : where, therefore, is the immense amount of crushed but unfused material? and
why was none of it ejected? Instead of the mountain having been crushed, there are now two deep gaping
fissures in it; and photographs of one of them, taken by Mr. C. Spencer, show that it has solid rock on each side.
Again, several tens of millions of tons of rock could hardly have been rapidly crushed without producing
violent earthquakes; but the earthquakes which preceded the eruption were not violent, but so slight that many
people, even in Wairoa, were not awakened until after the eruption had begun, and none of the earthquakes
were so violent as those due to subsequent explosions of steam from Rotomahana. The heaviest earthquakes
were after the eruption had commenced, not before it, and probably therefore all were the effects, not the
causes, of explosions. Also many greater earthquakes have occurred in the district without causing an eruption;
consequently the local production of heat by crushing appears to be very improbable.
The only other explanation left to us is that the local increase of temperature was due to molten rock having
been forced upwards from below into the mountain. We know that molten rocks have, at some former time,
been erupted all along the Taupo zone; and the fact that heat has also been lately developed in Ruapehu,
without any accompanying earthquakes, points also to this movement of molten rock as the true explanation of
the case. When we remember the slow conducting-power of rocks and the great thickness of surface that has
been heated, it seems evident that this intrusion of melted rock into Mount Tarawera must have taken place a
long time before the eruption; and this is in accordance with the facts that the heat had been developed in
Ruapehu in April, and that for several months earthquakes had occurred occasionally in the Tarawera district.
Two hypotheses have been put forward to explain the upward rise of molten rock in the earth. The first is
that incandescent rock lying deep down in the earth gradually absorbs condensed water-vapour by capillary
action under great pressure, and the quantity gradually increases until the pressure of the overlying rock is
overcome, and the water-vapour flashes into steam. The two principal objections to this hypothesis are—(a)
that it is very doubtful if the necessary pressure exists in the interior of deeply-seated rocks to force the
condensed water-vapour into the incandescent rock; and (6) this condensed water-vapour must have had the
same temperature and pressure as the rock when it was absorbed; it is difficult therefore to see why after
absorption it should have more expansive force than before it was absorbed. The second hypothesis is that the
upward rise of molten rock is clue to pressure arising from movements of the earth's crust over a liquid or
viscid interior. This hypothesis is, of course, open to all the objections that have been urged against a viscid
interior of the earth. It will not, however, be necessary for me to discuss these rival hypotheses, for I do not sec
that the present eruption throws any new light on the subject.

PART OF THE BLACK CRATER THROWING UP STONES

Eruptions on the Plains.—The eruptions from the Rotomahana and Okaro craters were very different in
character from those of Mount Tarawera. No great heat was developed. They ejected no red-hot stones, nor
scoria nor pumice, but up to the last threw out angular slightly-heated fragments of surface-rock. They were
therefore not truly volcanic, but only hydro-thermal in action, although they ejected a large amount of fine ash,
a phenomenon which was previously supposed to accompany true volcanic action only. It must be remembered,
however, that the rocks through which these eruptions burst were already decomposed and soft, with water
probably all through them.
The eruptions on the plains followed those from the mountains, and were, no doubt, caused by them. Their
position shows that they are in some way connected with the fissure on the mountain; but they can never have
been directly connected with that fissure, because, if they had been, (a) scoria and pumice would have been
ejected from them as from the mountain, and (b) the eruption of Rotomahana would probably have preceded
that of the Okaro craters instead of having followed them. Although following in a general way the direction of
the fissure, the craters are by no means arranged in a straight line; indeed, those in and about Rotomahana are
scattered over a belt at least half a mile broad. Also no fissure can be seen at the surface as it can on Mount
Tarawera; the cliffs now surrounding Rotomahana being due merely to landslips of the much-decomposed rock.
Each of the Okaro craters is isolated, so that it is possible to walk round any of them without crossing a fissure,
and no fissure is visible on either side.
Still, the position of these craters evidently connects them in some way with an underground extension of
the Mount Tarawera fissure. Probably molten rock was injected, as a dyke, into the fissure below, and the
earthquakes, caused by the explosions at Mount Tarawera, deranged the subterranean water-reservoirs at Okaro,
and allowed some of this water to find its way towards the heated dyke. Before reaching this, however, it was
violently ejected as steam, forming the so-called Okaro craters. Subsequent earthquakes caused
surface-fissures, which drained off the water of Rotomahana towards the incandescent mass, but this water also
was flashed into steam at a considerable distance from the dyke, and consequently no direct communication
was established between the subterranean fissure and the surface. The Rotomahana craters are, in fact, only
colossal fumaroles, which we know from observation often commence by throwing up mud and stones.
Lessons of the Eruption.—(1.) The most important point on which this eruption gives evidence is, as I have
already said, the method of establishment of a new volcanic vent; but there are other very interesting points in
the eruption. For example:
(2.) It is proved that surface-rocks are reheated in a volcano.
(3.) Evidence is forthcoming that this reheating is not due to crushing. But on this head much more
evidence can be collected by a close survey of the fissures.
(4.) Evidence is produced in favour of an opinion held by many geologists, that surface water cannot come
into contact with molten rock by means of an open fissure.
(5.) Fine dust can be formed from soft rocks without much heat, and without true volcanic action.
Theory of Declining Volcanic Action.—Dr. von Hochstetter and all subsequent observers have agreed in the
opinion that volcanic energy was dying out in New Zealand. This opinion was based on the theory of
Waltershausen and Bunsen that our alkaline siliceous springs belonged to a second stage of decreasing
temperature; the first, or hotter stage, giving rise to acid springs and solfataras.
There are several facts in the Rotorua district which this theory does not explain. For example, the decaying
solfatara of Sodom and Gomorrah, between Rotorua and Whakarewarewa, has covered old sinter deposits with
thick layers of sulphur; and Waikite, the principal geyser at Whakarewarewa, has lately formed a thin coating
of sulphur over the upper portion of its sinter terraces, although the water from it gives a decided alkaline
reaction at present. Nevertheless, the theory is no doubt correct on the whole, but it applies equally to dormant
and to extinct volcanic districts. Whether the Taupo zone is merely in a dormant state and the late eruption
indicates a renewal of activity, or whether the eruption was merely a spasmodic death-struggle, time alone can
show; but the probabilities are much in favour of the latter supposition.

Part of the Blank Crater.
Appendix.
Digest of the Evidence on which the Narrative of the Eruption
is Based.
Mr. John Falloona was at Wairoa, and had a watch. He was awakened at 12.45 a.m. by earthquakes; got up

and went out. He saw Wahanga burst out with a large column of flame at about 1.15 a.m.; Ruawahia followed
at about 1.45. a.m. He then went into the house.
Mr. McCausland, of the Rotoiti sawmill, awoke at 1 a.m., and, being disturbed by earthquakes, got up and
went out. At 1.20 by his watch he saw a flash of light in the direction of Tarawera, and this was followed in
about five or seven minutes by a loud explosion; but from his position he could not see the mountain.
Mr. McRae, at Wairoa, states (newspaper account) that earth-quakes commenced about 12.30 a.m., and
continued for about an hour before the eruption broke out. When this was first seen it was like a small cloud on
a mountain, with flashes of lightning of great brilliancy.
Major W.G. Mair was at Taheke. According to newspaper account he was awakened about 1.15 a.m. by a
slight shock, followed by others in rapid succession, some very severe. At 1.45 there was a terrific roar, and he
saw in the direction of Tarawera a great column of fire shooting into the sky, while above it was a mass of
black cloud. There was not much tremor at this period.
Mr. Burrows, at Rotorua, had been to a party, and went to bed at about 1 a.m. Was hardly asleep when he
was awoke by earthquakes. Looked out of window and saw flashes of light towards Tarawera. Dressed and
went out. Saw what appeared to be the Tikitapu Bush on fire. He had no watch, but thinks it was about 1.45
a.m. Heard no explosions at first; then lights began to rise and fall over the hill, accompanied by a great noise.
At about 2 a.m. a black cloud began to rise.
Mr. R. D. Dansey, Postmaster at Rotorua.—Earthquakes commenced at 12.30 a.m.—very slight at first,
then increased. A sudden jerk at 2.5 a.m., followed by a roar at 2.10 a.m. This was the outbreak of Tarawera
proper. It then travelled towards Wahanga, and in about twenty minutes Wahanga broke out. At first there was
a single very broad column of steam from the mountain, but it afterwards broke up into about seven smaller
ones all along the top of the mountain. He could not, however, actually see the top of the mountain.
Rotomahana broke out at about 3.30 a.m. It did not make nearly so much noise as Tarawera. The cloud from
Okaro rose highest of all; it was of a yellow colour. The black cloud came very slowly towards Rotorua; it took
hours to come.
Mr. B. F. I. Edwards, of the Native Land Court of New Zealand, was at Ohinemutu. He was turned out by a
sharp earthquake at 1.30 a.m. He had a good watch. He saw no signs of the eruption at that time, and he turned
in again. Earthquakes fol- lowed, and he got up a second time at 1.55 a.m. Took a book. At a little after 2 a.m.
there was a long and severe shock; at 2.10, another, followed by a loud roar, like a gigantic waterfall. Thought a
large geyser had broken out. Looked out and saw thousands of fireballs shooting up. Got a glass, went out, and
saw that the explosion was from Tarawera proper. Then Wahanga blew up. Columns of flame shot up. Then
came a loud crash, and flames went up and down like a geyser. The cloud now wrapped over the range; then
Ruawahia shot up a column of flame through the black cloud. The noise now was terrific—had to shout as loud
as possible to men two yards off. All this time the cloud from Tarawera was spreading south. It was very calm.
At 3.30 a.m. he went to the top of Pukeroa, but the view was no better than on the point. All three mountains
were now in full play. At 4 a.m. a south-west gale began. At 6 a.m. the cloud was clear of all the hills, and he
went on to Pukeroa again. A huge black column of steam, a quarter of a mile in breadth, was going up in the
direction of Okaro, a little to the right of Moirangi. It was about five times the height of Tarawera.
Mr. J. C. Blyth was at Wairoa. The 9th June was cold, with showers of rain, but the night was very fine. At
1.50 a.m. was awakened by Miss Haszard knocking at his door. Looked out; could not see the mountain, and no
cloud. The cloud began to show over the hills at 2.15 a.m. There was no great noise, nor did he notice any
earthquakes at this time. The shaking began just before 3 a.m. Shocks very regular, about every ten minutes. At
3.20 the heaviest shock knocked a vase down from the mantelpiece. Heard a rumbling before each shock. At 3
a.m. the noise became dreadful. Ash began to fall at 3 or 3.5 a.m.; fell like hailstones. Roof fell in at about 3.40
a.m. Mud fell until 6.30 a.m., but it pot less after 6 a.m. It then—from 6.30 to 9 a.m.—fell light and dry like
snow. It fell in pellets between 3.30 and 5 a.m., or more. It was pasty, not frozen; there was no trouble in
walking over it; did not sink in it, nor did the boots clog.
Mr. Lundius was at Wairoa. Woke at 1.55 a.m. by earth-quakes; lit a candle at 2.10 a.m. by his watch. At
2.15 a.m. a loud hissing noise and a black column of steam from Tarawera proper. At 2.30 or 2.35 a.m. a black
cloud rose up in the direction of Kakaramea or Okaro.
Mr. Allom was at Ohinemutu. At 2.30 a.m. he saw fire all along the top of the mountain from Tarawera to
Wahanga. Between then and 3 a.m. a tall black cloud rose up to the right of Moirangi, in the direction of
Kakaramea.
Mr. Minett, at Wairoa.—Aroused at about 1 a.m. by an earthquake. There was a violent roaring, lasting four
or five minutes at a time, then dropping for a minute or two, then breaking out again. [From newspaper.]
By Authority: GEORGE DIDSBURY, Government Printer, Wellington.

Southern Crater.
The Chasm
South-West end of Tarawera.
Protection Rhyme and Reason.
A Dialogue.
By Davie McDoric.
[unclear: ry] this is somewhat, this is rhyme; but the other is neither rhyme nor reason.—Sir Thomas More.
[unclear: Britain] stands alone as a Freetrading Country—Sir Julius Vogel (see Ghosts' Delineation [unclear:
long] Dialectics, page 20).
[unclear: ever] tends in any country, to diminish the number of artificers and manufacturers, tends to [unclear:
the] Home market, the most important of all markets for the rude produce of the land, and thereby [unclear:
ther] to discourage agriculture.—Smith's "Wealth of Nations."
Price Sixpence.
Dunedin: Published by James Horsburgh, 73, George Street. 1887.

Respectfully Dedicated to The Honourable Sir
Robert Stout,
Premier of New Zealand,
By the undersigned, who, though a comparatively "recent arrival," has hail abundant occasion to admire
and esteem the said Sir Robert, not only as a Statesman, Scholar, Patriot, and Philanthropist, but as a Man—one
whose whole career has been a striking illustration and fulfilment of the Bard's prophecy—

"That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth,
Shall bear the gree an' a' that."
D. M.

Persons Represented.
Rob (Burns).
Allan.
Willie.
TIME—From 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Protection Rhyme & Reason.
O Willie [donned the ribbon bricht]
An' Rob an' Allan cam tae [tea],
Turee blyther lads that lee lang nicht
Ye wadna find in Christendie.

ROBERT BURNS.
If the result of examination be, that there appears upon the whole, any, the lowest presumption on one side,
and none on the other; or a greater presumption on one side, though in the lowest degree greater, this
determines the question.
BISHOP BUTLER.

Scene: Octagon, Dunedin, near Statue of Burns.
[unclear: Hech] sirs! sae stubborn an' sae hot,
[unclear: burnin'] question ye hae got?

[unclear: Wha's] that this statue in or near,
[unclear: wi'] a pair o' lugs tae hear,
[unclear: wi'] A gude auld Scotch tongue graced,
[unclear: me] muckle o' a ghaist.
[unclear: if] ye be sac, what care I?
[unclear: um] needna fear or fly.
[unclear: the] Hard himsel' come back,
[unclear: richt] weel tae hae a crack.

[unclear: A] spirit there, a medium here,
[unclear: fer] quarters I maun steer.
[unclear: again] in broad daylicht,
[unclear: while,] baith, gude nicht, guide nicht.

[unclear: O,] ay, your rule's been aye discretion;
[unclear: we] close our greensward Session,
[unclear: that,] though you're ne'er a hero,
[unclear: son's] licht you're maist in fear o'.

[unclear: I'll] no' admit what isna true,
[unclear: the] licht as little's you;
[unclear: open] tae conviction,
[unclear: question] truth's sole jurisdiction;
[unclear: for] this your eerie spirit,
[unclear: am] Smith's, I'll stop an' hear it.

[unclear: But] ama' regard ye show for him
[unclear: world-wide] fame can ne'er grow dim.

[unclear: There's] no ae Scotchman, ye can wager,
[unclear: Southern] Cross tae Ursa Major,
[unclear: undeveloped] veneration

[unclear: the] worthies o' oor nation;
[unclear: oor] poet lads in lots,—
[unclear: ns] Ramsays, Campbells, Scotts;
[unclear: ggs] oor Tannahills, an' so forth,
[unclear: thochts] like heather-fragrance flow forth.
[unclear: ur's] the Caledonian here
That doesna' heartily revere
The Cargills, Burns's, an' Macandrews,
That reared this province as St. Andrews,
Wi' hills sublime an' other entities,
That ne'er can lose their "old identities?"
But numerous as the names we boast,
Smith's in the crowd can ne'er be lost.
He towered a giant in his day,
An' said his philosophic say,
"No' for an age, but for a' time ";
No' for the north, but every clime
(That is, when a' conditions chime).
Vet mair than common is the flame
That warms my heart at Adam's name.
My grannie kent the pale-faced laddie
That's been a credit tae Kirkcaldy;
An' kent his books an' boucht them, but—
I'll no say a' the leaves were cut!
Yet what o' that? The books were braw,
An' stood wi' ithers in a raw,
Abune the cupboard—thus complete,
Baith mind an' body's wants tae meet.
Then grannie, auld an' like tae dee,
Bequeathed her precious "wealth" tae me;
An', no' like some, though age japanned,
Transferred it wi' her ain dear hand.
You may be sure I read it through,
An' deemed its every doctrine true.
But sune I met wi' writers many
On hoo tae earn the nation's penny,
No single ane o' whom agreed
Wi' a' essentials o' Smiths's creed.
I still stuck by him, but the ploom
Had lost a gude deal o' its bloom;
An' while I still imagine Smith
The "sovereignest" name tae conjure with,
I keep in mind the wise decree:
"When doctor's differ, lay are free."

ALLAN :Though a' Smith's works are tae my taste,
I like his Moral Theory maist.

WILLIE: I like it too, an' aft hae tried
The "feast o' reason" there supplied;
Tho' whiles I swither, which is best,

His critic "man within the breast,"
Wha through an average volume shines,
Or Robbie's weel kent twa wee lines:
"O wad some power the giftie gie us
Tae see oorsells as ithers see us."
Which hold Smith's bulky moral lessons
In clear an' portable quintessence,
An' seem tae prove ae grain o; sense
Worth tons o' Theory's pretence.

ALLAN: Then ye agree wi' Lord Macaulay
(Plain Tam, I wat, wad saired him brawly),
That as in what's ca'd gude society,
They speak their English wi' propriety,
The theory o' grammar there
Need naither young nor auld folk scare.

WILLIE: O, no, I don't; at least, I never
Hae come across a chiel sae clever,
That his unsystematic ear
Has kept his tongue frae error clear.
Nae doot, the practice o' a few
Was that frae which the theory grew;
But even the few that managed best
Wad hail this composition test;
An' those that had done noucht but blunder,
Wad at their new adeptness wonder.
An' so wi' maist o' things, the fact is,
The Theory will aid the practice;
But then said theory maun be
Frae big an' little error free,
Or better wad it be a lot
Tae leave us tae oor ain jog trot.
Why, even the multiplication table,
Which maks oor reckonin' gift sae able,
If it contained an error sma'
Micht wi' oor profit rin awa;
Nay, be employed tae such extent
As ruin a hale continent.
What wonder, then, if Freetrade fancies,
Derived frae mere one-sided glances,
Applied tae us as sound induction,
Portend our national destruction?
Smith's Moral Theory, though lang,
Was not in its conclusions wrang.
I wish as muckle could be said
O' what he wrote on foreign trade.
There, no doubt thoughtlessly, his breast
Is shut against a neutral guest;
An' consequently, though his power
Surpassed a deal the usual dower,

The very puddocks in the pond
Got his philosophy beyond :
"Mind," said they to the stoning boys
Who in poor froggie's fears rejoice.
What thus so recklessly you do
Is death to us, though sport to you."
So, Freetrade gain the seas across,
May be the poor colonials' loss.

ALLAN: Your moral wont at all apply;
Colonials are not forced to buy.

WILLIE: Nor were the negro slaves aye forced;
Their master's theory some endorsed.
They had been taught sae weel an' lang,
That negro richts were whip an' whang,
They quite agreed—that is, a few,
Though maist were tae their manhood true.
We, too, were wrangly taught at school;
Freetrade was nae mere general rule;
Whate'er oor circumstances were,
Applying it, we couldna err.
Hence, though our state is so depressed,
The leading cause is hardly guessed.
Our land is large, our soil is good,
More than sufficient is our food;
The requisite by which a nation
Should grow in wealth and population;
In spite o' which our trade is slack,
Our money goes, and comes not back;
Our men are miserably few,
Yet thousands can get nought to do.
There's something terribly awry.
Protection tells the how and why,
An' what the measure to apply.

ALLAN: Protection! I detest the name.

WILLIE: An' lang, ower lang, I did the same.
The name's quite innocent, though used
By Tory bigots till abused;
An prejudice infers relation
Frae casual association.
"What's in a name?" asks Juliet, yet—
Nor merely for her fiery set—
Would Romeo were a Capulet.
What's in a name?—experience shows

Its magic power to predispose.
For instance, there's the name of Burk,
That savage mair than ancient Turk.
O! hoo it made oor blade run cauld
Tae hear it in the days o' auld.
Yet now, when listenin' tae a name,
In sound at least the very same,
Not only is the nauseous nil,
But in its place a pleasant thrill.
Before us Edmund Burke it brings,
That noble type o' Nature's kings;
That man o' men, whase head an' heart
Impelled him tae a leadin' part,
In a' that soucht the weal of men,
Frae Britain's isles tae Hindostan.
And thus, too, will the name "Protection,"
In new and natural connection
With prosperous times and pleasant faces,
And wilds converted to oases,
Become to a' located here
"A thing o' beauty" tae the ear.

ALLAN: Were I a "prophet sooth an' old,"
Or Earlston's Knycht, the Rhymer bold,
An answer I micht tender;
But as the higher gift is thine,
An' proof, not prophecy, is mine,
My safety's in surrender.

[unclear: Come] lay aside that mournfu' mood,
[unclear: ke] yoursel', mere flesh an' blood;
[unclear: ins] no' sae high, sir,
[unclear: I] invoke "the vasty deep,"
[unclear: sprits] feign they're a' asleep.
[unclear: you] they answer, "Ay, sir."
[unclear: seriously,] the charge ye' ve made,
[unclear: I] frae prophecy seek aid,
[unclear: I] winna ca' it this,
[unclear: ly] truth's antithesis:
[unclear: an] prophecy's delusion,
[unclear: that] frae premiss tae conclusion.

[unclear: : Were't] no' that something else engrosses,
[unclear: your] premiss an' your process;
[unclear: as] it is, our spirit there,
[unclear: likely] punished i tae air.

[unclear: : "Auld] Ayr wham neer a toon surpasses,"
[unclear: it] still, its lads an' lasses;
[unclear: it] that Ayr or the ither,
[unclear: as] ye hear, gane thither.
[unclear: your] Octagon I stand,
[unclear: memorial] here at hand,
[unclear: blythe] clock, in mid-air hung,
[unclear: likes] sae ill tae haud its tongue.
[unclear: here] is Burns, the bard o' yore,
[unclear: though,] alas! a bard no more,
[unclear: he] hopes, in head as when
[unclear: tae] keek through "mice an' men."
[unclear: 'er] o' that he may fa' short,
[unclear: ame] the stupid medium for't.
[unclear: Shakespeare] in his spirit state,
[unclear: dium] through his medium's pate.
[unclear: had,] at Delphi town,
[unclear: cle] o' high renown.
[unclear: citizens,] adventurers, sages,
[unclear: called] it through many ages.
[unclear: strange] that the replies
[unclear: given] in a poetic guise :
[unclear: was] strange indeed tae find
[unclear: try] o' sae poor a kind,
[unclear: he,] who other poets guided,
[unclear: a] doggrelist derided.
[unclear: rce] was nectar tae the lip
[unclear: given] in a poetic deityship;
[unclear: consequence] o' which, ere lang,
Pythia dispensed wi' sang.
In his fane did questions flow,
were responses prized as though
[unclear: and] this by nae misnomer,
[unclear: Hesiod] or Homer.
[unclear: matters] it hoo rouch the form
[unclear: that] brings ye Cairngorm?
[unclear: matters] it hoo plain the hold
[unclear: mils] tae ye wi' guinea gold?
[unclear: what] though Robert Burns' nae mair,
[unclear: deck] his thochts in language fair,
[unclear: but] speak important truth
[unclear: this] free nation in its youth;
[unclear: such] terms at his command
[unclear: "a] child can understand;"
[unclear: the] risk o' meaning hid,
[unclear: phi's] dupes sae often did.
[unclear: k] o' Smith, I ken him weel,
[unclear: still] an honest, thochtfu' chiel;
An' when I left this afternoon,
Says he. "You're for Dunedin toon?"
"Yes, Adam, will ye go?" says I.
"No, Robbie," was his grave reply;
"I'd like tae go, an' go wi' you,
The toon an' toonsfolk a' tae view,
An' eke 'the image they've set up.'"

Wi' that he gae my hand a grip.
"But, hark ye, Robbie," he proceeded,
"It's you that's maist ava there needed;
Not only will your presence charm.
But ye hae never done them harm,
Whereas my principle applied,
Whaur never meant tae be a guide,
Has reared a crap o' ills an' cares
Frae Auckland Province tae the Snares.
Like Edipus of old go you,
In bloodless warfare tae subdue.
Each quirk an' query analyse,
And lo! the Sphinx o' Freetrade dies.
Protection then will soon be found,
Tae mak' the work an' wealth abound;
And if there be ae grumble then,
It wont be want o' wo; k, but men."

ALLAN: An' such is your report o' Adam?

BURNS: Oucht else had certainly misca'd him.

ALLAN: Then I'll assever, if I daur,
That Adam's fa'n a deal frae par;
Yet such your crony's lack o' pith.
Ye, aiblins, hae mista'en your Smith.
The clan is multiplex enough
Tae spare ae spokesman for such stuff!

BURNS: My certy, but ye speak richt oot;
Ye ken I've naither shae nor boot,
Nor e'en the horny knuckles noo
That used tae knock against the ploo.

ALLAN: "O, strike, but hear me," as he said
Who Greece's fleet to victory led.

BURNS: Hoot, man, ye hinna oucht tae fear,
Unless my "din can daunt your ear ";
But let me speak ae word in season,
Oor task is no' tae joke but reason.

ALLAN: Horatius held that jokin' lent
Mair potence whiles than argument.

BURNS: An' wit, says ane nae less acute,
Maun ne'er be sense's substitute;
But maist, the supercilious sneor,
In verbal war, I hate tae hear.

ALLAN: An' if a block fair truth defame,
Can we no' ca' him by his name?

BURNS; A block ca' block? of course ye can:
But see that thou art not the man.
Contempt though sometimes wise and meet,
Is oft the cousin o' conceit;
An' nae less oft, proof indirect,
Your cause's soundness ye suspect:
Hoo handy when your proofs are few
Tae feign they're in your pock enen;
But that ye're no' sae daft as spend them,
On fools that canna comprehend them.

ALLAN: The latter's no' tae me allied,
Even if I wrangly choose my side.
An' back it up through thick an' thin,
What I profess I've true faith in.
Now, for the polities I own,
I'm Liberal to an' through the bone;
Freetrader, too, but not of course.
For though the scheme I still endorse,
I'm quite dumb foundered here tae see
How "Whig an' Tory a' agree,"
Freetrade tae recommend for states—
Nay, that its warmest advocates
Are Tories, staunch in other matters,
Importers, editors, an' squatters.

BURNS: "It's no' for noucht the cute Gled whistles,"
Or editors discharge their missiles;
Or squatters like tae blush unseen
Where men in myriads might hae been;
Or would-be fair importers view
The many fast tae feed the few.
Here is the substance o' their chime,
Though ne'er before thocht worth a rhyme—

New Zealand's but a cat's-paw place,
A means but no' an end;
Whaur each for riches runs a race,
In ither parts tae spend :
The Mainmonites, like Chinese John,
Will pack when a' the pickin's done.
What care I though ten thousand mourn,
As debt gets deep and deeper;
Or aff tae ither lands are borne—
"Am I my brither's keeper?"
E'en let the State tae dwarfdom go,
Gin I a gowden calf may grow.

ALLAN: Then, this at least is manifest,
They've sense tae ken what suits them best.
Themselves they study first ava,
But breakna man's or Nature's law.

BURNS: How far the spirit of their song
From that of theirs who flourished long.
The ancient patriot braves :
King Codrus who, in bold disguise,
By unsuspecting foeman dies.
And thus loved Athens saves.

Or Moses, spurning Egypt's throne.
To share the affliction of his own,
Ere dreaming of command,
When Israel, by Jehovah led,
From Egypt's cruel bondage sped
To their own goodly land.

Or Curtius, ardent, young, and fair—
To rank, to ease, to fortune heir,
The favourite of his home,
Who mounts his steed, while others weep,
And dares into the gulph to leap,
To rescue threatened Rome.

Or Regulus, from Carthage come,
Who, when in his sole interest some,
The Senate had addressed,
Implored them, though his fate was grim,
To think, not what was best for him,
But for his country best.

Or Hampden, who, though sage [unclear: ref]
When England's right was [unclear: under]
The tyrant's might defied;
And danger's centre having sought
And, as a Christian patriot fought,
As Christian patriot died.

Or Wallace, Scotia's darling son,
Whose name has many a battle woe,
Not Bannock burn alone;
And still each native bosom thrills
As when, descending from the hills
He bade the foe begone.

ALLAN: But why not introduce doon here
The royal patriot we revere?

BURNS : That I don't undervalue Bruce,
Or reckon as o' little use
Our glorious Independence Day,
Is evidenced by "Scots wha hae;"
But metapheesic folk hae fixed,
That gude whiles springs frae motives mixed;
An' Bruce, high patriot though he was,
Tae spur him had a double cause—
Auld Scotland's freedom tae regain,
An' his ain richt o'er her tae reign—
Whereas our nation's hero grand,
Alone, in concert, or command,
Sought but the welfare of his land.

ALLAN: This minds me o' anither Bruce,
A gamecock that can craw as cruse
Doon in Dunedin, hap what hap,
As on his ain—ye ken what tap.

BURNS: I wonder much the chance he missed
Tae meet the poor Protectionist,
No' merely him tae hack an' mince,
But a' the heretics convince.

ALLAN: Convince! tae pierce such heads wad
The powers o' ancient battle-axe,

Like that his forebear's arm broucht doon
Wi' such effec' on poor Bohun.

BURNS: He should at least hae made the attend
An' thus been frae a' blame exempt.

ALLAN: When Dr Johnson, in discourse,
Had made some observation
O' which his hearer missed the force
An' asked an explanation;
The doctor tae his ire gae vent,
In language, plump an' plain,
"Sir, I hae gien ye argument,
I canna gie ye brain!"
An' this, when pestered, Mr. Bruce
Can gie as quite enough excuse.

BURNS: Your case is as irrelevant
In spirit as in letter—
For Mr. Bruce's argument
The less the brain the better,
That wit may pass for sense profound
An' rhetoric for reasonin' sound.

ALLAN: But were you present in the press
That listened tae the grand address?

[unclear: ns] I happened then tae be afar,
[unclear: are] long read it in a "Star."

[unclear: an] There wad ye find it full and clear,
[unclear: better] 'twas himself tae hear.

[unclear: ns:] I grant it, nor was Bruce's speech
[unclear: first] that simple truth to teach :
[unclear: Eschines] at Rhodes repeated
[unclear: speech] Demosthenes had defeated,
[unclear: Rhodians] heard wi' many a cheer,
[unclear: asked] his rival's speech to hear.
[unclear: exile] it wi' gude will,
[unclear: got] it mair applauded still;

[unclear: thus,"] said he, "the speech appears,
[unclear: through] my lips comes to your ears,
[unclear: what] a heicht applause had gane,
[unclear: ye] but heard it through his ain!"
[unclear: wi'] Brace's late oration,
[unclear: as] merely declamation;
[unclear: just] sae far as rational logic
[unclear: weapon] o' his warlike projec',
[unclear: it]as hard frae column snug,
[unclear: voce], on the lug.

[unclear: an:] What was your verdict then on reading?

[unclear: ns:] That 'twas a piece of special pleading,
[unclear: speech] that Lysias micht hae made
[unclear: tae] advocate Freetrade.
[unclear: nd] o' him sae sair distressed,
[unclear: Lysias] somewhat thus addressed :
[unclear: speech] ye gae me tae deliver,
[unclear: that] ye seemed tae think sac clever;
[unclear: that] I, too, when first I read,
[unclear: unced] the best that ere was pled,
[unclear: din'] calmly time the second,
[unclear: th,] a little less I reckoned;
[unclear: such] perusal that succeeded,
[unclear: ed] still mair the weight it needed,
[unclear: now,] its iogic an' its law
[unclear: really] nae defence at a'."
[unclear: Lysias,] "don't you know, you dunce,
[unclear: audience] hear your speech but once.
[unclear: Mr] Bruce had kept in mind,
[unclear: asked] a speech for you tae find;
[unclear: hence] his dread o' the review
[unclear: must] frae lifted gage ensue.
[unclear: different] Bruce o' royal line
[unclear: ing] gage of Argentine;
[unclear: though] by Watty's brain invented,
[unclear: to] him he represented.

[unclear: an :] Our Bruce wad deem a nameless chiel
[unclear: unworthy] o' his steel.

[unclear: Had] he o' Oath thus thoeht or said
[unclear: cht] hae saved his muckle head.

[unclear: an :] Frae which it seems that thou discernest
[unclear: ders] are but half in earnest?
[unclear: In] earnest quite, the mair's the pity,
[unclear: ders] parts, as weel as city.
[unclear: hae] a motive for their zeal
[unclear: nearly] a' are bound to feel—
[unclear: maun] something for their bread,"
[unclear: th] tae Dr Hornbook said.

ALLAN: There's ane at least that hasna greed
As ground or motive for his creed.

BURNS: An maist, I own, as fair inferrer,
Are, like yersel, in honest error.
But lots that guide the public mind
Are beings o' a different kind.
Nor they a' simply avaricious;
The genus one, diverse the species
For self, an' self alone, some seem
Like By-ends in the glorious dream.
When Truth in silver slippers stirs,
They're her devoted worshippers;
But when Truth asks a sacrifice,
Even Truth exclaims "How worldly-wise!"
Freetraders there are o' this type,
Whose love o' truth is love o' gripe.
Like Alexander, wi' a sword,
They cut the knot o' gordian cord;
Like Lupus, they maun-hae their lamb,
An' reasonin' thereon's but a sham.
But what I maist ava detest
Is the unselfish aim professed.
Protection they pretend tae hate,
Because injurious tae the state.
An' no' because they wisely find
Their ain woe axe it wiana grind;
An' though themselves a fraction [unclear: sm]
They make their cause the cause o' a',
Except the manufacturers few
Who want to prey on yours an' you.

ALLAN: You can't think a' the Freetrade lights
Are merely selfish hypocrites?

BURNS: Not so, a large proportion do,
No doubt, think Freetrade doctrine true.
There's many a man sae great and little

That, while he can a question kittle
"Untie, familiar as his garter,"
The plainest maxims he can martyr.
What's patent tae the naked ee,
Through optic tube, he canna see;
Or see ridiculously oot,
Like yochel I hae heard aboot.
Ae day tae Enbro he resorts,
An then tae see the moon at Short's.
The man in charge o' telescope—
Through inattention let us hope—
Its point tae Enbro shops directed,
The signs o' which our youth inspected,
Wi' care an' coolness, as was prudent
For earnest astronomic student;
Till stares a sign that quiet upset
His notions o' high etiquette:
"Losh," said he, "it ne'er crossed my croon
That Alloa ale was sell't i' the moon!'
But many who can wisely judge
While they hae nought to gain or grudge,
Are apt, unconsciously, to take
A partial view when pelf's at stake.
As auld's the Pentateuch we find
This truth, "A gift the wise can blind;"
Hence is it not clear duty shirked,
So much as fair inquiry burked.

These are not hypocrites, I grant,
And yet approve o' them I can't.
The Freetrade Caput this wont fit,
Of course, the cap's not meant for it.
Yet not the boys alone, but men,
Are sometimes wyse tae "try again."
Some by inheritance are Freetrade,
And therefore think it maun be the trade.
What matters mere intrinsic worth,
Compared wi principle by birth?
By which rule, if your sire's a pagan,
You're bound tae follow Pel or Dagon,

ALLAN: Isn't that why you're a Christian, Willie?

WILLIE: Then, like yoursel, I maun be silly;
But let me for your sake again,
As more than once before, explain :
Much that my father held as true,
His father and forefathers too,
My Credo is, but on its merit,

Not as the doctrine I inherit.
For instance, there's an ancient Book
Which as their trusty guide they took;
It led them on frae stage tae stage;
It taught their youth, it cheered their age,
An' at the portals o' the tomb,
Wi' gleams celestial lit the gloom.
That wondrous Book, then, proved inspired
By all the evidence required,
I would by no means sooner cast,
Because a light in ages past,
Than wi' fanatic pride or spleen,
Renounce the sun for kerosene;
Because that sun shone, as to-day,
In times and regions far away.

BURNS: That's jist the rational position,
Whae'er may style it superstition;
But those I speak o' as born Frees
Acquired their creed wi' much more ease;
In choice they had as little share
As in the family name they bear.
Yet I don't say they dinna argy,
They've reasons, cut and dry, a cargy :
"Cheap markets," "National wealth pursued,"
"The greatest number's greatest good."
Which under this objection lie,
They winna tae Freetrade apply,
But tae its opposite, Protection—
Nor partly, but in full perfection.

ALLAN: An' can believers in Freetrade
Bring nae sound reasons to their aid?

BURNS: Of course they can, an' oftimes do;
But this they never keep in view,
That mair, and stronger reasons far,
Support the side with which they war.
A man whose business is his wealth,
Ye scarcely count in business health,
Though asset side a thousand shows,
If ten times that amount he owes.
Freetrade is here this sick affair;
Why won't it try its native air?

ALLAN: If learning, logic, and the like,
Enable sturdily tae strike,

Freetrade, wi' ease can hold its own
Against Protection stick and stone.

BURNS: It's no' a question o' more learning
Or e'en o' logical discerning;
Twa parties, though in these the same,
May differ much in mode or aim.
A judge desires the truth tae trace,
A lawyer but to prove his case;
And, therefore, is the former's view
A gude deal likelier tae be true.
Wha's sober judge, wha lawyer here,
Wad be superfluous tae speir.
Some Frees are proud o' freetrade science
As abstract truth, and art appliance;
Nae matter what or where the nation,
Success attends its operation;
Or if success keep out o' sight,
It's a' some other cause's wyte.
Its rank unfitness here an' noo,
Though pointed out, they deem untrue;
An' wi' the glass at their blind e'e
Of course, like Nelson, they can't see.
Nae doot they like their country weel,
And for it some wad dae a deal;
But rather than hae it improve
By ony new, irregular move.
Rather than touch Protection tool,
They'd see it go to smash by rule.
A British general o' this cast—
That aye by pedant form stuck fast;
And rather wad hae lost the day,
Than won in some original way,
Was routed on Almanza Plain,
And all but gae the Bourbons Spain.
Even he, like Free, could proudly boast,
'Twas scientifically lost!

ALLAN: I don't believe that our position
Is quite so bad's your supposition;
Yet, for the sake of argument,
Let's grant it as you represent;
But does it follow that Freetrade
Should be a sort o' scapegoat made?

BURNS: A scapegoat? No, it can't escape
Till you untie its tough red tape.
Besides, the scapegoat proper fled
Wi' faults o' ithers on his head,

While oors has plenty o' its ain
Tae sink it in the sautest main.

ALLAN: I deem our general excess;
Our rambling, gambling, food waste, dress,
Together wi' our State's wide maw.
Sufficient to account for a'.

BURNS: No, not for a', nor for a tithe,
Retrench, reform, an' I'll be blythe;
But were these faults removed to-morrow,
You'd still require to beg or borrow.
Freetrade, your chief extravagence,
Remove; and then N. Z. advance!
Protection set agoing here,
Will save you millions every year;
That is, if thorough, but e'en half
Will silence the stockbroker's chaff,

[unclear: tion] be your statemen s task;
[unclear: tion] let your thousands ask;
[unclear: ect] yourselves frae foreign trade
[unclear: on] your local wad mak raid :
[unclear: at] port what does nae harm,
[unclear: rest] prohibit or disarm.

[unclear: an :] For my part while I have a choice
[unclear: liberty] I'll lift my voice.

[unclear: ns :] For liberty? you're like the lave
[unclear: Scot] "sae base as be a slave?"
[unclear: liberty] and license, mind,
[unclear: different,] in degree or kind.

[unclear: an :] I kenna what ye license ca';
[unclear: this] I ken, that king and law,
[unclear: subjects,] are usurpers a',
[unclear: they] my natral richt refuse
[unclear: ae] exactly as I choose.

[unclear: ns :] Gin you on island lone and mute,

[unclear: Sandy] Selkirk set your foot,
[unclear: natral] richt will nane dispute;
[unclear: val] richt—noo dinna faint—
[unclear: inter alia,] restraint.

[unclear: an :] Then black means white, and richt means wrang
[unclear: of] freedom's but an auld wife's sang.

[unclear: ns :] It's mair, it's freedom though its ceevil,
[unclear: keeps] ye a' frae mony an evil;
[unclear: through] o'er me it has nae power,
[unclear: ps] my dummies free o' clour.

[unclear: an :] Then ye think dummies hae their place?

[unclear: ns :] "That stare the whole world in the face."

[unclear: an :] I'm still for freedom unconfined,
[unclear: large] a charter as the wind."

[unclear: ns :] The larrikin that roves the street
[unclear: deem] your freedom unco sweet;
[unclear: the] wise—e'en if he swither,
[unclear: balance] ae thing wi' anither:
[unclear: learn,] while law his free course hampers,
[unclear: he] burt others in his scampers,
[unclear: is] the same way them restrains,
[unclear: es] far less than he gains.

[unclear: an :] I own my words were wild awee,
[unclear: the] wise man I agree
[unclear: further] see in this connection,
[unclear: civilization's] but Protection.
[unclear: that,] still I'd make complaint
[unclear: t] unnecessary restraint.

[unclear: In] doing' whilk ye wad do well,
[unclear: aint's] an evil in itsel;
[unclear: where] a greater it prevents,

[unclear: loyal] citizen assents.

[unclear: an :] The principle we baith admit,
[unclear: differs] as to where it's fit.
[unclear: I] believe should gang it gait
[unclear: ped], unhindered, by the state.

[unclear: ns :] Then ye think railways, roads, and brigs,
[unclear: ld] run their ain unaided riggs?

[unclear: ALLAN:] I'm no prepared tae answer that.

BURNS : Nor need ye in our present chat,
Since other cases may be gien,
Whase merit at a glance is seen.
Suppose some merchant, at your doors,
A hunder ton o' poother stores—
Will ye tae the police repair;
Or wait till whumbled through the air,
Your loud excelsiors, late an' later,
"Freetrade's a glorious elevator!"

ALLAN: Freetrade has still my faith in full,
Your queer exception proves the rule.

BURNS: Your Freetrade's jist like mine, I see,
Conditioned by expediency;
An' what's Protection but the rein
Freetrade's excesses tae restrain?

ALLAN: Noo, Robin, dinna angry be,
Should Usquebaugh, your friend, be free?

BURNS: My friend! my foulest, deadliest foe,
That stained and chained and laid me low;
They little to my life attend
Who think the infernal stuff my friend,
They little help my highest praise
Who sing or act my wassail lays.

O, well that many wisely choose
The healthier products of my muse;
That many, while they justly scan,
With honest ardour love the man;
And see in him a gift from heaven,
Not only to his country given,
But to the world-extended race—
Responsive to his warm embrace.

ALLAN: A century nearly now he's gone
That voiced the muses every one;
Mnemosyne, the Nine's ain mither,
Could ne'er hae ca'ed them a'thegither
On shorter notice than could he,
The Bard o' humble pedigree—
"Ready, aye ready," at his commands,
Wi' lyre an' laurel in their hands.
Nor as mere slaves, reluctant they,
But proud to own a monarch's sway;
Frae tropic glare tae Highland glen,
A king o' muses an' o' men.

WILLIE: Beneath the magic spell o' Burns,
Wha hasna laughed and cried by turns?
Wha hasna felt a new-born power
Tae read aricht the simplest flower;
Tae feel aricht the griefs o' a',
Frae exiled prince tae mousie sma';
Tae hear aricht the sweet-voiced woods,
An' Nature love in a' her moods;
An' more than Nature, Nature's God,
Who leads us to His high abode,
There "no more," through an endless year,
"To sigh or shed the bitter tear."

ALLAN: Hoo aft, till roof an' rafters rang,
Has Robin's praise been said or sung,
In lowly hut, or lordly ha',
Since he, oor pride, was ta'en awa';
But never in a style mair grand,
Mair fit attention tae command,

An' lessons precious tae impress,
Than lately in Sir G.'s address,
Delivered on this very spot—
To hear which eager thousands sought:
New Zealand, there is hope for thee

Wi' men an' statesmen such as he.

WILLIE: Sir G. was at the evening spread,
But frae the sober words he said,
The haggis hadna turned his head.

ALLAN: Sir G. kent weel ene he cam' hither,
An' aft had tauld oor Maori brither.
That husky an' whisky gang thegither,
Though "Freedom an' whisky" shun each ither.
But auld's he is, he had tae learn,
What we Dunedinites discern,
That "Bacchus and his revellers" best
(Let Milton as he will protest)
The Muse's efforts estimate,
An' wi' sage bumpers celebrate.

BURNS: "My blood boils in me" at this style
O' homage to the Bard o' Kyle;
My "blood boils" at each vile libation,
Tae what deserved but detestation.
(Of course the blood here's figuration!)
The sun on high may hae his spots,
An' great an' good men hae their blots;
But when before were folk sae queer
As blot an' blunder tae revere?
All honour tae the honest twa
On whom blind zealots foully fa';
Twelve feet o' finer manhood ne'er
Left Scotland than this stately pair:
Even tested on wee Isaac's plan,
Each is, wi' emphasis, a man.
A preacher puir, oor proverbs teach,
Is he that can dae noucht but preach—
In them the fall five talents meet
That mak' oor ministers complete.
Now for your question as to drink:
Whatever you or many think,
Drink traffickers, like gamblers, I
Wad make these three fair islands fly.

ALLAN: But drink, they say, you can't prevent
By any act o' Parliament.

BURNS: Their present complicated plan

For fixing place and hour and man
Is proof, at least, they think ye can;
They winna let the fruit "gae frae,"
But—"Woodman, spare the Upas tree."
Here I maun stop, though no' half done,
Tae let oor leading theme gang on.

ALLAN: I now see clearly, I confess,
How liberty a land may bless,
An' yet the people, ane an' a',
Be subject to the rule o' law—
Which richt folk feel as licht's a feather,
An' wrang folk a restraining tether;
But why the State should interfere
Tae mak' us market only here,
Within the limits o' oor land,
Is mair than I can understand :
Protection may protect a class,
But for the major part, alas!

BURNS: Protection has, as object sole,
The nation's welfare as a whole;
Whereas Freetrade keeps but in view
The final profit o' a few.
The many boastin' Freetrade gain
An after greater loss sustain :
Less work they get, less money hence,
An' yet their taxes mair immense.
The State machine cost much to make,
An' much its yearly course will take;
The fewer, therefore, here to share,
The greater burden each maun bear.

ALLAN: Then Freetrade's nowhere your election!

BURNS: Yes, just as really as Protection,
Twa opposites may each be fit
In circumstances opposite.
It's only your Freetrade Procrustes,
Who, void o' sense as weel as justice,
Would everywhere his east-iron fetch,
And limbs unsuited lop or stretch.
Though tae the dolt o' ae idea,
Freetrade's a perfect panacea:
A true unvarying Holloway's pill,
It only aggravates your ill;
And well illustrates the conclusion,

That "ae man's meat's anither's poozhun."
For nation's large wi' little land,
Freetrade may be essential,
An' seas an' ships at their command,
Seem plainly providential.
But different you, in mortgage deep,
An' wi' a muckle hoose tae keep,
For tenants here sae few;
Protection's needed tae retain
The siller honestly your ain,
An' bring ye tenants new.
Your ain mill ca' an' work for a',
Will aye be fand in plenty;
An', what's as good, you're sure o' food
For millions, ten or twenty.
Nor am I for mere tax addition,
But for a virtual prohibition;
Though less than that wad be a boon,
Like bankrupt's composition croon.

ALLAN: Without oor taxes, tell me hoo
The State can raise a revenue.

BURNS: Your customs revenue wad still
Tae some extent your coffers fill;
An' what you lose by local trade,
In other form will be repaid.

ALLAN: Ingenious method, I perceive,
Our tributaries tae relieve.

BURNS: Anither o' your Freetrade errors,
The source o' many goblin terrors:
Already hae ye on your backs,
The weicht at least o' price an' tax;
Importers tell ye when ye buy,
Such is the price, and that is why.
What then at first seemed lost is not,
And can wi' perfcct ease be got,

[unclear: needs] nae statesmen great an' wise
[unclear: nations] income tae devise,
[unclear: Where] tills are runnin' o'er wi' gain,
[unclear: wadna] miss a gentle drain.

[unclear: ALLAN :] Your rumble, jumble seems tae me
[unclear: smack] a deal o' sophistry.

[unclear: BURNS:] A sophist doesna' always know,
[unclear: e] 'er sophistic, he is so;
[unclear: only] does he others blind,
[unclear: even] his ain puir blear-eyed mind.
[unclear: suphist] I, then o' this sort,
[unclear: pt,] of course, intendin' sport;
[unclear: sophistry] is honest fun—
[unclear: instance,] in an obvious pun.
[unclear: some] Freetrader been your butt,
[unclear: had] ye scope for a' your wit;
[unclear: such] attemptin' the dissection
[unclear: what's] beyond his grasp—Protection;
[unclear: onetimes] get a clever stroke,
[unclear: jocular,] if it be a joke;
[unclear: as] a piece o' reasonin' foul
[unclear: ugh] tae mak' a Whately howl.

[unclear: ALLAN:] I see a ghaist has got a skin,
[unclear: like] some live folk's, unco thin.
[unclear: charge] I therefore now withdraw;
[unclear: does] it help your case at a'?
[unclear: grantin] what you say is true,
[unclear: it] we pay every import due,
[unclear: esna'] mak' oor loss the less,
[unclear: of] only somewhat shifts its place.
[unclear: foreigners] dinna pay the charge,
[unclear: ir] price is by that sum less large;
[unclear: thus] mair clearly we discern
[unclear: much] through foreign trade we earn.

[unclear: BURNS:] you're lookin' at the matter noo
[unclear: ly] as I'd ha'o ye do;
[unclear: prior] price o' foreign ware
[unclear: whatt] wi' oors ought to compare,
[unclear: which] at first sicht seems to aid,
[unclear: net] quite vindicate Freetrade.
[unclear: what] Protectionists maintain,
[unclear: that] there is no final gain;
[unclear: rather] the complete reverse,
[unclear: enough] money we abroad disperse;
[unclear: pay] for workmen, wha, 'tis plain,
[unclear: deal] wi' merchants o' their ain;
[unclear: bear] the burdens o' a land
[unclear: merely] gies them room tae stand.

[unclear: ALLAN:] Tae me, I own, it does appear
[unclear: tection] wad bring such folk here;
[unclear: at] is; as many as required
[unclear: a'] oor unemployed were hired.
[unclear: would'nt] a tax prohibitive
[unclear: license] to our locals give
[unclear: charger] whatever price they chose,
[unclear: checked] by foreign business foes?

[unclear: ns :] The tax prohibitive I mean
[unclear: ld] then let competition in;
[unclear: that] you've little need to fear
[unclear: or] local things continuing dear,
[unclear: 'll] find in Freetrade speech or article,
[unclear: ou] but read one, every particle.

At top you'll find hoo high the prices
Must soar in such a dreadfu' crisis,
With foreign competition stopt,
An' old supply's full right hand lopt.
But perserver, an' at the bottom,
You'll find a full turn o' the tottum.
High prices there quite disappear,
It's now a contradictory fear—
Internal competition will
Your local manufactures kill.
Protection thus foretells disaster,
To buyer first, then man an' master.
No reasonable space between,
When prices will be all serene,
But one wild leap from thus to thus;
How sad—I mean how ludicrous!

ALLAN: An' think you then beyond the range
O' possibility such change?

BURNS: It's no' impossible at a',
Nor is that the moon may fa',
Or Cook's Straits wi' an earthquake fill,
Or Taieri Plain mount Saddle Hill,
Or rain approach us an' gae back,
As if it read the almanac;
But a' these possibles are such
Oor plans they needna hinder much.

ALLAN: Protection danger is our theme,
Which tae my mind does likely seem,
Let us by the wise saw abide,
"It's best tae err on the safe side."

BURNS: I've noucht tae say against your saw,
Within the line that sense wad draw,
But o'er that, its perverted use,
Is pusillanimity's excuse.
A maid, but whether young or auld,
The Census only could hae tauld,
Was ae day soomin' in saut tears,
The cause o' which her crony spears.
Quo' she : "The cause enouch, I ween,"
Then thus, on dichtin her red een:
"I fell in tae wee bit study
O' what micht happen till a bodie
In this our sad an' brittle state
Whaur mankind's but the sport o' fate.
I thocht what if I'd been a wife,
Wi' but ae bairn tae charm my life,
An' that ae bairn, sae loved and lovin',
Had crept intac the broilin' oven!
Nae wonder, tears cam like a river,
Nae wonder, I'll wed, never, never.
Such are thy sentimental fears
(I won't say alligator tears).
Thou cowed or loud Freetrade alarmist,
As many a Midas ear thou charmest.
The fancied danger o' protection,
Apply all round as an objection,
And Freetrade ship shall never sail,
Or locomotive polish rail,
Or even the manufacturer's wheel,
Be heard in wonted roar or squeal.
But "Faint heart ne'er won lady fair"
(Especially vowed, like her up there);
An' wha wad shrink frae enterprise,

Though in its course some clanger lies,
If but invitin' otherwise—
Particularly if, like Protection,
Its danger winna bear inspection?

ALLAN: An' won't mair bankruptcies tak place?

BURNS: Dear pity ye if that's the case;

Mair bankruptcies than ye hae now,
Wad be unbearable I trow.

ALLAN: In Melbourne, if ye hae the will,
Ye'll find them much mair numerous still.

BURNS: Much mair in Melbourne, do ye say?
An' what's its population pray?
Suppose I tak the toon o' London,
That biggest aggregation mundane.
An' say there's mair folk deein' there
Than ony ither single where,
Wad that gie you the richt tae state
That London has a high death rate?
An' bankruptcies in Melbourne may
Exceed yours by a gae lang way,
Wi' her per centage not exceedin',
But under, that o' free Dunedin.

ALLAN: But even here Freetrade is not,
Protection evils we hae got.

BURNS; "Then fill your cup up an' your can,"
An' get the boon as weel as ban;
But ban there's none, its sole effect,
So far as used is tae protect;
An' when ye hae it here entire,
Trade to its zenith will aspire.
No idlers, then, wi' work aye ready,
An steadier some now reckoned steady,
Wi' siller mair in shops tae spend,
That now for very life contend.
The bankruptcies we so deplore
Lie nearly a' at Freetrade's door.

ALLAN: Excuse me if I still insist
That should we turn Protectionist,
Protected traders though elate,
Will feel in an unnatural state,
An' scarcely ken what price tae charge,
Though, nae doot, 'twill at first be large.

BURNS: But what a comfort tis tae ken

That prices maun come down again.
Thus much frae your chief lichts I learn;
An' I can furthermore discern,
That competition, by an' by,
Will prices keep twixt low and high;
That is, tae pay the seller weel,
Yet tae the buyer moderate feel.
Your baker's now in this position,
He has nae foreign competition,
But has he ever sixpence sought
For what should cost you but a groat?
He kens fu' well that if he did
Some other baker wad outbid,
An' hae, him, back against the wa',
Without a customer at a'.
He also kens, if no' ower dear,
He needna competition fear;

In business doin' he will share
Wi' fellow-bakers, here an there;
Whose ranks enough, an' no' ower money,
Will join tae earn a modest penny.
So will it be wi' every trade
Your future policy may aid.
Though foreign rivalry's no more,
You'll hae sufficient tae the fore,
Productive o' the same effec'
As that ye find the bakers' check;
To customers Protection give,
Yet let the manufacturers live.

ALLAN: But won't the workmen's wages rise,
In spite o' a' ye can devise?

BURNS: In many cases, so they ought,
In many cases, they will not,
Except that work, then unabated,
Will realise the wages stated.
But why expect a reckless rise
Where man wi' man in labour vies;
An' where though local work's protected,
The foreign worker's not rejected?
Still were it proved Protection would
Make wages even more than good,
An' thereby people your fair scenes,
"The end would justify the means."

ALLAN : I've learned frae casuists, book and oral
Nae end can whitewash means immoral.

BURNS: I say so, too, whate'er the end,
Immoral means it can't defend;
But in the sentence reprehended,
There's noucht immoral recommended.

ALLAN: Weel, I'll no' such a pauper be
As hae the nation taxed for me.
I 'd rather starve tae skin and bane
Or, like King Saturn, feed on stane;
An, nichtly make the bush my bed,
Wi' "bracken curtain for my head."

BURNS: Then wad your curtain be more grand
Then Lydia's monarch could command,
Ere Cyrus heard, wi' ear condolin',
His reminiscences o' Solon.
But lang ere needin' your heroics,
Tae start a new school o' the stoics,
Wad you an' yours no' hence hae flown
In search o' some mair fattenin' scone?

ALLAN: You may depend upon't we would,
For ours an' for our country's good.

BURNS: Not for your country's, if for yours,
Men, more than gold, her good insures;
Retained or gained, e'en at some cost,
Each man implies more saved than lost.

ALLAN: Assertion that, though sounding well,
Which seems tae contradict itsel'.
Tae me self-evident it shows,
Whate'er Protectionists suppose,
That so far as a man exac's
Some higher price, or literal tax,
As the condition of his stay,
Just, so far, that man's well away.
[unclear: Nor] less self-evident it feels
[unclear: That] earth upon nae axis wheels;
[unclear: but] for teaching more profound,

[unclear: Fou'd] say the Sun trots daily round.
[unclear: And] so without the wise direction
[unclear: Of] those who advocate Protection,
[unclear: eetraders] most distinctly view,
[unclear: th's] full sized negative as true,
[unclear: wonder] Freetrade sophists win,
[unclear: en] they themselves are thus taen in;
[unclear: e] wonder Freetrade claptrap takes
[unclear: hich] dupes o' its ain doctors makes;
[unclear: no] where are they so misguided,
[unclear: where] in vision so onesided,
[unclear: in] regard to population
[unclear: the] chief treasure of a nation,
[unclear: course,] an imputation this,
[unclear: hich] they take very much amiss;
[unclear: from] which when they try to wriggle,
[unclear: ur] bound toe either greet or giggle.

[unclear: WILLIE] Excuse my venturing forward here,
[unclear: tant] nae mair tae interfere;
[unclear: t] your remarks upon the measure
[unclear: which] men form a nation's treasure,
[unclear: est] unequivocally seem
[unclear: firmed] by this my recent dream :
[unclear: dreamt] I was carried awa' on the wing
[unclear: er] water, wide water, in ring after ring,
[unclear: ll] after I'd travelled fu' mony a mile,
[unclear: w] richt before me a braw-lookin' isle.
[unclear: he] Shorter the distance, the fairer it seemed,
[unclear: in] the mild radiance o' autumn it gleamed,
[unclear: green] hill was dotted wi' sheep an' wi' kye,
[unclear: nearer] the bottom, wi' horses forbye;
[unclear: hawthorn] hedges ran a' through the plain,
[unclear: ound] paddocks that laucht wi' abundance o' grain.
[unclear: he] Iiverock sang high in the lifts wi' mysel,
[unclear: blackbird] an' mavis frae trees in the dell;
[unclear: parroquets] decked in their scarlet an' green,
[unclear: ers] cheerily chatterin' hoo grand was the scene,
[unclear: t] basked in the sunshine, I suddenly felt
[unclear: wings,] like the wax o' puir Icarus, melt;
[unclear: ough] liker his father, the tricky auld cheat,
[unclear: y] fortune was saftly the licht on my feet,
[unclear: ollowed] a path on the bank o' a burn,
[unclear: rough] meadows an' orchards wi' mony a turn,
[unclear: singin'] an' dancin, it guided me doon
[unclear: a] busy wee mill, near a bonny wee toon.
[unclear: cressed] a strong brig, an' then entered a street,
[unclear: here] Dr. Smith, author, I happened to meet.
What I should hae kent him, unlikely may seem;
[unclear: at] haud your tongue, critic, 'twas only a dream.
[unclear: ys] I: "Dr. Smith, your bit State's unco smart;
[unclear: our] toon an' your country, your natur' an' art:
[unclear: everything] prospers as weel as it looks,

[unclear: rena] hoo sune you've my name in your books."
The fact is," says Smith, "we've owre mony already;"
Then some o' ye's idle, or wark is unsteady?"
We're a' workin' aye, save in season's o' joy,
[unclear: et] mair than enough are the hands we employ."
[unclear: You're] dealin' in riddles; my dulness forgive:
[unclear: your] industry no' let the lot o' ye live?"
There's naebody needfu', there's plenty tae eat,
[unclear: parses] are stuffed, an' oor wardrobes complete.
Ye see the braw houses in which we abide,
An' wait till ye witness the comfort inside;
But positive "good" means comparative "better,"
An' this we can't hae while our trade's in a fetter.
Though ship after ship has arrived at our port
Wi' goods that wad suit, baith for siller and sort,
Like ninnies, we aye tae oor auld rule adhere,
That naebody purchase what can be made here."
"I don't wonder at it; said purchase wad mean
Throwin' somebody idle or oot o' the scene."
"Of course, 'twad mean that—'twad mean that a score
Remove, bug an' baggage, tae some ither shore;
What the score used tae work at, the ships wad supply,
An' the fourscore remainin' save money thereby.
Fules buy frae their friends, but philosophers deep
Explore the wide world for the market that's cheap."
"Then philosopher I am, an' ane o' the deepest,
For my rule's tae buy in the market that's cheapest.
But a line in oor Scotch schule—an'I wrote a sheet fu'—
Declared that appearance is sometimes deceitfu';
So the market that's cheapest the moment ye spend,
I carena a preen for, if dear in the end.
Freetrade's a professional that let's ye win first,
Assured ere he's done wi' ye, ye'll hae the worst.
An' accountant, in order tae tell your net gain,
Baith debit an' credit maun first ascertain;
Or, changin' the figure frae profit an' loss,
The tare, whaur there's tare, maun be taen frae the gross,
But your freetrade advantage, though clerics may stare,
Is a case whaur the gross maun be taen frae the tare!
Freetrader, like farmer that sells his seed corn,
Though richer the day, will be poorer the morn.
Twopenny wise an' pound foolish your action will prove,
Your work an' your workers frae this tae remove."
"But the work that they send here in cash will be less.'
"An' so will the money they spend here, I guess.
The loss o' their custom, I'll bet a Scotch bun—
Videlicit, cakes on the girdle o'erdone—
Will quite counterbalance, at least aince or twice,
The gain you've secured through reduction in price."
"You practical men are a' tarred wi' ae stick;
I'll hammer nae mair at a headpiece sae thick."
"But, Adam or Doctor, I've read in your pages
That schemes philosophic hae dealt in a' ages,
In sophistry such as you'd proffer in vain
Tae a man o' plain sense wi' a livin' tae gain."

"Don't ye ken different circumstances mak' different cases?"
"An' ken a wee story wi' that for its basis:
'Alas!' said a farmer tae lawyer well skilled,
'Your bonny milk coo by my ox has been killed.'
'O, that,' said the lawyer, 'we'll fix in a trice—
You know its high value, just pay me the price.'
'Tuts,' said Hodge; 'I hae blundered, I dinna ken hoo'Twas your ox that killed my unfortunate coo."
Said lawyer, 'One circumstance alters a case;
In cool avizandum its merits I'll trace.'
The circumstance, then, that your system ensures
Is that, chiefly or solely, the system is yours."
Wi' that, under shade o' extinguishing frown,
I moved off, like a tuft o' oor ain thistle-down,
I passed through the village an' doon tae the sea,
Whase wild waves I scanned wi' inquisitive ee.
There, object how graceful, and how unexpected,
A ship, in full sail, to the port was directed.
Now clearer and ampler, as hither she hies.
Her name and her form I can quite recognise.
'Tis the Star of the evening, the Beautiful Star,
Whose Bells, though in mist, send their music afar.
Her Fidus Achates is Tempus the bold;
Her sailmaker Pyke, whose "Old Flag" is worth gold;
And Bruce, frae the region o' mountain and glen,
Is bozzen, admired by the master and men.
The scene in a moment was changed to a hall
Where the hundred had met, at the ship people's call.
There, perched on the rostrum, each deputy tar
Was ready to plead for the Beautiful Star.
The captain arose, wi' a dignified air,
And proposed the profound Dr. Smith for the chair;
Dr. Smith, who was known frae his native 'lang toon'
To the distantest harbours this side the moon.
Wi' rapping and clapping the whole acquiesce,
Then Smith gae the stereotype chairman's address :
"The Beautiful Star, they need scarcely be told,
Had arrived wi' a lot o' choice goods in her hold.
At best, their 'own make' was but equally nice,
Yet it towered high above the ship's cargo in price.
The questions for them at that meeting to face
Were: Whether they should not relax their trade lace;
And whether the immense, the o'erwhelming majority,
Should yield to a dearly supported minority?
Around him they'd notice a bright constellation,
Reflecting the light o' a Freetrading nation;
Men who had been trained under Cobden and Bright,
And, excuse him, the party presiding that night.
These men had seen Freetrade prove food to Great Britain;
And if big mother fed so, why not each wee kitten?
Wi' New Zeal to new land they had brought the old law,
And boldly essayed to make bricks without straw.
Success most peculiar their efforts had crowned,
No nation in history such credit had found.
There was work for all needed, and sometimes for more,

In paring a knowe, or in eking a shore.
Population had grown, and there really were fears
That the place would be crowded in three thousand years!
Such, then, was Freetrade, such its latest achievement:
Would they pardon his wailing their own sad bereavement?"
"Of course," came in dozens, and a full three times three
For Smith, "for a jolly good fellow was he."
Dr. Smith thanked the audience, and said he could note
That the miniature nation was ripe for a vote;
But suggested their getting, ere going thus far,
A little more light from the Beautiful Star.
No speechification would now be required;
Let them put any question reflection inspired.
The first question asked was: How much they should save
If to workers abroad certain orders they gave.
Mr. Bruce at once answered, and what he said, meant,
"The saving will no doubt be twenty per cent.
Thus the goods tha tare costing you two thousand pounds,
Will cost sixteen hundred from us in our rounds;
That's four hundred saved in the course of each year."
(Tremendous applause, and sonorous "Hear, hear.")
Question second and last was : "How shall the twenty,
Now losing their work, get to where there is plenty?"
The captain himself to this question replied:
"The twenty I'll undertake wisely to guide.
There's a prosperous colony named from the Queen
(Three cheers for the pair o' them heartily gien),
Ay prosperous, in spite o' a vile predilection
For that obsolete policy, misnamed Protection.
Ae consequence is that their work keeps increasing
The next that their cry for more people's unceasing
They'll be glad o' your twenty, and glad to see me
Wi' this, my unusual freight o'er the sea."
("Hurrah!" for the captain. Hurrah! for the crew
The real summum bonum they've brought tae us [unclear: neo].
Then passed they a motion, nem. con., that the quay
Of the isle Fortunatus should henceforth be free
The meeting broke up, seizing truth by the kerned
And sea and land parted in style most fraternal
Next day, in the spirit o' that which preceded,
The citizens brought from the ship what they needed
Nae matter if warehoused in cellars or ha's,
Nae matter if settled in slump or in sma's,
The merchandise purchased was there and then paid
The crew went on board, aud the anchor was [unclear: weigh]
The score now dispensed wi', on taking their leave,
"Some natural tears dropt," like Adam and Eve;
Then mounting the gangway, the bystander [unclear: cheered]
An' aff frae her moorings the bonny ship steered.
After waitin' the waft o' a final adieu,
The four score remainin' quite jubilant grew,
Four hunder pounds saved in ae single transaction
Was surely a matter o' soond satisfaction.
"Four hunder," says Farmer; "it's no aye ye'll [unclear: find]
"Four hunder," says Clerk; "Is there no' [unclear: oucht] hind it?"

"Behind it?" says Baker; isn't seein', believin?"
"Behind it?" says Shuttle, "we've just been [unclear: receivi]
"Behind it?" says Joiner; "of course there's a lot
Less wood tae nail up, an' mair gold to be got."
"Behind it?" says Dairy; "I'll build a new byre,"
"Behind it?" says Tailor; "I'll gae sune retire
"Remember," says Clerk, "ere at extras ye drive."
Four hunder divided by eichty is five;
That's five pounds for each, an' a pleasant begining
But the end will reverse a' appearance o' winnin'
Twenty customers lost, that's a terrible drawback;
Ere six months arrive, ye'll be wishin' them a' back
"Twenty customers lost!" shrieked the tailor in [unclear: pass]
"That's thirty-five plain suits, plus ten in the [unclear: fashi]
"Twenty customers lost," Sutor seehed in despair;
"That's the make an' the mend o' at least forty [unclear: po]
"Five pounds," growled the joiner, "for fifteen [unclear: or]
May weel be ca'd free trade, but fair trade it's no"
Grinned Dairy, "Wha'll pay for the score o' folk [unclear: wh]
Took regularly nine hundred gallons o' milk?"
Groaned Dough, "Wha'll compensate my loss, [unclear: let] speer,
For the twa thousand loaves I'll hae less in the [unclear: year,]
"Whaur's Smith?" roared the roadman, [unclear: "Wha] Smith!" roared they a';
But Smith, wi' a hale skin, had slippet awa.
They made for his homestead, they made for his [unclear: he]
But wha likes linguistic, sophistic abuse?
Smith snibbet the front door, an' oot at the back,
An' up through the Toon Belt like deer frae the [unclear: pa]
Then, lookin' around him, he clamb up a tree,
The biggest an' bushiest gum he could see!
If the men brak the front door, or in at the ither,
My dream didna show, but I ken they gaed thither.
They rummaged his bookcase, an' findin' his works,
Like certain renowned Alexandrian Turks,
The fragments o' what had cost high mental toil,
They flang in a bunker, the kettle tae boil.
(Twasna Turks, some may say, 'twos their forerinnin' Saracens;
But I winna stop tae defend mere comparisons.)
A' the further details, hoo they stamped an' they shouted,
[unclear: Hoo] they rushed tae the sea like a regiment routed,
Then cried, like Lord Ullin, "Come back, O come back!"
[unclear: I'es] frichtet, wad credence unlimited lack :
[unclear: ffice]-the sea "tide an' affairs o' the men,"
[unclear: Woke] me up, thinkin' Chaos was rampant again!

ALLAN: This dream's a dream an' something mair,
[unclear: yet] it's no' a picture fair
[unclear: anything] that we hae seen,
[unclear: heard] o', or has ever been.
[unclear: tion] writer even professed,
[unclear: cept] a dealer in mere jest,
[unclear: order] to his tide's utility,
[unclear: t] stick at least to probability.

[unclear: BURNS]Then scores esteemed hae penned in vain,
[unclear: Esop's] days doon tae oor ain.
[unclear: there] I differ much frae you;
[unclear: person,] if he has in view
[unclear: truth's] mair vivid illustration,
[unclear: by] ply invention an' citation,
[unclear: only] wi' the likely lowered,
[unclear: even] the possible ignored.

[unclear: ALLAN:] That means an' only means, forsooth,
That falsehood can illustrate truth.
[unclear: can] an absolute non est
[unclear: mble] what the een can test?
[unclear: can] a cuddie show a calf,
[unclear: midnight] noonday's photograph?

[unclear: Twa] things may hardly be as like
[unclear: beans,] or bumbees in a byke;
[unclear: house] an' hill, or man an' tree,
[unclear: yet] analagous may be.
[unclear: speakin'] fox that duped the craw,
[unclear: sueered] at grapes upon the wa';
[unclear: monkey] balancing the cheese,
[unclear: bramble] chosen king o' trees;
[unclear: lordly] lion an' the moose,
[unclear: s'] their human type an' use.
[unclear: so] throughout oor friend here's dream,
[unclear: rays] o' truth are seen tae gleam;
[unclear: what] it meant to prove is proved,
[unclear: nation's] loss through men removed,
[unclear: if,] which needna always be
[unclear: eir] work cost more than wi' trade free.

[unclear: ALLAN:] Our nation's loss? why there again,
[unclear: old] analogy there's nane.
[unclear: that] case which the dream relates
[unclear: trade] the isle depopulates;
[unclear: our] case population grows,
[unclear: each] successive census shows.

[unclear: BURNS:] But small the rise o' your bump risible,
When ye can boast o' "darkness visible;"
What Milton s licht tae suulicht would be,
Is your state's growth tae what it should be.
The several hundred thousand mair
Than your but late returns declare,
Though they hae ne'er your land beheld

Hae virtually been hence expelled.
The consequence, in a' its force,
Ye feel, but trace not tae its source.
The eichty, by experience wise,
Would soon their real cure devise—
Protection is your care likewise.

ALLAN: Another faut o' this Utopia
Is that its flaunting Cornucopia
Has local produce none to spare
In purchase o' imported ware;
Whereas our local surplus here
Amounts to millions every year,
And almost manages tae buy
Whate'er the importing ships supply.

BURNS: "Wi' a' its fauts I like it still;"
But fain in tae your head wad drill
The reason for this isle erupted,
As, seemingly, ye haena gript it.
Each Freetrade advocate persists
In quoting near an' far price lists,
An' holds, when ours are higher any,
We lose the difference every penny,
Without a hint o' what is gained
Through market money here retained;
An' many a gull, wi' greedy ear,
Drinks in, an' asks ye "Ain't it clear?"
For their sakes then, wha hear or speak,
An' for your ain, my dainty Greek,
This dream was dreamt in illustration
O' what we owe to population—
And surely this it does illustrate—
Its great design you therefore frustrate
By criticising mere details,
An' showing how therein it fails.
As well might you, when man an' flower
Are likened, on the latter lower,
An' ask if it has ears an' eyes,
An' can, though liclit o' brain, look wise;
Or speak like certain reeds of old
Which o' thy long cars Midas told.
An' why Utopias fling in scorn,
Or that lang-nebbet ancient horn
Which Jupiter, the son o' Rhea,
Brak off his goat-nurse Amalthea,
As if nae corresponding law,
In things the least unlike, ye saw?

ALLAN: An' can we no' the case employ
Tae mind us o' what we enjoy?

BURNS: Of course, but dinna blame Protection
For what is but a chance connection.

ALLAN: What think ye then o' oor position—
Wad we no lose by prohibition,
That hae enouch, or next tae that,
Tae gie the foreigners tit for tat?

BURNS: You're often several millions short,
An' therefore maun tae gold resort.

ALLAN: By those that ought tae know I'M told
Our deficit's no paid in gold.

BURNS: In goods, then, but wha that affirms
Most clearly contradicts in terms.

ALLAN: Some hae a very firm conviction
The balance o' oor trade's a fiction.

BURNS: No doubt ower muckle has been made o't
By those that sawna tail or head o't;
But there's a deal in't after a',
Though Smith saw naething in't ata',
Save in the less restricted sense
O' national income an' expense
Paley, a favourite aye o' mine,
A theorist sound, though sound divine,
When on the theme o' Foreign trade,
Has much more thoroughness displayed,
Much deeper skill to estimate
Its varying value to a state,
Than Smith, I humbly think, or others,
His weel-kent economic brothers.
An' on the population topic,
He's no, like Malthus, misanthropic;
Or grossly partial in his gaze
Tae suit a philosophic craze :

Which, nathless, were it sound an' true,
Wad meanwhile nicely answer you.

ALLAN: I own my view o' Foreign trade
Is that a' goods wi' goods be paid;
An' this, I half suspect, think you :
Let, then, our farmers buckle to,
That soon, through what the land shall bear,
Our exports aye wi' imports square.
In such a case would you not be
Disposed to let our trade keep free?

BURNS: Were such a ease now clearly come,
Were sum exactly matched wi' sum,
I'd choose it wi' the grim good will
Extended tae a lesser ill.

ALLAN: In what sense, tell me, can it be
An ill in kind or in degree,
Tae get frae ithers for your wares
Precisely what you pay for theirs?

BURNS: If, for example, for milk coo,
Ye get a fancy duck or doo,
Or horse ye need exchange for whip,
Or "cane of curious workmanship;"
Though no' in gold, in solid gear,
Ye "for your whistle pay too dear."
Still as transactions o' this kind
Are tae a narrow sphere confined,
However much one party may
For his peculiar fancy pay;
The State—which loses nothing here—
Has got nae cause tae interfere.
But when indulgin' Foreign notion,
Ye millions send ayont the ocean;
An' drain the State's exchequer dry—
The State should ask the reason why.
An' mind, this drainage micht tak' place,
Even in the imaginary case,
O' your exporting goods to pay
For a' the imports brought away.
The question o' a' questions this,—
Which Freetrade pleaders maul or miss,
What is't the goods their value finds,
Or what are their respective kinds?
Raw goods for raw twa States may suit,

An' wroucht for wroucht is no' far oot;
But wroueht for raw, much trade pursuin',
Is for the latter simply ruin.
Yet this the Foreign trade ye boast,
An' this the inevitable cost.
Ye Freetrade dupes, ye blind-led blind,
Your ditch proverbial, keep in mind.
I'm wae tae think upon the fate
O' such a grand potential State;
E'en yet Protection may befriend,
"O, wad ye tak' a thocht an' mend."

ALLAN: I fear some bigot indignation
Will rouse at your sae warm persuasion;
But me it only mair induces
Tae own Protection has its uses,
And even particular places where
Freetrade does hardly seem quite fair.

BURNS: For instance, in the land ye live in,
Tae such expedients Freetrade driven;
Aye, borrowin', borrowin' cash frae hams,
An' getting sneered at for the same;
While in the very year ye borrow,
Tae meet wi' loss, an' shame, an' sorrow;
The lenders mair frae your trade reap,
An' no' at interest, but tae keep.

ALLAN: You mean the millions yearly paid
For articles in Britain made.

BURNS: Which could be made here just as weel,
An' shall if Freetrade ye repeal.

ALLAN: But should we no' oor place o' birth,
Distinguish frae mere foreign earth?

BURNS: "Breathes there the man wi' soul so dead
He ne'er has such distinction made?

ALLAN: Freetrader thinks Protectionist

Has a' such loyalty dismissed.

BURNS: Let's gie him credit for mair sense,
Though at some other part's expense,
Protection Englishmen out here
Old England still love and revere;
Protection Scotchmen, ye may guess,
Their birthplace glory in nae less;
E'en glory in the general name,
The island, north and south, may claim.

ALLAN: What cannot time an' tide effect?
In Bruce's days, wha could expect,
That lang sae hostile nations twa,
Forgotting or forgiving a'.
Should, as ae kingdom wide extend,
Frae John o' Groats House tae Land's End;
Ay, plant new states in every zone,
An' Bruce's offspring fill the throne?

BURNS: Victoria, Britain's honoured Queen
(Not England's, as per Neddy Green),
Is Tudor, but is Scotch as much;
And proudly owns that she is such.
[unclear: Donald,] Duncan, Bruce, and James,
[unclear: aulder] still, descent she claims.

[unclear: ALLAN] Lang may she reign, and blyther be
[unclear: t] her present Jubilee.

[unclear: BURNS:] Amen tae that, frae pole tao pole,
[unclear: first] meridian round the whole,
[unclear: ship] and shore, let hill and glen,
[unclear: city] vast, respond "amen;"
[unclear: supplicate] the Great Unseen,
[unclear: od] save Victoria, Britain's Queen."

[unclear: ALLAN:] A birdie sittin' on a tree,
[unclear: g] tae his neebor "I love thee;"
[unclear: eebor's] answer, wise an' deep,
[unclear: "prove] it," or your love is cheep.
[unclear: Frees] will try the home affection,
[unclear: those] who advocate Protection.

[unclear: BURNS:] But dae they practise what they preach?
[unclear: rather,] don't their maxims teach,
[unclear: when] a merchant means tae buy,
[unclear: round] o' markets he should try,
[unclear: that] the ground o' preference
[unclear: profit,] not benevolence?
[unclear: ritain's] cheaper, purchase there;
[unclear: arer] any, then elsewhere,
[unclear: Russia,] Prussia, or Japan,
[unclear: y] ither "isle o' man."
[unclear: ir] theory is near oor ain,
[unclear: ssiness,] what we seek is gain.
[unclear: a'] the gain that we pursue,
[unclear: tak] a comprehensive view :
[unclear: aft] in spite of Freetrade clamour,
[unclear: pise] their gain as only glamour :
[unclear: gain] tae individuals purely,
[unclear: loss] tae nation jist as surely,
[unclear: lying] then whichever test,
[unclear: tection] clearly, comes off best:
[unclear: arity] should business steer,
[unclear: charity] begins out here;
[unclear: tional] interest is your aim,
[unclear: ction] still the palm may claim.
[unclear: trader,] acting Hogarth's jest,
[unclear: down] the bough on which you rest;
[unclear: gies] your gowden goose away
[unclear: half] its worth in local lay.
[unclear: time] his anti-national ends
[unclear: frowned] on by the nation's friends,
[unclear: time] Protection took in charge
[unclear: national] interests at large,
[unclear: made] the national money stay
[unclear: work] in your own bounds to pay.

[unclear: ran] Though raw material we must have
[unclear: labour] on it we might save;
[unclear: wages] earned here, here wad spend
[unclear: trades] tae prosper and extend.

[unclear: Much] even o' the unwrought thing
[unclear: parts] abroad ye needna bring,
[unclear: cotton,] nae doot, silk et cet
[unclear: mills,] then going, ye maun get;
[unclear: bides,] e.g., for boots and harness,
[unclear: hae] without the fash o' farness,
[unclear: wool] for Mosgiels, blythe and bonny,
Ye'll still hae, be they e'er sae mony;
Nor will your stores o' coal and iron.
E'er cease your Vulcans tae environ.
Thus will ye hae twa kinds o' profit,

The thing itsel, and working of it.
Yet where material here there's none,
When brought, its labour pays alone.
Here Smith himsel' we'll summon in
Tae tell us what the workers win.
Though this, like much he introduces,
He meant, not for colonial uses.

WILLIE: Of colonies Smith largely wrote,
Yet sma' the help frae him they've got;
In fact, the Motherland's his standpoint.
And her commercial gain, his grand point.

BURNS: Ye speak the truth, noo for his case;
He says ae penny worth of lace,
That is, the mere material bought,
Costs thirty pounds when fully wrought!
Thus ae bit penny worth o' raw,
Wrought up in places far awa',
Will cost you piles o' precious "oo,"
Or oxen more than one or two,
Or scores o' sheep o' choicest bleat,
Or tons o' marketable wheat.
Of course, such case tae gie, is mair
Than your Protectionists wad dare,
An' mair than's needed tae disclose
That what for goods imported goes,
Wi' sma' proportion taen therefrae,
Is but the Foreign workman's pay.
Just fancy, what a lot o' hands
Ye hae employed in other lands.
Exporters, spinners, weavers, tailors,
Shipbuilders, buttonmakers, nailors,
Coachbuilders, bootmen, engineers,
Makers o' needles, knives an' shears,
Wrichts, chandlers, papermakers, moulders,
Their keep is a' upon your shoulders.
Nae wonder it's sae hard a matter
Tae keep your head abune the water;
Nae wonder your financial course
Is so precisely for the worse.

ALLAN: I now quite understand how we
May square wi' goods' yet losers be,
But what if Britain and U.S.
Retaliate when we purchase less?

BURNS: Even now your trade the one impedes,
The other buys but what she needs.
Besides, the mair your population,
The less your need o' exportation;
An' should it, by an' by, quite cease,
Your wealth will a' the mair increase.

ALLAN: What! if nae langer hither come
The millions six or some such sum,
For annual surplus o' oor land,
Can we the loss enormous stand?

BURNS: Loss not a penny will there be,
Jist think a moment an' ye'll see.
The six or other millions got,
Is in the form o' imports brought
These imports stop, then stops the cost;
The country thus has nothing lost—
Nay, saved the difference between
What's yearly got, an' yearly gien.

ALLAN: But won't the land tae ruin go?

BURNS: Why should it? I should like to know.
Wheat, meat, and wool will still be wanted,
Which still the State can pay for, can't it?

ALLAN: My fear is this, that those who buy
Can't then consume the whole supply.

BURNS: When folk enongh tae this resort
To make the goods ye now import,
There likewise will be folk enough
To use up all the farmers' stuff;
And produce mart for agricultur.
Says Smith, Protection's great insulter,
There's none tae equal that at hame.
That policy, says he, is lame
That finds not artisans fu' many
Tae save importin' wroucht goods any.
Thus policy o' wisest sort
Can precious little raw export.
Of course, the hame Smith means is Britain,

But for you here it's jist as fittin'.
Says Paley, "Every land's chief good
Is folk enough for a' its food.;"
But means enough, and some tae spare,
Against a season no' sae fair.
And still as grows, the population
In such a rightly peopled nation,
Will grow the land in cultivation;
And likewise grow the means in use
To make it more and more produce.

Wha wont be wi' Protection pleased,
But "D.I.C." stuff senders;
An' Grabs frae cares o' credit eased,
The London money-lenders.

The lumpers now in such alarm,
Will find alarm was needless;
An' in our railways see a charm,
O' which as yet they're heedless.

The unemployed and half employed,
Who think the hands redundant,
Will then, though hands increase, be joyed,
Tae find the work abundant.

Sir Broad Sheet sly, will goose quill ply,
Tae prove the plan his ain;
And squatter, plump, unverify—
"He never smiled again."

Nor is Protection speculation.
Here first tae find its application;
Victoria, Canada, and France,
An' other States, by this advance.
As said Sir J. when this upon,
So many more are pro than con.
That this affords some proof alone.

ALLAN: What if ye're tested by the prism
O' some new Bond street syllogism?

BURNS: Twad only mak me smile anew.

ALLAN: Then deemed ye not its reasonin' true?

BURNS: The process was correct, nae doot,
As stuff gaed in, so stuff cam oot.
The major clearly predicated,
The minor clearly was related;
An', therefore, could as o' the class,
Say, "Write me also down an ass."
But as the sire was syllogist's,
So his the son, fair play insists.
A syllogism, justly founded
On what Sir Julius propounded,
Would only likelihood infer
Frae what its major would aver;
An' this but tae the proverb keeps,
"Twa heads weigh mair than ane the sheep's"

ALLAN: But there, of course, he didna rest,
'Twas but ae proof, an' no' his best—
An outwork, merely, which if gained,
The castle walls intact remained.
This at the time, I half suspected,
Though then by starlight misdirected.

BURNS: But had there been on earth nae section
Which had as yet applied Protection;
Or had their modes, like Lacedemon's,
Lycurgus-guided, been extreme ones;
Or had they all, we knew not how,
Been utter failures up till now,
I must have said, as now I say—
Protection's called for here to-day.

ALLAN: And 1, too, now—here where we dwell
Protection truth speaks for itsel;
But bigotry is whiles sae tough,
That a priori's no' enough;
I'm, therefore, glad the ither ori
Is found in late Protection story.

BURNS: I'll hae tae pit ye on my list

As a pronounced Protectionist.

ALLAN: I wonder much I stuck sae long,
Tae views sae manifestly wrang;
An' yet I winna think it strange
If I'm ca'd fickle for my change.

BURNS: The wise change oft, the witless never;
Aince wrang wi' them is wrang forever.
Nor hae ye changed your abstract sieht,
Freetrade ye don't see wrang where rieht;
Nor are ye waur than ithers plenty,
That frae your younger days ye've kent aye,
Wha though now for Protection staunch,
Were stiff Freetraders at their launch,
Freetraders bred as well as born,
Where men were mair in crap than corn;
An' where Freetrade her flag unfurled
Abune the workshop o' the world :
"A great fact" there, Freetrade then was,
Nor oucht mysterious the cause.
But they hae learned in islands these
That dot an' deck the Southern seas,
That different laws suit different places,
And different projects different cases:
Freetrade saved Britain frae starvation,
Protection will make you a nation.
O well for you that in command
[unclear: who] strive to understand,
[unclear: to] advance the public weal,
[unclear: te] o' drags upon the wheel;
[unclear: o'] M.H.R.'s that move
[unclear: in] hereditary groove;
[unclear: a] little wiser, worse—
[unclear: rule] their principle by purse;
[unclear: many] a Balaam o' the Press
[unclear: re] but not the truth to bless.

[unclear: ed] both stout and strong of will,
[unclear: pu'd] a heavy load up hill,
[unclear: suddenly] a jerk and lo!
[unclear: hale] hypothec ceased to go.
[unclear: driver] looked ahint and saw
[unclear: nessed] donkey downward draw:
[unclear: fule] had fixed him to the dray,
[unclear: like] a wise man, run away.
[unclear: rader] here enacts the part
[unclear: id] Jock Cuddy at the cart;
[unclear: State] machine the steep may face,

[unclear: he'll] tak' neither tram nor trace;
[unclear: 's] attached at a' he'll hae
[unclear: pu'] as usual doon the brae.
[unclear: ad] he in his paddock stop,
[unclear: soon] attain the sunny top;
[unclear: such] the accessions tae your strength,
[unclear: t] ye'll succeed at early length,
[unclear: gh] thrawart donkeys do their worst,
[unclear: enter] Hesperis hind feet first!

[unclear: F.T.] sneers at S. and V.
[unclear: neither] rightly Pro. nor Free.,
[unclear: there] could he no midway
[unclear: which] to definitely stay;
[unclear: whence] still further to proceed,
[unclear: never,] truer, light micht lead.
[unclear: like] our Freetrade brither,
[unclear: fain] hae them the tane or tither;
[unclear: can't] forget that office men
[unclear: cautious] be by word an' pen;
[unclear: views,] however fledged, maun try
[unclear: ttin] time alane to fly.
[unclear: question] fair, Macaulay says,
[unclear: t] the statesmen o' past days,
[unclear: how] far they had attained,
[unclear: what] point towards which they strained.
[unclear: question,] too, is, whither tends
[unclear: ward] movement o' our friends?
[unclear: answer] is, in the direction
[unclear: needed,] genuine Protection.

[unclear: e :] I must say that I like decision,
[unclear: ite] o' danger or derision;
[unclear: halting] 'twixt opinions twa,
[unclear: utterance] tae propitiate a';
[unclear: t's] held, upheld through firm conviction,
[unclear: in] the teeth o' contradiction.
[unclear: "moderates"] hae as muckle terror
[unclear: speak] the doonricht truth as error;
[unclear: y] wadna, by ae fide preferrin',
[unclear: fish] or flesh, or gude saut herrin'."
[unclear: ne] neutrality's their spot;
[unclear: motto,] "neither cold nor hot."
[unclear: 'll] find on reading Revelation
[unclear: Laodicea] is their nation;
Their threatened fate you'll likewise see
In verse sixteen o' chapter three.

BURNS: Nae doot that suits whom it concerns,

But neither hero this censure earns.
True courage o' opinion they,
E'en quite sufficiently display;
Nor do they merely baith oppose,
Wi' fortitude, their outside foes,
But colleague against colleague's found
In matters off the common ground.

ALLAN: But is it right that two should be
In office who thus disagree,
And take sae little pains tae hide
Frae public view their difference wide?

BURNS: It proves at least what they pretend,
Tae be their honest aim an' end;
An' that they're far above the vice
O' buy in' place at ony price.
It also shows their common sense,
When differences gie nae offence,
That dinna mar their object main,
Or general method o' campaign.
Suppose a ship fires in distress,
An' landsmen tae the lifeboat press,
What matters it, for what's in view,
If ane's a Christian, ane a Jew;
Or if a Tory tak' an oar
Beside his opposite on shore?
It's quite enough that they agree
In this their venture on the sea;
An' quite enough that statesmen here
Thus joined, the national lifeboat steer.
O that some statesmen of this State
Would e'en still more amalgamate.
Electors! it remains for you
Tae speak an' vote as patriots true.
Join to return Protection men;
Your other points you'll gain again.
Freetraders, in their blindness bold,
Leave for a season in the cold;
Protection's salutary air
Will soon their optic nerves repair.
Freetraders who their change allege
Accept on a Protection pledge;
And many such throughout the land
Will gladly take your case in hand;
Conspicuous among whom we view,
Ballance, that statesman tried and true.
And, lastly, as the preacher said—

WILLIE: Then looked aghast, and scratched his head;
His finishing MS. was gone:
'Twas a' he had tae lippen on.
Yet vain the search for "lastly" made,
'Till Luckie Smith cam tae his aid:
"'Deed, sir, ye needna look for 'lastly,
It's yont the winnock drivin' wastly.
I saw't mysel' blawn oot a while since,
An' guess it's gane a lang Scotch mile since."
Job had his comforters in Uz;
Their offspring are alive wi' huz.
If a' the stories tauld are true
Then so is this I've tauld the noo;
It's but the neebor o' a lot
That round the country use tae float,
Dereesive o' the Lichts that stoopet
Tae tak' a "paper" tae the poopit.
"But readna Chalmers a' his life?"
A man asked o' his critic wife;
To which she answered, wi' grim smile,
"Ay, but the Doctor read in style!"

BURNS: Said Chalmers was a man o' fame,
Your Port is honoured by his name.
Transcendent he in many a line—
As author, orator, divine,
Philosopher, philanthropist,
And even as state economist.
Frae Paley, in past generation,
He differed some on population.
This sought its hindrance, that its growth;
And, from their standpoints, right were both.
Paley folk's priceless value knew
And, inside limits, Chalmers too;
But in the latter's day, the dread
Was that mair folk could not be fed :
A dread that needna trouble you
For generations not a few;
And ere that time come ye'll be Britain;
And, as a certain Mac has written,
Some N. Z. sketcher, St. Paul's ruin,
Frae London's broken brig be doin'.

WILLIE: Though mine the faut, I'd now like vastly
Tae hear your interrupted "lastly."

BURNS: 'Twas this, that tae my mind it's clear
The Governor shares the wholesome veer.
At banquet in your toon he told

How many more this land might hold;
And what he thought your growth confines;
Which read Protection 'twixt the lines.
Or raither, let it be assumed
That, like the lave, he gets illumed;
And when the people, in the mass,
Direct Protection's law to pass—
Which very shortly shall be dune,
Though no' a single day ower sune—
He'll own his views and theirs agree,
And Magna Charta sign wi' glee.
But hark, the clock has chappit ane,
It's mair than time that I was gane,
When we three here again foregether
We'll hae grand news for ane anither.
Gude luck tae baith, employ your powers,
And mind ye aye keep early hours!

WILLIE: It's time I too made tracks for hame,
"Whaur sits nae sulky, sullen dame;"
She's been in bed three hours at least,
Unconscious o' our airy feast,
An' left a chair ahint the door
Tae hear the late folk tumblin' o'er!

ALLAN: I'm no' inclined a bit for fun,
There's work to do that shall be done;
Each can do something—high or low,
Each, at the call o' duty, go :
Freetrade has lang oor laud perplexed,
Let, then, Protection be our text.

WILLIE: Protection is my national text;
For though I'm quondam Hieland
Tae ither hills I'm now annexed,
An' this is my New Zealand.
It's likewise yours an' ither folk'sThe mair o' us the better,
Did not Freetrade, O cruel hoax,
Our local trade enfetter.

Protection still shall be my text;
For hoo can I forget it,
Wi' needless evils daily vexed,
Tae Freetrade rule indebted?
Nae doot our nation does progress,
Through vision microscopic;

But does our tax for debt grow less?
Or tribute philanthropic?

Protection will our name restore,
An' lift us oot o' trouble;
An' soon we'll cease to borrow more,
An' thus our pleasure double.
Our work will grow, our wealth will [unclear: gre]
Our species an' our specie;
An', then, nae matter wha the foe,
We'll hae our big militia.

Protection thorough is my theme,
As patriot politician;
Down with the tyrant Freetrade scheme
That struts on stale tradition.
The name despised is now our pride
There's music in "Protection;"
For it we'll battle side by side,
And win at this election!
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Our Dealings with Maori Lands.
As very considerable dissatisfaction obtains : among those persons of the European race who daring the last
few years have purchased or leased, or have negotiated for the purchase or lease of native lands in the North
Island of New Zealand, principally owing to the conflicting and fluctuating legislation on that question, and as
the present method of dealing with their estates is universally deprecated by the Maori people. The disposition
and dealing with native lands, whether Government or otherwise, being one of vital importance to the North
Island, I purpose, to endeavour to show some of the causes which have led to the existing discontent in this
matter. I consider it to be the duty of all persons who have any knowledge of the subject to give such
information as is in their power; in order that steps may be taken by the Legislature of the colony to enact such
measures as will remove or alleviate the difficulties at present besetting this important question. In order to do
so, and make things clear to persons who have recently arrived in the colony, it is proposed to proceed with it as
follows:—
•
Firstly.—The Maori tenure of land before the arrival of Europeans in New Zealand.
•
Secondly.—European dealings from their first arrival until 1840, when the law of England, so far as it
was applicable to the circumstances of the colony, became the law of New Zealand.
•
Thirdly.—The system of Government land purchases from 1840 until 1862, when the Native Lands Act,
1862, was passed.
•
Fourthly—The legislation respecting Native Lands Courts and Lands from 1862 to 1886.
•
Fifthly.—With measures which might be enacted to facilitate and simplify the dealing with, and

disposition of Native Lands.
It is not my intention to enter at length into the subjects included in the three first heads, bat only so far as
will make the whole intelligible to the reader. The other two will be dealt exhaustively with, as feeing what
immediately concerns the whole colony at the present time.
Firstly.—The Maori tenure of land prior to the arrival and settlement of Europeans in New Zealand was not
of such a vague and undefined nature as many persons suppose. There were a number of tribes inhabiting the
country, and the estate of each had its well-known and established boundary. Within these great external limits
were subdivisions for each sab-tribe or sept (hapu) to the tribe. These boundaries were occasionally varied,
altered, or expunged by conquest in war, and in a few instances by intermarriages. This latter was not a general
rule, because, according to native custom, husband and wife were not one as far as any description of property
was concerned. If a man belonged to one tribe and his wife to another, he could reside with her on her people's
land, and "vice versa," but neither acquired any right to the lands of the other. The children could occupy the
lands of both tribes, but they always distinguished between that which they inherited from the male line and
that which accrued to them from the female. Sometimes an old chief would partition his lands amongst his
children together with certain hapus. Land was occasionally given for services rendered in war, or otherwise.
There are a few cases where an actual purchase has been made.
In the matter of acquiring land by conquest :—If a tribe was exterminated, or if nearly annihilated, and the
small remnant was captured, they became the slaves (taurekareka), and the land the absolute property of the
conquerors, the chiefs of whom would at once proceed to mark out portions for themselves and their respective
followers. The rule was first come first served, precisely similar to miners pegging out claims in a new rush on
a gold-field. One man would put up a pole with a bunch of feathers on it, another would place a long stone in
the ground for his boundary. A gentleman who did not like to travel to the summit of a mountain, and who
being of high rank was very sacred (tapu), would quietly observe, "that hill is my head.' On one occasion a
chief had been left out in the scramble, and he went to an adjacent forest and filled his hair with the berries of
the hinau tree. On rejoining his companions he shook the berries on to the ground, and said that is my piece,
pointing to the spot where he had procured them, and that constituted a good and valid title, and his descendants
own that land to this day. If a conquest was partial, each party held that which they occupied; but this generally
produced further fighting. They both retained possession until one was strong enough to conquer or drive the
other off. In the case of the original owners being driven off the land, and the victors occupying it, and the
fugitives by permission of the party in possession being allowed to return and occupy a portion of their former
holdings, they then became the vassals (rahi) of the dominant tribe. They were not body servants, like the slaves
(taurekareka), but had to perform feudal service, join in war, paddle the chief's canoe, and supply food for tribal
meetings. As far as can be ascertained the lands of a sub-tribe or sept (hapu) were held in common, and there
were no cases of individual rights or ownership in land, unless by the death of all but one of the members of a
sub tribe.
There is probably no better illustration of Maori tenure than that of the Highland clans before the rebellion
of 1745, with this exception that there were no vassals or slaves among the Highlanders; they were all freemen. The Highlander paid no rent to his chief, who had no more proprietary right in the soil than he had. He
would aid his chief in war; but there were cases both among the Celts and the Maoris where the head of a
powerful sub-tribe or sept (hapu) declined to join the forces of their acknowledged lord. Then there is another
similarity. "Mec" in Scotch means "son or offspring of;" in the Maori the word "Ngati" has the same
signification. For instance, Mackay—offspring of Kay; Macdonald—of Donald; Ngatitamatera—off-spring of
Tamatera; Ngatitoa—of Toa. Now, for chiefs we have Eric Mackay, Lord Reay, head of the clan Kay, and the
sub-tribes or septs of Scowrie, Bighouse, &c. on the Highland side, and Taraia Ngakuti of the Ngatitamatera,
and the septs (hapus) of the Ngatipare of Cape Colville and the Ngatitawhake of Ohinemuri, &c., representing
the Maori clan of Tamatera, Pare and Tawhake being children of Tamatera.
Secondly.—The first Europeans who arrived in New Zealand with the intention of living in the country
consisted of traders, runaway sailors, and convicts who had escaped from Botany Bay. The missionaries came
at a subsequent period. However, all four classes dealt with Maori lands in much the Fame manner—paying for
large areas with goods and articles of small value. But, in justice to these old pioneers and to the natives, it must
be said that both parties were contented with their bargains, and such a thing as repudiation was unknown. A
chief's word was his bond in those days. After the Charter of New Zealand as a British colony, on the 16th of
November, 1840, and its subsequent proclamation as such, these land claims were investigated by
Commissioners specially appointed for the purpose, and which though recognised as valid, yet the most of them
were reduced very considerably in extent; but, strange to relate, the land thus cut off, or excluded from the
claim was in many instances retained by the Crown, and not given back to the original Maori owners. The next
and most extensive land purchase operations were made by an association which had been formed in England,
known as the "New Zealand Company," for the purpose of acquiring lands in and colonising New Zealand.

Their operations were, in the first instance, confined to the country now forming the provincial districts of
Taranaki, Wellington, Nelson, and Marlborough, but were subsequently extended to other portions of the
Middle Island. This company dealt in a more liberal and systematic manner with the natives than the previous
mentioned classes of purchasers. Their operations were in full swing when Captain William Hobson, R.N.,
arrived at the Bay of Islands as Her Majesty's Consul, etc., which brings us to the subjects dealt with under the
third heading.
Thirdly.—In 1840 the Maori people were very numerous and warlike, and were well-supplied with arms
and ammunition, and any attempt to have taken their lands by force would have resulted in the extermination of
all the Europeans then residing in the country. Captain Hobson therefore in that year entered into a treaty, called
the Treaty of Waitangi, with a number of the principal chiefs of the Northern tribes, at a place known as
Waitangi, at the Bay of Islands, It was subsequently signed by the Waikato and several other tribes. This treaty
extended the Queen's protection to the Maori people, and guaranteed to conserve to them all the rights to their
lands, forests, fisheries, and other property they possessed In return the chiefs agreed to cede to the Queen the
sovereignty they possessed over their respective tribes and people. Also, that the Crown should have the
pre-emptive right to purchase such lands as the natives were willing to sell.
New Zealand was thus made a British colony, but as one of the dependencies of New South Wales, and
Captain Hobson, R.N., was appointed to be the Lieutenant. Governor thereof.
The Government, at first, only purchased sufficient land for their immediate requirements in and around
Auckland.
In 1842, Captain Wakefield, the agent for the New Zealand Company at Nelson, and several influential
settlers, were killed by Te Rauparaha and the Ngatitoa tribe, at Wairau, Marlborough, owing to a dispute about
the purchase of that district by the New Zealand Company. This was the first European blood shed in
connection with the purchase of land.
In 1846, Sir George Grey, then Governor of the colony, inaugurated a system of Government land
purchase, and a very stringent ordinance was enacted by the Governor and the Legislative Council (November
16, 1846). The preamble is given to show how determined the Crown were to uphold the pre-emptive rights
which had been acquired under the "Treaty of Waitangi,"
"An ordinance to provide for the prevention by summary proceedings of unauthorised purchases and leases
of land,"

Preamble.
"Whereas, it is essential to both the peaceable and prosperous colonisation of New Zealand that the disposal
of land therein should be subject to the control of the Government of the colony. And to that end the right of
pre-emption in and over all lands within the colony hath been obtained by treaty, and vested in Her Majesty, her
heirs, and successors. And all lands alienated without the sanction of the Crown, by any person of the native
race to any person not of the same race, do, by virtue of such alienation, vest in the Crown as part of the domain
lands thereof. And, whereas, divers persons have, without the sanction of the Crown, entered into contracts for
the purchase, use, or occupation of lands, which private contracts are not, and in most cases cannot, be made
with due regard to validity of title to the land comprised therein, and are often defective by reason of a want of
a clear understanding by the parties to the contract of the terms and meaning thereof. And, whereas, by such
secret and irregular purchases, not only is the law sought to be evaded, but the general tranquillity of the colony
is liable to be seriously endangered. For the purpose therefore of providing a speedy and efficient remedy for
the evils aforesaid : Be it enacted by the Lieutenant-Governor of New Zealand, with the advice and consent of
the Legislative Council thereof, as follows :—
It is unnecessary to give the provisions in "extenso," but they were shortly as follows:—
•
Forbidding the purchase or lease of land or purchase of timber.
•
Forbidding any person from residing, or, in any way occupying native land, with' oat being the holder of a
license from the Government.
•
Penalty for infringing the above not less than £5, or more than £100, to be recovered in a summary way.
•
If any person continued in occupation for one calendar month after conviction he was liable to be fined
again as above.
Land Purchase Commissioners were appointed, the chief of whom was the late Sir Donald Maclean, and
under this system large areas of land were acquired by the Crown in various parts of the Colony. This plan
worked pretty well and smoothly until 1858 (Sir Thomas Gore Browne was then Governor of the colony), when
complications arose at Taranaki, which continued until the celebrated interview took place between the
Governor and Wiremu Kingi Rangitake about the Waitara block, which culminated in the first war at Taranaki
in 1860. After this the country was in a disturbed state for some years, and Government Land Purchase

operations were virtually suspended. In 1862 a Native Lands Act was passed by the Legislature, which brings
us to the conclusion of the third point under review.
Fourthly.—After the conclusion of the Taranaki war of 1860, many persons (both European and native)
were of opinion that if there had been any properly constituted tribunal for the investigation of the title and
claims of natives to lands, that conflict could have been averted. The Government then considered it desirable
to enact some measure dealing with this question, and accordingly The Native Lands Act, 1862, was passed.
This Act was "reserved for the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure thereon," 15th Sept., 1862. On the 6th
June, 1863, Sir George Grey (then Governor) signed a proclamation that "Her Majesty had been pleased to
assent to it." From this point the former policy of the Government with reference to the purchase of native lands
was completely reversed. The Crown relinquished and abrogated the pre-emptive right of purchase, which it
had acquired under the provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi. It will be remembered that document was made
between Queen Victoria on the one part, and certain Maori chiefs on the other; and the Legislature considered
the question one of Imperial policy and importance, or they would not have inserted a section specially
reserving the Act for the Queen's assent. Be that as as it may, one of the contracting parties—and the stronger
one of the two—gave up a certain right which had been obtained by Her. This did not, however, release the
Crown from its other liabilities under that treaty, and they were still bound to protect the Maoris in undisturbed
possession of their lands, forests, fisheries, and other property. It is also a law of nations that a treaty shall be
interpreted in favour of the weaker party. The Act will, however, speak for itself, and it is unnecessary at this
stage to make further comment on it. The preamble is as follows, viz.:—
"Whereas by the Treaty of Waitangi entered into by and between Her Majesty and the chiefs of New
Zealand, it was, among other things, declared that Her Majesty confirmed and guaranteed to the chiefs and
tribes of New Zealand and the respective families and individuals thereof, the full exclusive and undisturbed
possession of their lands and estates which they collectively or individually held, so long as it should be their
desire to retain the same. And it was further declared that the chiefs yielded to Her Majesty the exclusive right
of preemption over such lands as the proprietors thereof might be disposed to alienate. And whereas it would
greatly promote the peaceable settlement of the colony and the advancement and civilisation of the natives if
their rights to land were ascertained, defined, and declared, and If the ownership of such when so ascertained,
defined, and declared, were assimilated as nearly as possible to the ownership of land according to British law.
And whereas with a view to the foregoing objects Her Majesty may be pleased to waive in favour of the natives
so much of the said Treaty of Waitangi as reserves to Her Majesty the right of pre-emption of their lands, and
to establish courts, and to make other provisions for ascertaining and declaring the rights of the natives to their
lands, and for otherwise giving effect to the provisions of this Act, and it is expedient that the General Assembly
of New Zealand should facilitate the said objects by enacting such provisions as are hereinafter contained."
It will be necessary to refer shortly to some of the provisions of this Act.
Section 2 sets forth—"All lands in New Zealand over which the native title has not been extinguished, may
save as hereinafter excepted, and after the respective owners by native custom of the same shall have been
ascertained as hereinafter provided, be dealt with and disposed of under the provisions of this Act."
Further sections provide for the constitution of Courts. The appointment of Resident Magistrates to be
presidents of such Courts. The making of rules for the empanelling of any jury, and for generally conducting
the business of the Courts. Then for procedure, the proceedings of the Court to be confirmed by the Governor,
and signified to the President. The Governor to have power to make reserves, and to make such reserves
inalienable, subject to such reservation, and upon the confirmation of the proceedings of the Court as aforesaid,
the President and members of the Court shall sign and issue a certificate of title in favour of the tribe,
community, or individuals whose title shall have been ascertained, defined, and registered as aforesaid.
By section 15 it was enacted, "That where a certificate was issued in favour of any individual person or
persons not being more than twenty in number, the Governor may endorse his signature on the certificate,
which, when sealed with the public seal of the colony, shall have the same force and effect as a grant in fee
simple to the persons described in the certificate." Section 17 provides for the disposition of lands thus : "The
individual person or persons named in any certificate as the owner or owners thereof, or as having any
particular estate or interest therein, may dispose of the interest which he or they may have in the lands described
in such certificate by way of absolute sale or lease or exchange for other lands or otherwise to any person or
persona whomsoever." A duty was payable to the Crown thus : "Upon each first sale of land, after the issue of
the certificate or Crown grant in exchange for the certificate, the purchaser of the lands then sold shall pay a
duty or sum after the rate of £10 in every £100 upon the amount of the consideration or purchase money of such
lands, and upon each subsequent sale of the same lands the purchaser thereof shall pay a duty or sum after the
rate of £4 in every £100 upon the amount of consideration or purchase money of such lands." This section
further enacted "that no transfer or conveyance shall be valid until such duty shall have been paid." It is
unnecessary to make further quotations from the above-mentioned Act, it suffices to say that the Crown by it

relinquished their right of pre-emption, and with the exception of lands reserved for their benefit, use, and
occupation, which were to be inalienable, the Maoris could deal with their lands as they pleased. It may,
however, be mentioned that the Native Lands Act, 1862, never had a fair trial, as the outbreak of war at
Waikato in 1863 unsettled both Europeans and natives, and few, if any, titles were investigated and determined
under its provisions. One thing is certain, that it had this merit, which cannot be claimed by any subsequent law
passed respecting native lands, that it was clear, concise, and easy to understand; and instead of being
obstructive in its character, full and free permission was given to any person to acquire land by purchase, lease,
or otherwise, with the single exception above mentioned.
As if farther to show that the natives were to be placed on the same footing as British subjects (it may be
remembered that in the preamble to "The Native Lands Act, 1862," it is stated that it is desirable that native
title, when ascertained and defined, should be assimilated as nearly as possible according to British law"), the
Colonial Legislature in 1865 passed "The Native Bights Act, 1865." It is intituled "an Act to declare that the
Maoris shall be deemed to be natural-born subjects of Her Majesty, and to declare that the jurisdiction of the
Queen's courts of law extends over the persons and properties of all Her Majesty's subjects within the colony."
This Act conferred on the Supreme Court an original jurisdiction over lands held under Maori custom.
Maori title to land "was to be determined according to the ancient custom and usage of the Maori people so far
as the same can be ascertained." In actions involving questions of Maori title to, or interests in land, the Judge
before whom the case was tried "shall direct any issue or issues to be tried by the Native Lands Court, and the
Judge of the Native Lands Court before whom the same shall be tried, shall return the verdict or judgment, as
the case may be, into the Supreme Court, and such verdict or judgment shall be taken as conclusive, both as to
fact and as to Maori custom or usage, and shall be dealt with by the Supreme Court in the same manner, and
shall have the same effect as the verdict of a jury in the Supreme Court." This Act is still law, but I am unable
to cite any case to which it has been applied.
During the session of 1865, farther legislation on native lands was enacted by the passing of "The Native
Lands Act, 1865." This repealed "The Native Land Purchase Ordinance, session 7," No. 19, hereinbefore
alluded to, "The Intestate Natives Succession Act 1861," "The Native Lands Act, 1862," and "The Native Lands
Act Amendment Act, 1864." It was Intituled "An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to Lands in
the Colony in which the Maori Proprietary Customs still exist, and to provide for the ascertainment of the Titles
to such Lands, and for Regulating the Descent thereof, and for other purposes."
This Act provided more extensive and complicated machinery for the investigation of Native title to lands
than that of 1862.
A Chief Judge, Judges, and Assessori were appointed under it. The certificate of title ceased to be endorsed
by the Governor but on it being forwarded to him "it was lawful for him to cause a grant from the Crown to be
made and issued under the public seal of the Colony, of the lands comprised in the certificate to the persons
named therein for the estate or interest therein described or mentioned, and if the certificate shall have been
accompanied with any such recommendation (to make the land inalienable, or other conditions) of the Court as
aforesaid it shall be lawful for the Governor to insert in the grant any such restrictions on alienability,
limitations, or conditions, or some of them, as may be expressed in such recommendation,"
The above section gave the Crown a greater power than was conferred under the Native Lands Act, 1862.
By it the Governor bad authority to make restrictions in the case of native reserves only. In the Act of 1862 the
restrictions were for the benefit of the natives alone, but in that of 1865 restrictions could be recommended by
the Court without consulting the natives; and it might not be difficult to find a few instances where land has
been made inalienable because of its value for public purposes—the Crown having no power under these Acts
to take land for such objects, excepting for roads only.
In the Act of 1865 a very material alteration was made in the matter of certificates of title, the section (23)
referring to them is as follows :—"At such sitting of the Court, the Court shall ascertain by such evidence as it
thill think fit, the right, title, estate, or interest of the applicant, and all other claimants to or in the land,
respecting which notice shall have been given as aforesaid, and the Court shall order a certificate of title to be
made and issued, which certificate shall specify the names of the persons, or of the tribe, who according to
native custom own or are interested in the land, describing the nature of such estate or interest and describing
the land comprised in such certificate, or the Court may in its discretion refuse to order a certificate to issue to
the claimant or any other person, provided always that no certificate shall be ordered to more than ten persons,
Provided further that if the piece of land adjudicated upon shall not exceed fire thousand acres such certificate
may not be made in favour of a tribe by name."
Now the Act of 1862 provided that a certificate could be issued "in favour of any persons not being more in
number than twenty," and as under its provisions it was competent to issue tribal certificates which could at any
time be subdivided, it is quite fair to assume that where the number of owners exceeded twenty that it was
intended a "tribal certificate" should be ordered. By the Act of 1865 the Native Lands Court is directed to

"ascertain the right, title, estate, or interest of the applicant and all other claimants," and further enacts that the
Court shall order a certificate of title which shall specify the names of the persons who own or are interested in
such land, etc. After taking all this trouble the number was to be narrowed down to ten unless they owned
upwards of 5000 acres. If they possessed an area in excess of that quantity they could then obtain a tribal
certificate, but not otherwise. This certainly is a most extraordinary provision, and not as farseeing or reaching
in that respect as the Act of 1862.
This section has done incalculable injury to private purchasers of native lauds, and has inflicted gross
injustice and robbery on numerous persons of the Maori race, and has been a fruitful source of ruinous
litigation. For instance, on the investigation of the title to a block of land, say containing four thousand nine
hundred acres, it was found there were four septs (hapus) of a tribe entitled to the land, the aggregate number of
persons composing the same being sixty, the Court then gave its decision accordingly, and requested the natives
to select the names of ten of such owners to be placed in the certificate. This being done, the title issued in due
course, leaving fifty of the acknowledged owners out in the cold. It may be said, "Well, that is all right, the ten
are trustees for the other fifty;" but such was not the case either in law or in fact. Others will probably ask, "But
why did not they apply for four certificates, with ten names in each. There was provision in the Act for that?"
The answer to this question is very plain—namely, that the Maoris at that time knew nothing of the working of
the Native Lands Act, as it was entirely new to them, and neither the Court, or the would-be purchasers
enlightened them on the subject: the former because the majority of the Judges had a noted aversion to
"subdivisions of hereditaments," on account of the large amount of trouble involved in investigating and
deciding such cases; the latter, as the fewer natives to deal with the better for them. The Maoris who had been
excluded from the certificate speedily became acquainted with one phase of the case. The ten men who should
have been trustees, in most instances treated the estate as if it was their sole property, and sold or leased it and
pocketed the proceeds, ignoring the other owners who had as much right to the consideration money as
themselves. In a few cases the ten certificated owners behaved honourably to their people, but these were the
exception and not the rule. The Government system of purchase under the repealed Land Purchase Ordinance
of 1846, was greatly superior to this, as far as the tribe was concerned, as the money was paid at large public
meetings of natives, and although the Commissioner might hand it to the principal chief, it was almost
invariably fairly divided among the owners; in fact, many participated in the proceeds of sales whose claims
would not now be recognised by the Native Lands Court. It is therefore not difficult to arrive at the conclusion
that the natives soon became highly dissatisfied and disgusted with the new land law.
By the Act of 1865 the duties payable to the Crown were altered, and confined to paying on the first
disposal of the land by sale or lease a sum of ten pounds per centum on the consideration or purchase money
paid on a conveyance in fee simple, and on the amount of rent in each year (reserved) in the lease. The
provision contained in the Act of 1862, for paying four pounds per centum on the consideration for subsequent
dealings with the same land was dropped.
Before concluding the question about the ten certificated owners or grantees it may be expedient to direct
attention to some of the provisions of an Act passed in the last session of Parliament, styled "The Native
Equitable Owners Act, 1886," which sets forth in the preamble thereto that "Whereas under 'The Native Lands
Act, 1865,' certificates of title and Crown grants of certain lands were made in favour of or to natives nominally
as absolute owners. And whereas in many cases such natives are only entitled and were only intended to be
clothed with title as trustees for themselves and others, members of their tribe or hapu or otherwise. Be it
therefore enacted by the General Assembly of New Zealand, in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of
the same, as follows:"—
Section 2. Upon the application of any native claimant to be beneficially interested in any land as aforesaid,
the Native Land Court of New Zealand may make inquiry into the nature of the title to such land, and into the
existence of any intended trust affecting the title thereto.
3. According to the result of such Inquiry, the Court may declare that no such trust exists, or if it finds that
any such trust does or was intended to exist, then it may declare who are the persons beneficially entitled.
4. The Court may thereupon make order that the persons so declared entitled to such beneficial ownership
shall be owners as tenants in common of the land, the subject of such trust, and they shall be deemed to be such
owners in like manner as if their names had been inserted in the certificate or grant affecting such land.
5. The foregoing enactments shall not apply where the land the subject of such certificate or Crown Grant
as aforesaid or any share therein has heretofore been sold or conveyed by such nominal owners or any of them
or their successors, but this exception shall not apply to lands in the South Island portions whereof have been
disposed of to the Government. Provided always that no native claimant shall have any claim on the
Government or be allowed to question the title of the Government to any land purchased by it. Where land
subject to this Act is also subject to a lease for an unexpired term of years, any order made as aforesaid shall not
prejudice the estate or term of the lessee, but the lessee, after notice of such order, shall pay any rent to accrue,

due under his lease, to the Public Trustee, whose receipt shall be a good discharge for the same. Such rent shall
be paid out to and among the parties beneficially entitled in accordance with any partition or determination of
interests as aforesaid.
It is improbable that many cases will be brought forward under the statute above alluded to, as a very large
proportion of the lands granted under the Act of 1865 have been sold. It is also very doubtful whether any
advantage which may accrue from this ex post facto legislation, is equivalent to the mischief which may be
done by educating the natives up to the idea that titles derived from the Crown are not worth the parchment
they are written on, and can be set aside by the same tribunal which created them. A Maori can understand a
final decision, but if he finds there are any legal loopholes he will endeavour to squeeze through them. In the
old days of Government land purchase if a native was aggrieved at the action of the District Commissioner he
would appeal to the Chief Commissioner, and was generally satisfied with his ruling, but in some instances
nothing would please him but personally interviewing the Governor on the question, after which the matter
would be dropped. Another great disadvantage of interfering with existing titles granted by the Crown is that
European capitalists are now very chary about investing in estates which have been acquired under any law
affecting native lands. It will be observed that the Crown are very careful to guard themselves against the
outside owner being able to make any claim upon them or to question their title. Why do not they extend the
same protection to the Europeans who have purchased from the ten certificated owners or grantees? In the case
of an existing lease, and the lessee having a right to a renewal thereof, his position may be found to be very
difficult from the importation of additional landlords into the question, who, it is highly probable, would be
antagonistic to the original lessors. The lessee is not to blame in the matter; the law allowed him to take a lease
from the ten ostensible owners, and if anyone is culpable it is the Crown, and they ought to uphold the legal
rights of purchasers and lessees; and if any natives have been wronged by defective laws the Government
should give compensation for such grievances, but should refrain from upsetting existing grants and titles.
Another subject which demands some attention is the manner in which we taught the natives to repudiate
agreements entered into in good faith between themselves and Europeans. It had been the custom for Europeans
to enter into agreements for the purchase and lease of lands, and to make advances in money thereon previous
to the investigation of the title, or the issue of a certificate of title, for the same. For a long time good faith was
maintained on both sides, and when the Court made the order for certificate, the balance of the purchase money
or rent was paid over to the natives, who executed the conveyance or lease, as the case might be. Unscrupulous
persona, who were desirous of ousting the original negotiator, told the natives that, under the various Native
Lands Acts, such "agreements were absolutely void, and that no action could be maintained for the recovery of
any moneys or other consideration paid or given thereon." The natives, finding this to be true, had no scruple in
ignoring agreements and payments on account; and, having acquired this knowledge, they next proceeded to
attempt to upset conveyances and leases which had been executed subsequent to the issue of certificates of title,
memorials of ownership, or Crown grants. A person advancing moneys to natives before the investigation of
the title to land ran a considerable risk of paying the wrong owners, or of having numbers to deal with in
addition to those to whom he had already made advances whensoever the title was settled. He might also lie out
of his money for years before it was possible to complete his conveyance or lease; and it only appears
reasonable that, after running all the risk, and expending an enormous amount of time and trouble, he should be
allowed to conduct his operations to a successful issue without the law authorising a system of repudiation. Any
person in the slightest degree acquainted with the question of native land purchases knows full well but for the
system of prior advances and agreements the area of land the title to which has been investigated, and which
has been conveyed and leased, would not have attained to its present large proportions; and large tracts, now
occupied and improved, would have still remained native land. Before surveys could be made or titles decided
some person had to negotiate and advance money, as the natives were powerless to do so themselves from want
of the necessary funds; and purchases generally commenced by the natives requesting a European to advance
money for survey purposes, which subsequently ended in a purchase or lease.
In 1867 an addition to "The Native Lands Act, 1865," was passed, known as "The Native Lands Act, 1867."
It repealed or amended some clauses of the former measure. The most important change, and which is more
immediately connected with the sale and lease of native land, is the radical alteration made in the matter of
"Certificates of Title;" whereas by the statute of 1865 the names of ten persons only could be inserted in a
certificate of title; under the provisions of that of 1867 cognisance could be taken of the claims of any number
of persons. By referring to section 17 of that Act it will be seen that, after providing that the interests of all
persons, whether they have put in a claim or not, shall be ascertained by the Court. It further enacts that:
"Provided that when it shall appear to the Court, upon such inquiry, that any persons more than ten in number,
or that any tribe or hapu are interested in such land, and that such persons, tribe, or hapu so interested consent
that a certifÍcate in favour of persons should be ordered to issue to certain of the persons interested therein, not
exceeding ten in number, in such case a certificate may, at the discretion of the Court, be ordered to be issued to

such last-mentioned persons; and the Court shall cause to be registered in the Court the names of all the persons
interested in such land, including those named in the certificate, and the particulars of the interests of all such
persons; and in the certificate to be issued in such cases, there shall be a recital that the certificate is issued
under this section of this Act, and no portion of the land comprised in such certificate shall, until it shall have
been subdivided as hereinafter provided, be alienated by sale, gift, mortgage, lease, or otherwise, except by
lease for a term not exceeding twenty-one years, and no such lease shall contain or be made subject to any
proviso, agreement, or condition for the renewal thereof." This section further provides for a subdivision of the
land comprised in the certificate, if the persons interested, or a majority of them, make application to the Court
in that behalf. It is a very peculiar circumstance that, while under the Act of 1865 the ten persons named in the
certificate had the absolute right to dispose of the land in any manner they pleased, to the injury of the people
they represented, yet, when the names of all the persons interested in the land are inserted, either in the
certificate of title or in the Court register, they are not allowed to sell it, or to lease it, for any term exceeding
twenty-one years. Presumably it was enacted on account of the wrongs done in the cases where, under the Act
of 1865, only ten names appeared in the certificate of title; but why was the restriction on alienability added?
The ten persons named in the certificate in many instances leased the land to Europeans, and the "registered
owners" were not consulted in the matter. The ten "certificated owners" received the rent from the lessee, and
generally put it in their own pockets, and did not account to the other persons interested for their shares of it.
Occasionally, though very rarely, the "certificated owners" might be found acting honourably in the matter, and
dividing the rents fairly among all the parties interested. The result of the working of the 17th section of the Act
of 1867 was very unsatisfactory; and there were interested and unscrupulous persons of the European race who
endeavoured to persuade the "Registered Owners" that they could upset leases made under its provisions, on the
ground that those instruments should have been executed by all the owners, whether their names were in the
certificate or on the "Court Register," and that they could compel the lessee to pay rent to them, and that there
were good grounds for actions in the Supreme Court against such lessee. If it had been the intention of the
Legislature that the ten "Certificated Owners" should not have the power to lease the land, they would have
inserted a proviso "that no lease should be valid without the consent of all the owners thereto." The Supreme
Court and the Court of Appeal have decided that a lease made by the ten owners is good in law, and if they fail
to pay to the "Registered Owners" their fair proportion of the rent, the latter have their remedy against them, but
not against the lessee. If there is any doubt on this point, it should be set at rest forthwith by legislation, because
the cases affected thereby are very numerous, and highly valuable and important interests are at stake.
Between 1867 and 1873 a large area of land was leased under the provisions of section 17 of the Native
Lands Act, 1867, but in 1873 a Native Lands Act was passed which repealed the former statute. The new law
came into operation on the 1st January, 1874. The preamble was as follows, viz. :—
"Whereas it is highly desirable to establish a system by which the natives shall be enabled at a less cost to
have their surplus land surveyed, their titles thereto ascertained and recorded, and the transfer and dealings
relating thereto facilitated. And whereas it is of the highest importance that a roll should be prepared of the
native land throughout the colony, showing as accurately as possible the extent and ownership thereof, with a
view of assuring to the natives without any doubt whatever a sufficiency of their land for their support and
maintenance, as also for the purpose of establishing endowments for their permanent general benefit."
After authorising the appointment of judges and assessors, a new feature was introduced by creating
District Officers, who were to make certain inquiries and report to the Chief Judge thereon. But in accordance
with all previous experience in native affairs, the administrative branch of the Native Department, and the
Native Land Court Judges did not work amicably, or in concert together, and in a short time district officers
virtually ceased to act. It was also provided that the judge should make preliminary inquiries with a view to
ascertaining whether the application to bring the land under the Act was in accordance with the wishes of the
ostensible owners thereof. No attempt was ever made to give effect to this provision, and it became a dead
letter. Another departure from the principles of the Acts of 1862, 1865, and 1867 was the substituting
memorials of ownership for certificates of title. The sections relating thereto are as under:—
47. After the inquiry shall have been completed, the court shall cause to be inscribed on a separate folium
in the court rolls, a memorial of ownership in the form No, 1 of the schedule hereto, giving the name and
description of the land adjudicated upon, and declaring the names of all the persons who have been found to be
the owners thereof, or are thenceforward to be regarded as the owners thereof under any voluntary arrangement,
as above mentioned (section 46 made provision for the Court adopting arrangements voluntarily come to
amongst themselves by the claimants and counter-claimants) and of their respective hapu, and in each case
(when so required by the majority in number of the owners) the amount of the proportionate share of each
owner. Every such memorial shall have drawn thereon or annexed thereto a plan of the land comprised therein,
founded on the map approved as hereinafter mentioned, and signed by the Judge and sealed with the seal of the
Court.

48. To every such memorial there shall be annexed the following condition, namely, that the owners of the
piece of land referred to in such memorial have not power to sell or make any other disposition of the said land,
except that they may lease the same for any term not exceeding 21 years in possession, and not in reversion
without fine, premium, or foregift, and without agreement or covenant for renewal or for purchase at a future
time.
49. Nothing, however, in the foregoing conditions annexed to any memorial of ownership shall be deemed
to preclude any sale of the land comprised in such memorial where all the owners of such land agree to the sale
thereof, or to prevent any partition of such land in manner hereinafter provided if required.
62. No lease of any land held under memorial of ownership shall be valid unless all the owners of the land
comprised in such lease shall assent thereto, and the Court shall satisfy itself in every case of lease of the
fairness and justice of the transaction, of the rents to be paid, and assent of all the owners to such lease; such
leases shall be signed by all the owners in the manner hereinafter provided in respect of the signing of deeds
and instruments.
65. In any case of a proposed sale or lease of land, held under memorial of ownership, if the Court shall
find that all the owners are not desirous to sell or lease the said land, but that there are dissentients thereto, the
Court shall ascertain the number of such last-mentioned persons; and if the Court shall find that the majority of
the owners in either case are desirous that a subdivision of the land shall be made between them, then in every
such case the Court may cause a partition of the whole land to be made into two aggregate allotments
proportioned to the interests of those who wish to sell or lease, and of those who dissent, and shall award the
same as the Court shall think just, one of these allotments to the dissentients, the other to the intending sellers
or lessors, and thereafter the Court shall proceed in further matter of the particular sale or lease as hereinbefore
provided.
97. After the passing of this Act no land comprised in any certificate of title heretofore issued under the
seventeenth section of "The Native Lands Act, 1867," shall, until it shall have been subdivided and awarded, be
alienated by sale, gift, or mortgage, lease, or otherwise, except in accordance with the provisions of this Act:
Provided that it shall be lawful for the persons found by the Court to be interested, or for any of them to apply
to the Court to subdivide the land comprised in such certificate, and thereupon the Court shall have such and
the same power as it has in cases of partition in the case of dissentients to any sale or lease as hereinbefore
provided, and a subdivision may be ordered notwithstanding that a lease or leases of such land or some part
thereof may have been heretofore made; but no award of partition in such case shall take effect during the
subsistence of any lease of the land comprised in such award.
98. All lands comprised in any such certificate issued as last aforesaid respecting which no conveyance,
lease, mortgage, or contract has been made, may be dealt with in the like manner as land held under memorial
of ownership under this Act: Provided that land comprised in any such certificate respecting which any dealings
may have heretofore been had, may be dealt with in the like manner as land held under memorial of ownership
under this Act; but only in the case that in every dealing with such land the parties to such transactions shall
satisfy the Court that they have the assent of all the persons whose names are endorsed on the certificate as well
as the assent of those named on the face of the certificate to any such transaction.
It will be seen by the above recited clauses that lands held under certificate of title issued in accordance
with the provisions of the 17th section of the Act of 1867 are assimilated to the position of lands held under the
memorial of ownership provided for by the Act of 1873,—with this exception, that in the case of dissentients to
a proposed sale or lease of lands held under memorial of ownership, a majority of the owners must apply for a
subdivision or partition of such lands; whereas, in the case of the persons holding by a certificate issued under
the provisions of the above quoted seventeenth section any of them can apply for a subdivision (see section 97
above) The reason why this difference of procedure under the same Act should exist is not apparent.
Another conflict takes place in the provisions of sections 48 and 49. The first absolutely forbids any
dealings with land held under memorial of ownership except by lease for a term not exceeding twenty-one
years. The last sets forth that nothing how ever in the foregoing condition shall be deemed to preclude the sale
of the land comprised in such memorial where all the owners of such lands agree to the sale there of.
In the preamble to the Act of 1873 it is announced among other things, that it is highly desirable . . . that the
transfer and dealings relating thereto (land) be facilitated. It must be borne in mind that any number of names
could be inserted in a memorial of ownership, and that, in fact, such documents have been issued containing
several hundred names for one piece of land, and instances can be adduced where the persons representing such
interests are scat- tered throughout the country extending from the East Cape to Wairarapa and inland to Lake
Taupo. Now it is utterly impossible to bring all these natives together to assent to any sale or lease. The Act of
1873 could not have been drawn by any person acquainted with native land purchase transitions, not only for
the above, but for other reasons, Some natives included in a memorial might be Hauhaus or Kingites, and
nothing would induce them to agree to any sale or lease of the land. Others might wish to reserve their shares

for their families; and several might object to the price offered or the amount of rent payable. On the Act being
brought into operation it was found to be utterly unworkable. The Judges did not attempt to make the
preliminary inquiries required by the Act, because they had no power or machinery for calling the natives
together for that object. The district officers ceased to act; and the Native Lands Court made subdivisions of
lands sold or leased, without the assent of all the persons interested therein. Such was the position of affairs;
and the provisions of the Act of 1873 were so conflicting that it was understood that the Chief Judge would not
sign any memorials of ownership ordered under its provisions, until the Native Minister guaranteed that the
discrepancies and irregularities should be set right by farther legislation. In the case of a proposed sale or lease,
provision is made for a subdivision of the interests of dissentients thereto. It is somewhat strange that it did not
occur to the person who drew that section (and who, in the preamble, deemed it to be highly desirable that the
transfer and dealings relating to land should be facilitated), that there might be some dissentients to a
conveyance or lease which had been partly executed; or that a purchaser or leasee having acquired all the
interests he could, might desire to secure them by obtaining a subdivision.
Until 1873, the duties on sales, and leases of native lands were levied under the Native Lands Acts, but in
that year "The Native Land Duties Act" was passed. The duties were the same as in the Native Lands Acts, viz.,
£10 per centum where the estate is an interest in fee simple; and in respect of any lease a duty or sum in each
year equal to £10 per centum yearly upon the aggregate amount of rent payable for each and every year of the
lease. A new provision was introduced in respect to "duties in arrears and still remaining unpaid," "that over
and above such amount of duty, a farther sum by way of interest calculated at the rate of £10 per centum per
annum upon the amount of such duty in arrear, from the day on which any such duty became due and payable."
The above Act was repealed by "The Stamp Act, 1875, Amendment Act, 1881," and the duties have since been
payable under the Stamp Act. This question will be considered separately in another portion of the pamphlet,
but it was deemed necessary to allude to it here in order to show its severance from the Native Lands Act.
As before stated, subdivisions were frequently made by the Court without all the owners of the land
assenting thereto, because it was found impossible to comply with the provisions of the Act of 1873 in that
respect; and in 1878, in an amendment Act, the following section appears:—
11. "Notwithstanding anything to the contrary thereto in "The Native Land Act, 1873," or any amendments
thereto, it shall be lawful for the Court in its discretion, on the application of any native owner or other person
interested therein, to hear and determine the value or extent of any estate or interest in any land held by such
applicant under memorial of ownership or Crown grant, or award or conveyance; and if it shall deem fit to
make an order vesting any part or portion of such land in such applicant."
Here, again, we have an enactment diametrically opposed to the policy of the Act of 1873. That Act
provides "that a sale can be effected if all the persons interested in the land assent to such sale." By this section
it would appear that individual interests had been acquired, or the shares of a portion of the owners, and the
Legislature gave the Court the power to deal with such cases. This section should have gone further, and
validated all parchases of individual interests acquired up to the passing of the Amendment Act of 1878,
provided that such purchases passed the Trust Commissioner appointed under "The Native Land Frauds
Prevention Act," and declared that for the future the assent of all the owners to a sale or lease was unnecessary.
Such a proceeding would have quieted many titles, removed ambiguity in the law, and prevented numerous
costly lawsuits.
In 1880 "The Native Lands Court Act, 1880," was passed; among other provisions it was enacted by
section 70, that "So much of 'The Native Land Act, 1873,' as is repugnant to this Act is hereby
repealed—provided that a certificate of title issued under this Act shall have the same force and effect, and may
be dealt with as a memorial of ownership under 'The Native Land Act, 1873.'"
The above statute contained no provisions respecting the sale or lease of land—it principally related to the
procedure of the Native Land Court, but why certificates of title were substituted for memorials of ownership is
not apparent? except it was from a mere desire to alter the existing law, and cause confusion as to the name of
the Maori instrument of title.
In 1882 "The Native Lands Acts Amendment Act. 1882," was passed. It contained the following important
section
7. "And whereas claims to lands have been heard and decided, or partly decided, and proceedings have
been taken by the Native Land Court under "The Native Land Act, 1873," and its amendments, in which sundry
provisions of the said Acts have not been technically complied with.
"Be it enacted that on the application of any person interested either originally or derivatively in any such
land, it shall be lawful for the Court to inquire into the matter and make such order respecting the same as shall
appear to the Court justly to remedy any mistake or any error in the proceedings.
"An endorsement made by the Court on any such order or on any instrument of disposition shall be valid
and effectual for effecting the objects specified in such order, and an entry shall be made in the Registry of the

Land Transfers and the Registry of Deeds Offices to the effect that such orders have been made,"
It may be assumed that this provision was intended to be made to cover, amend, and legalise certain acts of
omission and commission.
Firstly: For the very imperfect performance of their duties by the District Officers.
Secondly: The Judges never having made any of the preliminary inquiries as directed by the Act.
Thirdly: For Europeans having made purchases of shares or interests in land without having the assent of
all the owners to the same.
Fourthly: For the Court having made orders for subdivisions of lands without the assent of all or of a
majority of the persons interested therein.
Now, whether such proceedings or non-proceedings, contrary to the text and meaning of the statute, can be
classed as a noncompliance with technicalities is very doubtful. Taking the above-quoted section for what it is
worth, it evidently refers more to dealings for the purchase or lease of lands than to any other question. Under
"The Native Lauds Act, 1873," a person who bad purchased the interests of all the owners could apply to the
Court for an order vesting the land comprised in the memorial in him under freehold tenure. If this was given
the Judge would recommend the issue of a Crown Grant to the purchaser, and there would be no occasion to
make an entry in the Registry of the Land Transfers and the Registry of Deeds offices that such an order had
been made; consequently the above recited section must be deemed to apply to cases where a person had
purchased certain interests in a block of land but not all, and was unable to register his deeds because of not
having the assent of all the persons named in the memorial of ownership. The Court then has to inquire into the
merits of the case and make such order respecting the same as shall appear to the Court justly to remedy any
mistake or any error in the proceedings. Then when the Court endorses the instrument of disposition, it can be
registered. If this view is correct, it tends again to show, in despite of anything to the contrary in the Act of
1873, that purchases of shares less than the whole of those comprised in a memorial of ownership were made,
and orders of partition of such interests were granted by the Court.
By "The Native Land Division Act, 1882," it was enacted, among other things, as follows:—
Section 2. "This Act shall apply to all lands title to which is derived through the Native Land Court, and to
all lands title to which is derived through "The Poverty Bay Grants Act, 1869," or to any Act amending same,
or making further provision in reference thereto, and shall not apply to any native reserve."
Section 4. "If any native grantee shall be desirous that division shall be made of the land included in his
grant, or of any part thereof, he may apply to the Court to make such provision; and the Court may proceed
thereupon, and may order a defined portion of the land to be granted to the Applicant; or, if it shall appear to the
Court that a majority in number desires that A division of the whole should be made, the Court may order such
division as it shall deem just, and may order grants to be issued accordingly."
"(1.) The Court may order in any such grant any conditions, restrictions, or limitations, even in cases where
the original grant was not subject to any such, or in extension or enlargement thereof if any such there were,
and may order such new grants, or any of them, without any conditions, restrictions, or limitations, although the
original grant may have been subject to such."
Further provision is made for the surrender of original grants, such surrender having the same effect as a
repeal by scire facias. If such grant or other instrument of title is not produced at the hearing by the Court, it has
power to declare such grant or other instrument of title to be null and void.
Section 10. "Land held by natives under the Land Transfer Acts may mutatis mutandis be similarly dealt
with, and new certificates of title under the said Acts may be similarly issued
"Lands held by natives under memorial of ownership, or certificate of title under "The Native Land Court
Act, 1880," may mutatis mutandis be similarly dealt with. Provided that the new instruments of title shall be
Crown grants, or certificates under the Land Transfer Acts.
"Lands held by natives under the seventeenth section of "The Native Lands Act, 1867," may be similarly
dealt with mutatis mutandis, but in these cases all the persons registered as owners, or their representatives as
aforesaid if dead, shall be treated as owners in the division, though an application shall be sufficient if made by
a majority of those named in the body of the certificate, or their representatives as aforesaid."
Section eleven provides for subdivision of lands granted to a tribe or hapu by name, Any persons claiming
to belong to the tribe, not less than five in number, may apply to the Court for a subdivision. The proceedings
being the same otherwise as in section ten.
Section 12. "Any person who, before the passing of this Act, has acquired an undivided share in any land
granted to natives, or any estate or interest therein, may apply to have his estate or interest defined, and
thereupon the Court may order A defined portion of the block to be granted to him proportionate to the value of
the estate or interest acquired.
"Proceedings may be taken for perfecting his title thereto in manner before set forth for dividing land
granted to natives mutatis mutandis. If the estate acquired is A leasehold, the Court may define a portion of the

block to which the lease shall thereafter solely apply, and shall endorse a description sad plan of such portion
on the lease. The endorsement shall be signed by a Judge, and sealed with the seal of the court, and the lease
shall then cease to have any application to my portion of the block other than that contained in the description
and plan."
The wording of section 4, above quoted, is rather ambiguous. One person can apply to have his share or
part of his share or interest Subdivided or partitioned, but if a subdivision of the whole block is required the
application must apparently be made by a majority in number of those interested therein. This also conflicts
with section 11 of "The Native Lands Act Amendment Act 1878," which is as follows:—"Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary thereto in 'The Native Lands Act 1873,' or any amendment thereto, it shall be lawful
for the court in its discretion, on the application of any owner or other person interested therein, to hear and
determine the value or extent of any estate or interest in say land held by such applicant under memorial of
ownership or Crown grant, or award or conveyance, and if it shall deem fit to make an order vesting any part or
portion of such laud in such applicant."
The investigation of the value or extent of any interest would necessitate the hearing of every person
interested in the block, and the effect would generally be to cause a subdivision of the whole, consequently the
application or desire of the majority would be a matter of little importance. The part of section 10 above recited,
referring to lands held by certificate, issued under the seventeenth section of "The Native Land Act, 1867,"
traverses the ninety-seventh section of "The Native Land Act, 1873," which provides with respect to such lands,
"that it shall be lawful for the persons found by the Court to be interested, or for any of them, to apply to the
Court to subdivide the land comprised in such certificate." Whereas that now under consideration enacts that an
application shall be sufficient if made by a majority of those named in the body of the certificate.
In 1883, Parliament passed "The Native Land Laws Amendment Act, 1883." Among other things it
enacted, that "No person shall in any case be permitted to appear in Court by, or to have the assistance therein
of, any counsel, solicitor, agent, or other representative.
"Provided that, if it is shown to the Court that any party to the proceeding is, through age, sickness, or
infirmity, or through unavoidable absence, unable to appear, or if appearing is incompetent to contact his case,
such person may, in the discretion of the Court, be allowed to appear by a native." The Above section was a
means of frequently inflicting injustice on the natives. For instance, many an old chief, shrewd enough to take
his own part in a Maori meeting or runanga, but unacquainted with the proceedings of our Courts, has been
pitted against a well educated young Maori, and although having a good claim, has been worsted in the
investigation of the title. If inquiry were made, numerous examples could be found of cases in which a clever
native has been engaged and put forward to conduct claims in the Court, and appear as one of the claimants or
counter claimants when he had not a particle of title or right to the land the subject of investigation. Surely the
above section was an infringement of "The Native Rights Act, 1865," as British subjects have the right to
appear by counsel in any proceeding in any Court of Law,
By the above Act of 1883, a person could not deal for any "native land" until after the expiration of the time
allowed for a re-hearing (three months), and a further term of forty days. Before the passing of this Act, it had
been customary to commence the execution of instruments of title immediately after the Court had made its
order for the issue of a certificate of title or a memorial of ownership. The following section, which inflicts a
very heavy penalty for its contravention, is a prominent and remarkable feature in this Act.
Section 8. "Any person who on his own behalf, or as agent or trustee for any other person, shall after the
passing of this Act, and before the day to be so fixed as aforesaid, take or accept any conveyance, lease,
transfer, gift, or other assurance from any native, whether to himself solely, or to himself and others of any
native land, or be a party to any negotiation, agreement, contract, or promise for the making to him or to him
and others, or to any other person of any such conveyance, lease, transfer, gift, or other assurance shall forfeit
and pay a penalty not exceeding £500, to be recovered in a summary way. And every such conveyance, lease,
transfer, gift, and other assurance and promise shall, except as hereinafter provided, be null and void."
"Native land" in this and the next preceding section does not include land in respect of which a certificate
of title or memorial of ownership has been ordered to be issued before the passing of this Act."
This statute further provided for the Trust Commissioner appointed under "The Land Frauds Prevention
Act, 1881," making an inquiry as to whether the negotiations in respect of any instrument of title presented for
his certificate had been commenced or carried on after the passing of this Act and before the day fixed by
proclamation as aforesaid. If it was found that negotiations had been so made, then the Commissioner was to
endorse a certificate to that effect on the instrument of title, which prevented the document from being
registered in any Registry of Deeds or Land Office.
The above enactments applied not only to lands held under native title or custom, the title to which had not
been investigated by the Native Land Court, but also to lands the title to which had been investigated under
"The Native Land Court Act, 1880," for a period of three months and forty days after such adjudication. At the

time the Crown held the right of pre-emption over native lands; the penalty imposed for dealing with such lands
was any sum not less than £5 or more than £100. In "The Native Land Act, 1862," and subsequent enactments,
it was laid down that all dealings for lands before the title thereto had been investigated by the Native Lands
Court were null and void. But even supposing it were right to inflict a penalty for such proceedings, no person
has yet been able to discover why the penalty was imposed in cases where the title had been investigated, and
an order made for a certificate of title to issue. A party purchasing or leasing the land under such circumstances
had to take his chance as to whether there was a rehearing of the case or not. If the purchaser pleased to risk
losing his money, in the event of a rehearing, that is a matter which apparently concerned himself only, and did
not call for legislative interference or the infliction of a penalty.
A "Native Committees Act" was passed in 1883, which contains a proviso relating to land as follows:—
Section 14.—"In any of the following cases:—
"(1) Where it is desired to ascertain the names of the owners of any block of land being or to be passed
through the Native Land Court; or
"(2) Where it is desired to ascertain the successors of any deceased owner; or
"(3) Where disputes have arisen as to the location of the boundary between lands claimed by natives, the
committee may make such inquiries as it shall think fit, and may report their decision thereon certified in
writing in the Maori language under the hand of the chairman of the committee, to the Chief Judge of the said
Court for the information of the Court."
No operations have been initiated under, this section, but if acted on carefully and properly, the Native
Committees could render material aid to the Native Land Court by making preliminary investigations of claims
to land, ascertaining the matters agreed to and those disputed, and leaving the latter as issues to be tried by the
Court.
"The Native Land Alienation Restriction Act 1884," was enacted with the object of preventing Europeans
dealing in any way for certain lands in the provincial districts of Auckland, Taranaki, and Wellington. This
territory is known as the "King Country." It is not necessary to follow the boundaries minutely as set forth in
the schedule. But approximately they are:
Commencing at Aotea Harbour on the West Coast of the North Island, thence by Te Wharauroa block to
the Waitetuna river, thence by the northern boundary of the confiscated lands in the Waikato district, to the
junction of the Wairaka stream with the Puniu river, thence by the Wairaka stream to its source, thence by a
straight line to the confluence of the Mangare stream with the Waikato river, thence up that river to the
Waipapa stream, and by that stream to its source; thence by the Tatua Whangamata block to Lake Taupo,
thence across the lake to the mouth of the Tauranga river, thence by that river to its source in the Kaimanawa
range, thence by the summit of that range to the source of the Moawhango river, thence by that river and the
Rangitikei river to the southern boundary line of the Otairi No. 5 Block, thence towards the south generally by
the southern boundary line of that block and the Otairi No. 2A Block to the Manga-papa stream, thence by that
stream and the Turakina river to the southern boundary of the Maungakaretu block, thence by the southern and
south-western boundary line of that block to the Whangaehu river, thence by that river and the Heao, and
Paratieke blocks, to the Mangawhero river, thence by that river to the Maugakowai stream and by that stream to
the north-western corner of the Ohineiti block, thence by the production of the northern boundary of that block
to Karewarewa block, thence by that block and the Parihouhou, Aratowaka, and Pokenui blocks to the
Whanganui river, thence by that river to the mouth of the Whangamomona River, thence by the latter river to
its source, thence by a line due west to the boundary of confiscated lands at Taranaki, thence by that line to
Parininihi (the White Cliffs), thence by the sea coast to Aotea Harbour, the place of commencement.
As a matter of public policy, and in order to prevent complications arising through negotiations for
purchases of lands from natives living under allegiance to Tawhiao (the Maori King), it was desirable to lock
up this country for a time until the Main Trunk Line of railway was arranged for, and the position of it
definitely decided on, The Government, however, as usual, made an attempt to return to the pre-emptive right
of purchase system, while debarring others from dealing they reserved the right to do so to themselves, thus, by
section 7: "Nothing in this Act contained shall be held to preclude the Governor from negotiating with the
native owners of any land within the territory aforesaid for the purchase or other acquisition by Her Majesty of
any such land they may wish to dispose of upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon between the
Governor and such owners." ft may not be generally known that the Crown could, by exercising the powers
conferred on them by "The Government Native Land Purchases Act, 1877," and the Amendment Act of 1878,
lock up any land as they pleased. It was only necessary for a land purchase officer to pay £5 or less to each of
twenty chiefs or natives on the same number of blocks, and European negotiators would be forthwith debarred
from further dealings by a "notification published in the New Zealand Gazette signed by or on behalf of the
Governor that money had been so paid for the purchase or acquisition of such land or an estate or interest
thereon, or that negotiations had been entered into in respect thereof, which would be sufficient notice to all

persons of the prior rights of the Crown in respect of the land mentioned or described in the notice." On
publication of such notice a copy of it was served on the District Land Registrar, and he lodged a caveat on
behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, her heirs and successors, in respect of such land.
The Governor, by similar notification, could annul the first notification, and the lands were then open for
purchase or lease, after the expiration of two months from the date of the publication of the notification of
withdrawal j of the Crown's negotiations.
The Government were in nowise particular as to whether they paid a deposit to the right owners, or not
before issuing a notification under "The Government Native Land Purchase Act of 1877." For instance, in the
Whanganui district a block of land known as Rangitatau, containing 47,000 acres, was thoroughly understood
to belong to certain members of the Ngarauru tribe, residing at Waitotara. This was situated to the northward of
the boundary line of the lands owned by the Whanganui tribes, which division had been frequently alluded to in
the Native Lands Court, and affirmed by it, and was universally accepted by the natives as being correct. The
Government desired to acquire the land, and endeavoured to deal for it with the proper owners of the Ngarauru
tribe, who were at that time in negotiation with some European settlers for the sale of it to them. The natives,
finding the latter would give a higher price than that offered by the Government, declined to sell to them. The
land purchase officer then found some three or four natives residing at Whanganui among the tribe of that
name, but who were distantly related to the Ngarauru, and he paid them a sum of money for their claims to the
Rangitatau block, and it was forthwith proclaimed as "land under negotiation by the Crown." The European
negotiators completed the survey of the block, and after it had been for a long period under proclamation, a
sitting of the Native Land Court was held, at Whanganui, and the Ngarauru tribe were found to be the owners.
The persons who had rewired money from the Crown were adjudged not to be entitled to any interest in it, and
the European settlers completed their purchase. It is unnecessary to supply further examples, but they are
numerous, and from that now given it is not difficult to come to the conclusion that a power thus wielded by a
Government could be used to inflict hardships and injustices on both natives and Europeans.
"The Native Land Alienation Restriction Act, 1884," has been repealed by "The Native Lands
Administration Act, 1886," but "The Government Native Land Purchase Act, 1877," and "The Government
Native Land purchase Act Amendment Act, 1878," still remain on the Statute Book.
Before leaving this branch of the subject it may be as well to briefly notice "The Thermal Springs District
Act, 1881," and its amendments. The following extracts will explain its purport:—
Section 2.—"The Governor may issue proclamations from time to time defining districts of the colony to be
subject to this Act, being localities in which there are considerable numbers of the ngawha, waiariki, or hot or
mineral springs, lakes, rivers, or waters; and from time to time may vary the boundaries or abolish any of such
districts.
"3.—After the publication in the Gazette of any proclamation defining a district as aforesaid, this Act shall
be in force therein, and It shall not be lawful for any person other than Her Majesty to acquire any estate or
interest in native land therein, except by virtue of or through the means prescribed or permitted by this Act."
The Government, it is said, made overtures in the public interest, and rightly so, to the native owners of
lands in the neighbourhood of Ohinemutu, Lake Rotorua, to allow the Crown to conserve, control, and manage
certain lands which contained thermal springs, etc., so as to prevent them from falling into the hands of
European speculators to the detriment of the general public. The natives of the Ngatiwhakaue tribe agreed to
allow the Crown to deal with a certain portion of their lands near Lake Rotorua, and on the 25th November,
1880, through the agency of F. D. Fenton, Esq., entered into an agreement to that effect.
"The Thermal Springs District Act" was passed in 1881. On the 12th October in that year the Governor, by
proclamation, brought the Pukeroa-a-Ruawhata block, containing 3200 acres, under the provisions of that Act.
(This is the land the subject of Mr. Fenton's agreement.) Subsequently, on the 22nd October, 1881, by a further
proclamation, the Tauranga and East Taupo district, containing 616,890 acres, was defined under the Act, and
on the 24th October, 1881, an addition of 29,900 acres was made to the East Taupo district. The natives express
great amazement and dissatisfaction at such a large area of their lands having been proclaimed under "The
Thermal Springs District Act. 1881," and state (with what accuracy cannot here be exactly determined) that
they never entered into any agreement to let the Crown administer some 650,000 acres of their lands. This
statement is in a manner borne out by the preamble to "The Thermal Springs District Act, 1883," which sets
forth that the agreement was made with the chiefs of Ngatiwhakauae for lands adjacent to Lake Rotorua, which
was confirmed by subsequent arrangements made by Mr. H. T. Clarke, on behalf of the Government, for the
same lands. Had there been any other agreements they would doubtless have been alluded to in the same
preamble. On one point, however, there is no difficulty in arriving at a conclusion, that is, that the
Ngatiwhakauae tribe could not cede the large territory so proclaimed, as only a small proportion of it is owned
by them. The natives complain that there are included within the districts proclaimed under the Thermal
Springs Act large areas of land which do not contain any "ngawha, waiariki," or hot or mineral springs, lakes,

rivers, or waters; and which lands they desire to sell, lease, or otherwise deal with. They also complain that the
Government administration of the township land at Rotorua, is very unsatisfactory to them.
There is another class of land which has not heretofore been alluded to, known as "Confiscated Lands."
These lands are situated in the provincial districts of Auckland and Taranaki, and were principally the property
of natives who rebelled against the Queen's authority, and took part in the Waikato and Taranaki wars. The
confiscation was made under the provisions of "The New Zealand Settlements Act, 1863." Such natives as
remained loyal were awarded compensation for their claims in money and land. Those natives who had been in
rebellion, and subsequently returned to their allegiance, also received land sufficient for their use and
maintenance. Natives who remained aloof from Europeans in the King Country and elsewhere, have also been
repeatedly offered land within the confiscated territory. Lands taken under "The New Zealand Settlement Acts"
are not subject to the ordinary native land laws and Courts, as they are deemed to be lands over which the
native title has been extinguished, excepting that by special enactment the Native Land Court has the power to
subdivide blocks awarded to tribes by the Compensation Courts established by "The New Zealand Settlements
Act, 1863."
The lands confiscated in the Waikato and Bay of Plenty districts were dealt with by the Compensation
Courts. Those at Taranaki were partly investigated by such Courts, but a considerable portion was not
adjudicated on by them, and some large areas were abandoned by the Crown, "by which they reverted to the
position of 'native lands.'" The whole of this question has been recently legislated on under "The West Coast
Settlement (North Island) Act 1880" This was, in effect, a reconfiscation of the whole district, so far as it was
not then awarded to loyal natives, or sold to Europeans. Large reserves were made for the use and occupation of
the natives, and others were set aside to be leased for their benefit. The result, however, is not satisfactory, as
the natives complain that their lands were not dealt with in the same manner as those in the Waikato and Bay of
Plenty districts, and that the loyal Natives were for years kept out of the Crown Grants for the lands which had
been awarded to them by the Compensation Courts, and in some cases where they had in good faith sold the
whole or part of such lands to Europeans they were placed in a very awkward position by the subsequent action
of the Government. Also, that the rentals received from the reserves set apart for their benefit are greatly
diminished in amount, by the large deductions made by the Government for administration.
Lands confiscated at Tauranga were originally taken under "The New Zealand Settlements Act, 1863," but
the Government only retained 50,000 acres. They purchased Te Puna-Katikati Block; and, on the 18th May,
1865, Sir George Grey (then Governor) returned the remainder to the natives. The latter portion was dealt with
under a special enactment, "The Tauranga District Lands Act, 1867." A Commissioner was appointed under
that Act to inquire into and investigate the claims to the lands "abandoned or given back to the Crown." This
has worked on the whole satisfactorily. The only objection raised by the natives to the operation of it is, that
lands have been made inalienable which they had previously arranged to sell to Europeans. A Commissioner
was recently appointed to ascertain the necessity or otherwise of imposing such restrictions, but his decisions in
some cases have not given satisfaction to any of the parties concerned.
In consequence of the rebellion of some tribes at Poverty Bay, it was intended to confiscate certain lands
there, but an arrangement was come to between the Crown and the loyal natives, by which a considerable area
was ceded to the former, subject to the investigation of the claims of the loyal natives. To accomplish this "The
East Coast Land Titles Investigation Act, 1866," was enacted by the Legislature. The Courts established in
accordance with this statute had powers similar to those conferred on Native Lands Courts. These tribunals
gave satisfaction to the natives, but an unfortunate error was made in the Crown grants issued in lieu of the
Court Certificates—the owners were made "joint tenants" instead of being "tenants in common." This has been
partially amended by subsequent legislation, but great injustice has been done to persons who should have
succeeded to deceased intestate owners. The Native Lands Court having refused to allow a son to inherit his
father's interest, on the ground that the land being held by the owners as joint tenants, the interest on death
lapsed in favour of the survivors. This should be rectified by legislation, as the son not being able to succeed to
his father's estate, is neither in accordance with justice or Maori custom. The several Native Lands Acts have
contained provisions for deciding what person or persons are entitled to succeed to estates of natives dying
intestate.
The interpretation sections of "The Native Land Acts of 1865 and 1873," and "The Native Land Court Act
of 1880," contain the following:—
"Native" means an aboriginal native of the colony of New Zealand, and includes all half-castes, and their
descendants by natives.
To exemplify the operation of this section, a case is here cited: Two half-castes, who are well-educated,
marry two European women, both have children by these marriages. The younger recently died intestate
leaving several pieces of land with titles thereto. Application was made to the Court by the surviving uncle, on
behalf of his brother's children, for a succession order in their favour. The Court sat, and on finding the

children were not "the descendants half-castes by Maoris," declined to make any order on their behalf, but
issued it in the name of the uncle. He, being an honourable man, at once conveyed the interests to his brother's
children. Had he been otherwise, what would have been the position of the orphans?
In passing, it may be as well to allude to wills as made by natives. These are often very vague, and not
properly attested. The Act permits informal wills to be received by the Court, but there is room for some
alterations and amendments in that respect. In "The Native Land Court Act, 1886," section 44, it is enacted: "If
the deceased made a will or left any writing bearing his signature or mark which, though not legally executed
as a will, the Court shall be of opinion was intended to be a testamentary disposition of any such estate, share,
or interest, it shall make the order as nearly as may be in accordance therewith."
Maoris are not at all particular about signing the names of other people without their consent being first
obtained. It ought, there- fore, to be indispensable that such documents should be executed before two persons
having no interest in the property to be devised, and if possible these witnesses should be Kuropeans, and not
Maoris (which could easily be done in settled districts); the Government could render assistance in this matter
by publishing in the "Maori Kahiti" (Gazette) a form of will to be used by natives, with plain directions as to its
execution and attestation, then there would be no excuse for informal documents of that description. In any case
a scrap of paper not witnessed, and presented by the man claiming to succeed to "real estate," should not be
received by the Court. Many of these so-called wills bar the rights of the persons who are next of kin, and who,
according to both European and Maori custom, would be justly entitled to succeed to the hereditaments of the
deceased person.
Having thus briefly reviewed the laws affecting dealings with native lands from 1862 to 1885; the
important and entirely new departure in legislation on these questions, which was the outcome of the last
session of Parliament, next demands most careful and serious consideration. The statutes alluded to are "The
Native Land Court Act. 1886," "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886." and "The Native Equitable
Owners' Act, 1886." The provisions of the latter have been discussed in an earlier portion of this pamphlet, and
it does not appear necessary to refer to them again.
"The Native Land Court Act, 1886," I repealed a large number of statutes relating to native lands. The Act,
however, contains provision for continuing proceedings which had been commenced under the repealed Acts as
follows:—Section 115. "Provided that any incompleted procedure thereunder shall from its stage when this Act
comes into operation be, at the discretion of a judge, either continued and completed under this Act, in like
manner as if such procedure had been commenced hereunder, or at like discretion shall be continued and
completed under the Act under which such procedure was initiated."
Applications for investigation of title, division, or succession, heretofore made, if not dealt with beyond
gazetting, shall have the effect of applications for investigation, partition, or succession under this Act.
116. The several courts constituted under "The Native Lands Act, 1865," "The Native Land Act, 1873"
"The Native Land Court Act, 1880"; and under this Act shall, nowithstanding the repeal of any Act, be deemed,
and taken to have been, and to be, and continue to be, one continuous Court."
117. "Any proceeding commenced, and any right or duty given to, or imposed on, or accrued to, anyone of
such Courts shall be deemed to have continued to any or all of such subsequently created Courts, which
subsequent Courts respectively shall be deemed to have had, and the Court under this Act shall be deemed to
have full jurisdiction to complete such proceeding, to exercise such right, and perform such duty."
The question of inheritance of lands by the descendants of half castes by Europeans has been already
considered herein; also the enactment respecting Maori wills. Section 26 contains a new feature with regard to
"succession orders," viz.:—"If during any hearing it appear that a native has died entitled to an interest in the
laud to be partitioned, but that no succession order has been made in respect of such interest, the Court may, if
it deem fit, summarily appoint a successor to such interest, in like manner and with like effect as if the matter of
such succession were then properly before It on an application under this Act for succession, but no rehearing
shall be had in respect of any such appointment."
This, at first sight, appears very simple, and also facilitates a subdivision; but a native properly entitled to
succeed to the estate of a deceased person might be a hundred miles away at the time the land he was interested
in came on for subdivision in the Court; and there being no previous application lodged in the Court or notified
in the Gazette, he might even be ignorant of the death of the relative whose estate he was entitled to succeed to.
At some subsequent period he ascertains that a succession order has been made in favour of a distant kinsman
of the deceased person, and he has no redress, because the statute has decreed that there shall be no rehearing in
such a case. To show the necessity of careful dealing, and due notice being given, and even then how very
grave mistakes may occur, the following instance, which actually took place at a recent sitting of the Native
Land Court, will suffice. Two natives rejoiced in the name of H——Te W——, rightfully they ought both to
have been included in a grant of a piece of land, which may be styled the "M block." One (the younger of the
two) had his name inserted in the grant of "M"; the elder was left out. H—Te W—, senior, died, and a native

nearly related to him, who may be called B., applied for a "Succession Order," it was gazetted, in due course
the Court sat. H—Te W—, junior, was absent, and B. appeared before it. He proved that there was a native
named H—Te W—in the grant of "M block" that he died at a certain time, and a certain place; and that he (B)
was the next of kin (which was all correct, as far as it went, B. being under the misapprehension that H—Te
W—, senior, was the grantee in "M"). The Court made an order accordingly in favour of B. The natives present
at the Court, discussed the question among themselves, after the adjournment. They all knew that both the
H—Te W—s were owners in the M block, according to Maori custom, but that only one was entitled under the
Crown grant. Next day H—Te W—, jun., having been informed of the proceedings in the Court, brought a
number of his cograntees with him and appeared on the scene. He first interviewed a native land agent, and
asked him "if a living man could have a successor appointed for his estate during his lifetime without his
consent being obtained?" On being answered in the negative, he entered the Court and informed the Judge that
he "was the H—Te W—whose name appeared in the grant of the M block." This statement being duly
substantiated by proper witnesses, the Court decided in his favour. Then the difficulty arose: H-Te W—had
been proved to be dead, and B. had been granted a succession order to inherit his interests in "the M. block;" so
to prevent further complications the name of B. was struck out in the order (the Court had the power to amend
errors in proceedings), and that of H—Te W—, junr., substituted in lieu thereof, so H—Te W—had the hereto
fore unheard of right to succeed to his own undoubted interest in "the M block." The presiding judge at first
contemplated canceling the order, but that was in excess of his powers, and could only be done by the Chief
Judge granting a rehearing of the case (the law then in force allowed re-hearings), but he had the authority to
amend defects and errors in proceedings in his Court, and he altered the order accordingly, and H—Te W—,
junr., succeeded to H—Te W—, junr., in his own right.
Now, if such an error could be made when an application had been duly lodged in the Court, and gazetted,
is it not to be expected that numerous and greater mistakes will arise when in the hearing of a sub-division case,
any native can (unknown to the proper successors) jump up in the Court and claim to succeed to the deceased
owner of an interest in the land under investigation. And the wrong done could not be remedied except by a
special Act empowering the Court to rehear the case.
By section 23 it is enacted "That any native owner of land held otherwise than in severalty, or any person
who may claim to have purchased or acquired an undivided share therein, may apply to the Court to make
partition thereof, and thereon the Court may proceed to partition as hereinafter provided:—
Section 31.—Where the title to land the subject of partition is memorial of ownership, or certificate of title
under any Act relating to native land, each partition order shall be prepared in duplicate, and when the approved
plan of the parcel of land shall be placed or endorsed thereon, and when the title to the parcel of land, the
subject of such order, shall have become ascertained, such duplicate order shall be signed by a judge, and
sealed. A judge shall then mark the muniment of original title as cancelled, and it shall thereby be cancelled.
The above recited sections of the Act of 1886 go still further to prove that the acquisition by sale or lease of
individual and undivided shares, or interests in lands held under a certificate of title issued in accordance with
the seventeenth section of "The Native Lands Act, 1867," or by a memorial of ownership under "The Native
Land Act, 1873," is Legal, although all the persons interested therein have not assented to such sale or lease. If
it is not so, then why authorise any person who may claim (not "has purchased") to have purchased or acquired
an undivided share in land to apply to the Court to make partition thereof? Nine-tenths of the applications for
subdivision which have been, or will hereafter be, made by European purchasers or lessees will be for lands
comprised in the two above mentioned instruments of title, as it must not be overlooked that the Acts of 1867
and 1873 were in operation for thirteen years, during which period land transactions were very numerous, until
a new provision was made in "The Native Land Court Act, 1880," substituting "Certificates of Title" for
"Memorials of Ownership." Also that, as previously mentioned, certificates issued under the seventeenth
section of the Act of 1867 had in effect become memorials of ownership.
Section 120 of the Act of 1886 is rather ambiguous. It is as follows A conveyance or lease of land not held
under Crown Grant, or of any estate or interest therein (except, and until prohibited by law), shall be as
effectual to vest in a grantee or lessee the estate purporting to be assured, as it would if such land were held by
Crown Grant."
The only documents of title issued under the respective Native Land Acts, and amendments thereto, are
"Orders of the Court," "Certificates of Title" of two or three kinds, "Memorials of Ownership," and "Crown
Grants." As the above quoted section does not apply to the latter description of instruments of title, it must be
deemed to refer to all the others, as there is no exception made to any of them. If dealings with lands, the title to
which is a "Memorial of Ownership," is not prohibited by law, it follows that the acquisition of undivided
interests therein, without the assent of all the owners, is legal.
Undoubtedly in the first instance, under the Act of 1873, conveyances and leases so obtained were illegal;
but can any person who considers the tendency of subsequent legislation do otherwise than come to the

conclusion that subdivisions of undivided interests in lands so acquired have been authorised by statute,
anything in the Act of 1873 notwithstanding; which view taken together with other enactments is confirmed by
Section 11 of the Act of 1878, thus: "11. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary thereto in 'The Native Land
Act 1873,' or any amendments thereto, it shall he lawful for the Court in its discretion, on the application of any
Native owner or other person interested therein to hear and determine the value or extent of any estate or
interest in any land held by such applicant under memorial of ownership, or Crown grant, or award, or
conveyance, and if it shall deem fit, to make an order vesting any part or portion of such land in such
applicant." And further is it not a proper deduction to arrive at, that as the Court has such a power conferred on
it, the person (European purchaser) applying to it must have had the right to purchase any estate or interest
therein (less than the whole) otherwise what need for a partition?
Assuming section 120 to read thus: "A conveyance or lease of land held under Memorial of Ownership,' or
Certificate of Title, or of any estate or interest therein (except, and until prohibited by law) shall be as effectual
to vest in a grantee (meaning a purchaser) or lessee the estate purporting? to be assured as it would if such land
were held by Crown grant." Then taking the words "except prohibited by law," and leaving out "until, raises the
question—were any conveyances or leases prohibited by law? Apparently there is nothing in any repealed Act
which prohibits the taking of a conveyance or lease of land held under a Memorial of Ownership, it is merely
provided that all the ascertained native owners shall either sign or assent to such sale or lease. It may be asked,
in what manner can a would-be purchaser or lessee ascertain whether all the owners, would execute or sign a
conveyance or lease to him other than by getting as many signatures or assents as possible to such documents?
And forsooth when he finally finds a few dissentients thereto, he is to lose his time and money (for he certainly
would have to pay in full to all persons who executed the conveyance), and his title be deemed null and void,
because the whole of those interested in the land did not assent thereto. Yet the present statute provides "for
vesting any estate or interest therein in the purchaser (grantee) or lessee," as it would if such land were held
under Crown grant. It may perhaps be argued that section 120 only applies to lands held under certificates of
title issued in accordance with the Acts of 1862, 1865, and 1880, and not to memorials of ownership under the
Act of 1873, or to certificates of title created by the seventeenth section of the Act of 1867, admitting that, why
does not section 120 contain an exception in those cases? The only instrument of title derived through the
Native Lands Act which is excluded is a Crown grant. The words "except prohibited by law" are very vague.
Can any person say clearly and without fear of contradiction, "What is the law respecting Memorials of
Ownership?" Only one reply appears possible, viz, "That it is a network woven out of contradictions and
conflicting enactments." The words, "and until prohibited by law" are easily understood. By "The Native Lands
Administration Act, 1886," all private dealings with native lands are forbidden after it coming into operation on
the first day of January, 1887, except incomplete transactions, which can be completed in the manner
prescribed by the twenty-fourth section of that Act.
The only other section of "The Native Land Court Act, 1886," which it appears necessary to direct attention
to is number thirty-five. "Where deeds intended to affect land divided under any Act hereby repealed, or
partitioned under this Act, have by any natives taking under any such partition or division as aforesaid been
executed since the day when, as to the land divided or partitioned, the certificate of Native Land Court title or
memorial of ownership therefor took effect, a Crown grant issued, or to be issued, for any parcel of such land
shall, for the purpose of completing the title of parties under such deeds be deemed to have had effect on and
from the day when the certificate or memorial took effect as aforesaid."
This apparently refers to cases where persons have acquired by deed undivided interests held under
certificate of title or memorial of ownership, and which having been subdivided, provides for vesting the estate
or interest in the native for one parcel and the purchaser for another, and for the purpose of completing the title
of parties under such deeds shall have effect from the date of the making of the original certificate or memorial.
This appears to be a further confirmation of the legality of purchasing individual or undivided shares held under
"Memorial of Ownership," and making good incomplete titles.
It is perhaps expedient to show the definition of the word "Land" as set forth in the interpretation section
(No. 3), it is, "Land" means land held under:
•
A Crown grant, or the subject of an order therefor under this Act or any Act hereby repealed.
•
A Memorial of Ownership.
•
A certificate of title under Land Transfer Act or any Act relating to native land. But only where such
instruments were made or issued in favour of natives.
The other matters provided for in the above Act relate more to the method of procedure in Court and the
general administration of the Department than to the transfer or demising of land. There are, however, no
objectionable features at present apparent in that portion of it; and, in any case, it is not advisable to mix up
those questions with that now under consideration.
"The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," is, as its title imports, a measure to control dealings with

native lands. It is, however, not for facilitating the settlement of incomplete titles between natives and
Europeans, as might be supposed, but to prohibit and make penal any direct negotiations by private persons for
the acquisition of land held by natives, whether under Crown grant, certificate of title, memorial of ownership,
or any other instrument of title derived through any order of the Native Land Court. The Crown takes to itself
(with the exceptions mentioned in Section 24) the sole right of disposing of native lands the title to which has
been investigated by the Native Laud Courts. This is irrespective of dealings with lands, the title to which has
not been so investigated, which are entirely and absolutely forbidden. This Act came into operation on the first
day of January, 1887, and "The Native Land Court Act, 1886," on the first day of October, 1886. Having thus
briefly shown the purport of the Act, it will be necessary to refer to several sections of it, In order to completely
understand its operation.
By section 2: The Act shall not apply to land—
Administrate by the Public Trustee, under "The Native Reserves Act, 1882."
Set apart as a reserve for natives under "The West Coast Settlement (North Island) Act, 1880."
While subject to "The Thermal Springs Districts Act, 1881."
Nor to land held by natives under their custom or usage, the title whereto has not been investigated and
determined by the Native Land Court, except so far as is herein specially provided.
Only sections thirty-two and thirty-three of this Act shall apply to laud now the subject of a lease for an
outstanding term during the continuance of such term.
"The Railways Construction and Land Act, 1881," shall have effect as if this Act had not been passed."
3.—In this Act, if not inconsistent with the context,
"Commissioner" means a commissioner appointed under the Act, and "the" before commissioner means
"either" or "any."
"Court" means the Native Land Court of New Zealand.
"Land" means land owned by natives, except land purchased by a native from the Crown or from
Europeans, and held under Crown grant or conveyance to such owner individually.
"Disposable land" means land or any part of land becoming disposable under this Act.
"Native" means an aboriginal native of New Zealand, and includes half castes and their descendants by
natives.
"Owner" means any native owner of land, and includes persons registered under section seventeen of "The
Native Land Act, 1867."
"Registration" means registration under any Act relating to registration of deeds or to land transfer.
"Sealed" means sealed with the seal of office.
It will be noticed that this section continues the injustice to the offspring of marriages between half-castes
and Europeans.
4. "The Governor may from to time appoint such person or persons as he may think fit to be a
Commissioner or Commissioners under this Act, and from time to time as he may think fit remove such
Commissioner or Commissioners."
5. Provides for the appointment of Deputy Commissioners.
6. The Governor may define districts within which each Commissioner may exercise the powers vested in
him under this Act.
The Native Minister shall provide the Commissioner with a seal of office, wherewith all deeds made by a
Commissioner under this Act shall be sealed.
The sections following the above relate to the election of Committees, but this need not be given in detail,
and can be summed up thus:—
A committee consisting of seven members may be elected from among the owners of any block of land,
where such owners are more than seven in number. An election shall be by nomination in writing, signed by a
majority of owners. Each owner can nominate seven owners or any less number, of whom he may be one.
Attestation of nomination papers is provided for. Nomination papers are to be transmitted to the Commissioner.
When nob less than six of the owners of land owned by more than seven apply to the Commissioner in writing,
he has to publish a notice in the Gazette and Kahiti that an election will be held, and that nomination papers
will be received by him at any time not later than sixty days after the date of such notification. Names of elected
owners to be "entered in the Committee Register." On registration the committee shall be duly constituted.
Where the owners are less than eight in number, a majority of them can apply to the Commissioner, who, if
satisfied, can constitute them a committee for that block of land. This committee can be less than seven in
number. At the first meeting of the committee a chairman to be appointed, and his name to be inscribed in the
committee register Members may resign. If a vacancy occurs by death, &c., another owner may be elected, and
his name entered in the committee register. Committee shall continue to act, although a vacancy exists. The
Governor may dissolve a committer A committee shall cease to be a committee when dissolved as aforesaid, or

when its duties in relation to the land in respect whereof they were nominated, have been performed.
Section 16 "Owners desiring that their land shall not be dealt with under this Act, herein called 'objecting
owners,' may give notice of such desire in writing, signed by them, and delivered to the Commissioner within
thirty days after the inscription of the names of the committee as aforesaid. Owners not giving such notice shall
be deemed to have assented to their land being dealt with under this Act."
17. "If owners have all assented as aforesaid, the land may be forthwith disposed of in manner hereinafter
provided in that behalf. An assent to a sale or lease once given shall not be revoked."
18. Provides, in case of all the owners not assenting, that the Native Land Court can partition the land
between the parties assenting, and those objecting to it being brought under the Act.
19. As to land where all the owners have assented, or where some have objected, then as to so much of such
land as shall have been partitioned by the Court to those not objecting, the committee may by writing signed by
a majority of its members, make its direction whether such disposable land shall be sold or leased, or partly sold
and partly leased, and may therein include such suggestions as to details of the proposed disposition, or as to
parts of such disposable land to be reserved from disposition as it may think fit. Such writing shall be
transmitted to the Commissioner, who, if satisfied that it is signed as prescribed, shall enter a minute thereof in
the Committee Register aforesaid.
20. "Owner may convey or demise land to the Crown without or notwithstanding the appointment of a
Committee. A Committee may convey or demise land to the Crown But it shall be a condition precedent to any
such sale or lease that a meeting of the owners of the land the subject thereof shall have been convened by the
Commissioners for the purpose of discussing the terms of such sale or lease, and that the time fixed for such
meeting shall have passed."
21. Provides that owners of land not subject to restriction on alienation can sell and convey their interests in
the same to a native but such native cannot dispose of it to any European except through the Commissioner,
22. Enacts that when a committee ceases to exist its previous acts are not prejudiced by its termination.
By section 23 minors cannot sign nomination papers for the election of a committee. Any person
knowingly attesting the signature of a minor is liable to a penalty of not less than £5 or more than £50.
The Commissioners who have been appointed up to the present time, are the parsons holding the office of
Commissioners of Crown Lands in the provincial districts of Auckland, Hawke's Bay, Wellington, and
Taranaki; and from the onerous duties they have to perform in their present departments, taken with their not
being acquainted with Maori customs, it is utterly impossible for them to set the machinery of the Act in
motion.
The provision in section 16 is likely to deal hardly with some persons. "Objecting owners" are to give a
certain notice within thirty days of the inscription of the names of the Committee in the register. Owners not
giving such notice shall be deemed to have assented to their land being dealt with under the Act. No exception
is made in the case of any such owners being sick, unavoidably absent, or dead. In part of section 17 it is
enacted that "an assent to a sale or lease once given shall not be revoked." This appears to be very arbitrary and
might have been improved by adding the words, "unless good and sufficient reason is shown to the
Commissioner for the revocation of such assent."
By section 19 it does not appear that the Committee have any voice in fixing the price for which their land
is to be sold or the amount of annual rental to be paid. In the next section, where the Crown, either without or
with the intervention of a Committee, can deal for land, a meeting of all the owners must be convened by the
Commissioner for the purpose of discussing the terms of such sale or lease. The Crown, as usual, endeavour to
maintain a pre-emptive right, and secure it to themselves by taking power to deal in a different manner with the
natives for their lands than that prescribed for the general public. Another objectionable feature is that the
Commissioner is to assume the functions of a Government laud purchase agent, and apparently negotiate for the
sale or lease of lands to the Crown, which would place him in a very false position.
In sales to private persons it is enacted by lection 29: "That laud to be disposed of by the Commissioner
under this Act shall be so disposed of in accordance with the provisions of 'The Land Act, 1885,' or of any Act
passed in substitution thereof, and he shall have all the powers of a Laud Board. For this purpose the Governor
may from time to time proclaim that any portion of the afore-said Act shall apply to any disposable land.,'
The Commissioner appointed under this Act has more power than a Commissioner of Crown Lands—that
officer has to act with the consent of a majority of the Land Board. Why should not the section read thus: The
Commissioner together with the Committee so appointed by the owners of any block of land shall have all the
powers of a Laud Board with regard to such land? The owners j would thus have a voice in fixing the upset
price of the sale or lease.
Section 30 validates any conveyance or lease, or contract for a conveyance or lease of disposable land made
by the Commissioner, and such document shall be entitled to registration,
Section 31 confers on the Commissioner power to sue for, recover, receive, and give receipts for moneys

accruing through purchases, leases, etc.
By section 37 moneys received by the Commissioner as purchase money or rent in respect of each parcel of
disposable land shall so soon as convenient be paid to the owners after deducting therefrom—Five pounds per
centum towards the cost not otherwise provided for of giving effect to this Act; and a further sum sufficient to
repay such costs of surveys and road making as may have been previously agreed on between the
Commissioner and the committee.
Having thus shortly reviewed those portions of "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," which relate
to the duties of Commissioners and Committees, and the plan laid down for future dealings and dispositions of
native lands, it is now expedient to turn to the important question of outstanding private purchases and leases,
and the provisions contained in the Act for the completion thereof. The sections referring to that branch of the
subject are given in "extenso," in order that their purport may be clear and intelligible to the reader.
24. "A person who may claim to have purchased or leased the share or interest of some out of several
owners of land (the title whereto was not at the time of such purchase or lease subject to any restriction
precluding such purchase or lease) may within three months after the coming into operation of this Act notify
the fact of such purchase or lease to the Commissioner, and also the Chief Judge of the Native Land Court; and
it shall thereupon be the duty of a Judge to inquire into the circumstances thereof, and who, if satisfied that
there has been a purchase or lease as alleged, and that the transaction was bona fide, and that a fair value or rent
was given or reserved, may give his certificate to that effect to the person alleging himself to be such purchaser
or lessee, who shall transmit the same to the Commissioner."
25. "On the grant of such certificate the person therein named
"(a) If a purchaser shall be the owner of the share of his vendor in the laud the subject of such purchase, and
shall be entitled to have partitioned to him in severalty such part of the laud as the Court may deem just.
"(b) Or he may within one month after the date of the certificate give notice to the Commissioner that he is
desirous of purchasing the shares or interests which he has not already acquired, and in such case he may, on
obtaining such certificate from a Judge, that such Judge is satisfied that he had before the first day of July,
1886, obtained the signature of one or more owner or owners to a writing purporting or agreeing to convey the
share or interests of the persons signing at any time within twelve months from the said first day of July, 1886,
but not afterwards, purchase all or any of such shares or interests.
If all such outstanding shares or interests are not purchased he shall be entitled to have partitioned to him
such part of the land as the Court may deem just."
Subsections (c) and (d) contain precisely similar provisions with respect to incomplete leases as those
relating to purchases in (a) aud (b).
27. "Where a person has acquired from owners a valid lease for a term one-third of which shall have
expired on the first day of July, 1886, and such person is in actual beneficial occupation of the land demised, it
shall be lawful for him to obtain a renewal of his lease for the whole or part of the land the subject thereof tor a
further term not exceeding fourteen years, upon such terms as may be agreed upon between the owners and the
lessee, and be approved by the Commissioner."
This would have been more explicit if after the words "it shall be lawful for him" there had been added the
words, on the expiration of the first-mentioned term, to obtain,' &c.
Section 33.—"Save as provided by this Act no person shall by himself or his agent purchase or acquire, or
contract or agree to purchase or acquire from any owner, except a person becoming an owner under section
twenty-five, any land, whether or not title thereto may have been investigated and determined by the Court or
any estate therein." (Note—The purchase under Section 25 is between one Native grantee and another of an
interest in the same block.) "Any person so doing shall be liable to imprisonment for not less than three or more
than twelve months, or to a penalty of not less than twenty or more than five hundred pounds, and any estate in
land the subject of any such prohibited dealing which shall become vested in any such person by reason of any
such dealing, shall be forfeited to the Crown."
Reverting to Section twenty four, it may be reasonably assumed that the words "the title whereto was not at
the time of such purchase or lease subject to any restriction precluding such purchase or lease" refer to certain
lands held under Crown grant, which cannot be dealt with by purchase or lease without the Governor's assent
being first obtained to such purchase or lease, or to another class which cannot be dealt with, except by lease
not exceeding twenty-one years, unless a similar assent is obtained. It would have been better and removed any
ambiguity or doubt, if the particular kind of restriction alluded to had been defined.
The provision for completing outstanding purchases and leases is so absurd as to be almost laughable, but
for the magnitude of the interests involved, and the prospective ruin of many a struggling settler on the eastern
side of this island. A man has perhaps been striving for years, day and night to procure all the signatures to his
deeds and has expended large amounts for the services of agents and interpreters is that behalf. The Memorial
of Ownership or Certificate of Title contains the names of (we will say) eight hundred owners (no uncommon

number either). Of these 600 have executed the deeds during the last four years, and the purchaser has made
advances on account of purchase to some of the others who have not yet signed. Others are absent from the
district and some are unwilling to sell or lease, Now, this man duly applies to the Commissioner and Chief
Judge within the three months (from 1st January to 31st March, 1887) specified in section 24. The Judge may
have made the inquiry and granted a certificate, perhaps, by the end of March last. Next a notice has to be given
to the Commissioner within one month after the granting of the Judge's certificate. Then, under the most
favourable circumstances everything may have been settled and ready to proceed with the purchase or lease by
the end of the first week in April last. Now, how is it possible to complete the title and get 200 signatures
before the 30th June, 1887? The above case is not in any way exaggerated, there are documents of title issued
by the Native Land Court, which contain more names than now mentioned. Let the case of the unfortunates
who duly lodged their applications, and who have not yet received their certificates be next taken into
consideration. This is nearly the end of May, and June alone remains to them, how can they hope to complete
their title by that date? It is reported that between three and four hundred applications are now in the hands of
the Chief Judge of the Native Land Court, and he is investigating the cases himself, only. It would surely have
been justifiable under the circumstance to have suspended all the sittings of the Native Land Courts for the
present, and employed the judges in adjudicating on these important claims only.
The only conceivable excuse that can be made for enacting such provisions as are contained in section 24
and its sub-sections is that the person who drafted them must have been profoundly ignorant of everything
connected with the purchase and lease of native lands, and the difficulties attendant is negotiating for them. If
the Act is not repealed altogether, which it certainly ought to be, as it is detested by both natives and Europeans
in the North Island, it certainly should be amended by allowing a further term of four years from the 30th June,
1887, to complete all unfinished transactions between private persons and the native owners. It will probably be
argued that if the purchaser or lessee is notable to procure a complete title before the 30th June, 1887, that he is
then entitled to have partitioned to him the shares or interests he may have acquired to that date, To which it
may be replied that a person who has improved a property (which in numerous instances has been done) under
the belief and impression, that he would eventually become the freeholder of it, would be injuriously affected
by being driven to apply for a sub-division under such circumstances.
"The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," is in direct contravention of the provisions of "The Native
Land Act, 1862." A statute which, by of one its sections, was specially reserved for Her Majesty's assent, and
which enactment, when approved, waived the Crown's right of "pre-emption of purchasing such lands as the
natives were willing to sell," which had been acquired by the "Treaty of Waitangi," and which further provided
in section 17 that "the individual, person, or persons named in any certificate as the owner or owners thereof, or
having any particular estate or interest therein, may dispose of the interest which he or they have in the lands
described in such certificate, by way of absolute sale or lease, or exchange for other lands, or otherwise, to any
person or persons whomsoever." Here the power to deal with individual and sudivided interests was clearly
conferred on both natives and Europeans. This Act, as shown in the preamble, was intended to waive, and did
relinquish the right of one of the contracting parties, under the Treaty of Waitangi, to a pre-emptive right to
purchase such of the lands of the other contracting parties as they were willing to sell, and this not at the request
of the latter, but by the desire of the former of the two. It may be therefore matter for consideration whether the
New Zealand Legislature could properly enact a measure which to a certain extent authorises the Crown to
resume rights which had been given back by it to the other contracting party (the Maoris) without their consent
being first obtained to such resumption. If the Act of 1862 was deemed to be so important a measure, and one
affecting Imperial interests, that it could not be brought into operation without Her Majesty's assent being
specially obtained to it; and being subsequently specially proclaimed by the Governor in accordance with a
provision contained in the Act, which was done on the 6th June, [unclear: 186]; may it not be reasonably
assumed that a simitar course might have been pursued with respect to the statute now under consideration, it
being an entire repeal of an Act which was substituted for a certain provision contained in a Treaty made
between the Imperial Government and the natives.
"The Native Rights Act, 1865," which declared the Maoris to be the same as British born subjects, and
conferred the same rights and disabilities on them as on the colonists of New Zealand, has not been
repealed—and is still law—and "The Native Lands Administration Act, 1886," is in direct contradiction to its
letter and spirit.
The Colonial Legislature almost appear to have regretted the concessions made, and the full and free
permission given by the Act of 1862 to the natives, to deal with their lands in any way they pleased, without
any restriction whatsoever, "and to sell or lease them to any person or persons whomsoever," except in the case
of necessary reserves for their use, benefit, and maintenance, in which Governor had the right to insert in the
Crown, grants restrictions on alienation, Unfortunately each succeeding statute relating to native lauds has little
by little, and step by step, by imposing restrictions of various kinds, been gradually lessening the powers

conferred on the Maoris, to deal as to them seemed best with their own lands, until the culminating point has
been reached by passing the present highly unpopular and ill advised law. The effect of all the enactments about
native lands, since the repeal of the Act of 1862, has been to complicate dealings, and establish a want of
confidence between natives and private persons, and by opening the door to uncertainty and repudiation, has
caused a feeling of insecurity to be engendered in the minds of both colonial and foreign capitalists, who now
decline to enter into any transactions connected with native lands, because of the flimsy nature of the titles
given by the Native Land Court, which now has the power to annul the effect of some of the instruments of title
created by itself (vide "The Native Equitable Owners Act, 1886"), and to this, among other causes, may be
largely ascribed the financial depression which at present obtains throughout this colony.
Before concluding the consideration of the statutes affecting dealings with native lands, it may be expedient
to draw attention to the question of the duties now payable to the Crown on such transactions under "The
Stamps Act, 1882." and "The Stamps Act, 1882, Amendment Act, 1885." In the interpretation section of the
Act of 1882, the words 'executed" and "execution," with reference to instruments, mean signed and signature by
any one or more of the parties thereto; or, in the case of a corporation, sealed with its seal. Section 137 of the
same Act, subsection 1, sets forth, "Upon every first conveyance on sale to a person other than a native, a duty
of ten pounds per centum on the amount or value of the consideration" This was repealed by "The Stamp Act,
1882, Amendment Act, 1885," which enacted that "Except when express provision to the contrary is made by
this or any other Act, any unstamped or insufficiently stamped instrument may be stamped or further stamped
by the Commissioner after the first execution thereof, on payment of the unpaid duty and fine, in addition to the
duty, as follows:
"1. When such instrument is presented to be stamped more than one mouth and less than three months after
execution, a fine of twenty-five per centum on the amount of duty payable.
"2. When such instrument is presented to be stamped more than three months after execution, a fine of one
hundred per centum on the amount of the duty payable; but in no case shall the last-mentioned fine be less than
five pounds."
Section 17. There shall be charged for the use of Her Majesty, in addition to the other duties imposed by
the preceding parts of the said Act (Act of 1882), and this Act, the duties following, that is to say:—
1. "Upon every conveyance on sale, or devise in fee, of native land first made to, or whereby the right to
such land shall first vest in a person other than a native, ten pounds per centum on the value of the land as such
value may be estimated in any manner the Commissioner shall think fit. But, in case the purchaser under such
conveyance shall have already paid any duties under this part of this Act or any enactment heretofore in force
regarding similar duties in respect of the land dealt with in such conveyance, then the amount of such duties
previously paid shall be deducted from the duties payable upon such conveyance, and only the amount of the
net balance shall be paid under this Act on such conveyance."
2. "Upon every exchange of native land by a native with a person other than a native, ten pounds per
centum on the value of the land, to be estimated as mentioned in the foregoing subsection one."
3. "Upon every lease of native land to a person other than a native, ten pounds per centum upon the
amount or value of any consideration by way of premium in respect of which such lease is granted, and also ten
pounds per centum upon the capitalised value of any rent payable thereunder."
The capitalisation of the rent is thus arrived at by section 138 of "The Stamp Act, 1882:"—"Where the
lease is granted for a term certain, not exceeding ninety years, the capitalised value of the rent payable
thereunder shall be the present value of an annuity or annuities of the same annual amount as the rent or rents,
and payable for the same periods; rent for the purposes of this part of this Act being deemed to be payable
yearly and at the end of the year, and interest being calculated at the rate of five pounds per centum per annum."
Native Land Duties, as previously shown herein, were first imposed under "The Native Land Act, 1862,"
but the provisions therein contained were repealed by the "The Native Land Act, 1865." "The Native Land
Duties Act, 1873" repealed the last-mentioned Act, and provided for the payment of a duty on the first disposal
by sale, of ten pounds per centum on the consideration or purchase money, and in respect of a lease, a duty in
each year equal to £10 per centum yearly upon the aggregate amount of rent payable for each and every year of
the lease; and in cases where the duties payable were in arrears interest at £10 per centum per annum was
chargeable. This Act was repealed by "The Stamp Act, 1875 Amendment Act, 1881," when the duties became
leviable under the Stamp Acts. Those payable on conveyances remained the same until 1885, namely, ten per
cent, on the consideration or purchase money as set forth in the deed. But no interest was chargeable on arrears
of duty unpaid. The only fine was that payable on ordinary conveyances as between Europeans when not
stamped by a certain date. In 1881 the duties payable on leases were for the first time capitalised, and have
continued so until the present time. In the case of conveyances in fee simple, a very material alteration was
made by "The Stamp Act, 1882, Amendment Act, 1885," the duty of ten pounds per centum heretofore payable
on the amount of consideration or purchase money, was altered, and it was provided that it should be levied on

the value of the land, which value the Commissioner was empowered to estimate.
The reason for herein noticing the subject of duties is that great hardship is inflicted on purchasers of native
lands thereby. The Act provides that a deed shall be considered to be executed when signed "by any one or
more of the parties thereto." This may be very well in the case of Europeans, where a bargain is made, and the
terms of sale are fixed and understood by both parties; but turn to the position of a person purchasing land from
natives, and observe the difference. In the transaction between Europeans only, the vendor or vendors at once
give possession to the buyer; but in that with the Maoris the purchaser may be years before he can complete his
conveyance. The meaning will be best illustrated by the example following: Mr. Smith wishes to acquire Te
[unclear: Whar] block by purchase. The certificate of title or memorial of ownership contains the names of one
hundred and fifty native owners. He makes a bargain with two of them to sell their interests for £30 each, and
they sign his conveyance. Re then calculates that it will cost him at that rate £4500, and fills that sum into the
deed. While the duty was payable under "The Stamp Act of 1882," on the amount of consideration or purchase
money, he would have to disburse £450 for duty within three months of the first execution of his deed, or have
a fine imposed of £100 per [unclear: centu] thereon, He consequently had to pay this £450 duty forthwith, on
the conveyance of two interests, the consideration or parchan money of which amounted to £60 only, This
conveyance might take ten years to complete, and Mr. Smith has not the full benefit of the land during that
period, and his title is incomplete; yet he has been compelled to pay the duty in the same manner as if his deeds
were fit to be registered, The Government have doubless also been losers to a considerable extent by this
system of levying native laud duties. For instance, Mr. Smith has entered the sum of £4500 in the body of hid
conveyance on the assumption that the shares of the native owners were equal, and that he would be able to
acquire all their interests for £30 each, but he finds to his cost during his ten years negotiations that he has been
mistaken be having paid to some of the vendors £40 £50, £75, £100, £120, £150, or even £200 for their shares,
respectively; and on the completion of his title discovers that the purchase money totals up to £11,500 and not
£4500 as at first calculated. The Government have received £450, it is true, but had they waited until the final
execution of the deed they would have been entitled to £1150. There are many cases in which the title to lands
on which duties have been paid under the Act of 1882 are yet incomplete.
By "The Stamp Act, 1882. [unclear: Amendment] Act, 1885," the duty payable on [unclear: conveys] of
native lands is ten pounds per centum [unclear: as] the value thereof. Now, for an example, the case of Mr.
Brown, a would-be purchase of Te Horo block, is given. In this block these are one hundred ascertained
owners. Mr. Brown procures the signature of one native to his deed, to whom he pays £50, and he finds the
others unwilling to sell at that rate; however, he must pay the Stamp and Native Land Duty within three months
on the Commissioner's valuation of the land. That officer considers it to be worth £10,000. Mr. Brown had been
calculating it as being only £5000, and is inclined to question the valuation, but having the fear of the £10 per
centum fine before him, he hands over £1000 to the Commissioner. This plan is the best and easiest for the
Government. But how about the purchaser? He has paid duty amounting to £1000 on that which assuming the
interests of the native owners to be equal, and the Commissioner's assessment of value to be correct, is only
equivalent to £100. In the first year after this Mr. Brown, in addition to the first execution, procures twenty-four
signatures to his deeds, in the second year seven; third, four; fourth, five; fifth, eight; sixth, twenty-two;
seventh, five; eighth, one; ninth, four; tenth, nine, making a total of ninety interests acquired, at a cost of (say)
£6000, leaving ten owners who decline to sell at any price. He next applies to the Native Land Court for a
subdivision, and finds that the non-sellers are larger owners than those he has dealt with, and the Court awards
them one-fifth of the whole block, instead of one-tenth, as he had anticipated, and these natives probably pick
out the most valuable and best improved portion of it, and say that "that part was their original holding before
the Pakeha came on to it." The vendors do rot trouble themselves about it, they have been paid for their shares,
and there is an end of it as far as they are concerned. Now, according to the Commissioners' valuation the duty
rightly payable on the portion thus awarded by the Court to Mr. Brown on the subdivision would be £800 only,
but he has paid £1000, and laid out of it for ten years, he not only loses the proportional interest on the whole
(his payments being irregular and made as he procures signatures to his deed), but, in addition, has given £200
for nothing, which he had no right whatsoever to have paid.
It is difficult how to find a remedy for this evil unless by making the duties payable on the complete
execution of the dead of conveyance by all the owners, or when the Native Land Court has made a partition of
the land between the purchaser and the dissentients from the sale; or, possibly, the following plan might be
found to answer: then an incomplete deed was presented for assessment, the Commissioner might, in addition
to valuing the land, the subject of such conveyance, ascertain the number of owners, and fix the amount of duty
to be charged against each share or interest (for his purpose all the interests might be deemed to be equal), and
then the purchaser should pay the proportion of duty equivalent to the number of interests he had acquired up to
that time. Afterwards he might be permitted, at the end of each succeeding year, to pay the amount due on any
further shares which may have been added to the conveyance during that period. In default of making a return

of the signatures procured, and paying the duties due thereon within one month after the expiration of such year
then a fine of £25 per centum per month to be imposed until the Act was complied with.
Having made comments on the varied and conflicting legislation respecting native lands from 1840 to
1886, it may in conclusion be deemed advisable to shortly recapitulate some of the most important features
thereof. In the first place the Crown had in 1840 acquired the pre-emptive right of purchasing such lands as the
natives were willing to sell. By the enactment of "The Native Lands Act, 1862," the Crown waived and gave up
this right, and the natives were empowered to sell their lands to any person whomsoever. By "the Native Lands
Act, 1865," ten names only were placed in a certificate of title, and those persons named had the full right to
dispose of the lands by sale or lease, without consulting the large body of owners, the names of whom were not
included in the certificate, and who had as much right to the land as the ten whose names were entered therein.
The ten persons as a rule generally pocketed the proceeds of a sale, or the rents derived from a lease, and
ignored the existence of the outside owners. In 1867 the Act of 1865 was amended by making provision in
section 17 for placing ten names on the face of the certificate, and endorsing the remainder on the back of it,
and registering them in the Court books. This provision created ten "certificated owners," and made the others
"registered owners." This section further provided that the land, comprised in such certificate, should not be
alienable except by a lease not exceeding twenty-one years, and that no sale could be effected until the land was
subdivided. The ten certificated owners had the right to lease the lands and draw the rents, and although the
Legislature may have looked on them as trustees for the other owners whose names were registered, they,
however, did not act as such, and generally disregarded the rights of the others, and retained the rents for their
own use. This section (17) further provided that a subdivision could be effected on an application being made to
the Court by the whole, or a majority of the owners. In a subsequent statute "The Native Land Act, 1873," it
was set forth that any of the persons interested in land held under the 17th section of the Act of 1867 could
apply for a subdivision, but the land must be subdivided before any sale or lease (except a lease for 21 years)
could be made of it, unless all the parties interested assented to such sale or lease. It certainly appears very
extraordinary that the Acts of 1862 and 1865 permitted twenty and ten persons, respectively to dispose of the
interests of hundreds of their coowners without question, but when power is given for placing the names of all
the persons interested, either in a certificate of title or a memorial of ownership, restrictions on alienation are
immediately imposed by the statute. The Act of 1873 provided for the issue of memorials of ownership in
which the names of all the ascertained owners were to be inserted, and the certificates of title under the
seventeenth section of the Act of 1867, were to be dealt with under the Act of 1873, in the same manner as
memorials of ownership, where no dealings in the shape of sales, leases, or mortgages bad been effected with
such lands. It was provided in the same Act (1873) that in any proposed sale or lease of land held under
memorial of ownership that on the application of a majority of the owners a subdivision could be made. But no
land could be sold or leased until subdivided, unless in the case of all assenting to such bale or lease, which
would then be valid. Section 48 enacted that the persons named in the memorial of ownership could not deal
with the land except by lease for twenty-one years. The next section lays down "Nothing, however, in the
foregoing conditions annexed to any memorial of ownership shall be deemed to preclude any sale of the land
comprised in such memorial where all the owners of such land agree to the sale thereof. In 1878 an Amendment
Act was passed, and it again differed as to the manner in which subdivisions were to be applied for as
follows:—"Notwithstanding anything to the contrary thereto in 'The Native Land Act, 1873,' or any amendment
thereto, it shall be lawful for the Court in its discretion, on the application of any native owner, or other person
interested therein, to hear and determine the value or extent of any estate in any land held by such applicant
under memorial of ownership, or Crown grant, or award, or conveyance, and if it shall deem fit to make an
order vesting any part or portion of such land in the applicant."
Any person reading this would naturally assume that, as there was power to hear and determine the value or
extent of any estate or interest held under conveyance, and to make an order vesting any part of the land in the
applicant—that there must first have been the right to purchase the interests passing by such conveyance, or it
would not have been lawful to subdivide them. Here the application by a majority of the owners for a
subdivision is dropped, and it is competent for any native owner or other person (European) to make an
application—And it is also clear that the section refers only to lands held under Memorial Ownership made
under the Act of 1873, and to Certificates of Title issued under the seventeenth section of the Act of 1867
(which had in fact become Memorials of Ownership by the Act of 1873) as the section commences by alluding
to the provisions of the Act of 1873, which only refer to those two classes of instruments of title. If the natives
had no power to sell unless a subdivision first took place, or all the owners had assented to a sale, how can an
European apply to have the value and extent of his estate and interest defined, and get an order made in his
favour, vesting any part or portion of the land in him? This apparently indicates that the law permitted the
purchase of individual shares, or interests less than those of all the owners, otherwise what occasion would
there be to define the extent and value of the interest acquired by a conveyance to a European? If all assented

and executed the conveyance, it would be a perfect instrument of title, and ready for the certificate of the Trust
Commissioner, under "The native Land Frauds Prevention Act." It appears to be intended to meet a case where
the purchaser included the whole of a block in his conveyance, and not being able to procure the signatures of
all the owners, comes to the Court to have defined the extent and value of what he has acquired under the deed.
Again, in 1882, a "Native Land Act Amendment Act" was passed, which tends to show that the Act of 1873
had not been technically complied with in several respects, principally among them must have been the
acquisition of undivided shares and interests without the assent of all the owners being obtained to such sales
and purchases, for it was specially enacted that "on the application of any person interested, either originally or
derivatively, in any such land it shall be lawful for the Court to inquire into the matter, and make such order
respecting the same as shall appear to the Court justly to remedy any mistake or any error in the proceedings."
Then it further provides that "An endorsement made by the Court on any such order or on any instrument of
disposition shall be valid and effectual for effecting the objects specified in such order, and an entry shall be
made in the Registry of the Land Transfer and the Registry of Deeds Offices to the effect that such orders have
been made."
Now, firstly, the person applying who is derivatively interested, must almost invariably be a European.
Secondly, it may be asked "what has the Court to inquire into?" The answer might be "the inquiry is about Mr.
Smith's deeds; he cannot get them registered because he has only acquired some of the interests of the owners
under a memorial of ownership, without any sub-division having been made, and without getting the assent of
all the parties interested, to his conveyance." Then another question may be put: What are the mistakes or errors
which are to be remedied in the proceedings, and what proceedings are alluded to? The errors and mistakes
cannot be in the Court proceedings, but must be in some instrument of disposition, as the Court can make an
endorsement on such, and notify such endorsement to the offices wherein registration of title is effected. It may
therefore be reasonably assumed that the errors consisted in the land under the memorial of ownership not
being subdivided before the conveyance was made; that the whole of the owners did not consent to the sale, that
the conveyance was executed by a part of them only; and that the European purchaser was not able to
understand the conflicting laws relating to the lease and sale of native lands, That he and a section of the
owners of the land had in good faith entered into a contract for the sale and conveyance of it to him, and the
Court was empowered to justly remedy such mistakes and errors, If the purchaser had acquired the whole of the
interests he could have applied to the Court for an order in freehold tenure which would not necessitate any
transactions with the Registry of the Land Transfer and the Registry of Deeds offices. It, therefore, would seem
to be clear that the instrument of disposition alluded to in the section of the Act was a conveyance of certain
interests in a block which had not been sabdivided.
"The Land Division Act" of 1882 also provides for "any person who, before the passing of that Act, has
acquired an undivided shire in any land granted to natives (this, mutatis mutandis, applies also to memorials of
ownership, and certificates of title), or any estate or interest therein, may apply to have his estate or interest
defined, and thereupon the Court may order a defined portion of the block to be granted to him proportionate to
the value of the estate or interest acquired"
Now if a conveyance is invalid unless the land held under a memorial of ownership (which includes a
certificate of title under the 17th section of the Act of 1867) has been subdivided before the purchase is
effected; or unless all the owners assent to such conveyance, then why does the law sanction the application of
a person who has acquired undivided shares, and a Court to sit and award to him a defined portion of the block
proportionate to the value of the estate or interest acquired? It cannot therefore be a matter for astonishment that
ordinary persons, unacquainted with the law, should be puzzled and make mistakes; but that is no reason why
the statutes should not be amended, and the wrongs inflicted on innocent persons and hard working settlers, be
set right, and that injustices and disabilities inflicted on the native land owners should also be removed.
Even higher authorities than mere land-purchasers sometimes differ in their judgments in these matters, as
can be shown by referring to those delivered by Mr. Justice Richmond in the Kotarepaia case in 1884, and the
Whangara case in 1887, respectively. In the first of these it was held that the taking a conveyance in the first
instance from those willing to sell, then procuring a subdivision, and a fresh title for a portion of the land
proportionate to the interests sold (such fresh certificate of title to be issued to the natives who had excuted the
conveyance), the fresh title having been so ordered by the Court (Native Land Court), the conveyance
previously executed by all the owners named in such new title was held to be a compliance with the Act. This
was the question raised and settled in the Kotarepara case. The judgment in the Whangara case is as follows:—

In the Supreme Court of New Zealand, Wellington Disrict.
SEYMOUR V. MACDONALD.
JUDGMEST of RICHMOND, J. (Delivered 14th April, 1887.)

In this case the plaintiff claims to be the purchaser of the shares and interests of some of the native owners
of a block of land at Poverty Buy, known as "Whangara." The block is held under a certificate of title issued
under section 17 of "The Nativo Lands Act, 1867." The order for a certificate bears date 2nd December, 1870;
and on the same day the presiding Judge was ordered to report, and must be taken to have reported, the opinion
of the Native Land Court that it was proper that the block should be inalienable by sale or mortgage or by lease
for a longer period than twenty-one years from the date thereof, The plaintiff claims under a memorandum of
transfer alleged to have been executed in accordance with the provisions of "The Native Land Act, 1873." The
Commissioner appointed under "The Native Lands Frauds Prevention Act, 1881," has certified the trans-action
as not invalid under that Act; but the certificate and declaration of Judge of the Native Land Court required by
sections 61 and 93 of "The Native Land Act, 1873," have not been obtained. The conditions of a valid
alienation under the latter Act cannot, it is obvious, have been complied with; for it is not pretended either that
all the owners have signed the memorandum of transfer, or that there has been a subdivision under section 97 of
the Act. The plaintiff has now made application to the Chief Judge of the Native Land Court for a certificate
under section 24 of "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886;" and, upon the refusal of the Chief Judge to
grant a certificate, comes to this Court for a writ of mandamus.
The 24th section expressly excepts cases where the title to the land in which a share or interest [unclear: i c
ai ed] was at the time of the purchase or lease—which must mean at the time of the pretended purchase or
lease—subject to any restriction precluding such purchase or lease. The plaintiff is therefore driven to contend
that this Whangara Block was not at the date of this purchase subject to any such restriction. Accordingly he
argues that either the recommendation of the Native Land Court respecting the imposition of such a restriction
was ultra vires and void or that It ought now to be disregarded by the Chief Judge.
In my opinion this contention cannot be sustained. Section 20 of the act of 1867 requires the Native Land
Court to append to every certificate issued either under the Act of 1865 or under the Act of 1867, a report,
stating the opinion of the Court on the question whether It is or is not proper to restrain alienation; and of
proper, then to what extent. It is argued that such a report must be inoperative as regards certificates under the
17th section, because under that section no Crown grant can issue; so that a recommendation to the Governor
respecting conditions to be imposed by the grant is an absurdity. But it is consistent with the provisions of the
17th section that, after partition of a block comprised in a certificate issue I under that section. Crown grants
may be issued of the portions alloted in severalty to the different Native owners Partition, under the name of
subdivision, is contemplated by the section, and reference is made to the provisions for that purpose contained
in the Act of 1865. The reference to the 15th section of the Act of 1865 is an evident misprint. The mistake is so
plain that I have no hesitation in saying that for "15th" the Court must read "50th." Now the 50th section of the
Act of 1865 makes provision for the issue of Crown grants of the allotted shares in a block, and these
provisions are easily applicable to the case of holders under a certificate issued under section 17 of the Act of
1873. There is therefore no difficulty in supposing that the restraint on alienation, if adopted by the Governor, is
to be inserted in the grants of the several allotments after partition. Meantime, it appears to me impossible to
contend that the report can be treated as a nullity by the very Court which issued it. True, it is as yet only a
recommendation, which the Governor may ultimately decline to act upon; but the Court having once made such
a recommendation is functus officio in the matter. It would be clearly ultra vires in any Judge of the Court to
pretend to anticipate the action of the Governor, and take the matter out of His Excellency's hands by allowing
alienation. The land therefore must be considered as subject to a restriction precluding alienation within the
meaning of section 24.
But even setting aside the special restraint on alienation which existed in this case, and supposing the block
to have been held under certificate without any such special restriction, I am of opinion that the plaintiff must
fail. The alienation has never been approved by the Native Land Court under section 61 of "The Native Lands
Act. 1873," nor could it properly have been so approved for the reason already stated. It has been decided over
and over again that a memorandum of transfer under the Act of 1873 does not proprio vigore pass an estate to
the pur chaser The certificate and declaration mentioned insection 61 are essential parts of the conveyance, and
nothing vests till they are obtained.
The Act of 1886 can have made no difference In this respect. Section 24 speaks of "a person who may
claim to have heretofore purchased or leased the share or interest of some out of several owners of land and by
the interpretation clause "owner" Includes persons registered under section 17. Relying on this language, I
underhand counsel for the plaintiff to suggest that section 24 recognises transactions such as the plaintiff's
alleged purchase, and does away with the necessity for the approval of the Native Land Court. It Is, however,
quite possible to give effect to the language of section 24 without resorting to such a supposition. As regards
leases the section may, no doubt, apply to lands held under certificate or memorial of ownership: but as regards
absolute alienation the section does not in my opinion apply to lands so held, but only to purchases of shares
held by natives in joint tenancies, or as tenants in common under Crown grants, land so held is not within the

exception from the definition of "land" contained in section 3, that is to say, it is not "land purchased by a
native from the Crown or from Europeans, and held under Crown grant or conveyance to such owner
individually." "Individually" must here mean the same thing as "solely;" for it appears from section 21 that land
held under grants to more natives than one comes within the general prohibitory enactment of section 32.
Therefore, in regard to purchases of shares so held which had been made, but not completed by conveyance,
prior to the Act, some special provision was fair and proper; and I take it that to such purchasers, and to such
purchasers only, sections 24 and 25 apply. Effect is thus allowed to those provisions without resorting to the
supposition put forward on the part of the plaintiff. But in any case it cannot have been intended by those
provisions to do away with the existing restrictions upon the acquisition by Europeans of partial interests held
under certificates and memorials of ownership. The policy of the Act, as pointed out by Mr. Bell, is not to
enable but to restrain the direct alienation of their lands by Natives to Europeans; and it cannot have been
intended to give validity to transactions which, under the statutory provisions in force at the time of the passing
of the new Act, would have been inoperative. Therefore, on this independent ground, my Opinion is against the
present application.
The motion for the issue of a writ must be refused with costs.
As regards the above judgment in the Whangara case, it may be noted that section 61 of "The Native Land
Act, 1873," applies to a complete purchase, where all the persons had signed the deed of conveyance, and the
purchaser has applied for an order for freehold tenure. Now the case submitted to the Court arose out of section
24 of "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," the part referring to the case being as follows:—
Section 24. "A person who may claim to have purchased or leased the share or interest of some out of
several owners of land (the title whereto was not at the time of such purchase or lease, subject to any restriction
precluding such purchase or lease), may notify, etc, and thereupon it shall be the duty of a Judge thereof, and if
he is satisfied that there has been a purchase or lease, as alleged, and that the transaction was bona fide, and that
a fair value or rent was given or received, may give his certificate to that effect to the person alleging himself to
be such purchaser or lessee, who shall transmit the same to the Commissioner. By subsection (b) the purchaser
may, within one month after the date of the certificate, give notice to the Commissioner that he is desirous of
purchasing the shares or interests which he has not already acquired, and in such case he may, on obtaining
such certificate from a Judge, that such Judge is satisfied that he had before the 1st day of July, 1886, obtained
the signature of one or more owner or owners to a writing purporting or agreeing to convey the share or
interests of the persons signing at any time within twelve months from the said 1st day of July, 1886, but not
afterwards, purchase all or any of such shares or interest." The case of Mr. Seymour is simply this: He leased
the Whangara block for a term of years, and during the currency of his lease some of the owners sold and
conveyed their interests to him. He applied to the Chief Judge of the Native Lands Court for a certificate under
the 24th section above quoted. It appears that the land was held by a certificate of title made under the
seventeenth section of "The Native Land Act, 1867," whereby the land was rendered inalienable except by lease
for 21 years, unless it was subdivided, when, if so subdivided, a purchase could be made. The Chief Judge
refused the application, on the ground that the land, the subject of it, came under the proviso of section 24 of
being subject to a restriction precluding such purchase or lease. This was the issue tried by Mr. Justice
Richmond. He decided that the land was subject to a restriction at the time Mr. Seymour purchased the
interests. It may be urged, with all deference to the opinion of the most able authority on native land questions,
who occupies the judicial bench in New Zealand, that there was nothing is any law in force within the colony
preventing Mr. Seymour from entering into agreements with the owners of land held by certificate of title under
the seventeenth section of the Act of 1867, but on the contrary, he might assert that he was proceeding to
procure the assent of all the owners to such sale, until he was stopped is his negotiations by the passing of "The
Native Land Administration Act, 1886;" that if he had been allowed to go on for another two or three years he
might, although not being able to get all the owners to sign a conveyance to him, have procured the assent of
the whole of them to a sale, when he would then have been is a position to have applied to the Court to give
him an order for freehold tenure for the interests he had acquired, or the partition of the interest of the
dissentients from, those the subject of the proposed sale to him. Assuming that the sale was not good in law,
then at least the documents would be evidence of a proposed sale or lease, and would come under the meaning
of section 65 of the Act of 1873. Now, turning to section 98, referred to by the learned Judge, it is provided
therein that "All lands comprised in any such certifícate (the certificate alluded to is one under the seventeenth
section of the Act of 1867) issued as last aforesaid respecting which as conveyance, lease, mortgage or contract
has been made, may be dealt with in the like manner as laud held under memorial of ownership under this Act.
Provided that land comprised in any such certificate respecting which any dealings may have heretofore been
had may be dealt with in like manner as land held under memorial of ownership under this Act, but only in the
case that in every dealing for such land the parties to such transactions shall satisfy the Court that they have the
assert of all the persons (not the signatures) of all the persons to a conveyance, whose names are indorsed on

the certificate, as well as the assent of those named on the face of the certificate to any such transaction." "The
Native Land Court Act of 1886," it is true repealed "The Native Land Act, 1873," but it left very ample
provision in section 117 for carrying out anything that had been commenced under any of the repealed Acts Mr.
Seymour might therefore have argued thus with the Chief Judge of the Native Land Court at the time his
application came before that officer. "I have not come before you for the purpose of asking for an order of
freehold tenure for the interests alleged to have been acquired by me in the Whangara block; I only wish you to
give me a certificate which will enable me to proceed in procuring the assent of all the owners to the sale of the
interests of those who are willing to convey to me, or to procure the signatures of all of the owners to a
conveyance. There is nothing prohibiting me from doing so; in fact, I am complying with the Act of 1873 in
trying to obtain the assent of all to a sale, or the signatures of all to a conveyance; and at some future time I
would have come before yon, either with a complete conveyance, or a complete assent to a conveyance, and
would have then applied to you in the one case for an order in freehold tenure under lection 59, or in the other
for a partition under sections 65 and 69 of the Act of 1873." section 24 of "The Native Land Administration
Act, 1886," refers to incomplete transactions only, and not to those that have been conducted to a conclusion
with the native owners holding under a memorial of ownership. The judgment, however, sets forth "that the
certificate and declaration of a Judge of the Native Land Court required by sections 61 and 98 of "The Native
Land Act, 1873," have not been obtained. The condition of a valid alienation under the latter Act cannot, it is
obvious, have been complied with, for it is not pretended either that all the owners have signed the
memorandum of transfer, or there has been a subdivision under section 97 of the Act."
The question before the Supreme Court was whether the Chief Judge of the Native Land Court was not
bound in law to issue a certificate to enable Mr. Seymour to proceed with an incomplete transaction, which in
itself was not illegal, but only inchoate and incomplete, and had not arrived at the stage when it would require
to receive the certificate and declaration of a Judge of the Native Land Court It was not forbidden by law to
obtain the assent or signatures of any of the native owners to a deed of conveyance, but to validate that
conveyance and procure the certificate and declaration of a Judge of the Native Land Court, it required the
signatures of all the owners either to the conveyance or to an assent to the conveyance, that is, the non-sellers
agreeing to the tale by the others but retaining their own shares. Mr. Seymour intended to procure these and was
proceeding to do so when he was stopped by the present law, and he merely asks for a certificate to enable him
to complete what he had commenced. The Court was not asked to give its opinion as to the validity of Mr.
Seymour's purchase, but whether Mr. Seymour had "obtained the signature of one or more owners to a writing
purporting or agreeing to convey the share or interests of the persons signing it, the title whereto was not at the
time of such purchase subject to any restriction precluding such purchase." The word "purchase' is in the
commencement of section 24 somewhat at variance with the provisions of subsection (b) above quoted. The
one alludes to an absolute sale, and the other relates to a document purporting to agree to convey—not a
conveyance. The question is whether Mr. Seymour's document, which he submitted to the Chief Judge of the
Native Land Court, could not have been looked on in the light of an agreement to convey, which there was
nothing in law to prevent him from completing, and which he could set up as being a proper conveyance
whenever he either procured the signatures of all the owners thereto or the assent of all to the sale being made
by the vendors. Section 48 of the Act of 1873 contained a provision providing for the following restriction on
alienation:—"To every such memorial there shall be annexed the following condition: That the owners of the
piece of land referred to in such memorial have not power to sell or make any other disposition of the said land,
except that they may lease the same for any term not exceeding twenty-one years." The next section (49)
provides that: "Nothing, however, in the foregoing conditions annexed shall be deemed to preclude any sale of
the land comprised in such memorial where all the owners of such land agree to the sale thereof, or to prevent
any partition of such land in manner hereinafter provided, if required." The only difference between this
restriction and that contained in section 17 of the Act of 1867 is, that in the latter case, the land could not be
dealt with otherwise than by lease not exceeding twenty-one years until subdivided. Now, by the Act of 1873,
sections 97 and 98, it was clearly provided for that lands under such certificates could be dealt with the same as
lands under memorial of ownership, consequently, the restrictions in such certificates were waived in so far as
they differed from those imposed by section 48 above quoted; and by the next section (49) in despite of the
restriction, it was enacted that a sale of the land comprised in such memorial where all the owners agree to the
sale thereof was to be recognised. The words are not where all the owners have executed a conveyance thereof,
Mr. Seymour might allege, "I am in the course of getting such agreement to a sale," and is there anything in the
law which provides that he cannot endeavour to do so? The above appears to refer to all cases where a Crown
grant of land under memorial of ownership has not been issued. It is true that the Act of 1867 provides for the
insertion by the Governor of restrictions on alienation in any grant if the same shall have been recommended by
a Judge of the Native Land Court, but a recommendation of a Judge is one thing, and the placing it in a grant is
another matter. It seems to have been so in the Whangara case. In the certificate of title the Judge had

recommended a restriction to be inserted in the grant, but it is well known that except in one or two instances
where the grants were issued by an oversight (as In Grice and Benn's case), none were prepared for lands held
under a certificate of title issued in accordance with the seventeenth section of the Native Land Act, 1867,
consequently if the Crown grant never issued for the Whangara block, it was impossible for it to contain a
restriction on alienation, and the recommendation on the face of the certificate could not be considered as a
restriction on alienation. If this is so, the only restrictions, therefore, which had any force or effect were the
statutory restrictions imposed by the Acts of 1867 and 1873 in Certificates of Title and Memorials of
Ownership, which could be set aside by complying with the provisions of section 49 of the Act of 1873"
Further, with reference to Mr. Justice Richmond's remarks that section 50 of the Act of 1865 makes "provision
for the issue of Crown grants of the allotted shares in a block, and these provisions are easily applicable to the
case of holders under a certificate issued under section 17 of the Act of 1873. There is, therefore, no difficulty
in supposing that the restraint on alienation, if adopted by the Governor, is to be inserted in the grants of the
several allotments after partition." It may be urged that in the case of land held by Memorial of Ownership a
grant could not be issued on the commutation of Native Title to more than ten persons (section 80, Act of
1873), and this may be taken to also apply to any case of lands held by certificate of title under section 17 of the
Act of 1867, if not before, at anyrate subsequent to the passing of the Act of 1873, therefore, it was impossible
to issue a Crown grant for the Whangara block after that date, as there were more than ten certificated and
registered owners in the certificate for the block, and the recommendation to impose a restriction on alienation
would then be null and void. It is doubtless correct that a restriction on alienation could be inserted in the new
certificates granted on a subdivision, but the Whangara block had never arrived at that stage, and it may
therefore be justifiable to assume that the only bar to alienation was the statutory restriction imposed by section
17 of the Act of 1867, and section 48 of the Act of 1873. The judgment throughout appears to deal with what
was not required from the Supreme Court, namely, as to the validity of the documents submitted by Mr.
Seymour, whereas it would appear that all that was required to be determined was whether Mr. Seymour had
obtained a writing purporting to agree to convey certain interests, and is he entitled to receive a certificate to
enable him to complete his conveyance? The answer might have been Yes; he may go on with his
arrangements; but when he completes his conveyance he must, to make it valid, if he does not purchase all the
shares, either apply for a subdivision, as contemplated by the Act of 1873 and the Act of 1886, or shall in
accordance with the Act of 1873, satisfy the Court that all the owners of such land either sold their interests, or
that the non sellers agreed to the sale by the others, but required a sub-division of their portion of the block.
The Judge and Mr. Bell agree that "the policy of the Act of 1886 is not to enable, but to restrain the direct
alienation of their lands by natives to Europeans;" and the Judge adds, "and it cannot have been intended to give
validity to transactions which under the statutory provisions in force at the time of the passing of the new Act
would have been inoperative. Therefore, on this independent ground, my opinion is against the present
application." Doubtless "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," was enacted with the above object; but it
must be remembered that the Act of 1873 sets forth in the preamble thereto: That whereat it is highly desirable
to establish a system by which natives shall be enabled at a less cost to have their surplus land surveyed, their
titles thereto ascertained, and the transfer and dealings thereto facilitated, be it enacted, &c. The Judge had
therefore to look at the position of the case as it stood under the Acts of 1865, 1867, and 1873, not through the
light of the Act of 1886. It appears to have been entirely overlooked is the case that the Native Land Court
never entirely complied with the provisions of the Act of 1873; that it made subdivisions of land under
memorial of ownership when a majority of the owners had not applied for them. That Europeans purchased and
obtained orders for freehold tenure when all the persons owning the land had not assented to the sale or
executed the conveyance, and although the purchase of such interests was not strictly legal, that successive
subsequent Acts allowed the subdivision of shares or interests so acquired, and that by inference the so doing, if
it did not create the right to purchase them, facilitated the right to obtain a supposed legal title to them when so
purchased.
Having so far endeavoured to place "our dealings with Maori lands," and the defects of our legislation
thereon before the public, the author will be satisfied if what has been herein written in any way conduces to
amended legislation, and the introduction of a better system of dealing with Native lands which will be
beneficial to both races of Her Majesty's subjects in New Zealand, and assist in the progress of civilisation and
settlement therein. With these objects he has drafted an Act proposing to deal with this important question, not
under the impression that it will provide complete remedies for the evils now existing, but that it may be used
as a part of the framework on which to construct a sound and satisfactory law, by which future transactions will
be fairly and easily conducted, and those of the past may be brought to a satisfactory and honourable
arrangement and conclusion, not overlooking the fact that these have been entered into under laws which could
not be understood or entirely complied with. The writer, after submitting the draft of the proposed Act for the
consideration of his readers, will make a few remarks on several of the new features contained in it. He,

however, craves the indulgence of the legal profession, and hopes that they will not too severely criticise the
opinions on points of law herein expressed, as they are those of a layman, and will not be too hard on any of the
language of the draft Act now submitted for consideration, but that they will give the question that calm
consideration which its importance demands, and suggest such alterations and amendments as may occur to
them. He trusts that nothing herein contained will give offence to any person who has been engaged either in
legislating on the native land question, or in administering the several conflicting laws relating thereto, but that
everything herein will be taken in the same spirit in which it is given and with the same object—namely, to
promote discussion, and cause valuable suggestions to be made tending to the settlement of a question which is
hardly second in importance to any other affecting the welfare of this colony. He would not have ventured to
write at all on the subject, but no other person seemed to have the inclination or leisure to ventilate it, and he
therefore gave his views of the matters which had come under his notice during an experience of twenty-nine
years in native land purchase transactions, in the expectation that others, also acquainted with "our dealings
with Maori lands," would contribute their quota of information for the public weal.
Auckland,
31st May, 1887.
decorative feature

Introductory.
THE difficulties and obstacles attendant on the acquisition of Native lands by Europeans having been fully
entered into in the previous pages of this pamphlet, it may be expedient to here state succinctly the defects in
previous legislation on, and proceedings relating to, the Native Land question, poll it is proposed to remedy,
and, if possible, remove by the provisions of the Draft Act now submitted for consideration, viz:—
•
The peripatetic nature of the sittings of the Native Land Courts, caused by the Judges not being appointed
to and permanently stationed in defined districts.
•
The consequent ignorance of the Judges and A ssessors of the natural features of the country, and the
particular class of title prevailing in any district.
•
The enormous expenses of executing surveys, caused by two or three surveys being made by contending
parties for the same block.
•
The sittings of the Native Land Courts being frequently fixed to be held at long distances from the land
the subject of investigation, thereby debarring large numbers of elderly claimants, and infirm people,
from attending thereat; also entailing enormous expense and loss of time by taking the active members of
a tribe away from their homes.
•
The method of procedure of the Native Land Court being so greatly assimilated to the practice of the
Supreme and other English Courts of Law within the Colony, which is not understood or appreciated by
large numbers of Natives, and the necessity of adopting such a course of proceedings as will be more in
accordance with the Maori ideas of dealing with their land questions.
•
The frauds practised on large numbers of Natives (frequently on the majority) interested in lands, the title
whereof had been investigated by the Native Lands Court, by the limited number of persons whose names
were inserted in Certificates of Title and other instruments made by order of the Native Land Court.
•
The enormous expense of procuring the signature of hundreds of Native owners (scattered all over the
country) to conveyances and leases of single blocks land.
•
The doubts as to the validity of the titles of [unclear: Europe] through the conflicting legislation on
Native [unclear: la] questions.
•
The unsatisfactory state of outstanding and incomplete purchases and leases.
•
The stagnation in all Native land transactions through the provisions of recent enactments, seriously
affecting the position of the vendors, lessors, purchasers, and lessees [unclear: the] same, and the
consequent prevention of the investment of capital in that direction.
•
The extreme unpopularity of the "Native Land Administration Act, 1886," and the unwillingness of the
Natives to bring their lands under its operation.
•
The urgent necessity for speedily ascertaining and determining the titles to Native Lands throughout the
North Island, by which the necessity for special legislation on Native matters could be dispensed with,
and the expense of the Native Minister's Department could be saved.
AN ACT to define and determine the title to lands held by Aboriginal

Title
Natives under Maori Usage and Custom, and to make provision for regulating the sale and other disposition of
Native Lands, and for validating and settling incomplete titles thereto.
Whereas considerable discontent and dissatisfaction at present
Preamble
exists among the Aboriginal Natives of New Zealand with respect to the laws governing the sale and other
dispositions of their lands; and it is expedient that their Proprietary Eights to and over all lands held by them
according to Maori Usage and Custom, should be speedily ascertained, determined, finally settled, and clothed
with a legal title, assimilated as nearly as possible to European ownership under the statutes in operation within
the Colony. And it is further highly desirable that stops should be taken without delay for securing permanently,
and irrevocably to the Maori Race ample Reserves of such lands for their use, maintenance, and benefit, and
that provision shall be made for granting titles thereto. And whereas Agreements have from time to time been
made between Europeans and Maoris for the sale and lease, or other disposition of Native Lands, and numerous
Deeds of Conveyance and demise have been commenced and partly executed, and it is desirable for the
well-being of both races of Her Majesty's subjects in the Colony of New Zealand, and for the encouragement of
settlement and progress, that these incomplete and outstanding purchases and leases should be completed, and
finally and legally settled with as little delay as possible. And whereas numerous disputes and expensive suits at
law have arisen through defects in, and doubts as to the meaning and intent of, several of the statutes relating to
Native Lands, and to dealings therewith, and doubts have arisen as to the validity of certain instruments of title
intended and supposed to have been made in accordance with such enactments, and it is expedient that such
disputes, lawsuits, and doubts should be removed and for ever set at rest, and that all acts done in good faith
between the parties thereto should be set right, validated and confirmed:
BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of
the same, as follows:—
•
The Short Title of this Act is "The New Zealand Native Land
Short Title
Titles Settlement and Determination Act, 1887."
•
"The Native Land Court Act, 1886," "The Native Land AdRepeal
ministration Act, 1886," and "The Native Equitable Owners' Act, 1886," together with the Acts named in
Schedule 1 hereto are hereby repealed.
•
In this Act, if not inconsistent with the context,—
Interpretation
•"Chief Commissioner" means the person appointed to be Chief Commissioner and General Registrar of
Native Land Titles under this Act.
•"Commissioner" means a person appointed to be a Commissioner and District Registrar of Native Title
for a district under this Act.
•"Crown Grant" means a Crown Grant made under this Act, and includes a Certificate of Title under "The
Land Transfer Act."
•"Certificate of Title" means 'a Certificate of Title issued under this Act, and includes Certificates of Title
made by the Native Land Court.
•"Court" moans a Commissioners' Court held under this Act.
•"District" means a Native Land District constituted under this Act.
•"District Register of Title" moans a book or books kept in the office of a Commissioner, wherein all
matters pertaining to Native Lands within a district are recorded.
•"District Reference Map" means a map of each district compiled by the Surveyor General, and certified
by him.
•"District Surveyor" means the officer in charge of surveys in a district.
•"Disposable Land" means land the title whereof has been determined under this Act and is available for
sale or lease.
•"General Register of Titles" means a book or books kept in the office of the Chief Commissioner, in
which titles relating to all districts constituted under this Act are recorded.
•"General Reference Map" means a map of the North Island of New Zealand showing each district
constituted under this Act, compiled by the Surveyor General and certified by him.
•"Hapu Boundary" means the boundary of lands hold by a "hapu" (sept) of a tribe, within a Tribal
boundary.
•"Hereditaments" means lands held under a Crown Grant.
•"Memorial of Ownership" means a Memorial of Ownership made by the Native Land Court.

•"Native" means an aborignal Native of New Zealand, and includes half-castes, and all descendants of
half-castes whether by Maoris or Europeans.
•"Native Land" means land held by Natives under Maori Usage or Custom.
•"Non-seller" means a person dissenting to an incomplete sale of "Titled Lands."
•"Non-lessor" means a person dissenting to an incomplete lease of "Titled Lauds."
•"Notice" means a notice published within a District only, in any way a Commissioner may deem fit to
give publicity to the same.
•"Owner" means the person the title of whom to any land has been ascertained and registered under this
Act, or of any person found to be an owner by any repealed Act relating to Native land.
•"Order" moans an order made by a Commissioner under this Act, and includes an order made by the
Native Land Court
•"Parcel of land" means a piece of land partitioned under this Act within any "hapu" holding.
•"Partition Order" means any order for a partition of land made by a Commissioner.
•"Person" means a person, whether Native or otherwise.
•"Published" shall mean a notice published by a Commissioner in the New Zealand Gazette, the Maori
Kahiti, and one local newspaper (if any is published) in a district.
•"Registration" means registration in the General or District Register of Titles.
•"Reserved Land" means a parcel of land owned by a "hapu" and set apart for their permanent use,
maintenance, and benefit.
•"Native Reserve" moans any land heretofore reserved for Native purposes, and which the Governor may
order to be administered under this Act, and includes lands reserved under "The West Coast Settlements
Reserves Act, 1881," and the Amendments thereto.
•"Succession Order" means an order made under this Act for a person to succeed to the "real estate" of a
deceased person.
•"Survey" means a survey ordered by a Commissioner.
•"Sealed" means sealed with the seal of office.
•"Titled Land" means land belonging to Natives, the title whereof has been adjudicated on by the Native
Land Court, or any other legally constituted tribunal having jurisdiction over any Native land, and applies
to all such lands, whether held under an Order, a Certificate of Title, a Memorial of Ownership, or a
Crown Grant, or any other instrument of title made under any Native Land Act repealed, and shall include
land the title whereof may hereafter be determined under this Act.
•"Tribal Boundary" means the external boundary of the lands owned by any tribe, or the boundary line
dividing the lands of two or more tribes from that of another.
•"Trustees" means Trustees elected by a "hapu" under this Act.
•"Will" means a will made by a Native in accordance with this Act.
4. The Governor may, by Order in Council, divide the North
The Governor may make districts
and of New Zealand into districts to be styled "Native Land Districts," giving a distinctive name to every
such district, and may at any time, as he may think fit, alter the boundaries of, or abolish any such district. In
fixing the limits of such districts, in all cases where known tribal boundaries exist, these shall be adopted; in
cases where tribal boundaries are not clearly defined, then the division line of districts to follow some natural
feature of the country such as a river, or a range of hills, but in no case shall a straight line from one given point
to another be allowed except where an actual survey line has been defined on the ground.
5. The Governor may from time to time appoint such person as
The Governor may appoint a Chief Commissioner and General Registrar of Titles
he may think fit, to be a Chief Commissioner and General Registrar of Native Land Titles under this Act,
and may from time to time, as he may think fit, remove such officer.
6. The Governor may from time to time appoint such persons as
The Governor may appoint Commissioners and District Registrars
he may think fit to be Commissioners and District Registrars of Native Land Title, and may from time to
time, as he may think fit, remove any or all of such officers. The Governor shall, on making any such
appointment, specify the district within which the person so appointed shall exercise the powers vested in him
under this Act.
7. The Governor may also, during the absence or illness of the
The Governor may appoint Deputies
Chief, or other Commissioner, appoint a deputy Commissioner who shall, during the Governor's pleasure,
have and exercise all the powers Tested in a Chief, or other Commissioner, under this Act.
8. The Governor may from time to time appoint such person as

The Governor may appoint District Surveyors
he may think fit to be a District Surveyor for any district constituted under this Act, and from time to time, as
he may think fit, remove such District Surveyor.
9. The Governor may from time to time appoint such persons as
The Governor may appoint other officers
he may think fit to be Assistant Surveyors, Clerks, Maori Interpreters, (the latter to be duly Licensed under
this Act as hereinafter provided), or such other officers as may appear to him to be necessary for effectually
carrying out the provisions of this Act, and from time to time, as he may think fit, to remove any or all of such
persons.
10. Provided that the person now holding the office of Chief
Judges and ex-Judges of the Native Land Court eligible for appointment
Judge of the Native Land Court, shall be eligible for appointment as Chief Commissioner, and any person
now holding the office of Judge of the Native Land Court, or any retired Judge thereof, who shall be willing to
accept office under this Act, shall be eligible for appointment as a Commissioner. If it is found that there are
not sufficient persons, who now hold or have heretofore held office as Judges of the Native Land Court, to
provide a Commissioner for each district constituted under this Act, the Governor from time to time, from
among fit and proper persons, skilled in the Maori language and conversant with Native Land tenure according
to Maori Usage and Custom, appoint such person or persons as he may think fit to be a Commissioner or
Commissioners under this Act, and in like manner may fill up any appointment rendered vacant, by the death,
retirement, or removal of any Chief or other Commissioner.
Seal of office to be provided
11. The Minister for Lands shall furnish the Chief Commissioner with a seal of office and every
Commissioner with a similar seal, but showing thereon the District for which it is issued.
The Governor may appoint Court for district
12. The Governor shall constitute a Court for each district, which shall be presided over by the
Commissioner of the district, with power, when necessary, to sit with the Chief, or any other Commissioner or
Commissioners, as hereinafter provided.

Duties of Chief Commissioner.
Chief Commissioner to have control of Native Land Titles Department
13. The person holding the office of Chief Commissioner and General Registrar of Native Land Titles shall
have control of the "Native Land Titles Department" throughout the Colony of New Zealand.
General Register of Titles to be kept by Chief Commissioner
14. The Chief Commissioner shall keep in his office a book or books to be named "The General Register of
Native Titles," in which shall be entered all Certificates of Title or orders made by any Commissioner
appointed under this Act, also copies of any orders or Certificates of Title or Memorials of Ownership
heretofore made by the Native Land Court, where the land or any part thereof the subject of such instrument has
not been dealt with by sale or lease. The title relating to each District constituted under this Act shall be kept
separate from that of any other District. There shall also be entered in a separate book, to be named the "Record
of Native Grants," a duplicate of all Crown Grants prepared for the Governor's signature and when so signed, if
any alterations or amendments have been made in any Grant, such alterations or amendments shall be inscribed
in such duplicate.
Preparation of Crown Grants
15. The Chief Commissioner, on the receipt from any Commissioner of a Certificate of Title made under
this Act, as hereinafter provided, shall forthwith prepare or cause to be prepared (except in the case of a
certificate granted to a hapu under section 37 of this Act) a Crown grant in triplicate for the land the subject of
such Certificate: One of such to be signed by the Governor, which shall be delivered to the owners mentioned
therein; one copy to be deposited in the Registry of Deeds Office in the Provincial District within which the
land comprised in such grant is situated; and the third to be transmitted to the Minister of Lands for the time
being, for record in his Department. Provided also where Crown Grants are incomplete or have not been
prepared in respect of any Order, Certificate of Title or Memorial of Ownership heretofore made by the Native
Land Court it shall be lawful for the Chief Commissioner to cause the same to be completed or prepared in the
manner above provided.
General Reference Map to be provided, also District Reference Maps, etc.
16. The Surveyor-General shall, immediately after the coming into operation of this Act, prepare or cause
to be prepared, on a large scale, a Map of the North Island of New Zealand, to be known as the "General

Reference Map," on which shall be shown all Districts constituted under this Act. Provided also that any Tribal
boundary or boundaries which shall from time to time be fixed and determined by any Commissioner, as
hereinafter provided, shall be entered thereon by some duly authorised surveyor. Hapu boundaries, when so
fixed and determined, shall also be entered on such "General Reference Map" in like manner as above enacted.
The Surveyor-General shall in like manner prepare, on a large scale, a Map of each Provincial District in
the Middle Island, to be known as the "Middle Island Reference Map," showing thereon all lands held by
Natives under Crown Grant, or reserved for the use, maintenance, or benefit of Natives, within each such
Provincial District. This shall he lodged in the Office of the Chief Commissioner.
The Surveyor-General shall in like manner prepare, or cause to be prepared, on a large scale, in duplicate,
maps to be known by the name of "District Reference Maps" of each district constituted under this Act, and two
certified copies thereof. One of such duplicate maps shall be filed of record in the Office of the Chief
Commissioner, and the other shall be filed in the Office of the Commissioner of the District to which it relates.
The copies thereof hereinbefore mentioned shall be used as office and working plans by the Chief and District
Surveyor.
Every such "District Reference Map" shall contain the information and particulars following, viz.:—
•
The position of all natural features which have been ascertained and fixed within any district, such as
mountains, ranges of hills, rivers, streams, lakes, and forests; also any known villages or settlements now
occupied, or burial grounds now used by Natives, or any ancient settlements, fortifications, or burial
grounds therein situate.
•
Such map shall show accurately all major and minor trigonometrical stations which have been established
within each district, and the bearings and distances between the same; also where any surveyed Crown or
other lands adjoin or abut on any "Native Land," the bearings and distances of all survey lines forming the
boundary or boundaries thereof.
•
All Crown Lands which have been sold, leased, or otherwise disposed of. Provided that only the external
boundaries thereof require to be shown on such map.
•
Crown Lands remaining unsold or unappropriated for any purposes. If it shall be doomed expedient for
Public information and reference in any district, the Surveyor General may, in his discretion, indicate on
such map the allotments or sections into which this class of land has been laid off or divided.
•
"Titled Lands" the title whereof has been ascertained and determined by the Native Land Court, or other
tribunal.
•
"Titled Lands" which have been alienated by the owners by sale, lease, or otherwise, to persons other than
the Government.
•
"Titled Lands" held by the owners, and not alienated to any person.
•
"Native Lands" held by Natives under Maori Usage and Custom, the title thereof has not been
investigated, as certained, and determined.
Such District Reference Maps shall be certified to as being correct, and shall be signed by the Surveyor
General personally.
17. The Chief Commissioner shall from time to time cause to be
Additions to be made to General and District Reference Maps
added to such General and District Reference Maps, such additional matters as shall be transmitted to him
by any Commissioner, as hereinafter provided, and shall place on such map his certificate of such entry therein.
18. Any District Reference Map so prepared, certified, and filed
District Reference Map to be admissable in evidence
in the office of the Chief, or any Commissioner shall be admissable in evidence in any proceedings under
this Act, or in any Court of Law within the Colony of Now Zealand, and anything contained therein so far as it
refers to the matter under adjudication, or to any issue to be tried, shall be deemed to be conclusive evidence
therein, and shall not be called into question.
Chief Commissioner may assist Commissioner in difficult eases
19. The Chief Commissioner may, in difficult or disputed cases, on the application of any Commissioner,
proceed to any district to aid and assist such Commissioner in determining the question at issue or in dispute.
Regulations to be made
20. The Chief Commissioner may from time to time frame Rules and Regulations for the general conduct
of business in his own department. And in like manner, at a meeting of Commissioners to be convened by him
for that purpose, shall, with their assistance, frame Rules and Regulations for the general conduct of business in
all the Districts constituted under this Act. Provided that no such Rules or Regulations shall come into
operation until the assent of the Governor in Council shall have been first obtained thereto. Such Rules and
Regulations may from time to time be annulled, altered, or amended, in, such manner as may appear to be
necessary.

General Register of Titles to be kept by Chief Commissioner
21. The Commissioner shall keep in his office a book or books to be styled the "General Register of Titles,"
in which shall be entered all matters affecting Native Title within the district to which it relates And copies of
all Orders, Certificates, and Certificates of Title, as from time to time made by a Commissioner, shall be
inscribed therein.

Duties of Commissioners and District
Registrars of Native Title with Respect to
"Titled Lands."
Commissioner to publish a notice respecting incomplete purchases and leases
22. Every Commissioner appointed to any district under this Act, shall forthwith issue a notice in English
and Maori, which shall be published in the New Zealand Gazette and the Maori Kahiti and in one local
newspaper (if any) in circulation within any Native Land District, calling upon all persons who have
outstanding or incomplete transactions for the sale or lease of any land with any owners within such district, to
forward the particulars of their claims to him within three months from the date of such notice.
Commissioner to appoint a day for hearing applications respecting incomplete transactions
23. As soon as may be convenient after the expiration of the above period of throe months, the
Commissioner shall, by notice to be published in the manner aforesaid, appoint a day (not loss than one month
from the date of such notice) for hearing and determining the justice and validity of such claims, when, if
satisfied that any such transaction is bona fude and fair to all the parties concerned, he shall issue a Certificate
under seal to that effect to the applicant; which Certificate shall show on the face thereof the number of sellers
or lessors, and the number of non-sellers or non-lessors, giving the name of each person respectively. Such
Certificate shall be given to the applicant, and a copy thereof shall be inscribed in the District Register of Title,
and the General Register of Titles.
Proceedings when a Commissioner refuses to make a certificate
24. If on such hearing, as aforesaid, the Commissioner shall refuse to make a Certificate in respect of any
claim, he shall make an order to that effect, and, if requested, shall give to the claimant his reasons therefor in
writing, and shall forward copies of the evidence given in the case, and the reason of such refusal to the Chief
Commissioner and to the Minister for Lands for their information. The Minister for Lands may, if he shall
deem fit, on an application in that behalf being made to him by the claimant, order the case to he re-heard
before the Chief Commissioner and the Commissioner for the District within which it originated. If on such
rehearing the claimant shall be found to be entitled to a Certificate, it shall be issued to him and dealt with as
provided for in the next previous sections. If on a re-hearing the claimant shall be found not to be entitled to
receive a Certificate, an order to that effect shall be made and shall be signed by the Chief Commissioner, and
the Commissioner for the District, the orders so made, whether by the Commissioner in the first instance or by
the Chief Commissioner and the Commissioner as above enacted, shall be final and conclusive, and the legality
thereof shall not be called in question in any Court of Law in the Colony of New Zealand. Any applicant for a
Certificate may appear before the Commissioner by counsel or agent. A copy of any such order shall be
inscribed in the District Register of Titles and the General Register of Titles.
25. Any certificate so made and sealed, as far as the interests
Effect of certificate
which have been acquired by purchase or lease are concerned, and not otherwise, shall have the effect of a
Certificate made by a Trust Commissioner appointed under "The Native Land Frauds Prevention Act, 1881,"
and it shall also confer on the person named therein the right to complete the purchase or lease of the land the
subject of such Certificate, and to acquire any outstanding interests therein, during a period of three years from
the date thereof. And such Certificate, during the time it shall be in force, shall effectually bar the right of any
person whomsoever, other than the first purchaser or lessee, from dealing with the land comprised in such
Certificate. Unless it shall in the meanwhile be cancelled by the holder thereof applying for and obtaining a
Partition Order under this Act, in which case the lands awarded to the non-sellers or non-lessors shall be classed
as "Disposable Lands," and be open for dealing with in manner hereinafter provided
26. Such Certificate may, by permission of the Commissioner, be
Certificate may be transferred
transferred by the holder thereof to any other person; but a copy of such transfer must be inscribed in the
District Register of Title.

27. At the time when a Commissioner shall order a Certificate to
Partition maybe made if required, etc.
issue to an applicant to enable him to continue his purchase or lease, it shall be lawful for such person to
then apply to the Commissioner to partition the interests which have been acquired by him from those of the
non-sellers or non-lessors. Whereupon the Commissioner shall direct the applicant to endeavour to make an
arrangement with the owners for the partition of the land in question, and shall fix a day for the further hearing
of the matter. On the day so fixed, if the Commissioner is satisfied that all the parties concerned have agreed to
partition of the land the subject of the claim, he shall then proceed in the manner prescribed in the next
following section. Failing any such arrangement the Commissioner may, if convenient and all the parties are
present, proceed to hoar the case forthwith, but, if otherwise, he shall appoint a day for hearing the claim of the
applicant, of which notice of at least one month shall be published, as hereinbefore provided. On the day so
fixed the Commissioner shall sit in open Court and proceed to hear and determine the case in the manner
hereinafter provided in Section 35, for hearing cases of disputed Tribal boundaries inside districts.
28. On an arrangement being arrived at between the parties in
On arrangement being made in respect of an incomplete purchase
the matter of any incomplete purchase, for the partition of the interests acquired by the purchaser from
those retained by non-sellers, the Commissioner having satisfied himself that such agreement is fair and is
understood by the parties thereto, shall forthwith cancel the original muniment of title and shall make two
Partition Orders, one in favour of the purchaser, and the other in favour of the non-sellers, for the respective
parcels of land as arranged between them, and a Certificate of Title shall be issued for each of such parcels of
land in lion of such orders, on the production to the Commissioner of a proper survey map thereof, prepared in
the manner hereinafter proscribed for the making of surveys. Such sub-divisional survey shall be made at the
expense of the purchaser.
The Certificates of Title, when completed, shall be transmitted to the Chief Commissioner, and a copy
thereof shall be inscribed in the District Register of Title, together with a copy of the Partition Order.
On an arrangement being made in respect of an incomplete lease
29. On an arrangement being arrived at between the parties in the matter of any incomplete lease, for the
partition of the interests held by the lessee from those of the owners dissenting to such lease, the Commissioner,
having satisfied himself that such agreement is fair and is understood by the parties thereto, shall forthwith
cancel the original muniment of title and shall make two Partition Orders, one in favour of the lessors, and one
in favour of the non-lessors, for the respective parcels of land as arranged between them; and a Certificate of
Title shall be issued for each of such parcels of land in lieu of such orders, on the production to the
Commissioner of a proper survey map thereof, prepared in the manner hereinafter prescribed for the making of
surveys. Such sub-divisional survey shall be made at the joint cost of the lessors and the lessee. The lessee may,
at the time of the making of the Partition Orders aforesaid, make application to the Commissioner for a Leasing
Order for the parcel of land allotted to the lessors; the Commissioner shall thereupon order that a Leasing Order
shall issue for the parcel of land to which it refers. The effect of such Leasing Order shall be to confirm the
original lease over the land forming the subject of such order; and the rent reserved by such lease shall be
diminished in proportion to the area of the parcel of land which has been cut off from the original lease; or if
the lessors and the lessee shall elect to dispense with a Leasing Order, and make a new lease for such rent and
for such term as may be agreed on between them, it shall be competent; for them to do so. Such now lease shall
be executed in the presence of the Commissioner, and shall be attested and sealed by him.
Copies of such Partition Orders, Certificates of Title, and Leasing Orders, or of the new lease, if made in
lieu of the Leasing Order, shall be inscribed in the District Register of Title, and the Certificate of Title made
for each of the parcels of land shall be transmitted to the Chief Commissioner.
Holder of a Certificate may at any time apply for a partition
30. The holder of any certificate ordered or issued in respect of any incomplete purchase, in accordance
with the provisions herein before made, may at any time during the throe years within which the same is in
operation, or at any time thereafter, make application to the Commissioner for a partition of the land the subject
of such certificate. And the application for such partition shall be heard and a Partition Order made in the
manner previously set forth in sections 27, 28, and 29 hereof.

Regarding Native Lands.
Arranging tribal boundaries
31. Immediately after taking charge of the District allotted to him, the Commissioner shall arrange with the
Commissioners of the adjoining Districts for the laying off and defining of any Tribal boundary dividing their

Districts, or which may be near to the boundary of such districts, as proclaimed by the Governor under this Act.
Notice of the times when the respective boundaries of adjoining Districts will be arranged shall be published for
at least one month before the convening of a meeting of the Tribes interested therein. On the day so fixed the
tribes interested in the boundary which shall have been agreed on to be first dealt with, shall meet at the place
named in the notice, which shall be as convenient to the boundary as circumstances will admit. The question
shall be publicly discussed in the presence of the two Commissioners concerned therein. If the tribes disagree as
to the boundary or boundaries, each Commissioner shall cause the tribes belonging to his District to select
seven of the experienced and elder men of each such tribe who, with the two Commissioners, shall proceed,
accompanied by the District Surveyors of each District, to personally inspect the disputed boundary on the
ground. The District Surveyors shall note such portions of the boundary or division line which are mutually
agreed on as being correct, and where such lino is disputed he shall note the position of the portion disputed.
On completion of the inspection of the first boundary, the next shall be taken in the same order as published in
the notice and dealt with in a similar manner to the first boundary, and so on until all the sides bounded by other
districts shall have been so inspected and noted. The District Surveyors of the adjoining Districts, and of the
District the boundaries of which are the subject of settlement, shall forthwith proceed to cut, define, mark, and
accurately survey the boundary claimed by each of the parties; if more than two lines have been claimed at any
of the places so disputed, then such other lines shall be similarly dealt with. On the completion of the survey
maps of the the same the Commissioners concerned therein shall fix the day or days on which the claim of each
of the parties shall be heard.
32. On the day so appointed for hearing, the two Commissioners
Hearing in cases of disputed boundary
concerned in the first portion of the boundary shall point out on the Survey Map to the tribes interested
therein the position of the lines agreed on, and of those disputed, and shall give the disputants three days to
endeavour to amicably arrange the questions at issue. During the adjournment, the Commissioners of the
respective districts affected thereby shall in like manner deal with all the other portions of the boundary. On the
day appointed, the Natives interested having assembled they shall be asked if they have come to any
arrangement with respect to the matters in dispute. If a settlement has been arrived at by mutual consent the
Commissioners shall give effect thereto, and shall make an order defining the boundary accordingly, which
order, when so made, shall be irrevocable.
If any such disputed boundary cannot be fixed by mutual arrangements, a Court shall be formed consisting
of the whole of the Commissioners then present, who, after taking all evidence brought before them, shall give
such judgment as to them, or the majority of them, shall seem just and fair to all parties. If any case is very
difficult to decide, the Commissioners may, if they think fit, during the course of the hearing or before the
delivery of the judgment, but not afterwards, suggest a basis for a settlement of the matters in dispute, and may
adjourn the case for such time as they may deem proper, to allow the Natives interested therein to consider their
suggestions. On such suggestions being adopted, or any arrangement being made, or if the judgment of the
Court shall be given, it shall make an order defining the boundary in accordance with such arrangement or
judgment, which shall be signed by all the Commissioners present at the Court, which order, when so made
shall be irrevocable. The District Surveyors shall forthwith proceed to survey the boundaries in accordance with
such orders. On completion of the survey map, as hereinafter provided, the District Surveyors shall enter the
whole of the boundaries on the District Reference Maps of their respective districts affected thereby, and on the
working plans in their custody, and the Commissioners shall transmit to the Chief Commissioner accurate
certified copies of such surveys for the purpose of defining the same and having them entered in the General
Reference Map.
33. On the completion of the external tribal boundaries of any
The Governor may alter boundaries of districts in conformity with tribal boundaries
district, the Chief Commissioner may recommend that the limits of such district, as fixed by the first
proclamation by the Governor, shall be altered and amended, by substituting in lieu thereof the tribal
boundaries as ordered by the Commissioners' Court. The Governor may if he shall deem fit, by Order in
Council, make such alterations and amendments. Notwithstanding such alterations and amend- ments in the
boundaries of any district it shall not be necessary to liter the appointment, or reappoint the person holding the
office of Commissioner therein.
Commissioner to compile lists of all persons in each hapu
34. On completion of the external boundaries of his district, the Commissioner shall with all convenient
speed proceed to form a list showing the names of all the persons residing therein (men, women, and children),
and the divisions thereof into tribes, hapus, and families within hapus. And shall make himself acquainted with
the settlements occupied by each tribe, and of each hapu of a tribe, and shall make a preliminary inspection of
the boundaries claimed by each.

Commissioner to arrange boundaries between tribes occupying his district
35. The Commissioner having thus obtained sufficient information for his guidance, shall forthwith make
and publish a notice fixing days (not less than one month from the date of such notice), sotting forth the times
and places where the meetings of the several tribes within his district shall be held, commencing on one side of
the district and extending to the boundary opposite thereto. On the tribes interested in any internal sub-division
of a district meeting at the place appointed by such notice, the Commissioner shall proceed in like manner as is
set forth in sections 31 and 32 respecting external tribal boundaries. In cases of dispute necessitating a hearing,
the Commissioner of the district shall sit alone in open Court and take evidence and give judgment therein.
Provided that in any very difficult question he may adjourn the meeting thereof, and request the Chief
Commissioner to appoint two other Commissioners to sit with him and adjudicate thereon. On delivery of their
judgment, the Commissioners shall make an order defining such tribal boundary, which order shall be
irrevocable. On completion of the necessary surveys a Certificate of Title shall then be issued to such tribe by
name, which shall be registered in manner hereinbefore provided. The same procedure shall be adopted in the
cases of all the tribes residing within the district, until the whole of the boundaries have been arranged.
Commissioner to fix hapu boundaries
36. Having finally completed all the tribal boundaries within his district, the Commissioner shall in like
manner proceed to deal with the lands of the several hapus of the tribes residing therein. These subdivisions
shall be dealt with as hereinbefore prescribed by sections 31, 32, and 35 hereof.
Certificates of title to be issued to hapus
37. After hearing and determining the questions relating to the boundaries of the lands held by the several
hapus within his District, the Commissioner shall next cancel the Certificates of Title which had been made for
the several tribes within the District, and on completion of the survey of the lands allotted to each hapu, as
hereinafter! provided, he shall issue a Certificate of Title for the lands held by each of such hapus. In every such
certificate shall be set forth the name of the hapu, and the names of all the persons composing it, grouped in
their respective families. Such Certificate shall be registered in the manner hereinbefore provided, and a copy
thereof shall be transmitted to the Chief Commissioner for entry in the General Register of Titles only, but no
Crown Grant shall be prepared or issued in respect of such Certificate.
Hapu lands to be divided into "reserved lands," and "disposable lands"
38. After the granting of the several Certificates to the hapus within the district, the Commissioner shall
next proceed with the District Surveyor to the settlements of each hapu, and with the consent of the whole, or a
majority of the adult members thereof, shall divide the lands of such hapu into two classes: One to be styled
"Reserved Lands," which term includes all lands to be set apart for the permanent use, maintenance, and benefit
of the people of such hapu; the second class to be styled "Disposable Lands," which term includes all the lands
which it is considered to be desirable to alienate by sale or lease. On these being finally arranged, the District
Surveyor shall forthwith survey the several parcels, and on proper maps thereof being completed, copies thereof
shall be drawn on the Working Plan, District Reference Map, and the General Reference Map.
39. On completion of the survey as aforesaid of the lands so
Certificates of Title to be issued for hapu reserved lands when surveyed
reserved for any hapu, the Commissioner shall next proceed to prepare and issue Certificates of Title for the
several parcels of land so set aside, which Certificates shall have written within them the names of the hapu,
and the names of all the persons composing it, grouped in their respective families; and such Certificate shall
contain a proviso that the whole of the lands comprised therein shall be inalienable by sale, lease, or otherwise.
Such Certificate shall be registered in the District Register of Title, and a copy thereof shall be transmitted to
the Chief Commissioner, who shall prepare a Crown Grant, containing all the names appearing in the
Certificate and in the same order of families, for the signature of the Governor; such grant shall contain a
proviso making the land the subject thereof inalienable by sale, lease, or otherwise.
40. The boundaries of the parcel or parcels of lands to be
Certificates of Title to issue for disposable lands
available for sale or lease having been surveyed, the Commissioner shall ascertain whether the adult
members of the hapu desire to have I any subdivisions made thereof, or whether they prefer one certificate for
the whole in an undivided block, or for each block. Certificates of Title may then be made for each block or
blocks as so arranged. If a partition is required, the Commissioner, with the District Surveyor and the owners,
shall go on to the land and arrange the position and boundaries of each parcel which is to be partitioned and
when such partition is effected, then a Certificate of Title shall be made for each of the several parcels so
partitioned. If there is no application to the contrary, the whole of the names of the persons comprising the hapu
shall be entered in the certificate in manner hereinbefore provided, or if an application is made to the
Commissioner to insert the names of certain persons only in any of the certificates for such parcels in
accordance with any arrangement arrived at between the owners, and if he shall be satisfied that the

arrangement is fair to all the parties interested he shall give effect thereto, and issue the certificate accordingly.
Such certificates shall bear on the face of them a proviso that the lands the subject of such certificates are
alienable by sale and lease only, and are not disposable in any manner other than that which is hereinafter
provided. At the time of making any Certificate of Title for any Disposable Land, the Commissioner shall
ascertain if any of the owners are minors, or under other disability, in which case two Trustees shall be
forthwith appointed for each case, the names of whom shall be entered in the District Register of Title.
41. In any case where the owners named in the Certificate of
Trustees to be appointed
Title to be made for any parcel of "Disposable Land" shall exceed seven in number, the Commissioner, at a
meeting to be specially convened for that purpose, shall call on the owners (male and female) then present to
nominate seven adult male owners from among those to whom any parcel of land has been allotted to act as
Trustees in respect of the land comprised in such certificate. If the number nominated shall not exceed seven,
the Commissioner shall then declare the persons so nominated to be duly elected. If the number nominated shall
exceed seven, the Commissioner shall then publicly fix a day for taking a Poll of the adult owners and of one of
the persons in each case who have been appointed to be Trustees for any person under disability. The
Commissioner shall preside at the Poll, which shall be open from the hour of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The polling shall
be by ballot, and the Commissioner shall declare the seven persons having the largest number of votes
respectively to be duly elected. No female, or any person who has been convicted of any infamous crime shall
be eligible for elections as a Trustee, or any person who is infirm, imbecile, or of unsound mind No minor shall
vote at any election or be eligible for the office of Trustee.
After election of Trustees Certificate of Title to be issued
42. After such Trustees shall have been elected the Commissioner shall issue Certificates of Title for such
disposable lands, in accordance with the arrangements made, as provided in section 40 hereof, and in I addition
to the proviso therein contained, which is to be inserted in the certificate in respect of alienability, there shall be
entered therein that the land comprised in such certificate is to be held in Trust by the Trustees (naming them)
for themselves and the persons who have been found entitled and named in the certificate, under the
arrangements provided in the said section 40, with the power to dispose of the same by absolute sale or by lease
only, and to execute conveyances and leases of the same, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained
respecting the sale and lease of disposable lands.
Such Certificates when completed shall be entered on record in the District Register of Titles, and a copy
thereof shall be transmitted to the Chief Commissioner, who shall prepare a Crown Grant for the Governor's
signature, on which shall be shown the names of all the owners of the parcel of land the subject of such Grant,
as set forth in the Certificate, together with the Trust thereby created and the names of the Trustees who have
been elected, also the other provisions as enacted by section 40 hereof.
Election of fresh Trustee on vacancy occurring
43. In case of a vacancy arising through the resignation or death of any Trustee, the Commissioner shall
convene a meeting of the owners of the lands affected thereby, and shall cause a Successor to be elected in the
manner hereinbefore provided in section 41 hereof.
Powers of Trustees
44. The Trustees so appointed shall have all the powers and the same rights and liabilities as are now
conferred by law on Trustees of Estates, excepting as hereinafter provided, and that all moneys payable under
any sale or lease of land shall be paid to the Commissioner in the first instance, and be by him lodged to the
credit of a public account to be styled the "Native Land Fund Account," such money to be drawn by cheque
only, as it may from time to time be required, as hereinafter provided.
Persons may arrange with the Trustees for the purchase or lease of disposable land
45. If any person desires to purchase or lease any lands vested in such Trustees, he may enter into
arrangements with them for the sale or lease thereof. But it shall not be lawful for any Trustee to enter into any
arrangement for the mortgage of any disposable land, or for any person to pay any sum of money by way of
mortgage on any land held by such Trustees, and any money so paid shall be forfeited to the person to whom it
may have been advanced or paid, and shall not be recoverable back by the person paying the same. The
Trustees shall therupon convene a meeting of the adult owners of the land the subject of such negotiations, and
shall ascertain if the whole of them assent to the proposed sale or lease. They shall then signify their assent by
signing a document in the form A in Schedule 2 hereunto annexed, which document shall have two columns in
it for signatures, one for the names of the assenting, and the other for those of the dissenting parties.
The Trustees may thereupon request the District Surveyor to survey the land the subject of such
negotiation, and on their exhibiting to him the document of assent, he may proceed to make a survey of the
same. If there are any dissentients to any such proposed sale or lease, they shall sign their names in the column
set apart for that purpose, and no survey of such land shall be made until the matter has been referred to the

Commissioner for his decision thereon. The Commissioner shall forthwith convene a meeting of both the
assenters and dissenters; and he may partition an area equivalent to the shares or interests of the dissenters to
the sale or lease for them, and an ares equal to the shares or interests of the assenters, from within the block
vested in the Trustees, and shall issue new Certificates for each of such parcels, copies of which shall he
entered in the District Register of Title and forwarded to the Chief Commissioner. The Trustees may then
proceed with their negotiations and the survey of the parcel of land to be sold or leased; and the dissenters may
likewise cause a survey to be made of the parcel of land allotted to them.
46. For the purposes of this Act, unless a special partition shall
Interests to be deemed to be equal, unless contrary proved
have been made thereof, with the assent of the family to which an owner belongs, there shall be no
assumption of individual rights or ownership to land, and the right, shares, and interests of each family
composing a hapu shall be deemed to be equal, unless valid reason to the contrary shall be shown to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner, who may then sit in Court to ascertain, define, and determine the extent of
such larger right, share, and interest. All minors or persons under disability shall be represented in Court by
their Trustees.
47. When the survey has been made of any parcel of land which
Execution of a conveyance by Trustees
has been so arranged to be sold, the Trustees and the purchaser shall appear before the Commissioner, and
they shall duly execute the conveyance in his presence. The purchaser shall then pay over to the Commissioner
the full price set forth in the conveyance as the consideration for the land, and the Commissioner shall then
direct the purchaser to pay all duties leviable under "The Stamp Act, 1882, Amendment Act, 1885." On the
return of the conveyance to the Commissioner, duly stamped, that officer shall then certify that the transaction
was just and fair, and the deed was duly executed in his persence, to which he shall sign his name and affix his
seal of office. A copy of the conveyance shall then be inscribed in the District Register of Title and the General
Register of Titles. Any conveyance so executed and registered shall be entitled to registration in any Deeds
Registry Office, and if the purchaser or his heirs or assigns shall so desire, a Land Transfer Certificate may be
granted therefor
48. A lease of any parcel of land which has been so arranged for
Execution of a lease
shall be executed in the same manner as provided for the execution of conveyances in the next previous
section, and shall be stamped and registered in like manner as therein provided for conveyances in fee simple.
When completed the lease shall be given to the lessee, and the duplicate thereof shall be held by the Trustees.
The rents, as they from time to time become duo, shall be payable to the Commissioner, and his receipt to the
lessee for such payment shall be a full discharge and acquittance of all demands in that behalf.

Disposition of Moneys.
49. All moneys accruing under the provisions of this Act from
Moneys received by Commissioner to be paid to an official account
sales or leases of disposable lands or otherwise shall be paid to the Commissioner, who shall day by day, or
at such times as rules may prescribe, pay the same into such bank as the Governor directs, to the credit of an
official account of the Commissioner therein, to be called the "Native Land Fund Account."
50. Such account shall be operated on only by cheque, signed by
Money to be drawn by cheque only
the Commissioner, or in such manner as rules may prescribe.
51. Such moneys shall be deemed to be public moneys within
Money to be deemed public moneys
the meaning of "The Public Revenues Act, 1878" and the Acts amending the same, and all the provisions of
the said Acts in relation to public money and persons dealing therewith, except as otherwise provided by this
Act, shall apply to moneys accruing under this Act, and to persons dealing with the same.
Accounts to be kept by Commissioner
52. The Commissioner shall keep full accounts of the receipts and payments of such moneys in such form
as the Controller and Auditor-General directs, and shall show therein separately the receipts and payments in
respect of each parcel of disposable land dealt with under this Act, and shall, at the end of every month, send to
the Audits Office a copy or abstract of such accounts in such form as the Controller and Auditor-General
directs.
Payment of moneys to owners, etc.

53. Moneys received by the Commissioner as purchase money or rent in respect of each parcel of disposable
land, shall, so soon as convenient, be paid to the owners in the manner following:—
•
On the payment to the Commissioner of the proceeds of any sale or lease, he shall hand to the Trustees a
document in the form B in Schedule 2 hereto, which shall contain, in the first column, the names of each
family having a claim to a share of such money, and a second column ruled for the entry of money, and a
third column for the signatures of the persons entitled to receive such moneys. The Trustees shall
forthwith proceed to convene a meeting of all the families interested in the division of such money, and
shall submit a scheme of sub-division to them. If this is agreed to, the families so agreeing shall have the
amount payable to each placed opposite their respective names, and shall signify their assent thereto by
signing their names is the third column, and in the case of there being any dissentients they shall sign
their names in a fourth column; such document, when completed, shall be given by the Trustees to the
Commissioner who shall fix a day fur the payment of the money, if all have agreed to the division
thereof, or to hear and determine the matter in dispute between the families entitled to receive such
monoy. On the question being finally arranged, the Commissioner shall enter in the fifth column the
amount of money payable to each family, and in the sixth column shall take the receipts of the members
of each family for the amount paid to them. If any dispute shall then occur between the members of any
family as to their individual shares in such money, the Commissioner shall forthwith divide the money
equally among them. An arrangement once made for the division of rents shall be irrevocable during the
continuance of the lease under which they accrue.
•
There shall be deducted from all purchase money so payable to the owners under this Act a sum equal to
ten pounds per centum, and which shall be paid to Her Majesty towards the costs of surveys, and other
necessary expenses for giving effect to this Act.
•
There shall be deducted from all rents so payable to the owners under this Act the sum of five pounds per
centum on the capitalised value of any lease thereunder. For the purpose of capitalising the value of the
rent so payable, every lease made under this Act shall, whether it be fur a shorter or a longer term, be
deemed to be a lease for twenty-one years, and the value thereof, when capitalised shall be the present
value of an annuity or annuities of the same annual amount as the rent or rents, and payable for the same
periods. Rent, for the purposes of this Act, being doomed to be payable yearly, and at the end of the year,
and interest being calculated at the rate of five pounds per centum per annum. On the expiration of the
first term for which any lease shall have been made, no further deductions from the rents payable to the
owners shall be made on behalf of the Crown on any renewal of such lease, or any further demise of the
lands comprised in the original lease.
54. The Commissioner shall pay all moneys so deducted into the
Moneys deducted to be paid to Consolidated Fund
Public Account to the credit of the Consolidated Fund.
55. Moneys accruing to owners, and other Natives having estate
Moneys belonging to persons under disability, how disposed of
in disposable land, respectively, under disability, may be apportioned by the Commissioner, with the
assistance of the Trustees of such persons under disability: firstly, to provide necessary clothing and
maintenance for the cestue que trust; secondly, for the investment of the balance of such moneys in
Government, or such other securities as may he agreed on between the Commissioner and the Trustees in every
such case.
56. Moneys retained by the Commissioner by reason of his being
Moneys retained to be invested
unable to distribute them to the persons entitled thereto, shall be, without delay, invested by him in
Government securities until they ran be distributed, together with all interest accrued in respect thereof.
57. The whole or any portion of the proceeds of any disposable
At request of owner money may be invested
land dealt with under this Act, payable to the owners, may, upon a request made to the Commissioner in
writing by any owner or owners of any such disposable land, be invested by him to the best advantage for the
benefit of the owner or owners signing such request, in such proportion as may be determined on, or the share
of proceeds accruing to any owner may at his request be expended in the purchase of an annuity for such
owner, or the Commissioner may, at the request in writing of any owner or owners, deal with his or their share
or shares of the proceeds of any disposable land as may be otherwise desired by such owner.
58. All moneys authorized to be invested by the Commissioner
Investments to be approved by Controller and Auditor General
shall be invested in such manner as the Controller and Auditor-General may approve generally, or specially
in any particular case, and shall be invested in the joint names of the said Commissioner and Controller.

59. The Commissioner, on the thirty-first day of March in every
Commissioner to furnish annual report
year, shall furnish to the Minister of Lands a report giving a full statement and account showing as to each
parcel of disposable land all dealings had therewith, and all moneys received and disposed of by him under this
Act in relation to such disposable land.
60. A copy of such report shall be laid before each House of the
Copy to be laid before Parliament
General Assembly, as soon as may be after its receipt by the Minister.
61. Any land the subject of a Certificate of Title, made under
Respecting lands subject of certificate under section 17, Act of 1867
the seventeenth section of "The Native Land Act, 1867," or under a Crown Grant issued in lieu of such
certificate, where it still remains the property of Natives, and is not subject to any agreement of sale, or to a
current lease, may be dealt with in the manner following.
62. If any owner (or owners) of any such land shall be desirous
Other names may be added to certificate or grant on the application of owner
of giving out of his share thereof any interest therein, to any person or persons who he may be of opinion
were excluded owing to only ten names being permitted to be entered in such certificate, as aforesaid, it shall be
lawful for him to apply to the Commissioner for a Partition Order inrespect of such land. The Commissioner
shall proceed as hereinbefore provided to make a partition of such lands, and shall cancel the original muniment
of title, and shall issue a Certificate of Title under this Act for each of the parcels into which the original block
of land shall have been divided, and shall enter therein the name of the person mentioned in the original
certificate or grant, together with such further names as may be agreed on between the parties to be inserted
therein. The new certificate or certificates so made shall be entered in the District Register of Title and in the
General Register of Titles, and shall have the same farce and effect as the original muniment of title. Such land
so dealt with shall thereupon become disposable land under this Act, and may be dealt with accordingly.
Leased lands may be similarly dealt with
63. Any such land now the subject of a lease may, on the expiration of the term of such lease, if not
renewed, be dealt with in the manner prescribed in the previous section.
To remove doubts as to validity of certain conveyances and leases heretofore made
64. Doubts having arisen as to the validity of certain conveyances and leases and documents purporting to
be agreements for sales or leases heretofore made of lands, held by Certificate of Title under the seventeenth
section of "The Native Land. Act, 1867," and by Memorial of Ownership under the provisions of "The Native
Land Act, 1873," because some of such conveyances, leases, and agreements were not executed by, or assented
to, by all the persons holding interests therein as provided by the above recited Acts. It shall be lawful for the
person claiming under such conveyances, or leases, or agreements, to submit the same to the Commissioner
within three months from the passing of this Act, who shall make inquiries similar to those which a Trust
Commissioner under "The Native Land Frauds Prevention Act" is empowered to make. If, on such inquiry, the
Commissioner shall be satisfied of the bona fides of the transactions, and of the sufficiency of the consideration
or rent set forth in such instruments of title, he shall thereupon endorse a certificate on such conveyance, or
lease, or agreement, that he has made the necessary inquiries under this Act, and is satisfied with the result
thereof, and shall sign his name and affix his seal thereto, whereupon the purchaser or lessee shall be at liberty
to register such deeds in any office for the registry of deeds or land transfers.
On Commissioner refusing to certify further action may be taken
65. If a Commissioner shall refuse to grant a certificate for any such land the same proceedings may be
taken as provided in section 24 hereof with respect to incomplete titles.
Respecting removal of restrictions
66. Where any Crown Grant which has been issued for any land the Title whereof was derived through the
Native Lands Court, or through any other duly constituted tribunal authorised to deal with Native or
Confiscated Lands, is subject to any restriction on alienation by sale or lease, the owner, or any of the owners
thereof, may apply to the Commissioner to have such restriction removed. Whereupon the Commissioner shall
make inquiry into the circumstances of the case. If he considers that it would be expedient, and for the benefit
of the owners to remove such restriction, he shall transmit the application, together with his recommendation
thereon, to the Chief Commissioner for his approval. On such approval being made, the application shall be
forwarded to the Minister for Lands, who, if he shall deem fit, may recommend the Governor to remove the
restriction On the removal of any such restriction, the land forming the subject thereof shall become disposable
land under this Act. If the Commissioner shall object to recommend the removal of the restriction, or if the
Chief Commissioner shall disapprove of it, the application shall be dismissed.
Providing for arrangements made before the passing of the "Native Land Laws Amendment Act, 1883."

67. And whereas, before the passing of "The Native Land Laws Amendment Act, 1883," persons other than
Natives had entered into agreements in good faith for the purchase and lease of lands claimed by Natives, the
title whereof had not been investigated, ascertained, and determined by the Native Land Court, and such
persons, in pursuance of such agreements entered upon, occupied and improved the lands comprised therein. It
shall be lawful for such persons having been in occupation before the above mentioned Act of 1883 came into
operation, and being still in peaceable possession thereof, to make application to the Commissioner to enquiro
into the circumstances of the case, and if the Natives interested in such land desire to confirm the original
agreement, and right to occupy the same, the Commissioner shall forward all the particulars of such case to the
Chief Commissioner. The Chief Commissioner (although such dealings and occupation are not valid in law)
may, if he deems the claim to he an equitable one, direct the Commissioner to allow the occupier to complete
his title whensoever the land so occupied shall become disposable land under this Act.

Government Rights and Dealings with Land.
68. In case of any outstanding and incomplete purchase or lease
Manner of dealing with incomplete Government purchases and leases
of Titled Land heretofore made by or on behalf of the Government, it shall he lawful for any Government
Native Land Purchase Agent, to apply to the Commissioner in the manner hereinbefore provided for dealing
with outstanding and incomplete purchases or leases, made by private persons, and the Commissioner shall then
proceed to ascertain and determine the same in the manner provided for in sections 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, and
30 hereof.
69. The Government shall not hereafter enter into any dealings
Future proceedings to be similar to those of private persons
for Native Lands, and shall not acquire any other land whatsoever, in any manner different to that
prescribed for dealings therewith by persons other than the Crown.
70. Linos of road surveyed by any District Surveyor through or
Lands required for roads
over any "reserved" or "disposable land" which may be required now or hereafter, shall be vested in the
Crown, but in return for the cession of such lands for public roads by the Native owners, free of charge, no
highway or other rates shall be levied on any reserved land.
71. If it shall appear to the Governor to be desirable that any
Lauds may be taken for public purposes
land should be reserved for railways, or for any other public purposes (other than ordinary public roads)
within any district, whether such land he classed as Reserved Land or as Disposable Land, it shall be lawful for
the Governor to take the same under the provisions of "The Public Works Act," and the amount of
compensation to be given to the owners shall be ascertained, determined, and paid in the manner prescribed in
the last-mentioned Act.
72. The Governor may order that any Native Reserve heretofore
The Governor may order Native Reserves to be dealt with under this Act
made within the Colony of Now Zealand, under any repealed Ordinance or Act, or under "The West Coast
Settlements Reserves Act, 1881," may be dealt with under this Act, instead of by the Public Trustee, and the
Commissioner appointed to administer the same shall have all the powers held by the Public Trustee in that
behalf.

Succession and Wills.
73. In case any Native has died, or shall die, entitled to any
Succession to lands of deceased intestate owner
estate, share, or interest in any Native land, or Titled land, whether held under Native usage or custom, or in
severalty, or as tenant in common or joint tenant, without having made any valid disposition thereof by will, the
Commissioner, on the application of any Native claiming to be interested therein, shall inquire and ascertain
who ought to succeed to such estate, share, or interest in such Native or Titled lands.
74. The Commissioner shall, by notice, to be published as hereinHearing of application
before provided, appoint a time and place for the hearing of such application.
75. If, on any such hearing, any document purporting to be a will

Inquiries to be made by Commissioner
is produced, the Commissioner shall, after proof of death, make the inquiries following:—
•
Whether at the time of executing such document the devisor was in a fit state, mentally or bodily, to make
such will?
•
Whether the document was duly attested by two disinterested persons, having no interest directly or
indirectly in the real estate thereby intended to be devised?
•
Whether the real estate has been devised out of the right line of descent, according to Maori Usage and
Custom, and if there are any children, grandchildren, or great-grand-children of the deceased person
living?
Will invalid in certain cases
76. After the passing of this Act, no document purporting to he a will or devise of the real estate of any
Native shall be valid unless
•
Properly attested by two disinterested persons having no interest directly or indirectly in the estate
thereby devised, such witnesses to be, where possible, of the European race. (If necessary, the
Commissioner may summon the attesting persons to prove the execution of the document.)
•
Which devises any real estate out of, or away from the direct lineal descendants (that is to say living
children, grand-children, or great-grandchildren) of the devisor, who, according to Maori usage and
custom, are the proper persons to succeed to such real estate.
•
Where the person, on executing such will, shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have
been in an unfit state, mentally or bodily, to understand the purport thereof.
•
With the above exceptions, a Native may devise his real estate to any person whomsoever he may deem
fit.
Person other than a Native to pay a duty on bequest under will
77. In the case of any devise of real estate to a person other than a Native (as the term Native is defined in
the interpretation section hereof) the Commissioner having made the inquiries as hereinbefore directed shall
order that the person so found to he entitled under the will shall pay to Her Majesty the Queen a duty of ten
pounds per centum of the value of the estate so devised to him or her, and such other stamp duty as may be
imposed on any will under the provisions of the Stamp Act for the time being in force within the Colony.
Manner in which decision to be made
78. After making the inquiries hereinbefore required to be made, the Commissioner shall decide thereon.
•
In respect of Native Land (where no valid will has been produced), in accordance with Native usage and
custom.
•
In respect of Titled Land (where no valid will has been produced), in accordance with the law of New
Zealand (where it does not conflict with the provisions of this Act), as nearly as it can be reconciled with
Native usage and custom.
•
In respect of a devise under a will whore not repugnant to the provisions of this Act, to the person or
persons entitled to succeed under the will, and in the best manner calculated to give effect thereto.
Commissioner to make Succession Order
79. The Commissioner thereupon shall make an order, in duplicate called a Succession Order, which shall
be signed by him and sealed in favour of the person or persons found to be entitled to succeed to such Native
Land or Titled land, and shall set forth therein the death and if proved the date of the death of the owner, a
description of the land and the name and place of abode, and occupation of the person or persons entitled to
succeed. If any person found to be entitled to succeed to any share or interest shall be a minor or other person
under disability, the Commissioner shall order the estate of such minor or other person under disability to vest
in Trustees then to be appointed. The age of such minor, as nearly as it can be ascertained, shall be entered in
such Succession Order. A Succession Order shall be given to each of the persons mentioned therein as
Successors, and the duplicate thereof shall be filed of record in the office of the Chief Commissioner, and a
copy thereof shall be inscribed in the District and General Register of Titles.
80. The Succession Order so made shall have the same force and
Effect of Succession Order
effect in favour of the successor as the instrument (if any) under which the deceased Native owner was
entitled had in his favour at the time of his decease, and as regards land hold under Crown Grant shall be
entitled to registration under the Land Transfer Act, or the Deeds Registration Act, in like manner as a valid
will.
81. Whensoever any Native claims to succeed to the estate, share,
Providing for succession in cases of joint tenancy
or interest of any deceased person (which is not the subject of any valid fill), who shall have died possessed
of any estate hold under "The East Coast Native Land Act, 1868," and "The East Coast District Land Titles

Validation Act, 1871," or any certificate or Crown Grant made under the authority thereof or any other Act
referring to Native lands in which the estate created thereby is one of "joint tenancy" and not of "tenancy in
common." For the purpose of this Act and notwithstanding any Act now in force, or the making of any such
certificate or Crown Grant under the authority thereof, all Native owners of such lands (where the fee simple
thereof has not been disposed of by conveyance) shall, after the passing of this Act, be, and be doomed to be,
"tenants in common," and shall be entitled to succeed to any real estate as such; and a Succession Order shall be
issued to such person or persons as hereinbefore provided; and such order shall s ow on the face thereof that it
was made for land the subject of a title in "joint tenancy."
82. If any person shall feel himself aggrieved by any decision
Re-hearing of Succession Claims
of a Commissioner in any matter of succession, he may apply to the Chief Commissioner for a rehearing
thereof, which shall" be dealt with in the manner prescribed herein in section 24 in cases of incomplete title. A
decision on a rehearing shall be final and conclusive.

Duties of District Surveyors.
83. Every person holding an appointment as a District Surveyor,
District Surveyor to be answerable for surveys
shall have charge of all surveys within the district for which he has been appointed, and shall be answerable
for the proper execution thereof. And he shall, from time to time, make such surveys as the Commissioner may
direct.
84. The District Surveyor shall, from time to time, lay off within
Roads and lands for public works to be laid off
the District such lines of Road as may appear to him to be necessary either for present or future
requirements. And he is further required to ascertain approximately the position and area of any lands which
may hereafter be taken for railways or other purposes within the meaning of "The Public Works Act."
85. All maps of surveys made within any district, shall be
Maps to be approved by Surveyor General's Department
transmitted to the Surveyor General's department for inspection and approval.
86. On the return of any such map to the District Surveyor, and
Approved Maps to be entered on Official Maps
it having been approved, he shall thereupon draw the same on the Working Plan of the District, and on the
District Reference Map, and shall forward a copy of such entry to the Chief Commissioner for insertion in the
maps kept in his department.
87. All surveys made under this Act shall be done in compliance with Rules and
Surveys to be executed in accordance with Regulations
Regulations to be from time to time prescribed by the Surveyor General.

Interpreters and Native Land Agents.
Interpreter's Licenses cancelled
88. Any license heretofore issued to any person under the Acts hereby repealed, authorising him to act as an
interpreter of the Maori language, is hereby revoked and cancelled.
Chief Commissioner to examine applicant for Interpreter's Licenses, etc.
89. Any person desirous of obtaining a license authorising him to act as a Maori Interpreter, or as Maori
Interpreter and Land Agent, shall make application in that behalf to the Chief Commissioner. It shall be the
duty of such Chief Commissioner to forthwith inquire into the character of the applicant, and to personally
examine him as to his knowledge of both the English and Moari languages, and his ability to translate and
re-translate the same in writing; also whether he sufficiently understands the legal effect of any instrument of
title which he may be called upon to interpret or translate.
Chief Commissioner may recommend the Governor to issue a License
90. If on completion of such inquiry, the Chief Commissioner shall be satisfied that the applicant is a fit
and proper person, and it competent to act as a Maori Interpreter, or as a Maori Interpreter and Land Agent, he
may recommend the Governor to issue a license under his hand authorising such person to act in either one or
both of such capacities, in accordance with the recommendation of the Chief Commissioner. The Chief
Commissioner may, if he shall deem fit, decline to make any recommendation to the Governor on any

application.
Effect of License
91. On such license being signed by the Governor and delivered to the applicant, the holder thereof shall be
entitled to act as a Maori Interpreter, in the Supreme, or any other Court of Law within the Colony of New
Zealand, or in any Court established under this Act. And any document written in the English language and
requisite for any process of law, or any Bill of Exchange or Promissory Note, shall be invalid, and null and void
if not translated in the Maori language and written on or annexed to such document by a duly licensed
interpreter, and thereon shall also be endorsed a certificate signed by such interpreter as to the correctness of
such translation.
•
Any person licensed as a Maori Interpreter and Land Agent shall be authorised to negotiate for a proposed
sale or lease of any Disposable or Titled land as between the Trustees appointed under this Act, and any
person other than a Native.
•
A Maori Interpreter, not being the holder of a license to act as a Land Agent, shall not enter into any
negotiation respecting Titled or Disposable lands, or he shall be liable to the penalty hereinafter imposed
on persons acting without a license.
Fees on issue of License
92. Every Maori Interpreter shall pay to the Chief Commission or Commissioner, on the delivery of his
license, a fee of two pounds and every person licensed as a Maori Interpreter and Land Agent a fee of ten
pounds. Such fees shall be used towards defraying the expenses of compiling and publishing any dictionary of
the Maori language, or any history of the Maori race which shall hereafter be made under the authority of the
Government.
Interpreters and Land Agents may be suspended or removed
93. The Governor may, at his discretion, suspend or remove any Maori Interpreter or Maori Interpreter and
Land Agent appointed or acting under this Act A Commissioner may suspend any such Interpreter, or
Interpreter and Land Agent, but shall forthwith report such suspension to the Governor, with the reason
therefor.
Penalties
94. Any person acting as a Maori Interpreter, or as a Maori Interpreter and Land Agent, who shall act
during the suspension of his license by any Commissioner as aforesaid, and until the Governor shall have
renewed such suspension, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than one pound or more than ten pounds, to be
recovered in a summary way as hereinafter provided.
•
Any person acting as, or pretending to be, a Licensed Interpreter, or a Licensed Interpreter and Land
Agent under this Act, and who is not the holder of a license duly empowering him in that behalf, shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than ten pounds or more than one hundred pounds, to be recovered in a
summary way as hereinafter provided.
•
Any person licensed as a Maori Interpreter, or as a Maori Interpreter and Land Agent, who shall deal or
negotiate for any sale or lease of any Native Land (as the same is defined in the Interpretation section of
this Act), shall, on conviction thereof, forfeit his license, and shall thereafter be for ever incapable of
holding a license, and shall be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty pounds or more than one hundred
pounds, to be recovered in a summary way before any Resident Magistrate or any two Justices of the
Peace.
95. All licenses issued to any persons as above provided, shall be
Chief Commissioner to furnish lists of Licensed Interpreters
worded in the office of the Chief Commissioner, who, in addition to the Gazette notice of such
appointment, shall furnish to every Commissioner appointed under this Act, and to the Judges of the Supremo
Court, District Judges, and Resident Magistrates throughout the Colony, a correct list of the names of all
persons licensed to act as Maori Interpreters under this Act, and from time to time to alter and correct such list.
And no Judicial Officer or Commissioner shall allow any person to act before him as an interpreter in any
matter affecting Natives, unless he is satisfied that such interpreter is the holder of a license empowering him so
to act.

Miscellaneous.
96. The Governor may from time to time make such rules as he
The Governor may make rules to give effect to Act
May think fit for the better enabling this Act to be given effect to, and for regulating the procedure of
persons engaged under it, and such rules from time to time revoke or alter.

97. Such rules and altered rules, when gazetted, shall have like
Rules to have same effect as if part of Act
effect as if the matter thereof had been enacted herein.
98. The Governor may from time to time, by Order in Council,
The Governor may make temporary provision for matters not provided for herein
make temporary provision for anything not provided for in this Act, and which may appear to him to be
necessary for carrying into effect the provisions thereof. Provided that all such Orders in Council so made,
shall, at the next Session of Parliament after the making thereof, be laid before each House of the General
Assembly within fourteen days subsequent to the meeting thereof. And if the same shall be approved by
Parliament, shall be incorporated with, and read, as if forming a part of this Act.
99. As to any matter or question which may arise in relation to
The Governor may order a Commissioner to have jurisdiction in certain cases
any Titled or Native Land or the title thereto, or in relation to any improvement thereon, over which no
jurisdiction is given heretofore, but as to which it may be convenient that such jurisdiction should be possessed
by a Commissioner, the Governor in Council may by order declare that any such matter or question which shall
be specified in such order, shall be within the jurisdiction of a Commissioner, and thereupon each
Commissioner, in his Court, shall have full jurisdiction and power to decide and make such order as he may
deem fit, and which decision or order shall be valid and binding in law.
100. The Governor may from time to time, out of moneys approThe Governor may advance moneys to Commissioner
priated by the General Assembly, advance to a Commissioner such moneys as the Governor may deem
necessary for use by him in executing his duties under this Act, and all moneys received by such
Commissioner, and payable by him into the Public Account, shall be credited to the advances hereby
authorised.
Salaries to be voted by General Assembly
101. Such salaries shall he paid to the several persons appointed or employed under this Act, as shall be
from time to time appropriated for the purpose by the General Assembly.
Commissioner forbidden to negotiate for land
102. No person holding office as a Commissioner shall, on behalf of himself or any private person, or of
the Government, engage in any negotiation for the purchase, lease, or acquisition of land or any interest therein,
and any Commissioner acting in contravention of this section shall be deprived of his office, and be liable in
addition to a fine of not less than twenty pounds or more than one hundred pounds, to be recovered in a
summary way.
Deeds not made un der Act invalid
103. Save as made under, or authorized by, this Act, every deed or writing from and after the coming into
operation of this Act, signed and intended to affect Titled Land or Native Land other than subleases,
assignments, or assurances of existing leases or mortgagee, shall be illegal.
Dealings with any Native or disposable land forbidden except made under this Act
104. Save as provided by this Act no person shall hereafter, by himself or his agent, purchase or acquire, or
contract or agree to purchase or acquire from any owner (except as between one Native owner and another
Native owner) any land whether the same is "disposable land" or "Native land" or any estate or interest therein.
Penalty for unauthorised dealings with disposable lands
105. Any person dealing with any "disposable land," unless in tie manner authorised by this Act, shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than twenty pounds or more than one hundred pounds, to be recovered in a
summary way.
Penalty for dealing with any Native land
106. Any person dealing with any "Native Land" shall be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty pounds
or more than two hundred pounds, or in default of payment, imprisonment for any term not less than one month
or more than six months, and any estate in land the subject of any such prohibited dealing, which shall become
vested in any such person by reason of any such dealing, shall be forfeited to the Crown.
Schedules

Schedules.
Schedule I.

ACTS REPEALED.
"The Government Native Land Purchase Act, 1877."
"The Government Native Land Purchase Act Amendment Act, 1878."
"The Native Land Frauds Prevention Act, 1881."
"The Native Committees Act, 1883."
"The Tauranga District Lands Act, 1867."
"The Tauranga District Lands Act, 1868."
"The Poverty Bay Land Titles Act, 1874."
"The East Coast Native Lands Act, 1868."
"The East Coast District Land Titles Validation Act, 1871."
"The Gisborne Courts' Proceedings Validation Act, 1883."

Schedule II.—FORM A.
Block, Owned by District of Provincial District of Area proposed to be sold or leased Names of Owners
grouped in families. Assentients. Dissentients. hapu

Schedule II.—FORM B.
Block, owned by District of Provincial District of Area proposed to be sold or leased Names of owners
Grouped in families. Amount proposed by Trustees Assentients. Dissentients. Amount finally paid. We, the
undersigned, acknowledge to have received the sums set opposite our respective names, being payment in full
of all our claims to the block sold to Mr, hapu

Comments on Draft Act.
IT will be noticed that one of the principal features of the proposed measure is the throwing a large portion
of the administration of its provisions on the Natives themselves, which will have a tendency to make it popular
among them; it being a very prominent objection made to "The Native Land Administration Act, 1886," that the
Natives have no voice in fixing the price of their disposable lands. The appointment of Commissioners to
defined districts, and their constant residence therein, would also be conducive to the establishment of greater
confidence in the minds of the Natives than at present exists towards the Native Land Court officials, who are
never resident in any district for a sufficient time to become acquainted with its natural features or its
inhabitants.
The scheme of the Act is to permanently define and finally settle the Native Title to lands throughout the
North Island. In order to accomplish this, the Commissioner to be appointed under the proposed Act would, in
the first instance, have to fix the external tribal boundaries of his district with respect to other tribes and
districts. On this question being completed, attention would be next directed to determining the position and
extent of the lands claimed by each tribe within the district. Simultaneously with these operations would be
carried out one of the most important duties devolving on a Commissioner, that is, the eliminating from the
lands of each tribe the portions forming the subject of outstanding and incomplete purchases and leases between
the Native owners and Europeans, or the Government, and bringing these to a satisfactory and just settlement; it
being absolutely necessary to effect this in order to clear the way for sub-dividing the estates of each tribe into
hapu holdings, and for the further classification of these under the heads of "reserved" and "disposable lands." It
is contemplated to conduct all outstanding and incomplete land purchases and leases to an equitable conclusion
by giving certificates to the purchasers and lessees in all cases where the transactions have been bona fide and
fair as between the parties concerned, which will enable them to proceed with their negotiations, protect them
therein, and, if required, partition the interests of the vendors and lessors from those of the dissentients to sales
and leases. And as the law relating to such transactions has been of such a conflicting nature as to render it
impossible to be carried out, or its provisions understood, it is intended, as far as possible, to clear up the
difficulties and validate all agreements which have been made in good faith, whether the law has been strictly
complied with or not.
As regards future dealings with Native Lands, the intention is to make these clear, safe, satisfactory to all
parties, speedy, and final, and impossible to call into question on any point. Reserved Lands are, for the present,
intended to be absolutely inalienable by sale or lease, and no power is given to remove these restrictions; and
this has been done for several reasons, which it may be as well to allude to.

If Europeans and Natives are placed closely together on land, the result is invariably very unsatisfactory to
both parties. Reserves ought therefore to be selected in as few and as compact blocks as possible, and the nearer
they can be grouped together the better; and in determining the area, it should be borne in mind that Native
cultivations are not as a rule permanent in their nature, but are made and occupied for a few years only, and are
continued in one place until the soil becomes impoverished, when a fresh clearing is made; consequently the
area of uncultivated land adjacent to Native setlements is always considerable, but, as they own large numbers
of horses, cattle, and pigs, these "commons" are of advantage to them. It is possible, but not probable, that in
another generation the Natives, having become more civilized, may adopt European methods of husbandry, and
so require more land for that purpose than at present. Another reason for rendering reserved land inalienable by
sale or lease is that there are instances where Natives owning large reserves have not sufficient land for their
own cultivation and support, and although the extent of their property, which has been leased by the
Commissioner is large, the rents accruing there from are so small as to produce no adequate income. The
history of the Native Reserves at Porirua, near Wellington, would be instruetive in this respect.
In dealing with lands disposable by or lease, it must be remembered that this question has been heretofore
beset with several difficulties. Numerous complaints are made by Natives that they have been great losers by
the omission of their names from Certificates of Title, Memorials of Ownership, and Crown Grants, that,
although acknowledged as owners of land, they have been deprived of their proper shares of purchases moneys
and rents received by the vendors and lessors of it. The Europeans, on the other hand, complain of the
insecurity of their titles and the enormous expenses they are put to in obtaining the signatures of Natives to
deeds of conveyance and lease, and the constant dread, after the supposed proper execution of those
Instruments of Title, that some defect or flaw will be searched out and takes advantage of by some
unscrupulous persons (Native or European), the outcome of which will be costly and protracted litigation. It is
purposed to obviate these difficulties by promptly ascertaining and registering the titles of all the persons in
each hapu owning land, vesting the same in Trustees, who have the power themselves to contract for the sale or
lease of the land to any person, and to give an indefeasible title to it through a Commissioner. The interests of
the whole of the Native owners are protected, as the money receivable on a sale or for rent, is payable to the
Commissioner only, and can only emerge from the public account, when the Trustees have arranged for the
equitable division of it among the various claimants. The European can enter into possession of the land from
the moment he pays his money to the Commissioner. The Natives will have to submit to a reasonable deduction
from the proceeds of any sale or lease for the purpose of defraying the expense of surveying their lands, and
other costs of administration under the proposed Act. Both Native owners and European purchasers will be
saved the enormous, and frequently unnecessary, outlay which has been heretofore incurred for surveys, as it is
proposed to execute the surveys of the lands of each tribe and hapu as a whole, and not piecemeal or two or
three times over, which has been customary in the past. The same applies to the proceedings of the Native Land
Court, it only adjudicated on the Titles to a few blocks at a time, leaving large tracts untouched for future
investigation, whereby the cost to the Colony, the Natives, and all concerned was materially increased without
any corresponding advantage arising therefrom.
It will doubtless be argued by the opponents to the proposed scheme, that because the Government are
intended to be placed on precisely the same footing as private persons in their dealings with Native Lands, the
North Island will be deprived of its Land Revenue, In reply to this it may be stated, without fear of
contradiction, that if the total public expenditure in the purchase of Native Lands, the payment of Land
Purchase Officers, Surveyors, Crown Lands Departments, and Contingent, War, and Defence Expenditure were
placed on the one side of the account, and the receipts from the disposal of Crown Lands in the North Island on
the other side, the balance would be on the wrong side of the ledger. In the South Island, which cost a very
inconsiderable amount to purchase from the Natives, very large revenues did accrue from Crown sales and
leases of lands, especially in the provinces of Canterbury and Otago, but such can never be the case here, the
Natives now bowing the value of their lands quite as well as we do. Another point which will probably be
raised is that disposable lands will get into the hands of speculators. There is, however, nothing to prevent the
extent of any purchase being limited to a reasonable area, but in any case it is preferable for the land to pass
into the hands of Europeans, who will utilise it, than to allow it to remain idle and unproductive in the
possession of the Maoris. Again, it may be said, "it is stated that 'The Native Land Administration Act, 1886,' is
very unpopular with both Natives and Europeans, how do we know that the proposed measure will be popular
among the Natives or be workable at all, and if it is feasible the expense will be too great?"
To this the writer replies that he has for several years past discussed this scheme with many of the most
intelligent and influential Native chiefs in various parts of the Colony, and it has invariably been pronounced as
being satisfactory and right in principle. As regards the practicable working of it, there can be no doubt so far as
determining the tribal and intertribal boundaries is concerned. In 1867 the Hauraki district, extending from
Cape Colville on the north to Te Aroha on the south, was a sealed book as far as acquiring Native land was

concerned, and this was aggravated by the introduction of Hauhau fanaticism. Gold was discovered at the
Thames in July of that year. The writer was then Civil Commissioner in charge of Native Affairs in this
Province; it became his duty to enter into agreements with the Natives for the cession of their lands for gold
mining purposes. There were four tribes (the Ngatitamatera, Ngatiwhanaunga, Ngatimaru, and Ngatipaoa)
holding the lands, their possessions were mixed up and intermingled in every direction. Between Cape Colville
and Te Aroha there were upwards of fifty disputed boundaries which all had to be arranged before the lands
could be thrown open for gold mining. Yet, although there were numerous other duties to perform in
connection with a new goldfield, the whole of these disputes were thoroughly settled within less than eighteen
months, without the intervention of the Native Land Court, and by one person only. It is true it took a much
longer period to acquire and open up the country for gold mining on account of the land league and Hauhau
proclivities of the Natives, but the fact remains that the boundaries were then finally fixed, and no question has
since arisen about any of them. The Native Land Court has subsequently held numerous sittings, but these
related to holdings within tribal boundaries. As to the expense of carrying the proposed Act into effect, it would
probably require a Chief Commissioner and ten Commissioners for a period of two years to settle the whole of
the Native titles in the North Island, when the number of such officers could be reduced to three. And, as an
inducement to the speedy completion of the work, those who accomplished it with the greatest celerity,
combined with efficiency, should receive the permanent Commissionerships.
If the title of the Natives to their lands was fairly and permanently defined and determined, and the present
incomplete and outstanding transactions between the Government and the Natives, and the latter and private
persons, were amicably and justly arranged, it would conduce to the settlement and prosperity of the whole
colony, as it would give security for the investment of capital in the purchase and utilisation of Native Lands,
and restore that confidence outside the Colony which has of late been so rudely shaken by our conflicting and
deterrent legislature in that respect. And the Maoris, feeling that their real interests are consulted and conserved
by allowing them the right to sell and lease their disposable lands according to their own pleasure, subject only
to such restrictions as will be beneficial to themselves, and that their homes and cultivations are for ever
secured to them and their families, would naturally cease from the excitement and state of unrest which has
prevailed among them for the last thirty years, and become reconciled to us, and to the justice of our laws.
The problem of dealing with uncivilized races in such a manner as to win their confidence is very difficult,
and with the very best intentions civilized people may offend them from want of knowledge of their habits,
customs, and prejudices, and in no way easier than in dealing with, or for their lands; and it is impossible, in
one or two generations, to bring them to conform to our views on those subjects. We are always too prone to
consider our own methods are the best, and that we cannot learn anything from foreigners, but in dealing with
Maori lands it might have been of service to all parties if we had taken the Natives into our confidence and
conjointly arranged a system which would have been more consistent with their ideas, and not trammelled and
hampered with formal Courts and conflicting legal enactments. As Great Britain and her Colonies are entering
on extensive enterprises in various places in the South Pacific, it is to be hoped that the experience we have
acquired in our dealings with Maori lands will not be thrown away or lost sight of in similar proceedings with
those of the aborigines of Fiji, New Guinea, etc., and that the troubles and difficulties which have arisen in New
Zealand may, in a great measure, be provided against if not entirely averted.
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Part I.—The Evil.
"We hare discovered that this boasted constitution, in the most boasted part of it, is a gross imposition
upon the understanding of mankind, an insult to their feelings, and acting by contrivances destructive to the
best and most valuable interests of the people."
THESE words of Edmund Burke, uttered just a century ago, are as true to-day regarding our system of
representation in this colony as they were when applied by the great statesman to a condition of things

connected with the British Parliament, which has been since reformed as a necessity, though but imperfectly,
i.e., the withholding of voting power from the bulk of the people.
The "most boasted part" of our constitution is that, undoubtedly, which bestows the suffrage upon the
whole manhood of the country, and by ballot causes the representation of the people to be obtained by the vote
of the majority, which majority, it is as a first principle laid down, must rule as the only true exposition
attainable of the will of the people.
If an approach to perfection in this supposed acme of democratic government is obtainable under the
electoral system in vogue, how comes it that a "roar" of discontent has gone up from such considerable sections
of the voters in different parts of the colony against the results of the late general election? Some of the ablest,
most honest, and most needed representative men being rejected at the present momentous juncture of public
affairs; while some of the least qualified by ability, wisdom, or honesty—men essentially not needed in the
councils of the nation—are returned, in many instances unopposed, in others with but little show of opposition?
Truly, in the race for seats in Parliament, the victory is more often to the invertebrate politicians—men without
political principles—than to the rigid-backed statesmen who, having devoted themselves to the study of the
science of government, and conscientiously developed a public line for their guidance, are unable to truckle to
the passing whim, rage, or stupidity of ill-educated semi-corrupt voters profoundly indifferent to the real
nobility of the men they flout.

Cause Not Understood.
In contemplation of such deplorable results public opinion is apt, while deploring them, to lay the blame on
the stupidity, ill education, or partially corrupt character of the voters, and to rest content with thus accounting
for an evil, taking for granted that while the cause is thus rightly assigned there is no avoidance of the thing
itself.
A little reflection will, however, soon convince any fair-minded enquirer that, admitting to the fullest
truthful degree the incapacity of numbers of average voters to rightly value or use their electoral privileges,
sufficient reason has not thus been assigned for the existence of that profound feeling of dissatisfaction which
exists in the minds of a large section of electors in every electoral district after each general election; those
electors being, as a rule, generally of the better kind in point of ability, character, and patriotism. No ! the cause
of the discontent lies much deeper. It is to be found in the fact that a very large proportion of the people, from
causes at present utterly beyond their control, are not represented in Parliament at all. If this statement can be
established, with any degree of certainty, there will he but little difficulty experienced in understanding why,
during the whole history of so-called representative Government in this Colony—not to extend the enquiry
further afield—we have been subjected to spasmodic, contra dictory, ruinous legislation: legislation oftimes
opposed to the good sense and feeling of the thinking people outside Parliament, supposed to be represented
there- in; and admittedly, by consent of the legislators themselves, partaking largely of the character of
expediency, tentative in the fullest degree, as each slight alteration made in the personnel of Parliament
constantly reverses all that has gone before.
Nor has administration been less of a shifty non-final character than legislation, and from the same cause.
The Minister of to-day—the representative man of a temporary majority, brought to act together from motives
of self or local aggrandisement—governed by no fixed political principles, undoes in a day what his
predecessor in office for similar reasons had put in substitution for the work of his predecessor, just as the man
of to-morrow will ignore the work of all the lot. The object of this paper is to arraign our present system of
representation; to show that "it is a gross imposition upon the understanding of mankind, an insult to their
feelings," and "a contrivance destructive of the best and most valuable interests of the people," and responsible
for most of the evils attributed by thinking taxpayers to the present deplorable state of political corruption and
selfishness into which our country has fallen. Having done this the remedy which the writer believes to be
required will be noticed, and, as far as seems necessary, explained in detail.

Personal Representation a Right.
It will readily be conceded that if Parliament is to be a mirror of the mind of the nation, it is of the first
importance that the whole nation, as far as may be, shall be represented; and that, since every man cannot be
present in person, every man shall be able to point to some one man in Parliament as his representative. To
contend that this personal representation is not a right inherent in freemen in democratic countries, or to argue
that inasmuch as a majority must rule, the minority must go unrepresented, is in reality to contend that
Government shall be by a minority. Parliament, let it be assumed, represents the majority of the voters of the
country who have voted, but a majority of the Parliament rules the legislature and assumes the Government.

Further: It is well understood that under party government a series of compromises within the governing party
is essential to its existence—here, as elsewhere, a majority decides—so that in common practice we have the
spectacle of a mere majority of a majority—the majority of a party which is a majority of the House—working
under the guise of "the Government of the people by the will of its majority," when in reality the minority of the
people, as represented, control.

The Principle Violated.
This state of things, it will surely be admitted, is sufficiently unsatisfactory to call loudly for amendment.
An examination of the electoral returns of any general election will go far to prove that the doctrine that this
country is worked electorally under a law which provides for its government being moulded by or based upon
the will of the majority is absolutely delusive; and will further convince that to believe or promulgate such a
statement is to practice an arrant self-deceit or to seek to palm off a huge imposition upon a credulous public
mind too ignorant or too indifferent to discover or challenge the fraud.
In a general way the incompleteness of the representation of the people under an elective Parliamentary
system of government, and the unsatisfactory character of the results obtained under such a system, have been
recognised in almost every country possessing representative institutions; and efforts of various kinds put forth
to mitigate or avoid the injustices abounding. These efforts have been diverse, and, as might be expected from
politicians who are always extremely careful to innovate as little as possible, in some instances absolutely
nugatory.

The Representation of Minorities.
The best known of these attempts include the provisions sought to be made for the "representation of
minorities" as it is termed, though, as will be seen hereafter, it is notorious that in some instances the minority
obtained the whole of the benefits of representation—while the majority became excluded. These provisions
embraced the "three-cornered constituencies," in which, though three members were to be returned, electors
could only vote, at most, for two of them—thus, it was supposed, giving a chance to the minority to concentrate
all their voting power for the return of the third man. This contrivance seems to utterly ignore the fact, supposed
to be taken for granted under. Parliamentary representation, that the votes of all electors are of equal value.
Under it an elector voting with the majority is capable of casting a vote which will assuredly assist in the return
of two men, while the elector voting with the minority can only assist to elect one member. Surely "To him that
hath shall be given." Being in a majority under this rule makes a voter's vote of double power, while he who is
in a minority is taught to be thankful that there is not taken away from him "even that which he hath"—a vote
for a single member.
Another method aiming at the representation of minorities is the "cumulative vote," now in vogue under
our Education Act, for the election of School Committees in this Colony. While this plan of voting does in a
limited degree provide the means to secure the election of a few candidates who from various causes would
probably not be elected under the ordinary majority system of voting, yet it is open to grave objections which
need not be here noticed, because of the fact that the cumulative vote is not applied to Parliamentary elections
(which form the scope of this enquiry), and no considerable section of people propose to make it so apply.

Single Seat Electorates.
The third form and last, which shall be now referred to, is what is known as the "equal single seat
electorates"—one member to be returned for each district which contains, as near as possible, the same number
of inhabitants as all other districts—and he who is highest on the poll, no matter how many candidates, is
elected.
This is the system which the first Parliament of New Zealand, elected upon manhood suffrage, adopted as
the acme of Liberal reform, the safeguard of the rights of the People against the encroachments of the
privileged few; the capstone of the Liberal superstructure which years of democratic agitation had succeeded in
raising for the benefit and admiration of our children "for all time." In reality, no more conservative measure, or
one better calculated to create, foster, and perpetuate individual selfishness and petty local feeling, utterly
destructive to the building up of a great nation, in which the People should govern, and govern with purity, has
ever been put upon our statute books. As long as single electorates are continued, and a non-national spirit
cultivated, the best men in the community—the thinking workers—must continue to find themselves as voters
nearly always beaten on the poll, and numbers of the most capable candidates who are willing to serve their
country must continue to be ostracised from Parliament. Large-hearted patriotism in posse will always be hailed
as a something in a candidate which is entitled to respect and applause; but patriotism in esse must, with single

constituencies, ever continue to give way to parish politics. The man who "sees visions and dreams dreams" for
the benefaction of his countrymen at large must continue on the polling day to go down before the sturdy
beggar who is willing to proceed on an annual foraging expedition to the seat of government for the
aggrandisement of the few who have chosen him for his venality or his stupidity. In politics "parishes" largely
despise men of brains, capacity, or over-much honesty. If any are disposed to doubt the correctness of this
indictment, let them reflect upon their own political surroundings and experience before challenging.

"Majority" Results in United Kingdom.
In the United Kingdom—where all the systems alluded to above, except the cumulative vote, have been or
are wholly or partially in operation in the election of the Imperial Parliament—some curious and astounding
results have come about, showing how far the accepted principle of the will of the majority ruling the country
has been violated, to the great detriment of good Home Government and of consistent finality in Imperial
foreign policy.
The comparison of returns regarding the votes recorded at the English elections in the years 1874, 1880,
and 1886 is most interesting. In 1874 the Tories came into power with a majority of 50 members in the House,
and yet that party, by the votes cast for its members, polled 200,000 votes less than their opponents: the
numbers being 1,200,000 for the Tories, as against 1,400,000 votes cast for their opponents who remained in
opposition. In 1880 Anti-Conservatives elected polled 1,800,000 for 414 seats, as against 1,420,000 received by
the Conservatives returned for 236 seats—a majority of 178 seats for 380,000 votes, when in reality the seats,
dividing the votes cast for successful candidates on either side of the House by the number of seats, ought to
have been, if votes were of equal value, 370 for the Liberals and 270 for their opponents. In 1874, therefore, by
this rule, the Liberals had 56 members too few, while in 1880 they had 43 too many. The difference of 99 seats
in the two elections was very great, causing the vote of the majority to be put aside as a matter of little
importance; and, by a change in the ministry, caused a complete reversal of the foreign and domestic policy of
the Empire. This result was mainly caused by the use of a "majority vote" exercised in single electorates. As an
example of the working out of this system of most unequal representation: If a line be drawn across England
from Lincolnshire to Devonshire, there were on the southeast side 99 county seats at the election of 1880. In
these constituencies the Liberals polled 96,000 votes, as against 116,000 by the Conservatives. This voting,
according to the rule of dividing the number of votes by the number of seats, should have given the return of 40
Liberals, as against 59 Conservatives. There were actually returned but 15 Liberals with 84 Tories, and of these
15 Liberal seats 5 were secured by the fact of there being that number of three-cornered constituencies.
Turning to the last election, 1886: Followers of Mr. Gladstone to the number of 196 were elected members,
getting 1,347,983 votes. 85 Home-Rulers, obtaining 99,669 votes, were elected. 1,106,651 votes returned 316
Conservatives; 417,456 votes only secured the election of 73 members of the new party of "Liberal Unionists."
In all 2,971,759 votes were cast. The Conservatives and Unionists combined only polled about 5 per cent, more
than Mr. Gladstone's following, and yet the former have a majority of 20 per cent, of the whole House. Under
the rule before applied the proper composition of the present House would be: Gladstonians, who obtained 196
seats, should have had 304—108 more; Tories, who obtained 316 seats, should have had but 249—67 less;
Unionists, who got 73, should have 94—21 more; and Home-Rulers, who got 85 seats, would have had to add
another grievance to their stock, for they would be reduced to the small band of 22 members.
These facts afford food for reflection as to how far the whole course of Imperial politics would have altered
if the representation of the people, in proportion to their numbers, had been the rule in the Old Country, instead
of being merely a profession. Twenty-two Home Rulers in the British Parliament could never have appeared to
the world the powerful exponents of an almost unanimous Irish public demand for autonomy which the present
minority-elected phalanx of 85 determined patriotic men appear. Their numbers thus reduced, it is very
doubtful if the veteran Gladstone could have been brought to the recognition of the absorbing importance of the
demand for Irish Home Rule being immediately dealt with to the complete blockage of almost all other
Imperial concerns. Results equally abnormal have recently occurred in Belgium and Switzerland, resulting, in
both cases, in the power of Government passing into the hands of the political party which really comprised the
smallest number of voters in the whole country, and in one, at least, of the instances very nearly ending in a
revolution.

British Representation Necessarily Partial.
But, it may be said, "Representation in the British Parliament has ever been at best but the representation of
a section of the people only, and therefore anomalies like these are of little importance, as, so long as the people
are well governed, their right in the matter is maintained as it is not necessarily a part of that right that the

people shall themselves govern; and where will you find people who in the past have been so well governed as
in England by its 'governing classes'?" That a section of the people has for a long time monopolised the
functions of government in England is only too true; but that essentially good government has been the rule
under their reign cannot be maintained with any degree of truth. The whole struggle now witnessed in the
United Kingdom is the fearful but natural outcome of centuries of misrule and wrong-doing towards the bulk of
the people inflicted by successive members of the hereditary legislating and administrating families there.
Education having permeated the middle and upper strata of the great lower classes, discontent, indignation, and
a stem resolve to readjust the social balances has taken hold of the public mind, and terrible awakenings are in
store for the, in many cases, innocent inheritors of a system of stony-hearted tyranny and proscription, whose
control, however entrenched by centuries of usage, must soon be swept away before the onslaught of an
intelligent democracy thoroughly recognising its mission and its power.

Personal Representation a Constitutional Right.
But, however much opinions may differ upon the subject of the due representation which men and property
may, upon any grounds, claim in the Old Country, there can surely be little divergence in this new one from the
principle that human beings, and they only—not sheep, cattle, broad acres, or money—should have
representation, and those human beings just in proportion to their numerical strength. It is not deemed
necessary to devote any space to the maintenance of this as the basis of New Zealand Parliamentary
representation. In our whole political system, from the first Constitution Act, throughout all our legislation on
the subject, down to our latest Representation Act (1887), it is provided for and insisted upon. This being so, it
might naturally be supposed that our electoral machinery would all be so constructed as to assist towards the
due fulfilment of the terms of the principle adopted as a basis. By a strange combination of circumstances,
however, it so happens that the machinery devised has in reality, the more it has been 'improved" from time to
time, been the efficient means of destroying, almost entirely, the very principle of personal representation
which it was designed to further. In some instances these "improvements" were palmed off upon a sleepy,
politically-ignorant people by politicians who, Tories at heart, believed that the only right possessed by the
people was "that of being well governed," but "not to take part in the Government;" while, in other cases, the
innovations were made by men, honestly democratic in intention, but who thought they were best securing the
interests of the people in departing somewhat from a rigid line of theoretic perfection of representation.

Flaws Essential to Guard Against.
In contradistinction to these two classes of politicians there is a third, which believes that no true
representation can be obtained where the system which seeks to provide it permits
•
Any considerable section of voters to go unrepresented;
•
Interferes in any appreciable degree with the liberty of choice of representatives on the part of the voters;
or
•
Narrows down the issue upon which representatives are to be chosen to anything below a national one.
Any system which does any or all of these things cannot but be vicious in its very nature, and is bound to
be productive not only of bad, wasteful, immoral government, but of a depraved national sentiment regarding
public matters which must ultimately work the ruin of any community cursed by it.
We in New Zealand are just now deploring the existence among us of very many of the evils referred to,
and in our political agony are seeking (some of us) for a panacea on the right hand and oil the left. "Turn out the
Government," cries one, who thinks he sees the fitting remedy. "Stop borrowing," cries another, feeling the
burden of the property tax. "Drastic retrenchment, let us have that," exclaims a third, "the Civil Service is
ruining the country." "Centralize," says another. "Give us back our Provinces," yet another. "Rogues all," cries
a final one; "make us a Crown Colony for twenty years longer, we are not ready for representative institutions."

The Cause of the Evil.
All, or nearly all, of these calls for reform have something to recommend them. All, or nearly all, might
probably be sought for with advantage; hut will it never occur to the minds of these reformers that the evils they
deplore are more properly classed as results, not causes, nearly all springing from the one cause: THAT THE
COUNTRY IS NOT, IN THE TRUE SENSE, REPRESENTED IN PARLIAMENT AT ALL?
"Nonsense," says some well-informed political reader; "have we not our ninety-one members, duly elected
after months of intelligent canvass of their capacities and merits by an enlightened democracy? Do we not pay
these representatives a fair sum by way of fixed salary, so that entrance to the highest court of the land may be
open to all deemed qualified by the electors, without restriction upon electors or elected?" True, and, further, a

number of other provisions are made which pass current as aids to the representative government of the people
in Parliament; but, nevertheless, it is equally true that the people fail to be represented, as theoretically they are
supposed to be—by men holding political views in consonance with themselves—and that a large mass of the
people (voters), amounting to nearly one-half the whole, have no representatives at all.
An analysis of the voting returns at the late general election will well repay the mental labour entailed, and
prove to a demonstration that our system of election is faulty in the highest degree. It necessitates the
disfranchisement of a tremendous proportion of the people, narrows the choice to a minimum of those
permitted to select members, deals out death to all colonial patriotism, and finally succeeds in making our
boasted "representative institutions" the very means by which we are impoverished, degraded and betrayed.

New Zealand Electoral Returns, 1887.
In order that the readers of this pamphlet may with the more ease and clearness follow out, understand, and
apply to their own particular surroundings the facts and figures about to be cited, they are given in detail
provincially, and afterwards summed up in regard to the Colony as a whole. The Colony is by the
Representation Act, 1887, divided into ninety-one single-seat electorates (European). The boundaries of these
electorates were supposed to be so drawn that each district should possess, as nearly as might be, the same
number of inhabitants; country districts being allowed a slight advantage over town or city districts in the way
of a smaller population being taken as the quota necessary to carry a representative. Of these 91 seats 39 were
given to the North Island, and 52 to the South Island (including Stewart's).

The North Island Returns.
In the North all the seats except one—Auckland City Central, for which Sir G. Grey was elected
unopposed—were contested. For the 38 seats 98 candidates went to the poll, for whom 51,515 votes were
recorded. The 38 elected men obtained 27,400 votes, and their opponents 24,115 —a majority of 3,285. From
this it will be seen that 24,115 voters who voted in the North Island have obtained no representatives at all.
Divided into Provincial Districts the following was the North Island voting:—
The highest vote cast to elect a candidate in the North Island was in the case of Mr. Ormond, at Napier,
who obtained 1,008 votes. The lowest was in the case of Mr. Marchant, at New Plymouth, who was elected,
though receiving but 383 votes.
There were 32 candidates rejected who received more votes than the lowest elected—one as high as 950
votes, Mr. Ivess, at Napier—the others received votes ranging from this number down to 425. Twelve elected
members received a minority of votes polled in their electorates, the names and minorities being:—Goldie 15,
Withy 75, Peacock 177, Hamlin 243, Fraser 29, Moat 69, Graham 142, Kelly 76, Marchant 287, Smith 287,
Tanner 189, and Beetham 39. This, of course, was a result of there being several candidates for each seat. The
average vote received by the elected candidates in the North Island was 721, while the average vote cast in each
electoral district in the Island was 1,355, thus showing that in each of the 38 districts there were 634 electors
who failed to cast a vote in favour of a winning candidate.

A City and Suburban Example.
As an illustration of what injustice single electorates may work upon communities having an identity of
interests, the contested seats in the city and suburbs of Auckland may be cited, though possibly worse injury
may have been inflicted in other similar districts in the Colony. Had the system—so much, and properly,
advocated—of grouping city and suburban districts into one been in vogue last election, by the votes cast in the
natural group of Auckland West, North, Ponsonby, Newton, and Parnell, it appears the candidates elected for
these five seats would have been in a minority of the whole by 202 votes; the numbers being: For successful
candidates in the five seats, 3,369 votes; unsuccessful, 3,571—so that in this group, and probably other similar
ones, the minority of the voters voting have carried all the seats under a system misnomered the
"Representation of Majorities." In the Provincial District of Hawke's Bay the same thing occurs, the elected
men being in a minority of 16.
From the foregoing the fact is established that in the North Island, out of 51,516 voters who exercised their
votes no less than 24,115 failed in any way to obtain representation: nearly half of the whole were disfranchised
or put to the trouble of voting for the sake of being beaten—for no representation is allowed them.

South Island Returns.
Coming to the South Island: With 52 seats to fill, of which 4 were uncontested, 48 electorates had 121

candidates, for whom 60,396 votes were cast: the 48 elected members received 32,652 of these, and the
unsuccessful 27,744 votes—a majority of 4,908.
Dividing into Provincial Districts, as in the examples given of the North Island, we have the following:—
The highest vote cast to elect a candidate in the South Island was at Grey mouth, where Mr. Guinness
received 1,177. The lowest was at Invercargill, where Mr. Feldwick was elected, having received but 356 votes
out of 1,277 polled.
Thirty-nine rejected men received more votes than Mr. Feldwick, ranging from 991 to 358. In two electoral
districts two rejected men in each received a higher number of votes than the member for Invercargill. The
average vote cast for the elected men was 680 (41 less than in the North Island), and the average total vote cast
in each electoral district was 1,255 (41 less than in North Island). If the North returned members upon the same
elective quota as the South, it would be entitled to 41 members in place of 38. In each of the 48 contested
districts there was an average minority vote of 578 which failed to be successful in returning any candidates.
Nine South Island men elected received but a minority of the votes cast in their districts. The names and
minorities were:—Seymour 413, Dodson 284, Percival 39, O'Callaghan 116, McGregor 104, Ross 214,
Hodgkinson 340, Valentine 324 (his majority over the second candidate was one vote), and Feldwick, 565
(elected, as before stated, with but 356 votes). In two Provincial Districts—Nelson and Southland—the whole
of the elected men were in a minority respectively of 58 and 1,024 of the votes cast.

Summary for whole Colony.
Taking the returns for the whole Colony, we find that 86 seats were contested by 219 candidates. The 86
elected men received 60,052; the unsuccessful, 51,859 votes—the majority being only 8,193. Nearly half the
number of voters who voted are to-day without a single representative in Parliament for whom they voted. The
average vote received by the elected men was 690. The average vote recorded in each of the 86 contested
districts was 1,301, so that in each electoral district in the Colony, 611 voters who voted are without
representation in Parliament. There are 21 members elected who received a minority vote in their respective
districts. There were, of course, cases in which there were more than two candidates for the single seat.
If to the 51,859 electors who failed to cast a vote assisting to the return of a solitary member there be added
the votes of those 8,193 electors whose votes cast for the successful men were not needed for their election,
being the total majority, Ave have, as the real waste of voting power at the last general election, 60,052 votes.
From this the safe conclusion is arrived at that at all general elections, under the single seat system, in which
the successful men poll a majority, the waste of voting power is always determined by the number of votes cast
for the successful candidates, the figures will be identical.

Unsatifactory Nature of these Results.
From all the foregoing it will be seen, by even the most superficial observer of our boasted electoral
system, that there is an utter absence of anything like an approach to true representation gained. The districts
being small, the slightest circumstances quite change the character of the "representation" sent from them. A
small knot of voters, working together for some object, can hold the balance and turn the scale in places where
parties are locally pretty evenly divided, or where more than two candidates contest the seat, as was the case in
more than a third (33) of the electorates at this last election. Elections turn upon the smallest considerations: the
personal "good-fellowship" of the candidate, his wealth, or his impecuniosity, his connection with some
financial institution, trade guild, religious society, or gambling fraternity, his capacity to "bring home plunder
on his back" from the generally-supposed place of plundering—the seat of government. All these
considerations have, beyond any question, exercised a most successful and pernicious influence upon the
election of Members of Parliament for many years past, and must, beyond all staying, continue to do so in the
future unless an honest, determined effort is made by the better-disposed people of this country to completely
change the whole basis upon which our elections are held.

Question Requiring Immediate Settlement.
Will anyone considering the shameful anomalies just presented in relation to this last election—anomalies
which are but a repetition of what has long been going on under the sheltering wing of "Representative
Institutions"—dare to say that the government "of the people by the people for the people" can ever be attained
under such a vile system as that now in operation; or will anyone, so considering, venture to oppose a
movement for reform? It should become the duty of every true lover of good government, every man who has
hope for and faith in the future of a land which Nature has done so much to bless and man to curse, to put this
question to the test of public opinion without any further delay.

Part II.—The Remedy.
MOST readers of the foregoing will, doubtless, from the condition of things described, clearly perceive that
under our present electoral system, while the majority (though not always) may secure representation of an
uncertain kind, the people as a whole cannot. Under the best of circumstances, at present, nearly half of the
whole persons voting are disfranchised, and those who do succeed in forming the majority are so hampered in
their choice of candidates, by being bound to vote for or against those put forward in the localities where
individual voters reside, as to be practically cheated of free choice altogether—a picking out of the least evil
being but too frequently the position into which voters are forced. Much more than has been adduced in support
of this contention might easily be brought forward, but it appears unnecessary, and, therefore, we enter upon the
consideration: Can a remedy for the evils deplored be found, and is such remedy one which in practice will
recommend itself to the people of the Colony?
An examination of the different modes existing by which the best representation of the people in
Parliament is sought for leads to one clear conclusion—that no system based upon the want of principle
involved in the generally accepted dogma "the will of the majority in the electorate must rule" can ever be
relied upon to give expression to the true will of the people through the members thus sent to Parliament. No
mode can come near perfection or justice which does not admit of every section of the electors being
represented by their own free chosen men in proportion to their numbers. Nothing can be further from wisdom
than to look for good representatives or good legislation in a Parliament elected by petty districts, actuated by
local greed, and degraded by parish politics.

Proportional Representation the Remedy.
The adoption of what is known in England and Europe as "Proportional Representation," (for the
furtherence of which a very powerful organisation, with Sir John Lubbock at its head, and numbering among its
members some of the most prominent members of the House of Commons on both sides, has been at work
educating the community during the last few years.) appears the true remedy to apply.

What is it?
From the publications of the "Proportional Representation Society," and articles in standard periodicals on
the subject, the following description of the system is collated. The Society has for its main object the adoption
of such an electoral system as will secure, as far as may be:
•
That every vote cast shall have equal power and value in the election of members;
•
That the waste of voting power, now so large, from minorities failing to obtain any representation, and the
number of votes needlessly cast for popular candidates in districts where one or other of the political
parties are in a great majority, shall be reduced to a minimum;
•
That the fullest choice shall be allowed to every voter in deciding who shall be his personal (not locality)
representative.

Mode of Working Plan.
The mode by which this is proposed to be reached is ingenious, and at the first glance may appear complex, but when understood is simple in the extreme. Existing single seats are grouped up into natural combined
districts; (Mr. Hare's plan, of which this is a modification, threw the whole country into one electorate); the
number of seats for such combined district having been fixed, candidates, to any number and from any place,
are nominated in writing, each by such section of the electors, or even individual electors, as may wish. For the
purpose of taking the vote polling places may be opened, as at present, in such number of places in the
combined district as may appear needful for the collecting of the voting papers, (it has been proposed that the
whole collection could be done through the post, but this is no part of the Society's proposal). Every voter
receives on the polling day a paper containing an alphabetical list of the candidates proposed throughout the
entire district—the names having some time previously been published in the newspapers—and against the
names in this paper the voter marks the candidates in the order in which he prefers them, marking one, a few, or
all of the names, as he may elect. This paper given in, the voter's work is done: so that the charge of the system
being complex is not true, at all events as relates to the duty of the voter.

Duty of the Returning Officer.
The returning officer having received the papers, they are sorted into heaps as belonging to the various
candidates whose names are marked first in the order of each voter's preference on the voting papers. When the
returning officer has ascertained the total number of votes cast, after casting out all informal papers, he divides
the number of papers by a number one more than the number of seats before decided upon as belonging to the
district; and the next highest number to the quotient thus obtained gives what is termed "the elective quota" for
that district, no candidate being elected who, after the voting papers have been dealt with in the manner
following, has not obtained this quota.
It will be apparent that, in the first instance, while a number of candidates would at every election receive
much more than the required quota of first votes, and be thus elected, they would do so at the expense of others
who would not receive the quota, and thus might not be elected; but this difficulty is obviated, and all the
required number of candidates elected by exactly the same quota, by making each voter's paper, under certain
circumstances, transferable to a candidate for whom he has voted in a second, third, or further order.

The Single Transferable Vote.
To this feature of the system we owe the terra—"Single transferable vote"—which is the title given to the
vote cast by the elector, who, in casting it, knows that, under all circumstances, his vote will count for some one
of the names which he marks in the order of his preference, after the men he has placed higher have been
elected (having received the quota), without his vote being required, or after it has been found impossible to
declare them elected, not having, from all sources, received a number equal to the quota. In all cases every
elector has the satisfaction, after the election, of pointing at a successful man for whom he voted as representing
his views, whether the vote was in the first, second, or further order of preference.

Treatment of Voting Papers.
This result is reached thus: The returning officer having sorted each candidate's papers (those with their
names marked first) into heaps, he commences with the candidate's who has received most first votes, and
taking out first those papers in his heap on which no second vote is marked (as, of course, this would occur),
and adding to them from the candidate's heap, haphazard, till the quota is reached, when he stops counting for
candidate A, declares him elected, and puts the balance of his papers aside for further use. This he does with the
papers of every candidate who, upon the first counting, proves to have more first votes than the required quota.
The balance of A's papers, and those of similar over-quota candidates, are distributed by the officer into the
heaps of the other candidates whose names are marked second on the surplus papers of A and the others already
elected, and for whom counting has stopped; their names being struck out of the surplus papers, the names
marked second come up into first place, and as other candidates by these additions obtain their quotas they in
turn are declared elected, their names dropped, and all further surplus papers used in a still higher power. This
course is pursued until all the surplus papers belonging to the candidates elected have become exhausted, when,
if it so happens, as it may, that all the seats are not filled, the papers belonging to the candidate who has
received the lowest number of first votes are lifted; he is declared not elected, his name dropped, and his papers
distributed in the same way as the surplus papers of the elected men; and by this process of exhaustion all the
seats will be filled, each man elected by the same number of votes, and there will be no waste votes except
what, being under the quota, cannot carry the election of a single representative.

Voter's Work Very Simple.
It will thus be seen that anything in the nature of complexity in working out the results of an election under
this system is dealt with by the returning officer and his assistants—trained men— the voter's work is simple in
the extreme. It is very doubtful if in practice the work of the returning officer would much exceed that required
of him now; but, if it did, surely the results obtained would fully justify the most elaborate machinery being
created if necessary, which it would not be.

The Quota—what Based Upon.
Applying this system to New Zealand, with the facts and figures before enumerated, as furnished by the
late general election, it will be of interest to note its effect., and in the noting exemplify the mode of operation
of the system. Before doing so, it may be well to explain that the meaning of the rule laid down for finding the

elective quota, in which the number of votes cast is divided by the number of seats, plus one. The object of the
plusage is to prevent the possibility of there being a number of votes to spare at the close of the election equal
to a quota, after all the seats are filled, which might occur were the quota found by dividing the votes cast by
the exact number of seats to be filled. For example: Suppose an election at which 8,000 votes are given for
three seats; 8,000 divided by 3+l is 2,000, and the quota will be 2,001, by the rule taking the next highest
number to the quotient as the quota, Any candidate receiving 2,001 votes must be elected, because
2,001×3=6,003, leaving only 1,997 for the remaining man or men—not a quota.

System Applied to New Zealand.
Following up the analysis of the voting at the last, general election, and comparing the mode in operation
with that proposed, we find that in a large measure the inequalities at present presented would be obviated by
the adoption of the proportionate system; the waste of votes would be very much less; and, as a consequence, a
much larger number of electors would possess representatives. The returns show the average votes cast in each
electorate in each provincial district and for each successful candidate in such districts to be:—Auckland,
1320—686; Taranaki, 1,154—587; Hawke's Bay, 1,800—898; Wellington, 1,314—750; Nelson, 1,313—649;
Westland, 1,804—1,003; Marlborough, 1,179—593; Canterbury, 1,244—717; Otago, 1,229—682; and
Southland, 1,190—509. For the North Island, the average vote cast in each electoral district was 1,355, and the
average vote received by successful candidates 721; for the South Island, the figures were respectively 1,255
and 680; and for the whole Colony, 1,301—690.
The application of the rule for making use of the "quota" under proportional representation exhibits the
following results, as a comparison with our present system:—
Total No. of Votes Contested Quota. Cast. Seats. Waste. Present Waste. Auckland 25,083÷19+1=1,255
1,238 13,038 Taranaki 3,462÷3+1= 866 864 1,762 Hawke's Bay 7,202÷4+1 = 1,441 1,438 3,608 Wellington
15,768÷12+1=1,213 1,212 9,007 North Island 51,515÷38+1=1,321 1,317 27,400 Nelson 5,254÷4+1= 1,051
1,050 2,656 Westland 3,608÷2+1 = 1,203 1,202 2,007 Marlborough 2,359÷2+1= 787 785 1,186 Canterbury
21,129÷17+1 = 1,174 1,171 12,197 Otago 20,906÷17+1 = 1,162 1,152 11,606 Southland 7,140÷6+1 = 1,021
1,014 4,082 South Island 60,396÷48+1=1,233 1,212 32,652 Colony 111,911÷86+1 = 1,287 1,229 60,052

Comparative Waste of Votes.
The waste of votes under the proportional system is found by multiplying the "quota," ascertained in the
manner here shown, by the exact number of seats to be filled in the contested electorate, and subtracting the
result from the total number of votes cast in the whole electorate; the balance will in all cases be found to be
less than the quota, and therefore, not being sufficient to secure the election of a member, must be treated as
waste. In the case of treating the Colony as a whole as one electorate, the quota 1287×86 (the number of
European seats contested)= 110,682, which, subtracted from 111,911 (the number of votes cast in the Colony),
leaves 1,229—not a single quota—as waste.
A careful study of these figures will repay the student who is anxious to arrive at a conclusion upon the
question whether our present electoral system should be continued as the nearest approach to perfection
attainable; or whether the enormous waste of voting power which it here exhibits should not be sufficient to
cause a new plan to be devised, which will, in some adequate degree, permit of the people being really
represented?
Assuming each of the provincial districts to be under the proposed proportional representation system to
form one electoral district, then the gain in the saving from waste of voting power is exactly represented by the
difference between the two columns on the right-hand side of the table. If, approaching nearer perfection, each
Island Were treated as one electorate, the saving would be still greater—being the difference, in the North,
between 1,317 votes, the waste under the proposed system, and 27,400, the waste which under the present
system has actually taken place: in the South Island the difference would be as between 1,212 and 32,652. If
perfection were aimed at in point of avoidance of waste, then, the whole Colony being one electorate, the
saving would be represented by the difference between 1,229 votes, under the proposed system, and 60,052
votes actually wasted last election under our present system of single electorates. If these facts are not sufficient
to startle electors into action which will eventuate in a radical reform, then it is difficult, to conceive what
would be deemed sufficient to awake them.

Present System Inherently Bad.
Having in mind the reflections entered into, and principles laid down, at the commencement of this
pamphlet, as those which should underlie any electoral system aiming at the true representation of the mind of

the people in Parliament, and attaching to the facts and figures revealed by this analysis of the voting at the late
general election their fair significance, it will surely be patent to the most careless of people, at all interested in
the purity of our political institutions, that the present plan of obtaining the mind of the community upon any
public question is about as bad as bad can be.

Is the Remedy Adequate?
Is the remedy here proposed adequate, and will it, from its inherent qualities, recommend itself to the
acceptance of the thinking electors of the Colony? The writer believes the proposed remedy, if not fully
adequate to remove the greatest of the evils complained of in this production, is, at least, a vast improvement
upon the existing state of thing's, and upon any of the other proposals made for purifying our electoral system:
and in the hope of being able to influence, in some measure, the public mind into the adoption of the proposed
method of securing personal representation, this inquiry into the working out of our existing system has been
undertaken and made public.

Conditions of Acceptance.
But, though the remedy may be adequate, its adoption will altogether depend, or very largely, upon what
the electors of the Colony in their real thoughts desire in their Parliament, If that body is in the future to
continue as during the last fifteen or sixteen years—a huge Board of Works, to which every petty locality must
look, through petty local members, for petty monetary votes, for all their needs—whether in relation to their
roads or railways, law or liquor, police or paupers, schools or scavengering, births or burials—then our present
system is just the thing; its potentiality for jobbers and jobbing is complete;—but we would fain hope the end of
these things is looked and longed for. Proportional representation, on the other hand, implies the purification of
our Parliament from those inducements to misgovernment which have been so prolific in the past, and have
raised a crop of evils which the body politic will have much difficulty in eradicating, even when a reformed
governing body, elected by and truly representing the whole people, shall have been called into existence in the
form of proportional representation, which is, as Mr. Mill has truly said, "not only the most complete
application of the democratic principle that has yet been made, but its greatest safeguard."

Conclusion.
To a very large proportion of the electors of the Colony the proposal to substitute personal for local
representation will come as a new thing. Though the agitation for the substitution in England has now been
persisted in for some years by some of the ablest public men there, and the public mind is beginning to be
formed upon the subject, and though the system itself has been in practical operation in a European State for
nearly a quarter of a century, here the idea has not as yet been laid hold of or explained in a popular form. The
object of this pamphlet is to assist in laying the foundation of popular acquaintance with the merits of the
proposal, in the hope that, ere long, such a demand for reform in the direction here indicated will force the
acceptance of the principle involved upon Parliament. The intention is, as has been well stated by Sir John
Lubbock, "to secure for voters, not merely the right of recording a vote, but of doing so in such a manner as
may give to it all just and reasonable effect. To get Parliament to give effect to a great principle, and thus
(through it) secure for the first time a really representative assembly. The system of proportionate
representation is to be recommended, because it would give its just political weight to the vote of every elector;
it would insure the return of leading and trusted statesmen, as well as of those who are most favourably known
in their own districts; it would elevate and purify the whole tone of electoral contests; it would obtain for the
minority a fair hearing; and last, not least, because it is the only mode of securing for the majority that
preponderance to which, of course, they are justly entitled."
EVERY COMMUNITY IN THE COLONY SHOULD AT ONCE INITIATE A PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION
SOCIETY, FOR THE ADVOCACY OF THE PRINCIPLE OF PERSONAL REPRESENTATION.
Printed at the EVENING BELL Office, Wyndham Street, Auckland.
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The Eruption of Tarawera.
The ASSISTANT SURVEYOR-GENERAL to the SURVEYOR-GENERAL.

SIR,—
Survey Office, Auckland, 30th November, 1886.
In compliance with the instructions contained in your telegram of the 10th June last, to the effect that the
Hon. Mr. Ballance desired that I should proceed to Rotorua for the purpose of observing and reporting on the
eruption of Tarawera, I have the honour to transmit herewith my final report, together with maps and drawings
explanatory of the same.
In order to a clear understanding of the basis on which the report is founded, I will briefly narrate the steps
that were taken to carry out your instructions.
Leaving Auckland by train on the morning of the 11th of June, I reached Oxford that afternoon, and the
following morning went by coach to Rotorua, arriving at that place at 2.30 p.m. Having completed
arrangements for forming a flying camp, I left Rotorua, accompanied by Mr. J. C. Blythe and Mr. C. Alma
Baker, on the morning of the 13th, and formed a camp at Pakaraka, the only place where water could be found,
and from there during the next three days explored as much of the country round the southern group of craters
and south and west sides of Rotomahana as the thick covering of ashes and sand would allow of. Another day
was devoted to the mud-covered country near the Wairoa village, and two more to visiting the hot springs
around Rotorua, in order to note the changes which had occurred in them. Finding that the country near the scat
of eruption was so impassable, owing to the depth of ashes, &c., as to make a visit to Mount Tarawera
impossible, I returned to Auckland [unclear: in] the 18th June, and from there sent in my preliminary report to
you. (See Appendix to Journals, House of Representatives, H.—26, 1886.)
Finer weather having set in, I again left Auckland on the 23rd July, accompanied by Assistant Surveyor E.
F. Adams, and proceeded by sea to Tauranga, where we were joined by District Surveyor E. C. Gold-Smith,
who went with us to Rotorua, whence, after completing arrangements for camping out, we moved on to
Pareheru, a clump of wood on the edge of the ash-field, near its south-eastern side. From this camp we made
daily explorations and surveys from the 27th July to the 12th August, minutely examining the whole length of
the great fissure from Wahanga to Maungaongaonga, and mapping the features of the surrounding country—a
work that had hitherto never been completely done. Two ascents of Tarawera and Ruawahia Mountains were
made—the first on the 28th July, the second on the 6th August—when we discovered the great fissure on top,
as reported to you on the 30th July by telegram. The fine weather that prevailed the greater part of the time
enabled us to get quickly through the work, especially as travelling over the mud-and ash-covered hills became
very good. Part of the time however, especially towards the last, it was rainy, with some snow, and a cold
greater than I had hitherto experienced in this country, the thermometer going down to 19½°. The wet
converted the ashes and sand into mud of exceeding tenacity, rendering travelling a work of extreme slowness
and fatigue. I finally returned to Auckland on the 16th August.
The character of the survey is that of the ordinary topographical work performed by the department, but
with more attention to detail. The points are fixed by theodolite observations from bases derived from the major
triangulation, and the heights are deduced from the same source and by the same method, with the addition of a
large number of aneroid levels, which were subject to constant cheek from the trig stations.
It has been my endeavour in this report to describe the actual changes which have taken place, and to give
as full and complete an account of the formation of the fissure as possible; for I am well aware that an
opportunity is here presented of studying phenomena which are rarely witnessed—at any rate, in the stage in
which it now is, or was, soon after the eruption. In carrying this out, I fear that the interest of the general reader
has been sacrificed, and that the report will be considered as "very dry reading;" but, at the same time, I trust
that the amount of detail given will throw light on some of the more obscure questions of the science of
vulcanicity. I have to apologize for many shortcomings in the report, and my excuse must be that it has been
written, as you, Sir, are aware, in intervals snatched from the duties of carrying on the business of a large
department, and therefore falls far short of what I could have wished
I feel that I am greatly indebted to Mr. C. Spencer for the permission to use his photographic views in the

drawings, and also to Messrs. Valentine, Martin, and J. C. Blythe for the same.
I have, &c.,
S. PERCY SMITH,
Assistant Surveyor-General.
Jas. McKerrow, Esq., F.R.A.S.,
Surveyor-General,
Wellington.

Description of the Taupo Volcanic Zone.
As it is possible that the following account of the eruption of Mount Tarawera, which took place on the
10th June, 1886, will be read by people who have no personal acquaintance with that part of New Zealand in
which the outburst occurred, or have not at hand such books of reference as exist to apply to, it is deemed
advisable to preface such account with a brief description of the volcanic district known as the "Taupo Zone" of
New Zealand. Some advantages may be obtained by following this course, for, though traversed by
Dieffenbach in 1840, by Von Hochstetter in 1859, and later by the officers of the Geological Survey
Department during the last twenty years, no description exists of many parts of the district such as is necessary
to a clear understanding of the relation it bears to the recent eruption. The splendid generalizations of Von
Hochstetter leave, however, little to be added but the alteration of some details, and the addition of information
as to points which his limited time precluded his visiting. It was the fortune of the writer to have been engaged
on the trigonometrical and topographical survey of the Taupo Zone, during the course of which, and in
innumerable journeys made through and across it subsequently, an opportunity was afforded of ascending
nearly every hill of any note, and of forming an intimate acquaintance with all the thermal and volcanic
phenomena displayed in the district. At the same time, the account professes to be mainly a topographical one,
showing the changes which have taken place, the alteration in the face of the country, and the present state of
the various points of activity, based on observations made during the months of June, July, and August, 1886.
Furthermore, as, during the course of the late topographical survey of the district affected by the eruption, a
large amount of information was obtained bearing on the actual occurrences at the outburst and prior to it, it has
been thought advisable to incorporate in this account a short description of the phenomena observed, and thus
make it as complete as possible.
A reference to Map No. 1 accompanying this report will show how large a part of the central regions of the
North Island of New Zealand is occupied by the volcanic rocks of the Taupo Zone. Included in that term are
rocks of various compositions, but all belonging to the acidic class, consisting of trachytes, rhyolites, obsidian,
pumice, and the various tufas, breccias, and agglomerates derived from them, all of which belong to the
younger volcanic series of Von Hoch- stetter. They are of Tertiary age, dating from the Eocene
Hector, "Outline of the Geology of New Zealand," Indian and Colonial Exhibition Catalogue, 1886.
period, when volcanic activity seems first to have commenced in this district. And this activity has
continued with varying intensity down to the present time. In the area shown on the map (4,725 square miles)
none hut volcanic rocks or their derivatives are to he found, and if the rocks of the same character which have
been derived from this source are added, we shall find more or less volcanic matter scattered over a country
nearly as large again. Within the district will be found types of volcanic action of all kinds; active and extinct
craters, immense lava flows, enormous deposits of pumice, vast areas covered with volcanic mud and sands,
solfataras, fumaroles, mud-volcanoes, hot springs, lakes and rivers, healing waters of various descriptions,
geysers, natural hot baths and sinter-terraces, combining to make this one of the most attractive portions of the
earth, either for its natural wonders or for the picturesque beauty there displayed.
To enumerate all the points of interest within this area would be beyond the scope of this paper; but some
reference to a few of the most prominent is necessary to an understanding of their general character and relation
to the recent occurrences.
It will be observed that the longer axis of this volcanic zone has a direction nearly north-east and
south-west, and if we continue it in the former direction we shall find that the islands off the coast belong to the
same volcanic series. White Island is an active volcano, though now in the solfatara stage, its crater, half a mile
in diameter, being filled by a lake but a few feet above sea-level,
At the present time the bed of the lake is dry.
the water of which is warm, while along its edges arise high into the air columns of steam, which may be
seen for a hundred miles round, and which deposits sulphur and other minerals in the fissures of the rocks

through which it passes.
Whale Island has hot springs on it, and on the adjacent Rurima rocks steam can occasionally be seen
issuing from the ground.
Major Mair (Trans. N.Z. Inst., Vol. V., p. 15) says, also, "These islets at one time abounded in hot springs.
In places the shores consist entirely of siliceous deposits, contorted in the most fantastic manner. Most of the
rocks are, I think, trachytic."
To the north-west, Mayor Island has one of the largest extinct craters in the district, the steep inside walls
of which glisten with black shining obsidian in immense quantities; but even here the volcanic forces are not
yet extinct, for hot springs are found on the eastern side of the island, near high-water mark.
Mr. Eric C. Gold-Smith, in his account of Mayor Island (Trans. N.Z. Inst., Vol. XVII., p. 421), says, "The
crater is five miles in circumference, and is very well defined, being marked out by lofty hills and ridges, which
vary in height from 1,162ft. down to 100ft. The interior sides of this vast amphitheatre are very precipitous, and
composed of a great variety of volcanic dêbris. Obsidian and pumice are, however, the principal minerals
found; the obsidian in some places having evidently cooled in layers, which gives it a stratified appearance. At
others it is found in rocks, boulders, lodes, and reefs, which, glistening in the sun's rays, produce a very pretty
effect. On some parts of the sides is found a conglomeration of minerals, all of which have been in a state of
fusion." "In the north-west corner or curve of the crater there is a most peculiar hill, called 'Tarawakoura,' with
a strong pa on its summit. It is connected with the crateredge by a narrow ridge, and, from its appearance, has
been a volcano. Its sides are not very steep, but are covered with large blocks of scoria, over which has grown a
dense vegetation of stunted shrubs, &c." "The hot springs are very small, being only little pools of warm—not
hot—water, a few inches deep, scattered over about twenty-five yards of rough boulder-beach in Orongotea
Bay."
A line drawn from White Island south-westerly through Ngauruhoe will indicate very nearly the line of
greatest activity of thermal action of this district, the principal springs, &c., being situated either on, or but a
short distance from this line, and it will terminate on the summit of Ruapehu, 8,878ft. high, the highest
mountain of the North Island, and which has lately proved to be in a state of activity, though hitherto always
considered to be extinct. And if we pursue our inquiries back to a period preceding the present one of thermal
activity, we shall find that extinct but generally perfect craters are to be found on several cones along this same
line; whilst in the other parts of the district, though signs of former activity are everywhere present, no such
craters are to be seen. Immediately to the north of the active mountain, Ngauruhoe, 7,481ft. high, are situated
the remains of the magnificent cone of Tongariro—a name which is usually applied to its active
neighbour—6,500ft. high, on the summit of which are found six craters of different ages, two of which,
however, may still be said to have some life left in them, for they emit a little steam from their fissured sides;
whilst on the north-west, a few hundred feet below the crater-rim, are some very active hot and sulphurous
springs, called "Ketetahi" and "Te Mari," showing by their presence that the volcanic fires are still smouldering
beneath the mountain.
Standing but a short distance off on either side of this central line, and just a little to the south of Lake
Taupo, are Kakaramea, 4,258ft., and Pihanga, about the same height, near the summits of both of which traces
of craters can be seen, whilst at the foot of the former a group of hot springs, lately visited by District-Surveyor
Cussen, the first European to see them, denotes the presence of volcanic heat at no great depth.
Passing to the north of Lake Taupo, we find Mount Tauhara, 3,603ft. high, a fine conical hill, with crater on
top, now extinct, and clothed at the bottom and western side with a forest of fine trees. The crater-rim is very
perfect on the north, cast, and south sides, but the western—that directed towards the prevalent wind—has
broken away. At its base, on the shores of Taupo, and along the Waikato River on both sides for some miles
down, are found innumerable hot springs and geysers, all in a state of great activity, indicating the close
proximity to the surface of the heated matter below.
From Tauhara northwards, the next cone with an extinct crater is situated at a distance of fifty-one miles
from it. Mount Edgcumbe, or Putauaki, 2,945ft. high, has on its top two craters, one of which contains a small
lake, and the sides of both of which are clad with forests of very old growth. The mountain itself is a most
regular cone, rising out of the plain with steep curved slopes, and without the presence of any neighbouring
hills to detract from its symmetrical shape. At its base is a group of hot springs, again showing that the forces
which elevated it have simply transferred their locus to a point where they more easily find a vent, and proving
that they have not died out altogether.
Finally, at a distance of sixty-three miles in a north-north-west direction, is situated the extinct crater of
Mayor Island, or Tuhua, already alluded to, the highest point of which is 1,274ft. above sea-level.
There are thus six extinct volcanoes in the Taupo Zone, all of which have more or less perfect craters; and
although they are extinct, inasmuch as no activity (excepting on Tongariro) is found in the craters themselves,
every one of them has hot springs quite close to its base, showing that the volcanic forces have simply changed

their position and the character of their activity, and are not finally extinct. It is well known that this is a
common phase in the life-history of many volcanoes, and is due to the decreased power of the elastic gases to
force solid matter up to the higher elevations of the crater-bottoms, whilst they still have power to find a vent
for the more gaseous compounds at lower levels, by the aid of the fissures so common in all volcanoes. As far
as the writer's knowledge goes, all of these extinct volcanoes are characterized by rocks of the trachytic or
rhyolitic formation, and no scoria is anywhere present. The lavas of Tongariro are the most recent, and are
plainly visible descending the mountain-sides, sometimes ending on its steep slopes in the abrupt manner
common to viscid lavas of the acidic class. In one of its craters is a beautiful example of a lava-stream which
has flowed across the level bottom, and has spread out in form like a club-moss. In the other cases the lava is
generally hidden by surface decomposition, or overlaid by an earthy covering, due probably to sands and dust
ejected from the vents, and now consolidated into an arenaceous rusty-coloured clay, the presence of which
over extended areas of the Taupo Zone is a marked feature, and on the origin of which the late eruption has
thrown much light, as will be noticed later on.
The volcanic energy to which is due the craters, active and extinct, and the thermal action briefly alluded to
above, is apparently but the dying effort of an energy which in times antecedent to their formation far eclipsed
them in magnitude and extent. The products of volcanic action which cannot be traced to any visible vent far
exceed in bulk and extent of country covered those already described. Right and left on both sides of the
north-east and south-west line of activity extend vast flows of trachytic and rhyolitic lavas, deep beds of pumice
and volcanic mud, of enormous extent. Possibly the vents from which these lavas flowed have disappeared by
denudation; or they may now be hidden by their own products. There are several reasons for supposing that
some of the lakes have been craters. Taupo, for instance, notwithstanding its size, shows some indications of
this. Possibly it consisted of a series of craters, the separate walls of which, by gradual erosion, have all
disappeared. Observations made by Mr. L. Cussen, of the Survey Department, during his late hydro-graphical
survey, tend towards this view.
Vide Appendix for Mr. Cussen's official report and map.
The margin of the lake for seven-eighths of its circumference is formed by steep cliffs and hills of rhyolitic
lava, with a generally horizontal stratification; and these cliffs at Karangahape, on the west side, rise nearly
perpendicularly to a height of 1,100ft. above the lake, whilst the sounding-line dropped over the bow of the
boat when its stern touched the cliff found bottom at a depth of 390ft. These cliffs are formed of alternate beds
of lava and agglomerate. Motutaiko, the island near the eastern shore, formed of rhyolitic lava, rises very
steeply from a depth of 400ft., and is possibly an old volcanic neck, the surrounding materials and the upper
portion of which have been dispersed. Part of the eastern and northern shore of the lake is formed by cliffs of
pure pumice, rising in one place to a height of 300ft. above the lake, and spreading thence north and easterly for
many miles, covering the Kaingaroa Plains with a deep deposit on which nothing but a sparse vegetation of
tussock-grass, tea-tree, and manoao scrub grows, and through which the copious rains filter till they reach the
underlying lava and tufa, along the surface of which the water follows, appearing at the edges of the plateau as
waterfalls descending the face of the lava flöes.
There are also indications that some of the smaller lakes to the north may have in former times been craters
or points of explosion. Such a centre is at or near Lake Tikitapu, around which for miles the rhyolitic lavas
seem to have spread out in gently-inclined beds, all of which (at any rate, on the west, south, and south-east
side) have a quaquaversal dip from that locality. Some evidence from the earthquake-cracks and
subsidence-lines in the neighbourhood points in the same direction, as will be shown further on. The roughly
circular form of the lake and the high perpendicular cliffs encompassing its southern side are suggestive also of
a crater. Rotokawau, also—a small circular lake, with encircling cliffs and a hot spring on its margin—is
possibly a crater of the same character as those in the Eiffel, formed by a gaseous explosion, as described by
Lyell, Scrope, and others. Hochstetter, however, states that all the lakes of the Taupo Zone are due to
subsidence.
Popular belief ascribes to the craters of Ngauruhoe and Ruapehu the vast mass of pumice which covers the
Taupo Zone from end to end in varying depths; but it is more reasonable to suppose it to have emanated from
some source nearer to where the greatest bulk of it is found. It is doubtless of different ages, and that which
covers so vast an extent of country outside the Taupo Zone proper, generally as a thin sprinkling on the hills,
with deeper deposits along the valleys and river-courses, may be the last effort of some of the extinct craters
described, as well as of the active ones, Ruapehu and Ngauruhoe. The great depth of pumice however, around
the north end of Taupo and on the Kaingaroa Plain, is more likely to have been formed at the time when the
great rhyolite lava streams around that lake and the tufas to the north were exuded from vents now lost.
The north shore of the lake is formed by deep pumice-beds, but at no great depth the lava flow will be
found, as witnessed at the Huka Falls, three miles below the outlet, and along the lake-coast south-westward.
This lava would appear to have flowed in a northerly direction under what is now the Kaingaroa Plain, and in

its extension northwards it becomes tufaceous, as might be expected, until it finally terminates in the wall-like
northern end of Kaingaroa, a few miles south-cast of Tarawera mountain. It is everywhere overlain by pumice
more or less deep, but decreasing in amount from south to north. The manner in which this pumice-deposit
wraps round the isolated slate hills in the neighbourhood of Runanga and northern end of the Kaimanawa
Mountains, forming a generally level plain, tends somewhat to the belief that it was deposited in a lake; but the
evidence has not been followed out sufficiently to allow of this being stated as an ascertained fact. Large logs of
carbonized wood are sometimes found in this locality, buried deep in the pumice-strata, which may have been
carried there by water, unless indeed, they owe their present position to a similar cause to that which placed the
logs around Rotomahana, to be referred to later on.
If a line is drawn from the summit of Ruapehu, cast to within fifteen miles of the coast, and thence
north-easterly towards the East Cape till it strikes the road from Gisborne to Opotiki, and thence to the coast on
the Bay of Plenty by that road, whilst another is made to extend from Ruapehu northerly to near Matamata, and
thence to the coast at Tauranga, we shall include an area of country of about 10,775 square miles, over the
whole of which more or less pumice is found on the tops of the highest hills, with deeper deposits in the
valleys. Nor is this pumice always in a fine state of division: on the hills inland of Hawke's Bay and far to the
north the lumps are frequently of the size of an orange, and at the eastern bases of the mountains it has often
accumulated in drifts, as if by the action of the wind blowing it over the ranges
For further particulars of the pumice-deposit, see Trans. N.Z. Inst., Vol. IX., page 565.
The Waikato River, which drains the larger part of the Taupo Zone, is noted for its perfect terraces, all
formed of pumice; and many other rivers, such as the upper branches of the Wanganui, are similarly terraced to
a depth of hundreds of feet—pure pumice being the formation—the bulk of which has doubtless accumulated in
the lower grounds by being washed off the hills. On many of the mountains within the Taupo Zone the pumice
is but a few inches deep, whilst immediately at their bases the valleys are filled to a depth of 200ft. with it, and
these now form level plains, once the beds of lakes, through which the water has worn deep channels down to
the bed-rock, exposing the section of pumice, often containing large fragments of carbonized wood. A good
example of these former lake-basins filled with pumice, three in number, is to be seen under Tuahu, the steep
ascent on the coach-road from Rotorua to Taupo. Many of the minor plains within this? district, which have
level surfaces surrounded by hills with one or more low outlets from them, and the surface of which is formed
of deep pumice, must have been lakes. The worn, shore-like cliffs, the stratified pumice, all point to their
having been such; and the origin is in many cases due to the valleys in which they lie having been blocked, and
the waters dammed back, by pumice and volcanic dust. The size of the blocks of pumice varies much in
different places, showing doubtless, that it originated from many points. On the shore of Taupo, 50ft. above the
lake, can be found blocks containing as much as a thousand cubic feet. On a level plain (an old lake-bed
probably) not many miles north-west of Runanga the ground is so covered for ten or fifteen square miles with
large blocks of pumice, closely packed together, that no horse can cross it, whilst the adjacent undulating
Kaingaroa Plain has few blocks of any size. The immediate vicinity of Ruapehu and Tongariro has less pumice
on the surface than probably any part of the Taupo Zone: it is present in fine particles, but to no great extent, the
surface being formed by a dark-brown earth or loam, forming a more fertile soil than is usual in the district.
In addition to the craters, active and extinct, the lava and pumice-beds, the district is studded with isolated
hills of a characteristic shape and appearance. They take the form of a flattened plateau, or somewhat conical
hill, but always encircled by steep precipitous mural cliffs of trachytic or rhyolitic lava, the decomposed
portions of which form a more or less steep talus below. Good examples will be found in Ngongotaha,
Haparangi, Tutuhinau, Tutukau, Ngautuku, Moroa, Tuahu, Nganiho, Tumunui, Marotiri, &c. These and other
hills have all a strong family likeness and a somewhat similar height, varying from about 2,500ft. to 2,800ft.
Their origin is somewhat obscure. Hochstetter, who saw some of them, believes them to be the remains of a
former plateau which extended from Horohoro eastwards and southwards. The hills in question are all
composed of the two lavas above mentioned, whilst the Horohoro Mountain, and the plateau extending
northward from it, are composed of tufas, forming possibly the extension of the lava-plateau westward, where
we should naturally expect to find this class of rock—that is, outside of the lava. It is noticeable that all the hills
of this class are situated to the north-west of the great fissure to be referred to later on, and that nearly all of
them are within the boundaries of the area enclosed by that and the most westward fissure.
Some indications observed from the peculiarity of their shapes in more than one instance tend to the
probability that they are the denuded remains of vents or volcanic necks, formed by the harder and more
consolidated portions of the lava-streams where they issued from the depths below; their extensions having
disappeared by ordinary meteoric agency.
The forest-clad region lying on the west side of the Taupo Zone north of the Waikato River, known under
the general name of the Patetere Plateau, and which ends to the south in the Horohoro Mountain—whose
perpendicular inaccessible cliffs are prominent landmarks over a large extent of country—is composed of

trachytic tufaceous rocks, generally soft, and grey in colour, overlain by thin and local strata of pumice and the
rusty arenaceous loam before referred to. Its average height is about 1,800ft. to 2,200ft., and on its western side
it slopes for a long distance by easy grades towards the upper waters of the Thames River, whose numerous
brandies have cut deep gorges into its lower parts, and frequently formed canons with steep sides of tufaceous
rock.
The superficial rusty-coloured clay (or earth, for it has no plasticity), together with the lighter deposits of
pumice, cover a very large area in the Taupo Zone; but they are generally confined to the western side of the
main north-east and south-west axis. Within that area they form the subsoil, and vary somewhat in composition,
being occasionally fertile, hut generally only partially so. Abundant evidence is to be found that they are due to
one of the latest efforts of volcanic agency in the district. The clay covers the country as with a mantle of snow,
taking the same inclination as the slopes of the present hills; and frequently underneath it can be traced a former
land-surface. It is, in fact, an exactly similar deposit to that ejected by the craters recently formed, with this
difference: that it covers an enormously greater extent of country and is of a different colour, due, doubtless, to
the action of rain-water on the iron matter contained in all volcanic ejecta. The recent deposit from Rotomahana
is grey in colour; hut time will doubtless alter its appearance to that of the older deposits. Its great extension has
hitherto prevented a proper understanding of the nature of this deposit; but if a minor explosion such as that of
Rotomahana can cause such changes in the face of the country in six hours, what would not a few similar
explosions on a somewhat larger scale effect over this large district? Evidently this rusty-coloured clay fell in
an exactly similar manner to the mud at the Wairoa—in the form of an exceedingly heavy rain, charged with
mud. It was accompanied by simultaneous deposits of pumice; for we find this substance gathered in hollows or
pockets in the loam, and these also conform to the slopes of the ground. Generally the hills are sprinkled with it
to a few inches deep, showing that the ejection of pumice was the latest effort of the vents from which both
deposits came.
From what has been said above it will readily be inferred that the covering of clay and pumice is,
geologically speaking, of quite recent origin. It was subsequent to the changes which have taken place in the
contour and depth of some of the lakes, as is proved by fading it spread in the same equal manner over the
former bed of Rotorua. Both this lake and that of Taupo have well-defined terraces, or ancient shore-lines,
encircling their present basins, the former at about 120ft., and the latter at about 100ft., above their present
levels.
If we turn now to a consideration of the existing points of greatest thermal activity, as exhibited in the
geysers, solfataras, and fumaroles, we shall find that the same axial line from Ruapehu to White Island marks
also the direction along which the greatest activity is displayed. The accompanying map (No. 1) indicates the
several groups of hot springs, &c.; but it is impossible on so small a scale to show the individual springs, which
may be numbered by hundreds, and of varieties innumerable. It will suffice to point out that the greatest activity
in the district is seen at Tokaanu, at the south end of Taupo; at Wairakei, near the north end; at Orakeikorako,
on the Waikato, but at a short distance off the line to the west; in the Waiotapu Valley; at Rotomahana, the most
active point of all, and which is nearly half-way between Ruapehu and White Island; and lastly, at Ohinemutu,
Whakarewarewa, and Tikitere, points much further to the west, and which are probably on another fissure,
which nevertheless, has an intimate connection with the one under consideration, as will be seen later on. By
varying this line very little from a strictly lineal direction, and making it a slightly sinuous one, we shall find
that in addition to its denoting the region of greatest activity of thermal action, it will follow well-marked
features in the physiography of the country, characterized by river-valleys, low plains, lake-margins, and the
comparatively low fiat water-parting between streams draining into Rotomahana and the Waiotapu. Along this
somewhat sinuous line running water in considerable volume is Hound everywhere but on the above-named
water-parting, and there it is absent for not more than half a mile. These facts, taken in conjunction with the
presence of all the craters, both active and extinct, in the immediate proximity of this line, point directly to the
great Probability—nay, certainty—that we have here a line of weakness in the earth's crust, in which the molten
matter from below is quite near the surface. A fissure doubtless exists along which the lava wells up, seeking a
vent to escape the pressure of the incumbent strata, and down to which part of the water of the rivers finds its
way by percolating through crevasses and fissures, its contact with the heated matter giving rise to the thermal
phenomena exhibited. It would be contrary to observed facts in other countries to suppose that this fissure takes
a mathematically straight line from White Island to Ruapehu: the weight of superincumbent rocks, of different
degrees of hardness or method of formation, would render it somewhat devious from a true line, though its
general direction throughout varies but little from such a one. We shall see later on, that the recent eruption,
although it deviates somewhat, but to no great extent, from the general direction, is on the line of this fissure.
That such a fissure is deep-seated, and intimately connected with the larger and more general lines on which the
two Islands are built up, is proved by its parallelism to the great mountain-backbones of both Islands. The
opinion may also be hazarded that it is as ancient as the volcanic region itself, and possibly is the same from

which emanated the first signs of activity in Eocene times, when it was probably submarine.
Whilst recognizing this as a great fissure of the earth, and the principal one of the district, it is quite
probable that others and nearly parallel ones exist. An almost exactly parallel line drawn from the hot springs at
Orakeikorako to the hot springs at the end of the eastern arm of Lake Rotoehu, indicates another line along
which are a number of hot springs and fumaroles of considerable activity, and which line passes along the
wall-like face of the Paeroa Range, and through the old lake-basin of Waikorua, a place which is riven by
earthquake-cracks, and in which are several deep crater-like holes, probably the sites of former thermal action.
The southern half of this line seems to mark a fault with a downthrow to the north-west, with the Paeroa Range,
3,214ft. high, rising on the east, and with the low undulating country of Ratoreka to the west.
Although the presence of a fissure in this locality seems to he borne out by the facts as stated, another
hypothesis is possible with respect to part of it. By starting from the same place, Orakeikorako, and taking a
direction somewhat more inclined to the cast, slightly curving it at the north end of the Paeroa Range, it will be
found to take the direction of the recently-formed fissure, and thus form a connecting-link between the two, by
lines converging and meeting in Tarawera Mountain, or in Rotomahana crater.
Again, at about twelve miles to the north-west of the great fissure, and lying nearly parallel with it, a line
drawn from the hot springs on the Waipapa Stream to those on the Kaituna River near Taheke, Rotoiti, seems to
indicate—by the presence of several hot springs, geysers, fumaroles, and mud-volcanoes—another fissure of
about thirty-five miles in length. Along this line are some very celebrated springs, such as Whakarewarewa,
Ohinemutu, &c., with the hot-mud caldrons and boiling sulphurous waters of Tikiterc a short distance off it to
the cast, and the Waimahana Springs on the Waikato River to the west, these latter being the most westerly or
north-westerly ones of the Taupo Zone. And here again, as in the great fissure, we find this one following, (or
being followed by,) a marked depression of the country, along which the main streams flow, and on which are
situated the lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti. Somewhat to the north-west of the continuation of this line we find
another hot spring near Maketu, close to the coast of the Bay of Plenty, and, equally with the middle fissure, its
southern part seems also to indicate a fault running along the edge of the Horohoro Mountain and the Patetere
Plateau; but it is here much more obscure and more sinuous than the opposite one of Paeroa.
East of the great fissure, no signs of thermal action are found until the volcanic district is left, and a point
well within the old slate rocks forming the main range of the Island is reached. At Tarawera, on the Napier
coach-road, a distance of about forty-four miles from Taupo, is a hot spring, and south of that again, at the foot
of the Ahimanawa Mountain, are a few hot springs and a small hot stream, none of which, however, are of
much importance, nor are they connected with volcanic rocks.
Whilst the number of places within the Taupo Zone at which hydro-thermal action is still in full force may
be counted by the thousand, and in which every known variety of such action is; exhibited, it is the prevalent
opinion of both learned and unlearned that in former times the forces producing it were far more active, and in
some respects on a grander scale, than at present. No one can traverse the district without seeing on all sides
evidence of former hot springs, now extinct. Even within the memory of those living, geysers have ceased to
play, temperatures have sunk, and the activity generally appears to have decreased. The traditions of the Maoris
bear witness to the same facts; and amongst a people so observant of natural phenomena, and whose traditions
have been handed down orally from father to son with such scrupulous care as to make them almost equal in
value to documentary evidence, it is not likely that such changes would escape their attention. Making due
allowance for possible exaggerations in these traditions, there is no doubt that they are correct in stating that the
thermal activity has been decreasing. But it is to be observed that none of their traditions speaks of any such
catastrophe as that which has lately occurred; indeed, it is impossible to believe that any such occurrence has
been witnessed by the Maoris during the five or six hundred years of their occupancy of this country, or the
signs of it would still be visible to any one having a habit of observation
The eruption of the Waikite geyser, at Ohinemutu, which occurred eight generations ago, cannot be
compared, of course, to that of Tarawera, although it caused the death of a number of persons,
belonging—strange to say—to the same Tuhourangi Tribe who suffered so much lately. These people, it seems,
were camped outside of the Ohinemutu village when the geyser exploded, throwing mud and stones all over
that part of the ground, killing and scalding many; but the village itself is said to have escaped any damage.
That the Maoris were very observant, however, of natural phenomena is well known, although the reasons
they assign as the original causes of such phenomena or events appear to us often absurd, but at the same time
frequently poetical. The well-known story of the origin they assign to the volcanic fires of the Taupo Zone
shows this observant faculty, while, at the same time, exalting the powers of one of their great ancestors,
Ngatoroirangi, who was the high priest of one of the original canoes—the "Arawa"—in which the first
emigrants came to this country; and this legend, as pointed out by Hochstetter, truly indicated the line of
greatest activity. It is abridged below, as taken from Mr. S. Locke's translation.
"This is an account of one of our renowned ancestors who visited the sea of Taupo, and the open country,

the forests, and the plains around. He came to this island from Hawaiki in the 'Arawa' canoe, which landed first
at Whangaparaoa (near the East Cape), then sailed on to Whakatane and Maketu. After Ngatoroirangi had
resided on the coast for a time he travelled inland by way of Kanakaua, Ruawahia, and Te Punatakahi After
crossing the Kaingaroa Plains he reached Tauhara Mountain, which he ascended, and from thence looked down
on the sea of Taupo and at the snow-capped Tongariro in the distance. Ngatoroirangi then descended to the
shores of the lake, near Waipahihi, and performed incantations and erected a tuahu, naming it Taharepa. When
he discovered there was no fish in the lake he scattered the threads of his mat on the waters and performed
religious rites, and the lake at once contained fish—viz., the inanga and the kokopu. He then travelled along the
shores of the lake and ascended Tongariro, and was there benumbed with the cold on that snowy mountain. His
companion, Ngauruhoe, died here from cold. So Ngatoro commenced calling out to his sisters to bring him fire
from Hawaiki; for they had been left behind there. His sisters heard him and came at once, bringing fire. Their
canoe was a taniwha. The sisters landed at Whakaari (White Island), and here lit a fire (geyser), and then came
on to the main land at Umapokapoka (a geyser), and then travelled on by the Kaingaroa Plains. The sisters lit a
fire (geyser) at Tarawera Lake, then ascended a hill and looked down on Rotorua Lake; one of them slipped
down here, so they called the place Te Hemo, and lit a fire (geyser) there, and then proceeded on to Paeroa and
Orakei-korako, where they lit another geyser, and shortly after arrived at Taupo. But But Ngatoro had returned
to Maketu, so the sisters determined to join him there," &c. (Trans. NZ. Inst., Vol. XV., page 435.
To recapitulate briefly what has been stated with respect to the Taupo Zone: we find that the volcanic rocks
extend immediately to the westward from, and are abutting against, the much older series of slate rocks of the
backbone range, of Palæozoic age; that the rocks are acidic in character; that a definite axial line, running about
north-east and south-west between the extreme points—each end marked by active volcanoes—indicates the
line of greatest present activity, and that this is probably a fissure in which the molten lavas are everywhere
near the surface; that it is along this line the recent eruption has taken place, and further, that the volcanic rocks
on either side of this line differ somewhat in character; and finally, that the volcanic forces have been gradually
dying out, the present activity being hydro-thermal rather than volcanic.

Premonitory Signs.
A sense of security had thus—owing to the decreasing action of the volcanic forces—been induced in the
inhabitants of the district, and no fears or expectation of any violent outburst hindered the gradual settlement of
the country in the neighbourhood of the springs. For ages past the Maoris had selected their villages in the
immediate vicinity of the boiling waters, induced thereto by the facilities offered to culinary operations, the
additional warmth to be gained in an I atmosphere pervaded by hot vapours, or the pleasures of a plunge into
the ever-warm baths. As European settlement extended, the neighbourhood of the most famous hot springs was
fast becoming occupied. Hotels and other accompaniments of civilization were a frequent adjunct to the Maori
village, built frequently in the midst of steaming solfataras and fumaroles; and but for the accident of
difficulties in connection with the Maori titles, many more Europeans would ere this have occupied the district.
The far-famed terraces of Rotomahana were year by year attracting larger crowds of visitors to view their
wonders, and had not the eruption occurred a hotel would ere this have been erected in their neighbourhood on
the very site of what is now a roaring crater. It is a matter of hearty thankfulness that the eruption occurred at
the time of year when the visitors had nearly all left the district, or we might have had to add to the already long
list of killed, the names of others from all parts of the world. And yet, notwithstanding the universal opinion as
to the decadence of the volcanic forces, there were signs in the air shortly preceding the eruption, which, if
properly understood, would have told that some changes of moment were taking place—which should have
acted as a Laming to those who now lie buried under the ashes at Te Ariki, Rotomahana, and Wairoa. Some
few of these premonitory signs may be mentioned.
Although quite unconnected with the late eruption, a change of a somewhat remarkable nature in Lake
Rotokakahi is here recorded, as showing that the volcanic forces were active, though unnoticed except in the
locality, for some time past. In April, 1881, there was a sudden and unaccountable rise in the waters of the lake;
and again, in October, 1883, without any warning whatever, the water suddenly rose for 4ft., causing a flood to
rush down the Wairoa Stream into Lake Tarawera, whilst at the same time the olive-green colour of the lake
was changed to a turbid, muddy appearance. The water fell the following day as suddenly as it rose. The cause
of these phenomena is obscure; but, as they occurred at a time of year when little rain falls, and as no visible
stream supplies Rotokakahi, they must have been subterranean, and evidently connected with volcanic action.
In March, 1880, the coasts of the Bay of Plenty, and indeed, far outside it, were strewn with millions of
dead fish of all descriptions, and as these showed no signs of disease, it follows that probably they were
poisoned. The line of the great fissure passes south-westerly from White Island under the sea towards the shore
of the bay, and if, as is possible, an eruption of gases, even on a small scale, was to take place anywhere along

this line, the result would doubtless be that fish in great quantities would be destroyed. We have no direct
evidence as to whether this was the case; but it is a reasonable inference in the absence of any exact information
as to other causes.
Very nearly a year previously to the eruption of Tarawera the crater-lake of White Island disappeared,
leaving its bed quite dry, and it remains so to the present time. Changes, however, in the level of the lake were
not uncommon, and have been noticed for many years past; but, as far as can be learnt, it has never been so
completely dry before.
For some time previously to the eruption the hot springs in the neighbourhood of Mount Edgecumbe and
Te Teko were noticed to be much more active than usual, and the water of a higher temperature,
Next in order, and much nearer both in time and locality, was a change in the fountain which supplied the
waters of the White; Terrace of Rotomahana. It is a well-known fact that the water in the great caldron on top of
the terraces was affected in a remarkable manner by the wind. This is so clearly described by Captain Gilbert
Mair, F.L.S., in his paper, "Notes on the Influence of Atmospheric Changes on the Hot Springs and Geysers in
the Rotorua District" (Trans. N.Z. Inst., Vol. IX., p. 27), that it may be transcribed here. He says: "Perhaps the
most singular instance of atmospheric influence is in the case of Te Tarata, the White Terrace of Rotomahana.
The great crater, which is about 90ft. in diameter, is usually full of deep-azure-blue-coloured water,
occasionally boiling up 10ft. or loft.; but when the keen south wind, or tonga, blows, the water recedes, and you
can descend 30ft. into the beautifully- encrusted crater, which remains empty until the wind changes, when it
commences to refill at the rate of 3ft. or 4ft. per hour, boiling and roaring like a mighty engine. When the crater
is almost full, grand snow-white columns of boiling water, 20ft. in diameter, are hurled 60ft. into the air. Blue
waves of boiling water surge over the shelllike lips of the crater, and fall in a thousand cascades over the
alabaster terraces." This was not by any means an uncommon event; but Mr. Josiah Martin, F.G.S., who was
staying at the terraces in the month of November, 1885, was lucky enough to witness an eruption of the waters
on a far grander scale, a description of which he has been good enough to supply as follows: "From the 19th to
the 21st November, 1885, the wind was from the west to south-west, with rain-squalls and a falling barometer.
The water from the caldron was flowing down the terrace as usual. On the 22nd the wind changed to south,
with clear, calm weather, and a rising barometer. The activity in the caldron ceased, and the waters began to
recede within the basin. By 6 a.m. the basin was empty, the water having retired into the tube below. At 12
noon, the activity had again commenced, and the water was rising within the tube. At the same time it was
noticed that the barometer was falling. At 1 p.m. the action of the water was feeble, but agitated, and rising
slowly within the basin. By 4 p.m. the action had become vigorous, and dense clouds of steam were given off;
and at 5 p.m. the basin was half full, the water violently agitated. Suddenly a deep boom was heard and felt on
the upper terrace, like an underground explosion, and the water in the basin was instantly lifted into a huge
dome, from out of which shot vertically with enormous velocity a glistening fountain, the top of which was lost
to sight in the dense mass of accompanying vapour, the broken waters falling in heavy showers around. This
was succeeded by another similar outburst; hut the height attained was not so great. The Maoris, observing this
eruption from the lake, were greatly surprised, and said it was the most violent they had ever seen. By 8 p.m.
the activity had ceased, and the water had retired about 1ft. within the basin, the barometer rising at the same
time. On the 23rd, a calm, clear morning, the basin was empty, but the tube full, with very slight ebullition, in
which state it continued till evening, when the terraces were dry and the barometer failing. On the 24th, the
early morning was calm and clear, with a rising barometer. Very suddenly, at 6 a.m., the water was violently
active. Two explosions occurred, each throwing up the water more than 150ft., accompanied by a dense column
of steam rising rapidly to a height of 800ft. or 1,000ft., followed by several smaller eruptions ejecting the
waters to 100ft. By 8 a.m. the eruption had ceased, and the basin was quiet but full, and the barometer rising. A
slightly-increased activity, with constant overflow down the terraces, was noticed at 4 p.m. From the 24th to the
28th November the activity was normal, with a constant overflow and high barometer, the winds being light
and variable, with bright, clear days, cold nights, and hot weather. During the first four (lavs the overflow
occurred with falling barometer and low readings, and ceased when the barometer was rising. During the
subsequent period activity was renewed with rising barometer and continual higher readings; and from these
and previous observations I consider north and north-east winds, with heavy weather, most favourable for
excessive overflow, and that action has generally ceased, and the basin been emptied, with a south wind and
bright, clear weather." It is to be regretted that Mr. Martin's beautiful mezzotint picture of this eruption,
enlarged from an instantaneous photograph, cannot be reproduced here; but the drawing attached (Plate No. 1)
gives some idea of what it was like. As respects the Tarawera eruption, this minor one is adduced as evidence
of the increasing activity and changes taking place on the line of the great fissure. It is noticeable that the
Maoris who have always lived near Rotomahana never saw (or presumably heard of) any occurrence on such a
scale before.
On the 10th March, 1886, the writer was at Wairakei, near Taupo, a place celebrated for its geysers, hot

springs, and boiling-mud pools, and where the hydro-thermal action is displayed in a variety of forms not often
seen. On visiting one of the geysers called the Twins, it was found to be in great commotion, throwing up the
water to a height of some 20ft., a thing it had not been known to do for a long time previously.
Reference has already been made to the fact that the grand mountain of Ruapehu, situated at the southern
end of the Taupo Zone, and which bears on its shoulders a deep mantle of perpetual snow, had until quite
recently been supposed to be a volcano whose fires had ages ago died out. But on the ascent of the southern
peak, Pari-te-tai-tonga, by Mr. W. Cussen in 1884 the lake lying in the crater-like hollow near it exhibited some
differences from ordinary basins of cold water which inclined Mr. Cussen to suggest the possibility of the water
being warm, if not hot. It was impossible to descend the steep snow-bound walls to decide the question, and it
therefore remained in abeyance until March of the present year, when Mr. L. Cussen, in the execution of his
triangulation, again made the ascent on two occasions. All doubt was then set at rest by his find-
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ing the crater-lake to be steaming, and the waters showing that turmoil of surface common to hot-water
lakes, whilst the snow had been melted for some way up around the margins, particularly so on the side where
the prevalent westerly wind had blown the heated vapour onto it. Mr. Cussen states that it is impossible to get
down to the level of the lake, on account of the steepness of the snow-covered sides, without the aid of
appliances, which his other duties precluded his providing. There is no doubt, however, that the agitated waters
and the steam rising from the surface prove that thermal action is still going on. On the 16th April and 23rd
May last he observed from the lowlands to the west a column of steam rising up to a height of about 300ft.
above the mountain-top, over the crater-lake, and at other times since then has seen more or less vapour at the
same place when the surrounding atmosphere has been quite clear.
Mr. Dunnage, a young officer of the Survey Department, who performed the difficult feat of ascending the
southern peak on the 8th June (almost in midwinter), reports: "The snow was in a favourable condition for
climbing, but it was necessary to cut each footstep for the last thousand feet. The height given by the barometer,
which was very low that day, was 10,200ft. [The true height is 8,878ft.] Large quantities of steam were issuing
from the little lake in the centre of the crater, nearly 1,000ft. below us; but was all condensed before reaching
the top. The cold was very severe."
Major Scannell, residing at the north end of Taupo, in answer to inquiries, says, "There can be no doubt
about it. The steam was noticed from here, and I saw it myself rising from the mountain about three weeks
previous to the eruption, but nothing whatever since."
The Maoris have no tradition of any activity, either volcanic or thermal, ever having been noticed on
Ruapehu, nor have the European settlers ever seen or suspected anything of the kind previous to the twelve
months before the eruption of Tarawera. The only prior indication of anything of the kind which might have led
to a suspicion of the true character of the mountain was the fact that the waters of the Whangaehu River,
flowing from a point high up in its side, were of a peculiar nature—strongly acid and flavoured with sulphur, of
a milk-white colour, and extremely unpalatable either to man or beast; but no weight was attached to this as
indicating that the mountain contained thermal springs on its top.
To anticipate somewhat the order of events, it may be stated that Mr. A. B. Wright, when crossing this river
at the usual place on the 20th July, found that a change had taken place. The water was quite clear, and no
longer turbid and milky as of yore; and be was informed by Mr. McDonald, who lives near, that this change had
occurred since the eruption; and, further, that Messrs. Maunsell, Cowie, and Sutherland noticed on the 5th July
that the south-east face of Ruapehu, all along the ravine out of which the Whangaehu rises, was enveloped in
clouds of steam. These well-authenticated facts all tend to show that changes were taking place at the southern
end of the line of fissure for some little time previous to the eruption.
At a point further to the north, at Toka-anu, on the south shore of Taupo, the site of numerous hot springs,
geysers, and fumaroles, one of the latter suddenly burst out and threw up mud and water for several yards
round; but it returned to its usual state at the time of the eruption, a fortnight after. The ejection of water from
these places, however, is not an uncommon event, though mud is seldom cast out. Further north, but still on the
line of fissure, at Wairakei, Mr. Cullen, the gentleman in charge, informed Major Scannell that a new hot spring
bad burst out shortly before the eruption.
And now, approaching more nearly to the time and place of eruption, a few circumstances will be noted as

witnessed by a reliable authority, which had better be described in his own words. Dr. T. S. Ralph, of Carlton,
Melbourne, who was a member of the last expedition to the terraces at Rotomahana, has with great kindness
furnished the following account of what he then saw: "I arrived at the Wairoa on Monday, the 31st May, and on
the following morning (the day being fine throughout) I went down to Tarawera Lake in company with five
other visitors, all desirous of seeing the terraces. The descent from the hotel (McRae's) is a very steep one, and I
was the last of my party to approach the boat which was to convey us over the lake. I found myself cut off from
my companions by a sudden wash or overflow on the footpath at the place of embarkation, and escaped a
wetting by getting on to a slight elevation. After a short time I was enabled to join my companions, who were
preparing to take boat. On speaking about the occurrence, I was told that this was the second wave which had
swept over the footpath. The Native boatmen and Sophia, our guide, seemed much disinclined to proceed,
urging that such a phenomenon had not been seen on the lake, at any rate, for some fifteen years. However, we
proceeded on our voyage, and I noticed that the sedges all along the shore showed how high the wave had been,
and this rise indicated a height of from 9in. to 1ft. It was visible for a long distance on the south side of the lake,
passing on to Rotomahana. The weather was calm, and there was no agitation of the surface of the lake. At the
landing-place, Te Ariki, we heard from the resident Maoris that the water had been noticed to rise there also. I
consider the direction of the (earthquake?) wave to have been from the north. After visiting the White Terraces
we went to the Pink Terrace, where our guide pointed out that the mud from one of the geysers had been
projected fully twenty or twenty-live yards from the crater quite recently, for it was soft; and all this was
pointed out as quite unusual. I could not judge if the activity was greater than usual, but on arriving at this
terminal point of our expedition I began to feel uneasy and to realize a sense of danger connected with all
around me. . . . On mentioning the fake-wave the next morning at breakfast (2nd June)—it was to Mr.
Bainbridge, I believe, one of the victims of the eruption—he said that at the time I had indicated he was riding
towards Wairoa, and heard a report like the boom of a cannon: I did not gather whence it came. On our return to
Wairoa the whole evening was devoted by our crew and the villagers to a discussion of the events of the
day—the wave, the spectral canoe, the apparent activity exhibited at the Pink Terrace, and the dead chief lying
unburied near Mr. Haszard's house—all indications (to them) of impending danger."
Dr. Ralph and his companions were the last Europeans to see the incomparable beauties of the White and
Pink Terraces, so soon to be shattered into a myriad pieces, and strewn in minute fragments over the
neighbouring country. The wave on Tarawera Lake, the eruption of mud at the Pink Terrace, were the
forerunners of the impending catastrophe. The wave was due to an earthquake (which it is right to say was not
noticed at the Wairoa) or to a subsidence of the shore, marking perhaps, the first significant fracture of the
rock-masses superimposed on the imprisoned steam, which shortly after was to work such desolation, and deal
destruction to the unfortunates living in the vicinity, a destruction involving the death of a whole tribe with the
exception of one man, and numbering its victims, European and Maori, at 111. Rangiheua, an old chief of
Tuhourangi, had, a few days previously to the 10th June, removed with some ten or twelve members of his tribe
to Puai and Pukura, two little rocky islets situated in the middle of Rotomahana Lake, for the sake of bathing in
the healing waters of the terrace-baths and the numerous other thermal springs there situated. He and his people
were consequently the witnesses of the first signs of the catastrophe which occurred on the 10th; but, alas! the
knowledge of what those first signs were is lost with the old chief and his relations, who must have been some
of the earliest victims on that terrible night.
The enumeration of the above-mentioned facts goes to prove that along the whole line of fissure, from
White Island in the north to Ruapehu in the south, a more than usual degree of activity was displayed some time
prior to the eruption; and if we had records of the various other springs, &c., along the line, possibly other
evidence might be adduced. It is not the purpose of this account to deal with the Tarawera eruption as bearing
on the volcanic activity as exhibited in various other parts of the world during the past few years, or to trace any
connection between the local outburst and lines of volcanic force which several writers suppose to be connected
with that of New Zealand; but it is significant that seismic and volcanic activity have marked the last few years
as quite exceptional in that respect. We can only hope that the wave of activity has passed, and that New
Zealand, having contributed its share, will now regain its usual state of quiescence.

The Eruption.
Wednesday, the 9th June, was wet, with heavy showers and squalls from the south-west, which cleared up
by nightfall. The evening was fine, allowing many to see the occultation of Mars by the moon, which occurred
at 10.20 that night. There had been some rain during the previous week, but no great amount, and this was the
first rain of winter after a long dry summer.
The rainfall for June, as registered at Rotorua, was 4.74in. (Vide New Zealand Gazette, 1886, page 1296.)
The readings of the self-registering barometer at Rotorua showed no sign of atmospheric disturbance, as

will be seen by the following table, the readings being reduced to sea-level: 8th June, at noon 30.2in.; at
midnight, 30.08in.: 9th, at 6 a.m., 30.03in.; at 10 a.m. 29.97in.; at noon, 29.90in.; at 6 p.m., 29.80in.; at
midnight, 30.01in.: 10th, at 2 a.m., 30.01 in., (eruption); at 4 a.m., 30.20in.; at 6 a.m., 30.30in.; at noon,
30.30in.
The description of the phenomena observed at the actual eruption is taken by permission from a paper read
before the Auckland Institute by Messrs. S. Percy Smith and J. A. Pond, on the 12th July, with some additions
and alterations derived from subsequent inquiries by the writer.
The best account obtainable seems to place the first sign of anything extraordinary being at hand at about 1
a.m. on the morning of Thursday, the 10th June, 1886, when slight earthquake-shocks were felt by the people of
the Wairoa, a village situated just eight miles from, and nearly due west of, Mount Tarawera; and also by those
of Barometrical Record at Rotorua 1886 Rotorua—accompanied at the latter place by rumbling noises—which
appear to have been continued with varying degrees of intensity up to 2 a.m. or past. At 2.10 or 2.20 the
rumbling noise had increased to a continuous and fearful roar, and at that time was accompanied by a heavy
shock of earthquake. At this same time, or immediately afterwards, an enormous cloud of smoke and vapour
was observed from the Wairoa rising over the hills which shut in that village from a clear view towards
Tarawera, the outside edges and margins of the different masses of which were outlined by vivid flashes of
electricity darting through the cloud, and colouring it most brilliantly and beautifully. This electric display was
accompanied by repeated claps of loud thunder, and by a rustling or crackling noise which appears to have been
distinctly heard above the deafening roar, and which is probably the same as that heard in electric discharges of
an artificial kind, and also in auroral displays. This heavy shock of earthquake is, doubtless the same as that
reported at Maketu at 2.30, Tauranga at 2, Whakarewarewa at 2.30, Opotiki at 2, and Oropi at 2.30 a.m., the
differences of time being due to local inaccuracies of clocks. It was noted by two observers—Messrs. Blythe
and Greenlees—that from 2.30 onwards severe shocks occurred at regular ten-minute intervals up to 3.30; and
it was between these hours that the outburst at Rotomahana occurred, for Mr. Blythe noticed that the white
cloud of steam arising therefrom was first seen about 2.30, that from Tarawera being black by contrast. It is
proved by several witnesses that the eruption of Tarawera took place first; and Mr. McRae, of the Wairoa, who
witnessed the scene, shortly after the first outburst, from the old mission-house, believes this to have been
shortly before 2 o'clock. As seen by himself and others, this consisted of three columns of smoke and fire—or
probably the glare reflected on the vapour from the heated lava below—shooting up into the air from the flat
plateau-like summit of the mountain to an immense height, with flashes of electricity darting forth in all
directions, accompanied by balls of fire, some of which fell at great distances, whilst others appeared to roll
slowly-down the steep sides of the hill towards the lake. Small stones now began to fall at the Wairoa and at
Kaiteriria, as the great black cloud which had rapidly formed over the mountain worked its way towards the
west, to be quickly followed by a downpour of mud and water and occasionally heavier stones, some of which
were hot, which battered down some of the houses in the village, and in other cases lodged in the thatched
roofs. The mud appears to have fallen in the form of an exceedingly heavy rain, with occasional large lumps;
and this continued up to 6 a.m. During this downpour, stones of various sizes continued to fall, endangering the
lives of those who ventured out of the houses; and, as the stones prove to be of the same scoriaceous nature as
those found on top of the mountain, they must have come from there, although the mud, doubtless came from
Rotomahana and the fissure in which Rotomakariri Lake was formerly situated. All this time there appears to
have been a more or less strong odour of sulphurous and other gases experienced by the people of Wairoa; and
Mr. Blythe describes a hot suffocating blast which nearly choked himself, Mr. Lundins, and Miss Haszard, after
their escape from the burning house, and which warmed them through—a welcome change from the bitter
piercing cold which appears to have prevailed the whole time.
Soon after the commencement of the eruption, and before the fall of the first stones, a great wind rose,
which rushed down the valley of the Wairoa towards the eruption, and which branched off by Tikitapu Lake,
rushing up the funnel-shaped valley there, prostrating the beautiful forest, and utterly destroying it.
It is noticeable that the people who survived and were nearest to the seat of eruption—viz., those at the
Wairoa—failed to hear the loud detonations which reached Auckland and other places: possibly the loud and
continuous roar drowned the other reports by interference. These explosions were heard at Hamilton,
Cambridge, Coromandel, To Aroha, Taupo, Christchurch, Nelson, Blenheim, Auckland, New Plymouth,
Helensville, Whangarei, Waiapu, and Wellington, and in a much less degree at places on the Bay of Plenty
Coast.
It is strange that the reports were not heard at Lichfield, only about forty miles to the west, whilst they were
heard distinctly at Waotu, about six miles further off. Mr. Howard Jackson suggests that the waves of sound
were deflected by the eastern side of the Patetere Plateau, and so carried over the heads of the people of
Lichfield.
They sounded like the reports of distant cannon, or, as has been described by a large number of people, like

the noise caused by blows on an iron tank. A considerable disturbance of the atmosphere was noticed in
Auckland in the form of vibrations of the air. After each report the windows of the houses rattled and shook as
much as they would have done from a slight earthquake-shock. The flashes of the electric display also were
distinctly seen there, a distance of 1.20 miles in a straight line from Tarawera. It must have been on the grandest
scale. The vast cloud appears to have been highly charged with lightning, flashing and darting across and
through it, sometimes shooting upwards in long curved streamers, at others following horizontal or downward
directions, frequently ending in balls of fire which as often burst into thousands of rocket-like stars. Fireballs
fell at the Wairoa and other places. Doubtless the streams of lava reported as having been seen coursing down
the sides of Tarawera were some of these slowly rolling along the surface, or appearing to do so from the point
of observation. Mr. Blythe describes some of them as moving horizontally along the edge of Lake Tarawera,
just under the mountain, in such a manner as to give rise to the belief that they were lights in the boats from Te
Ariki. Whilst sheltering in the verandah of Mr. Haszard's house he saw a large ball of fire fall on the roof and
slowly roll over to the ground, and there disappear. In all probability Mr. Haszard's house was set on fire either
by one of these, or by the lightning, as was also the forest on the north side of Lake Tarawera, which was
burning a few days after the eruption in several places.
The immense cloud of ashes and dust which was shot high up into the air, driven first by the south-easterly
wind in a westerly course, and then by the south-west wind in a northerly and easterly direction, quenched the
bright moonlight and darkened the sky for hours after daylight should have appeared. The Cimmerian darkness
was such as "could be felt." Charged with its burden of ash, dust, and sand, it gradually spread from the point of
eruption, one edge of it taking a north-westerly direction, the other nearly cast, until it passed out to sea,
dropping as it went its load of matter all over an extent of country covering 5,700 square miles of land, the
extreme western point of which was on the coast near Tairua, the extreme eastern being at Anaura, a few miles
north of Gisborne—points 160 miles apart. All over this area more or less fine ash, dust, sand, or scoria can be
found, decreasing in quantity as the focus is left, the extreme edges being so lightly covered that the deposit
disappeared with the first rain.
The height to which this dust-laden cloud and its accompanying brilliant electric discharges reached, was
enormous. It was clearly seen from Auckland by several people, one of whom, Mr. R. Arthur, of Mount Eden,
carefully noted the height of the topmost edge as seen against the profile of a neighbouring hill: the angle of
elevation, afterwards measured by Mr. Vickerman, of the Survey Department, gives a height above sea-level of
44,700 feet, or a little over eight miles. Great as this height may appear, it is less than the observed height of the
column of steam arising from Krakatoa, as measured by Professor Verbeck in 1883, which was 50,000ft.
Archdeacon Williams, at Gisborne, who took some rough observations of the cloud, calculated the height to be
six miles.
Mr. Eric C. Gold-Smith, District Surveyor, Tauranga, has collected the following data from gentlemen
living on the coast of the Bay of Plenty as to the times that the first fall of dust and other phenomena occurred.
At Tauranga it began to fall about 6 a.m., first lightly, afterwards heavier, and then lightly again, till it ceased
finally at noon on the 10th. Depth of deposit, about half an inch. The darkness was so great that no gleam of
daylight appeared till 10.30 a.m.; the greatest darkness being from 9.30 to 10.30, from which time it gradually
became lighter till 11 a.m., when the sun was first visible. The passage of the cloud was accompanied by a
strong sulphurous smell.
At Te Puke, on the evening before the eruption, there was a light east wind, changing to the south about 4
a.m. on the 10th; and at 6 a.m., just at dawn, the first fall of light dry ash was noticed, which, as the south wind
freshened to heavy squalls, with rain, turned to mud, with an increase of quantity. By 8 a.m. the dust was falling
steadily, but dry, the rain-squalls having ceased. At 12.30 it finally ended. Depth of deposit, 3in. At 6.30 the
darkness was intense, with thunder rolling overhead, accompanied by lightning seen at intervals through the
dense cloud. It gradually cleared off, till at 1 p.m. the sun was just visible.
At Maketu, the dust began to fall at 4.30 a.m., and the air was full of it at 1.30 p.m. Depth of deposit, 1in. A
slight appearance of daylight at 6.50 a.m., but total darkness from 6.55 till 9.45 a.m., and more or less dark till
1.30 p.m. when the sun was first seen. Strong electrical disturbance noticed on the 16th April and 3rd, 5th, 10th,
and 14th June. On the 5th June very strong, and lasting from 9 a.m. until 12.10 p.m. The telegraphist, Mr.
Benner, who kindly supplies the above, says, "I had never seen anything so continuous as the electrical
disturbance on the 5th until the 10th June, when the wires became altogether unworkable from 5.50 a.m. until
9.50, and continued later but not so strongly."
At Whakatane the dust began to fall at 3.30, and at 8 a.m. it was wet like wet sand; the fall ceased about
9.30. Depth of deposit, 3in. The darkness came on (eclipsing the moonlight) at 4 a.m., and it was not light till
10.30. The dark cloud appeared to travel down the Whakatane Valley, its nearer edge flashing with lightning,
accompanied by rolls of heavy thunder and a rumbling noise.
At Opotiki, it was pitch-dark till 10.20 a.m., from which time it gradually brightened till noon, when the

sun became visible. The dust began to fall at 3.30 a.m., and continued steadily to do so till 10 a.m., and in a
lesser degree from that time till noon, when it ceased. Depth of deposit, 1½in. The cloud as it approached was
seen to be illuminated with chain and forked lightning, and many balls of fire seemed to fly upwards from base
to top.
At Orete Point daylight broke as usual, but it became quite dark again at 8 a.m., and remained so till 11
a.m. Depth of deposit, l in.
At Waiapu, near the East Cape, Mr. White states that it was quite dark till 11 a.m., and that the dust fell to a
depth of l½in., most of which has since been washed away by the rains. It was so dark at 10 a.m. that a candle
could not be seen at 10ft. distance through the falling dust.
At Motiti Island, Mr. Douglas states that it was daylight as usual, but that shortly after 7 the black cloud
came over and caused it to be pitch-dark till 11 a.m., the lightning flashing and the thunder rolling through it the
whole time. Depth of deposit, 1/8in.
At Oropi, (just on the edge of the deposit,) the dust first fell at 8 a.m., softly at first, quickly at 9 a.m. and
slightly moist, ceased at 10 a.m. Depth of deposit, 3in. At 9 darkness set in; 9.15, total darkness; 10 a.m., bright
again. In addition to the ordinary thunder there seemed to be constant explosions within the cloud, with
continuous zigzag lightning, and for three hours intense cold.
At Mayor and Alderman Islands the dust fell to a depth of¼in.
At Rotorua the dust began to fall at 4 a.m. It was quite dark at 7.30, and again at 9 a.m. Depth of deposit in
the township,¼in.
The earthquakes accompanying the eruption are described as severe; and, no doubt, to those who
experienced them they appeared so, but, judging from the effects at Rotorua and other places, they cannot he
properly so called—no light articles such as bottles or vases on shelves appear to have been thrown down, nor
can these earthquakes be compared in point of severity with those experienced in the neighbourhood of Cook
Strait in 1813; 16th, 17th, 19th October, 1848; or that of the 23rd January, 1855, which elevated the coast near
Wellington and formed the great fissures at Wairau, in the Southern Island. They were evidently much more
severe in the immediate neighbourhood of the eruption, and especially in the southerly continuation of the great
fissure towards the Paeroa Mountain; for here we find the ground cracked and fissured to a considerable extent,
but in all eases these cracks follow the lines of former ones, or lines of subsidence (faults, in fact), as will be
shown later on. Still, notwithstanding their lightness, they were felt over a considerable area of country,
extending in several cases outside the zone of volcanic rocks, and were continued in many parts for six weeks
after the eruption.
The following notes respecting them have been collected:—
Tauranga.—The first shock felt at 2 a.m. on the 10th, the heaviest at 4.30 a.m., and constant light shocks
and tremors were felt up to the 25th July.
Opotiki.—First shock at 2 a.m., subsequently frequent slight shocks.
Te Puke.—First shock felt at 1.30 a.m; two severe shocks, one at 4.30, the other at 9 a.m., with continuous
slight shocks and tremors for two days.
Oropi.—First shock at 2.30 a.m., continued motion every ten minutes up to 6 a.m. It is worthy of note that
this part of the district seems to have been more subject to continued heavy shocks up to the end of July than
any other part, excepting only the immediate vicinity of the eruption.
Whakatane.—First shock noticed at 3 a.m., with continuous sub-sequent shocks, the most severe being
those at 3 a.m. and at 5 a.m.
Maketu.—First shock felt at 2.30 a.m., the most severe at 4.32 a.m., and the period during which the
heaviest and most frequent shocks were felt was from 4.32 a.m. to 6.30 a.m., and a rather heavy one at 8 a.m.
Matata.—Shortly after midnight; continued and severe shocks subsequently continued up to the 19th June.
Rotorua.—Slight rumbling and shake at 1 a.m., heavy shock at 2.10 a.m. and at 4.30 a.m., and since that
date continued up to the end of July, when they ceased.
The earthquakes were also felt at Te Aroha, Waiorongomai, Cambridge, Lichfield, Waiapu, Taupo, and, no
doubt, at numerous other places; but those named seem roughly to mark the western limit of them. At Galatea
they were continuous and heavy for some days, but eastwards of that we have no record except at Waiapu
The heaviest shock of earthquake over felt by the European inhabitants of the district occurred in the first
week in September (the 3rd), when also a heavy shock was felt in the neighbourhood of Cook Strait.
, the country being inhabited solely by Maoris.
In the immediate vicinity of the eruption, at the survey camp, Pareheru, they were felt daily from the 25th
July up to the 8th August, when they ceased, the cessation being accompanied by a decrease in the activity of
the various points of eruption.
From early in the morning of the 10th, when the great cloud of dust and ashes descended, covering the
country for miles round the seat of eruption, nothing was visible of the mountains until the morning of the 13th.

Everywhere a great cloud of smoke and vapour, lying close to the surface, hid the face of the country from
those anywhere in the neighbourhood to the west. Of the five or six Europeans living at Galatea, some
twenty-five miles to the east, two—Mrs. J. C. Blythe, and, subsequently, Mr. H. Burt—attempted on the 12th to
get through to Rotorua by the usual track, but had to turn back, as they found the road cut off by deep deposits
of ashes. Mr. Burt subsequently reached Rotorua on the night of the 12th by a long detour, and he brought the
news that the eruption had extended some few miles south-west of Rotomahana. The first sight of Ruawahia
and Tarawera Mountains, on the morning of the 13th, at once disclosed to those who were acquainted with their
shapes that a great change had taken place. The nearly level plateau-like top had become higher, and was
broken up into a series of little peaks, from near which columns of smoke and vapour arose into the air. But the
eruption had evidently ceased as far as the ejection of solid matter was concerned. A vast column of vapour
arose from Rotomahana: for at least 15,000ft. in height, and the roar it made was to be heard continuously, with
sharper detonations occasionally, for a distance of sixteen or eighteen miles.
Subsequent observations prove that nothing was ejected from Wahanga, Ruawahia, and Tarawera but black
and red scoria; and, as none of this fell after 6 a.m. on the 10th, it follows that the eruption was practically all
over in six hours, as far as those mountains are concerned. But with respect to Rotomahana it is not so clear.
Evidently the mud which covers the country from Rotorua to that place came from there, and this ceased in
places where observations could be made by 6 a.m.; but whether the sand and ashes around Rotomahana and
the southern group of craters were all ejected within that short space is doubtful. Most probably the eruption
was in that locality of longer continuance. It had, however, quite ceased on any scale by the morning of the
13th, though paroxysmal outbursts from a large number of vents continued for some time longer—indeed, up to
the 6th August, when the Black crater was in eruption for a short time.
When we come to consider the changes that have taken place in the face of the country, and the depth and
amount of solid matter removed by the action of water flashing into steam, it is marvellous that so much energy
could have been compressed into so short a space of time. Obviously the magnitude of the eruption must not be
gauged by the time it lasted. It has already been stated that more or less dust, sand, or lapilli is to be found over
an area of 5,700 square miles; but the country affected, in so far as vegetation has been injured and farming or
grazing operations interfered with, is of much less extent, amounting to about 1,500 square miles. Even in this
area, fortunately, the country brought under settlement is not very great. The farms along the coast-line of the
Bay of Plenty, extending from Tauranga to Opotiki, have suffered considerably, and great loss has been
entailed by the destruction of the grasses, necessitating in many instances the removal of the cattle to other
districts. But, generally speaking, the country is by no means permanently affected. Already the grasses are
forcing their way through the covering of dust, whilst a general opinion seems to prevail that it will eventually
benefit the light soils of the district by becoming incorporated with it.
There are some very noticeable facts in connection with the distribution of the various kinds of ejecta,
which can only be explained by the supposition that some of them reaheed higher strata of the air than others,
and there met with currents differing in direction from the lower ones. The first outbreak, as has been said,
consisted of molten scoria and lapilli derived from Wahanga, Ruawahia, and Tarawera. This seems to have
been distributed with a fairly constant radius from a direction south-east from those mountains, round by the
south-west and north; whilst from a direction east of north the lapilli seems to have been ejected with greater
force, and so has reached a greater distance. From Galatea, nearly on the southern edge of the deposit,
northwards to Te Teko and beyond it, down the Whakatane Valley, scarcely anything but fine black scoria is
found, and as the mountains are approached the depth of the deposit and size of the fragments increase until on
top of the mountains molten masses weighing several tons can be found. To the south, and far beyond the limit
of the subsequent covering of sand and dust, the fine lapilli is found thinly scattered, whilst to the west the sand
and mud have distanced the lapilli.
The mud (or, rather, wet sand), which lies westward from Rotomahana, and extends to Rotorua and thence
northwards towards the coast, is not found far east of the Tarawera River. The source of this mud was
undoubtedly Rotomahana; for, though Dr. Hector is probably correct in attributing, it partly to the condensation
of the steam-cloud charged with dust as it met the cold south-west wind, we have only to reflect on the vast
amount of water and mud which occupied the former basin of Rotomahana, and the great area of
loosely-formed rocks which have there been blown out, to see that this supply is about equal to the covering
laid over the country where it is found. This mud commences within a mile of the former lake, and, as there is
abundant evidence that subsequent to its ejection the crater threw out dry sand and dust, doubtless in the
immediate vicinity of the crater the mud has been covered over and obliterated. South and south-west of
Rotomahana no mud is found, the deposit there consisting of dust and sand, and as the southern edge is
approached this becomes an impalpable white powder, feeling and looking more like flour of a somewhat dirty
colour than anything else. It has been ejected, without doubt, from the southern group of craters. Scattered all
through the sands and dust, however, and at various levels, the fine lapilli can be seen, showing that the

outburst of Tarawera and its neighbours continued on a diminished scale nearly, if not quite, as long as the
other craters; but in mentioning this an exception must probably be made with respect to the flour-like dust on
the southern edge—an exception which will be referred to later on. Reference to the other ejcctamenta will find
a more fitting place when describing the several craters and points of eruption in detail.

Sympathetic Action in Neighbouring Areas.
An attempt has been made in the foregoing pages to show that the recent eruption occurred on a line of one
of the great fissures of the earth's crust: a necessary corollary of this is that the action was deep-seated, and not
local and superficial; consequently some signs of sympathetic action—either of a positive or negative
order—might be expected in other parts of the great fissure, if not in those parallel ones which have been
described. The following notes of occurrences which took place simultaneously or shortly after the outburst
tend to show that such sympathy of action does probably exist. It is true that a few of these symptoms may be
due in some measure to fractures of the underlying but more superficial rock-masses induced by the frequent
earthquakes, but not wholly so, or otherwise similar occurrences would have been noted at the times of former
earthquakes which equalled in severity those at the time of eruption.
Although it was reported by a road-party encamped at Poutu, just under the foot of Tongariro Mountain,
that they were aroused on the early morning of the 10th by hearing a loud rumbling noise in the mountain,
accompanied by louder detonations like the reports of cannon, and that lightning was playing round the summit
of the mountain all the time and up to daylight, and that every moment an eruption was expected; Major
Scannell, residing at Taupo, neither saw nor heard anything of it. He says: "I was up during the severest part of
the eruption, that is to say, from half-past 2 to 5 a.m. I thought on first waking that the sounds I heard came
from Ngauruhoe, and went round to look at it. The moon had set behind our western chain of hills, but there
was sufficient light left to dis- cern the snow-capped summits of Ruapehu and Tongariro—they stood out
plainly from the clear starlit sky behind: they were perfectly quiet, and there was no cloud, no lightning, nor
any sign of disturbance, either volcanic or elemental. During the two and a half hours I was watching the
eruption I saw the mountains at least twenty times, and there was no change whatever, nor any when viewed
through the glass at 9 o'clock in the morning—nothing but the usual column of steam arising from the crater. . .
. I took the temperature of some of the springs near here (Taupo) about three years ago, and kept the record by
me; and again last week, the first day I could spare since the eruption, I did so again. With the exception of two
or three at the Ruahine group, round the Crow's Nest, they were all colder. Those at the Ruahine, especially that
known as the 'Witches' Caldron,' were much hotter; but, as I had taken them previously after heavy rain, I think
the increase in temperature easily accounted for." Te Heuheu, living at Toka-anu, also reported the detonations
which had been heard at Tongariro; but probably both he and the road-party were deceived by the reverberation
of the noises from Tarawera echoing among the mountains. This is negative evidence, but never-theless
valuable, as will be shown directly.
If we now pass to the northern end of the great fissure or volcanic belt, we find abundant evidence of great
activity displayed in White Island, which has, indeed, continued for some months since the eruption.
Thursday, 10th June.—"White Island is apparently quiescent." "Te Puke settlers state that shortly after the
outburst of Thursday morning a violent eruption took place at White Island. Masses of rock and volumes of
steam were hurled into the air."
Friday, 11th.—"The 'Hinemoa,' which passed about midnight, reported no unusual activity." "The only
alteration noticed by the 'Hinemoa' was a fresh steam-jet playing violently at the landing-place, and that all the
gannets had left the island." "Captain Fair-child [on the 16th] stated that the island was slightly more active."
Saturday, 12th.—"Mr. West, mate of the 'Argyle,' when on watch late on the Saturday night off Cape
Colville, with others saw a great glare of fire in the direction of White Island, and shortly after a ball of fire
arose and immediately burst into numerous stars."
Sunday, 13th.—"'Te Anau' passed. Saw no unusual sign except that the island was enveloped in dense
cloud." (This would be at night.) "A great cloud of steam seen arising all day" (from Rotorua).
Monday, 14th.—"A great cloud of steam seen arising all day from the Township of Rotorua." Tauranga:
"During the whole of the day White Island could be seen discharging immense volumes of steam and smoke."
"It is evident there is a violent outbreak at White Island to-day. From early morning there has been a vast cloud
of steam and smoke arising and hanging over the island—almost as much as from Tarawera."
Tuesday, 15th.—Tauranga: "White Island continues in a very active state, and could be seen discharging
volumes of steam this morning."
Ever since the eruption up to the time of writing, White Island has frequently been observed to be in a
greater state of activity than usual, though not continuously so. On the 8th July it was reported "that during the
last two days it has been unusually active, and large columns of steam have been rising from it." On the loth

July Mr. J. B. Jackson observed from Oreti Point "that the cloud was very dense, and, instead of rising as steam
does, it lay along the water in a northerly direction, there being at the time a light wind off the land, for a
distance of nearly twenty miles, the angle subtended between centre of island and edge of cloud being 39° 22#.
I have frequently observed that the crater has been extremely active since the eruption, and on several occasions
have seen what I believe to be smoke issuing instead of steam." On another occasion Mr. Jackson measured
roughly the elevation of the top of the column of vapour, and made it to be about 4,200ft.
Mr. C. Alma Baker, who visited the island on the 16th September, has been good enough to furnish the
following notes: "The island, with the exception of two large rents or openings—the largest of which was our
landing-place—forms a perfect crater with walls about 300ft. high, from the centre of which rises a grand
column of steam to a height of about 15,000ft. On landing, a roaring, deafening sound could be heard, caused
by the steam issuing from the vents at the far side of the crater. Numerous jets of steam were issuing from
amongst the boulders at the landing-place. Here, and for some hundred yards inland, there was very little fresh
deposit—indeed, all the buildings, tram-rails, &c., formerly used by the sulphur-workers at this spot were
entirely free from it, although on the face of the cliff to the eastward, and, indeed, over the whole of the interior
of the crater, there was a considerable deposit of fine mud similar to that at the Wairoa. After traversing about
200 yards over greyish, slippery mud, with numerous steaming sulphur-holes on every side, we came upon the
vent which produced the noise. At the bottom of a depression about 30ft. deep, with a diameter of 100ft., were
several fumaroles, from which issued steam at very high pressure, with a most deafening noise. The ground
vibrated all around here for many yards. The deposit on the surface about this part was extremely curious, being
composed of layers of various colours from white to black. At the west end of the depression, and close to its
edge, it was very beautiful, an acre or more being covered with lovely white globules. To my surprise, I found
that only a thin crust of about 6in. in depth formed the surface, whilst underneath a stick could be thrust down
4ft, or oft. into a whitish, soft, steaming mass something like the diatomaceous earth of Rotorua. This was in
the bed of the former lake, which has entirely disappeared. Moving to the north-west for about 600 yards, and
picking our way carefully along the side of the old lake-bed to avoid the many deep steaming fissures that rent
the surface, we arrived at the edge of a depression about 100ft. deep, at the bottom of which lay a small lake of
an indescribable milky-green hue, around which arose the forbidding black walls of the crater to a height of
300ft. From innumerable fissures in the walls large quantities of steam issued forth. At the north-east end of
this lake, and raised about 3ft. above it, and immediately under the walls of the crater, was a very large
steam-hole, from which issued with fearful uproar columns of reddish-brown and white steam, which rose to a
height of many thousand feet. This red-coloured steam was mistaken for flame at some distance off. Strange to
say, I found that the water of the lake was hardly warm, whereas from its proximity to the steam I had expected
to find it nearly boiling. There evidently has been an eruption at no distant date, for mud can be seen in several
places, even on top of the higher peaks of the hills outside the crater." Plate No. 2, drawn from a sketch by Mrs.
Alma Baker, gives a good idea of the appearance of White Island as seen from the south-east.
Some of the "Hinemoa" people landed on the island on the 3rd September, and walked across the bed of the
crater-lake, the water having disappeared. They found the principal scene of activity in the north-west portion,
where steam-holes were fuming away at a great rate. The aspect of the island is changed to a considerable
extent. It has been a matter of general notice by settlers living on the coast of the Bay of Plenty that the island
has exhibited greater and more frequent signs of activity since the 10th June; but, evidently, from the statements
quoted above, this activity has been of an intermittent character.
At Rotorua, the site of innumerable hot springs, situated on the most westerly of the three parallel fissures
before referred to, a very great increase in action was noticed on the night of the eruption,

Plate No 2.
White Island
looking north-east-three miles distant.
From a sketch by Mrs. C. Alma Baker.
which still continues. The changes, indeed, are so remarkable that it is a matter of surprise that they should
have been doubted. In numbers of places in and around the Maori village of Ohinemutu, and the Government
township and sanatorium, hot springs burst forth from the ground in positions where none had been known
before. Near the Government Agent's house a fine spring of boiling water, 10ft. in diameter, bubbles up to a
height of several inches, whilst close by are smaller ones, from which flows away northwards to the lake a fine
stream of hot water. From this spot northward, following round the foot of the Pukeroa Hill—the site of many
hot springs in former days, as shown by the immense mass of siliceous sinter there deposited—steam escapes

from the ground in numbers of places; whilst at others little springs of very hot or boiling water come to the
surface, the water from which runs away to the lake. In the pa itself several fresh hot springs appeared—some
in the floor of the great meeting-house called Tamatekapua—and many of the preexisting springs showed
increased ebullition and temperature. Nearly all of these burst out on the night of the eruption.
The temperature of Rachel's bath at the sanatorium, whose normal heat is 170° Fahr., rose gradually during
the twenty days following the eruption to 196° Fahr., at which it was recorded on the 1st July; whilst at the
same time the volume of water was increased. In the beginning of August this spring was more active than the
writer had ever seen it. At the same time the fine boiling spring from which the main supply for the
swimming-bath is derived was exceedingly active, the water rising in great bubbles two or more feet above the
surface. In several places over the plain on which the township stands steam escaped from vents long extinct,
and at others it burst out in fresh localities.
Whakarewarewa, the Maori village situated about two miles south of Ohinemutu, has been known as the
site of many active hot springs and geysers for as long as tradition goes back. Ever since the eruption these
springs have been somewhat more active, but on the 25th June the boiling caldron in which the Maoris
ordinarily cook their food—a place 20ft. in diameter, and to which no bottom can be seen through the clear
waters—suddenly burst out into eruption, casting scalding water, stones, &c., around. This frightened the
resident Maoris so much that they abandoned the village. About this time, also, the great geyser of Waikite,
which had been entirely inactive for twelve years, suddenly came to life again and commenced playing, sending
boiling water high into the air, accompanied by dense clouds of steam. At the end of July the Whakarewarewa
geysers presented a most beautiful sight. There were generally three or four out of the five playing at the same
time, and Waikite frequently sent the water up to 60ft. and 70ft. above the orifice from which it spouted.
At the time of the eruption the level of Rotorua Lake was observed to oscillate considerably, as the
following notes, obtained bv Mr. Boscawen from the bath-keeper at the sanatorium, show. At 7 a.m. on the
10th it fell 1in., at 9 it rose 6in., at noon it fell 3in., on the night of the 11th it fell 5in., on the 12th it rose½in.,
and continued oscillating for some days afterwards. Up to the end of July the waters had risen—permanently,
apparently—to 19in. above their ordinary level. A good deal of speculation has been indulged in as to whether
this rise is permanent, and also as to whether the lake-shore near Ohinemutu has not subsided. The lake is
unquestionably higher than the Maoris ever knew it before. It would seem to be somewhat doubtful if there has
been any general rise in the water: the evidence relied on appears to the writer to be insufficient, but at the same
time little doubt can be felt as to the fact of a local subsidence between the Pukeroa Hill and the sanatorium.
The marks carefully placed and watched by Mr. Malfroy, the Government engineer, evidently show that such a
subsidence has taken place, but to no great extent. The old water-marks on the concrete sides of three of the
baths at the sanatorium all indicate the same, and that the fall has been in an easterly direction. The greater
height of the water in the lake is probably due to the fact that the rain-water since the eruption runs quickly over
the mud-covered surface to the lake, whilst formerly the porous strata of pumice absorbed it, and only allowed
of its gradual infiltration down to the lake-level. The coining summer months will soon, however, prove the
matter one way or the other.
It will thus be seen that there is a sympathetic action between the forces which gave rise to the eruption in
the immediate vicinity of the Tarawera fissure, and those which cause the activity in other parts of that and the
adjacent fissures—a matter which will be referred to again at a later stage. Some of the phenomena observed at
Rotorua and its neighbourhood may be explicable by the action of the earthquakes in fracturing the underlying
rock-masses, and so allowing the escape of steam and heated water in greater quantities; but the increase of
temperature and retarded outburst of the Whakarewarewa geysers until after the heaviest earthquakes had
ceased, is not so clearly connected with the same cause.

Description of Tarawera and Rotomahana Prior to the
Eruption.
In the preceding description of the Taupo Zone some reference has been made to Tarawera Mountain and
Lake Rotomahana, but only incidentally so: in order to a clear understanding of the changes which have taken
place in their immediate vicinity some further particulars are necessary.
Rotomahana (or Warm Lake) occupied nearly—but not quite—the lowest position on the central axis of the
volcanic zone, between Wahanga and Ruapehu Mountains. Its height above sea-level was 1,080ft., and in area
it covered 185 acres. The whole of this was warm water of varying temperature, in some places little more than
tepid, in others approaching boiling-point. Around its margins the steam escaped from innumerable hot and
boiling springs, fumaroles, and solfataras, more particularly so at the northern end, in the neighbourhood of the
celebrated White Terraces (or Te Tarata), the most beautiful objects of the kind in the world. On the western
shore, the Pink Terraces (or Otukapuarangi), almost equally beautiful, were surrounded by hot springs and

fumaroles. The waters of the lake were of a somewhat dirty greenish hue, reflecting the sombre- coloured fern
and tea-tree covered hills which surrounded it, whilst its sedgy margins afforded shelter to vast numbers of
duck, teal, toreas, and other aquatic birds, which were attracted there by the warmth of the water and the strict
preserve enforced by the Maori owners of the country. Several small streams of cold water found their way into
the lake, bringing down the drainage of a watershed of thirty-six square miles. The outlet was from the northern
end, where a strong stream of hot water formed the Kaiwaka River, which, after a course of a mile, and a
descent of 40ft., fell into Tarawera Lake near the Maori Village called Te Ariki. A short distance from its
mouth it was joined by the Awaporohe Stream, which drained Lake Rotoma-kariri.
It has often been a matter of discussion as to the source of the powerful stream which drained the lake, for it
was very apparent that the few small streams running into it, added to the water flowing from the terraces and
other hot springs, were quite inadequate to account for it. The eruption has, however, disclosed the fact that the
supply was mainly subterranean. The watershed was bounded on the north by the Tarawera Mountain, on the
cast by the Kaingaroa Plain, on the south by the Maungakakaramea Mountain (which stands on the
water-parting of the North Island), and on the west by the Pareheru Range. All over this area—which had a
gentle slope to the lake—the surface was formed of a porous deposit of pumice and the accompanying
rust-coloured loam before referred to; whilst here and there portions of the underlying trachytic or rhyolitic
rocks protruded. The surface was a "graven" or "sculptured" one, due to the action of water, which had cut out
numerous shallow gullies, all leading into the streams running into Rotomahana; but in very few of them could
water be found. Indeed, it is one of the remarkable features of the whole of the volcanic zone that, whilst there
are on every side the evident signs of a surface deeply scored by the action of water, the water itself, even after
the heaviest rains, is rarely seen, and then only for an hour or so, standing in little pools or forming tiny runlets
which have no power as excavating agents. Everywhere a thick growth of sombre bracken and tea-tree, or the
yellow tussock-grass, covered the surface, relieved at long intervals by clumps of bush. That portion of the
watershed which extends eastward from Rotomahana, and forms the gently-sloping plain at the foot of
Tarawera Mountain, shows indications of having formed the bed of a former lake, in which deep deposits of the
loamy earth lie with a nearly horizontal stratification, intercalated here and there with sonic fragmentary bands
of lignite. In parts this plain was thickly strewn with rocks which had fallen from the rhyolitic cliffs of
Tarawera.
Lying between Rotomahana and the base of Tarawera Mountain and about a quarter of a mile from the
White Terraces, was Rotoma-kariri, the cold-water lake, with an area of about twenty or twenty-five acres,
between which and the mountain was a shallow valley called Waingongongongo, in which were two or three
swampy ponds; but this valley was of no great depth below the bordering hills.
On the north-cast water-parting of this basin is Rerewhakaitu, a cold-water lake, without visible outlet, but
the overflow of which, doubtless, percolated through the loose strata both to Rotomahana and eastward to the
Rangitaiki River.
A noticeable feature in this part is the long straight line of escarpment forming the northern edge of the
Kaingaroa Plain, the rocks forming which are tufaceous.
The name Tarawera will, no doubt, in future be applied as a general one to the plateau-like mountains
which stand immediately to the east of the lake of the same name, though there are three separate and distinct
ones given to it by the Maoris. The most northerly is Wahanga, the central and highest part is Ruawahia, and
the southern end is Tarawera. The outlines given in Plate No. 3 and No. 3A, carefully traced from photographs,
show the general shapes

Drawn from Photographs
Mt. Tarawera Before and after the Eruption.
The dotted line shews the former summit.
Tarawera, as seen from the South West.
Before the eruption
of these hills, in one of which the alteration caused by the eruption is plainly seen. Map No. 2 also shows
the ground-plan, and it will be noticed that they form together two plateaux of a mean height of about 3,500ft.

above sea-level, or 2,500ft. above Lake Tarawera, and have an area on top of three square miles. Wahanga is
divided from Ruawahia by a gap or defile about 500ft. lower than the plateau, and there is a smaller indentation
in the cliffs which divide Ruawahia from Tarawera, though this is not continued across the plateau. The nearly
perpendicular "mural crown" of rhyolitic and trachytic rocks which encircles the mountain is only to be scaled
with difficulty in a few places, and from it a steep talus (inclination 33°) slopes down to the more undulating
country below, on which several forests prior to the eruption were to be found. It has been stated that Tarawera
is an ancient volcano on which was a well-defined crater; but this is not so. The writer made the ascent of the
mountain three times in 1873, and spent several hours engaged in topographical work on the top, and
consequently is able to state positively that no trace of such was to be seen.
Mr. Charles Clayton, of Rotorua, who was surveying in the neighbourhood of the mountain in 1884, states
that on one occasion he passed from Ruawahia over the top of Wahanga, and that he then saw a crater-like
hollow about 200ft. deep, from the centre of which rose two or three small cones: he believes this to have been
a crater. It is strange that, although the whole of the top of Wahanga is visible from Ruawahia, the writer saw
nothing of the kind in 1873; and now, if any such crater exists, it is filled up by the late eruption and cannot be
traced.
The surface was formed by a confused mass of rhyolitic rocks, broken and jagged, sometimes thrown up
into hillocks, at others having the appearance of a lava stream, fractured as it cooled into innumerable large
splinters, lying indiscriminately in all directions and positions, generally quite bare of vegetation, but here and
there a little bracken or moss, or occasionally a weather-beaten shrub, relieved the sombre grey of the rocks. A
central ridge, elevated somewhat above the general level, caused the surface to slope a little towards the
cliff-formed edge of the plateau; but, excepting the gap between Wahanga and Ruawahia, it presented few
deviations from a broken, rugged plain, over which it was very difficult to travel. The mountains have always
been held by the Maoris to be very tapu, as here was situated one of their great tribal burial-grounds; and it was
only with difficulty that Europeans obtained permission to ascend. The use of food or tobacco on top was
considered especially wicked, and as likely to entail misfortune on the offender, the anger of the atua or
guardian spirit being generally manifested by the sudden envelopment of the hill in mist and fog. Such was the
fortune of the writer when attempting to take angles at the trig, station on two occasions; but whether the
tobacco in his pocket had any connection therewith is left to the reader's discernment.
The origin of the mountains is undoubtedly volcanic, hut the immediate process by which they have
received their present form is somewhat obscure. The shape is remarkable, and like no other mountain in the
district. The accompanying section (see Map No. 2) shows this quite clearly—the plateau-like summit, the
steep "mural crown," the sharply-inclined talus, and the beautiful easy slope below and this is the section it
presents with little variation on every side excepting the east, where a range of much less elevation joins it and
thereby spoils its symmetry. The mountain is clearly built up of several lava-flows of probably distinct ages,
which have a rude parallelism and a slight westerly dip. The lower one, which forms the cliff above the plain to
the south, is composed of rhyolitic lava in very fine laminae, through which are scattered isolated portions of a
similar rock, exceedingly hard and close-grained. This flow comes out on the shores of Tarawera Lake, and
there forms the picturesque cliffs which, prior to the eruption, were clothed with beautiful pohutukawa, now,
alas! all destroyed. A higher stream can be traced in the rounded hill lying immediately to the south of the
mountain, whilst above it is the one which forms the "mural crown," and whose surface occupies the higher
parts of the mountain. It is difficult to say whether we have not here the remains of a series of great
lava-streams whose former extension has disappeared by atmospheric denudation, or, on the other hand, the
remains of one of those viscid flows of lava common to the acidic class of volcanic rocks, which never form
craters, but, welling up from a fissure, spread out, as it were, in the shape of a great bubble, like many to be
seen in the district of Puy de Dome, Central France. The recent formation of the deep crater at the head of the
chasm in the south-west of Tarawera should throw much light on the origin of the mountain when the
poisonous fumes shall have subsided sufficiently to allow of an examination; whilst the vast number of rocks
scattered all over the surface, brought up from great depths, will enable a mineralogist to tell its composition.
The mountain as a whole is doubtless rhyolitic; but the varieties of that rock scattered about are very numerous,
and sometimes beautiful, especially those containing red spherulites.
The Maori names of this mountain-group would appear to have a strange significance in view of the recent
eruption, did we not know that each one has another meaning. Wahanga means the "bursting open," Ruawahia,
"the split or cloven hole or cave," Tarawera, "the
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burnt cliff or peaks." No weight can be attached to the meaning of these names as indicating that the Maoris

ever saw any previous eruption or volcanic action displayed here. The very evident signs of great age, and
denudation of the lavas, is against any such hypothesis, even if the size of some of the trees growing on them
did not contradict it. Totara trees over 8ft. in diameter, growing in that stony soil, would scarcely reach such
dimensions during the time—five or six hundred years—the Maoris have been in occupation of the country.

Description of the Great Fissure.
Map No. 2, attached to this report, is based on the recent topographical survey, made specially to illustrate
the changes in the country which have taken place since the eruption. It will be seen that the result of such
eruption is the formation of a fissure in the earth's crust running nearly straight on a true bearing of 58° for a
distance of eight miles and three-quarters, extending from the north end of Wahanga to near Okaro Lake.
South-west of this it is continued by earthquake-cracks for some miles further. The fissure varies considerably
in width and depth, being widest at Rotomahana, where it has a maximum breadth of a mile and a half, whilst
its general or mean width where it crosses the mountain may be stated as an eighth of a mile. The depth is
greatest near the northern end, just between Wahanga and Ruawahia, where it is about 900ft. below "the gap,"
or 1,400ft. below the top of Ruawahia; and the least is at the southern end, where it may be said approximately
to have a depth of 300ft. It must not, however, be supposed that the fissure has the appearance of a continuous
rent or split in the earth's surface for its whole length; on the contrary, it is bridged in several places by parts of
the original surface remaining in position. It presents, indeed, more the character of a series of craters (not
necessarily circular), arranged in a nearly straight line and at various elevations above sea-level.
As it will be necessary to use the word "crater" very frequently, it is as well to explain that it is intended to
convey the idea of orifices of very different characters, but all of which have been actively engaged in the
ejection of solid matter, either in the form of molten rock and scoria; or sand, earth, mud, and unfused rock,
accompanied in the latter case usually by water. The first description of crater is confined to that part of the
fissure extending from the north end of Wahanga to the base of Tarawera; the second description extends from
the north end of Rotomakariri to the Southern Crater; whilst the Black Crater combines the characteristics of
both.
Standing on the highest point of Ruawahia, 3,770ft. above sea-level, and looking north-east, the fissure is
seen to have passed along the steep wall-like face of Wahanga, cutting part of it off, and terminating near the
northern end of that hill in a deep oblong crater, the eastern side of which is very much lower than the western.
Immediately to the north of Ruawahia is a long deep crater, with nearly perpendicular sides, which cuts off "the
gap" completely, and the western side of which is also much higher than the eastern, reaching tip, in fact, to the
level of the Wahanga Plateau, whilst the opposite side is but little elevated above the lower plateau extending to
Kanakana. The bottom of this fearful-looking chasm is about 1,100ft. below the top of Ruawahia. Its sides are
so steep that a descent into it would be impossible. It is scorched and blackened by the heated matter from
below, though here and there the rugged faces of the original lighter-coloured rock can be seen. The solid
contents of it appear to have been blown clean out, and are scattered all over the country in fragments of
various sizes, the larger and first-ejected portions being doubtless hidden by the black and reddish scoria which
is now piled up on its edges. Some of this has fallen back again into the vent, and thus prevents a clear view of
the more solid lava which is probably present at its bottom. It is separated from the most northern crater by a
sharp ridge composed of loose scoria, which has fallen back from the air after being ejected, and which, no
doubt, marks a point in the fissure where the molten matter met with some obstruction, or where activity first
ceased. The lower walls of this crater are quite perpendicular, whilst the upper parts slope at a high angle to the
surface. When the Survey party was there on the 28th July it was extinct, excepting that on the western side,
near the Wahanga Plateau, steam escaped from a number of cracks, as it also did just outside the crater-edge on
the eastern side. It is difficult to estimate the depth of newly-deposited scoria along the edges of these two
craters; but it appears to be about 40ft. or 50ft., decreasing in depth as the crater is left.
The present height of the top of Ruawahia is 3,770ft. above the sea. The old station of the trigonometrical
survey was 3,606ft. Its position was right in the centre of the fissure, and just to the east of the point lately
determined, at a distance of about 250 yards. It follows from this that the depth of newly-deposited scoria is
nearly 170ft. in that locality. From the position of the old station a line drawn on a true bearing of 62 for rather
more than a mile will follow along the centre of the fissure in the direction of Tarawera. Along this portion, the
width of which averages 250 yards, there
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are four distinct craters, whose depths vary from about 350ft. in the northern one to about 250ft. in the southern
one, the central ones being the deeper—about 500ft. They are separated from one another by walls of loose
scoria, which do not rise to the height of the east and west sides. As the violence of the first outbreak decreased,
it would appear that the activity became more localized, and hence places were left where the escaping steam
was insufficient to eject the scoria which fell on all sides from the more active parts of the vent, and thus
allowed it to accumulate and build up the walls separating the several craters. Plate No. 4, which is taken from
one of Mr. Spencer's photographs, shows the fissure as seen from the south-west end, looking north-cast. The
separate craters will there be seen, with the steam rising from the sides in several places. The day on which the
picture was taken was beautifully fine and the atmosphere very dry; hence but little steam is visible, though in
the early part of the day it completely obscured the view.
The margins of the fissure have several little peaks of scoria, rising as much as from 50ft. to 100ft. above
the general level, and the outer slopes of these descend at a considerable inclination to the lower parts of the
plateau. (See Plate No. 4A.) Their structure is very evident to the eye, and illustrates exactly the ordinary
formation of volcanic cones by the building-up of outwardly-inclined strata of loose scoria mixed with larger
fragments of the unfused native rock. Inside the fissure the ejected scoria has fallen back so as to leave a steep
talus sloping down to the bottom of the craters, though in many places the original rock can be seen protruding
through it, sometimes partly fused and become scoriaceous, at others apparently unaffected by the passage of
the heated matter.
Plate No. 5, looking along the fissure southerly, and across the deepest crater, shows very distinctly the
surface of the older rocks, distinguished by their lighter colour; and here the deposit of new matter varies from
70ft. to 120ft. in depth. It will be seen also that this, the deepest crater, has much more perpendicular walls than
the others. The margins of the fissures are cracked everywhere by minor fissures running generally parallel to
the main one, though some are at right angles to it. In a few of the little peaks these cracks follow nearly
horizontal lines round them, one above another, indicating the probability of a subsidence of the whole mass
into the crater at no distant date. Nearly everywhere the regular stratification of the scoria along the margins can
be traced, but it is particularly marked in the rounded southern end of this part of the fissure, as illustrated in
Plate No. 6.
The surface of the slopes is everywhere composed of fine scoria of a black or reddish-brown colour,
intimately mixed with fine pumiceous sand; and scattered over it in great profusion are blocks of trachytic and
rhyolitic rock, of sizes varying from a few inches in cubic contents to blocks measuring as much as 250 to 300
cubic feet. Most of these show little or no sign of fusion; but there is one place on the south-east side of the
fissure where enormous masses of fused or partly-fused rock (lava, in fact) are to be found. Two pieces of
rounded form, containing about 250 cubic feet each, were found partly imbedded in the fine scoria, and these
had evidently been ejected after the finer material on which they rested, for in their fall they had excavated
dish-like hollows, and broken up other rocks on which they fell. Both were completely molten on the surface.
Nor were these the only rocks which showed by their position the date of their ejection. Numbers of others, and
many of large size, have certainly been thrown up since the outburst ceased in any force. Several minor
outbursts of short duration were witnessed from Rotorua and other places during the first and second weeks
after the eruption, and these rocks were doubtless cast out at that time. The Survey party witnessed from below
one of these paroxysmal outbursts on the 6th August. Without any warning or noise a vast mass of steam and

smoke shot suddenly into the air with great velocity to a height of a thousand feet or more, and gradually rolled
away before the wind. It was like the smoke from a gun, and was over directly.
As recently as the 30th October a considerable body of smoke was observed to rise from Wahanga.
The south-eastern side and south-western end are where the native rocks lie in the greatest profusion—so
much so that walking becomes difficult. Wherever they are found in the neighbourhood of the cracks which
have been referred to they are coloured a bright yellow. These cracks, which may be numbered by the hundred,
are of all sizes from a few inches to 20ft. in width, and are sometimes over 100yd. long. They all emit the
disagreeable pungent vapour of muriatic acid, and are lined with a most beautiful yellow and green gelatinous
matter, probably ferric chloride. One of them on the eastern side, over 100yd. long, 25ft. deep, and 10ft. wide,
formed in the rich reddish-coloured scoria, was so thickly covered with this beautiful yellow and green matter,
on which the ascending steam had condensed in little drops, as to form one of the most lovely sights possible.
The crevice appeared to be lined with exquisite gems, reflecting the rays of the sun in prismatic colours. But
this beauty
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is very fleeting: the fine yellow colour disappears within a few hours, leaving a rich brown tint on the
stones, due, no doubt, to the oxidation of the iron contained in them. The prevailing tint of the scoria is owing
to this cause.
When the first clear view of the mountain was obtained a few days after the eruption, the top and sides
were seen to be coloured green and yellow, which gave rise to the report that sulphur in great quantities had
been deposited there. This appearance was caused by the deposition of ferric chloride in large amount. The
colour has since changed to reddish brown. A few minute crystals of sulphur were found in one locality, but
only in one.
No sign of any lava-stream having issued from the fissure is to be seen anywhere. Solid lava may be, and
probably is to be, found at the bottom of the craters, but at a considerable depth; but it certainly has not flowed
out: and therefore those who saw the outburst on the 10th June are mistaken in supposing they saw lava pouring
slowly down the mountain-side. The steam or vapour which rises from the craters and the cracks along their
margins is that of muriatic acid—its pungent odour is unmistakable; but in some parts a strong smell of iodine
was also noticed, and in others an offensive scent like that of burnt leather. As to what this may be, the writer
hesitates to offer an opinion.
The escape of vapour, however, is not confined to the fissure or its immediate vicinity: places as far off as
half a mile—some near the edge of the plateau—were also emitting steam in small quantities, which seems to
indicate that the mountain has been shaken and fractured to its very base, thus allowing the heated vapour to
escape by the crevasses formed. This opinion is also supported by the fact of finding the sands at the base of the
mountain everywhere warm at 6in. under the surface, even after heavy rains. On the fifth day after the eruption
the writer observed with the telescope that after each shock of earthquake—which then occurred
hourly—cracks opened on the side and base of the mountain, and at considerable distances from the fissure,
from which little jets of steam arose—to disappear, however, after the lapse of a few minutes. Generally the
vapour is quite white in colour; but every now and then a jet of reddish-brown smokelike steam is sent up from

the craters, and in one or two places steam of a very light-bluish colour was noticed.
At the southern end of the fissure on Mount Tarawera one of the breaks or bridges occurs, where the
escaping steam does not appear to have had sufficient power to force an outlet through the rocks of the
mountain. The steep slope which this bridge occupies is covered thickly with rocks of all sizes ejected from the
fissure above, the space between being filled up with fine scoria and sand. The latter is, doubtless, derived from
Rotomahana and that part of the fissure which lies on the north-east of it. This slope terminates on the
perpendicular south-west face of Tarawera. In several places on it steam was escaping on the 28th July,
showing that, although unequal to the exertion of opening a great fissure continuously, the eruption has cracked
and shaken the underlying rocks sufficiently to allow the steam to reach the surface. The bridge is just a quarter
of a mile in width. Its southern end marks the higher edge of the great crater forming the northern termination
of the chasm which extends from top to bottom of the south-west side of Tarawera, the depth of which is
between 800ft. and 900ft. This depth decreases as the lower end of the chasm is reached, until it finally runs out
into the sloping plain lying at the base of the mountain. The western edge is very sharply defined—the rocks
falling almost perpendicularly to the bottom—and is, like the fissure on the top of the mountain, a good deal
cracked and shaken: the cracks run, however, more at right angles to the chasm than they do above. On the
eastern side, nearly half-May down, another crater has been formed, which widens the fissure out somewhat,
but its average breadth is about 80yd. Here, again, muriatic-acid fumes are escaping from the cracks, with the
yellow ferric-chloride deposits lining them just as above. At the end of July but little activity was shown along
this part of the fissure, though every now and then a column of reddish smoke was sent up into the air, but in no
great volume. Plates Nos. 7 and 8, taken from below, show the appearance of the chasm.
At the bottom of the chasm another of the bridges occurs, about an eighth of a mile in width, where it is
possible to cross the fissure; but immediately below it, and right at the foot of Tarawera, is a circular crater
about 120yd. in diameter and 300ft. deep, which was at one time exceedingly active. In July it was quite
extinct, and filled with dark-green water, from whence its name, Green Lake Crater. (See Plate No. 7.) It is
separated from another crater of smaller size lying to the south-east of it by a sharp wall of rock. In the spot
which this latter crater now occupies there formerly existed a rugged mass of rhyolitic rock, separated from the
steep sides of Tarawera Mountain by part of the plain, and which from its general likeness to the mountain
itself had received the name of "Little Tarawera." Most of this mass of rock has been blown away leaving only
small portions of jagged, riven pinnacles to denote its site. It now separates the crater from the new lake formed
on its south-
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western side. The immense power of the elastic gases is well shown in this little crater, for scattered around
for a considerable distance are huge rocks of rhyolite which have been ejected from it. Many of the
rock-fragments about here contain a good deal of obsidian, and some of them small reddish spherulites.
The steep slopes of Tarawera and Ruawahia Mountains, which lie directly under the "mural crown," are
covered thickly with fine scoria, which, in many instances, has already become consolidated into a breccia
which is difficult and even dangerous to travel over where the inclination is great. The cementing-matter
appears to be the very fine sand or mud (or ash) whose origin is probably Rotomahana. The gently-sloping

plain south of the foot of Tarawera is thickly covered with this scoria, as are the hills to the east, and where the
water has already cut through it and spread it along the channels, it forms a hard stony bed just like the breccias
seen in older volcanic formations, which are noted for their hardness and power of resisting atmospheric
denudation.
As might naturally be expected from the description of the mountain given above, the nature of the ejecta
on and around it are eminently stony. Scoria, black and reddish-brown in colour, generally in a complete state
of fusion, forms the bulk; but spread all over and intermixed with it are fragments of the native unfused rock,
rhyolitic, trachytic, and perhaps and esitic in character.
The writer makes no pretence to a knowledge of mineralogy, any more than such a rough one as may be
gained by the comparison of specimens with the type-rock usually found in every museum.
Some particularly interesting specimens of rock in a half-fused state have been preserved, in which the
original structure, quite intact, is plainly to be seen; whilst in others the unfused masses are coated with the
fused lava. On the top of Tarawera, volcanic bombs may be found, but of no great size; but globular masses as
large as a walnut are very common—indeed, remarkably so—on the eastern side of the fissure. They look like
grape-shot more than anything else. Newly-formed pumice has undoubtedly been ejected from some of the
vents, but in very small quantities. It was only seen by the members of the Survey party on the extreme
outskirts of the volcanic deposit, and the amount collected docs not equal more than a handful. Most of the
specimens are decidedly different in character from the common pumice of the district, in being heavier and
more dense, and of a finer colour. Several specimens are interesting as having adhering to them little flakes of
the black scoria of Tarawera, which have served to protect the softer pumice from the attrition to which it must
have been subjected when ejected. The character of these flakes of lava would seem to indicate that the pumice
came from Tarawera. The presence of this newly-formed pumice, a product of the acidic class of volcanic
rocks, in conjunction with the scoria, which, as far as the analysis at the command of the writer goes to prove,
belongs to the more basic volcanic rocks—is particularly interesting, and is worthy of careful study by those
having a knowledge of mineralogy.
See Appendix, for note on recently-formed obsidian.
The sands which are found on the mountain are precisely similar to those which surround Rotomahana
crater and the other group of which it is the centre, and are doubtless derived from the same source. It has
already been pointed out that Rotomahana was in eruption subsequently to Tarawera, and continued to be so for
a more lengthened period, which accounts for the sand being found on top of Tarawera and on its slopes.
Mention has been made of the forests which once clothed the slopes of these mountains: they were of
considerable extent, especially on the south-eastern flanks. The eruption has utterly destroyed them over an area
of many square miles. They present the most melancholy and desolate aspect: not a green leaf is to be seen
anywhere, but, instead, a mass of broken limbs and riven trunks, wrenched and torn to an extent that renders the
wood utterly useless. Many of the trees have been burnt, and their charred remains alone are to be seen. The
slope now occupied by the chasm on the south-west side of Tarawera was partly under forest formerly, and the
trees which covered it suffered in the same manner as the rocks, and have been blown away far and wide over
the country. On the southern side of Rotomahana large logs, some as much as 3ft. in diameter by 15ft. and 20ft.
long, are found half-buried in the sands, battered and worn, and sodden with water; and these must have come
from Tarawera, as there was no other forest in the line of eruption. They have been hurled through the air a
distance of four miles. A very striking instance of the force of the wind which accompanied the eruption is
exhibited by a totara tree, the stump of which is still standing near the chasm. It protrudes from the ground for
about 15ft. or 18ft., and is evidently standing on the spot where it grew: at that height from the ground it is
about 8ft. in diameter. The top has been twisted off, and has disappeared, leaving the jagged stump with the
splinters all directed in the same way, showing it to have been subjected to a violent wrench. Many other trees
(principally rimus) have suffered in a similar manner in the same locality.

Plate No 9.
The New Lake—"Rotomakariri"
Within the Great Fissure-Looking South-west. (From a photo
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The craters and points of eruption which occupy the line of fissure from Wahanga to the base of Tarawera
belong to that class which have been described above as characterized by the ejection of molten rock or scoria.

But in continuing the description of the fissure towards the south-west we shall deal exclusively—the Black
Crater excepted—with the other class, or that in which the ejection of unfused rock, mud, sand, and water
predominated. The one class of crater is, strictly speaking, volcanic, the other hydro-thermal (if we give an
extended meaning to this term), though undoubtedly the prime cause of action in both is the same. A glance at
the map will show that the general character of the fissure changes immediately the base of Tarawera is left: it
is no longer the narrow rock-bound rift like that on the mountain, but widens rapidly out into a large crater, or
series of craters, through which, however, the narrower fissure can still be traced by the different craters marked
on the map. This sudden change in its character is accompanied by a change in the nature of the rocks which
have been blown out. The walls and sides of this large area are formed by soft earthy deposits which seem to be
lacustrine in their origin, and the stratification of which is nearly horizontal, as may very plainly be seen in the
steep cliff forming the eastern side. It naturally offered very much less resistance to the volcanic forces than
that of the solid lava of the mountain, and consequently a very much greater amount of material has been
removed.
The first point to which attention is drawn is the new lake, called after the smaller one which formerly
occupied a position not far from it. This is an entirely new feature, directly due to the eruption. The lake is just
one mile long, with an average width of nearly a quarter of a mile. Its eastern side is nearly perpendicular, but
the western and higher one slopes much more gradually. In the beginning of August the waters showed signs of
ebullition in several places, but very little steam arose therefrom. Its present height is 983ft. above sea-level, or
220ft. below the plain to the east. Plates Nos. 9 and 9A show the lake as seen from the northern end, and on the;
eastern or left-hand side can be observed some horizontal lines, the middle one of which denotes the former
surface of the country; the recent deposit (there mostly sand) being piled up above it from 30ft. to 50ft. A little
stream of water, draining through from the Green Lake Crater, is found at the northern end, whilst at the
south-cast side is another of considerable volume, which issues from the bottom of the cliff forming the side of
the fissure. The water of the latter is warm, and of an astringent taste: where it leaves the cliff steam issues in
small jets, accompanied by a disagreeable smell as of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The muddy-coloured water of the lake prevents any estimate being formed of the depth, but it is probably
not great, and must be decreasing rapidly as the incoherent material on its banks gets washed down by the rains.
A few days after the eruption a vast quantity of steam was observed to arise from this locality, and at that time
no doubt the fissure was dry; but on the seventh day the steam had entirely ceased, as far, at least, as could be
seen from the hills near the Wairoa, and the new lake had probably begun to form in the fissure. It was not,
however, until about the 20th July, when Professor Thomas and Mr. Lundius passed round it, that its existence
was known. No change had taken place since then up to the date of survey. We can only suppose the origin of
this lake to be due to a cessation of activity in this part of the fissure at an early date, which would allow of the
falling-in of the sides, aided by the heavy rains early in July, until the lower part of the fissure became
completely filled up, thus allowing the waters to accumulate. There is no doubt that a large portion of the
drainage of the south and eastern slopes of Tarawera finds its way by subterranean watercourses into it. That
large bodies of water have come down from the mountain since the eruption is proved by the width of the
watercourses on the plain, and by the great depth (over 100ft.) that a channel leading into the lake lias been
excavated quite recently.
The nature of the ejects around the lake is coarse sand and mud, evidently derived from the lake when in a
state of activity; but as the steep slope of Tarawera is approached the scoria becomes more and more prevalent,
and enormous blocks of stone are found. With a depth of from 30ft. to 40ft. on the shores, it decreases very
soon as the lake is left, until at two miles to the east it cannot be more than 2ft. or 4ft. deep, as the stems of the
tea-tree are everywhere seen sticking up through it. The surface is capital walking when dry. It is composed of
coarse and very fine particles of grey sand, which have a strange power of retaining the water. The coarser
particles appear to be loosely cemented together by the finer ones, and in this it differs materially from ordinary
sand. After rain it becomes mud, but with no plasticity. It is difficult to say whether it should be called mud or
sand: under different circumstances it may be either. As stated previously, the sands are warm 6in. to 10in.
under the surface at the base of Tarawera even after heavy rains. This heat may be due partly .to that retained
ever since the matter was erupted, or partly to the heat of the underlying rocks. On top
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of the range of hills westward of the lake, steam in small jets still escapes from the ground in several places,
even half a mile off the edge of the lake.
The fissure widens out somewhat suddenly at the south-west end of the lake into an undulating flat,
covered with the usual grey sand and mud. The walls on the east are quite perpendicular and about 250ft. high,
hut a talus of mud is found along the foot everywhere, and from it oozes out in several places a little cold water,
which drains away into a lake shown on the map. On the opposite or western side the bounding hills slope
upwards at a very steep inclination. They are indented by three crater-form hollows, from which a large amount
of steam arises. The steam issues from a number of funnel-shaped depressions varying in diameter from a few
feet up to 30ft. or 40ft. The two little lakelets shown in the line of fissure are both very active along their
margins, though the water of the larger one is cold. The western side of the latter is formed by perpendicular
rocks, which are cracked and fissured from top to bottom, from out of which the steam issues with great
violence, giving rise to a deafening noise, to be heard a long distance off. The crater directly to the west of Star
Hill, although small, is very active indeed, and is filled with steam up to its rim—so much so that no sight of
the bottom can be obtained. The ridge which extends from the Banded Hill directly towards Star Hill is
composed of earthy stratified clays ending abruptly against masses of hard rhyolitic rocks, which form its
northern end, just above the lakelet before mentioned. These rocks are also steaming, whilst immediately at
their base are several extinct fumaroles, some filled with water, others dry, and near them a strong odour of
petroleum is perceptible. This ridge seems to have formed a division in this part of the fissure separating the
Rotomakariri series of craters from those of Rotomahana; but in the direct line of fissure it is blown out, and the
lakelet occupies that part as a separate crater, now nearly extinct, but which has been exceedingly active,
judging from the large amount of rock-fragments scattered about. All over the place just described there are
several funnel-shaped depressions marking the sites of fumaroles of various sizes now extinct. The general
level of the plain is 980ft. above sea-level, or just 100ft. below the former level of Rotomahana Lake.
If we take the Banded Hill as a natural division of the fissure, it forms the eastern side of the great crater of
Rotomahana, which has an east-and-west diameter from there of just one and a half miles, and a
north-and-south one of about the same. This gives an area of slightly over two square miles as the size of the
crater, which is surrounded by precipitous and in some places perpendicular walls, varying from 200ft. to 300ft.
in depth. Below the walls the ground slopes by ridges and hollows to the central cavity, now filled by water.
The height of this above sea-level is 565ft., or 515ft. below the former level of Rotomahana Lake. It will be
seen from the map that the elongated lake or pool at the bottom of the crater occupies the line of the great
fissure. The water is evidently hot, though none of the Survey party descended to it to ascertain the fact, the
danger at that time being too great from the clouds of scalding steam which obscured a large portion of the
crater. It is but a moderate estimate to assume that the depth of solid matter which has been removed from the
crater by the eruption is 300ft.; but this will give a quantity equal to nearly 620 million cubic yards. In other
words, it would cover two hundred square miles a yard in depth.
At the end of July and beginning of August the principal foci of activity within the crater were distributed
along the line of fissure, and around the west, north, and eastern sides, though nearly everywhere, whenever the
dense cloud of steam admitted of a sight, fumaroles and points of activity could be discerned in countless
numbers covering other parts of the sloping bottom. The southern "hay" had ceased to be active, except in a few
places where steam issued from the sides of the little river draining down into the central lake. This river was
hot—indeed, almost boiling—where it issued from the ground, which it did with great noise and volume, its
waters so strongly impregnated with iron as to colour the rocks with a bright-yellow ochreous deposit, though
the water was quite clear. It is believed that this "boiling river" was one of the subterranean feeders of
Rotomahana. It derives its waters from the drainage of the plain above and probably also from Rerewhakaitu
Lake and the slopes of Tarawera. The heat of the waters will arise from the same source as that which caused
the excavation of the crater. The signs of recent great activity in the southern bay are exhibited in a striking
manner. Huge rocks and masses of earth have been hurled and tumbled about in the most extraordinary manner,
giving the place the appearance of having been the scene of sluicing operations on a most gigantic scale.
Numbers of funnel-shaped depressions of all sizes up to 30ft. or 40ft. in diameter indicate the positions of the
steam-vents which caused the havoc that has been wrought, though all are now extinct. No molten rock is to be
seen anywhere—nothing but the native rock—that is, the earthy deposit which forms the basin of Rotomahana,
and some of the harder trachytic or rhyolitic rocks, and these are half-buried in the grey-

The Steam Cloud of Rotomahana from te Hape o Toroa hill.

(Looking North East) As seen in June 1886
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Directly to the south-west of the crater is Te Hape o Toroa Hill, 1,940ft. above sea-level; and from a point on its
side 1,800ft. above the sea the best view of Rotomahana is obtained. The following quotation from the writer's
first report
Appendix to Journal, House of Representatives, H.-26, 1886. The writer is glad to have this opportunity of
correcting the only serious mistake which later explorations prove to have occurred in that report. It was there
stated that only some doubtful specimens of fused rock had been met with: the fact is, the molten matter was
covered up by the later ejection of sand, mud, and ashes, and it was only after the first rains that it appeared
everywhere. Tarawera at that time was unapproachable.
describes the appearance of the crater on the fifth day after the eruption: "The Pink Terraces were in such a
situation as to be at least a quarter of a mile within the margin of the present crater, and no eye can penetrate
through the dense mass of steam to ascertain their fate. Occasional breaks in this dense veil allow of momentary
glances into the crater, but for no great distance, and the sight disclosed is one of horror. A dim brownish
twilight, making everything of a hideous hue, enables one to sec a dreadful mass of boiling mud, black and
brown in colour, with seething pools of steaming water or liquid mud, sometimes cast up into fumaroles
ejecting steam, at others vomiting forth stones and mud with a noise like the roar of innumerable
steam-engines. From time to time the more active vents along the margins, after a prolonged roar, or a sharper
detonation like that of a cannon, shoot forth high into the air large bodies of stones, sand, and mud, which
generally fall back again from whence they came; at other times they are scattered far and wide over the
mud-covered hills around the margin, the stones leaving dish-like hollows where they disappear beneath the
surface. The outer edge of the crater differs in height above the bottom according to position, and no general
statement could be given as to an average height; but at the west side it is probably about 300ft., the upper part
being formed of debris thrown out from the crater. To the margin of this ejected matter it is dangerous to
approach: it is constantly falling in, and is full of cracks for many yards back. To the east of Te Hape o Toroa,
along the valley which was formerly occupied by a stream running into Rotomahana, are several points of
eruption (see Plate No. 10A, where a few of them are shown), some of them throwing up stones and mud at
intervals, generally preceded by a loud detonation. The top of this hill, being about a quarter of a mile from the
margin of the crater, affords an excellent view of the whole eruption; but, at the same time, the frequent
earthquakes tend to engender a feeling of insecurity, and a wondering feat lest the whole steep hill-side should
subside into the crater below." At that period the stones were frequently ejected from the
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and distinct craters, all of which are blown through the solid rock, and are at the present time filled with hot
water. The two northern ones of the group were nearly extinct in the beginning of August, but the others were
intermittently active, especially so the Black Crater, a name derived from the colour of the ejecta. (See Plate
12A, and also 14B, which shows the interior of the crater as blown out from the solid rock.)
An attempt has been made in previous pages to show that, the origin of the eruption is deep-seated; and
some evidence of this is demonstrable from the position the fissure here occupies with respect to the original
valleys and hills. It will be seen from the map that from the south end of the Echo Lake Crater a valley, varying

from 300ft. to 400ft. deep, runs, parallel and quite close to the fissure, right down to Rotomahana Crater—for a
distance of over a mile. Now, had the eruption been in any sense superficial, this valley, offering the least line
of resistance, and quite close to the general direction of the fissure, would be the line which it would naturally
be expected to take. But, instead of this, we find that spur after spur has been severed, and the straight line of
fissure continued quite irrespective of the formation of the country. Plate No. 13 illustrates this well. The crater
there shown is blown out of one of the steep spurs coming down from Te Hape o Toroa, whilst the deep valley
on the left, of the picture is left intact. Indeed, the explosive forces seem to have had, as it were, a preference
for the spurs and hills rather than the lower intervening ground, for all of the five southern craters occupy the
tops of the hills, excepting part of the Echo Lake Crater, which cuts right across a former valley.
The Black Crater, though small in size, has been, and still is, one of the most active along the whole line.
When first seen, on the fifth day after the eruption, it presented a most beautiful sight: the vast column of steam
that shot up into the air with great velocity, nearly as high as that from Rotomahana (15,400ft., as measured),
was accompanied by constant paroxysmal discharges of rock and mud, which rose in a pyramidal form to a
height of from 500ft. to 600ft. above the bottom of the crater. There appeared to be alternating ejections, first
from one end, then from the other; and frequently the direction of the outburst deviated from the perpendicular,
and the stones then shot out in a curve, falling on the exterior slopes of the hill with a noise like the rattle of
musketry. The stones lay smoking on the surface for some time after their ejection. (Sec Plates Nos. 14, 14A,
and 14C.) The activity has a good deal subsided now, but an eruption took place on the 4th August—only
lasting a few moments, how-
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ever—when stones and mud were thrown out. The next to the south is the Inferno Crater, which occupies the
side of the hill sloping down from the Black Crater. It is in appearance like some enormous gateway leading to
the nether regions. Little information can he gained, however, as to its features, for the dense mass of steam
which arises from it obscures everything but part of the great boiling pool in the bottom and the black
perpendicular rocks forming its sides.
Reference was made on page 45 to the exception which the Black Crater offered to the general character of
the southern part of the fissure. This exception consists in the fact of it and the Inferno having ejected molten
rock of the same composition as that from Tarawera. The walls of the Inferno present the same appearance as
the fissure on Tarawera—that is, the rock appears to have been subject to heat sufficient to partly fuse it.
Several small volcanic bombs and a large number of rudely spherical masses of molten rock have been picked
up in this locality, though nowhere else except on the mountains. These fusea globular masses vary in size from
that of a walnut up to 4in. or 5in. in diameter; they are heavy and solid, and rarely scoriaceous.
The Echo Lake Crater, which lies immediately to the south of the Inferno, is divided from it by a low ridge
about 50yd. wide. It is rather more than a quarter of a mile long, with an average width of 120yd. It has nearly
perpendicular cliffs for most of its circumference, but at the north end these fall away to the level of the lake
which now occupies the basin. In the beginning of August it had ceased to be very active, though the water was
boiling here and there, and steam rose from the surface everywhere. Plates Nos. 15 and 16 give a good idea of
its appearance as seen from the Southern Crater. The channel which leads away from the north-east end of this
crater is now dry; but when Professor Thomas and Mr. Lundius passed along here in the middle of July, a large
stream of very hot water was flowing from the crater-lake down towards Rotomahana. Where it leaves the
crater the channel is about 20yd. wide, but it rapidly widens out to 120yd., and its bed is strewn with great rocks
ejected from one of the adjacent craters. The rocks on the western side of the crater appear to be very solid
below, and from fissures in them the steam still escapes. The mass of rock through which the crater has been
blown out appears to be a hard, dense, banded sandstone of volcanic origin; in some specimens the bands or
lamina; are highly coloured—green, red, and brown being the predominating tints. This crater (or craters, for
there are probably two) has been the scene of explosions on a large scale, if we may judge from the immense
number of rocks scattered around it, some of which are very large—as much, indeed, as a thousand cubic feet in

solid contents. The floor of the valley to the east of it is strewn with ejected rocks in a remarkable manner: they
are piled up in such a way as to lead to the belief that a continuous and heavy discharge took place in this
particular direction for a considerable time; and, as they are not covered with the lighter ash and sand, they
must be the result of the latest effort of the crater. Nowhere along the whole fissure are such numbers and
varieties of unfused rocks to be found. The mineralogist will here find, over the space of six or eight acres, a
complete museum of volcanic rocks. Although the east side is that on which the greatest number of rocks is
found, all the hills and gullies for a considerable distance round are thickly dotted with them, either lying on the
surface or buried under the cup-shaped depressions which characterize the hills. One of these hollows measured
30ft. in diameter by 12ft. deep, denoting where a rock larger than usual had sunk out of sight. The sand and ash
on the edges of the crater is about from 15ft. to 20ft. in thickness. Plate No. 15 shows the old and new surfaces
plainly.
To the south of the Echo Lake, and separated from it by a valley, is the Southern Crater, the dimensions of
which are 200yd. long by 100yd. wide, and with a depth of 350ft. below the crateredge. On the fifth day after
the eruption this was still very active, though filled with boiling water. An enormous column of steam arose
from it high into the air, and obscured the surface of the water. The crater is blown out of a ridge, valleys
dividing it, on the north from the Echo Lake Crater, and from the next ridge to the south. In neither of these
valleys can the fissure be traced. It is somewhat remarkable that no sign of the fissure is to be observed south of
the Southern Crater: not even a crack can be seen; but it is quite possible that the thick covering of ash hides
any minor fissures or earthquake-cracks in this locality, whilst they are to be seen some distance
south-westward. Plate No. 16c shows the nature of the country southwest of the Southern Crater, and in
continuation of the line of fissure.
The nature of the deposit covering the country round the southern-most craters differs somewhat from that
round Rotomahana: we no longer have the surface of sands and mud, which, acted on by the rain, forms deep
furrows lying closely together (see Plate No. 17), but a fine impalpable powder of the consistency of flour, of
the same colour and appearance as Portland cement. It docs not cut up into
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water
little channels as the sand and mud does, but still envelopes the hills much as it did when first ejected.
Doubtless it owes its origin to the southern craters, and is probably of later date than the ejecta from
Rotomahana. In some places where it could be observed in the beginning of August it was found to be quite dry
at 3ft. under the surface, notwithstanding that very heavy rains had fallen since the date of the eruption. The
base of the Hape-o-Toroa Hill is its northern termination, whilst it extends in a southerly direction to half-way
up Maungakakaramea Mountain, where when first seen it appeared to end quite suddenly, the lower part of the
hill being quite white, as if covered with snow, whilst the upper showed the native vegetation of fern and
tea-tree apparently uninjured. The western edge of the deposit at Pareheru Bush is almost equally well marked.
Here it fell among the clumps of bush there growing, and has left them scorched and dying, showing that it fell
quite hot: indeed, five days after the eruption it was quite warm 6in. under the surface. After heavy rain it forms
a mud of the most tenacious and plastic character. Few who have travelled over it in that state will ever forget
the fatigue it gave rise to. If moulded when in the wet state it dries quite hard, like cement. Scattered through it,
but in no great quantity, is a little fine scoria, evidently derived from Tarawera; hut this is only found a little
way under the surface. Outside the hounds of this ash, (if ash it may be called, for the name seems somewhat of
a misnomer) a little scoria or lapilli is found to extend for a mile or more, but in very small quantities.
On considering the character of the southern craters of the great fissure, together with the nature of the
ejecta, Are are forcibly reminded of Poulett Scrape's description of La Gour de Tazana, a lake in the volcanic
district of Pay de Dome.
"Extinct Volcanoes of Central France." 1858. By G. Poulett Scrope, F.R.S., F.G.S.
He says:—
"Rather within a mile to the north-east of the Puy de Chalar is a circular lake called La Gour de Tazana,
about half a mile in diameter and from 30ft. to 10ft. deep. Its margin for a fourth of the circumference is flat,
and little elevated above the valley into which the lake discharges itself. Everywhere else it is environed by a
crescent of steep granitic rocks, rising about 200ft. from the level of the water, and thickly speckled with small
scoria and puzzolana lava. These fragments are all that indicate the volcanic origin of this gulf-like basin; but
these are enough. No stream of lava, or even blocks of any size, are perceivable. The encircling rocks show
marks of considerable disturbance.
"This curious and—in Auvergne—rather uncommon variety of crater is identical in character with some of
the largest and most remarkable of volcanic maare in the Eiffel (particularly that of Meerfeld), with this only
difference: that the former has been drilled by the volcanic explosions through granite, the latter through
superficial strata of grauwacke, slate, and secondary sandstone.
"The peculiar character by which such craters are distinguished from the volcanic vents we have been
describing—viz., their great widths, the total absence of all lava-currents, and the extremely small quantity of
ejected scoria by which they are surrounded—are not easily accounted for. . . . . The extremely regular circular
figure which is characteristic of all such craters demonstratively proves that the explosion of one or more
clastic bubbles was concerned in their production."
(P. 81.)
"One remarkable and peculiar circumstance attends these cones of Montchal and Mont Seneire—viz., the
existence of a deep, large, and nearly circular hollow immediately at the foot of each. The bottom is covered
with water; and they bear the names of Lakes Pavin and Mont Seneire. Both are bordered with nearly
perpendicular rocks of ancient basalt. Their position announces them to be contemporary with the eruptions of
the neighbouring cones, and it seems probable that, like the Gour de Tazana already described, they owe their
formation to some extremely rapid and violent explosion."
(P. 143.)
"In this range also, as in Mont Dome and Mont Dore, we meet with a few lakes, occupying wide, deep, and
nearly circular basins, which bear every appearance of having resulted from some violent volcanic explosions,
but differing from ordinary craters, not only in their larger dimensions, but in the nature, also, and disposition
of their enclosures, which are usually of primary or, at all events, pre-existing rocks, merely sprinkled more or
less copiously with scoria and puzzolana, little, if at all, elevated above the surface of the environing country."
(P. 185.)
No doubt Scrope is correct in assigning a sudden explosion as the cause of these and similar craters. After a
few years, when the rains shall have washed the recent deposits off the hills, and the vegetation again appears
near the southern craters, there will be little left to denote the origin of them but the blocks of unfused rocks
which lie scattered around.
It seems very probable that Rotokawau, the beautiful little lake, encircled with perpendicular cliffs, which

lies near Tikitere, close to the shores of Rotorua, is another of these craters due to a sudden explosive effort
unaccompanied by the ejection of lava or scoria. It

Plate No 18.
Tarawera Mountain
From above Te Ariki. Shewing position of "The Chasm"
has been blown through a rhyolitic tuff or lava flow now covered with a growth of tall forest trees, and still has
a small but active fumarole on its western edge.

Earthquake-Cracks.
It has been before mentioned that the great fissure is continued in a south-westerly direction by
earthquake-cracks. There are many features of interest connected with these as bearing on the recent eruption,
and also on the proof they offer of the great disturbance of the crust of the earth in this locality in times long
antecedent to the late eruption, when the earthquakes must have far exceeded in violence those recently
experienced, and at the same time have extended over a much larger area than the near neighbourhood of the
fissure. A glance at the map will show that there is a series of cracks which is directly in the line of fissure,
whilst on both sides others exist which have a nearly parallel direction. No doubt, were the covering of ash
removed from off the space between these cracks and the Southern Crater others connecting them with that
crater would be found. The proof of it is this: The Survey party were in the habit of using one of the little
valleys leading from Pareheru to the Black Crater as the road to their work each morning; but on one occasion
after a heavy rain they found their way cut off by a crack which had appeared during the night, and this was so
large and so deep as to be impassable. It extended across the valley from side to side, a distance of 60yd. by
20ft. wide, and had a varying depth of from 15ft. to 25ft. No sign of this had been seen before. Doubtless the
heavy rain had worked its way down under the ash until it came to the crack, and had then excavated its sides
till the covering fell in and disclosed its presence.
Now, it is remarkable that all the fresh cracks seen—and they were very numerous, only a few being shown
on the map through want of time—followed the lines of old cracks, or subsidences, or perhaps it would be
better to call them faults. In nearly every valley in this part of the country, a peculiar feature had been noticed
by the writer for many years past, and many an hour had been occupied in endeavouring to assign a cause for it.
These valleys are almost invariably dry, and, being generally of gradual easy ascent or descent, the ancient
Maori pathways follow along them from one watershed to another. They thus formed the high roads of the
country, and, being invariably grassed, whilst the hill-sides were covered with fern, formed excellent places for
observing. Every here and there—sometimes within a few yards of one another, at others perhaps with a mile or
so intervening—were terraces or "steps" running athwart them, of various heights, from a foot or two up to
20ft., 30ft., or 50ft. A peculiarity about them is that they do not all face the same way—i.e., the descent is not
always the same as that of the valley. It constantly occurs that a valley may have a gentle regular descent of 4°
or 5° inclination for half a mile or so, then a nearly perpendicular step will have to he ascended, and then the
regular descent is continued to the next step, which may be another ascent, or, on the other hand, it may be a
descent. All of these valleys are, of course, clue to the action of Nature's most powerful graving-tool, running
water; though rarely is running water now to be seen in them. What becomes of the water which after very
heavy rain does come down them? The earthquakes attendant on the recent eruption have clearly explained this,
as well as the nature of the steps. Every recent earthquake-crack follows along the face of these steps, generally
about half-way up, sometimes on top, sometimes at the bottom, and more rarely a few yards off. Clearly the
steps are old lines of earthquake-cracks, which have formed fissures—faults, in fact—in which the downthrow
varies, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the opposite. The running water coming down the valleys after
rain, on meeting these fissures, naturally disappears into them. At the foot of the steps large holes or
depressions are frequently seen, sometimes extending along them for considerable distances, marking where a
subsidence of the surface has taken place. In the valley leading from Tutchu (see map) to Maungaongaonga (sec
Plate 18A for drawing of the mountain) the following notes of the cracks were taken: The three nearest the
latter mountain have a downthrow to the north-west of amounts varying from 6ft. to 12ft.; the other one a
downthrow to the south-east of about 15ft. In the valley leading from Maungakakaramea towards Pareheru the
three nearest the former mountain have a downthrow to the north-west of 10ft., 30ft., and 25ft.; the other three a
downthrow to the south-east of 40ft., 50ft., and 15ft. The combined evidence of these two series tends to show

that there has been a subsidence of the central area, which is north-west of the great fissure, of about 25ft. to
30ft. (See section in Plate No. 18B.) The long earthquake-crack shown near the Pareheru Bush was traced over
hill and dale a distance of one and a half miles, the southern part of which has a parallel direction to the great
fissure, but the northern portion tends more to the west. It has a downthrow to the south-east or towards the
fissure varying from nothing to 60ft. or 80ft. In mentioning the downthrow, however, it must be understood that
this is not due to the recent earthquakes, but to the more ancient
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From a photograph by J .C. Blythe.
ones, which were of a much more serious nature; or perhaps the constant earthquakes for ages past may each
have performed its part in causing a gradual subsidence.
Although these ancient lines of subsidence, or faults, are most plainly to be seen in the valleys, there is no
difficulty in tracing them over the hills: in every case a depression will be seen where the subsidence has taken
place. Plate No. 19 shows what is meant. This illustrates a recent subsidence along an old crack which occurs
on the coach-road from Rotorua to the Wairoa. On the right of the picture the terrace or step which runs across
the valley is seen, and by following it out with the eye it will be observed to cross the ridge in the background
just under the little hillock. Similar depressions on the ridges can be seen in every other case noticed. The
subsidence which has here taken place has, no doubt, been caused by the opening of the old crack by recent
earthquakes in the first instance; and, as the covering of mud which there hides the face of the country no
longer allows the rain-water to percolate slowly through the naturally porous surface, it has gathered in
considerable volume near the crack, until its weight, charged with mud, has broken through into the old
subterranean channel which had previously carried off the waters of the valley. This subsidence is, however, on
a much larger scale than usual: the depth of the chasm formed is about 90ft.; it can be traced for a long distance
over the hill to the north.

The study of the mud-and ash-covered surface of the country around the seat of the eruption affords some
very instructive examples of the power of running water acting on loosely-compacted materials. The views
generally held as to the slowness with which meteoric agencies act in altering the form of surface are likely to
be a good deal modified—at any rate, in a country of similar origin—after a visit to the district. It is quite
astonishing the additional power that running water gains when charged with mud as an excavating agent.
Many of the little streams draining the mud-covered hills, which were never known to flood to any appreciable
extent, now come down as great torrents, carrying along an immense load of dêbris, to be spread over the lower
levels, whilst the channels are cleared out and widened in a remarkable manner. In several instances
watercourses were seen, which owe their origin to the eruption, that had been worn out to a depth of over
100ft., whilst on the hills the furrows were running down the sides every few feet, and often very deep. In parts
the country exhibits an excellent example of the usual form of hill-shading on maps, the hachures being formed
by the watercourses; and, as these, of course, run in the same perpendicular lines, the resemblance is complete.
Plato No. 17 gives some idea of this appearance. The water when charged with mud and sand, is able to effect
in an hour or two what under ordinary circumstances could only be accomplished by water alone in many ages.
It is perhaps the action of water charged in this manner that has caused the excavation of the many gullies in
this country down which no water ever runs now, and the origin of which is most difficult to arrive at. Possibly
the "pluvialists" would quote this country as evidence of the truth of their theory of a former state of the earth in
which a vastly greater amount of rain fell than at present; but we have only to observe what water can do when
the conditions are favourable—as they are here—to account for almost any amount of denudation, and that, too,
within a very short space of time.
In every case, in the neighbourhood of the great fissure, where these ancient lines of subsidence were seen,
the recent earthquakes have cracked the surface—and nowhere else. The cracks are not large—generally from a
few inches to 4ft. or 5ft. wide—hut they are sufficiently numerous in some parts to make it difficult to take a
horse across country.
On the map will he seen a place called Waikorua, or Earthquake Plat. Here are to be seen several of the old
lines of subsidence; and, as they are in this place closer together than usual, the intervening ground can plainly
be seen to have subsided bodily for a few feet. The recent cracks follow the same lines, and have a general
direction roughly parallel to the great fissure.
Major Mair states that after a heavy earthquake in 1865 he observed these same cracks to have been opened
afresh.
Some of them open out to a considerable width; one was noticed which appeared to have been in part
occupied by hot springs or fumaroles formerly, for the sides were coloured as in many of the active fumaroles,
and the rock had been in some cases decomposed by the action of the gases. The flat itself is a somewhat
remarkable feature, having much the same appearance, though on a smaller scale, that Rotomahana Crater will
have after the vegetation shall have covered its steep sides. It looks, in fact, just like one of the hydro-thermal
craters which has possibly been occupied by a lake at a subsequent date, though the evidence of this is not very
clear. Leading from it at each end is a long, dry, winding valley, with a gradual descent in both directions. The
earthquake-cracks and faults in it are subsequent to its being occupied by a lake, if ever such lake existed.
Although the neighbourhood of the great fissure is that in which the greatest number of the steps or faults
are found, they exist in considerable numbers in other parts, especially towards Rotorua, or between the fissures
which have been described. They have a very general parallel direction, though some run nearly at right angles,
and in one place they appear to radiate from Tikitapu Lake, as before referred to. It will be found that if the
direction of the cracks southwest of the Southern Crater is continued for a few miles, it will lead, first, directly
through a country in which are a large number of extinct hot springs and fumaroles, and then, at a short distance
further, into the existing group of hot springs at Otamakokore and Waikite. These springs are situated
immediately at the foot of the steep range of hills forming the northerly continuation of the Paeroa Mountains,
which there is every reason to believe forms one side of a great fault or fissure.

Ash field and Craters, as seen from Pareheru bush.
Hills covered with mud as seen from Kaiteriria, Pah.
Conclusion.
In concluding this report a few remarks on the general character of the eruption may prove of interest. It has
been remarked by Judd that nearly every known volcano has originated in the formation of a fissure, in the
earth's crust, from which matter has been ejected in various forms, and for a longer or shorter period of time.

The matter so ejected, if in the form of the acidic and more viscid lavas, has usually welled up from below and
spread out from the vent in streams of great size, but extending to no great distance, and without forming a cone
such as is usually associated with the term "volcanic mountain." These lavas tend rather to the formation of
rounded dome-like masses, of which central France offers several examples. If, on the other hand, the ejected
matter is more fragmentary, a true cone or series of cones is usually the result. It has also been observed in so
great a number of eases as almost to have become a recognized law, that there is a regular sequence in the order
in which lavas of different compositions have been ejected from vents. This generalization is due to the
researches of Richthofen; and the order, in point of time and composition, which he laid down is as follows: (1)
Propylites, (2) andesites, (3) trachytes, (4) rhyolites, (5) basalts.
Now, it is a matter of some interest to ascertain, if possible, to which of the above classes the recent
eruption belongs, for on its determination (if the law holds good in this case) depends the question of the future
history of Tarawera. It is evident that the solution of the problem depends primarily on the chemical analyses of
the ejected matter; but these analyses have not yet been made public to any great extent. Such as are available
tend to prove that the ejecta belong to the basic class of rocks, or to a transition from the acidic to the basic, and
therefore are more basaltic than anything else—or, in other words, that the last phase in the history of the
vulcanicity of this particular district has set in.
Vide Appendix No. 1.
Doubtless the report of the Professors who have already visited the district when it appears will clear up
this important matter; but in the meantime there are certain points in connection with the subject which are so
obvious, and bear such strong testimony to the great change in the character of the rocks ejected, from those
forming the surrounding country, that it will be of interest to note them.
The matter ejected from Tarawera and Ruawahia in the greatest quantity is scoria, black and reddish-brown
in colour, and highly vesicular in texture. So much is it like in outward appearance to the basaltic scoria so
common to the volcanic districts of Auckland and the Bay of Islands, that only a very close examination would
detect any difference. Now, with the exception of a little around Ruapehu and Tongariro, no such thing as
scoria is anywhere to be found all over the Taupo volcanic zone. Pumice there is in abundance; but pumice is to
the acidic lavas what scoria is to the basaltic lavas—i.e., the froth or scum—and no pumice, except in such
small quantities that a careful search by the Survey party only brought to light a quantity which may be held in
the hollow of a hand—was ejected from Tarawera. It is true that the sands and mud which cover so large an
area of country have the appearance of being formed largely of pumice in minute fragments; but these, it is
believed, are not recent products, nor did they to any great extent emanate from Tarawera, but from the basin of
Rotomahana and Rotomakariri: they are merely the comminuted fragments of pre-existing rocks of the acidic
class.
No one who has carefully studied the nature of the molten ejecta can doubt for a moment that an entire
change has taken place in the character of the volcanic rocks now brought to the surface, from those formerly to
be found there. We know that those forming Tarawera are the most acidic of all—trachyte and rhyolite—and no
one has ever shown that these lavas produce vesicular black scoria.
We are thus again brought face to face with evidence which tends to prove what has already been attempted
from other lines of reasoning, that the late eruption was deep-seated. If Richthofen's law is in any sense true, the
deductions from it are equally true. The prevailing belief of geologists is, that the heavier and more basic lavas
occupy the lowest position in that fluid belt which Sir William Dawson so ably described in his presidential
address to the British Association at its late meeting, and, as a consequence, are the latest to be brought to the
surface, and come from the greatest depths.
Since in the recent eruption the ejecta on top of Tarawera have been of that fragmentary character which
tends usually to build up a true volcanic cone, we may ask why they have not done so. Before an answer can be
attempted to this question, some consideration must be given to circumstances connected with the eruption
which have a wider range.
It has been shown in previous pages that there are strong reasons for believing that the volcanic forces in
the Taupo Zone had been gradually dying out for ages past; but there were also reasons shown for thinking that
latterly, and not very long before the eruption, an increase in activity had taken place, although this increase
was not altogether of such a character as to cause any alarm or apprehension of what was about to occur. We
may suppose that during the period of decadence, and in the earlier stages of increasing activity, Ngauruhoe
would act as the safety-valve at the southern end of the volcanic zone; and in its eruptions, which have been
very minor ones, it would serve as the channel by which the superfluous energy of the clastic forces below
would be carried off. But if, through any causes acting on the reservoirs of fluid matter below, a change in the
locus of pressure were to occur, another vent would be sought. Whilst Ngauruhoe has remained unchanged in
the degree of activity for many years past, the recently-proved activity of Ruapehu tends to show that such a
change has occurred, and that the elastic forces endeavoured to find in the old channel of communication of that

mountain a vent for their escape. But the effort was futile: possibly the elastic force of the gases was unequal to
forcing solid matter to the surface at an elevation of over 9,000ft., and as a consequence another vent at a lower
line would be sought. Recent events have shown that such a vent was found at Rotomahana and Tarawera,
where the imprisoned forces seem to have gathered strength sufficient to overcome the resistance of the
superincumbent rocks. It would appear as if a wave had passed along the fluid belt beneath the crust, first
affecting Ruapehu, and passing thence northwards to Tarawera and on to White Island, and perhaps finally
continuing its course to Niuafou, in the Tonga Islands, where it burst out in eruption on the 30th August.
When we come to consider the circumstances attending on the recent eruption, one of the things which
strikes us as almost inexplicable is this: Why should the outburst have occurred first in the solid mass of rock of
which Tarawera is formed rather than in the basin of Rotomahana, where hydrothermal action has been
displayed on a larger scale than in any part of the Taupo Zone, and that for ages past, and where it would appear
as if a communication pre-existing was already established with the heated interior? To account for it by
assuming an origin for the outburst of so great a depth below the crust that the difference in height between the
top of Tarawera and the bottom of Rotomahana is, by comparison, so infinitesimal as to cause no difference in
the amount of resistance to be overcome, does not remove the difficulty entirely. It is, perhaps, more reasonable
to suppose that a communication existed within the mountain, forming the old channel by which the lavas of
which it is formed first flowed up to the surface, and the rocks in which had not quite cooled down or
consolidated, and that this was the immediate source of the heat which gave rise to the action of the
Rotomahana hot springs and others farther to the south. If this is so, then it is hut natural to suppose that the
imprisoned gases would most readily find a way to force the solid matter upwards along these old channels to
the surface. Further evidence of this will he found in the actual order of the occurrences at the outburst. The
eruption was first seen to occur on top of Ruawahia, Wahanga, and Tarawera. After a time, as the vents became
more open, the violence of the outburst would increase and spread along the line of fissure to the south. As the
fissure opened up towards the first "bridge," already described, the forces would find less resistance towards the
edge of the steep plateau than on top, and consequently they burst through the steep hillside, and formed the
deep crater called the "Tarawera chasm," and then, continued the process by opening up the fissure further and
further to the south till Rotomahana was reached: there, the lowest point along the line having been arrived at,
the outburst was mostly concentrated.
This, as far as we know, is the actual order of the phenomena at the outburst. If it is correct, then we have
an explanation as to why a cone has not been built up on top of Tarawera. It is simply this: that the gases which
would have continued to eject solid scoria (to be followed probably by lava-streams) from vents confined
within, comparatively speaking, narrow limits, such as those on top of the mountain, until a cone was built up,
escaped at a lower level and from a larger orifice, where the resistance to be overcome was less, and in its
nature different. It has already been pointed out that the change in the width of the great fissure occurs directly
the softer rocks are met with. As soon as the outburst reached this part it spread and found more room to act,
and gradually caused a cessation of action on top of the mountain by providing an easier outlet for itself. It
might be supposed that when the crater at the top of the Tarawera chasm was formed, as this is at a
considerably lower level than the fissure above, the lava would here find its way to the surface in the form of a
solid stream: the reason why it has not done so is probably to be found in the fact of the lava being at a low
level within the fissure, and that it does not anywhere approach the surface. The size of the fissure formed was
sufficient apparently to carry off the imprisoned steam and to relieve the pressure, so that it had not power to
force the lava up to anywhere near the surface. Some further evidence of the fact that Rotomahana derived its
heat from a source within the Tarawera Mountain is found in the "boiling river" which now runs into the crater.
As has been described, this stream bursts out suddenly from amongst the débris of rock and mud within the
crater. It is nearly at boiling heat when it first appears, and evidently comes from underneath the cliffs forming
the crater-walls. As it passes through only about 300yd. to 350yd. of ejected matter, it cannot derive its heat
from that due to the outburst, but rather to subterranean sources.
It appears to the writer that all the evidence we have tends to prove the existence of a reservoir of molten
heated matter within that part of the great fissure which underlies the mountains of Tarawera and Ruawahia,
connected, of course, with the heated interior, and with other parts of the great fissure. What the immediate
cause of the eruption was is a matter of pure speculation. Captain C. E. Dutton, of the United States Geological
Survey, in his description of the Hawaiian volcanoes, says: "Volcanic action and regional uplifting are really
associated phenomena, and the results of the same cause. When we come to inquire into the cause of elevatory
movements of the earth's surface we only encounter a mystery. No solution has ever been given which does not
go to pieces under criticism."
The Tarawera eruption appears to offer an example of the first stage in the formation of a volcanic
mountain. It is, in fact, an incomplete effort to form a volcano. Whether the energy has exhausted itself in this
effort, and matters will remain in a state of quiescence for long ages until it shall have again gathered strength

to advance another stage, remains to be seen. As far as can be judged from the present state of affairs, the
activity is fast dying out, and a return to the normal state appears imminent. Changes are for ever occurring in
Nature, and these will be watched with great interest in this locality. The crater of Rotomahana cannot remain
for long in its present state: as the activity decreases the equilibrium at present existing cannot continue; the
drainage of the country which falls into the basin will no longer be carried off in steam, but begin to fill it with
water and form a lake, probably of hot water. A time will come when this lake will increase to a much larger
size than that which formerly occupied its site; but an end to that will come: after rising for some 80ft. above
the former level, it will then force its way over the barrier now thrown across the outlet, and when that time
arrives a very few hours will see the greater part of this barrier removed, and then the waters of Rotomahana
must form a devastating torrent as they pour down into Lake Tarawera. Luckily that lake is of considerable
extent, or otherwise the flood which would rise in the Tarawera River would prove more disastrous than any we
have record of in this country. The face of the ash-covered country will change too. Vegetation will soon appear
and prepare it for the uses of man. But never, alas! can this compensate for the loss this colony—nay, the
world—has suffered in the destruction of those masterpieces of Nature's handiwork, the Pink and White
Terraces.

Appendices.
Appendix No. 1.
ON page 69, preceding, the opinion was hazarded that the rocks and scoria finally ejected from Tarawera
and Ruawahia fissure were basic in character, and denoted that a change had occurred in the history of the
vulcanicity of the district. A reference to the analyses below, which have been most kindly supplied by Mr. J.
A. Pond, Colonial Analyst for Auckland, proves the truth of this to demonstration.
In order that this may the more clearly be understood, a synopsis of analyses of volcanic rocks has been
added, which shows the means of a very large number, given in Clarence King's "Geology of the Fortieth
Parallel," Vol. I., and which have been taken out specially for this purpose. An analysis of a typical basalt,
copied from J. Bete Jukes' "Manual of Geology," is also given.
Whilst it would thus appear that basic rocks formed the final ejectamenta from the fissure, it would seem,
from facts which have come to the writer's knowledge since the foregoing pages were written, that during the
earlier stages of the eruption, matter which may yet prove to be molten acidic rock was also ejected. This matter
is in the shape of irregular, highly visicular, masses of obsedian glass, and of beautiful glassy bombs, which
have been found along the shores of Lake Rotoiti in considerable quantities. The latter are perfectly ovoid in
shape, and as much as 2in. in the longer diameter, of a dark-brown or black colour, and so light that they,
equally with the irregular masses, float on water. These symmetrical objects have the appearance of birds' eggs
formed of dark glass, like that of a bottle. The native inhabitants of Hawaii give to the filamentous glass so
frequently found near the crater of Kilauea the name of Pele's hair—Pele being the goddess of the mountain: it
is suggested that these pretty globules of glass may with equal propriety be called "Tarawera's tears."
It is to be noted, however, with respect to these analyses, that none of the scoria, of which such large
quantities are found on top of Tarawera, has been brought from there to be tested. The lapilli shown in the table
is that scattered around the southern and western parts of the deposit; but there cannot possibly be any
reasonable doubt that it came from Tarawera and Ruawahia.

ANALYSES OF TYPICAL VOLCANIC ROCKS, from CLARENCE KING'S "Geology of the
Fortieth Parallel."
Name. Locality. Silica. Alumina. Iron Oxides Manganese. Lime. Magnesia. Soda. Potassium. Potash.
Chlorine. Phosphoric Acid. Sulphurous Acid. Organic Matter. Water. Specific Gravity. Propvlite .. .. .. 60.90
16.90 5.50 Tr. 5.30 2.30 3.30 2.80 .. .. .. .. .. .. 98.10 2.4 Quartz propylitc .. .. 66.20 12.30 13.20 " 2.00 0.80 3.30
4.45 .. .. .. .. .. .. 101.70 2.4 Andesite .. .. .. 62.40 16.10 12.40 " 5.10 1.90 2.80 2.70 .. .. .. .. .. .. 103.5 2.6
Andesite, dacite .. .. 69.90 14.30 5.00 " 2.10 1.00 2.80 3.30 .. .. .. .. .. .. 98.4 .. Trachyte .. .. .. 60.00 16.10 7.00
0.10 5.60 3.10 3.40 3.40 .. .. .. .. .. .. 101.1 2.4 Rhyolite .. .. .. 73.60 12.90 1.90 0.10 1.20 0.50 3.00 5.60 .. .. .. ..
.. .. 98.7 2.3 Basalt .. .. .. 53.90 17.30 9.90 Tr. 7.50 5.70 3.40 1.60 .. .. .. .. .. .. 99.5 2.7 From J. Bete Juke's
"Manual of Geology." Basalt .. .. .. 48.00 13.80 13.80 .. 10.20 6.50 3.00 1.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. 100.0 2.96 J. A. Pond'S
Analyses Of Rocks, &c., from Tarawera. Ash* .. .. Southern craters 66.85 17.95 6.05 .. 3.85 0.20 0.33 .. 0.16
0.05 0.09 0.39 1.30 0.85 97.07 .. Mud .. .. Wairoa 70.10 15.95 5.15 .. 2.60 0.30 0.37 .. 0.19 0.07 0.09 0.32 1.30
0.90 97.34 .. Dust .. .. Tauranga 64.00 18.16 7.20 .. 5.42 1.90 0.58 .. 0.18 0.03 0.14 0.48 0.90 0.75 99.74 .. Ash†
.. .. Whakatane 57.15 18.35 11.55 .. 8.36 1.37 0.64 .. 0.17 0.04 0.095 0.35 0.20 0.30 98.57 .. Ash .. .. Opitiki

56.30 17.70 11.50 .. 8.45 2.20 0.59 .. 0.17 0.06 0.125 0.30 0.25 0.15 97.79 .. Lapilli‡ .. .. Wairoa 50.90 20.00
14.10 .. 10.38 2.77 0.70 .. 0.14 0.04 0.16 0.22 .. .. 99.41 .. Lapilli .. .. Pareheru 51.35 18.20 14.50 .. 10.26 3.10
0.84 .. 0.16 0.05 0.125 0.41 .. 0.25 99.25 .. Lapilli .. .. Rotoehu 52.60 18.30 12.70 .. 11.05 4.65 0.67 .. 0.09 ..
0.06 .. .. .. 100.12 .. Dr. Hector's Analyses of Dust From Tarawera Eruption. (See Appendix, Journal House of
Representatives, 1886, H.-25.) Dust .. .. Tauranga 60.74 16.09 11.58 Tr. 5.69 0.96 Alkalies, 2.68 .. Tr. .. Tr.
2.26 100.0 .. Dust .. .. East Cape 59.37 17.96 10.18 " 5.98 1.19 " 2.12 .. " .. 0.99 2.21 100.0 .. * The white
impalpable powder. † Mixed with fine lapilli. ‡ Lapilli from Tarawera Mountain.

ANALYSES of VOLCANIC ASH and LAPILLI from the Tarawera Eruption.—By J. A.
POND, Colonial Analyst, Auckland.
—Dust, Ash, or Mud. Lapilli. Okaro. Wairoa. Tauranga. Whakatane. Opotiki. Wairoa. Pareheru. Rotoehu.
Soluble on heating in hydrochloric acid and water, equal quantities—1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. Silica .. .. .. .35 .20 .35
.65 .60 .50 .70 .50 Iron oxides .. .. 2.05 2.50 3.00 2.90 3.20 3.90 3.85 3.50 Alumina .. .. 3.45 2.80 5.01 4.45 3.90
3.70 4.95 6.60 Lime .. .. .. .95 .67 2.01 1.92 2.10 1.79 2.14 2.65 Magnesia .. .. .20 .30 .30 .47 .80 .67 .45 .70
Soda .. .. .. .33 .37 .58 .64 .59 .70 .84 .67 Potash .. .. .. .16 .19 .18 .17 .17 .14 .16 .09 Chlorine .. .. .05 .07 .03 .04
.06 .04 .05 .. Phosphoric acid .. .. .09 .09 .14 .095 .125 .10 .125 .06 Sulphuric acid .. .. .39 .32 .48 .35 .30 .22 .41
.. Carbonic oxide .. .. Traces Traces Traces Traces Traces Traces Traces Traces Organic matter .. .. 1.30 1.30
.90 .20 .25 .. .. .. Water .. .. .. .85 .90 .75 .30 .15 .. 25 .. Insoluble in acid— Silica .. .. .. 66.50 69.90 63.65 56.50
55.70 50.40 50.65 52.10 Iron oxides .. .. 4.00 2.65 4.20 8.65 8.30 10.20 10.65 9.20 Alumina .. .. 14.50 13.15
13.15 13.90 13.80 16.30 13.25 11.70 Lime .. .. .. 2.90 1.93 3.41 6.44 6.35 8.59 8.12 8.40 Magnesia .. .. Traces
Traces 1.60 .90 1.40 2.10 2.65 3.95 97.07 97.34 99.74 98.57 97.795 99.415 99.245 100.12

Appendix No. 2.
ASCENT OF RUAPEHU: EXTRACT FROM MR. L. CUSSEN'S REPORT, DATED JUNE, 1886.
IN my monthly report for April I informed you that on ascending Ruapehu in the early part of that month
we found a crateral hollow on its summit containing warm, or probably boiling, water: as this matter may be of
interest at the present time, it may be well to give a few details and a short description of the mountain, so far as
I can from the few notes which I was able to make in the limited time I could devote to the subject, my object,
of course, being to complete the trigonometrical observations at the trig, stations in time to descend to our camp
before night. We ascended the mountain from the western side, following a long and tolerably regular ridge
which runs down from the top of the cone to its base. The ascent was not very difficult: we accomplished it in
four and a half hours from our camping-ground, which was situated 5,000ft. above the sea-level; we had
therefore 4,000ft. to ascend, nearly 3,000ft. of which was over frozen snow. As we ascended, on all sides of us
were examples most various and instructive of volcanic phenomena, and the forms and shapes assumed by lava
in cooling. The most remarkable feature of the mountain is the crater-lake on its summit. This lake is situated at
the bottom of a funnel-shaped crater, its steep sides being mantled with snow and ice. I had no time for
measurements to ascertain the correct dimensions of the lake, and its peculiar surroundings made it difficult to
estimate them with any degree of accuracy. The water seemed to me to occupy a circular basin about 500ft. in
diameter; it is situated inside the two peaks, Paritetaitonga and Ruapehu, which are about 60 chains apart on the
southern portions of the mountain; the lake would be about 300ft. below the peaks, and quite inaccessible,
except with the aid of a long rope, and even then the descent over the icy masses would be attended with danger
and difficulty. On first reaching the top of the peak I noticed small clouds of steam floating over the surface of
the lake; on watching it more closely the water appeared now and then to assume a rotary movement; eddies
and whirlpools seem to pass through it from the centre to the sides, steam or vapour flashing up from the
eddies.
It was impossible to discover the exact form and construction of the summit of Ruapehu, the whole
mountain-top being covered with a deep mantle of snow, which completely fills up and hides all the hollows
between the peaks. Three prominent peaks are presented to
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view: Paritetaitonga, on which our station stands, is on the southwestern end of the mountain; to the
south-east of it, about 60 chains distant, is Ruapehu, which is the highest point of the mountain; exactly a mile
to the northward of Paritetaitonga is the third peak, called To Heuheu, not quite so high as Paritetaitonga. All
between these three points, with the exception of the crateral lake, is a great undulating snow-field, intersected
by irregular crevices of immense depth. From the vertical inward faces of the three peaks, their more gradual
outside slopes, and the general configuration of the mountain on the western side, it would seem that the peaks

formed part of a circular crateral ring, the diameter of which would be about one mile, and the western portion
of the lips of which have been destroyed. The crater in which the hot water now exists would probably have
been formed, with others, on the floor of the old truncated cone. As stated in my monthly report for April, I
noticed on several days after our ascent of Ruapehu a column of steam rising out of the crater and ascending
high above the mountain-top. I drew the attention of Te Heuheu and several of the oldest Natives in the district
to this fact, and they all agreed that it was quite a new thing—they had never heard of steam arising from
Ruapehu before. I think it is more than probable, however, that a low state of volcanic heat prevailed in the
crater throughout. Five years ago, when triangulating on the Kaimanawa ranges, I noticed a column of vapour
arising from Ruapehu in the position of the crater; but, not knowing of: the existence of the lake, I thought it
must be a cloud or fog arising out of one of the gorges of the mountain, although it seemed very like a column
of steam.
When observing angles at Paritetaitonga, although the stones which formed the station-mound were frozen
hard together, my instrument would not remain level; the same thing occurred at Hauhungatahi station, eight
miles to the westward of Ruapehu, which was likewise frozen hard when I was observing there. Three years
ago, when taking angles on Ngauruhoe, I found the same difficulty in keeping my instrument level, although
the ground on which it stood was formed of a solid conglomerate mass.
Mr. A. D. Wilson, writing on the 20th July, reports the same trouble. He says: "I experienced great
difficulty in keeping my instrument level when observing at Hauhungatahi, even though the ground was
ironbound with frost. I ascribe this less to present volcanic action than to the place where the trig, is being an
old crater, which having been filled up with very loose materials never properly consolidated, the slightest
weight upon the surface is sufficient to depress it. I am led to assume this from the character of the stuff taken
out when digging the hole of the tube, which looked as if it had first been burnt and then put through a
crushing-machine."

LAKE TAUPO.
In the month of January last I took a series of soundings of Taupo Lake, the details of which are shown on
the map accompanying my report. The lake covers an area of 154,680 acres; its greatest length, from
Tapuaeharuru to Waihi, is 24 miles 70 chains; its greatest width, from Waihaha Bay to the mouth of the
Hinemaiai River, is sixteen miles and a half. The result of the soundings shows that the lake has an almost level
bed, the average depth being 65 fathoms, and the greatest depth, at a point nearly in the centre, being 89
fathoms. Only in one place was shallow water found at any considerable distance from the shore: this point is
the reef about three miles to the north of the Motutaiko Island, where the rock is covered by only 7ft. of water.
Motutaiko Island is one of the most interesting features of Lake Taupo. It is formed of a column of rhyolitic
lava, ascending perpendicularly from the bottom of the lake to a height of 600ft., half of it being below the
water, and the upper half covered with stunted timber and scrub. Its construction points to the probability that it
is the neck of lava which filled an old volcanic vent, and it was probably surrounded by a cone of loose ejecta,
which have been worn away by denudation, and now cover the floor of the lake. To the north-east of Motutaiko
Island, and extending northwards from near the mouth of the Hinemaiai River along the shore for a distance of
three miles, is a ledge running about two miles out into the lake; this ledge is covered by only from two to three
fathoms of water, and at its edge the depth suddenly increases to over 30 fathoms. All along this ledge are lying
large totara snags, many of them protruding above the water, and they seem to be in a good state of
preservation. The Maoris have no knowledge as to how they came there, nor have they any tradition of a
change taking place in the formation of the shore: it is more than probable that they were deposited by a slip
occurring on the high land of the shore, at a time when the surface was covered with forest. A landslip on such
a scale would scarcely have happened since the Natives have inhabited the district without their retaining some
account of it, and it therefore seems probable that the timber has been lying there for four hundred years or
more.
The evil spirit, or taniwha, of Taupo Lake, called Horomatangi, is said by the Natives to inhabit a cave in
the reef which lies to the north-east of Motutaiko Island. They say that when a canoe approached the reef,
Horomatangi lashed the water into foam, throwing up pumice and stones, and creating such a disturbance that
the canoes were frequently capsized. Another interesting legend in connection with the reef was told to me by
Te Heuheu. He said that a totara log possessing great mana or power floated in the neighbourhood; sometimes
it lay near Horomatangi reef, and sometimes it appeared with its end resting on the shore of the lake. It had
worn for itself a passage through the snags from the shore to the reef; it would lie for days touching the shore,
and then suddenly depart, and travel through the clear passage to Horomatangi, a distance of nearly two miles.
An elderly Native assured me that, when a young man, in a journey from Tapuaeharuru to Motutere, he had sat
on the log to rest as it lay on the shore of the lake; on returning in a day or two after he saw it floating far out on
the lake on its way to Horomatangi. When the mission church was built at Motutere, the missionaries induced

the Natives to use the log in the building of the church: the Native who dragged it out of the water died soon
after, and all those who assisted in carrying it to the site of the church, or preparing it for the building, also died
within a short time after. The movements of this log—which, no doubt, were considerably exaggerated—may
be due to the current of the Hinemaiai Stream, which passes slowly through the lake, being deflected in the
direction of Horomatangi's reef by the ledge on which the submerged timber lies; the log would thus be carried
out by the current, which extends to the reef, where it might remain till a westerly or a north-westerly wind
drove it back against the light current of the river, until it again reached its former position on the shore.
At Karaka Point, a promontory four miles south of Tapuaeharuru, are some interesting caves. They were
worn by the action of the water on the volcanic conglomerate in which they are formed. The caves are about
30ft. above the present level of the lake. Underneath the tufa of the caves, and along the shore of the lake, the
rocks are rhyolitic lava. Three miles to the north-west of Karaka Point, on the shore of the lake, a large deposit
of iron-pyrites appears in the rhyolite and tufa beds.
With the exception of the sandy bays of Whangamata, Waihora, Waihaha, and the several smaller bays
shown on the map, the whole of the northern and western shores are formed of steep rugged cliffs of rhyolite,
intermingled with which are masses of tufa and volcanic ashes. The heights of these cliffs vary from 100ft. to
800ft. above the lake, with generally deep water close alongside them—from 40 to 50 fathoms being found
with our boat made fast against the rocks. The scenery all round the western arm is picturesque and beautiful:
there are numerous interesting waterfalls and many secure and picturesque boat-harbours, with a depth of water
from 10 to 40 fathoms within them; and safe anchorages can he reached, with good shelter from almost every
wind.
The western shores of the lake are in many places wooded to the water's edge, the trees frequently seeming
to grow on the almost hare rocks, which protrude here and there through the foliage. The Natives have their
settlements inside the little sandy hays, and on the alluvial flats along the several rivers which empty into the
lake.
Karangahape Point, with the little island-rock of Motuwhara, which lies a short distance off the point,
would afford an interesting subject for the study of a geologist. The cliff is 1,500ft. in height from its base at the
bottom of the lake to its summit. As will he seen from the section, it rises quite perpendicularly from the floor
of the lake: a portion of it, 600ft. above the water, overhung our boat, whilst the lead-line, dropped close
alongside the cliff, showed a depth of 400ft. The formation round the point is alternate bods of rhyolitic lava,
scoreous tufa, and ashes. The little island of Motuwhara was probably a crater-plug: it is composed of rhyolite.
At one time it was an important pa of the Ngatituwharetoas, and a safe retreat from their enemies in time of
war. At Karangahape Point are to be seen Tamatea's two dogs, which he left there to guard the point: they are
represented by large masses of consolidated tufa, some 30ft. in height. It would be difficult to trace in their
shapes any resemblance to the form of a clog. Many of the Natives to the present day retain a superstitious awe
of these stone dogs, and I have seen them cover their faces in passing by them, as to see Tamatea's dogs would
probably cause a storm and the wreck of their canoe.
It is unnecessary for me to enter upon any description of Tokaano, its thermal springs and other natural
curiosities, which are all pretty well known. I may mention, however, that there are a number of hot springs and
fumaroles on Kakaramea Mountain which I believe have not hitherto been known to Europeans. They are
situated in the forest, at the head of the Waihi Stream, and about three-quarters of a mile north of the highest
point of Kakaramea. They occupy a considerable area, extending for about 20 chains along the stream. The
principal one is over 100ft. in length, and about 30ft. in width; the water is muddy, of a greyish-cream colour.
Fumaroles, steam-jets, and small mud-volcanoes abound. Several of the springs are of a boiling heat.
A distinctly-marked terrace extends right around Taupo Lake, 100ft. above the present water-level. This
terrace plainly indicates that the water stood for a long period 100ft. higher than it now is: the subsidence is
probably due to the lowering of its only outlet, the Waikato River, where it probably broke through a barrier,
about one mile from the point where it leaves the lake. Te Heuheu points out a flat rock at the edge of the lake
at Waihi, which, he says, his ancestors used for a sacrificial altar shortly after their first arrival in Taupo. This
would show that the lake has not altered its level within the last four hundred years, and from the appearance of
the shores it is probably a much greater length of time since the subsidence took place.
It has been suggested that a great deal more water flowed into Taupo Lake from the many rivers which
discharge into it than goes through its only outlet, the Waikato River, and that probably the volcanic foci in the
district might be fed by the lake. To any one who has seen the volumes of the many rivers which flow into
Taupo Lake it certainly would appear strange that the seemingly small outlet of the Waikato River Would carry
off as much water as is supplied by the infalling rivers. Whilst traversing the shores of the lake I took the
opportunity to measure the volume of its rivers and streams. This was very carefully done, and under
favourable circumstances, in fine weather, no rain having fallen during the operations. The Waikato River was
measured where it leaves the lake at three different periods of the operations—namely, at the start; when half

the rivers had been gauged; and at the end: the results showed that practically the same quantity of water was
discharged as flowed into the lake: the actual quantities being: inflow, 16,455 gallons; outflow, 16,484 gallons
per second.
I am indebted to Major Scannell for the following interesting narrative of the sudden rise and fall of the
water at the north end of the lake on or about 28th August, 1883. On the day mentioned, a little schooner, which
used to ply across the lake, was lying afloat at Tapuaeharuru. Some men working close by noticed that the
schooner was suddenly left high and dry. They went to shove her afloat again, and in doing so they noticed that
the river had fallen about 2ft. In the course of fifteen or twenty minutes it rose again to its previous level. This
phenomenon was noticed by four or five people. It occurred at half-past twelve o'clock in the day. On that same
afternoon, between one and two o'clock, Sergeant-Major Smith and Sergeant Miles, of the Armed Constabulary
Force, were bathing in a warm spring called Waiariki, situated on the bank of the Waikato River, about a mile
from the lake; the bath was fenced round with stones on the side next the river, and it stood about 2ft. above the
level of the water. They found their bath become suddenly cold, and were astonished to find that the river had
risen to a level with it. It remained so for about five minutes, and then suddenly resumed its former condition.
So far as I have been able to learn, this was the only occasion on which the phenomenon occurred.
The Surveyor-General, in his "Annual Report on the Surveys of New Zealand, 1885-86," says, "The sudden
rise and fall of the waters of Lake Taupo on the 28th August, 1883, referred to by Mr. Cussen, as noted by
Major Scannell, and also recorded by Dr. Hector in Vol. XVI., Proceedings of the N.Z. Institute, page 536, is a
striking testimony to the terrible force of the volcanic eruption of Krakatoa, Straits of Sunda, which occurred on
the 27th August, about twenty-two hours before the wave of pulsation reached Taupo, a distance of about 5,000
miles. It is recorded that in the great earthquake of Lisbon in 1755, the waters of Loch Lomond and other lochs
in Scotland rose and fell similarly—the distance in this case being about 1,300 miles. The great lakes in
America were similarly affected by the Lisbon earthquake."
The origin of Taupo Lake is an interesting physiographical question, and one to be dealt with by an abler
and more experienced observer than myself: sufficient evidence has probably not yet been collected to lead to
any definite conclusion on the subject. The jagged appearance of the volcanic rocks forming the steep northern
and western shores leads at once to the conclusion that they were separated from the masses of which they
originally formed part by some violent agency, either of eruption or subsidence. The islands and reefs in the
lake are more than probably plugs of volcanic vents and lava-flows; and it would seem reasonable to infer that
the lake owes its origin, firstly, to eruption, which was followed by a subsidence, and that subsequently some of
the vents within it continued active as subaqueous volcanoes, the ejecta from which now form the
comparatively level floor of the lake, having been worn away from the cones by denudation. I brought down
some specimens of the rhyolitic lava from Taupo, and I am indebted to Professor Thomas for the classification
of it.
Lawrence Cussen, DISTRICT SURVEYOR.
By Authority: GEORGE DIDSBURY, Government Printer, Wellington.—1887.
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Survey Office, Auckland,
SIR,—
29th September, 1887.
I have the honour, in compliance with your memorandum No. S.G. 10268/8, dated the 2nd August last, to
the effect that I should proceed to the Kermadec Islands with the steamer "Stella" for the purpose of reporting
on their capabilities and extent; to furnish herewith my report and plans, and to briefly relate the events of our
voyage.
I left Auckland by the steamer "Manapouri" on the 9th August, accompanied by Mr. H. D. M. Haszard,
Assistant Surveyor, and Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, Curator of the Auckland Museum, and arrived at Russell on the
following morning.
The "Stella" having arrived on the 11th, we steamed from Russell on the 12th at 2.15 p.m., with a strong
southerly breeze, and, after a very rough passage, arrived off Curtis Islands at 4.30 p.m. on the 14th, and
anchored off the north side of the larger island in somewhat sheltered water.
On the loth, finding that a landing was impracticable owing to the heavy sea running, we steamed for
Macanley Island, off which place we arrived at 8.30 am., and were again disappointed in landing owing to the
sea. A course was then made for Sunday Island, which we reached at 3.30 p.m. Finding no inhabitants in
Denham Bay, and a very heavy sea running, Captain Fairchild steamed round to the north side of the island,
where we found the steamer "Richmond" at anchor in a sheltered spot, engaged in taking in firewood to
supplement her coal, of which she had run short on her voyage from Rarotonga to Auckland.
On the 16th we landed at the Fishing-rock, and commenced the survey and exploration of the island.
On the 17th Captain Fairchild hoisted the British flag, as related further on, the rest of the day being
devoted to the prosecution of the survey.
The 18th was also occupied in the further survey of the island.
On the 19th it commenced to blow from the east; so the "Stella" was moved round to Boat Cove, near the
south-east end of the island, where temporary shelter was obtained, and the south side of the island
topographically sketched. As the wind increased we moved round to Denham Bay, and anchored near the north
end of the long beach.
On the 20th it blew very hard from the cast; but, after removing the steamer to the south end of the bay to
avoid the heavy roll coming in, we went ashore and explored that side of island.
On the 21st it was still blowing very hard from the cast. Finding the shelter afforded by the high land of the
island insufficient, we steamed back to Boat Cove and moored the vessel there, but, owing to a shift of the wind
to the south-east, were obliged to remove to the shelter of Meyer Island, where we found smooth water, though
it blew very hard.
On the 22nd, the wind having gone down, we were enabled to land at the Fishing-rock, and continued the
survey of that side of the island.
The 23rd was occupied in completing our survey, and, as the sea bad gone down very much, we left Sunday
Island at 9 p.m. for Macauley Island.
On the 24th, at 6.30 a.m., anchored off Macauley Island. We went ashore, when the flag was hoisted and
the Proclamation read, after which a survey of the island was made, and completed in time for us to leave for
Curtis Island the same day at 3 p.m. On our arrival at 5.15 p.m. we succeeded in landing, and explored the
crater of the island.
25th. The wind having shifted to the north-west made another landing on the island impracticable, so we
steamed for L'Esperance Rock, at which place we arrived at 12.45, and, having steamed round it and taken such
observations as were practicable, we shaped a course for New Zealand at 1.30.
On the 27th, at 8 a.m., the coast was sighted, after a rough passage across, and, as the wind was dead
against us for the Bay of Islands, Captain Fairchild kept away for Cape Maria van Diemen lighthouse, under
which place we anchored at 6.30 p.m.
On the 28th, after having tendered the lighthouse, the "Stella" steamed across to the Three Kings, where I
was enabled to make a sketch-survey to correct the very erroneous
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shape of the main island as shown on the Admiralty chart. At 4.45 p.m. we left for Kaipara.
29th August. We arrived at the Pilot-station, Kaipara, at 1 p.m., after having passed along the only smooth
water we encountered since leaving the Bay of Islands: this was along the West Coast, from Cape Maria to
Kaipara.
30th August. The survey party left the "Stella" at 1 p.m. by the regular steamboat, and arrived in Auckland
by train from Helensville at 7.15 p.m.
I have, &c.,
S. PERCY SMITH,
Assistant Surveyor-General.
The Surveyor-General,
Wellington.

Position of the Kermadec Group.
THE Kermadec group of islands is situated between the parallels of 29° 10# and 31° 30# of south latitude,
and between the meridians of 177° 45# and 179° of longitude west from Greenwich. The islands are four in
number, with some outlying islets, as follows,—the positions being derived from the Admiralty Sailing
Directions for the Pacific, Vol. II., 1885:—
The islands lie very nearly in a direct line drawn from Sunday Island to L'Espérance on a bearing of about
S.S.W. true; Macauley being distant from Sunday Island 68 sea-miles, Curtis 22 sea-miles from Macauley, and
L'Espérance 52 sea-miles from Curtis. The extremes of the group are thus about 142 sea-miles apart.
The principal island—Sunday—is distant from Auckland just 600 sea-miles, and lies a little more than
half-way to Tonga, but 100 miles to the eastward of the direct steam route to that place. It is 300 miles eastward
of the steam route to Fiji, and 150 miles westward of the steam route from Auckland to Rarotonga. It is also
almost exactly the same distance from Auckland to the north-east as Norfolk Island is to the north-west—i.e.,
600 sea-miles.

Previous History of the Group.
There is a difficulty in obtaining authentic and exact information about some periods of the early history of
the islands, owing in a great measure to the absence of any written records, and partly also to the want of time
to procure such information as is known to exist in other countries; but the facts which are here related with
respect to the early settlers are reliable, and state all that is of consequence. With regard to the first stages in
their history, I have been most fortunate, by the aid of many friends, in obtaining access to, and copies of, the
works which describe the discovery and give the first account of them. These works are now very rare and
difficult to procure, and I have therefore made full extracts from them with the view of bringing together all that
is known regarding the islands. The preservation also of matter relating to the early settlers is important, simply
on the ground that, as most of it exists in the memory of a few people now living, their death would deprive us
for ever of what little is known. I am greatly indebted to Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, Mr. W. B. White, Mrs. George
Kelly, Mrs. Pymble, Mr. J. H. Greenaway, Mr. R. C. L. Reay, Dr. Hocken, Mr. C. W. Adams, Mr. James
McKerrow, Dr. Stock-well, and Mr. II. Cook for information collected and supplied.
When Captain Arthur Phillip sailed from the Isle of Wight on the 13th May, 1787, to found the earliest of
the Australian colonies—New South Wales—he had amongst his fleet of eleven ships a transport, "a clumsy
vessel and heavy sailor," the "Lady Penrhyn," of 340 tons burden, commanded by Lieutenant Watts, R.N. After
discharging her living freight of 102 female convicts at Port Jackson, the "Lady Penrhyn" sailed from there on
the 5th May, 1788, on the further prosecution of her voyage. There appears to have been a change in the
command of the vessel after her departure from Port Jackson, for, from the following account, which is
compiled from Lieutenant Watts's journal, Captain Sever would seem to have been in charge, although it is
stated in all the notices that I have come across that Lieutenant Watts was the discoverer of the islands about to
be noticed. After calling at Lord Howe's Island, the "Lady Penrhyn" proceeded on her voyage to the
eastward:—
"Nothing material occurred till the 30th June, when, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, they saw two islands,
one bearing
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N. N. E. 1½ Miles.
N.E.½ E. seven leagues, and the other E. by S. about six leagues distant. Not having an opportunity of getting
well in with the land before night came on, they plied occasionally under easy sail, and at daylight next
morning made sail and bore up for it. On approaching the southernmost land they found it to form two barren
isles, separated by a channel about a quarter of a mile over, and apparently free from danger. The north island
lies in a N.½ E. direction from there, and about five leagues distant. At noon the body of the north island bore
N.E. by N. three miles distant; their latitude at that time was 30° 11# S., and the longitude by lunar observation
180° 58# 37# E. At 1 o'clock they bore round the west end of the island, and hove to near the centre of it, about
a mile off shore. They were in hopes, from the appearance of the island at a distance, that they should have
found it productive of something beneficial to the people (the scurvy gaining ground daily), but they were
greatly disappointed; both the north and south sides are surrounded by rocks, over which the water flows,
without the least opening for a boat. However, Captain Sever ordered the small boat to be hoisted out, and went
on shore, accompanied by Mr. Anstis. They found great difficulty in landing, and, when upon the rocks, they
had to mount a very dangerous precipice in order to gain the level part of the island. This island forms very
high at the west end, and slopes gradually to the east end, where it terminates in a cliff of a moderate height:
both sides have a range of these cliffs extending the whole length, which are chiefly composed of white sand.
The whole of the island bears the strongest marks of being of volcanic production, having great quantities of
pumice-stone on it, and the rocks quite burnt up. The top of the land was covered with a coarse kind of grass,
and the place affords great plenty of the wild mangrove. The extent of this island is about two miles and a half,
nearly in the direction of E.S.E. and W.N.W.; the soil, a mixture of mould and sand. The inhabitants are the
brown gull, the light-grey bird, gannets, and a paroquet of the same species with those met with at Lord Howe's
Island. The gentlemen could scarcely walk a step without being up to the knee in holes: they saw a great
number of rats and mice, and found many birds lying dead at the entrances of their burrows. They saw no
appearance of fresh water, though, from the gullies that were formed in various parts, the island must certainly
be subject to very heavy rains. This island was named Macauley's Island, after G. M. Macauley, Esquire, and
the two islands to the southwards Curtis's Isles, after Timothy and William Curtis, Esquires. At 5 in the
afternoon, the captain returning on board, the boat was hoisted in, and they made sail, standing to the eastward
with a moderate breeze at south-west. Macauley's Island is situated in 30° 9# S. latitude, and 180° 58# 37# E.
longitude."
"The Voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay:" Dublin, 1790.
From here the "Lady Penrhyn" proceeded to Tahiti, arriving there on the 9th July, and, after refreshing the
crew, sailed for Port Macao, in China, on the 23rd July, arriving at that place on the 19th October, 1788. It is
worthy of note that she was the first vessel to visit Tahiti after Captain Cook.
Next, in 1793, came the French Rear-Admiral Bruni d'Entrecasteaux, with his two ships "La Recherche"
and "L'Espérance," which were despatched from France in 1791 to search for the unfortunate La Perouse, who
had sailed to the South Seas in 1787 on a voyage of discovery, and had disappeared, none knew whither, until
Dillon, in 1826, discovered the remains of his ships at Vanikoro, one of the Santa Cruz group. The Admiral,
after touching at the North Cape of New Zealand, pursued his course to the north-north-east, and in March,
1793, discovered a rock, which he named "Rocher de L'Espérance," after one of his ships. M. Labillardiere, in
his "Relation du Voyage," &c.,—a translation of which Dr. Hocken has kindly supplied me with—says,—
"Next morning early [the 17th March, 1793] we recognised the Curtis Islands. They are two in number,
very small, and distant from each other about two myriametres [about twelve miles]. The southern one is not
more than two kilometres in length from north to south; it is steep, sterile, and strewn with numerous rocks,
whose highest point is about 100 metres [320ft.] above the sea-level. Their whitish colour appeared to me to be
limestone, like the majority of islands in these seas. The other island [Macauley] is somewhat rounded, and of
the same height. It is steep on all sides; nevertheless one could effect a landing at the western end. It is about
30° 18# 26# latitude by 179° 38# E. longitude [from Paris]. About 6 o'clock in the evening we observed at
some distance north-north-west some new land, which determined us to lie to for the night. At
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daybreak we saw the land again, distant about five myriametres [about thirty miles]; five hours after noon
we were close to it, and saw its whole outline, which was about two and a half myriad-metres [15 miles]. We
gave the name of the Recherche to this island, which is about 29° 20# 18# south latitude, and 179° 55# east

from Paris; its shape is almost triangular. Towards the middle the ground rises about 500 metres perpendicular
above sea-level. We saw on its coast some small landslips where one could land. We could perfectly distinguish
at these points the disposition of the small beds or strata, parallel and horizontal, of white stone, without doubt
limestone. The interior was very steep. Trees were seen on the most elevated parts. A shoal, situated close to
the north-west coast, extended 600 metres [660 yards] at least in the same direction. Eight rocks, separated from
each other by some hundreds of metres, extended into the sea to within half a myriametre's [about three miles']
distance east-south-east. Between the north-west and west points we observed a little nook where would
probably be found a good depth, where would be perfect shelter from the east wind. We saw between the
north-west and south-east points a little stream falling into the sea, and at a little distance, in a perpendicular
opening, we saw a large block of dark red-coloured earth, perhaps clay, and apparently incrusted by calcareous
stone."—(Tome II., pp. 88, 89.)
Labillardiere is, however, wrong in saying that the rocks are calcareous; the white strata they saw both here
and at Macauley Island are composed of pumiceous tuff. He says above also that they called this island
"Recherche;" but no trace of this name is to be found in any other work or chart of the Pacific which I have
seen, excepting in the small map given in G. F. Angas's "Polynesia," published in 1866, and there it is applied
to Macauley Island. The name by which the island is more generally known is "Sunday" or "Raoul," and this
latter is understood to have been given to it by D'Entrecasteaux when he discovered it, naming it after his first
quartermaster, Joseph Raoul. The Admiral also gave the general name to the group, calling it "Kermadec," after
the captain of his consort, Huon Kermadec, who afterwards died of scurvy at the Solomon Islands.
The next visitor to the group was a British vessel. From Collins's "Account of the English Colony in New
South Wales," Vol. I., p. 536, we learn that the ship "Britannia," a hired transport, commanded by Mr. Raven,
on her way home from Sydney, from whence she sailed on the 29th September, 1796, called at Norfolk Island
to pick up the Lieutenant-Governor. Captain King, and his family. She left that island on the 25th October,
having also on board Colonel Collins, who was Judge Advocate and Secretary to the colony. Collins says: "On
the 5th November, 1796, we found an island, named by Lieutenant Watts (who first saw it in the 'Lady
Penrhyn,' transport) Macauley Island. Sunday, the 6th, was passed in examining an island which Mr Raven was
decidedly of opinion had never been seen before. It was situated in the latitude of 29° 15# S., and longitude
181° 56# E. We found the land high, and it appeared to be well covered with wood. On the southwest side of it
is a bay, in which, from the colour of the water, Mr. Raven thought there must be good anchorage; but at this
time there was too much surf breaking on the beach to render it prudent to send a boat in. The aspect on this
side of the island was romantic and inviting; but on the other side the shore was bold, and in many parts rugged
and bare. The whole appeared to consist, like Norfolk Island, of hills and dales. We conjectured that there was
fresh water in the bay on the south-west side. The knowledge of the existence of this island can be of no other
importance than to cause navigators sailing in this route to keep a good look-out, particularly in the night-time,
as many straggling rocks lie off the north side. From the circumstance of its being seen on a Sunday it obtained
the name of Sunday Island."
We learn from this account that the previous discovery of the island by D'Entrecasteaux was unknown, and
also hear the origin of its second and more common name.
For the thirty years succeeding the visit of the "Britannia" scarce anything can be ascertained regarding the
islands, but we know that the early years of this century witnessed a great development of the whaling
enterprise, and in the trade carried on with the numerous islands of the Pacific by ships hailing from America,
England, and Australia, and doubtless they were visited by some of these vessels, and information as to their
character spread abroad. Situated as the group is in one of the best whaling-grounds of the Pacific, Sunday
Island came to have a certain importance attached to it from the fact of its being made use of as an "ocean
post-office" by the whalers. Vessels from Home here deposited letters and papers in a secure and well-known
place for the crews of other vessels on the ground, and homeward-bound ships collected and carried away with
them the mails of those remaining behind.
Polack, in his book on New Zealand published in 1838, Vol. II., p. 348, after referring to the occupation of
the Chatham Islands by the Maoris, says, "Since that period other tribes have attempted to capture two colonial
vessels for the same purpose, to be conveyed to Sunday Island, the largest of the Curtis Group;" and in note 6,
"This group is the resort of whale-ships in the season: no less than thirty sail of shipping has been seen from
one islet called 'French Rock,' employed in the sperm-fishing. A few sailors reside on the islands."
It would thus appear that Sunday Island was very nearly having a Maori population. They would have
thriven there well.
In 1827 the group was visited by the French explorer Captain Dumont D'Urville, in "L'Astrolabe." It is
believed that he made a survey of Sunday Island; but unfortunately I have not been able to see a copy of his
Voyage. Indeed, it is believed no complete set is to be found in the colony; but the following brief note has
been kindly obtained for me by Mr. C. W. Adams, from one of the scientific volumes of the Voyage now in the

Museum library, Dunedin: "Captain D'Urville revisited these islands in 1827: not one of them was inhabited;
but, if New Zealand owes its population to migrations from intertropical regions, it is quite credible that these
little islets might serve as a resting-place for the canoes which made the passage from the Tonga Islands to To
Ika-a-maui."
Through the kindness of Mr. W. D. Campbell, of Sydney, I have since obtained D'Urville's account of the
voyage of the "Astrolabe." He merely passed through the group in March, 1827, without landing or doing more
than to verify D'Entrecasteaux's position of the islands.
Although frequently visited by the whalers and other passing vessels, no permanent settlement appears to
have taken place until 1837, when the first bond fide settlers arrived.
Some time between the years 1830 and 1835 there came to Hokianga a ship's carpenter named Baker. He
subsequently became interested in a small vessel trading to the islands, and made a voyage in her to Tutuila, in
Samoa. Whilst there he and another man named Reid married two Samoan girls, and were taken by the vessel
to Sunday Island and landed there, thus becoming the first settlers. There is some doubt as to the month in
which they arrived there, but the year was 1837. They settled in Denham Bay, built houses, and remained there
a good many years, several children being born—five of the Bakers, but how many of the other family is not
known. Baker built a four-roomed house of raupo, cut from the edges of the little lagoon, with a stone chimney,
&c., besides erecting a large shed for storing potatoes, maize, yams, taro, and kumara for barter with the
whalers. They planted bananas, and caught and preserved fish and mutton-birds. A road was also cleared
through the bush to the lagoon, to enable the whalers to obtain water, which they did by rolling the casks over
the intervening beach to the boats. Large quantities of potatoes were grown and firewood cut to dispose of to
the whalers, who were frequent visitors, the barque "Danger," Captain Nichols, being one of them; and from
these visitors the settlers obtained flour, sugar, &c., and the little clothing they required. Bread they made
themselves from pulverised maize. Boots and stockings were not in fashion, but hats were manufactured from a
grass growing there (probably the Dracæna), There were no other settlers on the island during the time these
two families lived there. In 1812 Baker visited Samoa with his family, and from there introduced the goats
which are now so numerous on the island. Reid was the first to tire of their isolation, and left with his family, it
is said, for New Zealand. Subsequently Baker, feeling the loneliness of his position after the departure of his
shipmate (and also, it is said, being somewhat alarmed at the earthquakes, which were becoming more and
more frequent and severe), gave up his island-home, and, embarking in the whaler "Ganges" with all his family,
arrived at the Bay of Islands in the winter of 1848. He afterwards settled at Mangonui, where (Mr. W. B. White
tells me) he took up the first section sold in that township. Several of Mr. Daniel Baker's descendants are now
living in New Zealand; among them was Charles Baker, well known in the Bay of Plenty as the genial master
of the s.s. "Staffa," who was drowned about two years ago. It is interesting and important to note that the first
settlers on Sunday Island were emigrants from New Zealand.
Sterndale (Journal of the House of Representatives, A.—4, 1884), says, "The first little community of
Sunday islanders consisted of three families of American whalers with Polynesian half-caste wives; their
children were very numerous, as likewise very handsome and healthy." "The first settlers came about 1840." In
this Sterndale is not quite right: he obviously confounds the early settlers with the subsequent and second party
of emigrants, who were Americans.
On the 14th April, 1840, Commodore Wilkes, in the "Vincennes," with the other vessels forming the
United States exploring expedition, sighted Sunday Island, but the wind being light and the sea rough he was
not able to get near enough to send a boat ashore. He says, "It is said to be inhabited by a few white men, and
some of the officers reported that they saw smoke." If the settlers then occupying the islands had been
Americans, Wilkes would have mentioned the fact, as he was a few days afterwards in communication with one
of the many American whalers frequenting those seas, and saw others at Tonga and Fiji during his stay at those
places.
It is not known when the American settler, Halstead, first took up his residence on Sunday Island, but it
was subsequent to Mr. Baker's leaving, and prior to the arrival of the second party from New Zealand, for he
was living there when they arrived; but, from the best information I can get, I believe it to have been about
1850.
In 1851 Mr. Henry Cook with his Maori wife and daughter, and two Maoris and their wives, embarked
from the Bay of Islands in the ship "Louis," of New Bedford, Captain Clements, and, landing at Sunday Island,
settled near Halstead, in West Bay. Their object in so doing was to grow refreshments for the whaling fleet.
At that time none but Halstead and his family were living on the island. The settlers continued to produce
the same articles as the Bakers for disposal to the whalers, which frequently called for supplies and water. Cook
left again in 1853, and proceeded to Lord Howe's Island. He says that he was frightened away by an eruption
taking place, though he also says that "the only sign of anything approaching activity in the crater was that there
was always a certain amount of heat, and in wet weather steam rose from it." The crater here referred to is

however the little lagoon in Denham Bay, which is not a crater at all, and the steam no doubt emanated from the
fumaroles at the base of the cliff not far off, which are still sending forth a little vapour. Cook says that,
although he never descended to the lake situated in the great crater, others of the party did, and they found the
water salt, and apparently deep. This is strange, if true, for the water is quite fresh at the present time, and its
surface is 40ft. above sea-level.
In 1854 Sunday Island and the neighbouring sea was surveyed by Captain H. M. Denham, of H.M.S.
"Herald." Mr. R. C. L. Reay, who was then an officer of the "Herald," has been kind enough to inform me that
they arrived there on the 2nd July, 1854, and were occupied until the 27th in making the survey, having to slip
their anchor every few days on account of bad weather, which generally was from the south-west. At the time
of their visit an American from New York named Halstead, his two Samoan wives, their families, and a Kanaka
were the sole inhabitants. They had come there from the islands and been landed at their own request to avoid
some unpleasantness on board the whaler which brought them. They lived on the flat at the head of Denham
Bay, near to the lagoon of fresh water, and cultivated bananas, potatoes, kumaras, and other vegetables, besides
cutting firewood, preserving mutton-birds, and rearing poultry for barter with the whalers. Fish were caught in
great numbers with a net in Denham Bay. In one of the frequent winter-gales that prevail here, the "Herald" lost
both flukes of her anchor, and with difficulty got to sea. On the 8th July Fleetwood Denham, the captain's son,
died, and was buried not far from the lagoon. His grave and the neatly-engraved copper-plate at the head of it
were seen by us in a good state of preservation on the 20th August last. Mr. Reay mentions that at the time of
their visit there was a considerable number of other graves in the same locality, where some of the early settlers
had been buried. Stories were current at the time that these people had not altogether lived such happy and
peaceful lives as might have been expected, and that quarrels were frequent.
Dr. Macgillivray, the naturalist on board the "Herald" during her voyage of nine years, made a collection of
the flora of Sunday Island, which was afterwards described by Mr. (now Sir Joseph) Hooker in the Journal of
the Linnean Society, 1857. His collcction, however, comprised only about one-third of the more extensive one
procured by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman on the "Stella" expedition. Captain Denham's survey is wonderfully
complete, and his map is replete with information as to the island and surrounding seas, which is the more
remarkable considering the difficulties he laboured under in having such very bad weather to contend with.
Having ten chronometers on board his ship he was enabled to fix the position of the islands with great accuracy.
In 1861, or about that time, a great, calamity befell the in-habitants. Sterndale says (A.—4, 1884): "There
came to Sunday Island a slaver on her way to Callao. She had on board over two hundred Tokerau natives,
amongst whom had broken out a disease of a typhoid nature. They were landed here (after having been refused
admittance by force at Tonga), and all died, as did half the unfortunate settlers and their children; the rest
departed in the first whaleship that came along, fearing the pestilence which seemed to have established itself in
the island." The island was, however, again occupied for the fourth time some time previously to 1869, at
which date a volcanic disturbance took place, which drove the inhabitants away.
A writer in Chambers's Journal for the 2nd May, 1887, says they were frightened away by an eruption at
Curtis Island. This eruption may possibly have been in May or July, 1870, when the outburst at Tongariro, New
Zealand, took place, with which the disturbances at Sunday Island are said to have been contemporaneous.
In 1870 Mr. Arundel, of the s.s. 'Explorer,' landed on Macauley Island, and from thence (a distance of 68
miles) saw steam and smoke from Sunday Island crater. He says that there were no inhabitants there at that
time; but it must have been again occupied prior to 1872, for Sterndale says: "The last inhabitant of Sunday
Island was one Covat, a man of strange experiences, with a Samoan wife. He is now in Fiji. He quitted his
island-home, on which he was very happy and had reared a large family, in consequence of being frightened by
a volcanic disturbance. In the early part of the year 1872 the water in the little fresh-water lake on Sunday
Island began to boil furiously, which was followed by a column of fire spouting up from the middle of it. A
whaleship in the neighbourhood, seeing the flames, bore up, and took away Covat and his family, together with
a comrade of the whalemen whom they had landed two weeks previously, his leg being broken while killing a
fish. Thus the place became finally deserted. In September, 1872, I landed there, having previously stayed some
time upon it in the year 1869 (myself and companions having lost our vessel, which had foundered at sea a
hundred miles off this place two days previously). I found no one, and the place was much scorched towards
the interior. All signs of volcanic disturbance had disappeared, with the exception of the dead trees upon the
hillsides surrounding the little lake, and some black cinders and ashes which were strewn about the margin. All
was becoming green again, Covat's house was uninjured, and the banana-trees had fruit on them."
After the departure of Covat the island remained uninhabited for nearly nine years, though it had some
transient visitors.
In July, 1874, H.M.S. "Challenger," on her voyage from Wellington to Tonga, passed through the group,
but none of her people landed. They obtained, however, the only deep-sea soundings which are known
anywhere near the islands, and which are referred to further on. In May, 1876, Captain Bezer, of the schooner

"Vibelia," was an unwilling resident for some few months, having been deserted by the mate of the vessel
whilst the captain went ashore for water. The mate, in point of fact, ran away with the schooner, but, being
driven by stress of weather into Auckland, the Customs authorities seized and detained the vessel till her
owners were communicated with. Again, in October, 1876, Dr. Stockwell, of Auckland, spent a few days
camped on the island. His description of the state of the island at that time shows how very rapidly the
vegetation had obliterated the signs of the then recent eruption.
In December, 1878, Mr. Bell and his family, having heard of the fertility of the soil, and the excellent
position the island occupied in the midst of the whaling-ground, removed there from Samoa, and took
possession of the solitary isle, as it seemed a kind of "no man's land," open to the first comer. He has remained
in occupation to the present day. He brought with him (besides seeds, plants, poultry, &c.) sixteen natives of
Nieue or Savage Island, with the intention of going largely into the business of supplying the whalers and
others with refreshments, but, owing to the decrease in the number of whaleships visiting those parts, the
scheme failed, and he had to send the natives all back to their homes, much, I believe, to their regret, for they
had got to appreciate highly the plenty of food and fish to be obtained at Sunday Island as compared with the
scarcity in their own over-populated island.

Mr. Bell and Family-Sunday Island.
Banana Grove, Sunday Island.
In November, 1885, the New Zealand Government having represented to Her Majesty's Government the
desirability of annexing the Kermadec Group and declaring it a part of the colony, instructions were sent to the
Admiral commanding the Australian station to hoist the British flag and to proclaim the Queen's sovereignty.
This was carried out by Captain Clayton, of H.M.S. "Diamond," who visited Sunday Island in July, 1886, and
erected a flagstaff near the landing-place at the north end of the beach in Denham Bay, and attached to it a
Proclamation, which was seen by the "Stella" expedition in August last, but unfortunately the wet had got into
the case in which the document was secured, and had obliterated the wording of the Proclamation, all excepting
the captain's name and the date—July, 1886.

The Annexation.
The "Stella" anchored off the north side of Sunday Island on the 15th August last, and on the 17th Captain
Fairchild hoisted the British flag on a staff erected near Mr. Bell's homestead, at the foot of Fleetwood Bluff.
The Proclamation annexing the islands
See New Zealand Gazette for 1887, page 954.
was then read, and the islands declared part of the Colony of New Zealand, the following persons being
present: Islanders: Mr. Thomas Bell, Mrs. Frederica Bell, Miss Henrietta Bell, Miss Bessie Bell, Miss Mary
Bell, Miss Frederica Bell, Miss Ada Bell, Master Thomas Bell, Master John Bell, Master Raoul Sunday Bell,
Master Henry Bell, Mr. John Avent. Government steamer "Stella": Captain John Fairchild; Second Mate,
Norman Henderson; Second Engineer, A. W. Bethune; Seaman A. Reynolds; Seaman William Ashwell;
Seaman H. McFarlane; Seaman M. McKenzie; Seaman James Hughes. A. H. Hutton, Treasury Clerk; S. Percy
Smith, Assistant-Surveyor-General; H. D. M. Haszard, Assistant-Surveyor; H. Kensington, Chainman; T. F.
Cheeseman, Curator Auckland Museum.
The same ceremony was performed at Macauley Island on the 24th August, by erecting a flagstaff, hoisting
the British flag, and reading the Proclamation as above, there being present Captain Fairchild, two seamen of
"Stella," T. F. Cheeseman, S. Percy Smith, H. D. M. Haszard, H. Kensington; and again at Curtis Island on the
morning of the 25th August, the weather being too rough to land, but the anchor being down
In taking possession of the Bounty Islands, Captain George Palmer, of H.M.S. "Rosario," on the 9th July,
1880, says (App. to Jour. H. of R., 1884, A.-4, page 22): "At noon, having brought up bottom, I took possession
of them in the name of Her Most Gracious Majesty, hoisting the colours and reading a proclamation to the
officers and ship's company to that effect, &c."
the flag was hoisted and the Proclamation read as before on board the "Stella."

General Description of the Group.
The islands are all volcanic: in two of them, indeed, signs of volcanic activity are to be seen at the present
day, though on a limited scale. They appear to be situated on an oceanic plateau which extends from New
Zealand towards the Tonga group, on which soundings are obtained at depths much less than in the adjacent

areas, but still so great as to show that the islands form, as it were, the tops of volcanic cones rising to a great
height above their bases. The depth of water between Sunday Island and Macauley Island is 3,960ft., and forty
miles north of the first named it is 3,600ft. The group is situated in the north-easterly production of the axis of
the volcanic zone of the Bay of Plenty, which, continued still farther north-eastward, strikes the Tonga and
Samoan groups, places where volcanic action is still going on. As mentioned above, two, if not three volcanic
disturbances have taken place at the Kermadec Islands within recent years, and earthquakes were very frequent
there at one time: Mr. Bell told me of a very severe one which took place on the 5th April, 1881 (the disastrous
earthquakes which killed over a thousand people at Chios, in the Mediterranean, occurred on the 3rd and 4th
April, 1881); but since the eruption of Tarawera on the 10th June, 1886, they have ceased entirely. The eruption
of 1870 or 1872 was evidently a very violent one: not only was the great crater on Sunday Island much affected
by the covering of mud, stone, and pumice scattered all over it, but a small island was upheaved in Denham
Bay, which, whilst it remained, formed a shelter sufficient for vessels to anchor under. Several of the whaling
crews landed on it, amongst them Captain Hoosier, and Reed, an officer of the notorious "Petrel." Mr. Henry
Cook also mentions that on his second visit to the island in the Auckland whaler "Magellan Cloud" (this would
be about 1877) the lagoon in Denham Bay was nearly dry, and that
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"a mountain of sand had been thrown up by the eruption in the middle of the bay; but when I was there the
action of the waves had washed it down and left a shoal." Lord George Campbell, in his account of the voyage
of the "Challenger," page 137, says, "The islands are uninhabited, though not long ago an American family
lived on one of them; but we heard from the whaling ships at Tonga that they had been frightened away by an
earthquake, which, they say, has thrown up a new island a little to the southward of the group." We have further
proof of this upheaval in the "Wolverine Rock," a feature in Denham Bay which was added to the chart by Her
Majesty's ship of that name, and which, had it existed during Captain Denham's excellent survey, could not fail
to have been noticed, for the sea constantly breaks on it. The island has been described as being formed of
cinders, lava, &c., and the ground was hot when the sailors landed on it.
Being in south latitude 30°, the islands are outside the influence of the trade-winds, but are situated in the
so-called "variables." The prevailing winds are such as we have in the north of New Zealand—i.e., south-west
and westerly in winter and north-cast and easterly in summer. It is evident from our experience, and that of the
"Herald" and others, that the wind frequently blows with considerable force, and that strong breezes—not to say
gales—are the rule rather than the exception in the winter. The rainfall appears to be plentiful, but still not too
much. The climate is mild and equable as to temperature: judging from inquiries made, and our ten days'
experience, it is slightly warmer than the North of New Zealand, but not to a very great amount. Doubtless the
insular character modifies the heat which might be expected from the latitude; but still in some of the sheltered
valleys facing the north we experienced quite a summer warmth. Mr. Bell mentions the occurrence of two
hurricanes during the time he has been on the islands: they occurred in January, 1879, and February, 1880, and
blew with great force, commencing in the south-east and thence working round to the north-east, where they
died out. We saw the effects of them in the heaps of decaying logs at the foot of the cliff in Denham Bay; but I
am of opinion that these must have been exceptional, or the vegetation of the island would show signs of them.
Frosts, of course, are unknown.
The following are the areas of the islands and islets of the group: Sunday Island, 7,200 acres; Herald group
of islets, 85 acres; Macauley Island, 764 acres; Curtis Islands, 128 acres and 19 acres; L'Espérance, 12 acres:
total, 8,208 acres.
Sunday Island is twenty miles in circumference, and is roughly triangular in shape. The highest point on
it—Moumoukai—is 1,723ft. above sea-level. It is rugged and broken over a very large extent of its surface,
and, except in a few places, is covered with forest. The most prominent feature in its topography is the large
crater, occupying a position nearly central, but somewhat nearer the northern shore. This crater is a mile and
three quarters long by a mile and a quarter in width, and, as the bottom of it is but 40ft. above sea-level, its
walls are generally over 1000ft. high, and occasionally rise to 1,500ft. and 1,700ft., though they fall to 180ft. in
one place on the north side. From the crater-rim, ridges extend in several directions towards the coast, and in
most cases end in abrupt cliffs and bluffs, frequently 1,000ft. high. The ridges have many steep gullies scoring
their sides, but, notwithstanding this, a considerable area of somewhat broken, not to say undulating country
may be found, not too steep for cultivation. Of level land there is exceedingly little. In Denham Bay there is a
level flat about a mile and three quarters long, with an average width of 10 chains, though it is nearly double

this in the centre, containing about two hundred acres. About one-third of it had been cleared and cultivated by
the inhabitants; but it is now abandoned to a few pigs and goats, and has become overrun with heliotrope to
such an extent that its eradication would be very expensive. The pohutukawa and ngaio trees are also beginning
to encroach on the old clearings, and will soon hide them. On the north coast, extending westward for a mile
and a quarter from Fleetwood Bluff, is a flat of about two hundred acres, partly bush and partly cleared, where
Mr. Bell's cultivations are situated, and where the soil is of the richest description. This plateau is about 200ft.
above the sea-shore. Another small flat east of the Bluff, of about ninety acres, overgrown with ngaio and other
wood, is not of much use, as the eruption covered it thickly with pumice. A slope of thirty acres or so in East
Bay, and a valley of fifty or sixty acres near Boat Cove, exhausts the flat land of the island, excepting in the
bottom of the crater; but here, although there is flat and undulating land, it has been utterly destroyed by the
eruption,

Lake (Old Crater) Sunday Island.
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at any rate for many years to come. The smaller of the two lakes in the crater was the scene of activity in 1872.
Vast quantities of pumice, rock, sand, and mud have been ejected, covering the old floor of the crater to a
maximum depth of 12ft., the lighter fragments of which were cast on to the greater crater's rim, and in their fall
brought down all the forest with them. A thinner deposit has been thrown on to the hills to the north-west. The
vegetation is slowly gaining a hold on the crater-bottom, and clumps of pohutukawa, ngaio, tutu and other
shrubs are gradually hiding the desolate-looking ashes from sight. This part of the island had been described
before the eruption as being covered with pohutukawa and nikau-palms, and the soil of exceeding richness,
such as would grow anything. The Green Lake is a perfect little crater, and on its banks in several places the
steam still escapes, but not in any great amount. The water is cold, and has somewhat of a mineral taste. Steam
also escapes from crevices in the precipitous cliffs of Denham Bay, and warm water oozes out of the sand at
low water on the north coast, thus showing that the volcanic forces have not entirely ceased action. The soil
everywhere on the island is very rich: it is formed by the decomposition of a dark-coloured pumiceous tuff and
a black andesitic lava, with which is intimately mixed a fine vegetable mould. Being entirely forest-clad and
uninhabited till so recently, the soil of the island has not suffered the destruction by fire so common in New
Zealand, and I believe it is capable of growing anything of which the latitude allows. The great luxuriance and
richness of the vegetation all bear witness to the excellence of the soil, which is everywhere—except where
destroyed by the eruption, and on the steep cliffs—the same rich loam. It has been suggested that, if the forests
were cleared off, the steepness of the hill-sides would cause landslips; but I think this would not occur to any
great extent. The pumiceous tuffs, are very porous, and thus allow the water to percolate freely and quickly to
great depths, preventing that accumulation of surface-water which engenders slips. The soil, indeed, is too
porous, for the want of water is one of the drawbacks to the island. Only in one place did we see a small
running stream; all the other numerous gullies are quite dry, excepting here and there where a little water stands
in the hollows of the lava. Three of the four lakes on the island are, however, fresh water, but, excepting that in
Denham Bay, are from their position useless for economic purposes.
The vegetation has a strong New Zealand facies: indeed, it is difficult to believe, when down in some dark
gully, that one is not in northern New Zealand. The forest is composed for the most part of pohutukawa of all
ages and sizes: our shipbuilders would here find a supply of this valuable wood which would meet the
requirements of the colony for many years to come. In December the island is said to be a glorious sight,
covered as the trees then are with their fine crimson flowers. A handsome variety of the New Zealand
nikau-palm grows to a large size and in great quantities. Mapou, whauwhau, karamu, ngaio, karaka, kawakawa,
and tutu are the principal New Zealand forms. Two varieties of tree-fern grow to a very large size. There are
other trees peculiar to the island or to Polynesia, amongst which the Corumbium (a remarkably handsome tree),
the candlenut or tuitui, and a handsome Dracaena, the root of which is very rich in sugar, are most noticeable.
Ferns abound everywhere, as does the triangular-stemmed toetoe or cutting-grass. This and the
Cape-gooseberry take possession of the cleared land, to the exclusion of anything else. Of the introduced plants,
we saw or know to flourish there the following, all those seen looking most healthy: Two kinds of edible arum,
fourteen varieties of banana, six varieties of taro, a kumara, oranges, lemons, citrons, shaddocks, limes,
custard-apple, mamee-apple (papaw), rose-apple, yellow guava, pomegranate, two yams, melons, calabash,
grapes, apples, pears, peaches, Spanish chestnut, pineapple (in bearing), mango, strawberries, Tonga bean,

sugar-cane, ufilei (a very fine kind of yam), peanuts, marrowfat beans, kapi (a New Guinea plant with an edible
root 2ft. long, 1ft. thick, with leaves 6ft. to 8ft. long and 3ft. broad), and maize, besides ordinary vegetables in
great profusion.
Fish abound round the coast in great quantities. We caught hapuka of great size, a variety of kahawai (a
very handsome fish), kingfish or yellow-tail (a delicious fish, very superior for eating to our New Zealand
species), and trevalli, besides others whose names I have no idea of. Several turtle of the hawks-bill kind were
seen, but they are apparently very difficult to catch. They do not breed here, but go north to the warmer
coral-islands.

Sunday Island Produce.
The land birds are very few—a tui (whose note differs some-what from that of the New Zealand species), a
kingfisher, a lark, paroquets (on Meyer Island), a hawk, the grey duck, and, strangest of all, a pukeko, whose
presence here raises some questions as to the origin of the avifauna most difficult to answer. A pigeon like that
of New Zealand, and other birds, have become extinct since the introduction of eats, which have beceme wild
and increased very much. The little blight-bird (Zosterops) was seen, and it is said the larger cuckoo—the
kohoperoa—is common in September, whilst the smaller one—the pipiwharauroa—is more rarely seen.
Strange to say, some linnets and goldfinches found their way here two years ago, but they have not been seen
since.
The albatross breeds in Nugent and Napier Islets, the gannet (without the yellow head) on Meyer Island;
but the bird of most importance is the mutton-bird, which breeds here in September and October. It lays its eggs
on the ground amongst the trees on the hills. The young are caught in large numbers and preserved, forming the
principal article of diet of the islanders. They are by no means unsavoury eating. The species differs from the
New Zealand one, which is very apparent from its cry. Mr. Bell told me that our tihitihi does come to one part
of the island during the season to breed. Dr. Stockwell describes the scene when the birds are breeding as being
most remarkable; the place is literally covered with birds, young and old, and the air is darkened by their flight.
They have no fear of man, and lighted constantly on his tent.
The wideawake gull frequents the island, and breeds on the sand in Denham Bay, and the tropic-bird is an
occasional visitor.
Goats, which were introduced many years ago by the first settlers, abound everywhere, and seem to thrive
well. Mr. Bell has three hundred merino sheep which he brought here from Otago, and which do remarkably
well; they breed every nine months, and the ewes generally drop doublets. At present he has a difficulty about
feed for them, for the European grasses sown in the clearings are invariably killed by the caterpillar. He now
adopts the plan of propagating the Poa pratensis by dividing the roots and hand-setting it. We saw about fifteen
acres of grass planted in this manner this season, which was doing well, whilst the older crops were more
luxurious than I ever saw that species of grass attain to. There are a few pigs in Denham Bay, from which place
they are prevented from spreading by the precipitous cliffs all round.
The only animal native to the island is a small grey rat, which is very plentiful in summer, but is supposed
to hybernate during the winter. We saw one that had been partly eaten—by a hawk probably; it was about 5in.
long.
The island has no harbour, and the only place approaching even to a bay is Denham Bay, on the west side,
and this is exposed to the west and south-west winds, which cause a tremendous ocean-surf to break on the
beach. The best landing is at the north end of the beach, but with easterly weather it is possible to do so
anywhere. The beach is formed of exceedingly fine grey gravel. On the north coast there are two beaches, one a
mile, the other half a mile long, on which landing is practicable; at the latter place Mr. Bell keeps his boat, but
the best landing is at the Fishing-rock, where boats can lie alongside the rocks in ordinary weather. At Boat
Cove landing is also possible, but there is no beach, and the boulders make it it very awkward to do so. The
only stream of water seen was about half a mile northward of Wilson Point, and 200yds. from a black-lava
point which there juts out. In very fine westerly weather it would be possible for a boat to land here on the
boulders and procure water.
As there is no harbour, vessels have to be guided by the direction of the wind as to where they should
anchor, choosing the sheltered side of the island for so doing. Anchorage on good sandy bottom seems to be
obtainable in most places. In a strong easterly breeze Captain Fairchild anchored in Boat Cove, and found fair
shelter close to the shore, but as far as our experience goes the anchorage quite close under Meyer Island is the
best in easterly weather; we found good shelter here in a south-east and easterly gale, when Denham Bay was
not nearly so good on account of the heavy seas rolling in there.
The difficulty of landing or shipping cargo is the most serious drawback to the island, and until this is
remedied its undeniable advantages of soil and climate are in a great measure lost. I venture to say, however,

that this difficulty may be to a certain extent obviated by simple means in several places by making use of a
wire rope, one end of which should be anchored out and the other fastened to the top of the cliffs, and
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down which cargo might he transported as on a wire tramway. This would he possible in several places, and,
further, both at Fishing-rock and Boat Cove, cargo could be frequently shipped by means of a crane which
would lift it beyond the wash of the waves.
It appears to me that it is premature to attempt settlement on Sunday Island at present whilst the colony has
still plenty of land available and nearer to a market, but the day will come when its rich soil and fine climate
will attract settlers. Situated as it is, only about fifty or sixty hours' steam from Auckland, tropical fruits could
be gathered there ripe and shipped to most parts of New Zealand in a fresh state, instead of in the stale
condition in which we now receive them from Polynesia. A climate and a soil which will produce new potatoes
and maize any month of the year, and where bananas take only twelve months to grow 20ft. high, and then bear
full crops of fruit, cannot but be a valuable acquisition, and when the difficulty of shipping has been overcome
the island could produce enormous quantities of these and other fruits. Until these shipping appliances have
been provided it would seem that the production should be confined to some very portable and yet valuable
commodity, and I think that silk, in the form of cocoons and grain, would form one of such articles. Arrowroot
would, no doubt, grow well, as it docs so in northern New Zealand. Olives also would flourish there. As a
winter resort the island may yet find a use. The coast scenery is very fine—indeed, under some conditions quite
grand.
We saw a number of dressed and undressed kauri logs strewn around the coast, the brands on which
showed them to have come from the northern rivers, thus showing the set of the currents. An Australian cedar
log was also seen in Denham Bay.
The Herald Islets form a group of eight islets and rocks lying on the north-east side of Sunday Island, and
from one to two miles off it. They are mostly bare rocks, breeding-places of the sea-gulls; but Meyer Island
(485ft. high) is a little larger, containing about thirty acres, and, notwithstanding its steepness, is covered on the
west side with bush, principally pohutukawa and ngaio. The soil is remarkably rich, being a product of the
decaying vegetable matter and guano. At the time of our visit the young mutton-birds were to be found there in
hundreds, whilst the green paroquets were so tame as to be easily caught by a snare. The islet possesses a fine
little boat-harbour on the west side. There were goats here at the time of the "Herald's" visit, but we saw none.
Macauley Island, situated sixty-eight miles to the south of Sunday Island, is the next in point of size,
though it is but about a tenth of the area of Sunday Island—i.e., 756 acres. It is a little over a mile and a quarter
long from east to west, and somewhat over a mile north-and-south. Seen from any side it presents a pleasant
appearance. It is also an old volcano, but now quite extinct. The highest point, which is situated at the western
end, is 781ft. above the sea-level, and from here the surface inclines to the east by gentle slopes and easy
undulations, somewhat cut up by shallow gullies, and the whole clothed with a beautiful sward of grass, so
smooth and so green as to resemble in some parts an English lawn. Nearly three-fourths of the island is
ploughable land, the soil being a fine, dark volcanic loam, the most recent product of the little crater on top.
The island is surrounded by perpendicular cliffs, 600ft. high at the western end and from there decreasing in
height towards the east, at which side they are about 200ft. above the sea-level. These cliffs may be scaled on
the north side at a place we named the "Lava Cascade," from the fact of a flow of andesitic lava having
followed down one of the little gullies from the crater above and then fallen over the cliff, forming a rude
staircase. Landing is possible in a little sandy bay on the east side of the island, where Haszard Islet forms a
shelter, and it is probable that from it a way is practicable up to the level above, though we had not time to
ascertain the fact. Captain Fairchild landed us on the north side, on the rocks; but this would only be practicable
with a trained crew like that of the "Stella." The vegetation is, as has been said, principally grass of two
kinds—one a fine, smooth, close-growing one; and another of a coarser kind, but with an equally close habit.
The cutting-grass grows in bushes dotted here and there, and a few low shrubs of Corumbium and ngaio were
also seen, in addition to a few ferns in the sheltered spots. But at one time there must have been scrub of a
larger growth, for we observed the charred stumps of some ngaio of a good size. I am at a loss to conceive what
plant Lieutenant Watts refers to under the name of "mangroves," for no such thing does, or ever could, grow
there. We were not able to ascertain whether permanent water is pro- collage of landscapes curable; it was seen
in one of the gullies lying in the hollows of the lava, but this was after some heavy rain of a few days
previously. The island abounds in goats—we estimated that we saw over a hundred, but amongst them very few

kids, and the cause of this we assign to the presence of a fine black-and-white dog, which doubtless hunts the
kids for food. The presence of this dog seems to point to there being permanent water on the island. How he
came there is a mystery; either he was left behind by some party who possibly landed to hunt the goats, or he
may be the last survivor of some shipwrecked crew. We regretted being obliged to leave him there, for he will
in time probably kill all the goats, and thus may deprive some shipwrecked persons of necessary food,
although, I would observe, the quantity of fish and crabs in the rocky pools on the shore and the numbers of
large limpets (as big as small saucers, and good eating) would serve as food for a length of time to any one cast
away here.
Off the north coast of the island we discovered a dangerous rock not noticed in the chart or mentioned in
the sailing directions. It is situated N.¼ W., distant two miles and nine-tenths from the highest part of the
island, and appears to have about 6ft. or 8ft. of water on it. Captain Fairchild named it "MacDonald Rock," after
the mate, who first saw it. There are 15 fathoms of water at two cables' length to the west of it. There appear to
be no other dangers round the island that do not show. The passage between Macauley and Haszard Isles is
available for boats, and appears to have a depth of 10ft. to 15ft. of water in it. The "Stella" anchored in 18
fathoms about about half a mile to the north of the Lava Cascade.
We saw several hawks, some blight-birds, and a large number of green paroquets, so tame that some of the
men caught them by putting a hat over them. Both Sunday and Curtis Islands are visible from Macauley Island.
Curtis Islands are two remarkably rocky islets situated twenty-two miles from Macauley. They are
separated by a deep channel about a quarter of a mile wide, in which we nowhere got less than 15 fathoms of
water, and in which there are no dangers for the largest vessel, or they certainly would have been seen in the
very heavy sea running on the two visits the "Stella" paid to the islands. The larger island is about a mile and a
half in circumference, and half a mile in length south- east and north-west. The cliffs rise perpendicularly all
round—indeed, sometimes overhang, except at the north-west end, where there is a fine little cove, which runs
in for about a hundred yards, with plenty of water in it. The head of this cove leads right into the crater, and
forms the only place where landing is at all practicable.
The crater is very interesting, inasmuch as it is still active, though in the solfatara stage, and sends forth a
considerable amount of steam from numbers of fumaroles scattered over its bottom. It is formed by an
encircling ring of steep precipitous cliffs—excepting where the cove breaks in on the north-west side—of about
400ft. to 450ft. altitude. The diameter of the crater is about 150yds., and its floor is formed by a flat of mud and
rocks, amongst which the hot water bubbles up in numbers of places, and fearful-looking pools of boiling mud
seethe and twirl their contents about. A strong stream of hot water runs away from the crater into the cove, the
salt water of which is quite warm for 50yds. from the shore. In several places on the cliffs the steam escapes
from crevices; indeed it does so also on the outer cliffs of the island quite away from the crater. Sulphur is
found, but in no great quantities. Our visit to the island was of very short duration, as night was coming on, and
the following morning the wind and sea got up so much as to oblige us to leave. I am thus unable to say what
the top of the island is like, but it evidently is a mere expansion of the crater rim, on which here and there a few
patches of green Mesem-bryanthemum or ice-plant, and one or two other plants, do not even serve to hide the
bare and rugged rocks. The island is, in fact, the mere rim of a crater, projecting above the sea. The other
islet—which, as it had no name, I ventured to call after Mr. T. F. Cheeseman—is a mere rock with a little of the
ice-plant growing on it, but of no interest or use excepting as a breeding-place for sea-birds, many of which
were seen on both islands.
L'Espérance, or Brind, or French Rock is situated fifty-two miles S.½ W. (mag.) from Curtis Island. It is a
bare and desolate-looking rock about 250ft. high and about 250yds. long. Its steep and rugged sides, up which
the great waves were dashing, prevented our attempting to land. On the east side there is a peculiar crater-like
hole in which shelter could be obtained by any one so unfortunate as to be wrecked here. The rock is of

Curtis Island Crater
From the North.
L'Esperance Rock
South-One mile distant.
a dark-brown colour, with some portions of a reddish hue, which have somewhat the appearance of
scoriaceous lava, and this seems to have been ejected from the little crater. A few ice-plants grow on the more

level parts of the rock, and vast numbers of pretty little dove-coloured terns dot the rocks and cover the sea in
its neighbourhood. It is not likely that there is any water on it. The rock could be put to no possible use, though
it serves as a visible landmark to the dangerous Havre Rock situated ten miles north-north-west of it, and which
is just awash.
In conclusion I would submit, for the consideration of the Government, the advisability of having some
provision made in Macauley and Curtis Islands for distressed crews in the event of shipwreck, and that some
arrangement should be made for a periodical visit to the group by the Government steamer, or by one of the
island traders. The cost of providing a hut, water-tanks, and a few provisions would not be great, whilst it
would possibly be the means of saving life. Should the Government steamer visit the islands again in the
winter, I would also suggest that some trees be planted on Macauley Island, and possibly also on Curtis Island.
By Authority: GEORGE DIDSBURY, Government Printer, Wellington.
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Protection to New Zealand Industries.
MY object in writing this little pamphlet is to furnish for the masses, on the eve of an important election,
some information on the great question of Freetrade and Protection. In my humble opinion, there is no question
of practical politice which can influence the future welfare of the Colony to such a momentous extent as this.
There are numerous books by great thinkers on this subject, but the cost puts them out of the reach of all but the
wealthy. I do not lay claim to depth of thought, or extensive information, but the views which I here put forth
are the outcome of some years of life in the Colony with which I have thrown in my lot, and the desire to see it
happy and prosperous is my aporogy for putting them before the public. Had I remained in England I might
have continued to be an enthusiastic Freetrader, because I was an Englishman: I am a Protectionist in New
Zealand, because I am a Colonist. I hope to make this clear to my readers later on.
In his introduction to "Freetrade and Protection," published in 1878, Professor Fawcett says: "Competent
authorities have predicted that the leading political question in Australia for the next few years is not unlikely to
be a keen struggle for supremacy between the advocates of Freetrade and Protection."
This has actually happened; Victoria has adopted Protection for her industries for twenty years, and we in
New Zealand have now the advantage of the results of this policy, and of contrasting the position of
Protectionist Victoria with Freetrade New South Wales.
It is to these two Colonies, and also to Canada, we should look for our lesson and for our guidance, since
they are far more similarly conditioned to New Zealand than the thickly peopled islands of Great Britain.
I propose now to show what Freetrade and Protection can and will do for the Colony of New Zealand, and
in a future pamphlet to set out what it has done already in Victoria and New South Wales.

England's Policy during the last thirty years was of necessity
Freetrade, that of New Zealand must be Protection.
Let us go back for a moment and see the condition of England in 1846, about the time of the repeal of the
Corn Laws. Before the repeal of the Com Laws, which gave origin to the term Freetrade, England was in the
agony of famine and threatened with domestic rebellion, caused by over-population and want of employment.
In Ireland in 1845 the potato rot began, and a large proportion of the peasantry actually lived on the potato and
the potato alone: in the northern and western provinces of Ireland, whole generations grew up, lived, married,
and passed away without ever having tasted meat: they received little or no money as wages; a man worked for
a landowner on condition of getting the use of a little scrap of land for himself on which to grow potatoes, to be
the sole food of himself and his family. The potato blight therefore caused a famine. In England things were
little better, for the ever increasing population could not earn wages, therefore could not buy food. England then
had in 1846 a large population which would work for low wages, and great natural resources awaiting
development, and just then, too, steam was coming into use.
What then did England want to feed her population and give it employment, she wanted cheap food and

raw material, and Freetrade gave her both: Freetrade had its great value to England from the position and
condition of England itself; and its benefit to England can only be reaped as long as that position and condition
can be maintained. As long as England can get raw material from new countries, make it up into manufactured
goods and sell them cheaper than the new country can produce them, so long will Freetrade be her proper
policy. The freetrade in 1846 gave life to the internal trade of the country, by admitting food and raw material
duty free, and thereby providing food and work for the people.
Freetrade made England, for a quarter of a century, the manufacturing depôt of the world, because from her
position and condition no other nation could compete with her.
It is necessary for England, not only that she should practise freetrade, but her interests demand that all
other countries do the same. Freetraders ask us to follow implicitly the practice of England, while our interests
are diametrically different. England needs food to feed her abnormally large population, and raw material for
them to work up into manufactured goods, and her fiscal system is arranged to bring about these results; New
Zealand, on the other hand, wants population to consume its food, and work up its raw material, and Protection
is the means to this end. England says, "We have the labour, and we want Colonial raw material and human
food for it to operate upon, and we must have freetrade to secure them." New Zealand says, "We have the raw
material and the food, and we want population to consume it."
England's food-producing capabilities are far below the requirements of her population, therefore she must
have food from other countries. New Zealand has the food and the raw material far above her present
requirements, therefore what she wants is population to consume it. Freetrade for England is necessary to
enable food and raw material to reach England in the easiest and cheapest manner possible, and the adoption of
freetrade by other countries is necessary to enable her goods to reach their markets: because freetrade is good
for England with certain requirements, does it follow that it is good for New Zealand with requirements of an
exactly opposite nature?

Protection only protects what a country can produce to
advantage for itself.
Protection places no difficulty in the way of the whole community obtaining any foreign necessary or
luxury, if such cannot be produced to advantage in the protected country, but Protection is only given to those
articles which can be and ought to be readily made or manufactured, and which it is to the advantage of the
country that they should be manufactured on the spot. Small duties, for instance, are placed on such necessaries
as Tea and Sugar, for one reason be cause they are necessaries, and secondly, because they cannot be produced
in the Colony; but New Zealand has for instance hides and skins and everything necessary for the manufacture
of all kinds of leather goods in abundance: Protection would place heavy duties on all leather goods, because
they can and ought to be easily produced here: Freetrade, on the other hand would put no duty whatever on
leather goods; or, if it was necessary for the purposes of revenue that a duty should be charged, an excise duty
would also be demanded from the New Zealand Manufacturer before they left his factory, to the same amount
as was exacted by the Customs from the Importer. If the policy of Freetrade becomes the policy of New
Zealand, all the hides and skins and bark must he sent to England, and all the leather goods imported from
England to New Zealand.

The direct result of the Policy of Freetrade in a new Country is,
that its inhabitants can do nothing but grow human food and
raw material for export to old countries.
The cost of every article depends not entirely but chiefly on the cost of the labour necessary for its
production; consequently, the cheaper labour and capital of old countries enables them to compete successfully
against New Zealand in the manufacture of any article where much labour is required for its production. The
item of labour in the cost of most manufactured goods is three-fourths of the whole value of the article—that of
the raw material, one-fourth; of course, in some cases, it is much more, in others less. Labour in most new
countries is fifty per cent, dearer than in England. We pay here to a labourer say, five or six shillings a day,
whereas in England the same amount of labour would be obtained for three or four shillings. A carpenter's
wages here are, say seven or eight shillings per day, in England about five shillings or five shillings and
sixpence. Taking, therefore, labour and capital at three-fourths and raw material at one-fourth, in twenty
shillings worth of goods in England, fifteen shillings is labour and capital, and five shillings raw material.
Labour and capital being fifty per cent, dearer, raises the price in new countries from fifteen shillings English
cost of labour, to twenty-two shillings and sixpence Colonial cost of labour, or twenty-seven shillings and

sixpence, as against twenty shillings, supposing the cost of the raw material equal. Against England, however,
we must put the cost of the freight and expenses to carry the raw material to England, say two shillings and
sixpence, and the cost of the freight and expenses of the manufactured article back to New Zealand, say one
shilling—total to and fro, three shillings and sixpence in the pound; while England has seven shillings and
sixpence the advantage in labour and capital, thus giving four shillings in the pound in favour of England as
against New Zealand, in the output of manufactured goods. These figures are of course assumed, but they show
at once the principle, that no colonial industry can flourish against the competition of the English manufacturer,
unless protected to an extent equal to the advantage gained by the English manufacturer through the cheapness
of the labour and capital he employs, less the extra cost he is put to for freight and expenses.

England can sell her goods cheaper than the Colonies,
because she is protected by her cheap labour.
Freetraders will say labour is a free agent. Theoretically and legally of course labour is free: theoretically, a
labourer who does not find work in Christchurch can go to Dunedin, or Melbourne, or Nova Scotia, if he
considers either of those places more suitable for him; practically, labour is not free: hence, England's labour is
protected in the sense that it cannot leave the country; it is restricted in a parallel sense to that in which
Protection in the Colonies restricts the importation of English goods, and this restriction is protection to
England. The distance of this Colony from England, the severance of home ties occasioned by the departure to
a distant Colony, the almost prohibitive cost of passage to the ordinary English labourer or mechanic, the dread
and uncertainty of the voyage to a person unaccustomed to travel, the want of information with regard to the
circumstances of the Colony, the uncertainty of getting employment on arrival, with many other causes, put
restrictions on emigration which, with regard to her cheap labour, is a source of protection to England. If New
Zealand was only fifty or one hundred miles from Bristol or some other English seaport, so that these
restrictions to emigration were removed, and absolute freetrade in labour was possible between New Zealand
and England, many of the arguments urged in favour of Protection would disappear; but for the reasons given
above and others, freetrade for labour is impossible. If labour was a free agent it would be as cheap here as in
England (which Heaven forbid), because of the law of supply and demand, and if as cheap here as in England,
the human food would be consumed here and the raw material would be worked up and sent to England as
manufactured goods; for it would be much less expense to ship the manufactured article, the woollen goods or
the boots, than to send wool and hides and bark, which are the goods manufactured with the labour added. As
long, therefore, as England is protected by her cheap labour, New Zealand must be protected by a tariff,
otherwise it is evident, no industry can be established or make head against the English manufacturer. Through
the force of circumstances, England is protected by her cheap labour being secured to her and withheld from us,
and in order to be on equal terms our policy should be such as to offer inducements to her people to emigrate to
our shores. Colonists in favour of Protection, say, "we will not have English goods at any price," but as the
colonists must have goods of the same description, they must be obtained somehow or other, and the result is,
the only other way to get them is to produce them on the spot. The fewer goods taken from England the less
labour is required by the English manufacturer. The law of supply and demand then comes in, and the
non-employment at home and the higher rate of wages in the Colonies becomes sufficient inducement to
overcome the difficulties of distance, &c., and Protection becomes the lever for populating new countries, by
shifting the population to the scene of surplus food and raw material. Protection admits that the law of supply
and demand is violated when the Colonies prohibit the importation of any goods by legislation; but as it is
evident that the Colonies are more likely to sink to a purely agricultural state unless employment is provided by
the establishment of industries, it behoves Freetrade to show Protection a better method for the establishment of
industries and for obviating this result.

England tries to impress the advantages of Freetrade on other
Countries, because she requires to sell her manufactured
goods to them.
England's freetrade policy supplies her with cheap food and raw material, which she makes up into
manufactured goods. She must then find a market for them, she cannot buy without selling something in return:
she must get back the price she has paid for the raw material, with something for interest on the capital invested
in manufactories and cost of labour. A market must be found outside of England, and as long as the countries
from which she draws her cheap food and raw material adopt the policy of freetrade they must be the countries
who will be her largest customers for manufactured goods, since the price of labour in these new countries will

not allow them to compete with the cheap labour of England. Freetrade, therefore, places Colonists who adopt
it in the position of ploughmen, agricultural labourers, hewers of wood, and drawers of water, and nothing
more, since no industries can be started to compete against those of England, owing to her cheaper labour and
capital.
Now this is exactly what has happened. England got large quantities of cheap food and raw material from
America and Australia and New Zealand, and sent them back manufactured goods, the profit on the
manufacture being retained by herself, and the cost of freight, &c., being paid by America and the Colonies.
This system answered very well in the early stages of the growth of the United States and the Colonies. The
boundless extent of Canada and the United States, thinly peopled, was exactly suited to produce from a very
small amount of labour the food and raw material that England required, when the English duties were
repealed. America benefited too as well; she secured a better market for these products: besides the almost
boundless territory of America absorbed the superabundant population in the old country, and relieved England
of an incubus. England's coal and iron resources became more and more valuable; all things conspired for the
good of English commerce, everybody was satisfied, Freetrade was the source, they said, of all good. But after
a time the conditions changed. America, when her population increased, adopted a Protective duty as far as
manufactures of which she could produce the materials were concerned, and she kept on increasing and
increasing her tariff till England was shut out of the market. Other countries followed in the wake of America.
They saw that the result of a Protective Tariff in America was to cause the production of these articles at home,
and the profit of the manufacture to be spent in the country. Germany followed suit, and there England's market
was gone; her colonies were left to her, they were always first-rate customers; what a dreadful outcry was
raised when Victoria began to adopt a Protective policy. Yet it was time to do so; in 1885, while the United
States of America only bought the manufactures of England to the extent of ten shillings per head of her
population, and Canada at the rate of two pounds per head, Australasia took six pounds worth per head!!! What
more telling argument could be used in favour of Protection for us as practised in the United States and
Canada?

The True Mainspring of Wealth and Prosperity is Employment.
Without Protection, manufactures cannot exist in New Zealand: it must remain a country only producing
raw material and food. Our Public Works policy commenced in 1876, gave employment to our people, raised
wages, and provided a market for our producers. What is to take its place and pay interest on our borrowed
money unless we maintain a large population and produce wealth by skilled labour. It is admitted there is
nothing; yet we are told that manufactures will grow of their own accord if we only leave them alone. Let
anyone who believes this and has a few hundred pounds to spare, just try the effect of putting it into some
unprotected industry, and let him compete for a year or two with England's cheap labour, and see how his
balance-sheet comes out at the end of the time; I don't think he will try a second experiment.
Every person cannot be a farmer. Freetrade leaves no alternative for the population of young countries to be
other than husbandmen, soil cultivators, producers of food and raw material. Every father knows that his sons
are not all born with the same aptitudes and the same tastes. In a new country, Protection is the only means that
will prevent some in every family from being encumbrances and drones; the more channels that are open for
their diverse tastes the less likely are children to be a burden on their parents; yet without Protection, if they
have not the taste for agricultural pursuits, there is nothing left for them to do. Farmers' sons, too, are born with
diverse instincts: some for agriculture, some for mechanics, some for trades, some for professions, &c.
Providence never intended the whole of Australasians to be shepherds and the whole of England to be
manufacturers; yet under Freetrade such would be the case to a great extent. Protection, by opening a way for
manufacturing industries in the Colonies, would give scope for every variety of natural gifts.

Protection does not make Protected articles dearer.
When an article is thoroughly protected there immediately springs up a trade rivalry in the manufacture or
production of the article, which reduces it to the minimum of cost at which labour and capital can be employed
to produce it. Competition would bring prices to their proper level. Even if farmers had to pay more for their
clothes and implements they would more than recoup themselves by the higher price they would obtain for their
produce, and by the saving of the freight and charges on their produce. If Protection makes the protected article
dearer, how do Freetraders explain the fact that our agricultural implements come chiefly from protected
America, and that many articles are now imported from protected Germany rather than from freetrade England.
Sir John Macdonald, the Premier of Canada, speaking of the results of the Protective System which has been
largely tried there with great success, says: "I am largely responsible for the national policy of Canada, a policy

which has been, and perhaps is now, severly criticised on this side of the sea—a policy of revenue secured by
tariff. There is nothing to show that this policy has, in any respect failed in its intention. The balance of
advantage has been largely in its favour; indeed, high as party feeling runs in Canada, even the Opposition have
ceased to attack the protective policy, or as both parties have agreed to style it the 'national policy' of our
Govern ment. Our policy is to protect such staple industries as are capable of a practically unlimited expansion,
and to admit raw material free which cannot be produced at home. "When we commenced to tax woollen and
cotton goods, we were assured that the consumer would be ruined, and driven out of the country by high prices.
What has been the result? Our manufacturers of cotton and cloth are in a position of increasing prosperity, and
to-day the consumer is able to buy his goods more cheaply than lohen Canada was upon a Freetrade basis." If
Protection makes the protected article dearer, how comes it, as I shall show hereafter, that Protected Victoria
has for one of its best customers in her manufactured products her freetrade rival, New South Wales. The
agricultural classes would in reality be great gainers by a prohibitive policy. New Zealand has to choose for
extra revenue between an increase in the Customs, an increase in the Property Tax, and an increase in the
Railway Hates. If the country settlers know their own interests they will see that it is far more desirable to
support an increase in the tariff than to be subjected to the other alternatives which must necessarily press upon
them. A letter that appeared in the Otago Daily Times, signed by "Arable" puts the case so well and strongly for
the farmers that it is well worth quoting. It says: "So constantly is it asserted that the farmers would be losers by
a protective policy, that I trust you will kindly allow me briefly to point out a few reasons upon which many of
us base a contrary opinion. No doubt outgoings would be slightly increased, but this not nearly to the extent that
some suppose. The typical working farmer lives with his family mainly upon the produce of his farm. He might
have to disburse a few shillings a year extra upon cotton materials; and this would be the chief item of his
increased expen- diture, for already boots, woollen goods and agri- cultural implements of colonial manufacture
are in a majority of cases, from their greater durability, deservedly preferred; and upon these last the experience of other countries shows that Protection would, by increased competition, exercise a cheapening
influence. On the other hand, we believe that, although Protection is by no means such a vital question for the
farmer as it is for the townsman, the former must necessarily share in the prosperity of the latter. With the
revival of better times would come Adam Smith's corner stone of prosperity—an in creased home market, and
an improved sale for butter, milk, eggs, hay, fruit, &c., &c. This would far more than recoup the farmer the
small additional cost of his household expenditure, to say nothing of those by-crops which, under Protection, he
could grow at a profit, such as linseed, mustard, &c. Again, United States' statistics establish the fact that the
value of farm land maintains a constant ratio with the number of manufactories in the district, a fact so
appreciated by the small freeholders that they are almost to a man Protectionists, as recent investigations and
the hope less minority of Freetraders in Congress conclusively show. Can we take a better guide in matters of
self- interest than the shrewd American?"
In this letter we find the farmer's case put very clearly and distinctly, and in a manner altogether
convincing. Unless local industries are encouraged to a larger extent than they are at present, the Colony will
become merely a consuming depôt for the results of cheap labour in other places.

England is fast failing us as a market for our raw produce.
Every thinking person who has watched the tendency of our trade with England during the last few years
must come to the conclusion that its condition is of itself a sufficient reason to justify a Protective policy. Under
Freetrade we produce food and raw material for export to England to be worked up into manufactured goods,
and returned. Under Freetrade it has been shewn that this is all we can do; but how do English markets pay us
even for our produce? The average price of wheat has been lower during the last three years than at any time
during the last hundred years, and now is scarcely worth growing. The price of wool at home a year or two ago
did not leave a bare margin to the produce; our frozen meat at three pence half-penny per pound is
unremunerative, and tallow is unsaleable. In conversation with a gentleman, a very high authority from
Calcutta, only a few days ago, he informed me that in two years time the cheap labour of India, and the
completion of railways, would allow of Indian wheat being placed on the market in London at twenty-five
shillings per quarter. Russian petroleum, as soon as the steamers with tank accommodation are completed
which are now being built, will lower the price of tallow to such an extent as to make it almost worthless; and
can there be any doubt that the enormous tracks of South America, now being opened up by English enterprise,
and stocked with thousands, I might say millions of sheep, can have other than a detrimental effect on the price
of the produce of our flocks?
With these facts staring them in the face, what will our farmers say to the prospect of being shut out from
the Home market, and no sufficient population to consume their produce in New Zealand? I cannot do better on
this head than quote from a letter in the Launceston Examiner, in 1885, the following remarks: "England's

'closed ports'—and her ports are more effectually closed at the present moment than if she had imposed an ad
valorem duty of 20 per cent, on our products a dozen years ago—drive us to the necessity of changing our
system of commerce. Freetraders ought in justice to themselves to propound an alternative. They have pointed
us to India and Ceylon; we have been told Japan is a good market; we have been advised to try America and
other places, with barren results. Seeing Freetrade has failed us, Protectionists are justified in asking a trial for
Pro- tection. If England cannot pay us for soil products, surely we ought to be allowed to consume what food
and raw material is required to furnish ourselves with manufactured goods. It may be said there is no hindrance
to manufacturers, but there is a hindrance; while English capital and English labour, at the low rates ruling for
both, are allowed to operate on Colonial food and raw material at the low rate England offers for them, we are
not prepared to compete on equal terms. We are not willing to subject our workmen to the low rates of wages
English workmen have to sub- mit to, and capitalists will not invest in manufactories at the low rate of interest
English money has to accept. To compete with England, we must descend to English trade equalities, and that
we cannot do. To do so we might as well go back to England; in fact, this is Freetrade law."
I am aware that the views that I have put forward here will be distasteful to many of my friends. I shall be
told, I have no doubt, that I have not yet learned even the rudiments of Political Economy. Be it so. I err in that
respect with many of the most able men, both in this Colony and in Victoria, in America and in Germany, who
have broken away from the orthodox notions of the Cobden Club, and have set at defiance the fine sounding
theories of Professors, exercising instead a little plain common sense. The theories that have been propounded
as suitable for England and English trade, may be perfectly sound when applied to the circumstances and
condition in which England has been placed during the last thirty years. They are valueless, in my opinion,
when applied to a different country, differently circumstanced. Common sense tells me that the man who can
get skilled labour in India at two shillings a week can place wheat on the London market cheaper than I can, that
he can manufacture goods and bring them to New Zealand cheaper than I can make them, unless I can get New
Zealand white labour at the same price, (which God forbid); and common sense tells me, too, that my
neighbours, however much they may love me, will buy those goods rather than mine; it tells me, too, that we
can manufacture goods just as suitable to our requirements as the English maker, if we are not forced out of the
market by unfair competition, and that we must protect our manufacturers by a tariff, just as England's cheap
labour and capital, her position and resources, answer the purpose of a tariff to protect her manufacturers; it
tells me, too, that it is better to take for our example a Colony circumstanced similarly to ourselves rather than
an Old World state, and that as self-interest is inducing certain sections of our people to support Freetrade, so
the motive of self-interest must be employed on behalf of the people at large for the people's benefit.
W. H. Spackman.
213, Hereford Street, Christchurch
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